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Preface 

 

 

The 30th Pacific Asia Conference on Language, Information and Computation (PACLIC 30) is held at 

Kyung Hee University in Seoul on (Friday) 28 October – (Sunday) 30 October 2016. The conference is 

co-hosted by the Korea Society of Language and Information, Institute for the Study of Language and 

Information at KHU, and Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology. The PACLIC series of 

conferences emphasize the synergy of theoretical analysis and processing of language, and provide a 

forum for researchers in different fields of language study in the Pacific-Asia region to share their 

findings and interests in the formal and empirical study of languages. Organized under the auspices of 

the PACLIC Steering Committee, PACLIC 30 continues our long standing collaborative efforts among 

theoretical and computational linguists in the Pacific-Asia region. 

This year, we received 108 paper submissions that represent healthy diversity, with authors from 22 

countries, which include Australia, Cambodia, China, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Hong Kong, 

India, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Philippines, Russia, Taiwan, 

Thailand, United Kingdom, United States, and Vietnam (80.2% from 13 countries in Asia Pacific, 11.7% 

from 7 countries in Europe, 6.1% from the United States, and 2.0% from the Middle East). We wish to 

extend our deep thanks to all the authors for submitting papers to PACLIC 30 and for their contributions. 

We would also like to thank 53 Program Committee members for writing over 327 reviews and for 

making the final paper selection possible among 108 submissions in total. After receiving acceptance 

letters for either oral or poster presentations, however, some authors of accepted papers chose to 

withdraw their submissions or to change their presentation modes afterwards. As a result, we have 29 

papers for oral presentation (26.9% acceptance rate) and 31 papers for poster presentation (55.6% 

acceptance rate). Each submission was reviewed by at least three reviewers to ensure that all accepted 

papers meet the high quality standards of the PACLIC conference. We are extremely grateful to the 

Program Committee members for all their hard work, without which the preparation of this program 

would not have been possible at all.  

We are delighted to have three plenary keynote speeches and five invited papers addressing different 

aspects of language and computing in PACLIC 30. The three keynote speeches are given by Stefan 

Müller from Freie Universität Berlin, Goran Nenadic from University of Manchester, and Anoop Sarkar 

from Simon Fraser University. The five invited papers are delivered by Jae-Woong Choe from Korea 

University, Shirley Dita from De La Salle University, Yasunari Harada from Waseda University, Chu-

Ren Huang from The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, and Hongyong Liu from University of Macau. 

These plenary and invited papers will not be only informative but also enlightening to the audience, 

leading to many innovative research ideas in the future. We would like to thank General Chair Hee-

Rahk Chae and the Steering Committee for their valuable help and advice. We also wish to extend our 

appreciation to Organization Chair Jong-Bok Kim and the Organization Committee members, for their 

exceptional dedication and coordination in their work.  

We hope that you enjoy the conference! 

 

Jong C. Park 

PACLIC 30 Program Committee Chair  
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Keynote Speeches





The CoreGram Project: 
Theoretical Linguistics, Theory Development and Verification

Stefan Müller
Freie Universität Berlin

St.Mueller@hu-berlin.de

Abstract

The German Grammar group develops a fully formalized and computer-processable set of grammars 
that share a set of constraints, that is, they have a common core (see also Müller, 2013 for an overview). 
Some very general con-straints hold for all grammars, some for subgroups of languages.

Currently we work on: 

1. German (Germanic, SFB 632, A6, Müller, 2007; Müller and Ørsnes, 2011), 
2. Danish (Germanic, DFG MU 2822/2-1, Ørsnes, 2009; Müller, 2009; Müller and Ørsnes, 2011; 

Müller and Ørsnes, In Preparation), 
3. Persian (Indo-Iranian, DFG/ANR MU 2822/3-1, Müller, 2010, Müller und Ghayoomi, 2010),
4. Maltese (Semitic, Müller, 2009),
5. Mandarin Chinese (Sino-Tibetian, DFG MU 2822/5-1, Lipenkova, 2008; Müller and 

Lipenkova, 2009), 
6. Spanish (Romance, SFB 632, A6), 
7. French (Romance, SFB 632, A6), 
8. Yiddisch (Germanic, Müller and Ørsnes, 2011) and
9. Hindi. 

The approach to developing the core grammar is bottom-up in that we do not assume a genetically 
determined Universal Grammar and try to prove its existence in language after language. Rather we 
treat every language in its own right and try to generalize over sets of languages only later. Some of this 
knowledge might be part of an UG in the above sense, but we do not make any claims on this issue.  

We also do not make an explicit core-periphery distinction while working on individual languages. 
Rather what belongs to the core is determined empirically by comparing languages. If we find a 
phenomenon in more than one language and think that it is correct to describe the phenomenon by the 
same means, the respective representations are kept in one file that is used by the respective grammars. 
This results in a grouping of languages that share the same code, with files containing very general 
constraints being used by all languages. 
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Inferring Methodological Meta-knowledge from Large Biomedical 
Corpora

Goran Nenadic
University of Manchester

gnenadic@manchester.ac.uk

Abstract

Large amounts of biomedical corpora have emerged from different sources, including scientific 
literature, lab notes, patents and electronic health records. Most of the efforts in biomedical text mining 
have focused on the extraction and linkage of specific facts, such as molecular interactions, links 
between genes and diseases, or patients’ symptoms. Such facts are rarely contextualised using the 
associated scientific or professional methodology (e.g. what methods were used to detect particular 
interaction, or to diagnose a particular disease). However, methods are the vital, but often neglected, 
under-pinning of science and practice. Given enough data, the ability to extract methodological 
knowledge would allow us to “infer” common (and possibly best) practice for a given task, and thus 
indeed learn from vast amount of text. This is obviously a complex task that involves identification, 
representation and linking of steps in associated methods, requiring a series of NLP methods such as 
temporal information extraction and discourse analysis. In this talk we will explore finding out what 
methods are being used to do what experiment from the literature, or to infer what clinical pathways 
patients have followed, based on the notes in their electronic health records.  We will illustrate some 
of the work in the context of bioinformatics (e.g. recovering a general view of the methods described 
in the literature) and clinical practice (e.g. reconstruction of patient journeys). We will also discuss how 
feasible this task is given the known issues with the lack of reported details needed for understanding 
and reproducibility of associated methods (i.e. how much of a method is indeed present in the literate 
or clinical records).
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The Challenge of Simultaneous Speech Translation

Anoop Sarkar
Simon Fraser University

anoop@sfu.ca

Abstract

Simultaneous speech translation attempts to produce high quality translations while at the same time 
minimizing the latency between production of words in the source language and translation into the 
target language. The variation in syntactic structure between the source and target language can make 
this task challenging: translating from a language where the verb is at the end increases latency when 
translating incrementally into a language where the verb appears after the subject.

In this talk I focus on a key prediction problem in simultaneous translation: when to start translating the 
input stream. I will talk about two new algorithms that together provide a solution to this problem. The 
first algorithm learns to find effective places to break the input stream. In order to balance the often 
conflicting demands of low latency and high translation quality, the algorithm exploits the notion of 
Pareto optimality. The second algorithm is a stream decoder that incrementally processes the input 
stream from left to right and produces output translations for segments of the input. These segments are 
found by consulting classifiers trained on data created by the first algorithm. 

We compare our approach with previous work and present translation quality scores (BLEU scores) and 
the latency of generating translations (number of segments translated per second) on audio lecture data 
from the TED talks collection. 
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The Significance of Background Information 
in Acceptability Judgements of Korean Sentences

Jae-Woong Choe
Korea University

jchoe@korea.ac.kr

Abstract

Linguists in the Generative Linguistics tradition typically rely on their own intuition as a native speaker 
for their core data. This practice has continually been challenged to be more rigorous in their data 
collection methodology, and Experimental Syntax is an effort to address the issue.

The purpose of this presentation is to discuss whether some background information of the subjects 
might affect the acceptability judgments of the subjects, mostly naive native speakers. It is well 
established, following the sociolinguistic research, that native speakers' use of language might be 
influenced by some social factors like age, gender, class, and others.

The data to be discussed in the presentation are drawn from acceptability judgments on sentences by 
Korean native speakers, and comprise 68,158 data points, gathered from 302 native speakers with 574 
stimulus sentences (around 240 items per subject).  The background information that was collected 
includes factors like sex, age, dialect, and previous exposure to linguistics classes ('familiarity').

We discuss in detail some statistical issues to be dealt with for any proper treatment of the data, focusing 
on their distributional characteristics. The results show that the 'familiarity' factor largely plays a 
marginally significant role in the distribution of the data.
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Measuring Diversified Proficiency of Japanese Learners of English 

Yasunari HARADA
Faculty of Law, Waseda University
Nishi-Waseda 1-6-1, Shinjuku-ku

Tokyo 169-8050, Japan
harada@waseda.jp 

Abstract 

Japan is faced with an imminent challenge 
of cultivating ‘global human resources’, as 

the whole society delves into the global 
information society. The Course of Study 
defined by the Ministry of Education, 
Culture, and Sports and Technology 
(MEXT) of the Japanese government has 
emphasized communicative competence 
and / or ‘communication skills’ as a focus 

of the foreign language subjects (e.g., 
English) since 1900’s and the Courses of 
Study for most other subject also mention 
similar needs. During the academic year of 
2014, the Educational Reform Working 
Group within the leading Liberal 
Democratic Party proposed the use of 
TOEFL iBT as an obligatory part of 
university entrance examination procedures. 
Furthermore, in 2015, MEXT advised the 
consideration of utilizing existing 4-skills 
English language proficiency tests that 
external test publishers have made 
available in Japan. Pearson offers various 
English tests that are automatically scored. 
Its spoken English test, Versant English 
Test, uses automated speech recognition 
and technologies. Versant Writing Test 
measures reading and writing skills and is 
scored automatically by using Latent 
Semantic Analysis. Approximately 60 first-
year students at the undergraduate School 
of Law at Waseda University took Versant 

English Test and Versant Writing Test four 
times and the sores are compared to those 
of Oxford Placement English Test that the 
same students took three times. Oxford 
Quick Placement Test is designed to 
measure vocabulary, collocation, and 
grammar through reading-based multiple 
choice tasks. The present study reports 
results of analyses of these test scores and 
estimated CEFR levels, and then 
investigates challenges that Japanese 
learners and teachers of English are facing. 

Credits 

Parts of the materials in this paper are presented 
orally in (Suzuki, Morishita and Harada, 2016 a).  
Materials presented here in English have 
previously been published in Japanese in (Suzuki, 
Morishita and Harada, 2016 b) and (Harada & 
Morishita,  2013). 

References  
Suzuki, M., Morishita, M. & Harada, Y. (2016 a).  

Application of Language Technology to Language 
Assessment: Measuring Different Aspects of 
Language Proficiency of Japanese Learners of 
English with Different Automated Tests. Spring Joint 
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Endurant vs Perdurant: 
Ontological Motivation for Language Variations

Abstract

Modern ontology focuses on the shared 
structure of knowledge representation and 
sheds light on underling motivations of human 
conceptual structure. This paper addresses the 
issue of whether ontological structures are 
linguistically represented, and whether such 
conceptual underpinning of linguistic 
representation may motivate language 
variations. Integrating our recent work showing 
that the most fundamental endurant vs. 
perdurant ontological dichotomy is 
grammaticalized in Chinese and on comparable 
corpus based studies of variations of Chinese, I
will explore the possibility that this basic 
conceptual dichotomy may in fact provide the 
motivation of changes of perspectives that 
underlies language variations. I will also 
discuss possible implication this approach has 
in accounting for other language changes and 
variations such as light verb’s argument taking, 
incorporation, loss of case/agreement, and 
English –er/-ee asymmetry. In the process, the 
will resolve three linguistic puzzles and 
eventually show that the endurant/perdurant 
dichotomy may in fact be the conceptual basis 
of the hitherto undefined +N (i.e. nouny) vs. +V 
(i.e. verby) features prevalent in linguistics. 
Based on this proposal, the variations involving 
various types of denominalization and 
deverbalization can be accounted for.

1. Motivation: Three Linguistic Puzzles
This paper starts with three seemingly unrelated 
linguistic puzzles and will end in proposing a 
common solution to these puzzles, in spite of the 
fact that these puzzles are very different in nature 
and varies greatly at the linguistic levels where 
they occur. By showing that the perdurant/endurant 
ontological dichotomy offers common solution to 
these puzzles, I will further demonstrate that the 

same dichotomy can motivate a range of well-
known facts in language changes and variations.

1.1. Three Linguistic Puzzles 
The three puzzles belong to different domains. The 
first puzzle involves a common cross-linguistic 
phenomenon, the second puzzle is language 
specific, while the last is a meta-linguistic one.

(1) Why do we refer to a flight that did take off at 
10:10 the 10:10 flight?

(2) Why yi1yuan4 bing4ren2 ‘hospital 
patient’ is not an acceptable expression in 
Mandarin Chinese? 

(3) What does linguists mean by ‘nouny’ and 
‘verby’?; or
What does +N, +V stand for when linguistic 
theories claim that nouns are [+N, -V], and 
adjectives are [+N, +V]?

These puzzles are explicated further below: 
Why 1 A flight that is scheduled for10:10 typically 
takes off earlier or later, and rarely takes off at 
exactly 10:10. For instance, it could be delayed and 
took off at 10:28. However, in any language, it is 
simply not possible to inquire about information 
related to this flight, such as the arrival time, by 
referring to the flight with it factually true 10:28 
taking off time? Why are we linguistically obliged 
to refer it the 10:10 flight while we know that it is 
not true that it took off at 10:10 (and in fact a 
different flight might have taken off at 10:10)? 

Why 2 NN compound are common and productive 
in Mandarin Chinese and a wide range of NN 
compounds are attested, such as  ‘school teacher’ 

xue2xiao4 lao3shi1, ‘hotel chef’ 
jiu3diao4 cu1shi, or ‘primary school student’ 
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xiao3xue1 xue1sheng. Mandarin speakers, 
however, balk at and strongly dis-prefer hospital 
patient yi1yuan4 bing4ren2, and 
would prefer yi1yuan4 de bing4ren2.
But why not and why does the addition of de
make the expression acceptable even though the 
semantic relations of between two component 
nouns seem to be similar. 

Why 3 A fundamental architecture shared by a few 
linguistic theories is the use of +/- N, and +/-V
features, often referred to as being nouny or verby.
These are supposed to be more fundamental than 
grammatical categories as nouns are defined as a 
[+N, -V] category, adjectives as [+N, +V], verbs as 
[-N, +V], and adverbs as [-N, -V]. However, what 
does +N mean? A paraphrase of nouns have noun-
like properties is a tautology. Since the definition 
of nouns depends on the +N features, yet the
definition of the +N feature requires that we know 
what a noun is. Furthermore, deverbal nouns and 
denominal verbs, among other categorical shifts, 
are common in all languages. It is not unreasonable 
to expect that they retain some features of their 
original category, but does this make them nounier 
or verbier? Can they be both +N and +V (but this 
by definition means they are adjectives, which they 
clearly are not)? And most of all, is there any 
theoretical, empirical or cognitive ramification of 
this seemingly tautological stipulation?

1.2. Outline of the paper
After introducing the three linguistic puzzles, I will 
introduce the ontological dichotomy of endurant vs. 
perdurant (aka continuant vs. occurrent) and 
suggest why this dichotomy may be relevant for 
the three puzzles. In section three, following 
Huang (2015), I will show how this dichotomy is 
grammaticalized in Chinese. In particular, I argue 
that in Mandarin Chinese, sortal classifiers denote 
endurant properties, while measure words denote 
perdurant properties; and that de0 has a main 
function to mark perdurant relations. In section 
four, I explore some possible accounts of language 
variations based on this ontological dichotomy, 
including light verb selection variations in World 
Chineses, emergence of classifiers in Chinese, 
(verbal) incorporation involving VO and SO 
compounds in Chinese, and lose of gender and 
case in Middle English; as well as the lexical gaps 

in -ernominalization in English. I propose answers 
to the three puzzles in section 5. And section 6 will 
be the conclusion.

2. Endurant/Perdurant in Ontology
2.1 Endurant vs. Perdurant 
Ontology in the application of information science 
and knowledge engineering is the shared system of 
knowledge representation (e.g. Gruber 1995). This 
shared system is often represented in terms of 
conceptual atoms and relations. One of the most 
fundamental issues in ontology construction the 
first binary bifurcation of all conceptual atoms.
This seemingly simple decision will dictate the 
fundamental design of the knowledge system, as it 
entails the underlying conceptual or informational 
criteria for creating different branches in the 
knowledge system. We can find in the literature on 
ontology extensive discussion in philosophical, 
logical, linguistic, and cognitive theories before 
making commitment to this first bifurcation (e.g. 
Guarino 1998, and Gurino and Welty 2002 for 
DOLCE, Niles and Pease 2001 for SUMO, and 
Sminth and Grenon 2004 for Basis Formal 
Ontology (BFO)). Hence the fact that many upper 
ontologies adopt the endurant/perdurant dichotomy 
for this primary classification is significant. This 
dichotomy in fact relies crucially on relevance of 
time: a concept which can be defined independent 
of time is endurant; and a concept which must be 
defined dependent of time is perdurant. In terms of 
referning to entities, they correspond to what is 
called continuant and occurrent in philosophy.
Hence the implication is that it is NOT the shape or 
other perceivable physical properties, but rather the 
entity’s continuity of existence in time that plays a 
central role in conceptual classification of our 
knowledge systems. Although the logic primacy 
and cognitive necessity of such a stipulation seems 
well-motivated, one may wonder if such an 
abstract concept may play a role in the daily usage 
of language. 

Before exploring their link to linguistic data, it is 
important to note that the time (in)dependency can 
be judged from pure physical/logical necessity (as 
in formal ontology) or based on (human) 
conceptualization (as in linguistic ontology). BFO, 
for instance, allows two types of ontologies to 
describe the same information content: three-
dimensional SNAP ontologies without temporal 
dimension, which are therefore like snapshots; and 
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four-dimensional SPAN ontologies incorporating 
spatiotemporal information (Grenon and Smith 
2004). DOLCE, on the other hand, apply the 
endurant/perdurant dichotomy to entities only 
(Gangemi et al. 2003). This design feature can be 
illustrated by the DOLCE upper ontology (adapted 
from Gangemi et al 2003, and 2010) and given 
Figure 1 below. A different way to realize the 
edurant/perdurant dichotomy is BFO’s basic 
bifurcation of continuant/occurrent, as illustrated 
Figure 2 (adapted from Smith 2012). 

2.2 Interim Summary: Endurant/Perdurant 
I summarize in three different ways the endurant 

vs. perdurant dichotomy as the foundation for the 
account to be proposed in this paper. 

First, in intuitive and somewhat simplistic terms, 
referring entities are typically considered to be 
endurants; and processes are typically perdurants
Endurants are hence noun-like and perdurants 
more verb-like.

Second, in terms of conceptual atoms, an
endurant is “(the concept of) an entity which has 
spatial components but is not dependent on a
specific time frame of occurrence.” e.g. Hilary 
Clinton in 2008 and in 2016 are the save person. A
perdurant is “(the concept of) an entity which has a 
time element crucially associated with its 
meaning.”  E.g. Clinton’s 2008 and 2016 
campaigns are two different campaigns.

Third, from conceptualization (or ontological 
representation) perspectives, and largely following 
Gernon and Smith (2004), an endurant ontology is 
SNAP ontology, where objects requires three-
dimensional representation but can be described 
independent of time. And a perdurant ontology is 
SPAN ontology, where objects are given four (or 
higher) dimensional representation, and possible 
variations at different temporal point is integral 
part of the object being described. 

2.3 Towards an Answer to Puzzle 1
Given the endurant vs. perdurant dichotomy, we 
are now able to differentiate the two different 
temporal references involved in the first puzzle, the 
10:10 flight that took off at 10:28: 

The 10:28 taking off time is the perdurant
property of the event. Its relevance and validity is
dependent on a specific timeframe of the 
occurrence of the event (e.g. 6 October, 2016).
Hence to use this temporal reference, the speaker 

must both specify explicitly the particular the 
timeframe of the event as well as have specific 
knowledge of the parochial time reference. S/he 
also needs to establish that the listeners have the 
same reference and the same knowledge. It is easy 
to see that such level of shared reference and 
knowledge is not easy to establish. 

The temporal reference of 10:10, as in ‘a 10:10 
flight’, is the endurant property shared by all 
events belonging to this type. A 10:10 flight is ‘the 
same’ today, tomorrow, and the day after; 
regardless of when the flight actually take off each 
day as long as it is scheduled as such. Being a 
10:10 flights is the shared endurant property of all 
such event episodes. More importantly, this 
‘enduring’ property is conceptually robust for 
people to establish and share without further 
explication. This similarly applies to rigid 
designators. We refer to Hilary Clinton as a 
endurant even though we know that Clinton in 
2008 and in 2016 have many different properties 
exactly because the reference is enduring and easy 
to establish for human conceptualization; while 
any other time-dependent reference can be easily 
lost track of by different participants in 
conceptualization, e.g. perdurant. 

3.  The Chinese classifier system: Linguistically 
encodes Endurant/Perdurant contrast
In this section, we follow the ontological account 
of Huang (2015), which adopts the generalizations 
of the linguistics system of Chinese classifiers 
presented in Ahrens and Huang (2016), as in 
Figure 3. 

3.1 Sortal Classifier Denotes Endurant Properties   
Ahrens and Huang (2016) identify two different 
sub-types in the syntactic classifier system of 
Chinese and call the first type ‘sortal classifiers’. 
These are the prototypical Chinese classifiers 
Chinese, and individual classifiers in (4) are in turn 
the most prototypical sortal classifiers. 

(4)  a. 
                 yi1_zhang1_po4po4lan4lan4_de_zhi3 
                 one_CL_tattered_DE_paper 

‘one piece of tattered paper’
            b.
                 na4_zhang1_que1tui3_de_yi3zhi 

that_CL_leg-missing_DE_chair 
‘that chair with a missing leg’
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It is important to note that previous literature on 
classifiers in Chinese typically assumes that they 
establish different noun classes according to the 
physical properties, such as shapes, of the referents 
(e.g. Tai 1994). Huang (2015) showed that this is 
not the necessary conceptual motivation. In (4a), a 
piece of tattered or torn paper no longer retains the 
sheet like shape property purported to be selected 
by the classifier zhang1. Similarly, a chair with 
a missing leg no longer poses the typical physical 
features purportedly selected by the classifier. The 
classifiers seem to select conceptual classes that 
are not affected by specific occurring events. In 
other words, sortal classifiers pick up the time 
independent property of being paper/chair 
regardless of the physical state of the referent at a 
certain time. I.e., they encode endurant properties 
We also picked the polysemous zhang1 to 
underline the fact that the classifier system is 
linguistically conventionalized and not dependent 
on the specific actual physical properties a 
particular classifier refer to.

3.2 Measure Words Denote Perdurant Properties
The other sub-class of the syntactic classifier 
system involves measure words, according to 
Ahrens and Huang (2016). These are the syntactic 
classifiers that are known not to select the nouns 
they modify. The example chosen involves a 
standard measure word

(5) 600
zhe4_yi1_kuai4_yi1_gong1jin1_de0_rou4zhu3sho
u2_hou4_zhi3_sheng4_bu2dao4_600_gong1ke4 
         this_one_CL_one_kilogram_DE_meat, 
          cooked_after_only_left_less_600_gram 
‘This piece meat of one kilogram only weighs less 
than 600 grams after being cooked.’ 

(5) shows that the property selected by a measure
word is time dependent. Note the weight differs 
before and after cooking in (5), even though the 
weights belong to the same piece of meat. Hence, 
the measure words pick up a perdurant property of 
the object, unlike sortal classifier. This is one of 
the reasons why sortal classifiers have selectional 
restrictions (as they refer explicitly to a particular 
group of endurant entities); but measure words 
cannot (as the property they refer to is not a 
constant property of an entity). Huang (2015) 
hence argue that the sortal classifier vs. measure 

word dichotomy in Chinese classifier system is the 
grammaticalization of the endurant/perdurant 
ontological contrast.

The presence of de0 in (5) also underlines a 
well-known but never explained generalization that 
insertion of de0 (DE-insertion) is allowed after 
measure words but not after sortal classifiers.

3.3 Linguistic expression of ontological notions   
Huang (2015) observes that although the fact 

that DE-insertion is not allowed after sortal 
classifiers suggests that its presence is linked to 
non-endurant properties, there are some exceptions. 

(6) a. ( ) ( )  yi1_da4_zhang1_de_zhi3  
‘a sheet of big paper’

     b. ( ) ( )  yi_xiao3_zhang1_de_zhi3  
‘a sheet of small paper’

     c.  yi1_da4_zhang1_de_zhi3  
‘a sheet of big paper’

     b.  yi_xiao3_zhang1_de_zhi3  
‘a sheet of small paper’

What (6)a-d show very crucially is that DE-
insertion is allowed only with the rare cases when 
a sortal classifier is  internally modified. Since 
such internal modification assigning specific 
physical properties to the sortal classifier, we 
assume that it acquires time-dependent properties 
and hence allows DE-insertion. This hypothesis is 
supported by the fact that DE-insertion is not 
allowed when modification is applied to the noun 
and not the classifier (hence does not change the 
endurant property of the sortal classifier). 

Last, this generalization nicely applies to Chao’s 
(1968) observation of a minimal contrast pair of 
compound nouns with or without de0. 

    (7) a. bai2hua1you2   
                  white_flower_oil  

‘Pak Fah Yeow[A brand of Chinese herbal oil]’ 
         b. bai2hua1_de_you2
                  white_flower_DE_oil  

‘A(n) (essential) oil made from a white flower’

(7a), without de0, refers to an endurant which 
does not necessarily have any relation with white 
flowers ( ) but is established by convention.
(7b), with de0, however, requires the 
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‘occurring’ of the white flower. Based on this, 
Huang (2015) concluded that  

DE-insertion is allowed only when the M 
selects perdurant properties and that in general, 
DE-insertion does not change the meaning of 
perdurant D-M compounds 

We can further hypothesize that DE-insertion
marks the shift to a SPAN (four-dimensional) 
ontological view, and hence underlines time-
dependent properties. This is also consistent with 
the analysis that modifier constructions with
de0 has intersective reading, as well as the fact that

de0 marks relevant clauses in Chinese (e.g. 
Huang and Shi 2016). To account for both 
generalizations, the shift to SPAN ontological view 
marked by de0 license the meaning where the 
pre- and post- de0 element must be present and 
interpreted at the same temporal point. 

3.4 Possible Answer to Why 2
The ontological account of de0 above offers a
solution to our second puzzle. Being a patient in a 
hospital is time-dependent (i.e. perdurant) property.
That is, we do not expect being sick to be an 
inherent property of a person, unlike the other 
properties quoted above (e.g. being a chef, student, 
or teacher). Hence the presence of de0 is 
strongly preferred to mark the perdurant property
of a patient in the hospital as in . 
Without de0, is not ungrammatical 
yet creates semantic dissonance.  

(8) a. xiao3xue2 lao3shi1  
‘elementary school teacher’

     b. xiao3ming2 ma1ma1
‘XiaoMing’s Mom’

c. xiao3ming2 lao3shi1 
‘Teacher XiaoMing’

      d. xiao3ming2 de0 lao3shi1
‘XiaoMing’s teacher’

In fact the perdrant/endurant contrast nicely predict 
the distribution and interpretation of NN’s 
with(out) de0, as shown above. The 
interpretation of (8c) and (8d) is the most crucial 

example fact. For NN without de0 both 
occupational (8a) and possessive (8b) readings are 
acceptable, both endurant. However, in contrast 
with (8b), the relations between XiaoMing and his 
teacher cannot be expressed without de0, as it is 
a perdurant relation dependent on specific tempo-
spatial  constraints.  The only endurant 
interpretation available for (8c) without de0 is 
an appositional one, where XiaoMing is the name 
of the teacher.

4. Ontological Basis of Language Variations 
Given the fact that the endurant/perdurant time-
dependency contrast is linguistically encoded and 
allow us to resolve two of the linguistic puzzles 
posed, I will explore the possibility of its 
contribution to language variations as a step 
toward solution of the meta-linguistic puzzle 3.

4.1 Incorporation: Chinese VR and VO compounds  
The emergence of VR Compounds in Chinese 

(cf. Liu 2002) during the Northern and Southern 
Dynasties (CE 420-589) is one of the major 
grammatical changes in the history of Chinese 
language. In this process, phrasal ‘verb + 
complement’ units become incorporated VR 
compounds and gradually acquire ability to take 
direct object over time, but at different pace for 
different verbs.

Interestingly, we now see a similar process in 
action with the emergence of VO compounds in 
Mandarin Chinese for both in Mainland China and 
Taiwan (Jiang and Huang 2016). In this process, 
phrasal ‘verb + object’ units become incorporated
VO compounds and gradually acquire ability to 
take direct object over time. However, intriguingly, 
this process is happening at different paces for 
different verbs and for different Chinese varieties.
In general, the VO incorporation process seems to 
be faster in Taiwan Mandarin then Mainland 
Mandarin. 

Verb-noun incorporation is an important 
linguistic topic from both synchronic and 
diachronic perspectives and has been extensively 
studied. Mithun (1984), for instance, describes 
incorporation as coalescence of nouns and verbs. 
She later (Mithun1986) claims that incorporation 
involves reduction of noun classes and 
incorporated nouns, like nouns in other compounds, 
do no refer but qualify or narrow the scope of the 
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host verb. And Jacques (2012) claims that 
denominalization leads to incorporation 

Re-interpreting the positions laid out by both 
Mithun and Jacques, we can assume that in 
incorporation, there is a conceptual shift of the R/O 
unit in terms of losing endurant meaning. That is, 
they lose the ability to refer independent of time 
and now becomes part of a time-dependent 
‘occurring’ to the extent of allowing the new 
perdurant entity to predicate a new class of 
endurant arguments.

Based on the above generalizations, we envision 
the conceptual motivation of VO incorporation as
follows. O gradually loses its time-independent 
properties and become more dependent on V 
because of their highly collocating occurrence to 
the extent that: 

    -O is no longer an endurant and hence cannot 
stand by itself and the V-O sequence losing one 
dimension of its event structure (still SPAN, but 
lost the ability to represent a dependent 
participants)
    -Increasing Transitivity: As VO becomes 
fully incorporate ands strongly perdurant (as a 
new predicate), it evolves to differentiate itself 
from the event structure (ontological 
representation) of the original V by acquiring 
the ability to add another dimension i.e. ability 
to take another argument or a participants as a 
new dimension in the ontology). 

It is important to note that this account motivates 
the decrease in transitivity, a common 
phenomenon in grammaticalization, as the switch 
from endurant to perdurant of a participant (and its 
merge with an extisitng perdurant V), a simple 
binary conceptual switch. This way, we can also 
view the variations of whether the incorporated 
verbs (VO) can take argument or not as 
ontologically motivated in terms of whether to add 
another dimension or not to the newly formed 
event structure. We can even speculate that the 
reason why Taiwan Mandarin incorporated VO is 
more likely to take additional object because its 
being conservative and has the tendency of 
maintaining the original transitivity or dimensions 
of event structure (Jiang and Huang 2016).  

The emergence of the VR compound can in fact 
be described similarly as R typically is the property 
of an endurant object/theme. Hence the 
incorporation of R also reduces an endurant. 

4.2 Case and Infection Loss in Middle English 
Another well-known and well-studied case of 

historical change is the loss of case and inflection 
in Middle English. Note that both case (agreement) 
and inflection are in fact dependent on the concept 
of time. Inflection marks time directly, while case 
agreement allows an endurant to be linked to a 
perdurant and be associated with time dependency. 
Hence the loss of inflection and case simplifies the 
grammatical representation of ontological 
information by reducing the time dependent 
dimensions. I.e. it reduces the associated perdurant 
properties on an endurant entity.

4.3 Variations in Light Verb Selection in World 
Chineses 
In a series of studies based on comparable corpora
from Mainland China and Taiwan, Huang et al. 
(2014) and Jiang et al. (2015, 2016) showed that 
that the light verb jing4xing2 ‘to proceed’ and 
some similar light verbs have different constraints 
on taking eventive nominals objects.  

(9)a  jing4xing2 yan2jiu4
        ‘to carry on research’  
    b. / jing4xing2 yi4an4/yi4cheng2

‘to carry on (in a meeting) discussion 
items/agenda’ 

In general, when such variations occur, light verbs 
in the Mainland Mandarin variant take only 
deverbal nouns, but NOT event nouns. That is (9a) 
will be used but (9b) not accepted. In Taiwan 
Mandarin, however, both (9a) and (9b) are 
commonly used and accepted. 

In this context, our basic assumption is that as 
light verbs lack eventive content, it needs to take 
an object with eventive information. In the 
ontological view, this means that verbs represents 
four or higher dimension SPAN ontology but light 
verbs misses some essential dimension (esp. in 
terms of participants). Recall Chierchia’s (1984) 
account of deverbal nouns as turning events into a 
referring entity but allowing the eventive 
information of argument structure to be preserved.
In other words, a deverbal noun loses the 
dimension of time but retains the dimensions of 
participants. Hence, in terms of eventive or 
ontological information, light verbs and deverbal 
nouns complement each other. Non-derived event 
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nouns, however, are bona fide nouns and should be 
endurants and time-independent by default. Note 
that the above discussion of light verb + deverbal 
noun combination assumes that they are both 
perdurant but with missing dimension(s) in SPAN 
ontological representation and hence can be unified 
to fill in the missing information. Hence a possible 
account of this variation is that these two variants
differ in whether to allow the non-derived event
noun to be viewed as perdurants and provide the 
kind of time-dependent participant information to 
complement that of the light verbs. And in this
particular case, the Taiwan variant allows the non-
derived noun to provide perdurant information 
while the Mainland variant does not. Note that this 
analysis is compatible with the VO variations that 
we discussed earlier, as one possible account (e.g. 
Huang 1990) of the VO’s ability to take additional 
participants is in fact that O is encoded with 
eventive participant role information.

4.4 Emergence of Classifiers in Chinese  
It is well known that Num+Measure Phrases occur 
after head nouns in Old Chinese and that they 
moved to pre-nominal position to develop the 
current classifier system in Mandarin Chinese.
However, what motivated such change if their 
functions are similar in enumerating the noun? 

(10)  (Confucius Analects ) 
     ‘Chen Wenzi used to have 40 horses (=horses 
enough to drive 10 quadriga).’…[He abandoned
them to emigrate from a deteriorating staete.]

(11)

(XinXu ) 
      ‘Our deceased king …owned 10 quadriga 
(chariots)...; Now my lord owns 100 quadriga 
(chariots)..’ 

What has been generally observed is that in Old 
Chinese, there were fewer Measure words, they 
occur less often, and are less versatile in 
collocation. This is in contrast with the modern 
classifier system, which is pretty much required in 
a noun phrase, occurs frequently and typically can 
select multiples nouns. Careful reading of the two 
examples (10) and (11) involving the Measure 
word cheng2 ‘quadriga, chariot paired with four

horses’ and similar post-nominal measure words
gives us good hints. One characteristic that jumped 
out in these examples is that all three instances of 
Num+Measure are describing a particular time-
dependent event of ownership. And this seems to 
be true of most of the attested Old Chinese 
examples of post nominal Num+Measure phrases.
Note also that cheng2 can only measure either 
chariots or horses, not other nouns. The reason is 
self-evident as this is exactly what cheng2 
means and dependent on the actual event of pairing
a chariot with four horses. In other words, this 
measuring is event-dependent, hence can only 
measure the two participants of the event. This 
particular usage is therefore conceptually 
perdurants, referring to a specific SPAN ontology
where an event is measured. It does NOT select 
any other endurants that is not involved in the 
event and is different from the modern classifier 
system.

Based on the above analysis and on what we 
know about the Mandarin classifier system, we can 
speculate that the move of the Num+Measure from 
post-nominal to pre-nominal position is motivated 
by its functional shift from perdurant to endurant. 
That is, from measuring a specific time/event 
dependent relation to representing an endurant 
property shared by a class nouns. It is this 
differentiation of function that allows new pre-
nominal position to emerge and eventually making 
the less grammaticalized post-verbal usage less 
favorable. Such account is in fact consistent with 
the residual use of post-nominal measure phrases 
in time-specific counting situation and with the 
existence of transitional period when both pre- and 
post- nominal measure phrases were used. 

4.5 -er/-ee Asymmetry in English
The last set of variations I will look at is the lexical 
gaps in the participant nominalization in English 
involving suffixes -er or -ee. It is well known that 
there are gaps in terms of the nominalization of 
agent/patient applying this pair of suffixes. 
However, they were simply assumed to be lexical 
idiosyncrasies and do not require explanation in 
previous studies. In general, the -er normalization 
is more frequently attested but there are some 
exceptions:

(12) Agent Gaps 
 a. *Awarder/Awardee
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  b.  *Granter/Grantee

(13) Patient Gaps
 a. Presenter/*Presentee

b. Hijacker/ *hijackee
 c. Robber/*Robbee 
 d. Preacher/*Preachee
 e. Famer/*Farmee

f.  Eater/*Eatee
g. Caretaker/*Caretakee

Of course there are many additional historical and 
morpho-phonological reasons for some gaps.
However, a generalization emerges after 
examining a range of data, including additional 
examples that strongly prefer -er affix and not 
listed here. That is, with either -er or -ee, the 
attested nominalized forms have endurant 
interpretations. For instance, an awardee is a time-
independent meaning, regardless of when s/he got 
the award, is always the awardee (of the 
prize/award). The person who presented the award, 
however, has the property of presenting the award 
only on that particular occasion. Hence the
property of giving an award is perdurant. This also 
explains why there are many more words with -er
affixes than -ee affixes. It is typically much easier 
to derive the enduring property of doing X when 
the participant is the actor/agent. E.g. it is much 
easier to conceptualize someone involving and 
engaging in the act of hijacking having that as an 
enduring property but very difficult to 
conceptualizing a person with the time-
independent inherent property of being hijacked. In 
short, since the participant nominalization 
involving the conceptual manipulation of 
individualization, the identified individual must be 
endurant. Hence, for a participant nominalization 
to occur, the participant’s involvement in an event 
can be able to be viewed as enduring. This 
conceptual necessity nicely accounts for the gaps 
and asymmetries in -er/-ee nominalization. 

5. Conclusion  
In this paper, I started with exploration of the 
nature of three linguistic puzzles and went through 
arguments for the necessity to present and preserve 
the endurant/perdurant dichotomy in language. I 
further demonstrated how the dichotomy is 
grammaticalized in the Chinese language. Lastly, I 
try to account for a few phenomena in language 

variations with the endurant/perdurant dichotomy. 
There is now one last meta-linguistic puzzle to be 
resolved in this conclusion. That is, what does  
+N/Nouny or +V/Verby represents? 
    It should be clear from the data and account 
presented above that I will propose that the +N
feature stands for endurant properties, and the +V 
feature stands for perdurant properties. In other 
words, being nouny is referring to the time-
independent properties of the linguistic element 
and being verby is referring to the time dependent 
properties of a linguistic element. And in fact, as
mentioned, being endurant/perdurant does not 
necessary refer to the actual physical properties of 
the entity but could also refer to the (linguistic) 
perspectives of how we view the entities. 

Hence, we use our fundamental conceptual 
bifurcation of time-dependency to conventionalize 
linguistic categories (i.e. using the N and V 
features to defined the PoS’s). However, once the 
linguistics categories are conventionalized, we can 
then change our perspectives on the relevance of 
time-dependency for any linguistic element. The 
goal of this paper is to suggest that this simple 
change of perspective can be viewed as the 
conceptual motivation of a wide range of language 
variations in terms of lexical derivation, 
categorical changes, incorporation/transitivity,
grammaticalization, and even variations among 
different variants. Although the accounts presented 
here is sketchy and somewhat speculative in a few 
cases, I hope our work will encourage more future 
work on the conceptual motivation for language 
changes and variations. I believe such ontology-
driven accounts have the potential of unearthing 
the underlining mechanisms of linguistic variations 
and provide a more coherent and predictive
account of language changes and variations in the 
future.
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Figure I: DOLCE Upper Ontology: Entities

Figure 2: Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) Upper Ontology 

Figure 3: Chinese Classifier System (Ahrens and Huang 2016) 
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The syntax of the Chinese excessive resultative construction
LIU Hongyong

hongyongliu@umac.mo 
University of Macau

This paper offers an affectedness-based analysis of the Chinese excessive resultative 
construction, which typically describes events of affectedness consisting of two 
participants, a theme participant and a scale participant measuring the degree of 
affectedness. In such an event, the theme participant is created or affected according to a 
beforehand prescribed value (e1) on a scale, while the process of the event results in an 
actual value (e2) on the same scale. The realized value may or may not be identical to the 
prescribed value. When the two values do not coincide (e2>e1), the ‘more than expected’ 
excessive resultative interpretation arises. This analysis crucially hinges upon the 
assumption that there is a covert comparison between two values on the same scale. If 
such a comparison cannot be established within a resultative construction, the excessive 
meaning will not arise. 
Keywords: affectedness, resultative, excessive, comparison

1. Introduction
Back in 1990, Lu (1990) observed that there is a special type of resultative construction in

Mandarin Chinese, which is different from other types of Chinese resultatives in both form 
and meaning. The following illustrative examples are given in Lu (1990).  

(1) a. qiang qi  ai le.
wall build low PFT
‘The wall was built lower than expected. 

b. zhaopian fang xiao le.
photo enlarge  small PFT
‘The photo was enlarged less than expected.  

They are special in three ways. First, the subject must be the patient of the verb, and the 
predicate is invariantly in the form of a bare verb plus a bare adjective. Secondly, the 
sentence final perfective aspect marker le is obligatory. Thirdly, all the examples in (1) have 
a “more than expected” excessive meaning. 

We will offer an affectedness-based analysis of the Chinese excessive resultative 
construction, trying to answer the following questions:  

(2) a. How does the ‘more than expected’ reading arise? 
b. Why do some excessive resultatives also have a normal resultative reading?
c. Why is the bi-phrase (‘than expected’) not able to show up?
d. Why is the sentence final le obligatory?

2. An affectedness-based analysis of the construction
2.1 Beavers’ (2011) theory of affectedness

Beavers (2011) proposed that change is an inherently relational concept involving both a 
theme participant that undergoes the change and a scale participant defining the process of 
the change over time (following Kennedy and Levin 2008). According to this scalar model of 
change, all types of change can be defined as a transition of a theme along a scale that defines 
the change.  Beavers (2011) defined an operator result’ to capture this notion of affectedness:   
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(3) For all dynamic predicates ø, themes x, events e, states g, and scales s:
[[ø (x,s,e) result’ (x,s,g,e�������ø (x,s,e) SOURCE (x,bc,e) GOAL (x,g,e)]]
(This says for event e described by ø, g is the target state of theme x on scale s iff x
transitions to g by the end of e from a contextually determined state bc at the 
beginning of e. )      (Beavers 2011: 351) 

Beavers then showed that this scalar model of change can offer a unified analysis of different 
types of affectedness such as motion, change-of-state, and creation/consumption:  

 (4)     John wiped the table clean. (scale of cleanliness of the table)

�e�s[wipe’(john, s, table, e) result’ (table,s,clean,e)]
� wipe’(john, s, table, e) says that this is a wiping event of the table by John

along a scale of cleanliness;
� result’ (table,s,clean,e) says that the table transitions from some initial point

of cleanliness to some subsequent degree clean on s.
 (Beavers 2011: 351) 

The most apparent advantage of this scalar model of change is that it manages to account for 
the double telicity effect. The following examples are given in Beavers (2011: 349) to show 
that the theme and the scale participants jointly determine the telicity of the sentence: 

(5)  a. Bill dimmed the lights half dim in/?for five minutes. 
b. Bill dimmed lights half dim for/??in five minutes.
c. Bill dimmed the lights dimmer and dimmer for/??in five minutes.

The theme and the scale participants in (5a) are both specific, so the sentence is telic; in (5b) 
the scale participant is specific, but the theme is not, so the sentence is atelic; in (5c) the 
theme is specific, but the scale participant is vague, so the sentence is atelic. 

2.2 The meaning of the Chinese excessive resultative construction
Adopting Beavers’ (2011) scalar model of affectedness, we can analyze the semantics of 

the Chinese excessive resultative construction as follows: 

(6) maoyi zhi da le. 
sweater  knit large PFT
‘The sweater was knitted larger than expected.’ 

�e�s [knit’(sweater, s, e) result’ (sweater,s,more-than-expected,e)]
� knit’(sweater, s, e) says that there is a knitting event of the sweater along a

scale of size;
� result’ (sweater,s,more-than-expected,e) says that the sweater’s actual size

on the scale exceeds an expected size. 

There are two end points in the event described in (6). The first end point is the completion of 
the sweat knitting, and the second end point is the actual size of the sweater surpassing the 
expected size. The first end point is related to the theme participant, and the second point is 
related to the scale participant. 

We have also noticed that the Chinese excessive resultative construction exemplifies a 
very special type of events of affectedness. First, the two values compared are not the initial 
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(SOURCE) state and the final (GOAL) state. Rather, what is compared is the final state and 
an expected or desired state. This can be best illustrated by the following ambiguous sentence. 

(7)  shengzi  jian  duan  le.
 rope cut short PFT
a. ‘The rope was cut short.’
b. ‘The rope was cut shorter than expected.’

There are two readings with (7). Relevant to the two readings are three values of the length of 
the rope: (i) the initial length of the rope before the cutting event; (ii) the final length of the 
rope after the cutting event; (iii) the desired length of the rope set by the agent before the 
cutting event. This example shows that what count in the excessive resultative construction 
are the final state and the expected state.  

With these differences in mind, we are now able to summarize the complex event
described by the excessive resultatives as follows: 

(8) A theme participant, serving as the grammatical subject, was affected by a covert 
(not phonetically realized) agent to such an extent that the degree associated with 
the final result has surpassed an expected degree which is set by the agent before 
the onset of the action. The dimension of the comparison and its direction are
determined by the action denoted by the verb.  

The description in (8) informs us of several significant points about the construction:  

(9) a. First, the subject of the construction must be a theme, which differentiates the 
excessive resultatives from other types of resultatives such as the passives and 
the BA-construction. 

b. Secondly, an expected value about the final state of the theme must have been
set before the action.

c. Thirdly, the prescribed value will be compared with the actual value associated
with the final state of the affected theme at the end of the action. The 
resultative clause is in fact a comparative construction, although there is no 
degree morphology found in the construction.  

d. Fourthly, the initial state of the theme is irrelevant in this construction.

3. The reason for the potential ambiguity
With this in mind, we can come back to example (7) and explore why it is ambiguous.

Take the following as another example: 

(10)      toufa jian duan le. 
hair cut short PFT

a. Her hair was cut short.
b. Her hair was cut shorter.
c. Her hair was cut shorter than expected.

This sentence could be uttered in the following two contexts: 

(11) a. Mary’s hair was originally 150 centimeters long. She wanted her hair to be 100 
centimeters long. She went to a barber’s shop and had a haircut. After the haircut, 
her hair became 20 centimeters long. 
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b. Mary’s hair was originally 150 centimeters long. She wanted her hair to be 100
centimeters long. She went to a barber’s shop and had a haircut. After the haircut,
her hair became 120 centimeters long.

Example (10) can be uttered to describe either of the two scenarios, but (10) is ambiguous in 
three different ways. In the two scenarios, the truth value of (10) totally depends on which 
interpretation in intended. To determine the truth value of (10), we need to pay attention to 
four degrees: dinitial; dfinal; dideal; dc.  

(12)  a.  dinitial: Mary’s original hair length (150cm) 
b. dfinal:  May’s final hair length (20cm in Scenario I/120cm in Scenario II)
c. dideal:  May’s intended hair length (100cm)
d. dc:      the hair length which is considered short by the general public (30cm)

Interpretations Scenario I Scenario II
a. dfinal < dc T (20cm < 30cm) F (120cm 30cm)
b. dfinal < dinitial T (20cm < 150cm) T (120cm < 150cm)
c. dfinal < dideal T (20cm < 100cm) F (120cm 100cm)

For interpretation (a), the adjective short refers to the property of the final state of the hair. 
Unless the final length of the hair is really considered to be short by the general public, (11)
cannot be true. For example, In Scenario II, although the final length of Mary’s hair is less 
than the original length, but the hair of the 120cm length is still far from short hair, according 
to the general assumption about short hair. Therefore, (11) cannot be true for Scenario II 
under the interpretation of (11a). For interpretation (b), (11) would sound most natural if a 
differential phrase such as yidian ‘a little’, xuduo ‘much’ , bushao ‘too much’ is added at the 
sentence final position. For interpretation (c), as long as the final length of the hair is less 
than the expected length, (11) will be true. In Scenario II, 120cm is more than 100cm; 
therefore (17) is false under this reading. The correct way to describe this situation is (13). 

(13)      toufa jian chang le. 
hair cut long PFT

*a.   Her hair was cut long.  
*b. Her hair was cut longer. 
c. Her hair was cut to an extent which is longer than expected.

Different from (11), example (13) has only one meaning, that is the excessive resultative 
interpretation. The reason for the lack of ambiguity in (13) is transparent. First, the cutting 
event will not lead to the result that the hair becomes long, so interpretation (a) is not 
available. Secondly, the hair cutting event determines the dimension of comparison (LENGTH)
and its direction (SHORTNESS). Therefore, interpretation (b) is also not available. The only 
interpretation associated with jian chang le is the excessive resultative interpretation.   

The ‘more than expected” reading can be further highlighted by the use of the optional 
differential phrase.  For example, 

(14)   a.  maoyi   zhi  chang le san limi.
sweater  knit long PFT  three centimeter
‘The sweater was knitted three centimeters longer than expected.’ 

b. maoyi xi chang le san limi.  
sweater wash long PFT  three centimeter
‘The sweater was three centimeters longer than it had been after washing.’ 
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The meaning of (21a) is that the actual final length of the sweater is three centimeters longer 
than the intended length set before the knitting event. Since the verb zhi ‘knit’ is a verb of 
creation.  It does not make sense to talk about the original length of the sweater. This 
example is different from the hair cutting example. If we change the verb of creation zhi
‘knit’ to the verb of affection such as xi ‘wash’, then we will have the ‘longer than the 
original length” reading rather than the “longer than expected” reading. This is due to the fact 
that before the washing event it is unusual for the agent to set an intended length of the 
sweater as the result of the washing event, so the “more than expected” reading is absent 
from (21b). The only standard of comparison to anchor the differential phrase san limi ‘three 
centimeters’ is the original length of the sweater. 

The two examples in (21) give us a hint of what verbs can occur in the excessive 
resultative construction. Only those verbs which denote actions that can lead to an intended 
degree on a scale are able to occur in the excessive resultatives. The most typical, as Shen 
and Peng (2010) observed, is verbs of creation. Before creating something, the agent at least 
should have a plan in mind about the final state of the theme. Apart from verbs of creation, 
some ordinary affected verbs can also occur in the excessive resultatives. For example, 

(15)   a.  zhuozi tai gao le. 
table raise high PFT
‘The table was raised higher than expected.’ 

b. denglong gua ai le. 
lantern hang low PFT
‘The lantern was hung lower than expected.’ 

4. The obligatory use of the sentence final perfective aspect marker
We have proposed that the sentence final le in the excessive resultative construction is a

perfective aspect marker. In this section, we are going to defend this proposal from three 
aspects: the negative imperative sentence, the exclamatory sentence, and the availability of 
differential measure phrases.   

Lu (2003: 182) pointed that there are two types of negative imperative sentences in 
Mandarin, differentiated by the verb class. For example, 

(16)  a. bie he! 
don’t drink 
‘Don’t drink!’ 

b. [bie  he] le!
don’t drink SFP
‘Don’t drink any more!’

*c. bie  bing! 
don’t get.sick

d. bie  [bing le]!   
don’t sick PFT
‘Don’t get sick!’

The verb he ‘drink’ is a verb associated with an agent who can control the action of drinking, 
but the verb bing ‘get sick’ is a verb associated with an agent who cannot control the action 
leading to the result of getting sick.  
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� This difference reflects in the different behaviors of (16a) and (16c).
� By uttering (16a), the speaker can order the listener not to drink the liquid in sight, but

nobody can be ordered not to get sick; therefore, (16c) is ungrammatical. However, 
(16c) will be saved if the sentence final le is added, as in (16d).   

� By uttering (16b), the speaker can order the listener not to drink the liquid any more.
The sentence final le indicates a change-of-state from the drinking state to the non-
drinking state.  The purpose of (16b) is to stop the continuation of the state of 
drinking.  

� In contrast, (16d) aims at reminding the listener not to run into the undesirable state of
getting sick.

� It is clear that what is negated in (16d) is the imagined state bing le ‘getting sick’.
This does not apply to (16b), since he le ‘having drunk’ could not be the imagined 
state being negated.  This is the reason why we choose to treat le as SFP in (16b), 
but PFT in (16d).   

Looking back at the Chinese excessive resultative construction, we found that it follows the 
pattern of the verb bing ‘get sick’. For example, 

(17)   a. *maoyi bie zhi da.
sweater  don’t knit large
Intended meaning: ‘Don’t get the sweater knitted larger than expected.’ 

b. maoyi bie zhi da le. 
sweater don’t knit large PFT
‘Don’t get the sweater knitted larger than expected.’

Similar to example (16d), (17b) aims at reminding the listener not to run into the undesirable 
state of getting the sweater larger than expected. 

If we compare the negative imperative sentence with the declarative sentence, we can see 
more clearly that the sentence final le is a perfective aspect marker, which marks the 
completion of the surpassing event. In the declarative sentence maoyi zhi da le, definitely the 
action of knitting the sweater is completed, and the actual size turns out to be larger than 
expected. But in (17b), the completion of the knitting event is irrelevant, since the sentence 
can be uttered before or in the knitting process. In this case, the sentence final le scopes only 
over the surpassing event, but not over the knitting event. 

We also find that the sentence final le in the excessive resultative construction shares 
similarities with the le in exclamatory sentences in the form of “NP+tai+A+le!” For example, 

(18)   a. wan tai da! 
bowl too big
‘The bowl is too big.’ 

b. wan tai da le!
bowl too big PFT
‘The bowl is too much bigger than expected.’ 

Without the sentence final le, (18a) is a simple exclamatory sentence with a positive adjective 
da ‘big’. In contrast, the sentence final le turns (18b) into a comparative sentence, comparing 
the actual size of the bowl and a much smaller size expected before the speaker seeing the 
bowl in sight.   
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5. The syntactic derivation of the excessive resultative construction
Although the linear sequence of the excessive resultative construction is quite simple (in

the form of NP+V+A+le), its syntax is quite complicated. We can use the following example 
to illustrate our syntactic analysis of the excessive resultative construction. 

(19) denglong gua gao le. 
lantern hang high PFT
‘The lantern was hung higher than expected.’ 

The verb gua ‘hang’ is a two-place predicate. In the excessive resultatives, the transitive verb 
has to undergo the ergative shift, turning the transitive verb into an unaccusative verb. The 
theme cannot be assigned the accusative case by the verb, so it has to move to the subject 
position to get the nominative case. We can diagram the syntax of (19) as follows: 

The higher AspP encodes the hanging event, and the lower AspP encodes the result. 
SpecDegP hosts the differential measure phrase. We will temporarily assume that the 
standard of the comparison is a covert PP, serving as the adjunct of DegP.  Now we need to 
think about SpecAspP, the position for the subject of the predicate gao-le.  We would argue 
that SpecAspP is a PRO, controlled by the subject of the main clause, and the whole 
construction of (20) is a control construction.  The aspect marker le in the resultative clause, 
similar to the English infinitive tense marker to, does not have the case assigning ability. This 
suggests that the perfective aspect marker le should be further divided into two types: the 
perfective aspect marker le1 occurring in the matrix clause has the ability to assign the 
nominative case, and the perfective aspect marker le2 occurring in the embedded clause
cannot assign case.  

(20) AspP  

Spec          Asp’ 

Asp     VP

Spec V’    (ergative shift)

denglongk  V AspP     (result)

gua Spec Asp’ 

PROk    Asp DegP

gaoi-Degj le    Spec   Deg’ 

        (3cm) Deg’    PP (than- dideal) 

       ti-Degj  AP

A 
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It remains a puzzle why the than-phrase in (20) cannot show up. We have observed that 
the than-phrase bi wo qiwangde can occur within the de-resultative clause. For example, in 
(21a), the than-phrase occurs after the resultative marker, but without this resultative marker, 
the than-phrase cannot occur, as in (21b).  

(21)  a. toufa  jian  de bi wo  qiwangde duan  le liang limi.
hair  than RES than 1sg expect short PFT 2cm

     ‘My hair was cut two centimeters shorter than expected.’ 
b. *toufa  jian    bi  wo  qiwangde duan  le liang limi.

hair than than 1sg expect short PFT 2cm
Intended meaning ‘My hair was cut two centimeters shorter than expected.’ 

According to Gu & Guo (2015),  toufa forms a comitative construction with bi wo qiwangde,
and the comitative construction serves as the subject of the comparative construction.  (21a) 
shows that toufa can be fronted and serves as the subject of the matrix clause. The movement 
can only be accounted for by taking jiande as a raising verb. The verb jian is originally a 
transitive verb, but with the resultative suffix de, it becomes a raising verb, taking a clause as 
its complement, similar to the syntactic behavior of the typical English raising verb seem. The 
raising is triggered by case, because the perfective aspect le in the embedded clause is argued 
to lack the case assigning ability, toufa has to be raised to the subject position of the matrix 
clause to get the nominative case. The nominalized phrase wo qiwangde gets the accusative 
case from the preposition bi. As argued in Gu & Guo (2015), the subject of the comparative 
construction is a comitative phrase.  Since the perfective aspect marker does not have the case 
assigning ability, the comitative phrase cannot be case-marked; therefore, it has to be empty.

6. Conclusion
This paper offers an affectedness-based analysis of the Chinese excessive resultative 

construction. Such a construction typically describes events of affectedness consisting of two 
participants, a theme participant and a scale participant measuring the degree of affectedness. 
The sentence final perfective aspect marker le in this construction is to encode the completion 
of the action of an implicit comparison. This paper looks at comparative constructions being 
used as embedded resultatives. The analysis offered in this paper might not only expand our 
current understanding of the operations involved in the syntactic computation of Chinese
comparative constructions, but also shed some new light on how different languages encode 
the comparative meaning in embedded resultative clauses.
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Abstract

Adverbs have become the ragbag in grammar in which all uncategorized items are relegated. Over the 
years, there have been several studies (e.g., Biber et al., 1999; Halliday, 1994; Hasselgard, 2010; 
Huddleston & Pullum, 2002; Quirk et al., 1985; Sinclair, 1990) that looked into the syntactic and 
semantic functions of adverbs. This paper focuses on what Quirk et al. (1985) call ‘disjuncts’ (which 
refer to the overt expression of an author's or speaker's attitudes, feelings, judgments, or commitment 
concerning the message. There are various terminologies in literature that have emerged: ‘stance 
adverbs’, ‘conjunctive adjuncts’, ‘evaluative adjuncts’, ‘sentence adverbs’, to name a few. The common 
denominator of all these adverbs is that, syntactically, they occupy the most peripheral position in the 
clause and that, semantically, they distinguish how the propositional content of the clause relates to the 
context.  

Using 12 matching corpora of the International Corpus of English (ICE), that is, 5 from the Inner Circle 
(Australia, Canada, Great Britain, Ireland, New Zealand) and 7 from the Outer Circle ( East Africa, 
Hong Kong, India, Jamaica, Nigeria, the Philippines, and Singapore), the present study aims at 
presenting the findings on the frequency and distribution of disjuncts across world Englishes.  

This study supports the disagreement on the labelling of disjuncts as presented in literature in terms of 
their functions by showing evidence of such claims.  Further, it argues that there exist several semantic 
functions apart from what are presented in literature and that - these functions are culture-specific.
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Abstract 

“Case” and “grammatical function” are central 
to syntactic theories, but rigorous treatments of 
these notions in surface-oriented grammars like 
Dynamic Syntax (DS) are pending. Within DS, 
it is simply held that a case particle resolves 
structural uncertainty (i.e., unfixed node) in the 
course of incremental tree update. We model 
the relation between “case” and “grammatical 
function” with special reference to Japanese. In 
this language, the nominative case particle ga 
normally marks a “subject” NP, but it may 
mark an “object” NP. Moreover, ga may occur 
more than once within a single clause. We will 
address these issues by proposing the “maximal 
exclusion” approach to structural uncertainty.     

1 Introduction 

“Case” and “grammatical function” are central to 
any syntactic theories; a number of constructions 
exhibit unique case-marking patterns and linguistic 
generalisations are often stated with reference to 
grammatical function (Keenan and Comrie, 1979). 
Rigorous accounts of these concepts, however, are 
pending in “surface-oriented” grammars such as 
Dynamic Syntax (DS) (Kempson et al., 2001). The 
aim of this article is to clarify the relation between 
case and grammatical function in formal-grammar 
terms, with examples drawn from Japanese.   

As will be stated in §2, the case-marking system 
of Japanese challenges surface-oriented grammars. 
In particular, DS, which explicates the mechanism 
whereby a string of words is parsed online and a 

structure is progressively built up, has not seriously 
tackled the relation between case and grammatical 
function (see §3). In this article, we advance the 
DS formalism from the perspective of “maximal 
exclusion” so that it models the relation between 
case and grammatical function in Japanese (see §4). 
We then apply this account to further data relating 
to “Major Subject Constructions” (see §5).   

2 Case and Grammatical Function 

In this article, we construe case and grammatical 
function in line with Comrie (1989).  

Firstly, “case” is a morphological category. In 
Japanese, a case particle is typically attached to a 
noun (or a nominalised element).  
 
(1)  Ken-ga  ringo-o   tabe-ta 

K-NOM  apple-ACC eat-PAST    
   ‘Ken ate an apple.’ 
 
In (1), ga indicates that Ken bears a nominative 
case, while o indicates that ringo ‘apple’ bears an 
accusative case.  

Secondly, “grammatical function” refers to a 
relation which an NP in a sentence has with respect 
to the predicate in the sentence. Examples include 
“subject,” “object,” and so on. These are abstract 
concepts, and they are identified based on syntactic 
tests in each language/dialect.  

The focus of our enquiry is “subject.” Keenan 
(1975) offers a set of universal “subject”-properties, 
although “subject” is captured gradably depending 
upon properties observed. The standard tests for 
subjecthood in Japanese are as follows (Kishimoto, 
2004; Tsujimura, 2013; Tsunoda, 2009):  
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• α is a subject if it may be a target of a certain 
“honorification” operation.  

• α is a subject if it may be an antecedent of the 
reflexive anaphor jibun ‘self.’ 

Let us illustrate the former property with (2).  
 

(2)  sensei-ga    ringo-o   otabeninat-ta 
teacher-NOM  apple-ACC eat.HON-PAST    

   ‘That teacher ate an apple.’  
 
In (2), the honorific form otabeninat ‘eat’ elevates 
the referent of sensei ‘teacher.’ Sensei is thus said 
to be a subject of the predicate otabeninat. 

For some frameworks, grammatical function is a 
primitive concept. In Lexical-Functional Grammar, 
SUB, OBJ, etc. are postulated as “attributes” in the 
attribute-value matrices (Dalrymple, 2001). On the 
other hand, Dynamic Syntax (DS) dispenses with 
such primitive concepts; grammatical functions are 
defined structurally, as in the grammar models that 
have been developed in Chomsky (1965, 1995), etc. 
For instance, “subject” is structurally designated as 
follows: an element on the argument node which is 
immediately dominated by the root node is said to 
be a “subject” of the predicate in this structure.  

 
(3)  Schematic tree-structure 

          root 
 

argument (subject)   predicate 
 

In DS, no serious attention has been paid to the 
issue of how case relates to grammatical function,1 
and it has been simply assumed that the nominative 
particle ga marks a subject NP (Cann, et al. 2005; 
Seraku, 2013). This stipulation may hold of (1)-(2), 
but it is unsustainable due to the following facts 
(Kuno, 1973; NKK, 2009; Shibatani, 1978): 

• Ga may mark an object NP.  
• Ga may occur several times in a single clause.  
• A subject NP may be marked with ni, a dative 

particle (see §4.6).  

These properties are not found in all verbs; the ga-
marking of an object NP, for instance, is normally 
possible only with “stative” predicates (Koizumi, 
2008; Kuno, 1973). The first two properties are 
illustrated in (4). (See §4-§5 for further data.)  
                                                             
1 An exception is Nakamura et al. (2009), which will be 
surveyed in §5. Kiaer (2014) also handles relevant data, 
but the formal details of her account are not clear.  

(4)  watashi-ga  ringo-ga   tabe-tai   (koto)2 
I-NOM     apple-NOM  eat-want   (COMP) 

   ‘I want to eat an apple.’ 
 
This single clause has two occurrences of ga.3 The 
second NP ringo ‘apple’ is not a subject because it 
lacks the “subject-properties,” unlike sensei in (2) 
(Koizumi, 2008: 142-5). On the other hand, ringo 
in (4) is characterised as an object NP according to 
syntactic tests for objecthood (Kishimoto, 2004). 
Therefore, the simple correspondence between ga 
and “subject” cannot deal with data like (4), as has 
been a residual issue within DS.  

3 Dynamic Syntax (DS)  

3.1 Basics 

DS models the process whereby the parser takes a 
string of words and gradually builds up a semantic 
structure. This mapping is direct in that syntactic 
structure is not postulated at any level. Within DS, 
“dynamic” refers to “online parsing,” and “syntax” 
refers to an abstract system that maps a string onto 
a semantic structure in a progressive manner (Cann 
et al., 2005; Kempson et al., 2001, 2011).  

For an illustration, the parse of the whole string 
(5) creates the semantic structure (6).  

 
(5)  Ken-ga  ne-ta 

K-NOM  sleep-PAST    
   ‘Ken slept.’  
(6)  Final state (ignoring tense)  

sleep'(Ken') : t 
 

Ken' : e   sleep' : e→t 
 
Each node conveys information about (i) semantic 
content such as Ken' and (ii) semantic type such as 
e (“entity” type). The node decorated with Ken' is 
at a “subject” position; a subject node is a type-e 
daughter of the root node in a propositional tree. 
                                                             
2 Without koto, (4) would sound better with the topic 
particle wa in place of the first instance of ga due to 
“exhaustivity” (Kuno, 1973). Such meaning disappears 
in embedded clauses, and scholars thus often put koto at 
the end of sentence. For the interests of brevity, we do 
not follow this practice in the rest of this article.  
3 Ga in ringo-ga is interchangeable with the accusative 
particle o in (4). The interchangeability is affected by 
various factors such as “style” and “transitivity” (Iori, 
1995; Noda, 1996: 264-5), with cross-speaker variations 
(Shibatani, 1978: 230-2).  
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A tree is binary; a left-hand node is an argument 
node, and a right-hand node is a functor node. For 
instance, the right daughter of the root in (6) is a 
functor node, which takes the type-e content Ken' 
and returns the type-t content sleep'(Ken').   

A tree update starts with the AXIOM (7).  
 

(7)  AXIOM  
?t 

 
At this initial stage, there is only a root node, and it 
is annotated with ?t. ?t is a “requirement” that this 
node will be decorated with a type-t content. The 
parser executes general and lexical actions to meet 
requirements until no outstanding requirements are 
left in the tree.  

General action. General actions are tree update 
actions whose applications are not triggered by the 
parse of a lexical item. If Ken-ga ne in (5) is parsed, 
it yields the semantic tree (8).  

 
(8)  Parsing Ken-ga ne  

?t 
 

Ken' : e   sleep' : e→t 
 
As each daughter node is specified for content and 
type, the parser may perform functional application. 
This is not lexically triggered, and it is formalised 
as the general action ELIMINATION. The execution 
of this action outputs (6). (The tense suffix -ta is 
disregarded in this article.) 

Lexical action. Each lexical item encodes a set 
of actions for tree update. Consider (9).  

 
(9)  ne-ta 

sleep-PAST    
   ‘Someone (or a salient person) slept.’ 
 
Japanese is a “pro-drop” language; argument NPs 
may be covert as long as they are retrievable in 
context. It is then assumed in DS that the parse of a 
verb projects a propositional template. For instance, 
ne ‘sleep’ encodes a set of actions to project the 
propositional template (10).  

 
(10)  Parsing ne  

?t 
 

U : e    sleep' : e→t 
 
A subject node is decorated with a metavariable U, 
a placeholder to be saturated. If Ken is a salient 
person in context, U is saturated as Ken'.  

3.2 Structural Uncertainty 

Each node is assigned a label for a node position, 
with the “tree-node” predicate Tn which takes a 
numeral as argument (Cann et al., 2005).   

 
(11) Node-Position Labelling   

Tn(0) 
   

Tn(00)    Tn(01) 
 

             Tn(010)    Tn(011)   
 
When a node is assigned a numeral “α,” its left 
daughter is assigned “α0” and its right daughter 
“α1.” Since the root receives “0,” its left daughter 
receives “00” and its right daughter “01.”  

Let us then introduce LOCAL *ADJUNCTION, a 
general action to posit a node whose position in a 
tree is initially uncertain and needs to be resolved 
within a local structure.  
 
(12)  LOCAL *ADJUNCTION    

?t, Tn(0) 
 

Ken' : e, <↑01*>(Tn(0)) 
 
In <↑01*>(Tn(0)), “1*” is an arbitrary succession of 
“1” (including none). <↑01*>(Tn(0)) means: if you 
go up from an argument node by one node (and 
optionally keep going up through functor nodes), 
you will reach the root node, as marked with Tn(0) 
(Blackburn and Meyer-Viol, 1994). In (12), the 
dashed line visually displays structural uncertainty. 
<↑01*>(Tn(0)) indicates that this node is at some 
argument position within a local structure although 
the exact position is uncertain at this point.  

Structural uncertainty may be fixed in two ways: 
(i) the general action of UNIFICATION (see §4.2) or 
(ii) lexical actions encoded in a case particle. As 
for (ii), it has previously been held that the parse of 
a case particle resolves an unfixed node (Cann et 
al., 2005; Seraku, 2013). The nominative particle 
ga, for instance, has been assumed to resolve an 
unfixed node as a “subject” node. (This analysis is 
similar to the “constructive case” analysis within 
LFG (Nordlinger, 1998).)  

This past DS analysis of case particles, however, 
encounters the problem mentioned in the paragraph 
around (4). In the next section, we will abandon 
this previous view of case particles, and propose an 
alternative approach.   
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4 A “Maximal Exclusion” Approach 

4.1 Informal Sketch 

It has been held in DS that a case particle uniquely 
determines a landing site for an unfixed node 
(Cann et al., 2005). In this article, we propose that 
a case particle reduces the range of landing sites by 
maximally excluding potential sites modulo the 
limitations imposed by each case particle.  

 
(13)  Proposal: General Claim  

a. A case particle excludes all landing sites 
for an unfixed node but a few candidates.  

b. Such “candidates” differ depending on the 
type of a case particle. 

 
Thus, a case particle may not immediately resolve 
an unfixed node. If the number of potential landing 
sites is reduced to one, however, it will amount to 
immediate resolution. (13) is consonant with the 
central DS view: a tree is gradually built up, with 
various constraints posited by general and lexical 
actions constraining the way the tree grows.  

Concerning (13)b, we assume (14) for ga.  
 

(14)  Proposal: Nominative Particle Ga   
a. Ga excludes all but a subject node and an 

object node.  
b. If the above exclusion has already occurred, 

further exclusion occurs: exclude all but a 
subject node or an object node (not both). 

 
(14) will be illustrated in §4.2-§4.5 (and formalised 
in the Appendix). Further, other case particles than 
ga are briefly discussed in §4.6.  

4.2 Nominative Particle (Part I) 

Suppose the parser processes the string (15). At the 
time of parsing Ken, the tree (16) has been built up. 
(Other Tn-statements than Tn(0) are omitted in this 
and subsequent tree displays.)   

 
(15)  Ken-ga  ne-ta 

K-NOM  sleep-PAST    
   ‘Ken slept.’ 

 
(16)  Parsing Ken     

?t, Tn(0) 
 

Ken' : e, <↑01*>(Tn(0)) 
 
<↑01*>(Tn(0)) specifies the set of constraints (17).  

 
(17)  {<↑0>(Tn(0)), <↑01>(Tn(0)), <↑011>(Tn(0)) …} 

Recall that <↑0>(Tn(0)) refers to a subject position, 
<↑01>(Tn(0)) refers to an object position, and so on. 
Thus, (17) indicates that an unfixed node may be 
fixed at any argument position within a local tree.  

The next element is ga. According to (14)a, ga 
excludes all but a subject and an object node.  

 
(18)  Parsing Ken-ga   

?t, Tn(0) 
 

  Ken' : e, <↑0(1)>(Tn(0)) 
 
“(1)” in <↑0(1)>(Tn(0)) means that the presence of 
“1” is optional, as delineated in (19).  

 
(19)  {<↑0>(Tn(0)), <↑01>(Tn(0))}   

 
Unlike (17), (19) indicates that an unfixed node 
may be fixed at a subject or an object node (but not 
other nodes). In this way, the parse of ga tightens 
the constraint <↑01*>(Tn(0)) to <↑0(1)>(Tn(0)).  

The rest of the process is as usual: the parse of 
ne ‘sleep’ yields the tree (20) (cf., (10)).  

 
(20)  Parsing Ken-ga ne  

?t, Tn(0) 
 

U : e, <↑0>(Tn(0))  sleep' : e→t 
Ken' : e, <↑0(1)>(Tn(0))  
 
The intransitive verb ne creates a subject node, 
which is marked with <↑0>(Tn(0)). UNIFICATION, 
then, merges this subject node with the unfixed 
node. (UNIFICATION is a general action to combine 
a description of an unfixed node with that of a 
fixed node of the same type; see §3.2.) 

 
(21)  UNIFICATION   

?t, Tn(0) 
 

Ken' : e, <↑0>(Tn(0))   sleep' : e→t 
 
ELIMINATION (i.e., functional application) outputs 
the final state; see (6) in §3.1. 

4.3 Nominative Particle (Part II)  

Let us turn to example (22).  
 

(22)  Ken-ga  ringo-o   tabe-ta 
K-NOM  apple-ACC eat-PAST    

   ‘Ken ate an apple.’ 
 
After Ken-ga is processed (see (18)), the parse of 
ringo-o engenders (23). (The parse of o resolves an 
unfixed node at an object position; see §4.6.) 
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(23)  Parsing Ken-ga ringo-o   
?t, Tn(0) 

 
Ken' : e, <↑0(1)>(Tn(0))   ?(e→t) 

 
apple' : e 

 
The parse of tabe ‘eat’ then builds a propositional 
template, as in (24). 

 
(24)  Parsing Ken-ga ringo-o tabe   

?t, Tn(0) 
   
Ken' : e, <↑0(1)>(Tn(0))  U: e    ?(e→t) 

 
 apple' : e   eat' : e→(e→t) 

 
The parse of tabe creates a subject node. This node 
is compatible with the constraint <↑0(1)>(Tn(0)) of 
the unfixed node. Thus, UNIFICATION may be run, 
merging the description of the unfixed node with 
that of the subject node. After ELIMINATION is run, 
the final state emerges.  

 
(25) UNIFICATION + ELIMINATION  

eat'(apple')(Ken') : t, Tn(0) 
   

Ken' : e   eat'(apple') : e→t 
 

apple' : e    eat' : e→(e→t) 

4.4 Nominative Particle (Part III)  

Let us then examine (26), repeated from (4).  
 

(26)  watashi-ga  ringo-ga   tabe-tai 
I-NOM     apple-NOM  eat-want    

   ‘I want to eat an apple.’ 
 
The parse of watashi-ga is as usual, and the parse 
of the next item ringo ‘apple’ yields (27). (Sp' is 
informally used for the content of watashi ‘I.’) 

 
(27)  Parsing watashi-ga ringo   

?t, Tn(0) 
 
Sp' : e, <↑0(1)>(Tn(0))   apple' : e, <↑01*>(Tn(0)) 

 
In (27), the exclusion stated in (14)a occurs. Thus, 
according to (14)b, the parser excludes all potential 
landing sites for an unfixed node but a subject or 
an object position. If the parser chooses to exclude 
all but an object position, <↑01>(Tn(0)) is posited 
at the unfixed node for ringo. That is, the unfixed 
node for ringo is resolved as the object node.  

(28)  Parsing watashi-ga ringo-ga   
?t, Tn(0) 

 
Sp' : e, <↑0(1)>(Tn(0))   ?(e→t) 

 
apple' : e, <↑01>(Tn(0)) 

 
The remainder of the parse process is as outlined in 
the last subsection.  

At the stage (27), the parser could have excluded 
all but a subject position as a landing site for the 
unfixed node for ringo. If this exclusion happened, 
the unfixed node for watashi would be licensed at 
an object position, giving rise to the interpretation 
‘An apple wants to eat me.’ This tree update itself 
is legitimate, but the resulting interpretation would 
be blocked on semantic grounds.   

In this respect, noteworthy is (29).   
 

(29)  Ken-ga  Naomi-ga  sukida 
K-NOM  N-NOM    like    

a. ‘Ken likes Naomi.’ 
b. ‘Naomi likes Ken.’ 
 

The parse of Ken-ga Naomi outputs (30).  
 

(30)  Parsing Ken-ga Naomi   
?t, Tn(0) 

 
Ken' : e, <↑0(1)>(Tn(0))  Naomi' : e, <↑01*>(Tn(0)) 
 
In parsing ga in Naomi-ga, if the parser chooses to 
put <↑01>(Tn(0)) at the unfixed node for Naomi, 
the node is resolved as the object node. This leads 
to the “a”-interpretation. If <↑0>(Tn(0)) is posited 
at the unfixed node for Naomi, the node is resolved 
as the subject node, and the “b”-reading arises.  

4.5 Nominative Particle (Part IV)  

The proposed account is still not complete. The ga-
marking of an object NP is usually allowed only by 
stative predicates (see §2). Thus, (31), where kat 
‘buy’ is an action verb, is ungrammatical.   

 
(31)  *Ken-ga  ringo-ga   kat-ta 

  K-NOM  apple-NOM  buy-PAST    
     Int. ‘Ken bought an apple.’ 
 
The account developed thus far does not rule (31) 
out because the possibility of the ga-marking of an 
object NP is dependent on the type of predicate.  

We thus assume that if ga marks an object NP, 
this case-marking fact is recorded, which will be 
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checked by a forthcoming predicate. In (31), when 
ringo-ga is parsed, it puts ?NMO at an object node. 

 
(32)  Parsing Ken-ga ringo-ga   

?t, Tn(0) 
 

Ken' : e, <↑0(1)>(Tn(0))   ?(e→t) 
 

apple' : e, <↑01>(Tn(0)), ?NMO 
 
?NMO (Nominative Marking of Object) must be 
checked by a predicate that allows the ga-marking 
of an object NP. (This constraint is encoded in the 
entries for stative predicates.) In (31), kat ‘buy’ 
disallows such ga-marking. ?NMO is thus not met, 
and (31) becomes ungrammatical.  

The above idea is summarised in (33); see also 
the Appendix for formalisation.  

 
(33)  Proposal: Record of Object Marking   

If ga excludes all but an object node, the 
object node is annotated with ?NMO.  

4.6 Other Case Particles 

According to our general proposal (13), a case 
particle excludes all landing sites for an unfixed 
node but a few candidates, and such candidates are 
encoded in each particle. Below, we touch on the 
accusative particle o and the dative particle ni.  

The accusative particle o typically marks an NP 
which bears the semantic role “theme”; see ringo 
‘apple’ in (22). The accusative particle o may also 
mark an NP bearing the semantic role “path” (34) 
or “departure site” (35) (NKK, 2009: 67-70).  

 
(34) Ken-ga  sono-yama-o     koe-ta 

K-NOM  that-mountain-ACC  pass-PAST    
‘Ken passed that mountain.’   

(35)  Ken-ga  ie-o      de-ta 
K-NOM  house-ACC  leave-PAST    
‘Ken left a house.’ 

 
In the light of the “double-o constraint” (Harada, 
1973), Shibatani (1978: 289-92) shows that the o-
marked NPs as in (34)-(35) have the grammatical 
function of “object.” Setting aside complex issues,4 
we thus hold that o always marks an object NP.   
                                                             
4 First, o may mark an adverbial element (Mihara, 1994). 
This use of o would be an instance of the postposition o. 
Second, o is said to appear in “small clauses” or “ECM” 
constructions, but their theoretical status is contentious 
(Kawai, 2008; Kuno, 1976).  

(36) Proposal: Accusative Particle O   
O excludes all but an object node.  

 
(36) amounts to immediately resolving an unfixed 
node as an object node. So, as far as o is concerned, 
our “maximal exclusion” approach converges with 
the “unique-determination” approach (Cann et al., 
2005; Seraku, 2013).  

The dative particle ni usually marks an indirect-
object NP (37), but in some environments, ni may 
mark a subject NP (38).  

 
(37)  Ken-ga  Naomi-ni  ringo-o   age-ta 

K-NOM  N-DAT   apple-ACC give-PAST    
‘Ken gave an apple to Naomi.’  

(38)  Ken-ni  eigo-ga     wakaru 
K-DAT  English-NOM understand  
‘Ken understands English.’ 

 
From the “maximal exclusion” perspective, then, 
we assume (39).  

 
(39)  Proposal: Dative Particle Ni   

a. Ni excludes all but a subject node and an 
Indirect Object (IO) node.  

b. If such exclusion has already been present, 
further exclusion occurs: exclude all but a 
subject node or an IO node (not both). 

 
Two caveats are in order. First, the ni-marking of a 
subject NP is not possible with all predicates, and 
the possibility of such ni-marking must be encoded 
in each predicate (Shibatani, 1978: 224).5 Second, 
although ni appears in other contexts (NKK, 2009), 
ni in these environments would be characterised as 
postpositions, such as ni ‘at’ and ni ‘to.’  

In this section, we have re-considered the role of 
case particles in structure building from the angle 
of “maximal exclusion.”6   

                                                             
5 The set of predicates allowing “SUB-ni OBJ-ga” is a 
proper subset of the set of predicates allowing “SUB-ga 
OBJ-ga” (Kuno, 1973: §4). (“SUB” means a subject NP, 
and “OBJ” an object NP.) For predicates allowing the 
ni-marking of SUB, we assume: if ni excludes all but a 
subject node, the subject node is annotated with ?DMS 
(Dative Marking of Subject); cf., (33).  
6 Case particles also appear in head-internal relatives 
(Kuroda, 2005). Within DS, this construction has been 
analysed in Seraku (2013), and our account of ga, o, and 
ni is compatible with Seraku’s analysis.  
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5 Further Issues 

Turning back to multiple occurrences of ga, let us 
explore MSC (Major Subject Construction) of the 
type (40) (Kuroda, 1992: 248). Noda (1996: 257-9) 
mentions other kinds of MSC, but (40) represents 
the most discussed type of MSC. 

 
(40)  Ken-ga  imouto-ga        yasashii 

K-NOM  younger.sister-NOM  sweet    
‘Ken’s younger sister is sweet.’ 

 
The first ga-marked item Ken, often called “major 
subject,” acts as a possessor NP of the second ga-
marked item imouto ‘younger sister.’ In fact, some 
scholars claim to derive (40) from (41), where no 
in Ken-no is a genitive case particle (e.g., Kuno’s 
(1973: §3) “subjectivisation”).  

 
(41)  Ken-no  imouto-ga        yasashii 

K-GEN  younger.sister-NOM  sweet    
‘Ken’s younger sister is sweet.’ 

5.1 Previous DS Account 

In DS, Nakamura et al. (2009) focusses on the type 
of MSC shown in (40). (They do not address the 
data in §4.4-§4.5.) Their analysis is as follows:   

• Ga does not resolve structural uncertainty, but 
just lets the parser return to the root node.  

• Before a second ga-marked item is parsed, the 
general action of GENERALISED ADJUNCTION 
sets an unfixed ?t-node, under which a second 
ga-marked item is parsed.  

• A second ga-marked item is a relational noun 
which creates a complex structure, into which 
the unfixed node for the first ga-marked item 
is incorporated by means of UNIFICATION.  

In their analysis, while an unfixed node for the first 
ga-marked item requires that it be fixed in a local 
tree, an unfixed node introduced by GENERALISED 
ADJUNCTION requires that it be fixed anywhere in 
the whole tree. Presumably to avoid this problem, 
Nakamura et al. (2009: 114) resort to “structural 
abduction” (Cann et al., 2005: 256). But such an 
abduction step cannot occur in their proposed tree, 
since it ends up identifying the unfixed node for 
the first ga-item with that for the second ga-item, 
leading to inconsistency of node descriptions. Thus, 
their analysis is formally illegitimate.  

5.2 Alternative DS Account 

Our alternative account holds that ga is ambiguous 
between ga (14) and ga for “major subject” which 
we will propose by utilising Seraku and Ohtani’s 
(2016) analysis of the genitive particle no.  

Let us illustrate the analysis of no with (42). The 
parse of Ken-no derives the tree state (43).  

 
(42)  Ken-no hon  
        K-GEN book 

‘Ken’s book’ (‘a book which Ken possesses,’ 
‘a book which Ken wrote,’ etc.)  

(43)  Parsing Ken-no   
 

Ken' : e      UR(Ken', U) : e 
 
UR(Ken', U) must be saturated with a semantic content 
in relation R to Ken. R is contextually specified as 
a “possession” relation, for example. The curved 
arrow represents a “LINK” relation (Cann et al., 
2005: Ch. 3). LINK connects two structures, given 
a shared term like Ken'. When the next item hon 
‘book’ is parsed, the tree is updated into (44).  

 
(44)  Parsing Ken-no hon   
 

Ken' : e      book'POSS(Ken', book') : e 
 
book'POSS(Ken', book') denotes a book which stands in a 
possession relation to Ken.7  

 A metavariable UR(Ken', U) is used in (43) since 
Ken-no itself may denote an entity.  
 
(45)  Ken-no/*-ga 
        K-GEN/-NOM 

‘Ken’s’   
For Ken-no, UR(Ken', U) is saturated pragmatically 
(rather than by the parse of hon ‘book’ as in (42)). 

Another notable point is that imouto ‘younger 
sister’ in (40) is a relational noun which takes an 
individual x and denotes the sister(s) of x. We view 
“relational nouns” broadly so as to include nouns 
for which a relation can be contextually set out.  
 
(46)  Ken-ga  ie-ga      goukada 

K-NOM  house-NOM  gorgeous    
‘Ken’s house is gorgeous.’ 

 
We will thus define the actions encoded in ga 

(for major subjects) by reflecting the following: 
                                                             
7 Formally, terms are expressed in the epsilon calculus: 
(ε, x, book'(x)&poss'(x)(Ken')) for book'POSS(Ken', book').  
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• A post-ga NP must be overtly present.  
• A post-ga NP is a “relational” noun (at least, 

for the type of MSC illustrated in (40)). 

Our contention is that the parse of Ken-ga in 
(40) yields the tree (47). 

 
(47)  Parsing Ken-ga   

                  ?t, Tn(0) 
 
Ken' : e       ?e, ?∃x.Fo(xR(x, Ken')), <↑01*>(Tn(0)) 
 
?∃x.Fo(xR(x, Ken')) requires that this node will be 
decorated with a content in relation R to Ken'. (Fo 
is a “formula” predicate (Cann et al., 2005).) This 
requirement lacks a metavariable U, and data such 
as Ken-ga in (45) are ruled out. The requirement is 
fulfilled by the parse of imouto ‘younger sister,’ as 
shown in (48). a'SISTER(a', Ken') denotes an individual 
a' who is in a sister relation to Ken.8 

 
(48)  Parsing Ken-ga imouto    

                  ?t, Tn(0) 
 
Ken' : e       a'SISTER(a', Ken') : e, <↑01*>(Tn(0))  
 

The rest of the parse process is as outlined in 
§4.2. The final state is given in (49). 

 
(49)  Parsing Ken-ga imouto-ga yasashii             

sweet'(a'SISTER(a', Ken')) : t, Tn(0)  
 
Ken' : e       a'SISTER(a', Ken') : e     sweet' : e→t 
 

Note that the tree update triggered by the parse 
of a major subject may occur more than once. For 
instance, the parse of Ken-ga imouto-ga se in (50) 
gives rise to (51), where b'HEIGHT(b', a') represents the 
height of the individual who is the sister of Ken.9  

 
(50)  Ken-ga  imouto-ga  se-ga     takai 
        K-NOM  sister-NOM  height-NOM high 

‘Ken’s younger sister’s height is high.’ 
 

(51)  Parsing Ken-ga imouto-ga se             
                  ?t, Tn(0) 

 
      b'HEIGHT(b', a') : e, <↑01*>(Tn(0))  

 
a'SISTER(a', Ken') : e      Ken' : e  

 

                                                             
8 Formally, (ι, x, sister'(Ken')(x)).  
9 Formally, (ι, x, height'(ι, y, sister'(Ken')(y))(x)).  

Further, a'SISTER(a', Ken') is composed reflecting the 
order in which Ken is first parsed and then imouto 
‘younger sister’ follows. Consider (52).  
 
(52)  * imouto-ga  Ken-ga  yasashii 
         sister-NOM  K-NOM  sweet 

Int. ‘Ken’s younger sister is sweet.’ 
 
(52) is ruled out since Ken cannot denote a relation, 
unlike imouto, which denotes the relation SISTER so 
that composite terms like a'SISTER(a', Ken') are created.  

As a residual issue, ga may be used as a genitive 
particle, but such examples are archaic (Frellesvig, 
2011). Although our treatment of ga (for major 
subjects) allows (53), it is not obvious if we should 
posit further constraints to block such examples. (It 
is also notable that in many Ryukyuan languages, 
the nominative particles have the genitive-marking 
function, too (Tohyama and Seraku, in press).) 
 
(53)  warera-ga michi  
        we-GEN   road 

‘Our road’ (with an archaic flavour) 

6 Conclusion 

We have presented a maximal-exclusion approach 
to structural uncertainty. It is an open issue if this 
approach is applicable to data on languages other 
than Japanese (Koizumi, 2008: 142). It would also 
be essential to explore if the proposed view of case 
may be incorporated into other “realistic” grammar 
models (Sag and Wasow, 2011).  

Appendix. Entries for Case Particles 
A lexical entry specifies a set of actions to be run 
in conditional format (Cann et al., 2005). For space 
reasons, the entry for ga alone is presented here.  
 
IF    e, <↑01*>(Tn(0)) 
THEN  IF   <↑01*><↓1*0>(Tn(U), ∃x.Tn(x), 

<↑0(1)>(Tn(0))) 
THEN put(<↑0>(Tn(0))/<↑01>(Tn(0)), ?NMO) 
ELSE put(<↑0(1)>(Tn(0))) 

ELSE  abort 
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Abstract

This paper presents open language resources
for Korean. It includes several language pro-
cessing models and systems including mor-
phological analysis, part-of-speech tagging,
syntactic parsing for Korean, and standard
evaluation Korean-English machine transla-
tion data with the Korean-English statistical
machine translation baseline system. We make
them publicly available to pave the way for
further development regarding Korean lan-
guage processing.

1 Introduction

This paper presents open language resources (LRs)
for Korean. We provide necessary data, models,
tools, and systems to analyze Korean sentences. It
includes the whole working pipeline from part-of-
speech (POS) tagging to syntactic parsing for Ko-
rean. We also provide the Korean-English statisti-
cal machine translation (SMT) baseline system and
newly created standard data for MT evaluation. All
LRs described in this paper will be publicly avail-
able under the MIT License (MIT).

2 Korean Language

Korean is an agglutinative language in which “words
typically contain a linear sequence of MORPHS”
(Crystal, 2008). Words in Korean (eojeols), there-
fore, can be formed by joining content and func-
tional morphemes to indicate such meaning. These
eojeols can be interpreted as the basic segmenta-
tion unit and they are separated by a blank space

in the Korean sentence. Let us consider the sen-
tence in (1). For example, unggaro is a content mor-
pheme (a proper noun) and a postposition -ga (a
nominative case marker) is a functional morpheme.
They form together a single word unggaro-ga (‘Un-
garo + NOM’). For convenience sake, we add - at
the beginning of functional morphemes, such as -ga
for NOM to distinguish between content and func-
tional morphemes. The nominative case marker -ga
or -i may vary depending on the previous letter -
vowel or consonant. A predicate naseo-eoss-da also
consists of the content morpheme naseo (‘become’)
and its functional morphemes (-eoss ‘PAST’ and -da
‘DECL’).

3 Morphological analysis and POS tagging

Numerous studies pertaining to morphological anal-
ysis and POS tagging for Korean have been con-
ducted over the past decades (Cha et al., 1998; Lee
and Rim, 2004; Kang et al., 2007; Lee, 2011). Most
morphological analysis and POS tagging for Korean
have been conducted based on an eojeol. In the sys-
tem of Korean POS taggers, a morphological analy-
sis is generally followed by a POS tagging step. That
is, all possible sequences of morphological segmen-
tation for a given word are generated during the mor-
phological analysis and the possible (or best) correct
sequences are then selected during POS tagging.

ESPRESSO, a Korean POS tagger described in
Hong (2009) is publicly available1. It greatly im-
proves the accuracy of POS tagging using POS pat-
terns of words in which it obtains up to 95.85% ac-

1Note that there is another resource with the same name
(Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006).
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(1) a. 프랑스의세계적인의상디자이너엠마누엘웅가로가실내장식용직물디자이너로나섰다.
b. peurangseu-ui

France-GEN

segyejeok-in
world class-REL

uisang
fashion

dijaineo
designer

emmanuel
Emanuel

unggaro-ga
Ungaro-NOM

silnae
interior

jangsikyong
decoration

jikmul
textile

dijaineo-ro
designer-AJT

naseo-eoss-da.
become-PAST-DECL.

‘The world class French fashion designer Emanuel Ungaro became an interior textile designer.’

Figure 1: Example of the Korean sentence

Input:
프랑스의세계적인의상디자이너엠마누엘웅가로가실내장식용직물디자이너로나섰다.

Output:
프랑스의 BOS 프랑스/NNP+의/JKG
세계적인 세계/NNG+적/XSN+이/VCP+ㄴ/ETM
의상 의상/NNG
디자이너 디자이너/NNG
엠마누엘 엠마누엘/NNP
웅가로가 웅가로/NNP+가/JKS
실내 실내/NNG
장식용 장식용/NNG
직물 직물/NNG
디자이너로 디자이너/NNG+로/JKB
나섰다. EOS 나서/VV+었/EP+다/EF+./SF

Figure 2: Input and output examples of ESPRESSO for Korean POS tagging

curacy for Korean. Figure 2 shows the input and out-
put formats of ESPRESSO for Korean POS tagging.
Even though ESPRESSO can yield several output for-
mats, we only show the Sejong corpus-like format
in this paper, in which we use the format for the in-
put of syntactic analysis. While ESPRESSO indicates
BOS and EOS (the beginning and the end of a sen-
tence, respectively), the actual Sejong corpus does
not contain BOS and EOS labels. The original Se-
jong morphologically analyzed corpus annotates the
sentence boundary using the markup language.

We use Sejong POS tags, the mostly used POS
tag information for Korean. Figure 3 shows the sum-
mary of the Sejong POS tag set and its mapping to
the Universal POS tag (Petrov et al., 2012). We con-
vert the XR (non-autonomous lexical root) into the
NOUN because they are mostly considered as a noun
or a part of noun (e.g. minju/XR (‘democracy’)). The
current Universal POS tag mapping for Sejong POS
tags is based on a handful of POS patterns of Korean

words. However, combinations of words in Korean
are very productive and exponential. Therefore, the
number of POS patterns of the word does not con-
verge as the number of words increases. For exam-
ple, the Sejong Treebank contains about 450K words
and almost 5K POS patterns. We also test with the
Sejong morphologically analyzed corpus which con-
tains over 10M words. The number of POS patterns
does not converge and it increases up to over 50K.
The wide range of POS patterns is mainly due to the
fine-grained morphological analysis results, which
shows all possible segmentations divided into lexi-
cal and functional morphemes. These various POS
patterns indicate useful morpho-syntactic informa-
tion for Korean. For example, Oh et al. (2011) pre-
dicted function labels (phrase-level tags) using POS
patterns that would improve dependency parsing re-
sults.
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Sejong POS description Universal POS

NNG, NNP, NNB, NR, XR Noun related NOUN
NP Pronoun PRON

MAG, Adverb ADV
MAJ Conjunctive adverb CONJ
MM Determiner DET

VV, VX, VCN, VCP Verb related VERB
VA Adjective ADJ

EP, EF, EC, ETN, ETM Verbal endings PRT
JKS, JKC, JKG, JKO, JKB, JKV, JKQ, JX, JC Postpositions (case markers) ADP

XPN, XSN, XSA, XSV Suffixes PRT
SF, SP, SE, SO, SS Punctuation marks PUNC (.)

SW Special characters X
SH, SL Foreign characters X

SN Number NUM
NA, NF, NV Unknown words X

Figure 3: POS tags in the Sejong corpus and their 1-to-1 mapping to Universal POS tags

4 Syntactic analysis

Statistical parsing trained from an annotated data
set has been widespread. However, while there are
manually annotated several Korean Treebank cor-
pora such as the Sejong Treebank (SJTree), only a
few works on statistical Korean parsing have been
conducted.

4.1 Phrase structure parsing
For previous work on constituent parsing, Sarkar
and Han (2002) used an early version of the Ko-
rean Penn Treebank (KTB) to train lexicalized Tree
Adjoining Grammars (TAG). Chung et al. (2010)
used context-free grammars and tree-substitution
grammars trained on data from the KTB. Choi
et al. (2012) proposed a method to transform the
word-based SJTree into an entity-based Treebank
to improve the parsing accuracy. There exit several
phrase structure parsers such as Stanford (Klein and
Manning, 2003), Bikel (Bikel, 2004), and Berkeley
(Petrov and Klein, 2007) parsers (either lexicalized
or unlexicalized) that we can train with the Tree-
bank.

For phrase structure parsing, we provide a pars-
ing model for the Berkely parser.2 Choi et al. (2012)
tested Stanford, Bikel, and Berkeley parsers and the

2https://github.com/slavpetrov/
berkeleyparser

Berkeley parser shows the best results for phrase
structure parsing for Korean. The input sentence of
phrase structure parsers is generally the tokenized
sentence. It can be obtained by performing the seg-
mentation task for a word. Each segmented mor-
pheme becomes a leaf node in the phrase structure.
Therefore, we use the tokenization scheme based on
POS tagging. Figure 4 shows the input and output
formats for the Berkeley parser. As preprocessing
tools, we provide MakeBerkeleyTestIn and
MakeBerkeleyTestWithPOSIn. They convert
ESPRESSO’s output into the Berkely parser’s input
by tokenizing the Korean sentence with or without
POS information, respectively.

4.2 Dependency parsing

For previous work on dependency parsing for Ko-
rean, Chung (2004) presented a model for depen-
dency parsing using surface contextual information.
Oh and Cha (2010), Choi and Palmer (2011) and
Park et al. (2013) independently developed a pars-
ing model from the Korean dependency Treebank.
They converted automatically the phrase-structured
Sejong Treebank into the dependency Treebank.
To convert into dependency grammars, Park et
al. (2013) summarized as follows.

We, first, assign an anchor for nonterminal nodes
using bottom-up breadth-first search. An anchor is
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Input:
프랑스 의 세계 적 이 ㄴ 의상 디자이너 엠마누엘 웅가로 가 실내 장식 용 직물 디자이너 로 나
서었다 .

Output:
(S (NP-SBJ (NP (NP-MOD (NNP프랑스) (JKG의)

(NP (VNP-MOD (NNG세계) (XSN적) (VCP이) (ETMㄴ))
(NP (NP (NNG의상))

(NP (NNG디자이너)))))
(NP-SBJ (NP (NNP엠마누엘))

(NP-SBJ (NNP웅가로) (JKS가))))
(VP (NP-AJT (NP (NP (NP (NNG실내))

(NP (NNG장식) (XSN용)))
(NP (NNG직물)))

(NP-AJT (NNG디자이너) (JKB로)))
(VP (VV나서) (EP었) (EF다) (SF .))))

Figure 4: Input and output examples for Korean phrase structure parsing

the lexical terminal node where each nonterminal
node can have as a head node. We use lexical anchor
rules described in Park (2006) for the SJTree. Lex-
ical anchor rules distinguish dependency relations.
We assign only the lexical anchor for nonterminal
nodes and finding dependencies in the next step.
Lexical anchor rules give priorities to the rightmost
child node, which inherits mostly the same phrase
tag. Exceptionally, in case of “VP and VP" (or “S
and S"), the leftmost child node is assigned as an
anchor. Then, we can find dependency relations be-
tween terminal nodes using the anchor information
as follows:

1. The head is the anchor of the parent of the par-
ent node of the current node.

2. If the anchor is the current node and

(a) if the parent of the parent node does not
have another right sibling, the head is it-
self.

(b) if the parent of the parent node have an-
other right sibling, the head if the anchor
of the right sibling.

Results from the conversion can allow to train ex-
isting dependency parsers. Figure 5 presents an ex-
ample of the original Sejong Treebank (above) and

its automatically-converted dependency representa-
tion.3 The address of terminal nodes (underneath)
and the anchor of nonterminal node (on its right)
are arbitrarily assigned for dependency conversion
algorithm using lexical head rules. The head of the
terminal node 1 is the node 4, which is the anchor
of the parent of the parent node (NP:4). The head of
the terminal node 4 is the node 6 where the anchor of
its ancestor node is changed from itself (NP-SBJ:6).
The head of the terminal node 11 is itself where the
anchor of the root node and itself are same (S:11).

The parsing model of MaltParser (Nivre et
al., 2006) is provided for dependency parsing
for Korean.4 As preprocessing tools, we provide
MakeMaltTestIn. It converts ESPRESSO’s out-
put into the MaltParser’s input by generating re-
quired features for MaltParser. Figure 6 shows ex-
ample of the input and the output of MaltParser.
We use the data format of CoNLL-X dependency
parsing, described in Figure 7 (partially presented).
See http://ilk.uvt.nl/conll for other in-
formation about the data format of CoNLL-X that
MaltParser requires. From word and POS informa-
tion, we convert them into features that MaltParser
requires for Korean dependency parsing.

3The figure originally appeared in Park et al. (2013) with
minor errors, and we corrected them.

4http://www.maltparser.org
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���/NNP 
+�/JKG 

‘France+GEN’ 
 
1  

���NNG+	/XSN 
+
/VCP+�/ETM 

‘world-class’ 
 
2 

�� 
/NNG  

‘fashion’ 
 
3 

�
� 
/NNG 

‘designer’  
 
4 

���� 
/NNP 

‘Emmanuel’ 
 
5  

���/NNP 
+�/JKS 

‘Ungaro+NOM’ 
 
6  

�� 
/NNG  

‘interior’ 
 
7 

��/NNG 
+�/XSN  

‘decoration’ 
 
8 

�
� 
/NNG+�/JKB  
‘designer+AS’ 

 
10 

��/VV+�/EP 
+�/EF+./SF 

‘became’ 
 
11 

NP:3 

 ! 
/NNG 

‘textile’  
 
9 

NP:4 NP:5 NP-SBJ:6 NP:7 NP:8 NP:9 NP-AJT:10 NP-MOD:1 VNP-MOD:2 VP:11 

NP:8 NP:4 

NP:9 

S:11 

NP-SBJ:6 

NP:4 

NP:4 

NP-SBJ:6 

NP-AJT:10 

VP:11 

Figure 5: Example of the original Sejong Treebank (above) and its automatically-converted dependency representation
(below)

4.3 Discussion on parsing for Korean

In previous work on parsing for Korean, either
phrase structure or dependency parsing, while Park
et al. (2013) proposed the 80-10-10 corpus split for
training, development and evaluation, others often
used cross validation (Oh and Cha, 2010; Choi et
al., 2012; Oh and Cha, 2013).

For phrase structure parsing, Choi et al. (2012)
obtained up to 78.74% F1 score. For dependency
parsing, Oh and Cha (2013) obtained 87.03% (10-
fold cross validation) and Park et al. (2013) up to
86.43% (corpus split) by using external case frame
information.

Currently, we distribute only parsing models in-
stead of parsers and training data themselves be-
cause of following reasons. First, the Sejong Tree-
bank that we use to train and evaluate is not al-
lowed to be distributed by third parties. Corpus users
should ask directly to National Institute of the Ko-
rean Language5 for their own usage. Therefore, it
would be easy that we only make current parsing
models publicly available instead of actual training
data. Second, multilingualism becomes more and
more important. Many natural language processing
(NLP)-related works rely on a single system to deal
with multiple languages homogeneously. Berkeley
parser and MaltParser in which we provide parsing
models have been developed for many other lan-
guages and users can easily obtain their up-to-dated

5http://www.korean.go.kr

parsing systems and models for several other lan-
guages.

We provide parsing models trained only on the
training data, which can be subject to the baseline
parsing system for Korean to be compared in fu-
ture work. Table 1 presents the current baseline pars-
ing results using phrase structure grammars by the
Berkeley parser. We performed 5-fold and 10-fold
cross-validation as well as corpus split evaluation
for comparison purpose. We also tested both cases in
which Berkeley parser selects POS tags by itself dur-
ing the parsing task (parser) and we provided gold
POS tags before parsing (gold). Reported results are
improved compared to Choi et al. (2012) because we
have corrected syntactic and POS tagging errors in
the Sejong Treebank for the current work. Since re-
sults between different evaluation methods are not
statistically significant, we propose to use 80-10-10
corpus split evaluation using the current distributed
parsing model. For the current baseline parsing re-
sults using dependency grammars trained using cor-
pus split, Park et al. (2013) reported that MaltParser
on the Sejong Treebank can obtain 85.41% for the
unlabeled attachment score (UAS). We provide the
development data (10% of the corpus) and the evalu-
ation data set (last 10%) as well as the parsing model
(trained on first 80% of the corpus) for phrase-
structure and dependency parsing.
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Input:
1 프랑스의 프랑스 NNP NNP+JKG JKG
2 세계적인 세계적이 NNG+XSN+VCP NNG+XSN+VCP+ETM ETM
3 의상 의상 NNG NNG _
4 디자이너 디자이너 NNG NNG _
5 엠마누엘 엠마누엘 NNP NNP _
6 웅가로가 웅가로 NNG NNG+JKS JKS
7 실내 실내 NNG NNG _
8 장식용 장식용 NNG NNG _
9 직물 직물 NNG NNG _
10 디자이너로 디자이너 NNG NNG+JKB JKB
11 나섰다. 나서 VV VV+EP+EF+SF EP|EF|SF

Output :
1 프랑스의 프랑스 NNP NNP+JKG JKG 4 NP-MOD _ _
2 세계적인 세계적이 NNG+XSN+VCP NNG+XSN+VCP+ETM ETM 4 VNP-MOD _ _
3 의상 의상 NNG NNG _ 4 NP _ _
4 디자이너 디자이너 NNG NNG _ 6 NP _ _
5 엠마누엘 엠마누엘 NNP NNP _ 6 NP _ _
6 웅가로가 웅가로 NNG NNG+JKS JKS 11 NP-SBJ _ _
7 실내 실내 NNG NNG _ 8 NP _ _
8 장식용 장식용 NNG NNG _ 9 NP _ _
9 직물 직물 NNG NNG _ 10 NP _ _
10 디자이너로 디자이너 NNG NNG+JKB JKB 11 NP-AJT _ _
11 나섰다. 나서 VV VV+EP+EF+SF EP|EF|SF 0 ROOT _ _

Figure 6: Input and output examples for Korean dependency parsing

column name description
3 LEMMA Lexical morphemes, where functional morphemes are excluded from FORM.
4 CPOSTAG POS tags for lexical morphemes.
5 POSTAG Fine-grained part-of-speech tag.
6 FEATS POS tags for functional morphemes.

Figure 7: Data format of CoNLL-X dependency parsing for Korean

5-fold 10-fold 80-10-10

parser 84.90 84.83 84.34
gold 85.88 85.75 85.12

Table 1: Baseline phrase structure parsing results

5 Statistical Machine Translation

Actually, statistical machine translation (SMT) for
Korean has not been frequently investigated. Pre-
vious work on SMT involving Korean often suf-
fers from the lack of openly available bilingual lan-
guage resources. Lee et al. (2006) used a Korean-
English bilingual sentence-aligned corpus which
contains 41,566 sentences and 190,418 eojeols. It
was manually collected from travel guide books.
Xu et al. (2009) used an in-house collection of
Korean-English parallel documents. Unfortunately,

they did not present the size, or the domain of the
corpus. Hong et al. (2009) used about 300K sen-
tences which were collected from the major bilin-
gual news broadcasting sites and randomly selected
5,000 sentence pairs from the Sejong parallel corpus
for tuning, development and evaluation. Chung and
Gildea (2009) collected the Korean-English parallel
data from news websites and used subsets of the par-
allel corpus consisting of about 2M words and 60K
sentences on the English side. Tu et al. (2010) car-
ried out an experiment on Korean-Chinese transla-
tion. The training corpus contains about 8.2M Ko-
rean words and 7.3M Chinese words. Most of the
datasets in previous work are independently col-
lected from various sources and more than anything
else they are not currently publicly accessible.
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5.1 Tokenization for Korean SMT

For Korean SMT, we tokenize Korean words based
on morphological analysis instead of directly using
words themselves by which we empirically found
that we are able to get the best results for Ko-
rean SMT rather than other unsupervised syllable-
based tokenization method described in Chung and
Gildea (2009). In addition, by tokenizing Korean
sentences based on morphological analysis, we can
deal with compound words, in which they appear
frequently in Korean. Such compounds may be writ-
ten with or without a blank and they easily lead to
the lexicon sparsity problem in SMT. In many cases,
compound words become out-of-vocabulary words
(OOV) if they do not appear in training data.

5.2 Korean-English parallel data

There are several existing Korean-English parallel
data. Sejong parallel data are available directly from
National Institute of the Korean Language and News
Commentary data are available from the Korean
parallel data site6. Sejong parallel data are from
various sources including novels, government doc-
ument, and transcribed speech documents. News
Commentary data had been crawled from Yahoo!
Korea7 and Joins CNN8 during 2010-2011. There
are also several Korean-English parallel data from
OPUS (Tiedemann, 2012)9,10. OPUS parallel cor-
pora consist of movie subtitles (OpenSubtitles 2012,
2013, and 2016), technical documents (GNOME,
KDE4, and Ubuntu) and religious texts (Tanzil).
Since there are alignment errors, we use only some
of parallel data from OPUS, in which we judged
them to be proper enough to use. For example, PHP
data from OPUS, in which the language identifica-
tion task fails in the corpus, are not utilized. We
summarize the brief statistics of currently available
parallel corpora in Table 2. Note that the size in-
dicates the number of words of the target language
(English).

Actually, there is no standard evaluation data for
Korean-English machine translation. Previously ex-

6http://site.google.com/
koreanparalleldata

7https://www.yahoo.co.kr
8http://www.joins.com
9http://opus.lingfil.uu.se

10Accessed on 22 April 2016.

size description

Sejong parallel 0.8M various
News commentary 2.3M newswire

OpenSubtitles (OPUS) 3.5M subtitles
Technical (OPUS) 0.4M technical

Tanzil (OPUS) 2.8M religious

Table 2: Previous Korean-English parallel data. These are
publicly available.

isting parallel corpora are mostly automatically cre-
ated without human intervention and judgment, and
there exists inevitable sentence alignment errors.
These errors make existing parallel corpora for Ko-
rean be difficult to use as standard evaluation data.
Moreover, they are not written for translation stud-
ies and they might contain translation gaps between
source and target languages, which still make them
use as proper evaluation data for machine transla-
tion. Therefore, we decide to create new evaluation
data for Korean-English machine translation (MT).
Junior High English evaluation data for Korean-
English machine translation (JHE) are the Korean-
English parallel corpus which contains sentences
from English reading comprehension exercises for
Junior high students. We extracted Korean-English
sentences from English reference materials and we
manually aligned them to build a parallel data. We
manage to produce a set of parallel sentences with
high precision alignment, for the sake of future eval-
uation tasks. The average number of words in the
sentence is 12 words in Korean, and it contains var-
ious topic including news articles, short stories, let-
ters and advertisements. Table 3 describes the statis-
tics of the newly created evaluation data. They are
originally written in English (about 60%) and Ko-
rean (40%), and they are translated into counter-
part languages. Since they are from educational ma-
terials, they keep well formal equivalence between
source languages and their translation. We believe
that JHE data should be suitable to evaluate the cor-
rectness and the robustness of MT systems for Ko-
rean regardless of their domain.

5.3 Baseline system for SMT

Table 4 shows results on machine translation us-
ing existing parallel corpora (Korean into English).
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sentences words

dev 720 7,608 8,702
eval 720 7,491 8,529

(Korean) (English)

Table 3: Junior High English evaluation data for Korean-
English machine translation

internal JHE

Sejong parallel 1.34 4.48
News commentary 9.12 7.92

OpenSubtitles (OPUS) 7.67 6.60
Technical (OPUS) 10.45 0.92

Tanzil (OPUS) 14.95 0.96

News + OpenSubtitles 8.85 8.18

Table 4: Extrinsic evaluation results for the quality of the
existing parallel corpora

Internal results presents BLEU scores (an auto-
matic metric for evaluating the quality of machine-
translated text) using held-out data from their
own corpus (each 1,000 sentences for development
and evaluation datasets, respectively). JHE results
presents BLEU scores using JHE evaluation data.
Bad internal results on the Sejong parallel corpus
are understandable because they consist of various
sources and held-out data can be a quite different
domain from training data. While parallel data of
specific domains such as technical and religious can
obtain good internal results, it is very difficult to
expect to equivalent results on texts of the general
domain. We tested all possible combinations with
Sejong, News, and OpenSubtitles and only News +
OpenSubtitles improves the result. We provide the
baseline SMT system using Korean-English News
commentary and OpenSubtitles data for future com-
parison purpose.

6 Summary

In this paper, we present following data, models,
tools, and systems for Korean:

• ESPRESSO for sentence segmentation, morpho-
logical analysis and POS tagging.

• Berkeley parser models for phrase structure

syntactic parsing.

• A pipeline script from ESPRESSO to the
Berkeley parser: MakeBerkeleyTestIn
and MakeBerkeleyTestWithPOSIn.

• MaltParser models for dependency analysis.

• A pipeline script from ESPRESSO to Malt-
Parser: MakeMaltTestIn.

• Baseline Korean-English SMT system using
News commentary data and OpenSubtitles.

• Junior High English evaluation data for
Korean-English machine translation.

Everyone’s Korean language resources described
in this paper is available at https://air.
changwon.ac.kr/software/everyone.

7 Conclusion and Future Perspectives

In this paper, we provided the entire working
pipeline for Korean from POS tagging to syntac-
tic analysis. We also described the standard evalua-
tion data and the baseline system for Korean-English
statistical machine translation. We hope that these
language resources for Korean will pave the way
for further development regarding Korean language
processing for everybody. For future work, we are
planning to distribute other NLP-related systems and
models for Korean such as named entity recognition
(NER) and semantic role labeling (SRL).
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Abstract 

The typical measurement by which the nature 
of second language grammars is evaluated is 
the input of native speakers. This paper reports 
on data from Mandarin speakers of English (n
= 19), with an average of 10;3 (year;month) 
length of residence in the U.S., and native 
American English speakers (n = 19), and looks 
at how they dealt with causatives, resultatives, 
and depictives under four experimental condi-
tions. It was found that native participants did 
not always behave reliably; they altered, 
swung, and oscillated just like nonnative coun-
terparts, and there were multiple cases where 
their fluctuation rates were way higher than 
those of the latter. Such variances were brought 
about by the effects of construction, task, or 
modality. These results cast doubt on the com-
mon practice of assessing second language 
grammars in terms of native intuitions and call 
on researchers to reconsider the assumption 
that second language grammars that are legiti-
mate must be native-like. 

1 Introduction 

It goes without saying that adult second language 
(L2) learning differs from child first language (L1)
development, owing to various identifiable dispari-
ties in cognition and maturation between the two 
groups. From this truism follows the logical ques-
tion, for generative second language acquisition 
(SLA) researchers, how much of the initial state or 
the biologically determined precursor contributes to 
the acquisition of a language later in life. Previ-
ously, the issue was explored by inquiries into the 
developmental processes until about two decades 
ago when researchers started to seriously consider 
what it is that adults can ultimately know about the 

target language that are not true of their native lan-
guages. Much in line with the developmental re-
search, results gleaned from empirical and 
longitudinal studies that focus on the final L2 state, 
suggest, or in many cases conclude, that older learn-
ers attain different grammars than native speakers. 
For those born and raised in the target language set-
ting, language development is, from the onset, con-
trolled by UG (Universal Grammar) principles and 
parameters. Mature learners are subjected to all 
kinds of undesirable elements none of which occurs 
to child learners (for a review, see Whitea, 2003),
leading them to the mastery of L2 grammars full of 
anomalies and aberrations.  
  The present experiment questions whether it is 
enough to measure L2 grammars against native 
grammars (for discussion, see Mack, 1997) and 
shows that native speakers vary in behavior just as 
much as nonnative speakers, depending on the 
grammatical features under analysis and the experi-
mental conditions. The typical comparative native-
nonnative studies with an eye to pinning down the 
biological influence bear little fruit if it is true that 
the final state of the model subjects lacks the sup-
posed uniformity in the knowledge of the target 
grammar, which, according to Chomsky (1986, 
1988, 1993), is not something in dispute. What is 
not being investigated is the causes of the native 
variations (see Shi, 2014; Shia, in progress).      
  A large number of the generative L2 studies con-
clude that there is something amiss about L2 gram-
mars, for their bearers deviate from the natives 
whose use of the target language is reliable and con-
sistent. In an influential study involving proficient 
English speakers of first languages of Korean, Chi-
nese, Indonesian, and Dutch, Schachter (1990) 
found that these subjects, unlike the native controls, 
did not always recognize errors in sentences like 
*What did Susan visit the store that had t in stock? 
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The extent to which an L2 group succeeded was cor-
related with whether its native grammar instantiated 
the Subjacency constraint (Chomsky, 1981) as Eng-
lish did. Schachter takes this as support for her In-
completeness Hypothesis; namely “incompleteness 
will turn out to be an essential property of any adult 
second language grammar” (pp. 118-119).  
  Johnson et al. (1996) also found from 10 Chinese 
speakers of English, who had on average lived in the 
U.S. for 6.45 years, that their abilities to recognize 
morphosyntactic errors from auditorily presented 
sentences were lower (54.2% accurate) than the na-
tive speakers (98.3% accurate). This indicates, to 
the researchers, that L2 grammars of the nonnative-
born speakers are “not native in determinacy” (p. 
343).  
  In an experiment on English psych verbs (inter-
est, disappoint) and container verbs (e.g., decorate, 
cover), Juffs (1996) retrieved both production and 
comprehension data that informed him that the Chi-
nese college students, with no living experience in 
an English-speaking environment, lagged behind 
native speakers in consistency, which tended to im-
prove as a function of the increased proficiency 
level. While low- and intermediate-level learners 
had trouble producing or processing sentences like 
“The broken vase disappointed John,” those at the 
advanced level did as well as the English speakers.   
  Chen (2005), in search of the association of 
verbs consider, find to various complement syntac-
tic frames, uncovered a gradient preference pattern 
for Mandarin speakers of English: tensed clause > 
infinitive clause > small clause. The finding was 
based on a set of within-group statistical analyses 
conducted to the L2 group. Assuming the lack of 
preference for the natives, the found preference pat-
tern from the nonnatives suggested, to Chen, that it 
must be L2 grammars that were faulty, since native 
speakers, being native, could not go wrong.  

It is not that generative L2 researchers are obliv-
ious of or blindsided by the fact that native speakers,
due to internal as well as circumstantial variables, 
can falter or fail to comply with the grammatical 
rules when called upon. For example, in the above 
study by Schachter (1990), she acutely noted the un-
usual poor performance by the English-speaking 
participants on the Wh-movement sentences that 
“had been piloted on other natives and performance 
has been much higher” (p. 111). As an explanation, 
Schachter speculated that the piloted subjects were 
“graduate students majoring in linguistics” (fn 19). 

In Johnson et al.’s (1996) error-detection experi-
ment, if we remove the chance responses, based on 
their formula (p. 343), from the native group data, 
its accuracy rate would drop to 96.6 percent, from 
the reported 98.2 percent. In the study of Chen 
(2005), there was a case where native speakers 
showed more variations, based on her computations 
of standard deviations, on the use of consider/find 
THAT, than nonnative speakers. But spotting such 
variabilities from native speakers is one thing and 
taking it into account is another. As has been shown 
time and again, native variance is largely viewed as 
inconsequential, reflective of the accidental 
glitches, and therefore dismissible.     

This experiment, a mixed design, aims to do the 
reverse of what has been typically done; that is, to 
demonstrate L2 grammar is not as flawed as previ-
ously thought, provided that the random and exper-
imental errors are carefully identified. The problem, 
which has been long neglected, is a methodological 
one – the use of native speakers as the sole yardstick 
to determine the nature of second language gram-
mars. The null hypothesis tested is that speakers 
who acquire the target language natively therefore 
do not vary in linguistic competence; they as natives 
can always be counted on being up to par when it 
comes to the measurement of grammatical 
knowledge.  

Nativeness may well be correlated with birth-
place, but linguistic competence is not. To tap into 
the components of the faculty of language (Chom-
sky, 1972, p. 27; 1986, pp. 16-17; 1998, p. 115), we 
ought to rethink the current research procedure. One 
alternative being explored here is to hold off the in-
put effects as a pernicious confounding variable, so 
that no subject group is at unwarranted advantage.
To that end, the study tested, under contrasting con-
ditions, a set of infrequent yet robust syntactic 
frames: causatives, resultatives, and depictives. The 
idea behind the design was that by displacing sub-
jects from their “comfort zone” into a “leading 
edge” (Rispoli, 2003, p. 819), we are able to take a 
better look into their inner grammar proper. The in-
dependent variables of interest are three: construc-
tion (3 levels: causatives, resultatives, depictives), 
task (4 levels: Guided Production, Combining-
Clause, Grammaticality Judgment, Interpretation 
Task), and modality (2 levels: production, compre-
hension). The construction effects are examined by 
holding the modality and task effects neutral. To 
factor in the influence of task and modality, pairs of 
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group data from the comparable tasks or modalities 
are analyzed. And finally, to see if the key variables 
(modality � task) interact, tasks from different mo-
dalities are compared in pairs. The null hypothesis 
is rejected just in case the empirical data shows that 
those who speak English day in and day out fail to 
deliver the expected outcome on tasks presented un-
der various conditions. They show tendencies to re-
spond to the intricate properties of constructions, 
tasks, or modalities as opposed to their grammatical 
knowledge in ways of nonnative speakers.     

1.1 Causatives, Resultatives, and Depictives 

Accounts have been put forward for causatives, re-
sultatives, and depictives, commonly known as sec-
ondary predicates (see Shi, 2003; Hale and Keyser, 
2002; Levin and Rappaport Hovav, 1995; Jacken-
doff, 1990; Chomsky, 1981). The underlying frame-
work for the present experiment is a combination of 
Distributed Morphology (Matushansky and Ma-
rantz, 2013; Embick and Noyer, 2007; Harley and 
Noyer, 2003; Marantz, 1997) and Lexical Argument 
Structure (Hale and Keyser, 1993, 2002). (1) illus-
trates the three constructions under analysis: 

(1)  a. The stories about animals interested Mary.  
   b. Sally could have complained herself calm.  
   c. The invited speaker delivered the speech  
     drunk. 

(1a) is a causative in contrast to a periphrastic struc-
ture, in that it consists of a single tensed predicate 
whereas the latter two predicates (The stories about 
animals made Mary interested). Mandarin for the 
most part allows the bi-clause causatives.
  As a resultative, (1b) comprises a main verb and 
a secondary (resultant) predicate, as shown in (2):

(2)  [V V0 [AP/PP DP A0/P0 ]]

Semantically, a resultative expresses a cause-event 
leading to a result-event (Rothstein, 2006; Rap-
paport Hovav and Levin, 2001; Simpson, 1983, 
2006; Washio, 1997; Hoekstra, 1988, 1992; Napoli, 
1992; Roberts, 1988; Williams, 1980; Green, 1973; 
Halliday, 1967). Resultatives in the study fall into 

1 These are the actual resultatives produced under GP condi-
tion by Mandarin speakers of English, with minor modifica-
tions like use of a pronoun instead of a proper noun. 

seven subtypes classified based on the syntactic cat-
egories of the main verbs, which are given in (3).1

(3)  a. The defendant kicked the victim uncon- 
     scious. 
   b. The little boy ate himself sick. 
   c. George joked himself out of his job.  
   d. Sally would sleep her headache away. 
   e. The waiter could quickly wipe the water  
     off the table. 
   f.  The sodas broke open. 
   g. The hiker followed the stars out of the for- 
     est. 

(3a) and (3b) both are headed by transitive verbs ex-
cept that “eat” can alternate as an intransitive. Verbs 
in (3c, d), inherently monadic, take a fake NP (3c) 
or an unselected DP (3d) as part of the secondary 
predications. “Wipe” of (3e), a two-place predicate,
takes an unconventional DP “the water.” (3f) in-
volves an unaccusative “break,” where the surface 
DP is the subject of the secondary predicate “open.”
Unlike the rest, (3g) is a subject resultative, in that 
the abstract subject of the secondary predication 
PRO co-refers to the main-clause subject.    
  Mandarin resultatives splits into de-resultatives 
and V-V resultatives (see, e.g., Huang et al., 2009; 
Huang, 2006; Zhang, 2001; Cheng, 1997; Sybesma, 
1997; Cheng and Huang, 1995; Zou, 1994). Neither 
matches the resultatives in English. While the de-
constructions roughly correspond to the English ca-
nonical, bi-clausal resultatives (The defendant 
kicked the victim until he became unconscious), the 
V-V structures are rarely observed in English (see 
Shib, in progress). Besides, Mandarin has causative 
resultatives (Huang, 1988) or inverted readings (Li, 
1998); neither is possible for today’s English.   
  Depictives (1c) is distinct from resultatives; a
secondary resultative functions as a complement to 
the matrix verb, a depictive an adjunct that is predi-
cated of an argument of the primary predication (for 
differences, see Rothstein, 2006; Schultze-Berndt 
and Himmelmann, 2004; Rapoport, 1999; Stowell 
1991; Hoekstra, 1988; Halliday, 1967). For conven-
ience, let us take a depictive construction to be (4), 

(4)  [ DPi [VP V DPj] [PROi/j DepP ]]
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where indexing means co-reference. Two types of 
depictives were investigated: subject depictives (5a) 
and object depictives (5b), and with an unaccusative 
main verb, the object was fronted (5c). 

(5)  a. The invited speakeri delivered the speech  
     drunki.    
   b. She bought the furniturei unpaintedi.
   c. The packagei arrived brokeni. 

A depictive is well-formed if the attribute identified 
by the depictive phrase holds at the time of the main 
event, or (5c) is false if it means something other 
than the package was broken when it arrived. 
  Depictives as an independent secondary predi-
cate has not found its way into Mandarin (see 
Zhang, 2001, for a different view), although it does 
occasionally show depictive elements (for distinc-
tion, see Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt, 2006).  
  In terms of the abstractness determined by the 
frequency effect, we see a hierarchy for English:
causatives > resultatives > depictives, where the 
least frequent and hence the least accessible is the 
last. Chinese differs: resultatives > causatives > de-
pictives. Mandarin resultatives is far more produc-
tive than English resultatives (Huang et al., 2009; 
Huang, 2006; Li, 1998; Sybesma, 1997), its causa-
tives is substantially less so (Thompson, 1973), and 
depictives is merely absent (Shib, in progress, 2003).  

2 Method2

2.1 Participants 

Nineteen Mandarin speakers of English (9 males, 10 
females), between the ages of 26 and 48 (M = 37.3), 
were tested, along with nineteen native-born Amer-
ican college students3 (4 males, 15 females), be-
tween the ages of 17 and 41 (M = 27.4). The 
nonnatives were recruited based on a set of criteria,
including a consecutive period of 5 living years in 
the U.S. and a college education. As it turned out, 
they had an average of over 10 years living experi-
ence (range 5-17) and were employed in the main-
stream workplace in America. All participated 
voluntarily. 

2 The data reported here is part of a more comprehensive ex-
periment (see Shi, 2003).  
3 One native participant was a college graduate.  

2.2 Tasks 

Participants were subjected to two production and 
two comprehension tasks. For each of the 30 Guided 
Production (GP) test items, they first read a narra-
tive of about 3-line long and then answered a ques-
tion, using words provided, in all possible ways 
(e.g., The chef boiled the lobster alive; The lobster 
was alive when the chef boiled it). On the Clause-
Combining (CC) task (30 items), subjects converted 
bi-clauses (Sam drank until there is nothing left in 
the bottle of whisky) into mono-clauses (Sam drank 
the bottle empty), using key words given. Of the 
two, GP was more demanding, given that subjects 
were asked to produce multiple answers. Also, for 
CC, they were allowed to leave a question blank.    
  The Grammaticality Judgment (GJ) task asked 
subjects to assess a total of 81 items for grammati-
cality on a scale of -3 to +3, with zero = no judg-
ment. The analyses given below were based on 47 
(2 causative, 2 inchoative, 16 resultatives, 13 canon-
ical resultatives, 8 depictives, 6 canonical depic-
tives) and the rest were fillers (ill-formed sentences) 
or sentences that turned out to be structural ambig-
uous, which then did not enter into the analyses. In 
choosing a numeral other than +3, subjects were in-
structed to identify the problem site by underlining 
the relevant word(s). The Interpretation task (IT) is 
the mirror image of the CC task. Participants 
matched mono-clauses with bi-clauses as para-
phrases. Some items were 3-way ambiguous (re-
sultative, object depictive, subject depictive) (6 
items), others 2-way ambiguous (resultative and ob-
ject depictive) (3 items), and still the others 1-way 
ambiguous (resultative) (5 items). As was designed,
IT was relatively more challenging than GJ since 
multiple semantic recognitions forced participants 
to reconstruct more than one underlying representa-
tion.
  The experiment tested 105 verbs or verb-pairs 
under three to four conditions and the analyses here 
are based on 96 of them: 6 causative verbs, 60 re-
sultative verb-pairs, 30 depictive verb-pairs. 4 All 
tasks were individually administered in a paper and 
pencil format, with no time limit. Subjects were re-
quested to carry out the tasks on their own.  

4 Three depictive verb-pairs tested under GP and four under 
CC were removed from the analyses for being potentially in-
terpretable as conditionals or concessive/causals. Two causa-
tive inchoative verbs tested under GJ were also removed.  
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2.3 Results 

Previously, it has been attested in study after study 
that while the natives fell victim to random errors, 
the nonnatives erred systematically (e.g., Kweon 
and Bley-Vroman, 2011; Chen, 2005; Papp, 2000; 
Johnson et al., 1996; Juffs, 1996). Of all the plausi-
ble explications, one that stands out in particular, al-
beit rarely noted, is that such native-nonnative 
disparities reflect more of the properties of the lin-
guistic variables being tested, which inadvertently 
give the monolinguals an unfair head start. So it 
would be not just interesting but essential to see 
whether the presumed perfect or near-perfect native 
performance still prevails in the absence of such ad-
vantages.   
   Causatives, resultatives, and depictives are pos-
ited to be the linguistic features, which are vibrant 
in positive evidence and yet low in frequency, hence 
providing us with a unique testing ground for the 
native systematic variance and the native-nonnative 
difference.  
  

2.3.1 Causatives  

The causative constructions were studied under 
three conditions. Table 1 enumerates the means and 
sigmas (standard deviations s.d.), for the groups, of 
the verbs tested: disappoint, interest (GP), bore, 
frustrate (CC), lengthen, awake (GJ).   Based on   a 

          GP        CC       GJ  
      M     �     M   �     M     �

NS    1.79  .42    1.42   .77  11.26  1.94  
  
NNS  1.63  .6      .95   .62  10.11  2.11  

Table 1. Causative Means and s.d.   

one-factor ANOVA with repeated measures, condi-
tional variabilities were robustly found from both 
groups. The native speakers (NS) shifted in perfor-
mance, beyond chance, from task to task, F(2, 56) = 
376.4, p < .05, partial �2 = .96 and so did the 
nonnative speakers (NNS), F(2, 56) = 267.15, p <

5 All t-tests conducted in the experiment were two-tailed. 

.05, partial �2 = .94. Interestingly, between the two, 
it was the NS that wobbled at a higher rate. Regard-
less, for both groups over 94% of the total behav-
ioral variance was caused by the general task 
effects. This evidence strongly suggests that know-
ing causatives does not always guarantee its use,
which is true of every subject irrespective of where 
he or she was born. Take the native speakers as an 
example. They all (100%) composed the target 
causative sentence using disappoint under GP, but 
only 58% did so using frustrate under CC. 
  No significant difference was found between the 
groups for any given task, based on three independ-
ent-sample t-tests,5 with the alpha being set at .02 or 
one-third usual .05 alpha to offset alpha inflation. 
This evidence doubtless is unfavorable to Juffs’s 
findings, according to which Chinese participants 
should have flunked no matter what conditions they 
were tested under.  

2.3.2 Resultatives

In Table 2, group averages are given of the resulta-
tive data elicited from four tasks. If a group behaves 

        GP      CC     GJ          IT  
        M         M        M          M 

NS      7.11         13.37         78.21         10.84 
     (1.76)          (1.21)        (9.07)         (1.46) 

NNS   3.37      12.05      76.68     11.89 
     (1.7)       (2.25)    (10.78)      (1.37) 

Table 2. Resultative Means and s.d. (in brackets)    

as though it is controlled by the experimental con-
ditions under which it is measured, then a large F
value arises from a one-way repeated measures 
ANOVA. This is precisely what was in fact ob-
tained, F(3, 54) = 1020.41, p < .05, partial �2 = .98 
(L1 group), and F(3, 54) = 713.58, p < .05, partial �2

= .98 (L2 group). The findings clearly showed that 
neither group was good at breaking the conditional 
barriers; all subjects responded in accordance with 
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the task intricacies as opposed to what they knew 
about the target language. To illustrate, the native 
participants created 5 resultatives using eat-sick
(The boy ate himself sick) under GP, compared with 
14 using work-to death (Mark worked himself to 
death) under CC, despite the fact that both main 
verbs came from the same categorial class a.k.a 
transitive and selected the same type of secondary 
predicates. Had the native grammars been as steady 
and fast, unaffected by the circumstantial vagaries, 
as has been shown again and again in the literature,
we would not have seen variations in performance 
of such magnitude.  
  Equally surprising is the finding that of the four 
conditions, the monolinguals outperformed the bi-
linguals only under GP, t(36) = 3.35, p < .01 (near 
one-fourth of normal .05 alpha), and this native 
merit was cancelled out under IT, where the reverse 
was found, t(36) = 2.39, p > .01.6 This rather unex-
pected result could be explained away as an effect 
of positive transfer, but this possibility diminishes 
in face of the aforementioned differences in Manda-
rin-English resultatives. Additionally, it would 
leave unexplained the native-nonnative congruence 
attested under the CC and GJ conditions (p > .01).    

2.3.3 Depictives 

If the notion that a legitimate L2 grammar must be 
native-like is sound, then depictives gives us rea-
sons to contemplate the possibility that it is not. Due 
to the effects of input frequency and crosslinguistic 
differences, persistent L2 aberrations should readily 
come along, parting from the native benchmark.
This prediction has not quite panned out, as seen in 

        GP      CC     GJ            IT  
        M         M        M          M 

NS         4            2.74         40.32          6.32 
      (1.41)         (1.28)        (4.32)         (2.38) 

NNS   2.58      2.53          37        3.11 
      (1.77)       (1.26)       (6.86)        (1.29) 

Table 3. Depictive Means and s.d. (in brackets)  

6 The between group difference was a bit short of the critical 
value of 2.43. 

Table 3. The depictive data, in contrast to the re-
sultative data, appeared to be more homogeneous, 
with smaller standard deviations across groups. But 
a one-factor ANOVA for repeated measures ascer-
tained that this visual impression was not what it 
seemed. Both groups demonstrated sensitivities to 
the challenges imposed by individual tasks, causing 
them to behave chancily. As before, it was the na-
tives that were plagued by such unwarranted varia-
bilities, F(3, 54) = 860.56, p < .05, partial �2 = .98 
(natives); F(3, 54) = 435.96, p < .05, partial �2 = .96 
(nonnatives). A series of two-sample t-test revealed 
that the two groups differed drastically under GP (p
= .0097) and IT (p = .000), but they were indistin-
guishable under CC (p = .61) and GJ (p = .08).  
  As shown in Table 1, 2 and 3, the native means 
for causative, resultative and depictive productions 
under CC are 1.42, 13.37, and 2.74 and the 
nonnative means are .95, 12.05, and 2.53. Accord-
ing to a one-way repeated measures ANOVA, the 
natives did not treat the three constructions evenly,
F(2, 36) = 851.09, p < .05, partial �2 = .98, and nei-
ther did the nonnatives, F(2, 36) = 306.71, p < .05,
partial �2 = .95. The results indicate that not only 
did the conditions contribute to variable behaviors 
but also the constructions. With everything else be-
ing equal, one thing that is quite clear is that in as-
sessing whether nonnative grammars are up to 
native par, one should take as little risk as possible 
of overlooking the effects of tasks and linguistic 
variables. Studies that hinge on a single trial or ba-
nal linguistic features undermine both their internal 
and external validity (see Cook and Campbell, 
1979). They most likely fail to shed light on the re-
search questions under probe, let alone be fit to gen-
eralize beyond the data at hand.   

2.3.4 Variations Within or Between a Modality  

What has been presented is the overall group vari-
ances in the production and comprehension of caus-
atives, resultatives, and depictives. What happens if 
the modality effect or the task effect is partialed out? 
At the minimum, it is of import to know whether 
performance disparities would remain when tasks 
are isolated from the modality so that they do not 
covary, and if the two variables interact, how it pro-
ceeds across the two groups. 
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  Let us first look at causatives. This time we focus 
on the production data and see if there is still task-
induced variation without the comprehension mode 
as a covariate. Four causative verbs were analyzed:
disappoint, interest, bore, frustrate, under GP and 
CC. The NS group achieved means of 1.79 (GP) and 
1.42 (CC) and the NNS group means of 1.63 (GP) 
and 0.98 (CC) (Table 1). The production tasks were 
found not to affect the groups in the same way, 
based on two paired t-tests. The natives, whether to 
create causatives from scratch (e.g., The stories 
about animals interested her) or from bi-clauses 
(e.g., The lecture was so long that Jack became 
bored � The lecture bored Jack), performed con-
sistently, t(18) = 1.9, p > .025, but the nonnatives 
did not, t(18) = 3.34, p < .025. Note that the two 
groups did not deviate or coincide across tasks to the 
same extent; the Mandarin speakers fell way below 
expectations under CC. Among all other plausible 
culprits, one that seems particularly relevant is that 
this was a lexical problem, as identified by Pinker 
(1989); namely, lexical knowledge tends to vary
greatly from speaker to speaker, “no two alike” (p. 
2). Under CC, for example, L2 subjects succeeded 
14 times (74%) with bore, compared to 4 times 
(21%) with frustrate.   

In the case of resultatives, a broad modality-
within, task-related difference was found. The na-
tives as well as the nonnatives excelled under the 
CC condition, compared with the GP condition ac-
cording to a set of paired t-tests (p < .025). All sub-
jects, regardless of whether English was their first 
or second language, had a higher success chance to 
combine (6a) into (6b) than to ab initio construct 
(6c, d) based on brief  narratives.  The   same   was 

(6)  a. Margaret screamed and as a result she be- 
     came sore in her throat. 

 b. Margaret screamed herself hoarse. 
c. Sara read herself angry.7

 d. Bill could have watered the plants flat.8

found for resultatives under the comprehension 
mode; subjects, native and nonnative, did substan-
tially better under the less stressful GJ condition,
than the more stressful IT condition (p < .025). 

7 For (6c), no sample was obtained from either of the groups.
8 Three from L1 group yielded (6d), out of a total of 19, 
whereas none from L2 group succeeded.

The effects of tasks relative to depictives were a 
bit murky for both of the groups. For the natives, 
though they used distinct strategies in dealing with 
tasks of a given modality at p = .025, the putative 
influence was not forthcoming. In comprehension,
for example, they judged, as anticipated, better on 
GJ than IT, but in production they were more suc-
cessful (p < .025) at constructing depictives without 
cues (7a, b) than modifying a canonical depictive 
(7c) into a depictive (7d).  The experimental  group 

(7)  a. Robert opened the window wet.9
   b. The package arrived broken.10

   c. Bob sold his car when it was new. 
   d. Bob sold his car new. 
    
showed no production-related task effect (p > .025). 
For the comprehension tests, they met the expecta-
tion, being more accurate on GJ than IT (p < .025). 
All statistics were based on paired t-tests with alpha 
set at .025.    

We have by far seen 16 cases where tasks alone, 
implemented in identical or different modes, either 
enhanced or inhibited the activation of the sought 
grammatical knowledge. The other 2 cases showed 
no task effect in production, one concerning the NS 
group that treated causatives under GP and CC 
blindly and the other the NNS group that handled 
depictives under GP and CC indiscriminately. Out 
of the total 16 cases of task-related variations, the 
natives showed more variances in 5 cases, whereas 
the nonnatives showed only in one case.  

This opens up a crucial question of whether a 
task effect still holds across modalities or whether 
task and modality interact. To see this, we reex-
amined the resultative data collected in the CC pro-
duction mode and the IT comprehension mode. Two 
paired-sample t-tests were conducted. Results show 
that the English-speaking subjects were more sensi-
tive to the effects of task and modality, t(18) = 5.9, 
p < .025; they were more proficient at producing 
than identifying resultatives. By contrast, the Man-
darin speakers of English were indifferent, whether 
to combine bi-clauses into resultatives or to match 
target sentences with resultative readings, t(18) = 
.33, p > .025.  

9 For (7c), only two subjects from each group provided the tar-
get depictive construction. 
10 For (7d), L1 group outstripped L2 group; it collectively cre-
ated 9 depictives in contrast to 3 by the nonnative group.
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This result is at odds with the widely reported 
findings on two fronts. First, if variable behavior 
was ever found as a function of tasks, it should be 
retrieved from the second language learners only, as 
has been shown in Chen (2005), Kong (2005), 
White (2003b), Lardiere (1998a, 1998b), Johnson et 
al. (1996), Sorace (1993). Natives by definition are 
sticklers for grammatical rules. Second, if a group 
could care less about whether to produce or to judge, 
it must be the one whose members speak English 
their whole lives. What was uncovered in the pre-
sent study is the opposite; it was the nonnatives that 
were more of rule enforcers than the natives in com-
posing or parsing resultatives.       

The finding that the native-born subjects were 
likely to fluctuate could be confirmed provided that 
the similar depictive data was attested. To that end, 
let us compare the relevant data under CC and IT 
through two paired t-tests. As it turned out, only the 
natives performed in an unbalanced manner; they, 
while performing  at a rate of 70% in recognizing 
depictive readings, did so at a rate of 46%  in recre-
ating depictives, t(18) = 5.9, p < .025. In contrast, 
the nonnatives barely altered between the two mo-
dalities, t(18) = .33, p > .025. To reiterate, it was not 
once but twice that the native controls showed 
mixed performances – constructing more than iden-
tifying resultatives, but identifying more than con-
structing depictives. The same failed to be found 
from the nonnatives. This suggests the possibility 
that the receptive vs. productive knowledge was not 
exactly the same insofar as the two groups were 
concerned.  

To summarize, both the experimental and the 
control groups were found to vary along the lines of 
construction, task, and modality. The overall task 
effects were found, with mixed between-group dif-
ferences. For causatives, all subjects shifted in per-
formance across tasks and the natives did so to a
greater extent. Within a given task, no difference 
whatsoever was ever found between the groups, un-
der both modalities. On resultatives, both groups 
were identified with the similar task-based varia-
tions. Between the two, the natives prevailed under 
GP and the nonnatives under IT, but the two did not 
differ under CC and GJ. For depictives, similar task-
related variance was found from both L1 and L2

groups, but the former outstripped the latter under 
the GP and IT conditions.   

When holding the modality constant, subjects 
still varied across tasks. On resultatives, both groups 

behaved variably between tasks under a single mo-
dality. This pattern was nevertheless not found for 
depictives. Only the native participants were ob-
served to switch strategies between GP and CC. On 
the comprehension side, the controls did better un-
der GJ than IT and, the reverse was true of the ex-
perimental group. For the interactive effects, we see 
that the English speakers produced under CC more 
resultative samples than identified under IT, 
whereas the Mandarin speakers treated them all the 
same. On depictives, the same asymmetric perfor-
mance pattern was found for both groups. Like the 
natives who did better under IT than under CC, the 
nonnatives showed the same pattern.   

                       

3 Conclusion 

The major finding of the study is that speakers of 
English, as an L1 or L2, are not unsusceptible to the 
variability problem. By measuring the linguistic 
knowledge and the extraneous factors under which 
such knowledge is elicited, it shows the ties of the 
failures of activating knowledge to the unduly inter-
ference of tasks, constructions, or modalities. Con-
tra the previous research, native speakers, just like 
their nonnative counterparts, are found to shift lin-
guistically, not occasionally but most of the time. 
Where the bilinguals are spared, the monolinguals 
still succumb to the modality effects in both the re-
sultative and depictive cases. Given all this, it is 
hard not to reject the null hypothesis and argue that 
native speakers do vary in linguistic competence. 
Generative L2 researchers have barely paid attention 
to this aspect, whose only interest seems to be in the 
extent to which L2 grammars correspond to L1 gram-
mars. The native-like requirement is difficult to rec-
oncile with the following two facts: (1) the natives 
alter, swing, oscillate to a greater extent than the 
nonnatives; (2) nonnative grammars different from 
native grammars are still permitted in UG. This 
should be enough for us to rethink about the widely 
accepted research practice whereby L2 grammars 
are assessed exclusively through the lens of the na-
tive norm or what Mack (2003) calls the monolin-
gual-comparison approach. Instead, second 
language grammars should be, first and foremost, 
evaluated with respect to UG principles and opera-
tions and the input effects. L2 intuitions, no matter 
how nonnative-like, could still tell us about the UG 
involvement in adult L2 development.   
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Abstract

Language modeling is a fundamental research
problem that has wide application for many
NLP tasks. For estimating probabilities of nat-
ural language sentences, most research on lan-
guage modeling use n-gram based approaches
to factor sentence probabilities. However, the
assumption under n-gram models is not robust
enough to cope with the data sparseness prob-
lem, which affects the final performance of
language models.

At the point, Hierarchical Word Sequence (ab-
breviated as HWS) language models can be
viewed as an effective alternative to normal
n-gram method. In this paper, we generalize
HWS models into a framework, where differ-
ent assumptions can be adopted to rearrange
word sequences in a totally unsupervised fash-
ion, which greatly increases the expandability
of HWS models.

For evaluation, we compare our rearranged
word sequences to conventional n-gram word
sequences. Both intrinsic and extrinsic exper-
iments verify that our framework can achieve
better performance, proving that our method
can be considered as a better alternative for n-
gram language models.

1 Introduction

Probabilistic Language Modeling is a fundamental
research direction of Natural Language Processing.
It is widely used in various application such as ma-
chine translation (Brown et al., 1990), spelling cor-
rection (Mays et al., 1990), speech recognition (Ra-

biner and Juang, 1993), word prediction (Bickel et
al., 2005) and so on.

Most research about Probabilistic Language Mod-
eling, such as Katz back-off (Katz, 1987), Kneser-
Ney (Kneser and Ney, 1995), and modified Kneser-
Ney (Chen and Goodman, 1999), only focus on
smoothing methods because they all take the n-gram
approach (Shannon, 1948) as a default setting for
modeling word sequences in a sentence. Yet even
with 30 years worth of newswire text, more than
one third of all trigrams are still unseen (Allison
et al., 2005), which cannot be distinguished ac-
curately even using a high-performance smoothing
method such as modified Kneser-Ney (abbreviated
as MKN).

An alternative solution is to factor the language
model probabilities such that the number of unseen
sequences are reduced. It is necessary to extract
them in another way, instead of only using the in-
formation of left-to-right continuous word order.

In (Guthrie et al., 2006), skip-gram (Huang et
al., 1993)1 is proposed to overcome the data sparse-
ness problem. For each n-gram word sequence,
the skip-gram model enumerates all possible word
combinations to increase valid sequences. This has
truly helped to decrease the unseen sequences, but
we should not neglect the fact that it also brings a
greatly increase of processing time and redundant
contexts.

In (Wu and Matsumoto, 2014), a heuristic ap-
proach is proposed to convert any raw sentence
into a hierarchical word sequence (abbreviated as

1The k-skip-n-grams for a sentence w1, ...wm is defined as
the set {wi1 , wi2 , ...win |Σn

j=1ij − ij−1 < k}.
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HWS) structure, by which much more valid word se-
quences can be modeled while remaining the model
size as small as that of n-gram. In (Wu and Mat-
sumoto, 2015) (Wu et al., 2015), instead of only us-
ing the information of word frequency, the informa-
tion of direction and word association are also used
to construct higher quality HWS structures. How-
ever, they are all specific methods based on certain
heuristic assumptions. For the purpose of further im-
provements, it is also necessary to generalize those
models into one unified structure.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we review the HWS language model. Then we
present a generalized hierarchical word sequence
structure (GHWSS) in Section 3. In Section 4,
we present two strategies for rearranging word se-
quences under the framework of GHWSS. In Sec-
tions 5 and 6, we show the effectiveness of our
model by both intrinsic experiments and extrinsic
experiments. Finally, we summarize our findings in
Section 7.

2 Review of HWS Language Model

In (Wu and Matsumoto, 2014), the HWS structure
is constructed from training data in an unsupervised
way as follows:

Suppose that we have a frequency-sorted vocab-
ulary list V = {v1, v2, ..., vm}, where C(v1) ≥
C(v2) ≥ ... ≥ C(vm)2.

According to V , given any sentence
S = w1, w2, ..., wn, the most frequently
used word wi ∈ S(1 ≤ i ≤ n) can be se-
lected3 for splitting S into two substrings
SL = w1, ..., wi−1 and SR = wi+1, ..., wn. Sim-
ilarly, for SL and SR, wj ∈ SL(1 ≤ j ≤ i− 1)
and wk ∈ SR(i+ 1 ≤ k ≤ n) can also be se-
lected, by which SL and SR can be splitted
into two smaller substrings separately. Ex-
ecuting this process recursively until all the
substrings become empty strings, then a tree
T = ({wi, wj , wk, ...}, {(wi, wj), (wi, wk), ...})
can be generated, which is defined as an HWS
structure (Figure 1).

In an HWS structure T , assuming that each node
depends on its preceding n-1 parent nodes, then spe-

2C(v) represents the frequency of v in a certain corpus.
3If wi appears multiple times in S, then select the first one.

Figure 1: A comparison of structures between HWS and
n-gram

cial n-grams can be trained. Such kind of n-grams
are defined as HWS-n-grams.

The advantage of HWS models can be considered
as discontinuity. Taking Figure 1 as an example,
since n-gram model is a continuous language model,
in its structure, the second ‘as’ depends on ‘soon’,
while in the HWS structure, the second ‘as’ depends
on the first ‘as’, forming a discontinuous pattern to
generate the word ‘soon’, which is closer to our lin-
guistic intuition. Rather than ‘as soon ...’, taking ‘as
... as’ as a pattern is more reasonable because ‘soon’
is quite easy to be replaced by other words, such
as ‘fast’, ‘high’, ‘much’ and so on. Consequently,
even using 4-gram or 5-gram, sequences consist-
ing of ‘soon’ and its nearby words tend to be low-
frequency because the connection of ‘as...as’ is still
interrupted. On the contrary, the HWS model ex-
tracts sequences in a discontinuous way, even ‘soon’
is replaced by another word, the expression ‘as...as’
won’t be affected. This is how the HWS models re-
lieve the data sparseness problem.

The HWS model is essentially an n-gram lan-
guage model based on a different assumption that
a word depends upon its nearby high-frequency
words instead of its preceding words. Different
from other special n-gram language models, such
as class-based language model (Brown et al., 1992),
factored language model(FLM) (Bilmes and Kirch-
hoff, 2003), HWS language model doesn’t use any
specific linguistic knowledge or any abstracted cate-
gories. Also, differs from dependency tree language
models (Shen et al., 2008) (Chen et al., 2012), HWS
language model constructs a tree structure in an un-
supervised fashion.

In HWS structure, word sequences are adjusted
so that irrelevant words can be filtered out from
contexts and long distance information can be used
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Figure 2: An Example of Generative Hierarchical Word
Sequence Structure

for predicting the next word, which make it more
effective and flexible in relieving the data sparse-
ness problem. On this point, it has something in
common with structured language model (Chelba,
1997), which firstly introduced parsing into lan-
guage modeling. The significant difference is, struc-
tured language model is based on CFG parsing
structures, while HWS model is based on pattern-
oriented structures.

3 Generalized Hierarchical Word
Sequence Structure

Suppose we are given a sentence s = w1, w2, ..., wn

and a permutation function f : s → s
′
, where s

′
=

w
′
1, w

′
2, ..., w

′
n is a permutation of s. For each word

index i(1 ≤ i ≤ n,wi ∈ s), there is a corresponding
reordered index j(1 ≤ j ≤ n,w

′
j ∈ s

′
, w

′
j = wi).

Then we create an n× n matrix A. For each row
j, we fill cell Aj,i with wi. We define the matrix
A as the generalized hierarchical word sequence
structure (abbreviated as GHWSS) of the sentence
s. An example is shown in Figure 2.

In a GHWSS, given any word w ∈ {Aj,i|w′
j =

wi}, the words in its higher rows are X =
{Ak,m|k < j, 1 ≤ m ≤ n,w

′
k = wm}, in which

the nearest two neighbors of w are l̂ = Akl,m̂l
(kl <

j, m̂l = argmin
1≤m<i

(i − m)) and r̂ = Akr,m̂r(kr <

j, m̂r = argmin
i<m≤n

(m− i)) respectively4. Then we as-

sume that w depends on ŵ = l̂ if kl > kr or ŵ = r̂
if kl < kr. For example, in Figure 2, given the word
‘soon’, its higher rows X = {as, as, possible, .}, in
which the nearest neighbors of ‘soon’ are l̂ = as and

4There is no l̂ when i = 1, while no r̂ when i = n.

r̂ = as, since the second ‘as’ is closer to ‘soon’ ver-
tically, we assume ‘soon’ depends the second ‘as’ in
this GHWSS.

Further, for the word A1,i, we define that it de-
pends on symbol ‘〈s〉’. We also use the symbol
‘〈/s〉’ to represent the end of generation.

For each word w = Aj,i, if we assume that it only
depends on its previous few words in its dependency
chain, then we can achieve special n-grams under
the GHWSS. Taking Figure 2 as the example, we
can train 3-grams like {(〈s〉, 〈s〉, .), (〈s〉, ., as), (.,
as, as), (as, as, possible), (as, possible, 〈/s〉), (as, as,
soon), (as, soon, 〈/s〉)}.

In (Wu and Matsumoto, 2015), it is verified that
the performance of HWS model can be further im-
proved by using directional information. Thus, in
this paper, we defaultly use directional information
to model word sequences. Then the above 3-grams
should be {(〈s〉, 〈s〉, .), (〈s〉, .-R, 〈/s〉), (〈s〉, .-L,
as), (.-L, as-L, 〈/s〉), (.-L, as-R, as), (as-R, as-L,
soon), (as-L, soon-L, 〈/s〉), (as-L, soon-R, 〈/s〉),
(as-R, as-R, possible), (as-R, possible-L, 〈/s〉), (as-
R, possible-R, 〈/s〉) and the probability of the whole
sentence ‘as soon as possible .’ can be estimated by
the product of conditional probabilities of all these
word sequences.

4 Two Strategies for constructing GHWSS

Once a permutation function f is implemented, the
GHWSS of any sentence can be constructed. Thus,
the performance of GHWSS is totally determined
by how to implement the function f for rearranging
word sequences.

Since n-gram models assume that a word depends
on its previous n-1 words, the function f of n-gram
methods can be considered as the identity permuta-
tion. For each word wi, we fill cell Ai,i with wi, then
the n-gram method is a special case of GHWSS.

In this section, we propose two kinds of methods
for implementing function f under GHWSS.

4.1 Word Frequency Based Method

Step 1. Calculate word frequencies from training
data and sort all words by their frequency. Assume
we get a frequency-sorted list V = {v1, v2, ..., vm},
where C(vj) > C(vj+1), 1 ≤ j ≤ m− 1. 5

5C(vj) represents the frequency of vj .
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Step 2. According to V , for each sentence
s = w1, w2, ..., wn, we permute it into s

′
=

w
′
1, w

′
2, ..., w

′
n(w

′
k = vx, w

′
k+1 = vy, 1 ≤ k ≤

n− 1, 1 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ m).
Then the GHWSS constructed by the permuta-

tion s′ is equivalent to that of frequency-based HWS
method.

4.2 Word Association Based Method

Step 1. For each sentence s in corpus D, we convert
it into s

′
, in which each word only appear once.

Step 2. For each word wi in the corpus D′ =
{s′

i|1 ≤ i ≤ |D|}, we count its frequency C(wi)
and its cooccurrence with another word C(wi, wj).

Step 3. For each original sentence s ∈ D, we
initiate an empty list X and set the beginning symbol
‘〈s〉’ as the initial context c 6.

Step 4. For each word w ∈ s, we calculate its
word association score with context c. In this paper,
we use T-score7 as the word association measure.

T (c, w) = (C(c, w)− C(c)× C(w)

V
)÷

√
C(c, w)

(1)
Then we add the i-th word ŵ with the maximum

score to list X8 and use it to split s into two sub-
strings sl = w1, ..., wi−1 and sr = wi+1, ..., wn.

Step 5. We set ŵ as the new context c
′
. For each

word in sl, we calculate its word association score
with c

′
and add the word with the maximum score

to list X9 and use it to divide sl into two smaller
substrings. Then we apply the same process to the
substring sr.

Execute Step4 and Step5 recursively until any-
more substrings cannot be divided, then the original
sentence s is permuted as list X , by which GHWSS
of s can be constructed.

5 Intrinsic Evaluation

We use two different corpus: British National Cor-
pus and English Gigaword Corpus.

6Since 〈s〉 appears only once in each sentence, we set
C(〈s〉) as the size of corpus.

7V stands for the total number of words in corpus.
8If ŵ appears multiple times in s, then select the first one.
9If the context word c

′
also appears in sl, then we regard it

as the word with the maximum score and add it to X directly.

British National Corpus (BNC) 10 is a 100 mil-
lion word collection of samples of written and spo-
ken English from a wide range of sources. We use
all the 6,052,202 sentences (100 million words) for
the training data.

English Gigaword Corpus 11 consists of over 1.7
billion words of English newswire from 4 distinct
international sources. We choose the wpb eng part
(162,099 sentences, 20 million words) for the test
data.

As preprocessing of the training data and the test
data, we use the tokenizer of NLTK (Natural Lan-
guage Toolkit) 12 to split raw English sentences into
words. We also converted all words to lowercase.

To ensure the openness of our research, the source
code used in the following experiments is available
on the internet.13

As intrinsic evaluation of language modeling, per-
plexity (Manning and Schütze, 1999) is the most
common metric used for measuring the usefulness
of a language model. However, since we unsuper-
visedly ‘parse’ the test sentence s into a GHWSS
structure before we estimate its probability, its con-
ditional entropy is actually H(s|T (s)), where T (s)
represents the GHWSS assigned to the test sentence
s. Consequently, our method has much lower per-
plexity. It’s not appropriate to directly compare the
perplexity of GHWSS-based models to that of n-
gram models.

Also, perplexity is not necessarily a reliable way
of determining the usefulness of a language model
since a language models with low perplexity may
not work well in a real world application. Thus, for
intrinsic evaluation, we evaluate models only based
on how much they can actually relieve the data
sparseness problem (reduce the unseen sequences).

In (Wu and Matsumoto, 2014), coverage score
are used to perform this kind of evaluation. The
word sequences modeled from training data are de-
fined as TR, while that of test data as TE, then the
coverage score is calculated by Equation (2). Obvi-
ously, the higher coverage score a language model
can achieve, the more it can relieve the data sparse-
ness problem (reduce the unseen sequences).

10http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk
11https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2011T07
12http://www.nltk.org
13https://github.com/aisophie/HWS
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Table 1: Performance of Various Word Sequences

Models Coverage Usage F-score
Unique Total Unique Total Unique Total

bi-gram 46.471 83.121 12.015 76.336 19.093 79.584
frequency-based-bi 46.066 89.730 12.019 86.937 19.064 88.312

tscore-based-bi 45.709 89.949 11.872 87.252 18.848 88.580
tri-gram 27.164 51.151 5.626 40.191 9.321 45.013

frequency-based-tri 36.512 72.432 8.546 67.221 13.850 69.729
tscore-based-tri 36.473 72.926 8.501 67.382 13.788 70.045

scorecoverage =
|TR⋂

TE|
|TE| (2)

If all possible word combinations are enumer-
ated as word sequences, then considerable coverage
score can be achieved. However, the processing ef-
ficiency of a model become extremely low. Thus,
usage score (Equation (3)) is also necessary to esti-
mate how much redundancy is contained in a model.

scoreusage =
|TR⋂

TE|
|TR| (3)

A balanced measure between coverage and usage
is calculated by Equation (4).

F -Score =
2×coverage×usage

coverage+ usage
(4)

In this paper, we use the same metric to compare
word sequences modeled under GHWSS framework
with normal n-gram sequences.

The result is shown in Table 1 14. According to
the results, for total word sequences, which actu-
ally affect the final performance of language mod-
els, GHWSS-based methods have obvious advan-
tage over the normal bi-gram model. As for tri-
grams, the GHWSS-based methods can even im-
prove around 25%.

6 Extrinsic Evaluation

For the purpose of examining how our models work
in the real world application, we also performed ex-
trinsic experiments to evaluate our method. In this

14“Unique” means counting each word sequence only once
in spite of the amount of times it really occurs.

paper, we use the reranking of n-best translation can-
didates to examining how language models work in
a statistical machine translation task.

We use the French-English part of TED talk par-
allel corpus for the experiment dataset. The training
data contains 139,761 sentence pairs, while the test
data contains 1,617 sentence pairs. For training lan-
guage models, we set English as the target language.

As for statistical machine translation toolkit, we
use Moses system15 to train the translation model
and output 50-best translation candidates for each
French sentence of the test data. Then we use
139,761 English sentences to train language mod-
els. With these models, 50-best translation candi-
dates are reranked. According to these reranking re-
sults, the performance of machine translation system
is evaluated, which also means, the language models
are evaluated indirectly. In this paper, we use the fol-
lowing measures for evaluating reranking results16.

BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002): BLEU score mea-
sures how many words overlap in a given candidate
translation when compared to a reference transla-
tion, which provides some insight into how good the
fluency of the output from an engine will be.

METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005): ME-
TEOR score computes a one-to-one alignment be-
tween matching words in a candidate translation and
a reference.

TER (Snover et al., 2006): TER score measures
the number of edits required to change a system out-
put into one of the references, which gives an indi-
cation as to how much post-editing will be required

15http://www.statmt.org/moses/
16We use open source tool multeval

(https://github.com/jhclark/multeval) to perform the evalu-
ation.
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Table 2: Performance on French-English SMT Task Us-
ing Various Word Arranging Assumptions

Models BLEU METEOR TER
tri-gram 31.3 33.5 49.0

frequency-based-tri 31.5 33.6 48.6
tscore-based-tri 31.7 33.6 48.5

on the translated output of an engine.
We use GHWSS word rearranging strategies to

perform experiments and compared them to the nor-
mal n-gram strategy. For estimating the probabil-
ities of translation candidates, we use the modi-
fied Kneser-Ney smoothing (MKN) as the smooth-
ing method of all strategies. As shown in Table 2,
GHWSS based strategies outperform that of n-gram
on each score.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a generalized hierarchi-
cal word sequence framework for language model-
ing. Under this framework, we presented two dif-
ferent unsupervised strategies for rearranging word
sequences, where the conventional n-gram strategy
as one special case of this structure.

For evaluation, we compared our rearranged word
sequences to conventional n-gram word sequences
and performed intrinsic and extrinsic experiments.
The intrinsic experiment proved that our methods
can greatly relieve the data sparseness problem,
while the extrinsic experiments proved that SMT
tasks can benefit from our strategies. Both veri-
fied that language modeling can achieve better per-
formance by using our word sequences rearranging
strategies, which also proves that our strategies can
be used as better alternatives for n-gram language
models.

Further, instead of conventional n-gram word se-
quences, our rearranged word sequences can also
be used as the features of various kinds of machine
learning approaches, which is an interesting future
study.
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Abstract

This paper took an experimental approach 

and investigated how Korean EFL learners 

process the English island constructions. 

Since there are some controversies on the 

existence of the island effects in Korean, 

the L1 transfer effect may make it difficult 

for the Korean EFL learners to learn island 

constructions in English. To examine if the 

difference between English and Korean 

affects the acquisition of English island 

constructions, four different types of target 

sentences were made for English island 

phenomena: Complex-NP, whether, subject, 

and adjunct island. The acceptability scores 

of Korean EFL learners were measured 

with Magnitude Estimation (ME). Then, 

the collected data were statistically analyzed. 

The analysis results showed that, unlike 

previous studies, the Korean EFL learners 

correctly identified all of the English island 

constructions. This finding showed that the 

island status of the Korean language did not 

affect the acquisition of island constructions 

in English. 

1 Introduction

Since Ross’s identifications of island constraints in 

English (Ross, 1967), there have been a lot of 

debates on the existence of island constraints in 

other languages. Some languages were believed to 

contain some island effects, while other languages 

(e.g. Chinese, Korean, or Japanese) were doubtful 

about the existence of island effect. 

The status of island effects of the L1 (the mother 

tongue) also may influence the acquisition of L2, 

since it was well-known that the knowledge of L1 

might influence the acquisition of L2, which was 

known as the L1 transfer effects (Selinker, 1969; 

Odlin, 1989; 2003). Korean students learn English 

as Foreign Language (EFL), since English is not an 

official language in Korean. There have been some 

controversies on the existence of island constraints 

in Korean. Some have argued for the presence of 

island effects (Lee 1982, Han 1992, Hong 2004), 

while others have argued against it (Sohn 1980, 

Kang 1986, Suh 1987, Hwang 2007).1

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 

previous studies are reviewed. Section 3 includes 

the experimental design, research materials and 

research method. Section 4 enumerates the analysis 

 Then, the 

question is whether the island status of Korean 

may influence the acquisition of the constructions 

in English. To answer this question is also crucial 

from the psycholinguistic point of view, since there 

might be different psycholinguistic or cognitive 

processes when people produce or understand the 

island constructions in their native language (L1) 

and another language (L2). 

In order to investigate whether the L1 transfer 

effects also appear in the acquisition of English 

island constructions, an experiment was designed 

where the acceptability scores of the Korean EFL 

learners were measured with the ME method. Then, 

the collected data were statistically analyzed with 

R. 

1
 Similar kinds of controversies exist also for Japanese. 

Nishigauchi (1990) and Watanabe (1992) claimed that 

there were island constraints in Japanese, but Ishihara 

(2002) and Sprouse et al. (2011) mentioned that this 

language had no island constraint. 
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results. Section 5 contains discussions, and Section 

6 summarizes this paper. 

2 Previous Studies

2.1 Island Effects in Korean

Since Ross (1967) identified the island constraints 

in English, there have been a lot of studies on the 

existence of island phenomena in other languages. 

These previous studies focused on examining if the 

island constraints existed in their languages and why 

the language escaped the island constraints when 

the language did not show the island phenomena. 

Korean is no exception. There have been lots of 

previous studies on the island constraints also in 

Korean, but there are two opposite positions in the 

previous approaches. Some claimed that Korean 

has island constraints (Lee 1982; Han 1992; Hong 

2004; Park, 2001, 2009). Hong (2004) proposed 

two diagnostics for syntactic movements: island 

and intervention effects. He mentioned that Korean 

also has an island effects. Park (2001) and Park 

(2009) claimed that matrix sluicing in Korean was 

island-sensitive, through examining the sluicing 

constructions in Korean. 

On the other hand, other scholars claimed that 

there is no island effect in Korean (Sohn, 1980; 

Kang, 1986; Suh, 1987; Hwang, 2007; Chung, 

2005; Yoon, 2011, 2012; Kim, 2013). Yoon (2011, 

2012) identified two novel environments where 

wh-phrases had no island effects: the declarative 

intervention contexts and the embedded contexts. 

Kim (2013) investigated wh-islands in the relative 

clauses, and he claimed that the fact that Korean 

escaped the island constraint could be explained by 

a semantico-pragmatic constraint. 

2.2 Experimental Approaches to Islands

Recently, as computer technology and statistical 

tools develop, many researchers had an interest in 

measuring native speakers’ intuition on syntactic 

data objectively and scientifically (Bard, Robertson, 

and Sorace, 1996; Schütze, 1996; Cowart, 1997; 

Keller, 2000). This research method was also 

applied into the study of island constructions, and 

lots of fruitful facts have been discovered through 

experimental approaches. 

Sprouse et al. (2012), for example, adopted an 

experimental approach to island constructions and 

examined native speakers’ intuition. They adopted 

2�2 factor combinations in (1) and investigated 

four types of island constraints using the sentences 

in (2)-(5) (Sprouse et al., 2012:87-8). 

 

(1) Factor Combinations 

         a. NON-ISLAND | MATRIX 

         b. NON-ISLAND | EMBEDDED 

         c. ISLAND | MATRIX 

         d. ISLAND | EMBEDDED 

 

(2) Whether islands 

         a. Who __ thinks that John bought a car? 

         b. What do you think that John bought __ ? 

         c. Who __ wonders whether John bought a

 car? 

         d. What do you wonder whether John bought

 __ ? 

 

 (3) Complex NP islands 

         a. Who __ claimed that John bought a car? 

         b. What did you claim that John bought __? 

         c. Who __ made the claim that John bought

 a car? 

         d. What did you make the claim that John 

 bought __? 

 

(4)  Subject islands 

         a. Who __ thinks the speech interrupted the 

 TV show? 

         b. What do you think __ interrupted the  

 TV show? 

         c. Who __ thinks the speech about global 

 warming interrupted the TV show? 

         d. What do you think the speech about __ 

 interrupted the TV show? 

 

 (5) Adjunct islands 

         a.  Who __ thinks that John left his briefcase

 at the office? 

         b. What do you think that John left __ at the

 office? 

         c. Who __ laughs if John leaves his briefcase

 at the office? 

         d. What do you laugh if John leaves __ at the

 office? 

 

Along with these target sentences, they measured 

the acceptability scores of 173 native speakers. 

Through the experiments and their analysis, they 

obtained the following results (Sprouse et al. 

2012:100). 
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Figure 1: Analysis Results in Sprouse et al. (2012) 

 

These analysis results illustrated (i) that native 

speakers showed more acceptability for non-island 

structures than island structures both in matrix and 

embedded causes and (ii) that the differences of 

acceptability scores became greater in embedded 

clauses rather than matrix clauses. All of these 

observations demonstrated that there were clearly 

island effects in English. 

There were also some studies on the acquisition 

of the English island constructions by the Korean 

EFL learners. For example, Kim B. (2015) studied 

the acquisition of English island constructions by 

Korean-English bilinguals with an experimental 

approach and their statistical analysis. Sixty-three 

Korean-English bilinguals and sixty native speakers 

of English participated in the experiments. Here, 

bilinguals were either US-born or Korea-born who 

moved to the U.S. between ages 0 to 14. Based on 

their ages of arrival (AoA) to the U.S., bilinguals 

were divided into three groups: Heritage (AoA 0-

5), Early (AoA 6-10), and Late (AoA 11-14). The 

experimental study demonstrated that all the group 

of speakers clearly distinguished four types of 

island constraints in Figure 1 (i.e., Complex NP, 

Whether, Subject, and Adjunct). However, the 

intuition of Heritage speakers were the closest to 

the intuitions of native speakers and the Early 

group was closer to natives though the group were 

far from the natives. The study also showed that 

the Late group was very far from both natives and 

the Heritage group. These results illustrated that, as 

the AoA was later, the L1 transfer effects might be 

stronger and the effects made it difficult for the 

EFL learners to learn the island constructions in 

the target language (here, English). 

Although this study succeeded to demonstrate 

that the L1 transfer effects became stronger as the 

AoA was later, this study focused on the behaviors 

of the Heritage speakers. Accordingly, the study 

did not contain enough data which were obtained 

from the EFL students who resided in Korean. It is 

also necessary to conduct a similar experiment for 

the EFL students who resided in Korean. 

Kim H. (2015) conducted such an experiment. 

In her studies, a total of fifty students participated 

in the experiment, who resided in Korean. Their 

proficiency level were classified with the TOEIC 

(Test Of English for International Communication), 

and the students with more than 750 points were 

included in the experiment. She adopted 5-points 

Likert scale to measure the acceptability scores of 

the Korean EFL learners. She also included four 

types of island constructions in Figure 1 and analyzed 

the data with ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA). 

Through the analysis, she found that the Korean 

EFL learners clearly identified the Whether island 

and the Subject island constraints but they did not 

identify the Complex NP island and the Adjunct 

island constraints. 

Although her study was meaningful in that the 

experiment was conducted to the students who 

resided in Korean, there might be some problems 

which could be raised from the measurement of the 

acceptability scores for the Korean EFL learners. 

As mentioned in several previous studies (such as 

Bard et al., 1996; Schütze, 1996; Cowart, 1997; 

Keller, 2000), Likert scale has several problems 

compared with the ME method, to be used in the 

acceptability judgment tasks. 2

2
 Lee (2013) contained a detailed discussion on the 

differences between ME and Likert scales in the 

acceptability judgment task (intuition tests). Lodge 

(1981) mentioned that this ME had several advantages 

over the category scaling (the Likert scale). Although 

there are some claims that the Likert scales are available 

in the acceptability judgment task, this paper follows 

previous studies (Lodge, 1981; Johnson, 2008) and 

adopted ME in the experiment. 

 First, Likert scale 

has limited resolution. For example, if native 

speakers may feel that a sentence is somewhere 

between 4 and 5 (something like 4.5), gradient 

ratings are not available in the latter method. 

However, the former permits as much resolution as 

the raters wish to employ. Second, the latter 
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method uses an ordinal scale, and there is no 

guarantee that the interval between * and ** 

(ungrammatical) represents the same difference of 

impressions as that between ? and ?? (between 

grammatical and ungrammatical). The former 

method, on the other hand, provides judgments on 

an interval scale for which averages (mean value, 

m) and standard deviations (sd) can be more 

legitimately used. Third, the latter limits our ability 

to compare results across the experiments. The 

range of acceptability for a set of sentences has to 

be fitted to the scale, and what counts as ?? for one 

set of sentences may be quite different from what 

counts as ?? for another set of sentences. 

Accordingly, another type of measuring method 

was necessary to solve this problem. This paper 

adopted the ME method to solve the problems of 

the Likert scale. 

3 Research Method

3.1 Research  Question and Hypothesis

Through the experimental study, this paper wanted 

to investigate if the Korean EFL learners identified 

four types of island constraints in Figure 1. 

Our research questions are as follows. 

 

(6) Research Questions 

         a. Do the Korean EFL learners clearly identify

 four types of island constraints in English? 

         b. If the answer is ‘no’, which island constraints

 in English do they clearly identify and which

 ones are not identified? 

 

For these questions, we made the following 

hypotheses. 

 

(7) Hypothesis 

         a. If there is no or little L1 transfer effect, the

 Korean EFL learners will clearly identify

 all of (four types of) the island constraints. 

         b. If there is a L1 transfer effect, the Korean

 EFL learners will not clearly identify at least

 one of the island constraints. 

 

To examine these hypotheses, an experiment was 

designed as follows. 

3.2 Materials

To closely examine the English island constraints 

by the Korean EFL learners, the first thing to do 

was to make target sentences. This paper basically 

followed the factor combinations in (1), following 

the study in Sprouse et al. (2012). Accordingly, the 

following two factors were used in the experiment: 

Island constraint (Absence vs. Presence) and 

Location of wh-word (Matrix clause vs. Embedded 

clause). Since two factors were adopted and each 

factor had two values, the experiment had a 2�2 

design. 

First of all, basic target sentences were made 

with the sentences in (3) and the sentences in Pearl 

and Sprouse (2014), but a lexical items were 

slightly changed. These four sentences matched 

with the corresponding sentences in (3), and they 

contained the factor combinations in (1). 

Along with these target sentences, the same 

number of filler sentences was made. The half of 

the filler sentences were constructed based on the 

structure of the target items. However, they were 

not related with the island constraints. The others 

were composed of the filler sentences that had no 

relation with the purpose of the experiment. Among 

them, some sentences were grammatical and others 

were ungrammatical. At the end, a total of 128 

sentences were constructed in the experiments (4 

island types�4 sentence types�4 repetitions). 

After all the target and filler sentences were 

constructed, random numbers were generated with 

the R function (from 1 to 128; 64 target sentences 

and 64 fillers), and each sentence was given the 

generated random numbers. Then, the sentences 

were given to the participants after the sentences 

were sorted based on the random number. 

3.3 Procedure

The data for a total of 20 native speakers were 

collected from the experiment. All the participants 

(m=23.40, sd=1.23) resided in and around Daejeon 

area, South Korea. All of them were either current 

university students or graduates of universities in 

Korea. 

All the participants were first asked to fill out a 

simple one-page survey that contains biographical 

information such as age, gender, and dialect(s), 

together with the consent form for participating in 

the experiment. Then they were asked to proceed 

to take the main task. 
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The main task used in the experiment was an 

acceptability judgment task using Magnitude 

Estimation (ME; Lodge, 1981; Johnson, 2008). 

There are two types of ME methods: numerical 

estimates and line drawing. However, as Bard et al. 

(1996) pointed out, the participants sometimes 

think of numeric estimates as academic test scores, 

and so they tend to limit their responses to a 

somewhat categorical scale, rather than using a 

ratio scale as intended in the magnitude estimation. 

Accordingly, the current study adopted a line 

drawing method in which the participants were 

asked to draw different lengths of lines to indicate 

the naturalness (acceptability) of a given sentence 

(after reading the given sentence). An acceptability 

judgment task (also known as native speakers' 

intuition test) was used in the study since this 

method is known to be a psychological experiment 

which can be used to get the subconscious 

knowledge of native speakers in a given language 

(Carnie, 2012). In the main task, participants were 

required to draw a line for the given sentence, 

according to the degree of naturalness of the given 

sentence. 

4 Statistical Analysis 

4.1 Normality Tests and Regression Analysis

After all the data were collected from acceptability 

judgment tasks, the values were extracted for target 

sentences Then, the normality tests (Baayen, 2008; 

Gries, 2013; Lee, 2016) were performed to check 

whether parametric tests were available or not. If 

the distributions of the data follow the normal 

distribution, the parametric tests are available, such 

as t-tests, ANOVAs, or (ordinary) linear regression 

tests. However, if the distributions do not follow 

the normal distribution, the non-parametric tests 

must be applied such as Wilcoxon tests, Friedman 

tests, or generalized linear regression tests. 

When the normality tests were performed, it was 

found that all the data sets did not follow the 

normal distribution. Some were positively skewed, 

and other sets had a slightly bimodal distribution. 

Consequently, non-parametric tests had to be used 

in the analysis of our data. 

After the normality tests were performed, a 

(generalized) regression test (GLM) was performed. 

According to Agresti (2007), a generalized 

regression test is available when the distribution 

does not follow the normal distribution. Thus, the 

test was adopted to examine how each factor 

affects the acceptability of the sentences. 

4.2 Complex NP Islands

Table 1 illustrated the analysis results of the GLM 

analysis. 

 
 Estimate sd t p

(Intercept) 145.1844 2.9011 50.045 <<<.001 

CLAUSE -0.1406 2.9011 -0.048 0.9614 

ISLAND 17.3594 2.9011 5.984 <<<.001 

CLAUSE:ISLAND 5.4719 2.9011 1.886 0.0602 

Table 1: GLM Analysis Results for Complex NP 

 

As you can see in this table, the factor CLAUSE was 

not significant (p=.9614), but the factor ISLAND 

was highly significant (p<.001). The interaction 

between these two factors was marginally 

significant (p=.0602). 

Figure 2 showed us an effect plot for this island 

constraint. 

 

 
Figure 2: Interaction Plot for Complex NP 

 

As you can see in this interaction plot, the overall 

acceptability scores became lower when the island 

constraint existed (i.e., Presence). The difference in 

the acceptability scores was bigger in the Embedded 

clause than in the Matrix clause. It implies that the 

Differences-in-Differences (DD) scores may have 

the plus values and that the Korean EFL learners 

surely identify the Complex NP island constraints 

in English. 

4.3 Whether Islands

Table 2 illustrated the analysis results of the GLM 

analysis. 
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 Estimate sd t p
(Intercept) 135.153 3.115 43.388 <<<.001 

CLAUSE -8.459 3.115 -2.716 .00698 

ISLAND 12.641 3.115 4.058 <<<.001 

CLAUSE:ISLAND 6.066 3.115 1.947 .05239 

Table 2: GLM Analysis Results for Whether 

 

As you can see in this table, both factors CLAUSE 

and ISLAND were significant (p=00698 and p<.001 

respectively). The interaction between these two 

factors was marginally significant (p=.05239). 

Figure 3 showed us an effect plot for this island 

constraint. 

 

 
Figure 3: Interaction Plot for Whether 

 

As you can see in this interaction plot, the overall 

acceptability scores became lower when the island 

constraint existed (i.e., Presence). The difference in 

the acceptability scores was bigger in the Embedded 

clause than in the Matrix clause. It implies that the 

DD scores may have the plus values and that the 

Korean EFL learners surely identify the Whether 

NP island constraints in English. 

4.4 Subject Islands

Table 3 illustrated the analysis results of the GLM 

analysis. 

 
 Estimate sd t p

(Intercept) 123.2594 2.9104 42.351 <<<.001 

CLAUSE -3.0656 2.9104 -1.053 .293 

ISLAND 21.3656 2.9104 7.341 <<<.001 

CLAUSE:ISLAND -0.1094 2.9104 -0.038 .970 

Table 3: GLM Analysis Results for Subject 

 

As you can see in this table, the factor CLAUSE was 

not significant (p=.293), but the factor ISLAND was 

highly significant (p<.001). The interaction was 

not significant (p=.970). 

Figure 4 showed us an effect plot for this island 

constraint. 

 

 
Figure 4: Interaction Plot for Subject 

 
As you can see in this interaction plot, the overall 

acceptability scores became lower when the island 

constraint existed (i.e., Presence). The difference in the 

acceptability scores was bigger in the Embedded clause 

than in the Matrix clause. It implies the DD scores 

may have the plus values and that the Korean EFL 

learners surely identify the Subject island constraints in 

English. 

4.5 Adjunct Islands

Table 5 illustrated the analysis results of the GLM 

analysis. 

 
 Estimate sd t p

(Intercept) 138.006 2.907 47.468 <<<.001 

CLAUSE -3.306 2.907 -1.137 0.256 

ISLAND 13.931 2.907 4.792 <<<.001 

CLAUSE:ISLAND 2.819 2.907 0.970 0.333 

Table 5: GLM Analysis Results for Adjunct 

 

As you can see in this table, the factor CLAUSE was 

not significant (p=.256), but the factor ISLAND was 

highly significant (p<.001). The interaction was 

not significant (p=.333). 

Figure 6 showed us an effect plot for this island 

constraint. 

 

 
Figure 6: Interaction Plot for Adjunct 

 

As you can see in this interaction plot, the overall 

acceptability scores became lower when the island 
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constraint existed (i.e., Presence). The difference in 

the acceptability scores was bigger in the Embedded 

clause than in the Matrix clause. It implies that the 

DD scores may have the plus values and that the 

Korean EFL learners surely identify the Adjunct 

island constraints in English. 

5 Discussion

The analysis results in Section 4.2-4.5 illustrated 

different aspects that Kim H. (2015) observed in 

her experimental studies. In her study, she found 

that the Korean EFL learners clearly identified the 

Whether island and the Subject island constraints 

but they did not identify the Complex NP island and 

the Adjunct island constraints. However, in this 

study, the Korean EFL learners clearly identified 

all of the island constraints. 

Then, where did the differences come from? 

There may be two types of sources which made the 

differences. The first one might come from the 

methods of measuring the acceptability scores. 

Kim H. (2015) used a 5-point Likert scales, while 

this paper adopted the ME method. Although the 

Likert scales were widely used in previous studies, 

they had some shortcomings as mentioned in 

Section 2.2. Even though we did not take the 

problems into consideration, the ME method had 

more fine-grained scales than the Likert scale. 

Accordingly, more fine-grained differences in the 

acceptability scores were represented in the ME 

method, whereas the differences might be lessened 

or neutralized in the Likert scale, especially in the 

Complex NP and the Adjunct island constraints. 

The second origin came from the statistical method. 

In Kim H. (2015), the collected data were analyzed 

with z-transformation. Originally, the Likert scale 

was an ordinal variable (Lee, 2016). Consequently 

non-parametric tests had to be applied. In order to 

solve the problem, Kim H. (2015) employed a z-

transformation, which made the ordinal variables 

like the ratio variables. However, z-transformation 

was also a transformation. That is, the data might 

be distorted during the transformation processes. 

This paper, on the other hand, did not apply any 

kind of transformation to the collected data. Since 

the acceptability scores were ratio variables (Lee, 

2016), the normality tests were applied. Since the 

result was that the distributions did not follow the 

normal distributions, GLM methods were applied. 

Therefore, no transformation was adopted here, 

and the data were not distorted. Accordingly, the 

analysis results in this paper could be said to be 

more accurate than those in Kim H. (2015). 

Now, let’s see what answers can be provided to 

the research questions in (6) and Hypothesis in (7) 

along with the analysis results. 

For the first question, the analysis results said 

that the Korean EFL learners clearly identified four 

island constraints in English, which was different 

from the analysis results in Kim H. (2015). For two 

hypotheses in (7), it could be said that there was no 

or little L1 transfer effect, since the Korean EFL 

learners clearly identified four island constraints in 

English. This implies that the unstable status of 

island constructions in Korean did not affect the 

acquisition of island construction in English. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, it was closely examined how the 

Korean EFL learners identified the English island 

constructions. Four types of island constructions 

(Complex NP, Whether, Subject, and Adjunct) 

were taken, and two linguistic factors (CLAUSE and 

ISLAND) were taken in the analysis, which made 

the experiment have a 2�2 design. 

Based on this design, an acceptability judgment 

task was performed, where the data for 20 Korean 

native participants were collected with the ME 

method. After the experiments, all the values were 

extracted for target sentences and they were 

analyzed with R. 

Through the experiments, it was found that the 

Korean EFL learners correctly identified all of the 

English island constructions. This finding showed 

that the island status of the Korean language did 

not affect the acquisition of island constructions in 

English. 
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Abstract

In this paper, we present a method of pre-
dicting emotions from multi-label conversa-
tion transcripts. The transcripts are from a
movie dialog corpus and annotated partly by 3
annotators. The method includes building an
emotion lexicon bootstrapped from Wordnet
following the notion of Plutchik’s basic emo-
tions and dyads. The lexicon is then adapted
to the training data by using a simple Neural
Network to fine-tune the weights toward each
basic emotion. We then use the adapted lexi-
con to extract the features and use them for an-
other Deep Network which does the detection
of emotions in conversation transcripts. The
experiments were conducted to confirm the ef-
fectiveness of the method, which turned out to
be nearly as good as a human annotator.

1 Introduction

Along with the trend of ”Affective Computing”, the
task of Emotion Detection in text has received much
attention in the recent years. However, very little
research has been working on the detection of mul-
tiple emotion simultaneously. Instead, most of them
make simple assumption that emotions are mutually
exclusive and focus on multi-class classification. In
fact, the nature of human emotion is complicated:
emotions have connections, some are opposite of
each other, while some occur together at the same
time, resonate and create another emotional state -
dyads (Plutchik, 1980)

The survey by Dave and Diwanji (2015) predicted
the need for Emotion Detection in streaming data

and the study of emotion flow during chatting. In
this paper, we tackle the simplified version of this
task by detecting the emotions in conversation. The
corpus we used is made of conversations among
movie characters, who take turns in the conversa-
tion. Those turns are called utterances, which are
then manually annotated in a multi-label manner.

Emotion detection in conversation is essentially
different from identifying emotions in news head-
lines (Strapparava and Mihalcea, 2007) or Tweets
(Bollen et al., 2011) where each instance is inde-
pendent of each other. Generally, the expression
of Emotion in general depends on the words being
used. However, it also quite depends on the gram-
mar structure and syntactic variables such as: nega-
tions, embedded sentence, and the type of sentence -
question, exclamation, command or statement (Col-
lier, 2014). Therefore, similar to the detection of
emotions of sentences in a paragraph, the context in-
formation of the whole conversation and what is said
in the previous utterance should be taken into con-
sideration. The extraction of context features will be
further explained in sub-section 4.3.1

Unlike other works (Li et al., 2015; Wang et
al., 2015) where small sets of basic emotions are
used, we annotated the dataset using the notion of
Plutchik’s basic emotion and dyads (1980). This
eases the annotators’ task since it offers annotators
with wider range of emotion labels (8 basic and 23
combinations) to choose from.

Previous research often relied on a list of 6 ba-
sic emotions (Ekman et al., 1987) with some vari-
ants. However, this notion fails to show conflict side
of some emotions. For example, people should not
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Figure 1: Plutchik’s basic emotion and dyads - image
taken from http://twinklet8.blogspot.jp

feel happiness and sadness from the same incident
altogether. Furthermore, Ekman’s basic emotions
are the result of observation made on human facial
expressions so applying such notion in text classi-
fication task seems irrelevant. Newer works relies
on dimensional representation using valence-arousal
space (Calvo and Mac Kim, 2013; Yu et al., 2015)

Plutchik (1980) suggested 4 axes of bipolar ba-
sic emotions: Joy - Sadness, Fear - Anger, Trust -
Disgust, Surprise - Anticipatation. These primary
emotions may blend to form the full spectrum of hu-
man emotional experience. The new complex emo-
tions formed by them are called dyads (Figure 1).
Plutchik’s notion reasonably explains the connection
between emotions. Some emotions will not occur at
the same time since they are on the opposite side
of the axis. Complex emotions can also be viewed
as combinations of primary ones. The idea enables
us to approach emotion detection in a more compre-
hensive manner. In the future, we may address not
only complicating mixture of emotions but also the
intensity of each of them.

In this paper, we propose a three steps method for
the detection of emotions in conversation: 1)Build-
ing Emotion Lexicon from Wordnet (Miller, 1995).
2) Using simple Neural Network to adapt the lexicon
to the training data. 3) Using Deep Network with
features extracted from adapted lexicon and classify
the multi-label corpus.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 summarizes related work on emo-
tion detection. Section 3 discusses the nature of our
dataset and explains the annotating scheme. Section
4 proposes our approach which includes the 3 steps
mentioned above. Section 5 evaluates the lexicon,
the effectiveness of the adapted lexicon and the pro-
posed method in general. Section 6 gives the con-
clusion and discusses future work.

2 Related Work

Most of the work in the field tried to define a small
set of emotions (D’Mello et al., 2006; Yang et
al., 2007) which involved only 3 and 4 emotional
states respectively. Another work by Hasegawa et
al. (2013) performed a multi-class classification on
dialog data from Twitter in Japanese. They auto-
matically labeled the obtained dialogs by using emo-
tional expression clues, which is similar to our col-
location list explained in sub-section 3.3. We pro-
pose a more comprehensive approach by exploiting
Plutchik’s notion which covers the full spectrum of
human emotions to work on challenging multi-label
conversation corpus.

Having the same notion, Buitinck et al. (2015)
proposed a simple Bag of Words approach and tuned
RAKEL for multi-label classification for movie re-
views. We go further and work on conversation data
where the exchange between characters and the con-
text of the whole dialog are of great importance. The
closest to our work is Li et al. (2015) on paragraphs
and documents which tried to improve the sentence-
level prediction of some special emotions which,
due to data sparseness and inherent multi-label clas-
sification, were very hard to predict. They incorpo-
rated label dependency among labels and context de-
pendency into the graph model to achieve such goal.
However, their work is for paragraphs in Chinese. In
our case, we take advantages of Deep Neural Net-
work to capture the abstract representation of con-
text information.

Our system is different from previous methods in
four main ways:

• Plutchik’s notion of primary emotions and
dyads is incorporated in our system and pro-
vides scalability to address more than just pri-
mary emotions if needed in the future.
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• We bootstrapped the lexicon and then adapted
it to the training data which improved the clas-
sification result

• The proposed method includes 2 neural net-
works, one for adapting the lexicon and the
other for multi-label classification of emotions.

• We use a set of manually constructed fea-
tures instead of word-embedding directly for
the Neural Network. The reason for that is fur-
ther discussed in sub-section 4.3.1

3 Corpus, Dataset & Annotation Scheme

3.1 Movie Dialog Corpus

The Cornell Movie Dialog dataset 1 was originally
used for understanding the coordination of linguistic
style in dialogs (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil and Lee,
2011). It includes in total 304,713 utterances (turns
in conversation) out of 220,579 conversational ex-
changes between 10,292 pairs of 9,035 movie char-
acters from 617 movies. The annotating scheme is
as follows:

• One utterance may hold zero, one or more emo-
tions at the same time. The list of emotions
to assign includes Plutchik’s 8 basic emotions
and 23 dyads. The sytem will treat the dyads
as combination of basic emotions. In case an
utterance holds no emotion, it should be anno-
tated with ”None”

• The annotators need to assign the whole utter-
ance which may have two or more sentences in-
side with a set of all emotions expressed inside
it. There may be cases where confict emotions
according to Plutchik’s notion appear simulta-
neously in the same utterance.

The followings are some statistics of the corpus:
total of 11,610 utterances, 10,008 of which are in the
training data , 1,602 others are in the testing data, the
average number of label per utterance is 1.29. We
separated the training data which was annotated by
only one annotator and the testing data which was
annotated by all three annotators.

1http://www.mpi-sws.org/˜cristian/Cornell_
Movie-Dialogs_Corpus.html

3.2 Inter-Annotator Agreement

One of the most common Inter-Annotator Agree-
ment measurement is the Kappa statistics (Cohen,
1960). Bhowmick et al. (2008) suggested a Kappa-
based measurement for multi-class classification.
However, none of them are applicable to our multi-
label corpus because their ways of computing causes
hypothetical probability of chance agreement Pe to
be greater than 1 since there are cases where two or
more labels are annotated to a given instance. There-
fore, we measure the Kappa statistics for each emo-
tion class and then average them as shown in Table
1. The survey by Artstein and Poesio (2008) sug-
gested that low kappa scores are often observed in
multi-label annotating tasks even when the annota-
tors do not make much use of the ability to assign
multiple tags.

Some strong emotions: ”Anger”, ”Fear”, ”Sur-
prise” have better agreement scores as they have
indicators such as question marks and excalmation
forms. Nevertheless, they are easier for human to
identify because they are the basic emotions that we
- human inherits from animals. They are the emo-
tions that trigger the ”fight or flight” and ”stop and
examine” response. (Plutchik, 1980)

Due to the time constraint, we had neither the time
to show annotators the movies footage nor an ade-
quate amount of sessions to work together and seek
a better degree of agreement. Because the annotators
only worked with the text data, it was very difficult
for them to visualize the situation and make correct
judgment.

3.3 ISEAR dataset for Collocation features

We also use ISEAR dataset 2 for the process of pro-
ducing collocation features. In the ISEAR datase,
student respondents, both psychologists and non-
psychologists, were asked to report situations in
which they had experienced 7 major emotions. Five
out of them are completely identical to the basic
emotions of Plutchik’s . In each case, the ques-
tions covered the way they had appraised the situ-
ation and how they reacted. Therefore, to our belief,
this dataset would provide good collocation features
for the 5 identical emotions of our corpus. We mine

2http://www.affective-sciences.org/
researchmaterial
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Emotion class Kappa Stat
Anger* 0.300
Fear* 0.303
Disgust* 0.127
Trust 0.102
Joy* 0.101
Sadness* 0.131
Surprise 0.575
Anticipation 0.110
Average (by class) 0.219
No. of utterances 1,602
* indicates that these emotions are also in
ISEAR dataset

Table 1: Kappa Agreement score.

this dataset for words which frequently appear to-
gether with one emotion. If a word also appears in
other emotions situation, it loses its place as the in-
dicator toward one specific emotion and we discard
it from the collocation list. The use of this colloca-
tion list in our work is closely similar to emotional
expression clues in (Hasegawa et al., 2013).

4 The Proposed Method

4.1 Bulding Lexicon
Using Lexicon is proven to provide significant im-
provement in identifying the emotion conveyed by
a word (Mohammad, 2012). Therefore, in our case,
we built a new lexicon, each lexical item of which
displays not only its association with Plutchik’s ba-
sic emotions but also how strong the association is.

We define the primary emotions and dyads in
Plutchik’s theories as the seeds of our lexicon.
Throughout Wordnet, we search for synonyms, hy-
pernyms, hyponyms of the seeds. A reverse lem-
matisation is necessary to retrieve related verbs, ad-
jectives and adverbs and their derived forms (verb
forms and comparative, superlative adjectives) of the
seeds. We keep tracks of the original nouns and the
seeds where the new words were derived from (Ta-
ble 2). Note that sometimes a word was derived from
different nouns and seeds, which suggests mixed
emotional states.

Each lexical item in the lexicon has a vector of
values on each axis of the basic emotions: Joy -
Sadness, Fear - Anger, Trust - Disgust, Surprise -

Words Original Nouns - Seeds
joy (primary)- joy
sadness (primary)- sadness
fear (primary)- fear
love (dyad)- love
benevolent benevolence- love
worship worship-fear , worship-love

Table 2: Wordnet expansion.

Anticipatation . We manually assign the primary
emotions with a value vector of 1, 0 or -1 and the
dyads with 0.5, 0 or -0.5, depending on the axes
they belong. For example, ”joy” came from the axis
of Joy-Sadness, thus, its vector is [1,0,0,0] while
the vector for ”sadness” is [-1,0,0,0] (Table 3). The
dyad ”love” came from primary emotions ”joy” and
”trust”, hence its vector is [0.5,0.5,0,0]. It is to be
noted that the minus sign only indicates that the
emotion is on the other side of the axis. It is not
a suggestion of negative emotion in any case.

In addition, we calculate the wup similarity (Wu
and Palmer, 1994) between a new word and the seed
it came from, based on the depth of the two senses in
the Wordnet taxonomy and that of their Least Com-
mon Subsumer.

wup(word, seed) =
2 ∗ dep(lcs)

dep(word) + dep(seed)
(1)

We assumed that the higher the similarity, the closer
emotional state of the word to the seed. Thus, the
value vector of a word is the sum of the products of
each seed vector and the similarity between the word
and such seed.

vector(word) =
∑n

k=1 vector(seedk)

×wup(word, seedk)
. (2)

For example, in the case of the word ”worship”, we
first calculate the wup scores between the word and
its two seeds: fear and love (Table 2). Next, they are
multiplied by the vectors of the seeds fear-[0,0,1,0]
and love-[0.5,0.5,0,0], and then summed up to get
the result (Table 3).

4.2 Adapting Lexicon to Training data
We understand that a lexicon bootstrapped from a
general domain resource such as Wordnet has its ef-
fectiveness limited when it is applied on a specified
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Words J-S T-D F-A S-An
joy 1 0 0 0
sadness -1 0 0 0
fear 0 0 1 0
love 0.5 0.5 0 0
benevolent 0.47 0.47 0 0
worship 0.14 0.14 0.29 0

Table 3: Value vector of some words. (J-S: Joy-Sadness,
T-D: Trust-Disgust, F-A: Fear-Anger, S-A: Surprise-
Anticipation )

domain. In order to partly solve this problem, we
built a simple neural network with one input layer
and one output softmax layer.

Figure 2: Adapting lexicon for emotional state ej

The input to the network is the Bag-of-Words fea-
tures of the training data. We then steps by steps, try
to do binary classification on the basic emotion ej .
Let each node of the network be corresponding to
each lexical item in the Lexicon. The biases a node
bi are initialized according to the value of each lexi-
cal items in the lexicon while the weights wi are ran-
domly initialized. After each step, we update the bi-
ases and weights and then repeat the process for the
whole 8 basic emotions. Figure 2 shows the struc-
ture of the network. We use the log-likelihood as the
cost function for the network input: C = − ln(aLy )

where aL is the output of the final layer and y is the
desired output. In the end, we updated the lexicon
with new values from the network. We will discuss
about the improvements made by the network later
in section 5.

4.3 Deep Network for Multi-label
Classification

4.3.1 Features Extraction
The process of feature selection for the network

is an heuristic one. We initially used a lot of fea-
tures and then through logistic regression, unimpor-
tant features such as the genre of the movie or n-
grams features were filtered out.

The core part of the extraction process is to take
advantages of the lexicon to transform an utterance
to a vector of values expressing the tendency to-
wards each emotion state. This task is done in a
rule-based manner (Algorithm 1 and Figure 3). Each
word in the utterance is mapped to the lexicon to re-
trieve the value vector. The representation vector of
an utterance is the sum vector of all the word in-
side it. The negation and word dependency are also
taken into account when we calculate the sum with
the help of NLTK (Bird et al., 2009) dependency
parsing.

Data: Movie Dialogs
Result: Tendency Features
utterance value← 0
foreach word in utterance do

value← retrieve from lexicon(word)
dependencies←
check dependency(word, utterance)
if value & check negation(dependencies)
then

value← −value
end
utterance value+ = value

end
Algorithm 1: Tendency Features extracting algo-
rithm

Figure 3: Extracting tendency features

Each utterance in the dataset is presented by the
following compact set of 22 features:
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1. The sum vector of the current utterance which
suggest the local tendency.

2. The sum vector of all the utterances in the lex-
icon that appear in the conversation which pro-
vides the context of the conversation.

3. The sum vector of the previous utterance in the
conversation which also provides the context of
previous exchange (of what triggered the cur-
rent emotion).

4. The polarity (negative/ positive) score of the
sentence.

5. Features such as: length, is it a question,
is it an exclamatory sentence.

6. Collocation features which indicate the num-
ber of appearances of words inside the ISEAR
collocations list.

The reason for us to use extracted features is that
it is very hard to capture the context of both the con-
versation and previous exchange using direct word-
embedding. While using a recurrent neural network
can solve the latter, it is a challenge to address the
first. Each conversation has different number of ut-
terances, it may hurt the performance of the system
and result in network architecture complexity if we
use a non-fixed size window to monitor all the utter-
ances in a same conversation.

4.3.2 Building the Deep Network
The structure of the network is built as shown in

Figure 4. The raw input is generalized to produce a
small set of features. These features are fed to the
network as input layer. We have 2 fully connected
hidden layers and an output layer. Since the task is
a multi-label classification problem where softmax
cannot be used,the output layer is change into sig-
moid we add a set of threshold values (one for each
basic emotions). Only the labels, whose output val-
ues greater than the threshold are considered valid.
The thresholds are randomly initialized and then up-
dated after each epochs the same way we updated
the biases and weights. In our implementation of
the network, Theano (Bastien et al., 2012) was used
to take advantages of GPU computing power.

Figure 4: Structure of the Deep Network

The global cost function, similar to Zhang and
Zhou (2006), is defined to reward the system for
right predictions and severely punish for wrong ones
in equation 3.

E =
m∑

i

=
1

|Yi||Ȳi|
∑

(k,l)∈Yi×Ȳi

exp (−(cik − cil))

(3)
Let X be the set of all m instances. Let Y =

{1, 2, .., Q} be the set of all possible labels, Yi is
the set of true labels for ith instance xi and Ȳi is
the set of the labels not belong to xi. Obviously,
Yi∪Ȳi = Y . We define E as the global cost function
of the network. ci is the set of actual outputs of the
model for input xi, each label has its own output.
cik is the output of label k belongs to the set of true
labels, k ∈ Yi. Meanwhile, cil is the output of label l
for l ∈ Ȳi. The difference cik−cil measure the output
of the system between the labels, which an instance
belong to and which it doesn’t. Naturally, we want
this difference to be as big as possible.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experiment Setting
Corpus

As mention above, we used the annotated movie
dialog corpus for testing our method. For the gold
standard of the test data, we applied the majority
rules on the annotation. If one emotion is annotated
by two or more annotators, we accept it as a true
label for the utterance.
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Evaluation Metrics In our study, 4 common
evaluation metrics which have been popularly used
in multi-label classification problems (Godbole and
Sarawagi, 2004; Li et al., 2015) are employed to
measure the performance of our system to the base-
lines. Let Yi be set of true labels for a given sample,
then Y ′

i is the set the labels predicted by a system.
Let m be the total number of samples.

1. Hamming score or accuracy in multi-label clas-
sification, gives the degree of similarity be-
tween the ground truth set of labels and the pre-
dicted set of labels.

Hammingscore =
1

N

N∑

i

|Yi ∩ Y ′
i |

|Yi ∪ Y ′
i |

(4)

2. Precision: the fraction of correctly predicted
labels over all the predicted labels in the set.

Precision =
1

N

N∑

i

|Yi ∩ Y ′
i |

|Y ′
i |

(5)

3. Recall: the fraction of correctly predicted la-
bels over all the true labels in the set.

Recall =
1

N

N∑

i

|Yi ∩ Y ′
i |

|Yi|
(6)

4. F1-measure: the harmonic mean of Precision
and Recall. In our study, we gave equal impor-
tance to Precision and Recall.

F1 =
2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
precision+ recall

(7)

5.2 Experimental Results
To evaluate the system, we tried to replicate other
works and applied them on our new corpus. A simi-
lar work is Buitinck et al. (2015) which use the same
Plutchik’s basic emotions and work on multi-label
data. We used similar Meka’s 3 RAkEL method and
Bag-of-Words approach as the first baseline. We un-
derstand that Buitinck et al. (2015)’s system is fine-
tuned for their corpus, therefore, it is a little unfair to
apply it to our corpus and make comparison. There-
fore, the second baseline is Meka’s DBPNN which

3http://meka.sourceforge.net/#about

is reported as generally having better accuracy than
RAkEL (Fernandez-Gonzalez et al., 2015).

We decided that the most important baseline is
the human annotation. We calculated the evaluation
metrics based on the annotation made by each an-
notator against the gold standard and averaged the
result by the total number of annotators. Another
baseline is our own system using the lexicon before
adaptation. Figure 5 compares the performance of
our system to the baselines.

vs. Bag-of-Words Approaches: Our system,
with and without lexicon adaptation performed re-
markably better than the simple approaches using
Meka’s DBPNN and RAkEL. It exceeded the bet-
ter DBPNN significantly in Hamming Score by 7.28
and 7.19, Recall by 12.85 and 5.95, F1-measure by
7.33 and 4.33 respectively. We argue that the context
features played as an important factor here.

Lexicon Adaptation vs. No Adaptation: We can
clearly see the improvements made by the adapta-
tion on our system in Recall and F1-measure,which
are increased by 6.9 and 3.0. This confirmed the ne-
cessity of the adaptation step.

vs. Human Annotator: This is the most impor-
tant baseline, which explains how well our system
performs in comparison with a Human Annotator.
Please note that these values are averaged by the to-
tal number of annotators after the judgment made by
each annotator are compared to the gold standard.
Our system is slightly worse than a Human Annota-
tor in all 4 metrics by 0.43 in Hamming Score, 0.79,
1.67, 1.69 in Precision, Recall and F1-measure re-
spectively.

These results confirmed the performance of our
method which is slightly worse than such of an hu-
man annotator. On the other hand, our method
is more efficient than simple Bag-of-Words ap-
proaches. We also confirmed the improvement made
by the Lexicon Adaptation step to our system.

Classification result for each emotion class:
Table 4 shows the distribution of emotion classes
and reports the classification result of each emotion
class in the corpus. Imbalance can be seen among
classes in the corpus. We observed the expected
”All-No-Recurrence” problem for minority classes
of Joy and Sadness (high accuracy and near zero F1)
as the corpus is unbalanced. ”Surprise” is the class
with the highest Agreement score (Table 1), it also
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Figure 5: Evaluation of the system vs four baselines: 1) Human Annotators, 2) The system without lexicon adaptation,
3) DBPNN 4) RAkEL

Emotion Percentage Accuracy F1
Anger 18.48% 0.615 0.265
Fear 16.52% 0.70 0.285
Disgust 16.52% 0.65 0.275
Trust 13.35% 0.69 0.313
Joy 5.56% 0.92 0.01
Sadness 5.18% 0.92 0.01
Surprise 17.01% 0.605 0.34
Anticipation 38.72% 0.395 0.27

Table 4: Accuracy and F1 for each emotion class.

achieves the highest F1 among other classes. While
”Anticipation” class is a dominant class in the cor-
pus, it suffers from low Agreement score. As a con-
sequence, the classification result for this class is
also not high. From this result, we can hope that in
the future when movie footage are included, not only
the agreement score but the system performance will
also go up as well.

6 Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we propose our method of detecting
and classifying emotions from a conversation cor-
pus. The corpus is a set of movie dialogs annotated
with multi-label emotions following Plutchik’s no-
tion of basic emotions and dyads. Our method in-
volves building a lexicon from Wordnet using some

seed emotion words, adapting the lexicon to the cor-
pus, extracting a feature set from the input and clas-
sifying the emotions accordingly with the help of a
deep neural network. The experiments show that our
method’s power to detecting emotion is comparable
to that of a human annotator. However, one may
argue that the disagreement among annotators may
have affected the result. As discussed above, we
hope to solve this problem by including the movies’
footage in our annotating scheme.

At the time of the submission, we are adding the
footages as well as improving annotating scheme to
have higher Kappa statistics and evaluate again our
method. Once finished, the corpus will be published
for other researchers to use. In the future, we also
want to further exploit the method by incorporating
emotion detection on voices and images and moni-
toring complex emotions other than the basic ones
and their intensity.
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Abstract 

A major claim in the literature is that a distri-
bution of anaphoric elements either obeys or 
disobeys locality conditions. In addition, it has 
long been noted that the presence of a first (or 
second) person pronoun intervening between 
Chinese ziji and a higher potential antecedent 
blocks long-distance binding. However, this 
paper proposes that a third person antecedent 
can be a blocker in a given discourse, based 
on Kuno and Kaburaki’s (1977) system. If this 
is on the right track, the blocking effect in 
East Asian languages, especially Chinese ziji,
Korean caki, and Japanese zibun, can be ac-
counted for with a unified treatment.  

1 Introduction 

Anaphoric elements are generally claimed to fall 
into two types: those that obey locality conditions 
and those that do not. Reflexives in English and 
their counterparts in East Asian languages, espe-
cially Chinese, Japanese, and Korean, display 
characteristics of one or other type. For example, 
while the English reflexive himself can only be 
felicitously used when bound within the same 
clause, as in (1), the Chinese reflexive ziji in (2)
can ambiguously refer to the matrix subject, the 
intermediate subject, or the lowest subject across 
the clause boundary, which has been called a long-
distance anaphor. 

(1) John3 thinks Tom5 knows Bill7 likes himself*3/*5 

/7.

(2) Zhangsan3 renwei  Lisi5 zhidao Wangwu7

 Zhangsan   think    Lisi   know   Wangwu 
 xihuan ziji3/5/7. 

like      self 
‘Zhangsan3 thinks Lisi5 knows Wangwu7 likes
self3/5/7.’

(Cole et al. 1990:1) 

The long-distance anaphor ziji also shows this
seemingly idiosyncratic property in some specific 
contexts. The presence of a first (or second) person 
pronoun intervening between ziji and the higher 
potential antecedent blocks its long-distance bind-
ing, which refers to a blocking effect, as exempli-
fied in (3). 

(3) Zhangsan3 renwei wo5  zhidao Wangwu7

 Zhangsan   think    I      know   Wangwu 
 xihuan ziji*3/*5/7. 

like      self 
‘Zhangsan3 thinks that I5 know that Wangwu7

likes him*3/me*5/himself7.’
(Cole et al. 1990:15) 

(4) Chelswu3-nun   nay5-ka caki3/*5-lul  
 Chelswu-Top    I-Nom    self-Acc 
 cohaha-n-ta-ko             sayngkakha-n-ta. 
 like-Pres-Decl-Comp   think-Pres-Decl 

‘Chelswu3 thinks I5 like him3/myself*5.’
(Cole et al. 1990:19) 

However, no comparable cases, in which a block-
ing effect is triggered by the presence of first (or 
second) person pronoun, have been reported for the 
Korean long-distance anaphor caki. 1 A question 
                                                          
1 It has long been accepted that a feature mismatch between 
potential antecedents does not induce the blocking effect for 
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arises at this point about the status of a blocking 
effect. Cross-linguistically, is it a universal or par-
ticular property of the languages? The purpose of 
this paper is to offer a unified account of long-
distance anaphors including blocking effects 
among East Asian languages. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. In 
section 2, I review the previous analyses of block-
ing effects with the long-distance binding of Chi-
nese ziji. Then, in section 3, I introduce various 
counter-examples to the existing accounts. And in 
section 4, a unified account is given in order to 
accommodate blocking effects of Japanese zibun
and Korean caki. Section 5 summarizes my find-
ings and conclusions, with a discussion of some 
predictions that follow from the current analysis. 

2 What has been said about blocking ef-
fects with ziji in Chinese 

Huang and Liu (2001) argue that the blocking ef-
fect of the long-distance bound ziji can be attribut-
ed to the notion of logophoricity. They further 
reason that the blocking effect is induced in terms 
of conflicting perspectives, especially first or sec-
ond person, when binding between ziji and its po-
tential antecedents operates across an intermediate 
antecedent of different person, as illustrated in (5) 
and (6). 

(5) *[ 3   [   1   …   ziji   …   ]]

(6) *[ 3   [   2   …   ziji … ]]

                                                                                          
the long-distance binding of Japanese zibun, as shown in (i) 
and (ii). 
(i) Taroo3-wa  watasi5-ga zibun3/5-o sukida-to    omotte-riu. 
 Taroo-Top  I-Nom   self-Acc   like-Comp  think-Pres 

‘Taroo3 thinks that I5 like him3/myself5.’
(ii) John3-ga   watasi5-ga  Bill7-ni   zibun3/5/7-no   sigoto-o 
 John-Nom   I-Nom        Bill-Dat  self Gen         job-Acc 

sa-seta  to         omotte-iru- 
do-Cau Comp  think-Pres 
‘John3 thinks that I5 made Bill7 do zibun3/5/7’s work.’

                          (Aikawa 1993:163)  
However, the existence of the blocking effect of zibun has 
been reported recently by Nishigauchi (2014) while Cole et al. 
(1990) and Han and Storoshenko (2012) still claim that Kore-
an caki is not subject to the blocking effect at all. I will return 
to this issue in section 3. 

Huang and Liu propose, following Kuno’s (1972) 
direct discourse representation hypothesis, that 
sentences containing logophoric ziji in reported 
discourse can be paraphrased in terms of direct 
discourse, by assuming that the source of ziji in 
indirect speech is basically equivalent to the first 
person pronoun wo ‘I’ in direct speech.2 As point-
ed out by Clements (1975), the use of logophoric 
pronouns is quite similar to that of first person 
forms in the sense that logophoric pronouns refer 
to the internal speaker in reported discourse while 
first person pronouns refer to the external speaker 
in present discourse. To see how this works, con-
sider the following examples. 

(7) a. Zhangsan3 juede Lisi5 zai piping   ziji3/5. 
 Zhangsan   think  Lisi   at  criticize self 

‘Zhangsan3 thinks that Lisi5 is criticizing 
 him3/himself5.’
 b. Zhangsan3 juede, “Lisi5 zai piping   wo3.”
 Zhangsan   think    Lisi    at criticize me 

‘Zhangsan3 thinks, “Lisi5 is criticizing me3.”’
(8) a. Zhangsan3 juede wo5 zai piping    ziji*3/5. 
 Zhangsan   think  I     at   criticize self 

‘Zhangsan3 thinks that I5 am criticizing 
him*3/myself5.’

 b. Zhangsan3 juede, “wo5 zai piping   wo3”.
 Zhangsan   think     I      at criticize me 

‘Zhangsan3 thinks, “I5 am criticizing me3.”’
(Huang and Liu 2001:161-2) 

In (7a), the logophoric ziji referring to the re-
ported speaker Zhangsan can be turned into the 
first person pronoun wo ‘I’ as the actual speaker in 
the direct discourse, as shown in (7b), without per-
spective clash between Zhangsan and Lisi since 
they are both a third party. Thus, the logophoric 
use of ziji is licensed in the indirect discourse. On 
the other hand, as shown in (8b), there are two in-
stances of the first person wo ‘I’ when the logo-
phoric ziji is paraphrased in the direct discourse.
                                                          
2 Kuno (1972) observes that the source of zibun in (i) is the 
first person pronoun boku in the direct representation of John’s 
internal feeling, as shown in (ii). 
(i) John3-wa, Mary5-ga    zibun3-o mita toki-wa     byooki datta. 
 John-Top  Mary-Nom self         saw  when-Top sick    was 

‘John3 was sick when Mary5 saw him3.’
(ii) John: “Boku-wa Mary-ga     boku-o  mita  toki-wa
  I-Top       Mary-Nom I-Acc  saw  when-Top 
  byooki datta.”
  ‘I was sick when Mary saw me.’

(Kuno 1972:180-1)
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The two wo ‘I’ are anchored in different sources, 
namely the external speaker and the internal 
speaker Zhangsan respectively and such a reading 
is not acceptable due to the perspective conflict it
would cause. This is the reason Huang and Liu 
give to explain why a logophoric reading of ziji is 
blocked. 

In addition, Pan (2001) claims that the blocking 
effect of ziji is not symmetrical in that intervening 
first and second person pronouns may block third 
person potential antecedents from long-distance 
binding ziji, while third person potential anteced-
ents do not necessarily block first or second person 
pronouns from long-distance binding ziji. Here are 
the relevant judgments. 

(9) a. Wo3 bu   xihuan Lisi5 guan        ziji3/5

I       not  like     Lisi interfere  self 
 de  shi. 
 DE matter 

‘I3 don’t like Lisi5 interfering in my3 (own) 
business.’

 b. Lisi3 bu   xihuan wo5 guan          ziji*3/5

 Lisi   not  like       I      interfere    self 
 de  shi. 
 DE matter 

‘Lisi3 does not like me5 interfering in my5

(own) business.’
(Pan 2001:283) 

The first person pronoun as the matrix subject in 
(9a) is a possible antecedent. However, in (9b), the 
third person Lisi in the matrix subject position is 
excluded from being a candidate of long-distance 
antecedents in such a sentence because of a con-
flicting feature agreement. Hence, a logophoric 
reading of ziji, in Huang and Liu’s (2001) system3,
is blocked here. 

3  Contrary to what Huang and Liu argue, Pan (2001:290) 
points out that the logophoric interpretation cannot properly 
accommodate the peculiar properties of long-distance bound 
ziji including the blocking effect. The following evidence 
seems to point in that direction. 
(i) Kofi3 nya be        me5-kpɔ  yè3. 
 Kofi   know  Comp  Pro-see    Log 

‘Kofi3 knew that I5 had seen him3.’    (Clements 1975: 170) 
As we can see above, the blocking effect does not occur in 
logophoric environments at all. See Park (2015b) for further 
discussion. 

3 Another type of blocker 

As already pointed out above, the canonical view 
on blocking effects of Chinese ziji has been ac-
counted for in terms of either presence or absence 
of person feature agreement. In particular, a first or 
second person pronoun induces blocking effects,
but not a third person pronoun. However, a closer 
look reveals a much different situation, as shown 
in (2) and (3), repeated below. 

(10) Zhangsan3  renwei  Lisi5 zhidao Wangwu7

 Zhangsan   think    Lisi   know   Wangwu 
 xihuan ziji3/5/7. 
 like      self 

‘Zhangsan3 thinks Lisi5 knows Wangwu7 likes 
self3/5/7.’

(11) Zhangsan3 renwei wo5 zhidao Wangwu7

 Zhangsan   think    I       know   Wangwu 
 xihuan ziji*3/*5/7. 
 like      self 

‘Zhangsan3 thinks that I5 know that Wangwu7

likes him*3/me*5/himself7.’

All the candidates of long-distance binding in (10) 
are a third person and there is no blocking effect. 
On the other hand, there is a person feature disa-
greement among the candidates in (11) and it 
would give rise to the blocking effect. Obviously, 
however, the blocker is not the first person pro-
noun wo ‘I’ but the third person proper noun 
Wangwu.4 Let us look at the following contrast. 

                                                          
4 There has been a great diversity of opinion about what really 
triggers the blocking effects in the long-distance binding of ziji.
Many authors agree that blocking can be induced entirely by 
the existence of an intervening first or second person pronoun,
but not a third person antecedent. However, how can we ex-
plain what is different between the following sentences. 
(i) Zhangsan3   cong Lisi5 nar   tingshuo  naben    shu 
 Zhangsan from Lisi  there hear         that-CL book 
 hai-le       ziji3/*5. 
 hurt-Perf  self 

‘Zhangsan3 heard from Lisi5 that that book hurt him3/*5.’
(Pan 2001:291) 

(ii) Zhangsan3 cong  wo5 nar     tingshuo ziji3/*5  de    erzi 
 Zhangsan from  I there  hear        self      DE  son 

de-le       jiang. 
 get-Pref  prize 

‘Zhangsan3 heard from me5 that his3/my*5 son didn’t win
the prize.’

The first person pronoun wo ‘I’ in (ii) looks the same as the 
third person Lisi yet does not act as blocker for the long-
distance binding of ziji in (i). 
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(12) Zhangsan3 renwei wo5   zhidao Wangwu7

 Zhangsan   think    I       know   Wangwu 
 xihuan ziji*3/??5/7.
 like      self 

‘Zhangsan3 thinks that I5 know that Wangwu7

likes him*3/me??5/himself7.’
(13) Zhangsan3 renwei Wangwu5 zhidao wo7

 Zhangsan   think    Wangwu   know   I 
 xihuan ziji*3/*5/7. 
 like      self 

‘Zhangsan3 thinks that Wangwu5 knows that I7

like him*3*5/myself7.’
(Cole et al. 2006:63) 

The biggest difference between (12) and (13) is 
the fact that the third person antecedent Wangwu
blocks the first person pronoun wo ‘I’ from binding 
ziji in (12) while a first person antecedent does in 
(13). To be more exact, the blocker of the long-
distance binding in (12) is the third person 
Wangwu and the same role in (13) is carried by the 
first person pronoun wo ‘I’. If this account is on 
the right track, the approach that long-distance 
binding of ziji is blocked exclusively by the pres-
ence of a first or second person needs to be re-
viewed. Here are the relevant data. 

(14) Zhangsan3 zhidao  Lisi5 gaosu-guo ni7

 Zhangsan   know   Lisi   tell-Guo    you 
 youguan ziji*3/5/*7 de   gongzuo. 
 about      self         DE  work 

‘Zhangsan3 knew that Lisi5 told you7 about 
his*3/5your*7 work.’

(15) Zhangsan3 shuo  Lisi5 gen     ni7    tan-guo 
 Zhangsan   say    Lisi with   you  talk-Guo 
 ziji*3/5/*7  de   shi. 
 self         DE  business 

‘Zhangsan3 said that Lisi5 talked about 
his*3/5your*7 business with you7.’

(16) Zhangsan3 renwei  Lisi5 cong wo7 nar 
 Zhangsan   think    Lisi   from   I     there 
 tingshuo-le      ziji*3/5/*7 de fenshu. 
 hear-say-Perf  self         DE  score 

‘Zhangsan3 thinks Lisi5 heard from me7

his*3/5my*7 score.’
(17) Zhangsan3 zhidao Lisi5 zai wo7  jia      xi
 Zhangsan  know   Lisi   at    I     home develop 
 ziji*3/5/*7 de   zhaopian. 

 self        DE  photo 
‘Zhangsan3 knew that Lisi5 was developing 
his*3/5my*7 picture(s) at my home.’

(Pan 2001:281) 

As we can see in (14) through (17), the first and 
second person pronouns cannot bind ziji whereas 
the intermediate antecedent can. Nonetheless, that 
they have been treated as blocking elements is not 
reasonable. The following example is acceptable as
well. 

(18) Zhangsan3 cong   wo5 nar     tingshuo 
 Zhangsan   from   I     there  hear-say
 laoshi7 ma-le              ziji3/*5/7. 
 teacher criticize-Perf   self 

‘Zhangsan3 heard from me5 that the teacher7

criticized him3/me*5/himself7.’

In (18), ziji can be bound by both third person an-
tecedents, but not by the first person pronoun. 

Huang and Liu (2001) have argued that licens-
ing long-distance binding in Chinese is character-
ized as the logophoric use of ziji and thus the 
blocking effect can be accounted for by means of 
logophoric effects such as Kuno’s direct discourse 
representation hypothesis as the logophoric pro-
noun yè in Ewe is generally used in reported con-
text while it is replaced by a first person form in 
direct speech. However, there is no logophoric ef-
fect in (19).5

(19) Zhangsan3 de    biaoqing     gaosu  wo5

 Zhangsan   DE  expression  tell      me
 ziji3/*5 shi  guwude. 

self   is    innocent 
‘Zhangsan’s3 expression tells me5 that he3/I*5

am innocent.’
(Cole et al. 2006:37) 

In (19), not only can ziji refer to the matrix subject 
over the intervening first person pronoun but it also 
occurs in the absence of a logophoric environment. 

Besides, third person interveners may serve as a 
blocker, as shown in (21).

                                                          
5 An anonymous reviewer pointed out that grammaticality of 
the antecedents of the anaphors in sentences (19) through (26) 
can be influenced by the predicates. I definitely agree with the 
reviewer’s comment that the predicate semantics should be 
considered in the analysis. Nonetheless, I would argue that the 
verbs used in those examples are utterance verbs, as in (19) 
through (25), and an attitude verb, as in (26), which makes 
attitude holders to serve as the antecedent of logophors in the 
embedded clauses. 
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(20) Mama3 shuo  jia      chuqu-de    nüer5

 mother  say   marry go.out-DE daughter  
 yijing   hui      lai      ziji3/*5-de    jia       le. 
 already return come  self-DE      home  Asp 

‘Mother3 said that the married daughter5 had 
already come back to her3/*5 home.’

(21) Mama3 shuo jia       chuqu-de    nüer5

 mother  say   marry go.out-DE daughter  
 yijing   hui      qu   ziji*3/5-de   jia      le. 
 already return go   self-DE     home  Asp 

‘Mother3 said that the married daughter5 had 
already gone back to her*3/5 home.’

(Liu 1999:39) 

The lower subject nüer ‘daughter’ in (21) can 
be reported by the external speaker as the empathy 
locus, in Kuno and Kaburaki’s (1977) system, to 
which deictic elements such as ‘come’ and ‘go’ 
should refer.6 Only nüer ‘daughter’ in this case, not 
mama ‘mother’, can be the antecedent for ziji and 
thus blocks long-distance binding mama ‘mother’, 
which means that the nüer ‘daughter’ functions as 
a blocker. The same situation occurs in Korean and 
Japanese, as shown in (22) through (25). 

(22) Emeni3-nun  sicip-ka-n              ttal5-i 
 mother-Top  marry-go.out-Adn daughter-Nom 
 caki3/*5 cip-ulo   tola-o-ass-tako 
 self      home-to return-come-Past-Comp 
 malha-yss-ta. 

say-Past-Decl 
‘Mother3 said that the married daughter5 had 
already come back to her3/*5 home.’

(23) Emeni3-nun sicip-ka-n               ttal5-i 
 mother-Top  marry-go.out-Adn daughter-Nom 
 caki*3/5 cip-ulo   tola-ka-ass-tako 
 self       home-to return-go-Past-Comp 
 malha-yss-ta. 

say-Past-Decl 
‘Mother3 said that the married daughter5 had 
already gone back to her*3/5 home.’

(24) Haha3-wa   yomeni  itta        musume5-ga
 mother-Top marry    go.out  daughter-Nom 

6 Liu (1999:39-40) claims that the contrast between (20) and 
(21) can be accounted for in terms of one of logophoric effects 
like PIVOT in Sells’ (1987) term. However, this paper, along 
the lines of Oshima (2004, 2007), argues that long distance 
bindings in East Asian languages, especially of Chinese ziji,
Korean caki, and Japanese zibun, should be accounted for by 
the notions of logophor and empathy. 

 zibun3/*5-no ie-ni        modotte ki-ta-to 
 self-Gen      home-to  return.come-Past-Comp 
 hanasi-ta. 
 say-Past 

‘Mother3 said that the married daughter5 had 
already come back to her3/*5 home.’

(25) Haha3-wa    yomeni  itta       musume5-ga
 mother-Top marry    go.out  daughter-Nom 
 zibun*3/5-no ie-ni       modotte it-ta-to
 self-Gen      home-to  return.go-Past-Comp 
 hanasi-ta. 
 say-Past 

‘Mother3 said that the married daughter5 had 
already gone back to her*3/5 home.’

The blocking effect related to an empathy locus 
is also found in the environments with clausemate 
long-distance anaphors, as pointed out by Huang 
and Liu (2001) and Cole et al. (2006). Here is the 
example.7

(26) Zhangsan  renwei Lisi   zhidao Wangwu 
 Zhangsan  think    Lisi   know   Wangwu 
 ba   ziji1 de   shu   song-gei-le
 BA self DE  book give-to-Perf 
 Ziji2 de    pengyou. 
 self   DE   friend 

‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that 
Wangwu gave self’s books to self’s friends.’

(Cole et al. 2006:61) 

In (26), there are two occurrences of long-distance 
ziji, ziji’s books and ziji’s friends, in the same 
clause. The two zijis referring to the books and the 
friends should be bound to the same antecedent.
Thus, the sentence can only mean that Zhangsan 
thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu gave Zhang-
san’s book to Zhangsan’s friends, or that Zhangsan 
thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu gave Lisi’s 
books to Lisi’s friends.8 Either way, the blocker 
will be a third person referent. This kind of block-
ing effect can be seen in Japanese and Korean as 
well, as shown in (27) and (28) respectively. 

(27) Naomi3-wa  Ken5-ga zibun-no  kuruma-de  
 Naomi-Top  Ken-Nom self-Gen   car-by 

                                                          
7 This example was first discovered by Pan (1997). 
8 It can be explained in terms of Kuno’s (1987:207) Ban on 
Conflicting Empathy Foci: A single sentence cannot contain 
logical conflicts in empathy relationships. 
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 zibun-no  ie-ni         kaetta      to         itta. 
 self-Gen   home-to   returned  Comp  said 

‘Naomi3 said that Ken5 had returned to her3

home in her3 car.’
‘Naomi3 said that Ken5 had returned to his5

home in his5 car.’
*‘Naomi3 said that Ken5 had returned to his5

home in her3 car.’
*‘Naomi3 said that Ken5 had returned to her3

home in his5 car.’                    (Iida 1996:81) 
(28) John-i3      Bill-i5       caki-uy    emma-ka
 John-Nom Bill-Nom caki-Gen  mother-Nom 
 caki-lul  silhehanta-ko sayngkakhanta-ko
 self-Acc hate-Comp     think-Comp 
 malhayssta. 
 said 

‘John3 said that Bill5 thought that his3 mother 
hates him3.’

‘John3 said that Bill5 thought that his5 mother 
hates him5.’

*‘John3 said that Bill5 thought that his3 mother 
hates him5.’

*‘John3 said that Bill5 thought that his5 mother 
hates him3.’                                 (Park 2014) 

4 Blocking effect revisited 

As described in the preceding section, what licens-
es the long-distance binding, in Huang and Liu’s
(2001) system, is the logophoric reading of ziji and 
the existence of the blocking effect is caused by 
the result of the shifting of long-distance bound ziji
from the speaker-referring wo ‘I’ in the direct dis-
course. The examples between (7) and (8) illustrate 
this claim, repeated below. 

(29) a. Zhangsan3  juede Lisi5 zai piping   ziji3/5.
 Zhangsan   think  Lisi   at  criticize self 

‘Zhangsan3 thinks that Lisi5 is criticizing 
 him3/himself5.’
 b. Zhangsan3 juede, “Lisi5 zai piping   wo3.”
 Zhangsan   think    Lisi    at  criticize me 

‘Zhangsan3 thinks, “Lisi5 is criticizing-
me3.”’

(30) a. Zhangsan3 juede  wo5 zai  piping    ziji*3/5.
 Zhangsan   think  I      at criticize  self 

‘Zhangsan3 thinks that I5 am criticizing 
him*3/myself5.’

 b. Zhangsan3 juede, “wo5 zai  piping   wo3”.
 Zhangsan   think     I      at criticize me 

‘Zhangsan3 thinks, “I5 am criticizing me3.”’

(Huang and Liu 2001:161-2) 

Huang and Liu consider that two instances of wo
‘I’ occurring in the same clause would refer to two 
different individuals, either the reporter or the in-
ternal speaker and thus it can result in a blocking 
effect. However, as pointed out by Chen (2009),
actually their analysis induces a distortion of the 
truth-condition content of the source sentence, as 
shown in (31). 

(31) a. Zhangsan3 juede, “Lisi5  zai  piping   wo3”.
 Zhangsan   think    Lisi   at   criticize I 

‘Zhangsan3 thinks, “Lisi5 is criticizing 
me3.”’

 b. Zhangsan3 juede, “ni5    zai  piping    wo3”.
Zhangsan   think    you   at   criticize  I 
‘Zhangsan3 thinks, “You5 are criticizing 
me3.”’

 c. Zhangsan3 juede, “ta5   zai   piping    wo3”.
 Zhangsan   think    he    at criticize  I 

‘Zhangsan3 thinks, “He5 is criticizing me3.”’
(Chen 2009: 477-8) 

Presumably, a logophoric ziji can be paraphrased 
by using a first person pronoun wo ‘I’ in the direct 
discourse such as (30b), (31a), (31b), and (31c) but 
a first person in the reported discourse should also 
be replaced by an individual referring to an exter-
nal speaker such as Lisi in (31a), ni ‘you’ in (31b), 
ta ‘he’ in (31c), not wo ‘I’ in (30b). Intuitively, this 
is correct. Here is the relevant judgment in Ewe. 

(32) a. Kofi3 gblɔ    na  wo5 be     yè3–a-dyi 
 Kofi   speak  to   Pro   that  Log-T-seek

ga-a         na  wo5

 money-D for Pro 
‘Kofi3 said to them5 that he3 would seek the 
money for them3.’

 b. Kofi3 gblɔ    na  wo5   be:   ma-dyi 
 Kofi   speak  to   Pro   that  Pro-seek

ga-a         na   mi 
 money-D for  Pro  

‘Kofi3 said to them5: “I’ll seek the money 
for you.”’                  (Clements 1975: 152) 

The second person plural pronoun mi ‘you’ in
the direct discourse, as in (32b), is replaced by the 
third person plural form wo ‘them’ in the reported 
speech, as in (32a) even though the logophoric 
pronoun yè is replaced by the first person pronoun 
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ma ‘I’ in the direct speech. Hence, the reconstruc-
tion of Huang and Liu shown in (30b) is not ap-
propriate. 

This would correspond precisely to the logo-
phoric reading of Japanese zibun, as illustrated in 
(33).

(33) a. ?*Taroo3-wa    boku5-ga zibun3-ni 
 Taroo-Top   I-Nom      slef-Dat 
 o-kane-o      kasi-te   kure-ta        koto-o 
 money-Acc  lend      Benef-Past  that-Acc 
 sukkari        wasure-ta    rasii. 
 completely  forget-Past  seem 

‘Taroo seems to have completely forgot-
ten that I had done favor to loan self 
money.’

 b. Taroo: “Takasi-ga         boku-ni o-kane-o 
 Taroo:   Takashi-Nom   I-Dat     money-Acc 
 kasi-te kure-ta.”
 lend   benef-Past 

‘Taroo: “Takashi did the favor of lending 
me money.”’

(Nishigauchi 2014: 199)

The first person pronoun boku ‘I’ of the reported 
discourse in (33a) is derived from the third party 
Takashi, the external speaker, with respect to the 
virtual speaker, using Huang and Liu’s (2001) term, 
Taroo in (33b), not the first person pronoun. Thus, 
there are not two occurrences of the first person 
pronoun wo ‘I’, contrary to Huang and Liu’s claim. 

Additionally, it would be no surprise that a log-
ophoric pronoun does not exhibit the blocking ef-
fect, since a logophoric pronoun obligatorily 
denotes the attitude holder that serves as its refer-
ent in the scope of an attitude predicate and since 
the antecedent of a logophoric pronoun is strictly 
restricted to third persons. Here are the relevant 
examples, repeated below from footnote 3. 

(34) Kofi3 nya      be        me5-kpɔ  yè3. 
 Kofi   know  Comp  Pro-see    Log 

‘Kofi3 knew that I5 had seen him3.’
(Clements 1975: 170)

(35) Me3-se   tso    Kofi5 gbɔ  be     yè5-xɔ
 Pro-hear from Kofi   side  that  Log-receive 
 nunana. 
 gift 

‘I3 heard from Kofi5 that he5 had received a 
gift.’                              (Clements 1975: 158) 

The first person pronoun me ‘I’ in (34) cannot 
block the third person matrix subject Kofi from 
binding yè. On the other hand, the first person pro-
noun me ‘I’ as the matrix subject in (35) cannot be 
bound by the logophoric pronoun yè. The examples 
of Korean counterparts below demonstrate con-
vincingly that the property of a logophoric pronoun 
is not related to a blocking effect. 

(36) Chelswu3-nun   nay5-ka   caki3/*5-lul 
 Chelswu-Top    I-Nom     self-Acc 
 po-n-kes-ul                al-ass-ta. 
 see-Adn-Comp-Acc   know-Past-Decl 

‘Chelswu3 knew that I5 had seen 
him3/myself*5.’

(37) Na3-nun Chelswu5-lopwute   caki*3/5-ka
 I-Top      Chelswu-from         self-Nom 
 senmwul-ul pat-ass-tako 
 gift-Acc       receive-Past-Comp 
 ttul-ess-ta. 
 hear-Past-Decl 

‘I3 heard from Chelswu5 that *I3/he5 had re-
ceived a gift.’

As a matter of fact, the first person pronoun in 
Chinese does not always serve as a blocker against 
long-distance binding in a given context, as shown
in (38). 

(38) Lisi3 shengpa wo5 chaoguo  ziji3/*5. 
 Lisi  worry     I      surpass    self 

‘Lisi3 was afraid that I5 would surpass 
him3/myself*5.’   (Pollard and Xue 2001: 321) 

In (38), ziji can take the matrix subject Lisi as 
its antecedent rather than the first person pronoun 
wo ‘I’ within the same clause. This is because Lisi
here is the attitude holder that serves as the ante-
cedent of logophoric ziji in the scope of an attitude 
predicate. At this point, it should be noted that a 
logophoric reading can co-occur with a first person 
pronoun, as illustrated in (39) through (41), respec-
tively Ewe, Japanese, and Korean. 

(39) Ama3 se     be    me5-kpɔ yè3   le asi-a        me. 
 Ama   hear that Pro-see    Log at  market-D in 

‘Ama3 heard that I5 had seen her3 at the mar-
ket.’                               (Clements 1975: 158) 

(40) Taroo3-wa   boku5-ga  zibun3-o  but-ta
 Taroo-Top   I-Nom     self-Acc  hit-Past 
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 koto-o    mada urande-i-ru. 
 fact-Acc still    resent-Asp-Pres 

‘Taroo3 still resents that I5 hit him3.’
(Kuno 1978: 212) 

(41) Chelswu3-nun nay5-ka  caki3/*5-lul 
 Chelswu-Top  I-Nom    self-Acc 
 piphanha-yess-tako    sayngkakha-n-ta. 
 criticize-Past-Comp   think-Pres-Decl 

‘Chelswu3 thinks that I5 criticized 
him3/*myself5.’

On the other hand, an empathic reading of long-
distance binding can exhibit the blocking effect9,
as shown in (42) and (43), respectively Japanese 
and Korean. 

(42) *Taroo3-wa boku5-ga zibun3-ni  kasi-ta
 Taroo-Top  I-Nom       self-Dat    lend-Past 
 okane-o       nakusite-simat-ta  rasii. 

money-Acc lose-end.up-Past   it.seems 
‘It seems that Taroo3 lost the money I5 lent to 
him3.’                                (Kuno 1978: 213) 

(43) *Hyengsa3-nun  nay5-ka caki3 pwumo-lul 
 detective-Top  I-Nom   self    parents-Acc 
 salhayha-n phaylyunpem-i-lako 
 kill-Adn     reprobate-being-Comp 
 sayngkakha-n-ta. 
 think-Pres-Decl 

‘The detective3 thinks that I5 am a reprobate 
who killed his (*the detective’s3) parents.’

(Park 2015a: 193) 

It is worth noting that there is no attitude holder 
associated with the reported attitude in (42). More-
over, the empathic use of long-distance binding 
can empathize with the person in a given context in 
terms of the external speaker even in the attitude 
report, such as (43).10 These observed facts seem to 

9 Empathy theory in linguistics was first introduced by Kuno 
and Kaburaki (1977:628). The key notion of empathy is de-
fined as follows: 
(i) Empathy is the speaker’s identification, with varying de- 

grees (ranging from degree 0 to 1), with a person who par-
ticipates in the event that he describes in a sentence. 

To capture how the empathic use of Japanese zibun works in a 
sentence, see Oshima (2007). It is beyond the scope of this 
paper to explain how the alternative solution through empathy 
works with respect to a blocking effect of long-distance 
anaphors and the relationship, as an anonymous reviewer 
pointed out, between logophors and indexicals. I leave these 
issues to future research. 
10 An anonymous reviewer suggests that long-distance ziji is, 
or has a use as, a logophor and the felicitous use of ziji as a 

indicate that logophoric use of long-distance bind-
ing does not exhibit the blocking effect. The rele-
vant data from Chinese support this claim. 

(44) Ta3 shuo ni5     mingming  zhidao  Mary7

 he   say     you    clearly        know   Mary 
 bu  hui   xihuan  ziji3/5/7.
 not will  like      self 

‘He3 said you5 knew clearly that Mary7

wouldn’t like him3/you5/herself7.’
(Xu 1993:136) 

(45) Zongtong3 qing wo5 zuo  zai ziji3/*5

 president    ask   I      sit   at   self 
 de    shenbian. 

DE   side 
‘The president3 asked me5 to sit beside 
him3/himself*5.’ (Pollard and Xue 2001: 321) 

In (44), there is no blocking effect in spite of 
the mismatch of person features among the sub-
jects of the three clauses. In addition, (45) shows 
that not only does ziji not occur in the scope of an 
attitude predicate at all, there is no blocking effect 
either. 

5 Conclusion 

Huang and Liu (2001) have argued that the block-
ing effect of long-distance binding in Chinese can 
be accounted for in terms of logophoricity and the 
direct discourse representation hypothesis. Fur-
thermore, they claim that the mismatch of person 
features among possible antecedents induces the 
blocking effect. However, this paper proposes that 
a third person, in addition to a first or a second per-
son, can be an antecedent and that the blocking 
effect is closely related to empathic use of long-
distance anaphors, especially in East Asian lan-
guages such as Chinese, Korean and Japanese. 

                                                                                          
logophor is constrained by the factor of empathy. However, 
the domain of empathic use in long-distance binding should, I 
think, be separated from that of logophoric use even though 
empathic use occasionally overlaps the logophoric use in log-
ophoric environments, as the Korean example in (43). Fur-
thermore, given ziji is only characterized as a logophor, the 
following example cannot be appropriately accounted for by 
means of logophoricity. 
(i) John3 mingling Bill5 [S PRO gei ziji3/5 guahuzi]. 

John  order       Bill               to   self    shave 
‘John3 ordered Bill5 to shave him3/himself5.’

(Pan 2001: 291)
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Abstract 

This study focuses on using hybrid n-grams 
as grammar rules for detecting grammatical 
errors and providing corrections in Filipino. 
These grammar rules are derived from 
grammatically-correct and tagged texts which 
are made up of part-of-speech (POS) tags, 
lemmas, and surface words sequences. Due to 
the structure of the rules used by this system, 
it presents an opportunity to have an 
unsupervised grammar checker for Filipino 
when coupled with existing POS taggers and 
morphological analyzers. The approach is 
also customized to cover different error types 
present in the Filipino language. The system 
achieved 82% accuracy when tested on 
checking erroneous and error-free texts. 

1. Introduction 

According to the philosopher and educator Kevin 
Browne, poor grammar implies two negative 
sentiments towards the writer: either he is not 
intelligent or he just does not care about his 
writing any better. Backing on this problem, 
there has been many researches and advances in 
the field of computer-aided grammar checking 
such as Microsoft Word, Google Docs, 
Grammarly, LanguageTool, and Ginger. These 
software solutions can detect syntactical errors 
such as spelling, punctuation, word forms, and 
word usages. However, most of these solutions 
have focused on the English language. There has 
been very few works in the Filipino language 
despite being a language of at least 100 million 
people1 . Additionally, it is difficult to use an 
existing grammar checker system of one 
language and apply it on another since the 
system would have its specific design and 

1http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/01/03/1538653/ph
ilippines-population-seen-hit-104m

functionalities tackling the unique phenomena of 
its target language. 

The Filipino language, just like any other 
language, has its own unique phenomena which 
serve as a challenge in developing its own 
grammar checker system. It has a ‘large 

vocabulary of root, borrowed, and derived 
words’ caused by the arrival and/or colonization 
of foreign countries including: Spain, USA, and 
China in the Filipino land2. It also has a high 
degree of inflection and uses variety of affixes to 
change the part-of-speech of a root word (ex. 
root: tira ‘live [on a house]’, tira + han = tirahan
‘house’) or change the focus and aspect of a verb 

(tirhan ‘live’ – neutral aspect/object focus, titira
‘will live’ – contemplative aspect/ actor focus, 
tumira ‘lived’ – perfective aspect/ actor focus. 
Another linguistic phenomenon in Filipino is its 
free-word order structure. Filipino sentences, in 
its natural form, follow the predicate-subject 
sentence format (ex. Masaya ako – word-per-
word is translated as ‘Happy I’) or as subject-
predicate sentence format (ex. Ako ay masaya –

word-per-word is translated as ‘I [none] happy’) 

where the word ay acts as a lexical marker and is 
usually placed after the subject and before the 
predicate. In the Filipino language, direct objects, 
adjectives and adverbs may also be written as 
phrases and including prepositional phrases, they 
also follow the free-word order and not being 
limited to just one position in the sentence 
(Ramos, 1971). For example, the sentence ‘Mark 

ate an apple.’ can be translated to: Si Mark ay 
kumain ng mansanas., Kumain si Mark ng 
mansanas., and Kumain ng mansanas si Mark.
As seen in the last two translations, the direct 
object phrase ng mansanas ‘apple’ can be placed 
directly after the verb or after the subject yet both 
produce the exact same meaning.  

                                                          
2 http://ffemagazine.com/the-origin-of-the-filipino-
language-wikang-filipino/
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As of this writing, there are still no 
grammar-checking software systems for Filipino 
that is publicly available that cover broad-range 
of grammatical errors. This fact may be 
associated with the complex structure of the 
Filipino language which makes it difficult in 
constructing (error) grammar rules. Among the 
few existing grammar checkers in Filipino are: 
Panuring Pampanitikan (PanPam) by Jasa et al. 
(2007) and Language Tool for Filipino (LTF) by 
Oco & Borra (2011). PanPam is a syntax and 
semantics-based grammar checker for Filipino 
that makes use of error patterns as rules and 
lexical functional grammar as its parsing 
algorithm. LTF, on the other hand, uses a rule 
file containing error patterns in the form of 
regular expressions and part-of-speech tags and a 
dictionary file in detecting its errors and 
providing corresponding suggestions. Although 
these systems, especially LTF, could distinctly 
recognize grammatical errors from correct text 
by using error patterns, the main concern with 
these systems is that the parser rules, 
dictionaries, affix-to-root-word mappings, word-
to-part-of-speech mappings, error patterns, and 
other files are manually defined which is a very 
tedious task to cover the entire language and all 
possible errors in it especially that the language 
is ever growing and the number of errors 
committed by writers are directly proportional to 
it. This concern is evident on the systems’

presented limitations and results where only a
small subset of errors was covered.  

In other languages such as English, there
are existing works such as Lexbar (Tsao & 
Wible, 2009), EdIt (Huang et al., 2011), Google 
books n-gram corpus as grammar checker (Nazar 
& Renau, 2012), and Chunk-based grammar 
checker for translated sentences (Lin et al., 2011) 
which are unsupervised grammar checker 
systems that make use of grammatically correct 
texts, their corresponding part-of-speech (POS) 
tags, and/or lemmas converted into n-gram 
sequences and used as grammar rules.  

The Lexbar application (Tsao & Wible, 
2009) generated hybrid n-grams, which are n-
grams composed of words, POS tags, and 
lemmas. These hybrid n-grams are generated 
from actual tagged word sequences. For 
example, given phrases such as ‘from her point 

of view’ and ‘from his point of view’, the system 

will be able to generate the hybrid rule ‘from 

[dps]3
point of view’. This rule can be used to 

flag the phrase ‘from my point of view’ as 

grammatically correct and the phrase ‘from him 

point of view’ as incorrect. The Lexbar app was 
only tested on substitution-correctable errors. 
The EdIt system (Huang et al., 2011) also made 
use of hybrid n-grams (called pattern rules) as
grammar rules but only generates the rules such 
as ‘play ~ role in [Noun]’, ‘play ~ role in [V-
ing]’, and ‘look forward to [V-ing] 4

’ from 
specific lexical collocations such as ‘play ~ role’ 

and ‘look forward’. These types of rules tackle 
much more specific error types in English. The 
key difference of EdIt with Lexbar is that it only 
limits the number of POS tokens in an n-gram 
rule to one while Lexbar can have one or more 
POS tokens such as the rule: ‘from [dps] [nn0]5

’ 

derived from the phrases like ‘from his house’

and ‘from her balcony’. EdIt applied its rules in 
detecting errors correctable by substitution, 
insertion, and deletion. Both Lexbar and EdIt 
used weighted Levenshtein edit distance 
algorithm in prioritizing its suggestions. 

This research aims to build an unsupervised 
grammar checker system for Filipino using 
hybrid n-grams as grammar rules following a 
similar format as Lexbar’s grammar rules. These 
rules will be used to detect grammatical errors in 
Filipino and provide suggestions such as 
substitution, insertion, deletion, merging, and 
unmerging extending the existing suggestions 
made by both Lexbar and EdIt. 

2. Filipino Linguistic Phenomena 
Aside from the free-word order structure in 
Filipino, there are other linguistic phenomena 
such as being morphologically rich, existence of 
compound words, and the rule in Filipino: “Kung 
ano ang bigkas, siyang sulat” ‘Spell as you 
pronounce it’ (Ortograpiyang Pambansa, 2013).

There are at least 50 affixes and other 
morphologies such as partial reduplication, full 
reduplication, and compounding that are used in 
Filipino. These morphologies are categorized 
into three: inflectional – changes in word form 
that ‘accompany case, gender, number, tense, 
person, mood, or voice that have no effect in the 
word’s part-of-speech’; derivational – changes in 
                                                          
3 dps is the part-of-speech (POS) tag for possessive 
pronouns such as his, her, my, their, etc in the CLAWS5 
tagset.
4 V-ing is the POS tag for verbs followed by –ing in the 
CLAWS5 tagset.
5 nn0 is the POS tag for neutral nouns in the CLAWS5 
tagset.
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word form that changes the word’s part-of-
speech category; and compounding – ‘where 

independent words are concatenated in some way 
to form a new word’ (Bonus, 2003). See Table 1 
for some of the different forms of the root word 
kain ‘eat’.

Word Translation
Verbs
ikakain will just eat
ikain just eat
ipakain feed
ipapakain will feed
kainin eat (something)
kinain ate (something)
kinakain eating (something)
kumain (somebody) eating
Nouns
hapagkainan eating/dinner table
kainan eating place
kakainan eating place (where 

do-er will go later)
kinakainan eating place (where 

do-er is right now)
pagkain food
Adjective
palakain loves eating

Table 1: Different forms of kain ‘eat’

There are also affixes that are separated by a 
hyphen (-) from its root word or morpheme (ex. 
mang-akit ‘to entice’ from the root akit ‘entice’).
There are also cases wherein addition or insertion 
of an affix to a word could alter the spelling of its 
base form (ex. The prefix pang- + palit ‘change’ 

= pamalit ‘item for changing’).  However, not all 
affixes and reduplication can be applied to any 
word. For instance, the root word luto ‘cook’ can 

use ‘nag-‘ as prefix but kain ‘eat’ cannot. It 
should also be noted that there are assimilated 
words from English in Filipino wherein affixes 
are also appended to it (ex. magce-cellphone 
‘will use a cellphone’, i-file ‘to file (a 

document)’). The Filipino language also has its 
own set of compound words. There are two ways 
to combine words together, either with the use of 
a hyphen (ex. halo-halo ‘(a type of Filipino 
dessert)’ from the word halo ‘mix’, and kisap-
mata ‘instant’ from the words kisap ‘blink’ & 

mata ‘eye’) or just combining them as is (ex. 
kapitbahay ‘neighbor’ from the words kapit 
‘hold onto’ & bahay ‘house’, and hanapbuhay
‘livelihood’ from the words hanap ‘find’ & 

buhay ‘life’) (Paz, 2003). 

Another important linguistic phenomenon in 
Filipino is the rule: “Kung ano ang bigkas, 
siyang sulat” ‘Spell as you pronounce it’

(Ortograpiyang Pambansa, 2013). As the rule 
states, the words in Filipino are usually spelled as 
they are pronounced with some exceptions. This 
phenomenon simplifies the way Filipino words 
are spelled out (ex. Filipinized form of
‘computer’ as kompyuter) but also causes some 
spelling confusion which will be discussed in the 
next section.

3. Error Types 
In understanding the error types that exist in 
Filipino writing, three references were used: The 
Cambridge Learner Corpus (Nicholls, 1999), 
Wikapedia (2015), and a parallel corpus of 1252 
erroneous-and-correct word and phrase pairs 
from sentences written by Filipino university 
students.

The Cambridge Learner Corpus contains 16
million words from English examination scripts 
by learners of English containing different types 
of errors. The corpus categorized the error types 
into general and specific errors. The proponents 
noticed that some error categories would have its 
Filipino counterpart such as wrong form used, 
missing word/phrase, word/phrase needs 
replacing, unnecessary word/phrase, punctuation 
errors, countability errors, determiner agreement, 
incorrect verb inflection, spelling errors, and 
other error categories also exist in Filipino. 

Wikapedia (2015) is a booklet created by 
the Presidential Communications Development 
and Strategic Planning Office of the Philippines 
containing correct usage of affixes, words, and 
phrases in Filipino which people may find 
confusing. One example described in the book 
would be the use of ng, a function word defining 
possession (ex. aso ng kapitbahay ‘dog of 

neighbor’) and in a direct object phrase (ex. 
kumain ng mansanas ‘ate an apple’) vs the use of 
nang which is commonly used before an adverb 
(ex. kumain nang mabilis ‘ate fast’). The usage 
of these two words is confusing because it is 
pronounced almost exactly the same. Other 
examples contained in the booklet are proper 
usage of affixes and words, morphophonemics, 
usage of hyphens and spaces, and others. 

After analyzing the parallel corpus of 1252 
erroneous-correct word/phrase pairs, it is found 
that majority of the errors fall under spelling 
errors, incorrect usage of affixes/reduplication 
which is mostly caused by usage of hyphens and 
spaces, and wrong word usage.   
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It is observed that one reason the students 
made spelling errors is because of the way a 
word is pronounced which is usually simplified 
for conversational use. Some of these simplified 
words, see Table 2, are still not accepted in 
formal Filipino writing which cause spelling 
errors. Another cause of spelling errors is the 
confusion whether to spell an English borrowed 
word in its English version or convert it to its 
Filipinized spelling version.  

There were many instances of affix errors 
where the students were confused whether a 
word is an affix of a word, a separate word, or if 
there should be a hyphen between the affix and 
the root word. A few of the affix errors also show 
the confusion of students in selecting an 
appropriate affix of a verb when used for a 
certain focus and/or aspect. See Table 3.

The students also committed several 
mistakes in identifying which word to use in 
certain situations which is caused by 
unfamiliarity with Filipino syntax rules. See 
Table 4. 

Other errors that exist in the parallel corpus 
include the lack of space between words (ex. pa 
rin ‘still’ incorrectly written as parin), compound 
words that was separated by a space (ex. araw-
araw ‘everyday’ incorrectly written as araw 
araw) and punctuation errors where some 
commas or periods are missing.

Correct 
Word

Misspelled
as

Reason

noon
‘before’

nuon Pronounciation

mayroon
‘have’

meron Pronounciation

anong ‘what’ anung Pronounciation
iyong yung Pronounciation
tingnan ‘look’ tignan Pronounciation
kumpanya
‘company’

companya Filipinization

iskolarship
‘scholarship’

scholarship Filipinization

risertser
‘researcher’

researcher Filipinization

Table 2: Spelling Errors 

Correct 
Word

Misspelled
as

Reason

Pangkain
‘used for 

eating’

Pang kain Extra Space

Tagtuyo
‘drought’

Tag-tuyo Extra Hyphen

Ikawalo
‘eighth’

Ika-walo Extra Hyphen

i-predict ‘to 

predict’

ipredict Missing 
Hyphen

mas malaki
‘bigger’

masmalaki Missing Space

inilagay sa
kahon ‘placed 

in a box’

nilagay sa 
kahon

Incorrect 
Affix used for 
a verb focus

Table 3: Affix Errors 

Confused between:
ng ‘of’ nang ‘(function word 

before an adverb)’

may ‘has (used before 
nouns, verbs, 
adjectives and 
adverbs)’

mayroon ‘has (used 
before grammatical 
particles, personal 
pronouns, and adverbs 
of place’

suffix –ng ‘used in 

place of na if word 
preceding it ends in a 
vowel

na ‘(type of 

grammatical particle)’

Table 4: Wrong Word Usage 

4. Overview of the Grammar Checker 
The grammar checker named Gramatika that is 
discussed in this paper utilizes the existing 
implementation of the Lexbar application by 
Tsao & Wible (2009) and extends it to cover 
more error types, some of which are unique in 
the Filipino language. It uses n-grams as rules,
commonly referred to as hybrid n-grams, from 
grammatically correct texts consisting of words, 
POS tags, and lemmas to detect grammatical 
errors and provide suggestions containing 
possible corrections.  The production of POS
tags, and lemmas can be produced by existing 
POS taggers and morphological analyzers 6 for 
Filipino making the system unsupervised such 
that new grammatically correct texts can be fed 
through these systems and to Gramatika to easily 
increase the number of grammar rules.

                                                          
6 See Rabo & Cheng (2006)  and Bonus (2003)
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4.1 Rules Learning 
Even though Gramatika also uses hybrid n-grams 
similar to Lexbar’s (Tsao & Wible, 2009) and 
slightly similar to EdIt’s (Huang et al., 2011), the 
approach in deriving the hybrid n-grams is 
different. Gramatika uses a clustering approach 
as opposed to Lexbar’s pruning and EdIt’s 

collocations-based approaches. The n-gram sizes 
used as rules range from 2 to 7. For example, 
given an incorrect phrase para sa bata ang 
laruan ni iyon. ‘?that? toy is for the kid’, if
Gramatika has the hybrid 7-gram ‘para_sa 
[NNC] [DTC] [NNC] na [PRO].’ 7, then it can 
immediately suggest to change the word ni ‘(a 

grammatical particle used before a personal 
proper noun)’ to na ‘(a grammatical particle used 

around adjectives, pointing pronouns, and 
others)’ which produces the corrected version: 
para sa bata ang laruan na iyon ‘that toy is for 

the kid’ which is a more appropriate suggestion 
than the suggestion produced by the trigram 
[NNC] ni [NNP] 8 to change iyon to a proper 
noun (ex. Mark)  producing the corrected 
version: para sa bata ang laruan ni Mark 
‘Mark’s toy is for the kid’. The use of larger n-
gram sizes increases the context from which a 
suggestion can be based from.  

In the clustering approach, all n-gram 
sequences are retrieved from grammatically 
correct texts and are stored in the database. 
During the storing process, the frequency of all 
POS tag sequences is counted. POS tag sequences 
exceeding the threshold of 2 are retrieved and the 
word n-grams are grouped as clusters. For each 
n-gram clusters, the module checks if there are 
any token slot that can be generalized to POS
level. For example, if a cluster has the instances 
nagpunta sa bayan ‘went to the town’ and 
bumisita sa bahay ‘visited the house’, the first 
and third tokens can be generalized because it 
meets the minimum difference threshold of 2. 
This produces the hybrid n-gram [VBTS] sa 
[NNC] which can be used to flag the phrase 
umupo sa silya ‘sat on the chair’ as 

grammatically correct or used to detect 
grammatical errors. The n-gram rules are stored 
in the database as sequences of words, POS tags, 
lemmas, and a Boolean sequence denoting which 
token slots are generalized. This is done to allow 
Gramatika to provide word-specific suggestions 

7 Based from the Rabo & Cheng (2006) tag set, NNC = 
common noun, DTC = determiner for common nouns, PRO 
= pronoun pointing to an object
8 NNP = proper noun

and to also identify the appropriate transformed 
word to a specific POS -lemma mapping. 

4.2 Error Detection 
In detecting grammatical errors and producing 
suggestions based on the hybrid n-grams, a 
weighted Levenshtein edit distance algorithm is 
used. This algorithm is commonly used in spell 
checking to compute how many edits it will take 
to convert a potentially misspelled word to a 
correct word in the dictionary. It has also been 
used by EdIt (Huang et al., 2011) in providing 
corrections by substitution, insertion, and 
deletion. In Gramatika, the edit distance 
algorithm is extended to detect errors and 
provide suggestions correctable by substitution, 
insertion, deletion, spelling correction, 
unmerging, and merging. The error types that 
exists in Filipino are grouped based on the six 
suggestion types, see Table 5. 

Correction Error Types
Substitution Affix/Form errors, wrong 

word/punctuation usage (includes 
preposition, determiners, and 
others)

Spelling 
Correction

Misspelled words, misuse/lack of 
hyphens

Insertion Missing words and punctuations
Deletion Unnecessary words and 

punctuations
Unmerging Incorrectly merged words 

requiring unmerging of words or 
removal of hyphens

Merging Incorrectly unmerged word 
requiring removal of space or 
insertion of hyphen between texts

Table 5: Correction and Error Types 

In producing suggestions, Gramatika parses 
the input, which is POS and lemma-tagged, into 
n-grams starting from size 7 down to 2. For each 
input n-gram, it retrieves hybrid n-gram rules 
“similar” to the input n-gram from the database.
A rule is considered “similar” to an input n-gram 
if at least n–2 POS tokens of it are equal to the 
POS tokens in the input n-gram. Three sizes of 
the rules are also retrieved for each input n-gram: 
rules that are of equal size to the input n-gram to 
be used for substitution and spelling correction 
suggestions, rules that are one token size larger 
to produce insertion and unmerging suggestions, 
and rules that are one token size smaller to 
produce deletion and merging suggestions. If an 
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input n-gram is “equal” to a rule n-gram of the 
same size, then it is considered grammatically 
correct, which is denoted by an edit distance 
value of 0. “Equal” tokens, in this context, are 

defined as tokens having the same POS tag if the 
POS tag of the rule n-gram token is generalized 
or tokens that are equal in surface word level.  

A substitution suggestion is outputted when 
all tokens in the rule n-gram except one are equal 
to its respective tokens in the input n-gram in the 
same index. The unequal token is categorized 
depending on its error type: affix errors or wrong 
word usage. In detecting affix errors, the system 
checks if the lemma of the unequal input token is 
equal to the respective rule token. If the lemmas 
are equal but the words and/or POS tags are not 
equal, then it is assumed that there is an affix 
usage error with respect to the rule n-gram used. 
For example, given the input kumain siya bukas
‘he ate tomorrow’ is compared against the rule n-
gram [VBTF] [PRS] bukas9, where one instance 
of the POS tag [VBTF] is the word kakain ‘will 

eat’, since kumain ‘ate’ and kakain has the same 
lemma kain ‘eat’, the error is classified as an 
affix usage error which will produce a suggestion 
‘Change kumain to kakain’ to produce the phrase 
kakain siya bukas ‘He will eat tomorrow’. For 
wrong word usage errors, Gramatika suggests 
that the unequal rule token should replace the 
unequal input token. Consider the example: 
Bumili si bata ng laruan ‘?the? child bought a
toy’. It is considered grammatically incorrect 

because the word si is used as a determiner for 
proper nouns. Using the trigram rule [VBTS] ang 
[NNC] 10 , the correct determiner for common 
nouns ang will be suggested to replace the 
incorrect word si. Corresponding edit distance 
values will be assigned to the outputted 
substitution suggestions as seen in Table 6. 

Error Type Weight Error Type Weight
Incorrect 
Affix/ Form

0.6 Wrong 
Word Same 
POS

0.8

Spelling 
Error

0.65 Wrong 
Word Diff.
POS

0.95

Incorrectly 
Merged

0.7 Missing 
Word

1.0

Incorrectly 
Unmerged

0.7 Unnecessary 
Word

1.0

Table 6: Edit Distance Values 

9 VBTF = contemplative verb, PRS = singular pronoun
10 VBTS = perfective verb, NNC = common noun

A spelling suggestion is similar to the 
substitution suggestion criteria where in all 
tokens except one should be equal to its 
respective tokens. The unequal tokens are 
compared using a character-level edit distance 
algorithm. If it meets the spelling difference 
threshold, then the token in the rule n-gram is 
outputted as a spelling correction suggestion. 
This approach is slightly similar to the traditional 
way of spell checking which is dictionary look 
up, but this uses context in providing an 
appropriate suggestion. For example, given the 
input Bakt ?, using dictionary look-up alone, two 
possible suggestions can be produced: Bakat ‘a 

mark/trace’ or Bakit ‘why’. Using a context-
based approach and the rule [PRQ] ?11 where the 
word bakit is an instance of the POS tag [PRQ],
Gramatika will suggest the word Bakit to form 
the correct sentence Bakit? ‘Why?’. This 
suggestion is assigned an edit distance value of 
0.65, as seen in Table 6.  

An insertion suggestion is outputted when 
all tokens in the input n-gram find their 
corresponding equal tokens in the rule n-gram 
and one token from the rule n-gram does not 
have a matched token. For example, given the 
input n-gram a b d and rule n-gram a b c d,
tokens a, b, and d are equal tokens and c does not 
have a match which is outputted as an insertion 
suggestion. This suggestion is given an edit 
distance value of 1.0, as seen in Table 6. 

A deletion suggestion is outputted when all 
tokens in the rule n-gram find their 
corresponding equal tokens in the input n-gram 
and one token from the input n-gram does not 
have a matched token. This one token will be 
suggested to be deleted. This suggestion is also 
given an edit distance value of 1.0, as seen in 
Table 6. 

An unmerging suggestion is outputted when 
n-1 tokens in the input n-gram are equal to its 
respective tokens in the rule n-gram leaving one 
token in the input n-gram and two adjacent 
tokens in the rule n-gram without matching equal 
tokens. The system concatenates the two adjacent 
tokens in the rule n-gram together using a 
hyphen or removal of the space and checks if it 
equates to the spelling of the input token. If 
equal, then an unmerging suggestion is produced. 
For example, given the input four-gram a b cd e,
and rule five-gram a b c d e, the tokens a, b, and 
e are equal tokens. After which, the tokens c and 

                                                          
11 PRQ = question/interrogative pronoun
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d in the rule n-gram is concatenated, since it 
equals the token cd in the input n-gram, then the 
unmerging suggestion is outputted. This 
suggestion is given an edit distance value of 0.7, 
as seen in Table 6. 

A merging suggestion is outputted when n -
1 tokens in the rule n-gram are equal to its 
respective tokens in the input n-gram leaving one 
token in the rule n-gram and two adjacent tokens 
in the input n-gram without matching equal 
tokens. The system concatenates the two adjacent 
tokens in the input n-gram together using a 
hyphen or removal of the space and checks if it 
equates to the spelling of the rule token. If yes, 
then a merging suggestion is produced. For 
example, given the input five-gram a b c d e, and 
rule four-gram a b cd e, the tokens a, b, and e are 
equal tokens. After which, the tokens c and d in 
the input n-gram is concatenated, since it equals 
the token cd in the rule n-gram, then a merging 
suggestion is outputted. This suggestion is also 
given an edit distance value of 0.7, as seen in 
Table 6. 

It should be noted that the edit distance 
values used are arbitrary and is mainly used for 
prioritization of suggestions only as the edit 
distance threshold is set to 1. In cases that there 
would be ties in terms of edit distance values (ex. 
three wrong word different POS tag suggestions), 
the frequency of how many times each 
suggestion is produced by the n-gram rules is 
also considered. 

5. Results and Analysis 
The Gramatika system is tested on 70 phrases 
(35 erroneous and 35 error-free) retrieved from 
PanPam (Jasa et al., 2007) Wikapedia (2015),
translated documents by Filipino university 
students, and news articles. A small corpus of 
2,668 complex sentences which consists of 
70,312 tokens (14,575 unique tokens) is used in
training of the n-gram rules which result to 83%
accuracy, 93% precision, and 71% recall. Table 7 
shows a summary of figures. 18 out of 25 
erroneous phrases were marked as erroneous, and 
23 out of 25 error-free phrases were marked as 
error-free.  

Sentences Correctly 
Flagged

Incorrectly 
Flagged

Total

Erroneous 25 10 35
Error-free 33 2 35
Total 58 12 70

Table 7: Grammar Checking Results 

This result shows significant potential for an 
unsupervised grammar checker that currently 
only uses a small corpus of grammatically 
correct sentences. 

In detecting errors, the system was able to 
produce word-specific suggestions for most 
errors except for one instance: Noong 2006, 
mananalo ang ‘Last 2006, (something/someone) 

will win’, having a verb aspect/tense and adverb 

of time disagreement, where the system only 
suggest to replace the word mananalo ‘will win’ 

with any perfective verb [VBTS] because it did 
not have the word- POS-lemma mapping nanalo
‘won’-[VBTS] panalo ‘win’. Other detected 

errors with produced word suggestions include 
affix errors (ex. linaan – root word laan ‘allot’ 

cannot use the infix ‘-in-‘ -> naglaan ‘alloted’), 

wrong word usages (ex. nang vs ng, para_sa vs 
para_kay), spelling errors (ex. kikumpara ->
kinukumpara ‘comparing’, lalake -> lalaki 
‘man’, nag-simula -> nagsimula ‘started’,  

nagka-loob -> nagkaloob ‘given’, skolar ->
iskolar ‘scholar’, pwesto -> puwesto ‘position’), 
merging/unmerging errors (ex maka kuha ->
makakuha ‘to get’, parin -> pa rin ‘still’), and 
missing punctuation (ex. Mayo 31 2016 -> Mayo 
31, 2016 ‘May 31, 2016’).

Gramatika failed to produce correct 
suggestions for some erroneous inputs because of 
several reasons. One reason is that some tags in 
the Rabo & Cheng (2006) tag set are too 
generalized. For instance, the sequence para sa 
Mark ‘for the Mark’ was incorrectly flagged as 

grammatically correct which is supposedly para 
kay Mark ‘for Mark’ because para sa is used for 
common nouns and proper nouns of place. This 
occurred because all proper nouns only use the 
tag [NNP] and an n-gram rule para_sa [NNP] 
was produced from phrases with proper nouns of 
place such as para sa Amerika, and para sa 
Taiwan. Another reason is that some words or 
phrase sequences were not part of the training 
corpus. For example, the phrase taga Manila siya
was not corrected to taga-Manila siya ‘He’s from 

Manila’ because the word taga-Manila was not 
in the database, thus preventing a merging 
suggestion. The system also failed to detect the 
grammatical error in the phrase Maganda si. ‘is 

beautiful.’ which can be corrected as Maganda si 
Maria. ‘Maria is beautiful.’ because the corpus 
sentences were all complex sentences and thus 
the correction for the simple sentence was not 
produced. The system also incorrectly flagged 
the phrase na bibigay ang where bibigay is an 
invalid contemplative form [VBTF] of the word 
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bigay ‘give’ which is supposedly magbibigay 
‘will give’ because there is no magbibigay-
[VBTF]-bigay mapping in the database. This is 
caused by the word bibigay being given the tag 
[VBTF] since it follows the partial reduplication 
rule for the said tag and the hybrid sequence na
[VBTF] ang being considered grammatically-
correct based from sequences such as na 
gagampanan ang ‘will take the role of’. 

The system performed well in correctly 
flagging error-free phrases even though many of 
the words were not in the training corpus. This 
result can be attributed to the POS tags of the 
input phrases and the generalized rules. For 
instance, the phrase ang pagtakbo ng mayor
‘mayor’s candidacy’ was flagged correctly 

because of the n-gram rule ang [NNC] ng [NNC]
that came from instances such as ang kulay ng 
apoy ‘fire’s color’, ang proseso ng produksyon
‘production’s process’. However, there are two 
instances wherein the system incorrectly flagged 
error-free phrases: Siya ay masaya. ‘She is 

happy’ because simple sentences that contain the 

word ay did not occur in the training corpus and 
Kinuha ko ito dito. ‘I got it from here’ because 

neither the word sequence ko ito nor the POS
sequence [PRS] [PRO] is not in the n-gram 
rules. 

6. Summary & Future Works  
This paper presents an unsupervised grammar 
checker system for Filipino that uses 
grammatically correct texts as grammar rules in 
the form of hybrid n-grams. It achieved 83% 
accuracy, 93% precision, and 71% recall in 
detecting broad-range of grammar errors in 
Filipino using only a small corpus of 2,668 
sentences which can potentially be further 
improved as the size and variety of training 
sentences increases.  

Future works for this system includes 
exploring other tag sets or modifying existing 
ones to create more specific tag groups for the 
system to avoid errors caused by tag groups that 
are too general. Corpus size may also be 
increased to produce more n-gram rules and 
word- POS-lemma mappings used for grammar 
checking.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a method that em-
ploys sentences similarities from context word
embeddings for supervised word sense disam-
biguation. In particular, if N example sen-
tences exist in training data, an N-dimensional
vector with N similarities between each pair of
example sentences is added to a basic feature
vector. This new feature vector is used to train
a classifier and identification. We evaluated
the proposed method using the feature vec-
tors based on Bag-of-Words, SemEval-2 base-
line as basic feature vectors and SemEval-2
Japanese task. The experimental results sug-
gest that the method is more effective than the
method with only basic vectors.

1 Introduction

Conventionally, the meaning of a word has been rep-
resented using a high-dimensional sparse Bag-of-
Words (BoW) vector. Recently, there has been con-
siderable interest in word embeddings, where words
meanings are represented by low-dimensional and
dense vectors using deep learning. With word em-
beddings, the distance between words can be mea-
sured more precisely than that provided by a vec-
tor based on the BoW model. Therefore, word
embeddings has been used effectively for various
natural language processing tasks. With regard
to word sense disambiguation (WSD) tasks, some
studies have considered that the word embeddings
comprise embeddings of word senses(Chen et al.,
2014)(Neelakantan et al., 2014)(Sakaizawa and Ko-
machi, 2015)(Bhingardive et al., 2015);however,

these studies only consider unsupervised WSD. To
the best of our knowledge, the only study that ad-
dresses supervised WSD with word embeddings
is by Sugawara(Sugawara et al., 2015). In Sug-
awara’s method, one BoW-based vector and one
vector based on context word embeddings (CWE)
are merged, and they are used for training a classifier
and identification. The method proposed by Sug-
awara is more effective than the method that only
uses a vector based on the BoW model. However,
we have found two problems with this method. First,
it restricts the position of the word in the context.
Second, it includes function words. In this paper,
we propose a method that addresses both problems.
Specifically, if N example sentences exist in train-
ing data, an N-dimensional vector that consists of
the similarities between each pair of example sen-
tences is added to a basic feature vector. This new
feature vector is used for training a classifier and
identification. The similarity between sentences is
calculated using CWE. This solves the first problem.
In addition, the proposed method only uses content
words to calculate similarities between example sen-
tences, which solves the second problem. We used
SemEval-2 Japanese task to compare Sugawara’s
method and the proposed method. We found that
the proposed method demonstrated higher precision.
Furthermore, we performed experiments with basic
features used in SemEval-2 baseline system and de-
termined that the proposed method gave better re-
sults.
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2 Word Embedding for WSD

Feature vectors can be created using the words
around a target word in a sentence. This method can
present a context of the target word with the vec-
tor in a binary representation. Therefore, unknown
words cannot be handled.

To address this problem, superordinate concepts
in a thesaurus are used because it provides the simi-
larities between different words.

Thus, using a thesaurus is effective for WSD. In
this paper, we propose to increase the accuracy of
WSD using word embedding as a thesaurus.

3 Sentences Similarities

Sugawara’s supervised WSD method represents fea-
tures using one vector based on the BoW model and
another vector that consists of CWE (the context is
five words before and after a target word). For ex-
ample, when the five words before a target word
are (w−5, w−4, w−3, w−2, w−1) and the five words
after the target word are (w1, w2, w3, w4, w5), the
features vector comprises a binary vector based on
the BoW model (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, · · · , 1) and a vector
with word embeddings (vw−1, vw−2, · · · , vw4, vw5)
as shown in Figure 1. Sugawara’s experimental
results suggested that word embeddings useful for
WSD. However, we found following 2 problems in
his method;

1. It restricts a position of a word in the context.

2. It includes function words.

Therefore, we propose a method that uses the sim-
ilarities between example sentences from word em-
beddings to address these problems.

The similarities between two sentences are de-
fined as the average of the cosine of each word em-
bedding in sentences, then i-th sentence (Vi) and j-
th sentence (Vj) in training data, and the similarities
between Vi and Vj are expressed as follows:

Vi = (vwi−1, vwi−2, ...,vwi4, vwi5)

Vj = (vwj−1, vwj−2, ...,vwj4,vwj5)

sim(i, j) =

∑
�i
�iw

∑
�j
�jw

cos(viw, vjw)

|Vi| · |Vj |

When only content words are used to calculate
similarities, all function words are removed from
Vi, Vj .

4 Proposed Method

The proposed method employs a new features vector
comprising the basic vector and a vector using the
similarities between example sentences with word
embedding. As mentioned previously, Sugawara’s
method employs a features vector comprising a vec-
tor based on the BoW model and a vector compris-
ing CWE. However, the proposed method employs a
new features vector comprising a vector based on the
BoW model and a vector comprising the similarities
between sentences from CWE (Figure 2)

In our experiments, we denote the method that in-
cludes content words and function words in features
words to calculate similarities as “Proposed Method
(1)” and the method that does not include function
words as “Proposed Method (2).”

5 Features with Thesaurus

The grain size of thesaurus is the important problem
in WSD (Shinnou et al., 2015). On the other hand,
concepts of words are continuance because distance
between words can be calculated with word embed-
dings. Therefore, it is assumed that using word em-
bedding instead of thesaurus can increase accuracy
of WSD.

We implement the SemEval-2 baseline system as
a general method using thesaurus. The training algo-
rithm is linear SVM (Support Vector Machine) and
features are following twenty things (PoS; Part of
Speech, wi; a word positioned in context)

e1=2 previous word, e2=the PoS,
e3=the sub PoS,
e4=1 previous word, e5=the PoS,
e6=the sub PoS,
e7=target word, e8=the PoS,
e9=the sub PoS,
e10=1 following word, e11=the PoS,
e12=the sub PoS,
e13=2 following word, e14=the PoS,
e15=the sub PoS,
e16=relation,
e17=ID of 2 previous word
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Figure 1: Feature vector in Sugawara’s method

in thesaurus,
e18=ID of 1 previous word

in thesaurus,
e19=ID of 1 following word

in thesaurus,
e20=ID of 2 following word

in thesaurus

We use only the five character ID in thesaurus al-
though both of the four and five character ID are
used in the conventional baseline system. Moreover,
the features vector for e17, e18, e19, e20
are multiple because there are several ID for one
word.

This features can be divided into two features;
non-thesaurus features from e1 to e16 (std-0) and
thesaurus features from e1 to e20 (std-1). We use
two vectors based on std-0 and std-1 as the basic
vectors to create the new features vector that the
each of basic vectors and the similarities vector are
merged. The new features vector are used in the
experiments to confirm whether it can increase ac-
curacy of WSD using word embeddings instead of
thesaurus.

6 Experiments

6.1 Set-up

We used the SemEval-2 Japanese task in the experi-
ments. This data consists of fifty multivocals. Fifty
training data and fifty test data are for each multivo-
cals. Both of training data and test data are adopted
morpheme analysis and saved as XML format.

Word embeddings are 200-dimensional vectors
calculated by word2vec 1 with Japanese articles in
wikipedia.

We used the linearSVC of scikit-learn2 to make
the classifier and set its normalize parameter C to
1.0 .

In addition, we defined content words to the
words whose the part of speech is noun, verb, ad-
jective or adverb.

6.2 Results

First, we performed an experiment to confirm that
Sugawara’s method is to determine whether it is
valid for the SemEval-2 Japanese task. The accu-

1https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
2http://scikit-learn.org/stable/index.html
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Figure 2: Features vector of training data in the proposal method

racy of the BoW features and the BoW+CWE fea-
tures are shown in Table 1.

features accuracy
BoW 0.716

BoW + CWE 0.745

Table 1: Result of the BoW and the BoW+CWE

The result suggested that the method can obtain
higher accuracy than the BoW.

Second we performed an experiment to compare
the method using the BoW+CWE and our proposed
method. The result is shown in Table 2.

features accuracy
BoW + CWE 0.745

Proposal method (1) 0.753
Proposal method (2) 0.754

Table 2: Result of the BoW+CWE and the proposed
method

The result suggested that the proposed method
can obtain better accuracy than the BoW+CWE
method. It was found that the proposed method (2)
has obtained higher accuracy than proposed method

(1). The accuracy for each of the target words is
summarized in Table 4. The numbers in bold rep-
resents the maximum values for each of the target
words, and the underlined numbers represents the
number of the strictly larger by comparing the pro-
posed method and the BoW+CWE.

Likewise, the experimental result using std-0 and
std-1 as the basic vectors are shown in Table 3

features accuracy
std-0 0.757
std-1 0.769

std-0 + similarities 0.761
std-1 + similarities 0.771

Table 3: Accuracy of std-0, std-1 and similarities

The result suggested that using the vectors com-
prising the each of basic vectors and the similarities
vector can be obtained the higher accuracy than only
using the basic vector. The accuracy for each of the
target words is summarized in Table 5

7 Discussions

We performed the experiment using the vectors
based on the BoW, std-0 and std-1 as the basic vec-
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tors, it was found that the vector merged the basic
vectors and sentence similarities vectors can pro-
duce higher accuracy than only the basic vectors.
By comparing the result of BoW+CWE and the pro-
posed method for each of the target words, the pro-
posed method got strictly higher accuracy than the
BoW+CWE in sixteen words and got lower accu-
racy in twelve words. Furthermore, by comparing
the result of the std-0 and the proposed method, the
proposed method got strictly higher accuracy than
std-0 in ten words and got lower accuracy in three
words. Likewise, by comparing the result of std-1
and the proposed method, the proposed method got
higher accuracy in five words and got lower accu-
racy in one word. Therefore, the proposed method
is considered to be effective in improving accuracy
of WSD.

By comparing the result of the proposed method
(1) and (2) in Table 4, the proposed method (1) got
higher accuracy than the proposed method (2) in
three words and got lower accuracy in four words.
The accuracy rate of the method (2) was higher than
the method (1) by 0.001. Therefore, we found that
the superiority of the proposed method (2) was very
slight.

A purpose of this experiment is to confirm
whether that using word embeddings instead of a
thesaurus can improve the accuracy of WSD. Ac-
cording to the accuracy rate in Table 3, the accuracy
of the std-1 (0.769) is lower than the accuracy of the
std-0 + similarities (0.761). This result suggested
that the method using thesaurus is more effective
for WSD than the method using the similarities be-
tween example sentences. However, it is assumed
that the method using word embeddings instead of a
thesaurus can improve the accuracy of WSD because
of following reasons; there are a lot of methods other
our proposing, and the quality of word embeddings
depend on quality and quantity of text corpora.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a method that
uses sentences similarities from CWE for supervised
WSD. Specifically, if N example sentences exist in
training data, an N-dimensional vector with N sim-
ilarities between each pair of example sentences is
added to a basic feature vector. We performed ex-

periments with basic features used in a SemEval-2
baseline system and determined that the proposed
method gave more accurate results than a previous
method with only the basic features vector. The re-
sults suggested that the proposed method improves
the accuracy of WSD. In future, we plan to confirm
whether the method can further improve WSD by
using word embeddings trained from other text cor-
pora.
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Table 4: Accuracy of the each target words (1)
target words BoW BoW+CWE proposed method (1) proposed method(2)

(aite) 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82
(au) 0.60 0.70 0.70 0.70
(ageru) 0.36 0.36 0.44 0.42
(ataeru) 0.64 0.64 0.66 0.68
(ikiru) 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94
(imi) 0.38 0.52 0.64 0.68
(ireru) 0.72 0.74 0.74 0.74
(ookii) 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94

(oshieru) 0.22 0.34 0.38 0.38
(kanou) 0.68 0.74 0.62 0.60
(kangaeru) 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
(kankei) 0.82 0.88 0.96 0.96
(gijutsu) 0.84 0.84 0.86 0.86
(keizai) 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
(genba) 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74

(kodomo) 0.60 0.54 0.44 0.42
(jikan) 0.86 0.84 0.88 0.88
(shijou) 0.58 0.64 0.60 0.60
(shakai) 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86
(jouhou) 0.70 0.76 0.82 0.82
(susumeru) 0.44 0.58 0.86 0.86

(suru) 0.54 0.66 0.72 0.72
(takai) 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86
(dasu) 0.40 0.46 0.40 0.40
(tatsu) 0.46 0.50 0.58 0.60

(tsuyoi) 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92
(te) 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78
(deru) 0.62 0.66 0.58 0.58

(denwa) 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78
(toru) 0.24 0.26 0.32 0.32
(noru) 0.56 0.58 0.60 0.60
(baai) 0.86 0.88 0.84 0.84
(hairu) 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66
(hajime) 0.90 0.96 0.96 0.96

(hajimeru) 0.78 0.80 0.78 0.78
(basho) 0.94 0.96 0.96 0.96
(hayai) 0.58 0.66 0.62 0.62
(ichi) 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92
(hiraku) 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.88
(bunka) 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
(hoka) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
(mae) 0.66 0.76 0.78 0.78

(mieru) 0.60 0.60 0.58 0.58
(mitomeru) 0.80 0.80 0.78 0.78

(miru) 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80
(motsu) 0.64 0.74 0.76 0.76

(motomeru) 0.76 0.74 0.74 0.76
(mono) 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88
(yaru) 0.94 0.96 0.96 0.96
(yoi) 0.36 0.40 0.38 0.38

average 0.716 0.745 0.753 0.754
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Table 5: Accuracy of each target words (2)
target words std-0 std-1 std-0 + similarities std-1 + similarities

(aite) 0.78 0.80 0.78 0.80
(au) 0.88 0.92 0.90 0.92
(ageru) 0.44 0.52 0.48 0.56
(ataeru) 0.76 0.70 0.74 0.70
(ikiru) 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94
(imi) 0.48 0.44 0.46 0.46
(ireru) 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74
(ookii) 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94

(oshieru) 0.36 0.52 0.40 0.52
(kanou) 0.68 0.64 0.68 0.64
(kangaeru) 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
(kankei) 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96
(gijutsu) 0.84 0.82 0.84 0.82
(keizai) 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
(genba) 0.74 0.76 0.74 0.76

(kodomo) 0.60 0.62 0.60 0.60
(jikan) 0.86 0.84 0.86 0.86
(shijou) 0.52 0.56 0.52 0.56
(shakai) 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86
(jouhou) 0.86 0.84 0.86 0.84
(susumeru) 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92

(suru) 0.64 0.72 0.66 0.72
(takai) 0.86 0.88 0.86 0.88
(dasu) 0.40 0.50 0.42 0.50
(tatsu) 0.52 0.50 0.52 0.52

(tsuyoi) 0.92 0.90 0.92 0.90
(te) 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78
(deru) 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52

(denwa) 0.84 0.78 0.80 0.78
(toru) 0.26 0.28 0.26 0.28
(noru) 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78
(baai) 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84
(hairu) 0.54 0.56 0.54 0.56
(hajime) 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88

(hajimeru) 0.88 0.86 0.88 0.86
(basho) 0.90 0.96 0.92 0.96
(hayai) 0.70 0.70 0.72 0.72
(ichi) 0.92 0.90 0.92 0.90
(hiraku) 0.78 0.84 0.80 0.84
(bunka) 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
(hoka) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
(mae) 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76

(mieru) 0.68 0.70 0.68 0.70
(mitomeru) 0.76 0.82 0.78 0.82

(miru) 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78
(motsu) 0.78 0.80 0.78 0.80

(motomeru) 0.64 0.76 0.68 0.76
(mono) 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88
(yaru) 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96
(yoi) 0.56 0.54 0.56 0.54

average 0.757 0.769 0.761 0.771
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Abstract

The Hierarchical Sub-Sentential Alignment
(HSSA) method is a method to obtain aligned
binary tree structures for two aligned sen-
tences in translation correspondence. We pro-
pose to use the binary aligned tree struc-
tures delivered by this method as training data
for preordering prior to machine translation.
For that, we learn a Bracketing Transduction
Grammar (BTG) from these binary aligned
tree structures. In two oracle experiments in
English to Japanese and Japanese to English
translation, we show that it is theoretically
possible to outperform a baseline system with
a default distortion limit of 6, by about 2.5 and
5 BLEU points and, 7 and 10 RIBES points
respectively, when preordering the source sen-
tences using the learnt preordering model and
using a distortion limit of 0. An attempt at
learning a preordering model and its results
are also reported.

1 Introduction

One of the major common challenges for machine
translation (MT) is the different order of the same
conceptual units in the source and target languages.
In order to get a fluent and adequate translation in
the target language, the default phrase-based statis-
tical machine translation (PB-SMT) system imple-
mented in MOSES has a simple distortion model
using position (Koehn et al., 2003) and lexical in-
formation (Tillmann, 2004) to allow reordering dur-
ing decoding. Other solutions exist: e.g., the distor-
tion model in (Al-Onaizan and Papineni, 2006) han-
dles n-gram language model limitations; Setiawan et
al. (2007) propose a function word centered syntax-
based (FWS) solution; Zhang et al. (2007) propose

a reordering model integrating syntactic knowledge.
Also, other models than the phrase-based model
have been proposed to address the reordering prob-
lem, like hierarchical phrase-based SMT (Chiang,
2007) or syntax-based SMT (Yamada and Knight,
2001).

Preordering (Xia and McCord, 2004; Collins et
al., 2005) has been proposed primarily to solve
the problems encountered when translating between
languages with widely divergent syntax, for in-
stance, from a subject-verb-object (SVO) language
(like English and Mandarin Chinese) to a subject-
object-verb (SOV) language (like Japanese and Ko-
rean), Preordering is a pre-processing task that aims
to rearrange the word order of a source sentence
to fit the word order of the target language. It is
separated from the core translation task. Recent
approaches (DeNero and Uszkoreit, 2011; Neubig
et al., 2012; Nakagawa, 2015) learn a preordering
model based on Bracketing Transduction Grammar
(BTG) (Wu, 1997) from parallel texts to score per-
mutations by using tree structures as latent variables.
They build the needed tree structures and the pre-
ordering model (i.e., a BTG) at the same time us-
ing word alignments. However it is needed to check
whether a given sentence can fit the desired tree
structures.

It seems of course more difficult to build both
the tree structures and the preordering model at the
same time than to build only a preordering model
if the tree structures are given. In this paper, we
rapidly obtain tree structures using word-to-word as-
sociations taking advantage of the hierarchical sub-
sentential alignment (HSSA) method (Lardilleux et
al., 2012). This method computes a recursive bi-
nary segmentation in both languages at the same
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Figure 1: Example of preordering.

time, judging whether two spans with the same con-
cepts in both languages are inverted or not. We
conduct oracle experiments to show that these tree
structures may be beneficial for PB-SMT. We then
use these tree structures as the training data to build
a preordering model without checking the validity
by modifying the top-down BTG parsing method
introduced in (Nakagawa, 2015). Oracle experi-
ments show that if we reorder source sentences ex-
actly, translation scores can be improved by around
2.5 BLEU points and 7 RIBES points in English to
Japanese) and 5 BLEU points and 10 RIBES points
in Japanese to English. Experiments with our tree
structures show that better RIBES scores can be eas-
ily obtained.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes related work in preordering and
BTG-based preordering. Section 3 shows how to
obtain tree structures using word-to-word associa-
tions. Section 4 reports oracle preordering experi-
ments. Section 5 gives a method to build a preorder-
ing model using tree structures. Section 6 presents
the results of our experiments and their analysis.

2 Related Work

2.1 Preordering for SMT
Preordering in statistical machine translation (SMT)
converts a source sentence S, before translation, into
a reordered source sentence S′, where the word or-
der is similar to that of the target sentence T (Fig-
ure 1).

Preordering can be seen as an optimization prob-
lem, where we want to find the best reordered source
sentence that maximizes the probability among all
possible reordering of the sentence.

Ŝ′ = argmax
S′∈γ(S)

P (S′|S) (1)

Ŝ′ represents the best reordered source sentence, and

γ(S) stands for the set of all possible reordering of
the source sentence.

Syntax-based preordering based on the existence
parsers has been proposed to pre-process the source
sentences by using automatically learned rewriting
patterns (Xia and McCord, 2004). Several meth-
ods have been proposed methods, such as con-
stituent parsing by automatically extracting pre-
ordering rules from a parallel corpus (Xia and Mc-
Cord, 2004; Wu et al., 2011) or by creating rules
manually (Wang et al., 2007; Han et al., 2012),
or dependency parsing with automatically created
rules (Habash, 2012; Cai et al., 2014) or manually
generated rules (Xu et al., 2009; Isozaki et al., 2010).

Another trend of research is to try to solve the
preordering problem without relying on parsers.
Tromble and Eisner (2009) propose sophisticated re-
ordering models based on the Linear Ordering Prob-
lem. Visweswariah et al. (2011) learn a preorder-
ing model by similarity with the Traveling Sales-
man Problem. Lerner and Petrovs (2013) present
a source-side classifier-based preordering model.
Several pieces of research (DeNero and Uszkoreit,
2011; Neubig et al., 2012; Nakagawa, 2015) are
mainly about using tree structures as latent variables
for preordering models. This is detailed in the next
subsection.

2.2 BTG-based Preordering
BTG-based preordering is based on Bracketing
Transduction Grammar (BTG), also called Inversion
Transduction Grammar (ITG) (Wu, 1997). Whereas
Chomsky Normal Form of context-free rules has two
types of rules (X → X1X2 and X → x) and the
grammar is monolingual, BTG has three types of
rules, Straight, Inverted and Terminal, to cope with
the possible correspondences between a source lan-
guage and a target language.

Straight keeps the same order in the source and
the target languages; Inverted exchanges the order;
Terminal just stands for the production of a non-
terminal symbol both in the source and target lan-
guages. The corresponding tree structures are illus-
trated in Figure 3 from (a) to (c) in the same order.
The parse tree obtained by applying a BTG to parse
a pair of sentences, provides the necessary informa-
tion to reorder the source sentence in conformity to
the word order of the target sentence, as it suffices to
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Figure 2: The difference between previous methods (Neubig et al., 2012; Nakagawa, 2015) and our proposed method
when building a preordering model. In previous work, the tree structures and the preordering model should be deduced
at the same time from the parallel text. Our work firstly produces the tree structures from parallel text, and then
computes a preordering model.

Figure 3: Tree structures related to bracketing transduc-
tion grammar.

read the type of rules applied, straight or inverted.
Neubig et al. (2012) present a discriminative

parser using the derivations of tree structures as un-
derlying variables from word alignment with the
parallel corpus. However, the computation complex-
ity is O(n5) for a sentence length of n because the
method guesses the tree structure using the Coke-
Younger-Kasami (CYK) algorithm, which complex-
ity is O(n3). In order to reduce complexity, Naka-
gawa (2015) proposes a top-down BTG parsing ap-
proach instead of the bottom-up CYK algorithm.
The computation complexity reduces to O(kn2) for
a sentence length of n and a beam width of k.

Both methods need to predict the possible tree
structures for each sentence when building the pre-
ordering model. Word alignments are used to check
whether a pair of sentences can yield a valid tree
structure.1 Predicting tree structures while building

1A sentence pair which cannot be represented by a BTG tree

the preordering model at the same time is difficult.
In the present paper, we propose to directly gener-
ate the tree structures from the word-to-word asso-
ciation matrices, and to use these tree structures to
build the preordering model afterwards. Figure 2 il-
lustrates the differences between the two previous
methods and our proposed method.

3 Obtaining HSSA Tree Structures

In our proposed method, the tree structures are
obtained by using soft alignment matrices and
recursively segmenting these matrices with Ncut
scores (Zha et al., 2001) using the hierarchical sub-
sentential alignment (HSSA) method (Lardilleux et
al., 2012).

The HSSA method delivers tree structures which
are similar to parse trees obtained by the application
of a BTG. Figure 4 shows that segmenting along
the second diagonal with the HSSA method corre-
sponds to an Inverted rule in the BTG formalism and
that segmenting according to the first diagonal corre-
sponds to Straight. The column Sp.Sp

2 and the row
Tp.Tp of the matrix in Figure 4 are related to part of
the source sentence and part of the target sentence
respectively.

The HSSA method uses soft alignment matrices

structure is: B2D4A1C3 to A1B2C3D4.
2The symbol “.” stands for the concatenation of word

strings.
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Figure 4: Hierarchical sub-sentential alignment and gen-
eration of tree structures. (a) a best segmentation accord-
ing to the second diagonal in the soft alignment matrix
using the HSSA method coresponds to an Inverted rule in
the BTG formalism; (b) a best segmentation according to
the main diagonal corresponds to a Straight rule. (b) is a
sub-part in (a) to illustrate recursivity.

where each cell for a source word s and a target
word t has a score w(s, t) computed as the geomet-
ric mean of the word-to-word translation probabil-
ities in both directions (see Equation (2)). In Fig-
ure 4, the saturation of the cells represents the score
w(s, t): the darker the color, the higher the score.

w(s, t) =
√

p(s|t)× p(t|s) (2)

Each segmentation iteration segments the soft
alignment matrix in both horizontal and vertical di-
rections to decompose the matrix recursively into
two corresponding sub-parts. There are two cases:
the two sub-parts follow the main diagonal, (Sp, Tp)
and (Sp, Tp), this is similar to the BTG rule Straight
(see Figure 4(b)); or they follow the second diago-
nal, (Sp, Tp) and (Sp, Tp), this is similar to the BTG
rule Inverted (see Figure 4(a)). In order to decide
for the segmentation point and for the direction in
a submatrix (X , Y ) ∈ {Sp, Sp} × {Tp, Tp}, Ncut
scores (Zha et al., 2001) of crossing points in the
matrix (Sp.Sp, Tp.Tp) are calculated in both direc-
tions.

W (X,Y ) =
∑

s∈X,t∈Y
w(s, t) (3)

cut(X,Y ) = W (X,Y ) +W (X,Y ) (4)

Ncut(X,Y ) =
cut(X,Y )

Ncut(X,Y ) + 2×W (X,Y )

+
cut(X,Y )

Ncut(X,Y ) + 2×W (X,Y )
(5)

One tree structure for one sentence is generated
with sub-sentential alignments at the same time by
remembering the best segmentation point of each
iteration in a sentence, using the HSSA method.
In our proposed method, all the tree structures ob-
tained from a training bilingual corpus become a
training data set to learn a preordering model. The
HSSA approach allows to get tree structures easily
and rapidly, by using only a parallel corpus and the
word-to-word associations obtained from it. No fur-
ther annotation is needed.

4 Oracle Experiments: Upper Bounds

So as to check whether our proposed method is
promising, in a first step, we perform oracle ex-
periments. The purpose is to determine the upper
bounds that can be obtained in translation evaluation
scores. This will offer a judgment on the theoretical
effectiveness of utilizing tree structures generated by
the hierarchical sub-sentential alignment method.

In the oracle experiments, we apply the HSSA
method on the sentence pairs of the test set to obtain
their tree structures and then use these tree structures
to reorder the source sentences of the test set. In a
real experiment, this is impossible, because the tar-
get sentence, and hence the soft alignment matrices
are unknown.

To reorder the words in a source sentence, as ex-
plained above, we recursively traverse the tree struc-
ture in a top-down manner. The order of the words
in the source sentence is changed according to the
types of nodes encountered in the tree structures.
When the type of node is Straight, the two spans in
the source sentence keep the original order; when
it is Inverted, the two spans in the source sentence
are inverted. After reordering, the alignment be-
tween the reordered source sentence and the target
sentence follows the main diagonal, up to the cases
where one word corresponds to several words. Fig-
ure 5 shows an example.
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Figure 5: Example for oracle experiment. (a) a soft alignment matrix between a source sentence (left) and a target
sentence (above); (b) a tree structure with Straight or Inverted nodes; (c) the alignment between the reordered source
sentence and the target sentence. The arrow from (a) to (b) represents the generation of tree structures from word-to-
word associations by use of the HSSA method; the arrow from (b) to (c) is reordering. In the oracle experiment, this
is applied on test data. In a real experiment, this is applied on test data and development data, while the scheme given
in Figure 6 is applied on the test data.

After reordering all source sentences in the train-
ing, tuning, and test sets, a standard PB-SMT system
is built as usual with the reordered source sentences
in place of the original sources sentences, and with
their corresponding target sentences.

5 Building and Applying a Preordering
Model

A preordering model is built by using the tree struc-
tures obtained on the parallel corpus used as train-
ing data for machine translation, as its training data.
On test data, i.e., source sentences alone, the role
of the pre-ordering model is to guess a new order
for the words of the source sentences in the absence
of corresponding target sentences. Figure 6 illus-
trates the process of building the preordering model
with the tree structures obtained as explained in Fig-
ure 1 from the sentence pairs of the training data
of a machine translation system. We now present
a method to learn and apply a preordering model.
This method is a modification of the top-down BTG
parsing method presented in (Nakagawa, 2015). The
main difference is that, in our present configuration,
tree structures are available from a parallel corpus.

In Nakagawa’s method, word alignments are used
to predict the tree structures, so that, after segment-
ing one span into two, whether a word in one of
two spans aligns to another word in the other span
is checked in each iteration. However, in our con-
figuration, we are able to directly get the separating
points because we know the tree structure produced
by the HSSA method.

The best derivation d̂ for a sentence is important
for both learning and applying a preordering model.
Because one derivation leads to one parse tree, find-
ing the best derivation can be regarded as finding the
best parse tree. To assess the quality of a parse tree,
we compare it with the tree structure output by the
HSSA method. The best parse tree is the tree with
the maximal score defined by the following formula:

d̂ = argmax
d∈D(T )

∑
m∈Nodes(T )

σ(m) (6)

where d represents one derivation in the set of all
possible derivations D(T ) for the tree structure T ;
m represents one node in the set of nodes Nodes(T )
of the tree structure T , and σ(m) represents the
score of the node.

The score of a node in a tree structure is computed
by applying the perceptron algorithm (Collins and
Roark, 2004), i.e., by taking each node of trees as
a latent variable (Nakagawa, 2015). This algorithm
is an online learning algorithm, and processes nodes
in an available tree structure one by one, by using
the following formula to calculate the score of each
node σ(m):

σ(m) = Λ · Φ(m), m ∈ Nodes(T )

where Φ(m) represents the feature vector of this
node, and Λ represents the vector of feature weights.

Due to iterated binary decomposition, an increas-
ing number of iterations for one sentence results
in many derivations that wait for being checked
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Figure 6: Example of building and applying preordering model using tree structures as the reference. (a), (b) and the
arrow from (a) to (b) are the same with Figure 5. The difference is that both (a) and (b) generating from only a training
set. (c) a sentence from test set becomes a target-like source sentence in the solid line and in dotted line it shows
corresponding target sentence. The arrow from (b) to (c) represents building preordering model.

whether they are the best ones or not, both while
building and while applying the preordering model.
In order to control the size of the search space, a
beam search is used.

We need to enable the system to output d̂ to be-
come as similar as possible as the derivation d found
in the tree structure obtained by the HSSA model
while building the preordering model. To do so, we
learn the feature vectors and adjust their weight vec-
tors by using the Expectation–Maximization (EM)
algorithm on the training data. In the end, we obtain
a preordering model with features and correspond-
ing weights.

We then apply the preordering model on all the
source sentences of all three data sets, training, tun-
ing, and test, to reorder their words. A standard PB-
SMT system is then built as usual with reordered
source sentences in place of the original sources
sentences, and with their corresponding target sen-
tences.

6 Experiments

6.1 Experimental Settings
We build our PB-SMT systems in a standard way us-
ing the Moses system (Koehn et al., 2007), KenLM
for language modelling (Heafield, 2011), and stan-
dard lexical reordering model (Koehn et al., 2005).
This lexical reordering model allows local reorder-
ing with a given distortion limit during decoding.
The default of the distortion limit in Moses is 6.
When set to 0, the system does not perform any lex-
ical reordering.

Sentence
Pairs

Words
Japanese English

Train 330,000 6.09 M 5.91 M
Tune 1,235 34.4 k 30.8 k
Test 1,160 28.5 k 26.7 k

Table 1: Number of sentences and words in the training,
tuning and test sets of the KFTT corpus.

The language pair we work on is Japanese–
English in both directions. The data sets are the
training, tuning and test sets from the Kyoto Free
Translation Task (KFTT) corpus.3 In this corpus,
Japanese sentences have been segmented and tok-
enized by KyTea.4 Table 1 gives statistics on these
data sets.

For the generation of tree structures, word-to-
word associations are extracted from the training set
andused to the hierarchical sub-sentential alignment
method, are extracted only from the training set.

For our preordering model, we carried out exper-
iments by following the experimental settings re-
ported in (Nakagawa, 2015) with a beam search of
20, a number of iteration of 20 and 100,000 sen-
tences pairs as preordering training extracted at ran-
dom from the training set. We use three kinds of
features, LEX, POS, and CLASS. LEX consists in
the lexical items inside a given window around the
current word in the source language. POS are the
parts-of-speech of the lexical items of the LEX fea-

3http://www.phontron.com/kftt/index.html
4http://www.phontron.com/kytea/
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ture words. The CLASS features are their semantic
classes. The POS tagging information is provided
by KyTea for Japanese, and the Lookahead Part-Of-
Speech Tagger (Tsuruoka et al., 2011) for English.5

We use the Brown clustering algorithm (Brown et
al., 1992; Liang, 2005) for word class information
in English and Japanese.

6.2 Evaluation Metrics

In order to evaluate the efficiency of reordering,
we use a modified version of the Fuzzy Reorder-
ing Score (FRS) (Talbot et al., 2011) and Kendall’s
τ (Kendall, 1938) as intrinsic evaluation metrics.
The modified version of FRS (see Equation (7))
is inspired by (Nakagawa, 2015) because only two
words are considered and the indices of the first and
the last words are also considered (Neubig et al.,
2012).

mod FRS =
B

|S|+ 1
(7)

B represents the number of word bigrams which ap-
pear in both the reordered sentence and the golden
reference, and |S| represents the length of the source
sentence S in words.

We also change the formula for calculating
Kendall’s τ to a normalized Kendall’s τ following
(Isozaki et al., 2010). Equation (8) gives the defini-
tion.

norm τ = 1− E

|S| × (|S| − 1)/2
(8)

E represents the number of not increasing word
pairs and |S| × (|S| − 1)/2 is the total number of
pairs.

Being a metric to evaluate the quality of machine
translation, RIBES (Isozaki et al., 2010) is an ex-
trinsic metric in our work. However, given the fact
that RIBES takes order into account, it can also be
considered an intrinsic metric in our work. As a mat-
ter of fact, RIBES bases on the computation of FRS
and τ .

In addition, we of course use BLEU (Papineni et
al., 2002) for the evaluation of machine translation
quality as it is the de facto standard metric.

5http://www.logos.ic.i.u-tokyo.ac.jp/

˜tsuruoka/lapos/

6.3 Experimental Results and Analysis

Table 2 shows the evaluation results in all intrin-
sic evaluation metrics (modified FRS and normal-
ized τ ), the intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation met-
ric (RIBES) and in the extrinsic evaluation metric
(BLEU). We use all these metrics in the language
pair English–Japanese in both directions. In both di-
rections, the seven other BLEU scores are all statis-
tically significantly different (p-value < 0.05) from
the BLEU score of the baseline system with a dis-
tortion limit of 6.

For the oracle experiments, all the scores are
much higher than those of the baseline. The small-
est improvement in extrinsic evaluation is in RIBES,
around 6.5, when dl is equal to 6 in the language pair
English to Japanese, but the difference is still statis-
tically significant. The increase in BLEU scores is 4
points with a distortion limit of 0 and 3 points with a
distortion limit of 6 in English to Japanese, 7 points
with distortion limit of 0 and 5.5 points with distor-
tion limit of 6 in Japanese to English, which is sta-
tistically significant. We also compare the results of
the oracle experiments when the distortion limit is
0 to the baseline with a default distortion limit of 6.
We get almost 2.5 BLEU point improvement in En-
glish to Japanese and 5 BLEU point improvement in
Japanese to English. The oracle experiments outper-
form Nakagawa’s top-down BTG parsing method,
except in FRS and normalized τ scores for the lan-
guage pair English to Japanese.

These results demonstrate the theoretical effec-
tiveness of utilizing the tree structures generated
by the HSSA method. In other words, the tree
structures automatically generated using the HSSA
method CAN benefit PB-SMT systems.

Our preordering model tries to reproduce the re-
sults of the oracle experiments. The scores for in-
trinsic evaluation metrics in both directions are bet-
ter than those of the baseline, with large improve-
ment. We obtain slight but statistically significant
increases in the extrinsic evaluation with the same
distortion limit. However, when compared to the
baseline system with a default distortion limit of
6, the PB-SMT systems with a distortion limit of
0 that were built with our preordering models still
lag behind, by around 1 BLEU point in English to
Japanese and less than 0.5 BLEU point in Japanese
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Language
pair

Intrinsic Intrinsic & Extrinsic Extrinsic
mod FRS norm τ RIBES BLEU

dl = 0 dl = 6 dl = 0 dl = 6
Baseline

en-ja

51.12 73.99 65.83 68.10 19.45 21.51
Tree-based 66.12 83.08 69.31 70.11 20.43 21.97
Top-down 75.59 87.68 71.56 72.28 22.56 23.31
Oracle 66.60 87.39 75.17 74.74 23.75 24.23
Baseline

ja-en

59.41 72.98 64.87 65.87 16.01 18.10
Tree-based 64.87 80.14 66.23 66.63 17.55 18.76
Top-down 66.40 81.45 68.53 68.69 19.10 19.07
Oracle 68.18 85.81 75.44 75.18 23.20 23.87

Table 2: Intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation scores in English to Japanese and Japanese to English (mod FRS is the
modified Fuzzy Reordering Score; norm τ is normalized Kendall’s τ ; dl stands for distortion limits). Baseline is a
default PB-SMT system; Tree-based is our proposed preordering model; Top-down is the top-down BTG parsing-
based reordering model; Oracle is an oracle system that uses HSSA tree structures obtained for the test set. The gray
cells indicate the results to compare in translation: systems with preordering methods and with a distortion limit of 0
should be compared with the corresponding baseline system with a default distortion limit of 6; other results are given
for completeness.

to English. However, the comparison is in favor
of our system (preordering, distortion limit 0) in
RIBES by 1 point. This seems natural as RIBES is a
metric for machine translation which takes reorder-
ing into account.

The reasons for these mitigated results are listed
below. Firstly, our preordering models do not simu-
lates the HSSA method so well, because this method
considers all words in the two parts at hand, while
the learning models we used rely only on the fea-
tures of two words in the beginning and the ending
position of each part. Secondly, there may be several
segmentation points with similar Ncut values when
building the tree structures. We choose only one. To
memorize other alternatives, the use of forests in-
stead of trees would be required. Memorizing these
alternatives may lead to larger increases in evalua-
tion scores.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we firstly automatically generate
tree structures using the hierarchical sub-sentential
alignment (HSSA) method. These tree structures
are equivalent to parse trees obtained by Bracketing
Transduction Grammars (BTG). Secondly, based on
these tree structures, we build a preordering model.
Thirdly, using this preordering model, source sen-
tences are reordered. In an oracle experiment, we

show that we may expect to outperform a baseline
system with the default distortion limit of 6 by 2.5
(English to Japanese) or 5 (Japanese to English)
BLEU points if we are able to reorder the text sen-
tences exactly, without the need of any distortion
limit. Other experiments show that tree structures
generated by the HSSA method help in getting better
RIBES scores than a baseline system without pre-
ordering.

In future work, we will try different features,
times of iteration and sizes of beam. In addition, we
would also like to try to the use of forest structures
instead of tree structures.
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Abstract

Symmetrization of word alignments is the fun-
damental issue in statistical machine trans-
lation (SMT). In this paper, we describe
an novel reformulation of Hierarchical Sub-
sentential Alignment (HSSA) method using
F-measure. Starting with a soft alignment
matrix, we use the F-measure to recursively
split the matrix into two soft alignment sub-
matrices. A direction is chosen as the same
time on the basis of Inversion Transduction
Grammar (ITG). In other words, our method
simplifies the processing of word alignment
as recursive segmentation in a bipartite graph,
which is simple and easy to implement. It
can be considered as an alternative of grow-
diag-final-and heuristic. We show its applica-
tion on phrase-based SMT systems combined
with the state-of-the-art approaches. In addi-
tion, by feeding with word-to-word associa-
tions, it also can be a real-time word aligner.
Our experiments show that, given a reliable
lexicon translation table, this simple method
can yield comparable results with state-of-the-
art approaches.

1 Introduction

Since most of state-of-the-art Statistical Machine
Translation (SMT) approaches require word-to-
word aligned data on a parallel corpus, word align-
ment is a fundamental issue to perform this task
rapidly. In order to extract translation fragments
for various purposes, e.g., word pairs (Brown et
al., 1988), phrase pairs (Koehn et al., 2003), hierar-
chical rules (Chiang, 2005), tree-to-tree correspon-

dences (Zhang et al., 2007), reliable and accurate
word aligners are essential.

There exist several problems in state-of-the-art
methods for word alignment. Present word align-
ment approaches are usually based on IBM mod-
els (Brown et al., 1993), which parameters are es-
timated using the Expectation-Maximization (EM)
algorithm. Sometimes, they are augmented with an
HMM-based model (Vogel et al., 1996). Since IBM
Models is the restriction to one-to-many alignments,
some multi-word units cannot be correctly aligned.
It is necessary to train models in both directions, and
merge the outcome of mono-directional alignments
using some symmetrization methods can overcome
this deficiency to some degree.

It results, even using the standard open source tool
aligner, called GIZA++1 (Och, 2003), which consist
of the widely used IBM models and their extensions,
still will spend lots of time to obtain word align-
ments. A recent development of word alignment
approach fast align2 (Dyer et al., 2013), based
on the variation of the IBM model 2, has been re-
ported faster than baseline GIZA++ but with compa-
rable results. However, both mentioned approaches
generate asymmetric alignments. In order to obtain
the symmetrical word alignments, these approaches
symmetrize the alignments in both forward and re-
verse directions using a symmetrization heuristic
called grow-diag-final-and (Och, 2003). Starting
with the intersection alignment points that occur in
both of the two directional alignments, grow-diag-
final-and expands the alignment in the union of

1http://www.statmt.org/moses/giza/GIZA++.html
2https://github.com/clab/fast align
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the alignment in either of the two directional align-
ments. Although it has been shown to be most ef-
fective for phrase extraction for phrased-based SMT
(Wu and Wang, 2007), there lacks a principled ex-
planation.

Recently, development in mining large parallel
patent or document collections increase the needs
in fast methods for word alignment. Besides, in
the real scenario of Computer Assisted Translation
(CAT) (Kay, 1997), in conjunction with SMT system
(Farajian et al., 2014) for translation or post-editing
(reference) (Guerberof, 2009), real-time word align-
ment methods become necessary.

In this paper, we propose a novel method based
on the use of F-measure for symmetrization of word
alignment, at the same time which can be regarded
as an real-time word alignment approach. We jus-
tify this approach with mathematical principles. The
paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we dis-
cuss the motivation. In Section 3, we summarize
the related work like Viterbi alignment and inver-
sion transduction grammar. In Section 4, we formu-
late our method and give a mathematical justifica-
tion. The Section 5 reports experiments and results.
Finally, we give some conclusion and points for the
future research.

2 Motivation

There exist several purposes that drive us to intro-
duce such a new method which differs the previous
approach. Absolutely, time cost is the first our con-
sideration. Consider the case when huge parallel
documents are handed to the computer. It will be
a very interesting question that how to align these
parallel sentences in a large number of documents
while have spent the minimal time. Nowadays, since
most of the public available word aligners are based
on EM algorithm in order to get the global optimal
alignments, the real-time cost of the processing of
word alignment can not be estimated.

Another realistic problem is, in the most real sit-
uation of machine translation task, a bilingual lex-
icon dictionary even longer phrase translation frag-
ments table is given or available, while reusing the
pre-built knowledge base, rather than aligning data
using some machine learning technique to guess the
probable Viterbi alignment again, is a more advis-

able solution to employ a real-time aligner to align
words automatically.

There are also some drawbacks of the previous
approach likes IBM models and their variations. All
these models are based on restricted alignments in
the sense that a source word can be aligned to at
most one target word. This constraint is necessary
to reduce the computational complexity of the mod-
els, but it makes it impossible to align phrase in the
target language (English) such as “a car” to a sin-
gle word in the source language (Japanese/Chinese)
“車/车”. Beside, a variation of IBM model 2 was
used in fast align. It introduces a “tension” to
model the overall accordance of word orders, but it
has proved by (Ding et al., 2015) that it performs
not well when applied to the very distinct language
pairs, e.g., English and Japanese.

3 Related Work

3.1 Viterbi alignment and symmetrization
The basic idea of the previous approaches is to de-
velop a model treating the word alignment as a hid-
den variables (Och, 2003), by applying some sta-
tistical estimation theory to obtain the most possi-
ble/Viterbi alignments. The problem of translation
can be defined as:

Pr(fJ
1 |eI1) =

∑
aJ1

Pr(fJ
1 , a

J
1 |eI1) (1)

Here we use the symbol Pr(·) to denote general
probability distributions. aJ1 is a “hidden” alignment
which is mapping from a source position j to a tar-
get position aj . It is always possible to find a best
alignment by maximizing the likelihood on the given
parallel training corpus.

âJ1 = argmaxaJ1Pr(fJ
1 , a

J
1 |eI1) (2)

Since Viterbi alignment model is based on condi-
tional probabilities, it only returns one directional
alignment in each direction (F → E and vice-
versa). In other words, this process is asymmetric.
The complementary part of Viterbi alignment model
before phrase extraction is grow-diag-final-and, in
which the symmetrical word alignments are gener-
ated using simple growing heuristics. Given two sets
of alignments âJ1 and b̂J1 , in order to increase the
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Figure 1: Alignments representations using ITG and bi-
partite graph. None of the structure contains cycles. The
Japanese phrase 備中 国 に 生まれ means born in bic-
chu province in English.

quality of the alignments, they combine âJ1 and b̂J1
into one alignment matrix A using grow-diag-final-
and algorithm.

A widely used approach to get word alignments is
estimating the alignment using IBM models because
word alignments are the by-production of estimating
lexicon translation probabilities. However, this gen-
erative story looks like a “chicken or the egg” prob-
lem. On the one hand, given alignments with proba-
bilities it is possible to compute translation probabil-
ities. On the other hand, if knowing which words are
a probable translation of another one makes it possi-
ble to guess which alignment is probable and which
one is improbable.

3.2 ITG-based word alignment
Since the search space of word alignment will grow
exponentially with the length of source and target
sentences (Brown et al., 1993), Wu (1997) pro-
posed an approach to constraining the search space
for word alignment, namely inversion transduction
grammars (ITG). Generally, ITG is a family of
grammars in which the right part of the rule is ei-
ther two non-terminals or a terminal sequence. ITG
is a special case of synchronous context-free gram-
mar, also called Bracketing Transduction Grammar
(BTG). There are three simple generation rules, S
(straight), I (inverted) and terminal (T ).

S : γ → [XY ] (3)

I : γ →< XY > (4)

T : γ → w = (s, t) (5)

The algorithm used by (Wu, 1997) synchronously
parses the source and the target sentence to build

a synchronous parse tree. This ITG tree indicates
the same underlying structure but the ordering of
constituents may be different. Due to its simplicity
and effectiveness of modelling bilingual correspon-
dence, ITG can be used to model the bilingual sen-
tences in very distinct ordering. In fact, an ITG-style
Tree is a bitree consists of one tree in the source side
and another tree in the target side (see Figure 1.a),
here, two trees are compressed as a single tree. Be-
sides, an ITG-style Tree is also able to be displayed
in a soft alignment matrix (see Figure 2) with the
representation of bipartite graph (see Figure 1.b) .

3.3 Hierarchical sub-sentential alignment

Hierarchical sub-sentential alignment (HSSA) is
yet another alignment approach, introduced by
(Lardilleux et al., 2012). This method does not
rely on the EM algorithm as other alignment mod-
els. With a recursive binary segmentation process of
searching the segment point in a soft alignment ma-
trix (as Figure 2) between a source sentence and its
corresponding target sentence, this approach aims to
minimize Ncut score (Zha et al., 2001), which can
yield acceptable and accurate 1-to-many or many-
to-1 word alignments.

In order to build soft alignment matrices be-
fore the step of aligning words, Lardilleux et al.
(2012) employed Anymalign3 to obtain the pre-
pared translation table of lexicon translation prob-
abilities. Since the training times and the quality of
translation table changed considerably depending on
the timeouts for Anymalign, an easy and fair com-
parison to state-of-the-art approaches is difficult.

Given the grey-scale graph of soft alignment, Hi-
erarchical Sub-sentential Alignment (hereafter re-
ferred to as HSSA) approach takes all cells in the
soft alignment matrix into consideration and seeks
the precise criterion for a good partition same as im-
age segmentation. It makes use of a popular modern
clustering algorithm called normalized cuts (Zha et
al., 2001; Shi and Malik, 2000), i.e., spectral cluster-
ing, or Ncut for short, to binary segment the matrix
recursively.

In the following section, we will refine the pro-
posal of hierarchical sub-sentential alignment. We
will not use the notion of Ncut, so as to give a sim-

3https://anymalign.limsi.fr/
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=

s
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i ,...,s

m
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(X ,Ȳ )

Inverted
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Figure 2: Translation strengths on a logarithmic scale in a English-Japanese sentence pair matrix as a grey graph.

ple and convincing justification using F-measure for
this symmetrical word alignment approach.

4 Proposed Method

4.1 Soft alignment matrices

We propose to regard the alignment associations be-
tween a source sentence S and a target word T as
a contingency matrix (Matusov et al., 2004; Moore,
2005) as in Figure 2, noted as M(I, J), in which I
is the length of source sentence in words and J for
target side. We define a function w which measur-
ing the strength of the translation link between any
source and target pair of words (si, tj). The sym-
metric alignment between word si and tj presents
a greyed cell (i, j) in this matrix. In this paper,
the score w(si, tj) is defined as the geometric mean
of the bidirectional lexical translation probabilities
p(si|tj) and p(tj |si). For a given sub-sentential
alignment A(X,Y ) ⊆ I × J , we define the weight
of this alignment W(X,Y) as the summation of asso-
ciation scores between each source and target words
of a block (X,Y ) in such a matrix.

W (X,Y ) =
∑
s∈X

∑
t∈Y

w(s, t) (6)

Since we have to calculate all cells in the block
(X,Y ), the time complexity here is in O(I × J).

4.2 Reformulation: from Ncut to F-measure
Ncut can be computed as the following formula
same as in (Zha et al., 2001), :

Ncut(X,Y ) = cut(X ,Y )

cut(X ,Y )+2×W (X ,Y )
+ cut(X ,Y )

cut(X ,Y )+2×W (X ,Y )

cut(X,Y ) = W (X,Y ) +W (X,Y ) (7)

Actually, minimizing Ncut(X,Y ) is equivalent
to maximizing the arithmetic mean of the F-measure
(also called F-score) of X relatively to Y and X̄ rel-
atively to Ȳ . It can be derived as following. In gen-
eral, F1-measure (Kim et al., 1999) of block (X,Y )
is defined as the harmonic mean of precision P and
recall R:

1

F1(X,Y )
=

1

2
× (

1

P (X,Y )
+

1

R(X,Y )
) (8)

To interpret sentence pair matrices as contingency
matrices, it suffices to read trans- lation strengths
as reflecting the contribution of a source word to a
target word and reciprocally. With this interpreta-
tion, the precision (P ) and the recall (R) for two
sub-parts of the source and the target sentences can
easily be expressed using the sum of all the transla-
tion strengths inside a block. These two measures
can thus be defined as following Equations.

P (X,Y ) =
W (X,Y )

W (X,Y ) +W (X,Y )
(9)

R(X,Y ) =
W (X,Y )

W (X,Y ) +W (X,Y )
(10)
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Now, it suffices to replace precision and recall by
their values in terms of cut to derive the following
formula.

1

F1(X,Y )
= 1

2
× (W (X ,Y )+W (X ,Y )

W (X ,Y )
+ W (X ,Y )+W (X ,Y )

W (X ,Y )
)

(11)

= 2×W (X ,Y )+W (X ,Y )+W (X ,Y )

2×W (X ,Y )
(12)

= 2×W (X ,Y )+cut(X ,Y )

2×W (X ,Y )
(13)

By using Equation 13 and Equation 7, for (X,Y ),
we obtain:

F1(X,Y )= 1− W (X ,Y )+W (X ,Y )

2×W (X ,Y )+W (X ,Y )+W (X ,Y )

(14)

= 1−Ncutleft(X,Y ) (15)

In a contingency matrix, where balanced F1-score
can be used regularly for binary classification, es-
pecially on the scenario of binary segmentation of
bilingual sentence pair under the ITG framework.
With this interpretation, for the straight case of ITG,
we can get the F1-score for the remaining block
(X,Y ) as,

F1(X,Y ) = 1−Ncutright(X,Y ) (16)

Absolutely, an equivalent way of writing is:

Ncut(X,Y ) = 2× [1− F1(X ,Y )+F1(X ,Y )
2 ] (17)

To summarize, minimizing Ncut equals finding
the best point with the maximum value in the ma-
trix of arithmetic means of F1-score. This in fact
makes sense intuitively if we look for the best possi-
ble way for parts of the source and target sentences
to correspond. These parts should cover one another
in both directions as much as possible, that is to say,
they should exhibit the best recall and precision at
the same time.

4.3 Reducing time complexity
In order to reduce the time complexity in calculate
the value of W(X ,Y ), we make use of a specialized
data structure for fast computation. For each given
sentence pair, a summed area table (SAT) was cre-
ated for fast calculating the summation of cells in the

corresponding soft alignment matrix M(I, J). The
preprocessing step is to build a new (I + 1, J + 1)
matrix M′, where each entry is the sum of the sub-
matrix to the upper-left of that entry. Any arbitrary
sub-matrix sum can be calculated by looking up and
mixing only 4 entries in the SAT.

Assume X,Y starts from point (i0, j0), where
X, X̄ and Y, Ȳ are splitting at i1 and j1 separately.
We have,

W (X,Y ) =
∑

i0 < i < i1
j0 < j < j1

w(i, j)

=M′(i1, j1)−M′(i0, j1)
−M′(i1, j0) +M′(i0, j0)

Time complexity here is reduced from O(I × J) to
O(1) when calculating the summation of cells in the
block of X,Y , and similar to the remaining. Due to
data sparsity, a simple Laplace smoothing was used
here to handle the unseen alignments with a very
small smoothing parameter α = 10−7.

5 Experiments

5.1 Alignment Experiments
We evaluate the performance of our proposed meth-
ods. We conduct the experiments on KFTT cor-
pus4, in which applied Japanese-to-English word
alignment. We report the performance of various
alignment approach in terms of precision, recall and
alignment error rate (AER) as (Och, 2003) defined.
The quality of an alignment A = {(j, aj)|aj > 0} is
then computed by appropriately redefined precision
and recall measures:

Recall =
|A ∩ S|
|S| , P recision =

|A ∩ P |
|P | , S ⊆ P

(18)
and the following alignment error rate:

AER(S, P ;A) = 1− |A ∩ S|+ |A ∩ P |
|A|+ |S| (19)

The details are shown in Table 1. Figure 3 plots
the average run-time of the currently available align-
ment approaches as a function of the number of in-
put English-French sentence pairs. The HSSA ap-
proach is far more efficient. In total, aligning the

4http://www.phontron.com/kftt/index.html
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# MatchRef Prec Rec AER
Ref 33,377
GIZA++ + GDFA 31,342 18,641 59.48 55.85 42.39
fast align + GDFA 25,368 14,076 55.49 42.17 52.08
GIZA++ + HSSA 43,257 15,209 35.16 45.57 60.31
fast align + HSSA 43,070 14,950 34.71 44.79 60.89

Table 1: Word alignments comparison on Japanese-English data in terms of matches number, precision, recall and
alignment error rate (AER). GDFA: an abbreviation of grow-diag-final-and. HSSA: an abbreviation of hierarchical
sub-sentential alignment.

fast_align  +  grow-diag-final-and

GIZA++  +  grow-diag-final-and

Figure 3: Comparison of alignments output by various tools. The test sentence pair is sampled from KFTT corpus. We
fed HSSA with the lexical translation table relying on the output of GIZA++. In this example, our proposed approach
(GIZA++ + HSSA) generates a better alignment than GIZA++ + GDFA or fast align + GDFA.
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Figure 4: Average word alignment run-time (in seconds)
as a function of the size of a corpus (in sentence pairs).
Remember that, given the lexical translation probabili-
ties, HSSA runs only in one iteration.

10K sentence pairs in the corpus completed in nearly
20 second with the HSSA approach but required
more time with the other EM-based approaches.

In Table 1, Precision of our proposed approach
are lower than baseline system, but Recall are bet-
ter than fast align + GDFA. However, it has
been proved (Fraser and Marcu, 2007; Ganchev et
al., 2008) that AER does not imply a better transla-
tion accuracy (see Table 3).

5.2 Translation Experiments

In this section, we first describe the data used in
our experiments. We then perform to extract the
lexical translation probabilities. Finally, we con-
duct translation experiments using both the baseline
system (GIZA++) and the system using HSSA ap-
proach combined with to show, given a reliable lex-
ical translation table for soft alignment matrix, the
effectiveness of our proposed integrated system. We
also investigate the time cost and the influence on
the SMT frameworks.

In order to evaluate the proposed method, we
conducted translation experiments on two corpora:
Europarl Corpus and KFTT corpus. For English-
Japanese (en-ja) and Japanese-English (ja-en), we
evaluated on the KFTT corpus. For English-Finnish
(en-fi), Spanish-Portuguese (es-pt) and English-
French (en-fr), we measure the translation metrics

Train Tune Test
Europarl v7 183K 1K 2K
KFTT 330K 1.2K 1.2K

Table 2: Statistics on the parallel corpus used in the ex-
periments (K=1,000 lines).

on Europarl Corpus v75. The baseline systems are
using GIZA++ to train as generally.

In our experiments, standard phrase-based statis-
tical machine translation systems were built by using
the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007), Minimum
Error Rate Training (Och, 2003), and the KenLM
language model (Heafield, 2011). Default training
pipeline for phrase-based SMT in is adopt with de-
fault distortion-limit 6. For the evaluation of ma-
chine translation quality, some standard automatic
evaluation metrics have been used, like BLEU (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002), NIST (Doddington, 2002) and
RIBES (Isozaki et al., 2010) in all experiments.
When compared with the baseline system (GIZA++
+ GDFA), there is no significant difference on the
final results of machine translation between using
the alignments output by the proposed approach and
GIZA++.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied an ITG-based bilingual
word alignment method which recursively segments
the sentence pair on the basis of a soft alignment ma-
trix. There are several advantages in our proposed
method. Firstly, when combining the proposed
method with word association probabilities (lexical
translation table), it is more reasonable to obtain
symmetrical alignments using the proposed method
rather than grow-diag-final-and. In other words,
this method provides an alternative to grow-diag-
final-and for symmetrization of word alignments. It
achieves a similar speed compared to the simplest
IBM model 1. Second, HSSA points a new way to
real-time word alignment. For the tasks of process-
ing same domain document, HSSA makes it possi-
ble to reuse the pre-built crossing-language informa-
tion, likes bilingual lexical translation table. In our
experiment, it has demonstrated that our proposed
method achieves comparable accuracies compared

5http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
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Figure 5: Our proposed approach starts from alignment associations with some probabilities, which is different from
the standard phrase-based SMT pipeline.

BLEU NIST TER WER RIBES

en-fr

GIZA++ + GDFA 54.40 9.483 34.37 30.19 91.22
GIZA++ + HSSA 54.42 9.542 34.07 30.08 91.25
fast align + GDFA 54.10 9.438 34.63 30.45 91.14
fast align + HSSA 54.05† 9.417 34.72 30.58 91.11

es-pt

GIZA++ + GDFA 49.34 9.182 35.97 31.74 90.62
GIZA++ + HSSA 49.32 8.980 36.99 32.44 90.30
fast align + GDFA 49.70 92.06 35.46 31.30 90.79
fast align + HSSA 49.51 9.203 35.59 31.38 90.79

en-fi

GIZA++ + GDFA 36.61 6.608 47.08 41.36 87.03
GIZA++ + HSSA 35.15‡ 6.448 47.71 42.18 86.60
fast align + GDFA 36.11 6.669 46.69 41.29 87.01
fast align + HSSA 35.88† 6.492 47.32 41.69 86.75

en-ja

GIZA++ + GDFA 21.59 5.632 74.12 74.99 68.10
GIZA++ + HSSA 21.22 5.585 74.26 73.30 67.84
fast align + GDFA 20.80‡ 5.592 74.50 74.33 68.13
fast align + HSSA 21.23 5.590 74.35 75.48 68.01

ja-en

GIZA++ + GDFA 18.78 5.730 71.25 68.30 65.87
GIZA++ + HSSA 18.38 5.659 70.61 68.40 65.53
fast align + GDFA 18.23 5.628 71.26 68.01 65.25
fast align + HSSA 18.24 5.659 70.61 68.27 65.46

Table 3: Comparison of translation results using various configurations, GIZA++ or fast align with grow-diag-
final-and (GDFA) or hierarchical subsentential alignment (HSSA). Bold surfaces indicate the best BlEU score in each
group. No significant difference between directly GIZA++ + GDFA with our proposed method except en-fi. Statistical
significantly difference in BLEU score at ‡: p < 0.01 and †: p < 0.05 compared with GIZA++ + GDFA.
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with a state-of-the-art baseline. Finally, compared
with original HSSA, the advantages of our imple-
mentation includes well-formulated, shorter compu-
tation times spent, armed with smoothing technique.

For future work, we think of designing a beam-
search variation to make it possible to generate sev-
eral parsing derivations during recursive segmenta-
tion. This will allow us to investigate recombina-
tions of different derivations in order to obtain more
possible alignments.
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Abstract

Reading of news articles can trigger emotional
reactions from its readers. But comparing
to other genre of text, news articles that are
mainly used to report events, lack emotion
linked words and other features for emotion
classification. In this paper, we propose an
event anchor based method for emotion classi-
fication for news articles. Firstly, we build an
emotion linked news corpus through crowd-
sourcing. Then we propose a CRF based
event anchor extraction method to identify
event related anchor words that can poten-
tially trigger emotions. These anchor words
are then used as features to train a classifier
for emotion classification. Experiment shows
that our proposed anchor word based method
achieves comparable performance to bag-of-
word based method and it also performs bet-
ter than emotion lexicon features. Combining
anchor words with bag-of-words can increase
the performance by 7.0% under weighted F-
score. Evaluation on the SemEval 2007 news
headlines task shows that our method outper-
forms most of other methods.

1 Introduction

Emotion classification from text, an extension of
sentiment analysis, aims at assigning emotional la-
bels to a given text. It has wide applications such
as customer review (Pang et al., 2002), emotion
based recommendation (Cambria et al., 2011), emo-
tional human-computer interaction (Hollinger et al.,
2006), eLearning (Rodriguez et al., 2012), etc. It
is also important to understand reader’s emotion re-
actions for reading news articles as they may trigger

emotionally charged reactions which may lead to se-
rious social and political consequences. However,
news articles are normally used to describe recent
events. To maintain objectivity, writers normally
avoid using subjectivity and emotion-linked words.
Thus, current works on emotion analysis, which use
more social media type of text, would not work well
for news text.

Generally speaking, emotion classification can be
done either at document level or at sentence level. In
this paper, we focus on document level emotion clas-
sification for news articles. Due to the nature of new
articles, we need to address two main issues: 1) How
to obtain sufficiently high quality labeled news cor-
pus for training and prediction; and 2) How to iden-
tify suitable features for this genre of text. To ad-
dress the first issue, we make use of the crowdsourc-
ing method to obtain labeled data for a set of news
articles provided in ACE 2005 (Walker et al., 2006)
and through appropriate filtering, to obtain a reason-
ably good emotion-labeled corpus. To address the
second issue, we first investigate the commonly used
features for emotion prediction, including N-gram,
Part-Of-Speech (POS), and emotion lexicons (Lin
et al., 2007). However, these features, suited for
sentence level classification, seem to be noisy for
document level classification. Since news articles
mainly describe a specific event and based on psy-
chological studies that event can trigger emotions
(Cacioppo and Gardner, 1999), we further explore
event related features for emotion classification. Our
hypothesis is that for news articles, a specific set of
event linked anchor words can trigger emotions of
readers and are therefore more important than most
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of the other words which may not have relations to
emotions. Here the anchor word means the keyword
of an event, such as ”die”, ”accident”, ”bomb”,
etc. Our proposed approach identifies event anchor
words and use them as features for emotion classi-
fication. The main steps involved in event anchor
word extraction involves three steps: First, we make
use of the ACE 2005 data as our raw source cor-
pus where event information was already annotated
and crowdsourcing is used to obtain emotion linked
labels for the news articles. Second, we use the an-
notated event information to train a CRF model for
event anchor words extraction. Last, the extracted
event anchor words can then be used as features to
train a classifier for emotion prediction. This is dif-
ferent from lexicon based method because lexicon
based method relies on externally prepared knowl-
edge. In contrast, anchor words are automatically
extracted from training data to be used as features.
The main contributions of this work include:

1. The construction of an important annotated re-
source for event based emotion analysis based
on ACE 2005 English news articles which can
be made available to the research community.

2. The identification of more suitable features
for document level emotion classification of
news articles without emotion lexicon, and a
feasible feature extraction method, which can
also be used by other event based applications.
The proposed features are more effective than
emotion lexicon features and can improve the
performance when combined with the bag-of-
word features.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 discusses related works for emotion classifi-
cation. Section 3 introduces the construction of the
annotated corpus as a training data resource. Sec-
tion 4 presents our event anchor word extraction and
emotion analysis framework. Section 5 gives perfor-
mance evaluation. The conclusion and future work
are summarized in section 6.

2 Related Works

Any method on emotion analysis must rely on an
emotion model to provide a framework for emo-
tion classification. Emotion models can be char-
acterized as discrete models and coordinate based

models. Discrete models include the most com-
monly used six emotions (Ekman, 1993), the eight
emotion model (Plutchik, 1980), Ortonys 22 emo-
tions (Ortony, 1990), and Xu’s seven emotion mod-
els (Xu and Lin, 2008), etc. Dimension based
models include evaluation-activation based mod-
els (Whissell, 1989) and valence-arousal based mod-
els (Russell, 1980; Mehrabian, 1996; Wang et al.,
2015), which is widely used for emotion classifica-
tion. When using dimension based models, emotion
prediction becomes a regression problem to predict
the values in the two axis (Wu et al., 2013). When
using discrete models, emotion prediction becomes
a multi-class classification problem, which is the
most commonly used methods in literature. This two
representation methods are well compared in (Calvo
and Mac Kim, 2013).

One of the problems that hinder emotion analysis
is the lack of training data. Annotated emotion cor-
pus is relative scarce compared to other NLP tasks.
Manually labeled emotion corpora include SemEval
2007 for news headlines (Strapparava and Mihal-
cea, 2007), RenCECps for blogs in both sentence
and document levels (Quan and Ren, 2009), and
NLP&CC 2013 for Chinese microblogs. Because
of the rapid development of social networks, many
studies also try to automatically construct emotion
corpus from the web using reader added emotion
tags as labels. Lin crawled a news article corpus
based on the emotion related tags by readers from
Yahoo!s news (Lin et al., 2007). Hashtags, emoti-
cons, and emoji characters are also used as naturally
annotated labels to construct large emotion corpus
from social media (Bandhakavi et al., 2014; Mo-
hammad et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2012). However,
these naturally annotated labels often contain noise.
A recent trend is to make use of crowdsourcing to
obtain annotated data. Crowdsourcing can be re-
liable if some control strategies are properly used.
Example of resources obtained by crowdsourcing in-
clude lexicons constructed by Hutto (2013) and Mo-
hammad (2013).

Emotion classification can be categorized into
1) rule based methods and machine learning based
methods. As an example of rule based systems,
the work by Chaumartin (2007) uses a set of hand
crafted rules based on common knowledge to an-
alyze the emotions of news headlines. In another
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system, Strapparava (2008) represents each emo-
tion and text using latent semantic analysis (LSA)
and analyzes the corresponding emotion based on
the similarity between the text and the correspond-
ing emotions. Machine learning based methods, on
the other hand, heavily rely on the availability of
training data as well as good feature selection meth-
ods. Mohammad shows that the combined using of
emotion lexicon and N-gram features is more effec-
tive than N-gram feature only (Mohammad, 2012).
Quan makes use of emotional words based features
and tries to apply them to different classifiers such
as SVM, Naive Bayes, and decision trees for sen-
tence level blog emotion classification (Quan and
Ren, 2009). Based on word embedding, Chen uses
a sentence vector in combination with ML-KNN for
microblog data (Chen et al., 2014). Inspired by Po-
ria (2014) that uses dependency features and CRF
model, a segment-based method is proposed to ex-
tract sentence segments using dependency trees and
the semi-CRF model is used to label emotions of
all the segments, and then the log linear model is
used to infer the final emotion of the whole sen-
tence (Wang, 2014). Similar idea is adopted by Wen
(2014) where the data mining technique class se-
quential rules (CSR) mining is used to analyze the
emotion of the whole microblog containing several
sentences.

Based on psychological studies that events can
trigger emotions (Cacioppo and Gardner, 1999),
many studies propose event based emotion predic-
tion methods. Tokuhisa extracts events that can
trigger emotions from the web based on emotion
words and uses k-NN to predict new text for di-
alogs (Tokuhisa et al., 2008). Extending from
Tokuhisa (2008), Vu constructs an event corpus by
first defining a set of seed events and then extends
it using boot-strapping (Vu et al., 2014). Lee builds
an emotion linked event corpus from Chinese sto-
ries (Lee et al., 2014). Li proposes a system to de-
tect and extract the cause event in microblogs, and
uses these events as features to train a classifier for
emotion prediction in microblogs (Li et al., 2014).

3 Corpus Construction

In order to serve the objective of our work for event
based emotion prediction on news articles, we need

to first prepare an appropriate training data which
is currently not available. With consideration of re-
sources, we choose to use the crowsourcing platform
to annotate the data.

3.1 Data Source

The raw data comes from the Automatic Content Ex-
traction 2005 (ACE 2005), a complete set of multi-
language training data for the ACE 2005 evaluation
(Walker et al., 2006). In this work, we only use
the English collection of Automatic Content Extrac-
tion 2005 (ACE 2005)1 which contains 754 English
texts collected from newswire (18.57%), broadcast
news (39.79%), broadcast conversation (9.15%),
web log (18.30%), UseNet newsgroups/discussion
forum (8.22%), and conversational telephone speech
(5.97%). Though not all of these texts are news ar-
ticles, they are all descriptions about events, consis-
tent for our event based emotion analysis for news
articles. So we simply name this set of the data as
the news articles in the rest of this paper.

The news articles dataset was originally created
by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) prepared
for event identification. The news articles dataset al-
ready have annotated event related information such
as the anchor words for events, event types and event
subtypes. For example, in the below sentence, 114
people were wounded in Tues-day’s southern Philip-
pines airport, it contains an event about injury. The
event anchor word is ”wounded” while the event
type and subtype are ”Life” and ”Injure” corre-
spondingly. This dataset is quite appropriate to serve
as the training data for our work because it is highly
related with event description. However, there is no
emotion related annotation that can be used directly
as training data for emotion analysis.

3.2 Data Annotation

In order to use this collection as training data, we
need to identify the emotion associated with each ar-
ticle. For annotation, we choose the most commonly
used emotion model (Ekman, 1993), which includes
six discrete emotion labels: anger, disgust, fear, joy,
sadness, and surprise, respectively. We also add the
category, neutral, to be used for those articles which
may not trigger any emotion. This label is partic-

1http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/ace/2005/
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ularly suitable for news articles. Naturally, differ-
ent people may have different emotions even when
reading the same text. Therefore, to eliminate bias
by a single crowdsourcing contributor, we request
each article to be annotated by 5 contributors. Ob-
viously, there may be different labels given by dif-
ferent annotators. The principle is to use the major-
ity as the label for each article. If the result has no
majority, the filtering process after crowdsourcing is
initiated. The annotation platform used is Crowd-
Flower2. To ensure quality of annotation, a qual-
ity control (QC) mechanism is included in Crowd-
Flower to prevent people from randomly labeling the
text (and also possibly eliminate people who have
low English proficiency). Inspired by Hutto (2014),
the QC process is conducted through a four step pro-
cess as described below:

1. A subset H of eight articles are labeled by the
research team as the ground truth for QC pur-
pose. We asked 3 persons in the research team
to serve as experts to annotate a selected set of
articles independently. The articles which re-
ceived the same labels by all three people are
used as the ground truth for future usage.

2. We choose a subset Ht (6 articles) from H as
quality test data and the contributors who cor-
rectly labelled 80% in Ht are qualified for fu-
ture batches of work. Here correctness means
the label given by the contributor is the same as
the ground truth.

3. In the real annotation tasks, we randomly pick
one instance from H in every batch of 6 articles
to test whether they are doing random labeling.
Results by those who wrongly labeled the test
instances are discarded and the person will not
be given new tasks. Even though this added re-
dundancy costs more for annotation, it gives us
more assurance of the quality of acquired data.

4. After completing the annotation for each arti-
cle, the annotators are asked to briefly give ra-
tionales for their choice of label. We randomly
check the written responses to ensure that the
contributors are not making random choices.

2http://www.crowdflower.com/

Type Pattern %(Number) Non-Neutral

1 5,0,0,0,0 3.18%(24) 1.59%(12)
2 4,1,0,0,0 11.14%(84) 6.23%(47)
3 3,2,0,0,0 9.81%(74) 6.63%(50)
4 3,1,1,0,0 22.68%(171) 15.78%(119)
5 2,2,1,0,0 22.81%(172) 10.08%(76)
6 2,1,1,1,0 26.13%(197) 20.42%(154)
7 1,1,1,1,1 4.24%(32) -

Sum 100.00%(754) 60.74%(458)

Fleiss Kappa 0.212

Table 1: Crowdsourcing based annotation result

Table 1 shows the distribution of the seven types
of patterns in the annotation result (including the ar-
ticles in H. Different annotators may give the same
article different labels. The first pattern (5,0,0,0,0)
means that all five annotators gives an identical emo-
tion label. The second pattern (4,1,0,0,0) means 4
people give the same label whereas one person gives
a different label. The pattern (1,1,1,1,1) means that
every annotator give it a different emotion label. The
labels for text in H are also refined through the la-
bels given by the contributors. The 3rd column in
Table 1 shows the distribution percentage (%) and
total articles number (Number) and the last column
shows the percentage for data that have one major
label and falls into the non-neutral categories. Out
of the 7 possible patterns, only 3.18% of data falls
into Type 1, the best scenario where the same label
is given by all annotators. In Type 7, everyone gives
a different label and 4.24%( 32 articles) of data falls
into this category.

We use Fleiss Kappa value to evaluate the consis-
tence between different contributors and the value
of 0.212 indicates a fair agreement. The relatively
low value of Fleiss Kappa indicates the difficulty in
emotion annotation because emotions is very subjec-
tive depends a lot on the annotators. This is partic-
ularly true for event linked emotions as they can be
dependent on the annotators’ background and pref-
erences such as religions, political stands, etc. Since
emotion classification is naturally multilabeled and
personal variations are also natural, we consider the
data quality is reasonably good. However, for train-
ing purpose, we further filter the data and only re-
tain those which have a major shared emotion. We
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consider five of the patterns to have a major shared
emotion including Type 1 to Type 4 and type 6. If
the major label is the neutral label, however, the data
will be removed. In other words, only the articles
that has non-neutral labels are used as training data.
In fact, in our data, 22.28% percent of annotated data
falls into the neutral class which is only natural for
news type of text. Obviously, this is very different
for text from social media. The Type 5 pattern in-
dicates two major emotion labels with equal num-
bers. Only if one of the major labels is neutral, the
data is retained. Finally, we obtain 458 (60.74% of
754) articles with an improved Fleiss Kappa value of
0.214 (fair agreement), which is slightly better than
the original 754. The distribution of the 6 emotion
classes for the 458 articles are listed in Table 2. Note
that the ratio of the largest set to the smallest set is
about 3.2. Compare to other genre of text, the train-
ing data is not so skewed as the emotion labels in
social media based corpus (Chen et al., 2014). To
support research in emotion analysis. We make the
annotated data available.3

Major emotion Number Percentage%

Fear 41 9.0
Sadness 114 24.9
Disgust 36 7.9
Surprise 115 25.1
Anger 61 13.3
Joy 91 19.9
Sum 458 100.00

Table 2: Emotion distribution of obtained data

4 Our Proposed Method

Our method for classification consists of two parts:
the first part is anchor word extraction and the sec-
ond part is the appropriate classification method for
emotion classification.

4.1 Anchor Word Extraction

Many emotion prediction methods use NLP related
features such as N-gram, POS tags, and position in-
formation of lexical sequences because they can be
easily extracted to train classifiers. The ACE 2005
data contains many annotated latent information can

3https://github.com/MingleiLI/ACE2005 emotion corpus

potentially be useful for event identification. The
annotated data in ACE 2005 at the summarization
level includes topic, event type, event subtype, and
event anchor word, etc. However, without appropri-
ate method to extract latent information for testing
data, they cannot be used. Because of this reason,
other than lexical features which we can extract us-
ing NLP tools, most of the annotation information
in ACE 2005 are not used as it is difficult to auto-
matically infer event related summary information.
We choose to focus our attention on extract event
anchor words (anchors for short) as our features be-
cause they are easier to extract. Generally speaking
we can consider event anchor word extraction as a
kind of keyword extraction. The only difference is
that the keyword here is linked to certain event (in-
dicated by actions), and thus events provide the cues
to identify the corresponding anchors.

Problem definition: Given a text sequence, X =
{x1, x2, . . . , xn} where xi is a corresponding word
and n is the number of words in X . Our goal is to
find one or more words xj , . . . , xk used to describe
the event in X . This problem can be converted into
a sequential labeling problem. The objective of se-
quential labeling is to find the corresponding label
sequence Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yn} where yi ∈ {0, 1};
0 means not an anchor word; 1 otherwise. As this
is a typical sequential labeling problem, the Condi-
tional Random Field (CRF) algorithm can be used
for anchor word extraction, the same method used
by Zhang for keyword extraction (Zhang, 2008).
The most important performance issue for CRF is
feature construction. In our algorithm, we consider
a context window of 2 on both sides of an anchor.
Since we can easily use NLP tools to identify POS
tags, features considered for anchor words include
both the context words and their POS tags. The CRF
model is trained using our 754 news articles which
already contain the anchor annotation.

4.2 Classifier for Emotion Classification

Popularly used supervised machine learning meth-
ods for classification include Nave Bayes, k-NN,
SVM, random forest, etc.. Study by (Fernandez-
Delgado et al., 2014) shows that, among the re-
viewed 179 classifiers, random forest achieves the
best result, closely followed by SVM. Since this
work focuses on the effectiveness of our proposed
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features rather than a classifier, we simply choose
SVM as our classifier because it is widely used for
multiclass classification. We further adopt the one-
vs-all strategy for multiclass classification.

4.3 Features Used for Emotion Classification

To train an emotion classifier, we investigate the fol-
lowing features which are potentially useful. All
features are considered using a context window of
5. In addition to an anchor word, the 2 words on
each side of the anchor are included.

1. F1: Frequency of anchors - Occurrences of
an identified anchor word in an article.

2. F2: Word similarity - Similarity between an-
chors and all the other words in the article. The
motivation is if more words with similar mean-
ing occur, the emotion tendency is more ap-
parent. Similarity calculation is based on Lin’s
similarity module of WordNet, which is based
on information content (Pedersen et al., 2004).

3. F3: Frequency of POS tag of anchors - Oc-
currences of POS tags of anchors.

4. F4: Frequency of POS tag of context - Oc-
currences of POS tag of context words. context
words are not used because our training dataset
is small.

Based on the above features, we form different fea-
ture sets to evaluate the effectiveness of these fea-
tures and select the best one.

5 Performance Evaluation

Evaluations are conducted for both the event anchor
word extraction and the selection of features in emo-
tion prediction.

5.1 Evaluation on Anchor Word Extraction

Since anchor words are used to identify events, an-
chor word extraction can use all the 754 news ar-
ticles as training data. The Stanford POS tagger is
used for POS tagging4. CRF++5 is used for event
anchor extraction. As the training data is relatively
small, 10-fold, 5-fold and 3-fold cross validation are
conducted to see the effect of data size to anchor ex-
traction performance. Results are shown in Table 3:

4http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
5http://taku910.github.io/crfpp/

Fold num precision recall accuracy F-score

10 82.17 63.50 97.30 71.64
5 82.07 62.17 97.24 70.75
3 81.96 59.86 97.14 69.19

Table 3: Event anchor word extraction result

Table 3 shows that the size of training dataset
does affect performance. However, the difference
is mostly on recall. From 3-fold to 10-fold, the in-
crease in F-score is only little over 2% when the
training data size is increased by about 35%. Close
examination found that the extracted anchors are
very stable. In other words, they are very similar
under similar event types and similar topics. Thus,
they are very good representatives. For example, if
a news text is about injury, it is highly likely that the
text would contain anchor words such as wounded
or injured. Anchor extraction is a special kind of
keyword extraction, yet its performance is much bet-
ter compared to the state-of-art keyword extraction
(Hasan and Ng, 2014) which has F-score of 31.7%
on news articles. In addition, event anchor extrac-
tion is different because general keyword extraction
focuses on extracting only a few keywords for the
whole article while anchor extraction focuses on on
extracting keyword more at the sentence level where
the event is described. Ultimately, we care if the ex-
tracted anchors do serve as good features for emo-
tion classification.

5.2 Evaluation on Emotion Classification

We use LibSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011) as the SVM
tool. Three sets of experiments are conducted. The
first set tests the performance of different anchor
based feature groups in emotion classification. The
second set tests the effectiveness of our selected fea-
tures compared to features used by other methods
for emotion classification. We conduct the third set
of experiments by applying our method to the pub-
licly available dataset used in the SemEval 2007 task
for emotion classification. This dataset is on news
headlines which should also be qualified as event-
based data (Strapparava and Mihalcea, 2007). In the
first set of experiments, we use the 458 news articles
as training and a 10-fold cross validation is used for
testing. Out of the 4 feature presented in Section 4.1
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(F1 to F4), our test plan tries four feature groups to
explore the best feature combination as shown in Ta-
ble 5. In the first feature group (FG1), only anchor
words are used. The other three groups use the ba-
sic anchor words to be combined with an additional
single feature. Table 5 gives the F-score of the 4 fea-

Feature Group F1 F2 F3 F4

FG1 Y
FG2 Y Y
FG3 Y Y
FG4 Y Y

Table 4: Feature combinations

ture groups with details on the performance of each
emotion type. The Weighted F-scores in the last row
is the micro average of individual F-scores.

Emotion FG1 FG2 FG3 FG4

Fear 12.9 21.8 13.8 12.4
Sadness 44.4 36.0 46.0 40.6
Disgust 6.50 3.2 5.3 0.0
Surprise 36.4 31.1 29.5 22.4
Anger 18.8 15.9 19.9 14.5

Joy 30.0 27.0 31.8 30.2
Weighted F-score 30.3 26.5 29.5 24.7

Table 5: Performance of different feature combinations

Table 5 shows that the best feature group is FG1
which takes only anchor text using frequency as the
feature. The POS tags of context words (FG4) is the
noisiest and produces the worst result. The use of
the additional POS tags for anchor words (FG3) does
not give overall better result. Yet, it gives better per-
formance in 3 emotion types. Compared to the other
two features, it is the least noisy because the perfor-
mance degradation is less than 1%. This may be be-
cause frequency information is already used by FG1,
and the frequency of POS tags of anchors are largely
represented. It is interesting to see that context word
does not give overall gain in performance except in
the Fear emotion type. We can generally conclude
that using POS tags do not translate into overall per-
formance improvement. The F2 similarity feature
degrades the performance maybe because this simi-
larity is based on semantic similarity, not emotional
similarity. In conclusion, anchor word as single fea-

ture achieves the best performance and thus we only
use anchor words in the following experiments.

In the second set of experiments, we compare our
event anchor based (EA) features to features used
by other works for emotion classification using news
articles. The features used by other methods include
(1) lexicon feature based method (LF) which simply
use a given emotion lexicon as features; (2) Bag of
word (BOW) (Mohammad, 2012); (3) LF plus BOW
based method (LF+BOW) that combines BOW and
LF by increasing the weight of words that occur in
the emotion lexicon, and (4) feature combination of
event anchor words with BOW (EA+BOW) which
does not use any external knowledge. The lexicon
for LF is from WordNet-Affect (Strapparava and
Valitutti, 2004). The parameters of SVM are the
same for all SVMs used in this experiment. The re-
sult of F-score is shown in Table 6.

Table 6 shows that LF achieves the worst re-
sult which indicates that classification based only
on an externally provided lexicon is not enough for
document level emotion classification. BOW and
EA use training data supplied information without
any external knowledge and achieve much better re-
sult than LF as they are learning based methods.
Our event anchor word based EA method achieves
75.1% better result than lexicon feature and slightly
better performance than BOW based method. In
this experiment, the size of the anchor words is 890,
far smaller than the size of BOW at 13,793. This
indicates that fewer effective features can actually
achieve comparable result. As combined features,
LF+BOW achieves better result than BOW (when
LF in BOW is given more emphasis), which is con-
sistent with the result of (Mohammad, 2012). In
EA+BOW, anchor words in the bag of words are
also given extra weight, and the performance is in-
creased by 2.1% compared to BOW, which trans-
lates to 7.0% improvement over using BOW alone
and also 4.9% improvement over using LF+BOW.
The experiment shows that event anchors are more
effective features than emotion lexicon and bag-of-
words for news article emotion classification. This
validates our assumption that news articles trigger
emotions through specific set of event anchor words.
Just a note that experiments show that increasing the
frequency LF or EA in LF+BOW and EA+BOW by
3 achieves the best result.
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Emotion LF BOW EA LF+
BOW

EA+
BOW

Fear 4.0 20.3 12.9 20.4 18.4
Sadness 17.5 41.5 44.4 39.5 48.5
Disgust 6.5 4.7 6.5 7.3 4.7
Surprise 20.8 28.8 30.4 28.8 30.8
Anger 11.1 24.7 18.8 24.6 30.2

Joy 27.1 35.9 30.1 40.6 32.5
Weighted
F-score 17.3 30.2 30.3 30.8 32.3

Table 6: Results on Crowdsourcing Annotated Data

The third set of experiments are conducted on
the SemEval 2007 data to test the usefulness of our
proposed anchor feature. The SemEval 2007 affec-
tive task contains 1,000 annotated news headlines
for testing and 250 annotated headlines as develop-
ment data (though labelled, but too small to be used
as training data). The dataset is similar in genre al-
though has much less content. In this experiment,
we directly use the event anchor words extracted in
the second set of experiment as the feature set. To
make easy comparison to other methods on the same
dataset, our classifier is trained using the 250 valida-
tion dataset and test on the 1,000 test dataset for both
the EA method and the EA+BOW method. We list
the top three systems in SemEval 2007 labeled by
SWAT, UA and UPAR7. We also compare with the
DepecheMood (DM) method (Staiano and Guerini,
2014) which uses emotion lexicon as simple fea-
tures. Their emotion lexicon contains aroun thirty
seven thousand terms from 25.3K crowd-annotated
news. The performance evaluation in terms of F-
score is shown in Table 7

Emotion SWAT UA UPA
R7 DM BOW EA EA+

BOW

Fear 18.3 20.1 4.7 32 13.4 16.2 13.4
Sadness 17.4 1.8 30.4 40 29.9 35.6 27.9
Disgust 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Surprise 11.8 15.0 2.3 16 6.9 10.6 14.6
Anger 7.1 16.0 3.0 0 0 12.4 12.6
Joy 14.9 4.2 11.9 30 34.5 16.8 37.6
Weighted
F-score 14.5 8.6 11.9 27.1 22.0 18.7 25.0

Table 7: Results on News Headline Data

Table 7 shows that both of our methods
(EA+BOW and EA) perform better than the top
three performers of SemEval 2007 task with a large
margin and BOW performs 17.6% better than EA
news headlines are too short to identify anchor
words. Secondly, the news sources of ACE is dif-
ferent from the news headlines in SemEval 2007.
So the anchor word extracted from ACE may not
cover the news headlines well. EA+BOW, however
performs better (13.6% improvement) than BOW
only, which indicates the usefulness of event an-
chors. However, comparing to the DM method, we
are still behind by about 2.1%. This may be because
we have only 890 anchor words extracted from only
754 news articles and the training data size of our
method is only 250 news headlines, whereas the lex-
icon of DM comes from 25.3K documents and their
lexicon size is 37K.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a novel method to make
use of event anchor words as features for emotion
classification in news articles. The use of event an-
chor words is based on the intuition that a small
set of semantically relevant features should be more
useful than a large set of noisy features. Experi-
mental results show that anchor words are indeed
quite effective. Another contribution of this work
is the establishment of an important annotated re-
source for event based emotion analysis based on the
ACE 2005 English dataset. The first limitation of
this work is that the dataset used to extracted event
anchors is relatively small. The second limitation is
anchor words associated with events may not be suf-
ficient to represent an event as an emotionally linked
event may also be related to other attributes such as
who, when, where, and others. In the future, we can
extend the method on a larger dataset and explore
the use of topics, event types, and other information
to further improve the performance.
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Abstract

This paper investigates how the French second
person pronouns, tu and vous, are acquired by
Korean learners of French. This is specifically
approached from an interlanguage pragmatics
research viewpoint, focusing upon the status of
the learners’ pragmalinguistic and
sociopragmatic knowledge (whether they are
explicit or implicit). It is hypothesized that
Korean learners of French will face difficulties
acquiring vous, but not with tu due to the
similarities between French and Korean second
person pronoun use in requests, mediated by
their implicit/explicit knowledge. Using a
discourse completion task and an error correction
task, the findings support the hypothesis,
showing the interplay between language transfer
and their second language developmental status.
Moreover, this was detectible by using a
combination of tasks which allows pinpointing
of knowledge used. The implications for
explicit/implicit knowledge status in relation to
the use of pragmatic knowledge are discussed
against the degree of control learners have over
tu and vous.

1 Introduction

One has a full understanding of how to be polite in
one’s own language, however when acquiring
another language it is often the case that the first
(L1) and second language (L2) express politeness
norms differently. Furthermore, as politeness is
embedded within a language’s grammar system,
language learners must have the grammatical
competence along with the pragmatic knowhow to
select and use politeness expressions appropriately

in the target language being acquired.
The focus of this article is to investigate the

system of politeness surrounding French tu and
vous, from a Korean learner of French’s

perspective. The acquisition of tu/vous is no easy
matter; syntactically it may be straightforward to
acquire two pronominal forms and use them
grammatically, pragmatically however it is very
difficult as your grammatical competence will not
be much assistance to you in selecting the
appropriate form for the situation you might find
yourself in (to be discussed). Moreover, this may
be compounded by influence from your first
language which may not have the politeness
concepts the target language has, as illustrated by
the below examples (the meanings follow the
English):

1a) Do you know what time it is?
1b) Vous avez l’heure?

You have the time
1c) ø/nuh myutsiinji ah-seyo/-ni?

ø/you what time-INT know-HON Q/non-
HON Q

In addressing someone when making a request, the
English example (1a) shows there are no tu/vous
forms used to indicate politeness, rather politeness
here can be framed via choice of structures (e.g.,
Would you mind telling me… versus the above).
French on the other hand (1b), uses tu/vous to
express politeness according to whom you are
addressing (simplified, tu is ‘friendly’ while vous is
more ‘respectful’ – to be discussed), while Korean
has an alternation between nuh and the null
pronoun (the latter for more polite situations) in
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similar circumstances to French.1
Thus, it appears that in requests, Korean and

French follow similar patterns in that the
pronominal is selected according to the context,
allowing for a strong possibility of observing
Korean L1 influence on Korean learners’ L2
French. Formally, the research question pursued in
this article is thus: will there be positive transfer
from Korean regarding the acquisition of French tu
(i.e., they will use it correctly early on given
similarities with nuh), and negative transfer
regarding the acquisition of vous (i.e., they will use
it incorrectly early on given the parallels drawn
with the Korean null pronoun)? To the best of our
knowledge, studies on the L2 acquisition of tu/vous
in French have been largely restricted to
Anglophone speakers (to be discussed), and there
have yet to be studies involving speakers of Asian
languages with complex politeness systems (e.g.,
Korean) thus filling an obvious gap in the field.

Theoretically, this study fits within the
research program of interlanguage pragmatics
(Bardovi-Harlig, 1999), here specifically focusing
on the pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic
knowledge of learners surrounding tu/vous.
Following the canonical definitions of Leech
(1983) and Thomas (1983), pragmalinguistic
knowledge is concerned with the use of linguistic
forms to produce speech acts, while
sociopragmatic knowledge is concerned with the
appropriate use of those speech acts in context.
Moreover, the investigation involves interlanguage
transfer (in terms of failure; Thomas, 1983) and
considers the conditions that might promote them
(Takahashi, 2000).

In sum, Korean learners of French tu/vous
acquisition necessarily covers both
pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic competence,
as the learner must successfully assess the situation
in order to convey their intended intention in the
L2 using the appropriately selected form, while
dealing with possible language transfer from their
L1 Korean.

1 Korean is more complicated than this, as it is also possible to
use a null pronoun in a ‘tu’ context, as well as a term of
address. The key is that nuh cannot be used for polite terms of
address to a social superior, while there is no overt Korean
counterpart of vous. This will be addressed more with our own
data gathered from native Korean speakers.

2 Politeness in French and Korean

The politeness systems of Korean and French are
vastly different, yet there appears to be similarities
in use surrounding the use of singular second
person pronouns in both languages to express
politeness.2 To be very clear, we do not claim the
systems are the same, and we do not focus on other
areas of politeness (such as terms of address,
honorifics, etc.) – our targeted focus is on the
politeness alternations in singular second person
pronouns.

Drawing from the literature (Gardner-
Chloros, 1991; Peeters, 2004; Liddicoat, 2006;
Coveney, 2010), the basic facts about tu and vous
in French are that they are singular second person
pronouns (vous is also plural). In a simplistic
sense, tu is understood (by language learners at
least) that it is used in informal situation (such as
with friends), while vous is used in formal
situations (such as talking to a police officer). In
other words, following Brown and Gilman (1960),
there is a power versus solidarity dimension (vous
related to the former, tu to the latter). However,
scholars such as Morford (1997) and Van
Compernolle (2013) have pointed out that this is an
overly simplistic understanding of tu/vous, as there
are deep and complex social indexes that tu and
vous are related to, which Brown and Gilman
(1960) fail to capture (e.g., use of vous to create
distance with someone familiar). Moreover, the
factors that affect the use of tu/vous include age,
sex, and gender of the interlocutors of the
conversation, among others (see Morford, 1997,
for further discussion).

The Korean system on the other hand has
different social indexes to that of tu/vous in
French; however, it does alternate between two
address forms according to who is being addressed.
These two forms are the null pronoun, basically
used for formal situations, and nuh, used for
informal situations (Sohn, 1999; Oh, 2011; Lee,
2014). The indexes underlying their use will
obviously be different to French, but as pointed out
earlier both languages share similarities between
how they perform requests, in that in a formal

                                                
2 That is, between tu/nuh, however vous has no corresponding
second person pronoun in Korean – a null pronoun is used
instead (or a term of address).
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situation vous/null pronoun are likely to be used,
while tu/nuh appear more frequently in informal
situations.3

3 Challenges acquiring tu and vous

Firstly, there have been no studies done on Korean
learners of French acquiring tu/vous, hence the
review draws from the literature that mainly
focuses on Anglophone learners of French. These
studies’ main focus is on the sociolinguistic aspects
of tu/vous, namely the sociopragmatics concerning
their appropriate use in context, and how that is
developed within a classroom/learning abroad
environment. Moreover, many studies take a
qualitative approach to understanding tu/vous,
using interviews and learner reports to understand
the learner thinking behind their tu/vous use. Thus,
through reviewing important works in this area
will we come to appreciate what difficulties
Korean learners of French might face and how this
will help inform our research focus.

The basic theme underlining these studies is
that the acquisition of tu/vous is not
straightforward, it is difficult to control and it
needs to be addressed specifically in the learners’

French language program if they hope to improve
their simplistic understanding of tu/vous. This is
multiplied by the fact that textbook treatment of
tu/vous is usually limited to (along the lines) ‘tu is
used among friends/people you know and vous is
used with people you don’t know/ more formal
situations’, noted in the literature (e.g., Van
Compernolle, 2014). To check if this is indeed the
case of French textbooks used in Korea, three
popular textbooks (Campus 1, Festival 1 and Le
Français Contemporain) were surveyed and found
equally to have the same issues.

The problems with acquiring tu/vous were
noted at least two decades ago, for example an
early study by Swain and Lapkin (1990) found that
French immersion students studying in Canada had
significantly different use of tu/vous compared to
that of native speakers – attributed to the
restrictions of a classroom environment. This was
further supported by Lyster (1994) who pointed out
that the classroom is limited in assisting the

3 This will be examined briefly with our own data in the
results section.

acquisition of sociolinguistic features of tu/vous,
which requires native speaker interaction. In this
vein, there have been studies in learner abroad
contexts which trace the development of tu/vous of
students in France (e.g., Kinginger and Farrell,
2004) noting the obvious improvements (given the
native speaker input) while noting the struggles of
the learners.

A teaching intervention study by Liddicoat
(2006) found that beginner learners’ of French
understanding of tu/vous was poor, but after a 7
week course on tu/vous their knowledge increased
greatly. Van Compernolle (2013) found similar
results in learners’ tu/vous development from a
rigid rule based system to a flexible context
dependent system. In another study by Van
Compernolle et al. (2011) through a synchronous
computer-mediated communication course of 12
weeks, it was noted that the grammatical
competence of the learners was not related to their
pragmatic competence surrounding tu/vous. This
was seen by a degree of alteration between tu/vous
use, showing at least the learners were not fully
aware of the sociopragmatic effects of tu/vous use
(further supporting what McCourt, 2009, found).
Thus, it is possible to improve learners’ tu/vous
understanding in class conditions by giving
students the needed pragmatic focus.

It can be seen that learners’ control of forms
is related to their pragmatic/sociolinguistic
knowledge they have. Then, it is natural to
consider how stable this knowledge source is given
their tu/vous use variation. Dewaele (2002; 2004)
studied learner reports of when they use tu/vous
and found much more variation than native French
speakers. In considering this lack of control,
Dewaele hypothesized that learners must have a
degree of grammatical competence before they
have the relevant sociolinguistic knowledge
developed. Moreover, Dewaele noted that learners’

knowledge is necessarily explicit in the beginning,
thus leading to the inconsistency. Implicit
knowledge is well known for its role in automated
language production, its development essential for
L2 learners’ development towards native-like
proficiency (Ellis, 2009), as from the outset L2
knowledge is first explicit. This division of
knowledge seems to suggest that it is a major
factor that learners must develop in order to obtain
native-like competence in tu/vous use.

It is this distinction that this study seizes
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upon, however not concerned with the grammatical
knowledge but the knowledge state of the
aforementioned pragmalinguistic and
sociopragmatic divisions. That is, if Deweale is on
the right track in attributing the explicit/implicit
knowledge distinction to the learner’s inconsistent
use of tu/vous, then we can investigate this in-
depth by considering their knowledge state of the
pragmatic realm. Moreover, as the study is focused
on interlanguage pragmatics, how language
transfer interacts with the status of these
knowledge sources is another key factor, as
Deweale (2004) noted that even though some of
his learners’ L1 had a tu/vous system, this in fact
did not assist very much with their understanding
of tu/vous in their L2 French. These factors in
acquisition will be the focus in the discussion after
the results have been analyzed.

4 Methodology

This study utilizes two tasks to elicit tu/vous use
and interpretation, a traditional discourse
completion task (DCT) and an error correction task
(ECT). These two tasks are used to elicit both the
productive and receptive skills of the participants.
This breaks from sociolinguistic orientated
investigations (such as Belz and Kinginger, 2002;
Kinginger and Farrell, 2004; Kinginger and Belz,
2005) using learner reports and learner interviews
in order to provide a quantitative approach to
whether or not language transfer is affecting their
L2 French (more in line with Deweale, 2002;
2004).

The DCT consists of 8 situations (4 of which
are distracters), two of which target a vous
elicitation, and the other two elicit tu, an example
of this below in (2):

(2) David est perdu dans Paris. Il veut aller à la
tour Eiffel. Il veut demander son chemin à un
monsieur en costume. Qu’est-ce qu’il dit?
David is lost in Paris. He wants to go to the
Eiffel tower. He wants to ask the direction to a
gentleman in suit. What does he say?

The second task is an error correction task, which
specifically focuses on pragmatic appropriateness.
Namely, participants are provided with a
grammatical sentence (12 situations, 6 being
distracters), however with an in/appropriate

tu/vous, as (3) below.4

(3) David voit que son ami a l’air préoccupé. Il
veut lui demander à quoi il pense: À quoi
pensez-vous?
David sees that his friend is anxious. He wants
to ask what he’s thinking: What are you
thinking?

There are 54 Korean learner of French participants
(age range 20-30). They completed a standardized
proficiency test, indicating their levels range from
A2 to C1.5 A French (N=30, age range 19-69) and
Korean (N=30, age range 19-58) control group
were established to understand the politeness
strategies used in these two L1s.6

The DCT was scored as receiving ‘0’ for a
correct use of tu/vous, ‘1’ for an incorrect use (or
missing the pronoun, which is incorrect), and ‘0.5’

for a use that was almost correct, e.g., the verb was
modified for tu but the pronoun did not occur. If
the participant avoided tu/vous use, this was
excluded from the marking process (to be
discussed). In the error correction task, ‘0’ was
given for a correct change to tu/vous, and ‘1’ for an
incorrect change. The test was completed in a lab-
like setting, taking roughly 30 minutes to complete
overall.

5 Results

The results of the DCT and ECT can be seen in
Figure 1 below, for the Korean learners of French
only. It shows three important pieces of
information, the proficiency level, DCT and ECT
overall performance, which can be tracked per
participant. The left x-axis represents the scoring
for the proficiency test, while the right x-axis lists
the total percentage correct for the DCT and ECT.
As a guiding example, participant 37 scored 66 in
the language proficiency test, and performed at
ceiling level in the DCT and ECT. Turning to the

                                                
4 The participants were also tested in English in similar
situations to understand their politeness strategies used. In
fact, English is their L2 while French is their L3; however L2
refers to here as any language acquired after their first.
5 Test provided by Language Trainers.
6 The French and Korean native speaker groups performed as
expected, at ceiling level. That is, both groups used the
pronouns as described previously.
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results, firstly, the DCT shows significant
differences between the Korean learners of French
(KLF) and French native speakers (FNS), KLF m
= .07, sd = .14; FNS m = .00, sd = .00; t = 3.38, p
= .001. FNS perform at ceiling level, while the
KLF perform well but show some difficulties are
present. The difference between the two groups are
much more marked in the ECT, KLF m = .42, sd
= .30; FNS m = .07, sd = .12; t = 7.52, p < .001.
Thus, these results show that there is a definite
difference between the two tasks which will be
discussed.

Upon further investigation, the vous

conditions in the DCT are done worse than the tu
conditions when avoidance is factored in. What
this means, is that currently in the above figure for
the DCT cases where the pronoun is not used, this
is not scored. Avoiding a piece of language one has
difficulty with is a classic strategy, and to be sure
this is not the adopted strategy by our FNS who
clearly prefer using a pronoun. Therefore, recoding
all avoidance cases to incorrect yields significant
mean differences (vous m= .17, tu m= .07, t= 2.142
p= .035). Thus, avoidance of the vous form and its
incorrect use occur more than with such cases
involving tu. This will be further discussed.

Figure 1. Participant Results in Three Tests

Finally in Korean, the null pronoun/nuh/term
of address (such as ‘teacher’) used in Korean, our
DCT results show that while null pronouns and
terms of address are spread around in both ‘tu’ and
‘vous’ conditions, nuh is used in the less formal
‘tu’ condition, and does not occur in the ‘vous’

condition (Fisher’s Exact, p< .001). Thus, Korean
has the option to express ‘closeness’ with nuh and
has been shown to be used to that effect,
paralleling the use of tu in French.7

                                                
7 The exact conditions of when null pronoun/nuh/term of
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6 Discussion

The data analysis has revealed two important
issues:

1. Why is there a performance difference
between the DCT and ECT?

2. Within the DCT, why is there a difference
between vous and tu treatment?

The latter issue is dealt with first, as it is relatively
straightforward. As discussed previously, French
and Korean are similar in the manner that both
languages use a pronoun of address in familiar
request situations (tu and nuh respectively).
Learners with a lower proficiency perform well
with tu, which can be attributed to their L1
strategies. This is also seen at the advanced levels
as well (the border between transfer residue and
full acquisition of tu is difficult to tell), thus it
appears that the L1 transfer has been positive in
nature, facilitating the acquisition of tu.

Applying this logic to vous, the transfer is
instead negative in nature due to two patterns
observed. Firstly, there are more cases of
avoidance occurring at the lower levels than the
higher levels (r= -.336, p= .016), being that no
pronoun is used – in line with the Korean L1
strategy of polite request. Interestingly, in lieu of
subject pronoun-dropping (which would result in
ungrammaticality in French), some lower-level
participants instead opt to establish reference via a
strategy present in their L2 English (and L1
Korean), using something like ‘Excuse me sir’.

The higher proficiency groups have the pronoun
occurring, but vary between tu/vous use, before           
vous use is stabilized at the highest proficiency
level. In sum, using a null pronoun is
ungrammatical in French, ruling out L1 transfer of
this as the learners advance. Thus, in the ‘vous’

condition we see more use of terms of address
before vous is more fully acquired, while in the ‘tu’

condition more use of tu is attributed to the
availability of nuh due to the similarity of the L1
Korean politeness strategy nuh use in the same
situation.

Moving back to the first question, it is

address occurs go beyond the scope of this article and should
be a target of future research.

hypothesized the difference in performance can be
attributed to how the tasks tap the relevant
knowledge sources, as well as the implicit/explicit
status of this knowledge. The two knowledge
sources dealt with are the pragmalinguistic and
sociopragmatic knowledge surrounding tu/vous,
whereby the DCT (productive) taps both
knowledge sources more while the ECT focuses
more on the sociopragmatic competence.

Concentrating on the ECT first, the responses
are more variable than the DCT. Therefore, it can
be argued that the knowledge source the learners
draw upon is not implicit in nature, as implicit
knowledge is needed in order for consistent
language use (Ellis, 2009). This knowledge is thus
explicit in nature, resulting in variable
performance. Those learners that performed better
(reliably correct) were at a higher proficiency
level, furthering this hypothesis that the knowledge
drawn upon is explicit at the lower levels. This
knowledge source has been identified here as the
sociopragmatic competence of the learner, which
this task draws more from. Compared to the DCT,
the ECT is not a productive task and therefore does
not ‘engage’ the learner as much as the DCT does.
What this means is that the ECT simply provides
the form for the learners to read, without them
having to produce it. In this way, their
pragmalinguistic knowledge is not being assessed
as much as the DCT because they do not have to
choose from a variety of forms in order to produce
the relevant piece of language. The sociopragmatic
knowledge use is more focused on in the ECT
because the learner should take into account more
the situational context and assess the presented
sentence against that context. It is clear from the
DCT that all the learners have the grammatical
knowhow surrounding tu/vous (in that sentences
are not subjectless), but the ECT makes it very
clear that many of the learners are not able to
identify whether or not the tu/vous usage is correct
against the presented situation. Therefore, the
sociopragmatic knowledge is relied on more in the
ECT task, and the consistency of responses can be
attributed to the implicit/explicit nature of that
sociopragmatic knowledge.8

                                                
8 If the sociopragmatic knowledge is indeed explicit, then this
would help explain the cases of variability seen in the DCT.
On another note, the pragmalinguistic knowledge status has
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To summarize the differences seen between
the DCT and ECT, the DCT engages both
pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic knowledge
more due to its productive nature.9 The ECT on the
other hand relies more on the sociopragmatic
competence of the learner as it focuses more upon
the contextual appropriateness of the sentence to
the situation. This has resulted in more varied
answers (learners have not noticed the errors as
their awareness is not at a high level), allowing us
to conclude that their sociopragmatic competence
is not at the same level (lower) as their
pragmalinguistic competence, which appears to be
the case and finds support from the literature
discussed.

So far, language transfer and knowledge
source have been discussed, however the
disconcert between implicit and explicit
knowledge requires further discussion in how our
observations reconcile with that of the literature.
Dewaele (2002) in his research of tu/vous
acquisition commented that L2 learners rely much
more on their declarative memory system (equated
to explicit knowledge), which can be seen more in
the early stages of acquisition. Moreover, explicit
memory use is related to variability in answers, as
consistent production is related to implicit
knowledge (Ellis 2009). Deweale’s observations
fall along the lines of Paradis (2004; 2009), who
argues strongly for a non-interface division of
knowledge types in L2 learners. Generally taken,
implicit competence is understood through Paradis
(2004; 2009) as knowledge that learners are
unaware of yet that leads them to systematic
language performance while explicit knowledge is
understood as the knowledge that learners are
aware of but not leading to the same systematic
performance.

Thus, Dewaele (2002; 2004) hypothesizes
that grammatical and sociolinguistic knowledge of
tu/vous at the beginning of acquisition is explicit,
and at the later stages of acquisition this
knowledge shifts to implicit knowledge, based in
the implicit memory. In relation to the data

yet to be mentioned – if it is explicit at the lower levels,
coupled with language transfer, then the product is
inconsistent selection of forms, which is seen.
9 Learners have the opportunity to bring both their implicit and
explicit knowledge to the fore in both tasks.

gathered here, some amendments are made to deal
with the pragmatic-orientated data. Regarding the
lower proficiency levels, both pragmalinguistic and
sociopragmatic knowledge are explicit. At the
intermediate levels, the pragmalinguistic
knowledge shifts to the implicit mode, while
sociopragmatic knowledge is explicit. Finally, at
the advanced levels both knowledge types used are
implicit.

Such a differentiation in knowledge at the
implicit/explicit level neatly captures three
different groups as can be seen in Figure 1;
explicitly the higher proficiency learners have
100% correct performance in both the DCT and
ECT, leading to the suggestion that both sources of
knowledge are implicit. The intermediate and
lower proficiency levels on the other hand share
inconsistent answers in the ECT, but not in the
DCT, thus the intermediate learners have implicit
pragmalinguistic knowledge (like the advanced
group) but their sociopragmatic knowledge is
explicit (like the lower level learners). With the
lower level learners, due to their inconsistency in
the DCT, it is suggested that their pragmalinguistic
knowledge is explicit (given the variety of
strategies used, and inconsistent tu/vous use).

However, this might not be a completely
correct characterization of the sociopragmatic
knowledge along implicit/explicit grounds.
Importantly, as it has been oft discussed in the
literature (as reviewed) it is difficult to develop
sociopragmatic knowledge in the classroom,
especially with tu/vous given their complex social
indexes. Thus, the best way to develop this implicit
knowledge of tu/vous is to live in a native French
speaking environment for some time. Therefore, at
this stage we cannot rule out that the advanced
proficiency learners’ sociopragmatic knowledge is
in fact explicit – however this needs to be
reconciled with the explicit knowledge of the
lower proficiency learners which leads to
variability not seen in the advanced learners.

The answer may lie with Paradis (2004: 35-
36), who argues that explicit knowledge may
resemble implicit knowledge at an advanced stage.
What this means is that learners have sped-up
access to their explicit knowledge to the degree its
processing resembles that of implicit knowledge.
While appealing, explicit knowledge use is
associated with inconsistency, and it is not clear
that this ‘advanced’ explicit knowledge is related to
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consistent language use as implicit knowledge is.

7 Pedagogical Implications

The question of how to teach tu/vous in the
classroom has been discussed by scholars such as
Lyster (1994), Liddicoat (2006) and Van
Compernolle (2014). Clearly, tu/vous are not just
mere pronouns of reference but encode extremely
important sociolinguistic information that must be
used carefully in communication. It does not
appear from the literature that there is an advantage
of having a T/V system in a learner’s L1 in their
quest to acquire the L2, as demonstrated here. In
the case of Korean learners of French, it is
advisable to explicitly cover the preference for a
tu/vous pronoun in a request, noting that request
strategies transferred from Korean are not likely to
encourage successful communication in French –

especially surrounding vous. Our data shows that
the sociopragmatic understanding of vous is
successfully acquired at the advanced level (and tu
earlier on), however this surely should occur much
earlier on as if one cannot address someone with
the most suitable pronoun in a request, then there is
a chance for the request to fail its communicative
function due to the addressee’s perception of the
pronoun’s politeness suitability. In more general
SLA terms, there needs to be a stronger focus in
the classroom on such important phenomena as
surely speaking somewhat ungrammaticality will
be overlooked as long as a learner is able to
address someone using the correct term. Of course,
whether one would want to adopt a Sociocultural
Theory methodology as espoused by Van
Compernolle (2014) depends on one’s classroom
training and resources at hand; for this we provide
no insight apart from the call that pronominal
systems encoding important sociolinguistic
information need to be consistently addressed in
the classroom in order to facilitate their earlier
understanding.

8 Conclusion

The politeness system behind tu and vous is
undeniably complex, and presents clear difficulties
to learners from any language due to the complex
variables involved. However, the focused approach
taken by this study unravels a little more of this
complexity involving L2 learners; with Korean

learners of French, it is clear that the acquisition of
tu presents little difficulty due to positive transfer,
while vous acquisition is clearly more problematic
due to negative transfer. Moreover, the
explicit/implicit state of the learners’

pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic knowledge
are further factors affecting the use and
interpretation of tu/vous – discovered using
different task types. In conclusion, the tu/vous
investigation presented here represents a piece of
the puzzle regarding learner acquisition of these
forms, the approach here adding to the literature
from a non-Anglophone point-of-view.
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Abstract

Part-whole relation, or meronymy plays an im-
portant role in many domains. Among ap-
proaches to addressing the part-whole relation
extraction task, the Espresso bootstrapping al-
gorithm has proved to be effective by signif-
icantly improving recall while keeping high
precision. In this paper, we first investigate
the effect of using fine-grained subtypes and
careful seed selection step on the performance
of extracting part-whole relation. Our multi-
task learning and careful seed selection were
major factors for achieving higher precision.
Then, we improve the Espresso bootstrapping
algorithm for part-whole relation extraction
task by integrating word embedding approach
into its iterations. The key idea of our ap-
proach is utilizing an additional ranker com-
ponent, namely Similarity Ranker in the In-
stances Extraction phase of the Espresso sys-
tem. This ranker component uses embedding
offset information between instance pairs of
part-whole relation. The experiments show
that our proposed system achieved a precision
of 84.9% for harvesting instances of the part-
whole relation, and outperformed the original
Espresso system.

1 Introduction

A major information extraction task is relation ex-
traction, whose goal is to predict semantic relations
between entities or events expressed in the struc-
tured or unstructured text. There are several dif-
ferent kinds of semantic relations that connect two
or more concepts. Among those semantic relations,
part-whole relation, or meronymy plays an important

role in many domains and applications. Extracting
part-whole relations in the text is also a crucial step
towards applications in several fields, such as In-
formation Extraction, Web/Text Mining and Ontol-
ogy Building. Such systems often need to recognize
part-whole relations for better understanding seman-
tic relationships between concepts. Therefore, in our
research, we aim at extraction of part-whole relation.
We are interested in relations between entities in the
newswire domain.

Among approaches to addressing the part-whole
relation extraction problem, the Espresso bootstrap-
ping algorithm (Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006) has
proved to be effective by significantly improving re-
call while keeping high precision. Espresso is a
well-known bootstrapping algorithm that uses a set
of seed instances to induce extraction patterns for the
target relation and then acquire new instances in an
iterative bootstrapping manner. Nevertheless, it has
a bias, called semantic drift, to select unrelated in-
stances if a polysemous instance has been extracted
as the iteration proceeds.

Recently, Mikolov et al. (2013) have intro-
duced the skip-gram text modeling architecture. It
has been shown efficiently to learn meaningful dis-
tributed representations of terms from unannotated
text. The vectors have some of the semantic char-
acteristics in element-wise addition and subtrac-
tion. For example, the result of a vector subtrac-
tion vec(“Madrid”) - vec(“Spain”) is close to vec-
tor subtraction vec(“Paris”) - vec(“France”). That
is an example of the country to capital city relation-
ship. It indicates that the embedding offsets repre-
sent the shared semantic relation between the two
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word pairs.
The example above raises a question whether we

can apply those semantic characteristics for part-
whole relation? In this paper, we would like to ad-
dress two important questions:

1. Is Word2Vec model appropriate for pairs of
part-whole relation? That is, we investigate typi-
cal instances of part-whole relation to measure their
similarities by cosine distance.

2. How to integrate Word2vec model efficiently
into the Espresso system?

The details of our contribution are as follows:

• We apply the Espresso bootstrapping algorithm
for part-whole relation, and study the effect of
using careful seed sets and fine-grained sub-
types on the performance of extracting part-
whole relation.

• We investigate similarities between two in-
stances of the part-whole relation. Then, we in-
tegrate an additional ranker component into the
Espresso bootstrapping algorithm to improve
the performance when using iterative boot-
strapping process and reduce semantic drift
phenomenon for extracting part-whole relation.
That ranker component uses similarity score
between embedding offsets to keep similar in-
stances in each iteration.

To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first
study to integrate word embedding approach in a
bootstrapping algorithm for part-whole relation ex-
traction task.

2 Related Work

In this section, we provide an overview of previ-
ous studies related to relation extraction problem.
Approaches for relation extraction are divided into
three classes: rule-based methods, supervised meth-
ods, and semi-supervised and unsupervised meth-
ods.

The first approach is usually used in domain-
specific tasks. Systems which use this one rely on
some linguistic rules to capture patterns in text. Pat-
terns are manually defined for a particular seman-
tic relation. Hearst (1992) describes the usage of

lexico-syntactic patterns for extracting “is-a” rela-
tions, for example, “such as”, “including”, “espe-
cially”, etc. However, the author notes that this
method does not work well for some other kinds of
relations, for example, meronymy (part-whole rela-
tion).

Supervised approaches for relation extraction are
divided into feature-based methods and kernel meth-
ods. In feature-based methods, syntactic and seman-
tic features can be extracted from the text given a set
of positive and negative relation examples. Kamb-
hatla (2004) employs Maximum Entropy model to
combine diverse lexical, syntactic and semantic fea-
tures derived from the text in relation extraction.
Zhou et al. (2005) explore various features in
relation extraction using Support Vector Machine
(SVM). They report that chunking information con-
tributes to most of the performance improvement
from the syntactic aspect. In kernel methods, a ker-
nel is used to calculate the similarity between two
objects. Kernel-based relation extraction methods
were first attempted by Zelenco et al. (2003). They
devise contiguous subtree kernels and sparse sub-
tree kernels for recursively measuring the similarity
of two parse trees to apply them to binary relation
extraction. Bunescu and Mooney (2005) present a
different kernel based on the shortest path between
two relation entities in the dependency graph. Zhao
and Grishman (2005) define a feature-based com-
posite kernel to integrate diverse features for rela-
tion extraction. Girju et al. (2006) present a domain
independent approach for the automatic extraction
of part-whole relation. Their method discovers the
lexico-syntactic patterns and the semantic classifi-
cation rules needed for the disambiguation of these
patterns.

Annotated data is lacking and expensive to cre-
ate in large quantities, therefore making semi-
supervised or unsupervised techniques is desirable.
Early semi-supervised learning and bootstrapping
methods are DIPRE (Brin, 1999) and Snowball
(Agichtein and Gravano, 2000). They rely on a
few learning collections for making the use of boot-
strapping for gathering syntactic patterns that ex-
press relations between the two entities in a large
web-based text corpus. Ittoo and Bouma (2013)
use a minimally-supervised approach to extract part-
whole relations from text iteratively. Wikipedia is
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the knowledge base, from which they first select a
seed set of reliable patterns. Other works include
Espresso bootstrapping algorithm (Pantel and Pen-
nacchiotti, 2006), TextRunner (Yates et al., 2007).

3 Part-Whole Relation Extraction Task

The part-whole relation is a relationship between the
parts of things and the wholes which comprise them.
We are interested in relations between two entities in
the English newswire domain. If the entities X and
Y are related in such a manner that X is one of the
constituents of Y, then there is a part-whole relation
between X and Y. In the context of knowledge rep-
resentation and ontologies, the study of part-whole
relations has three axioms (Rector et al., 2005):

• Transitive - “parts of parts are parts of the
whole” - If A is part of B and B is part of C,
then A is part of C.

• Reflexive - “Everything is part of itself ” - A is
part of A.

• Antisymmetric - “Nothing is a proper part of
its parts” - if A is part of B and A != B then B
is not part of A.

Given a piece of text that contains two entity men-
tions, the goal of part-whole relation extraction task
is to decide whether that text contains part-whole re-
lation between the two entities. Let the triple T =
(arg1, P, arg2) denote a part-whole relation, where
arg1 and arg2 are two entities contained in text, and:

• P is a lexical pattern,

• (arg1, arg2) is an instance, where arg1 repre-
sents the part and arg2 represents the whole, or
vice versa.

4 Our Approach

One problem of supervised approach is that it re-
quires large amounts of annotated data. Therefore,
we choose a bootstrapping method. In this approach,
we only need a few high-precision examples as the
input.

In this section, we first describe how we apply
the Espresso bootstrapping algorithm for part-whole
relation. We focus on seed selection since it is

one of the most important steps in bootstrapping al-
gorithms. Then, we propose an effective method
for integrating word embedding approach into the
Espresso system, after similarity between instances
of part-whole relation were investigated.

4.1 The Espresso Bootstrapping Algorithm for
Part-Whole Relation

Currently, Espresso (Pantel and Pennacchiotti,
2006) is well known as an efficient algorithm for ex-
tracting pairs of entities in a particular relationship.
It is a pattern-based and minimally supervised boot-
strapping algorithm of extracting lexical-semantic
relations. It takes as input a few seed instances and
iteratively learns surface patterns to acquire more in-
stances. The Espresso bootstrapping algorithm iter-
ates between the following 3 phases:

1. Pattern Induction: Induce a set of patterns
P that connects the seed instances in a given cor-
pus. Patterns may be surface text patterns or lexico-
syntactic patterns.

2. Pattern Ranking/Selection: Create a pattern
ranker, and select the top-k patterns by pattern reli-
ability score. The reliability of a pattern p, rπ(p) is
average strength of association across input i in the
set of instances I, weighted by the reliability of each
instance i:

rπ(p) =

∑
i∈I(

pmi(i, p)
maxpmi

∗ rι(i))
|I| (1)

where rι(i) is the reliability of instance i (defined be-
low) and maxpmi is the maximum pointwise mutual
information between all patterns and all instances.
The value of rπ(p) ranges from [0, 1], and the reli-
ability of the manually provided seed instances are
rι(i) = 1. The pointwise mutual information (PMI)
between instance i = (x, y) and pattern p is measured
using the following formula:1

pmi(i, p) = log
|x, p, y|

|x, ∗, y||∗, p, ∗|

where |x, p, y| is the frequency of pattern p linked
with the instance (x, y). Then, pmi(i, p) is multi-
plied with the discounting factor used in (Pantel and
Ravichandran, 2004) to mitigate a bias towards in-
frequent events.

1In that formula, the asterisk (*) represents a wildcard.
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3. Instance Extraction: Retrieve from the cor-
pus the set of instances I that match any of the pat-
terns in P, then create an instance ranker, and select
the top-m instances by the instance reliability score.
Calculating the reliability of an instance is similar to
calculating the reliability of a pattern. The reliability
of an instance i, rι(i), is defined as:

rι(i) =

∑
p∈P (

pmi(i, p)
maxpmi

∗ rπ(p))
|P | (2)

A reliable instance should be highly associated
with as many reliable patterns as possible. Espresso
iterates the above three phases several times until
stopping criteria are met.

Unfortunately, like other bootstrapping algo-
rithms, Espresso is prone to semantic drift. This
phenomenon often occurs when ambiguous or un-
related terms and/or patterns are acquired and then
dominate the iterative process (Curran et al., 2007).
Ranking patterns and instances by their reliability
is an effective way to avoid semantic drift (Equa-
tions (1) and (2)). However, bootstrapping is indeed
a seed set expansion, therefore selecting good seeds
is the most important step to reduce semantic drift.
Moreover, semantic drift still occurs in later itera-
tions if the seed set is not good.

To cover the variety of part-whole relation, we
classify its subtypes systematically before the seed
selection step. There are several subtypes of part-
whole relation mentioned in previous ontological
studies. In WordNet, part-whole relation is clas-
sified into 3 basic subtypes: Stuff-of, Member-of,
and Part-of. Chaffin et al. (1988) defined 7 sub-
types of part-whole relation, namely Component-
Object, Member-Collection, Portion-Mass, Stuff-
Object, Feature-Activity, Place-Area, and Phase-
Process. In recent research, Keet and Artale
(2008) identified 8 subtypes of part-whole rela-
tion. From their taxonomy, Mereological (or
transitive) relations include Involved-In, Located-
In, Contained-In, and Structured-Part-Of ; while
Meronymic (or intransitive) relations consist of
Member-Of, Constituted-Of, and Sub-Quantity-Of.

We reorganize subtypes of part-whole relation as
follows:

1. Component-Of: or Part-Of; between integrals
and their functional components, e.g. (finger, hand).

2. Member-Of: between a physical object (or
role) and an aggregation (team or organization, etc.),
e.g. (player, team).

3. Portion-Of: or Sub-Quantity-Of; between
amounts of matter or units, e.g. (oxygen, water).

4. Stuff-Of: or Substance-Of, or Constituted-Of;
between a physical object and an amount of matter,
e.g. (steel, car).

5. Located-In: between an entity and its 2-
dimensional region, e.g. (Tokyo, Japan).

6. Contained-In: between an entity and its 3-
dimensional region, e.g. (chip, processor).

7. Phase-Of: or Involved-In, or Feature-Activity;
between a phase and a process, e.g. (chewing, eat-
ing).

8. Participates-In: between an entity and a pro-
cess, e.g. (enzyme, reaction).

Basically, our classification is similar to Keet and
Artale’s taxonomy, which also contains subtypes in
other ontological studies. However, we normalize
name of subtypes, to find a coherent name set over
studies, for example, in WordNet or in (Chaffin et
al., 1988).

Seed Selection: We use the following strategy to
select seeds for part-whole relation:

• First, for each subtype, we find unambigu-
ous lexical patterns that always convey a part-
whole relation, for example, “a component of ”,
“consist of ”, etc.

• Then, we search for instances pairs (e.g.
Wikipedia dataset) connected by patterns
above.

• We select at most 5 instances for each subtype.
The most frequent pairs are selected, and we try
to select pairs that do not overlap each other.
Also, we try not to extract the same instances
crossing over the subtypes.

Then, we use simultaneously all the instances to
perform the Espresso bootstrapping algorithm for
part-whole relation extraction task.

4.2 Similarity Between Instances of
Part-Whole Relation

One interesting feature of Word2vec model is that
the vectors conserve some of the semantic charac-
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teristics in operations regarding the semantic infor-
mation that they capture, for example, the coun-
try to capital city relationship: vec(“Madrid”) -
vec(“Spain”) ≈ vec(“Paris”) - vec(“France”), or
gender relationship: vec(“woman”) - vec(“man”) ≈
vec(“queen”) - vec(“king”). They indicate that the
embedding offsets actually represent the shared se-
mantic relation between the two word pairs.

Can we apply those characteristics for part-whole
relation, for example, vec(“pedal”) - vec(“bike”) ≈
vec(“engine”) - vec(“car”)? To answer this ques-
tion, we investigate typical instances of part-whole
relation to measure their similarities by cosine dis-
tance. Our calculation is mainly based on the re-
cently proposed Word2vec model. We use word2vec
tool, and pre-trained vectors published by Google.2

The model contains 300-dimensional vectors for 3
million words and phrases.

The Word2vec model gives us a vector for each
word. To measure the similarity between two in-
stances of part-whole relation, for example, (pedal,
bike) and (engine, car), we first compute the em-
bedding offsets between two terms in instances,
that is, calculate vec(“pedal”) - vec(“bike”) and
vec(“engine”) - vec(“car”). Then, we calculate the
cosine distance between those embedding offsets.
Here, the bigger the cosine value is, the more similar
the two instances will be.

Two instances Similarity by
cosine distance

(husband, marriage)
& (wife, marriage)

0.852828

(Paris, France)
& (Beijing, China)

0.536129

(pedal, bike)
& (engine, car)

0.347589

Table 1: Similarities between two instances of part-whole
relation

In Table 1, we show the similarities between two
instances of the part-whole relation. The part-whole
relation is a combination of several subtypes; there-
fore, it is more complicated than other semantic re-
lations. From the results in Table 1, we can see that
instances of part-whole relation are quite similar by

2https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/

cosine distance: vec(“husband”) - vec(“marriage”)
≈ vec(“wife”) - vec(“marriage”); vec(“pedal”) -
vec(“bike”) ≈ vec(“engine”) - vec(“car”), etc. That
means the instance (husband, marriage) is close to
the instance (wife, marriage), the instance (pedal,
bike) is close to the instance (engine, car), etc., in se-
mantic space. Therefore, we can leverage such char-
acteristic to apply for part-whole relation extraction
task.

4.3 Integrating Word Embedding Offsets into
the Espresso Bootstrapping Algorithm

In the Espresso bootstrapping algorithm, ranking in-
stances in Instance Extraction phase is very impor-
tant. The Espresso system creates an instance ranker
to keep only high-confidence instances at this phase,
as they are used as seed instances for the next itera-
tion.

By using word embedding approach, our purpose
is to keep high-precision over iterations for part-
whole relation extraction task. The key idea of our
approach is utilizing an additional ranker compo-
nent, namely Similarity Ranker in the Instances Ex-
traction phase of the Espresso system. We still use
the reliability of instances in the first ranker. Similar-
ity Ranker operates when the instance ranker is com-
pleted. It takes top-m instances from the instance
ranker as the input and returns top-n instances as
the output. This ranker component uses cosine dis-
tance as the similarity score between instance pairs
of part-whole relation to measure their similarities,
and remove unrelated instances in each iteration.

The details of our approach are described in the
following:

• An additional ranker is used in Instance Extrac-
tion phase, namely Similarity Ranker.

• We assume that each instance of part-whole re-
lation is represented by the embedding offset
between its terms, for example, the instance
(pedal, bike) corresponds to: vec(“pedal”) -
vec(“bike”).

• Similarity Ranker takes top-m instances from
the instance ranker as the input. For each new
instance, our ranker calculates average similar-
ity score between this instance and previous in-
stances. The similarity score of an instance i,
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Figure 1: Illustration of our proposed model (Espresso + Word2vec)

SIM(i), is defined as:

SIM(i) =

∑
j∈IPrevious

Cos sim(i, j)

|IPrevious|

where Cos sim(i, j) is the cosine similarity
between two instances, and IPrevious is the set
of extracted instances.

• If a particular term does not appear in
Word2vec model, we use the average vec-
tor of its tokens to represent it. For ex-
ample, if Word2vec model can not recog-
nize the phrase ”Japanese car”, this term cor-
responds to (vec(“Japanese”) + vec(“car”))
/ 2. And in the worst case, if the token
”Japanese” or the token ”car” does not appear
in Word2vec model, the similarity score of the
term ”Japanese car” is 0.

• Then, m instances are ranked by their similarity
score to old instances. Similarity Ranker dis-
cards all but the top-n instances as input for the
subsequent iteration.

Figure 1 provides an illustration of our proposed
model. In Instance Extraction phase, the Espresso
bootstrapping algorithm ranks instances first by in-
stance reliability, and removes unrelated pairs, e.g.

(people, house). Then, the Similarity Ranker ranks
the remaining instances and keeps top-n instances
that have the highest similarity score. In our illus-
tration, the instance (computer, life) is eliminated to
keep high-precision over iterations.

5 Experiments

In this section, we present the results of the Espresso
bootstrapping algorithm, and our proposed method
(Espresso + Word2vec) on the task of extracting
part-whole relations.

Below we describe the systems used in our empir-
ical evaluation of the new proposed model.

• ESP: The original Espresso algorithm without
careful selection of seeds. In this system, part-
whole relation is not classified into subtypes
and instances are selected randomly.

• ESP W2V: Our proposed method (Espresso +
Word2vec) for integrating word embedding ap-
proach in the Espresso algorithm. Instances
are selected randomly. We perform two experi-
ments for two different seed sets, and calculate
the average precisions.

• ESP*: The original Espresso algorithm with
the careful seed selection step in Section 4.1.
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• ESP* W2V: Our proposed method for in-
tegrating word embedding approach in the
Espresso algorithm, with the careful seed se-
lection step.

5.1 Data

We use ReVerb Extractions 1.1 dataset as a
knowledge-base for our task. ReVerb (Fader et
al., 2011) is a program that automatically identifies
and extracts binary relationships from English sen-
tences. It contains a set of (x, r, y) extraction triples
of binary relations (part-whole and other relations),
for example, (bananas, be source of, potassium).

A collection of 15 million high-precision ReVerb
extractions is available for academic use.3 The fol-
lowing statistics are the number of distinct tuples,
argument strings, and relation strings in the data
set: 14,728,268 triples, 2,263,915 instances, and
664,746 patterns.

5.2 Evaluation Method

Our evaluation method is similar to the one intro-
duced by Pantel and Pennacchiotti (2006). We mea-
sure the precision of systems by evaluating instances
in their output manually. For each instance, we as-
sign a score of 1 if it is correct, 0 if it is incorrect,
and 1/2 if it is ambiguous. An example of ambigu-
ous instances is (energy, economic growth). The Co-
hen’s kappa coefficient on our task was 0.689. In
total, 4080 instances (6 experiments * 680) were an-
notated per judge.

5.3 The Espresso System with Careful Seed
Selection

As mentioned before, we classify systematically
part-whole relation into 8 subtypes before seed se-
lection step to cover the variety of this relation.
Then, we select at most 5 instances for each sub-
type and use this seed set to perform the Espresso
bootstrapping algorithm for part-whole relation ex-
traction task. We denote this system by ESP*.

In total, 35 instances are manually selected as the
seed set for our problem. Table 2 lists examples of
the seeds.

We experimentally set the number of instances
and patterns that the system keeps in each iteration.

3http://reverb.cs.washington.edu

Seed Subtype
(iron, hemoglobin) Component-Of

(the committee, the president) Member-Of
(caffeine, coffee) Portion-Of

(paper, trees) Stuff-Of
(Shanghai, China) Located-In

(references, request) Contained-In
(treatment, surgery) Phase-Of

(students, class) Participates-In

Table 2: Sample seeds used for part-whole relation

The parameters for the Espresso bootstrapping algo-
rithm are as follows:

• In the 1st iteration: keep top-10 patterns and
top-100 instances.

• In next iterations: keep top-5 patterns and top-
20 instances.

We perform experiments with the random selec-
tion of seeds (ESP system), to compare the effect
of the careful seed selection step in the Espresso
bootstrapping algorithm. In contrast to the careful
seed selection step, we do not separate subtypes of
part-whole relation. Each seed set contains 35 in-
stances selected randomly such that those instances
always convey part-whole relation. Part-whole rela-
tion is single-type in those experiments. The results
of the ESP system is the average precision when we
conduct experiments with two different seed sets of
part-whole relation. Each seed set contains 35 in-
stances selected randomly.

The results are reported in Table 3. We evalu-
ated the results after 30 iterations since the precision
was nearly constant. At this point, 680 instances
were extracted by both systems. The ESP system
achieved a precision of 74.3%, while the precision
of instances harvested by the ESP* system is 83.3%.
We extracted new instances keeping them in differ-
ent subtypes to be non-overlapping, this can be con-
sider as a kind of multi-task learning. The results
show that multi-task learning and seed selection are
effective ways to get high precision.
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SYSTEM INSTANCES CORRECT
INSTANCES

AMBIGUOUS
INSTANCES PRECISION

ESP
680 466 65

74.3%a
680 482 60

ESP W2V
680 493 54

78.5%a
680 563 45

ESP* 680 549 35 83.3%
ESP* W2V 680 554 47 84.9%
a The result of this system is the average precision when we perform two experi-

ments with two random seed sets of part-whole relation.

Table 3: System performance for part-whole relation extraction task

5.4 Our Proposed System (Espresso +
Word2vec)

In this experiment, we present the result of our pro-
posed system for integrating word embedding off-
sets into the Espresso system. We use the careful
seed set in the previous experiment to perform our
system for part-whole relation extraction task. The
parameters for our proposed system are as follows:

• In the 1st iteration: keep top-10 patterns and
top-100 instances (the same as in previous ex-
periment).

• In next iterations: keep top-5 patterns; for in-
stances, keep top-100 by instance reliability,
then keep top-20 (out of 100) by similarity
score (similar to the previous experiment).

One problem of Word2vec model is that it tends to
select very similar instances to given instances, for
example, (team, seven players), (team, six players),
(team, three players), etc. Therefore, we keep only
one of them that has the highest instance reliability
in each iteration.

We denote the system in this experiment by
ESP* W2V. Then, we evaluated the results after 30
iterations. At this point, 680 instances were ex-
tracted. The ESP* W2V system achieved a preci-
sion of 84.9%. It outperformed ESP* system, which
is reported 83.3% precision.

We also conduct another experiment for integrat-
ing word embedding approach into the Espresso sys-
tem, without careful seed selection step. That is, we
use random seed sets (the same for ESP system) in
a new system, which is denoted by ESP W2V. The

results of the ESP W2V system is the average pre-
cision when we conduct experiments with two dif-
ferent seed sets. From Table 3, we can see that the
precision is increased from 74.3% (ESP system) to
83.3% (ESP* system) by using careful selection of
seeds, and improved from 78.5% (ESP W2V sys-
tem) to 84.9% (ESP* W2V system) by integrating
word embedding approach into the Espresso system.

All above results showed that our proposed
system (Espresso + Word2vec) can keep high-
precision over iterations, and outperformed the orig-
inal Espresso system for part-whole relation extrac-
tion.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we considered the part-whole relation
extraction task. Subtypes of part-whole relation are
separated before seed selection step to cover the va-
riety of this relation. We evaluated 4 systems (6 ex-
periments: 2 for ESP, 2 for ESP W2V, 1 for ESP*
and 1 for ESP* W2V) to show that by using fine-
grained subtypes of part-whole relation and careful
seed selection step, the precisions were increased
(74.3/83.8 - 78.5/84.9). That is, multi-task learning
and seed selection are factors for achieving higher
precision. To improve the performance of extract-
ing part-whole relation, we integrated word embed-
ding approach into the Espresso system. Our re-
sults illustrated that the proposed model can keep
high-precision (84.9%) over iterations, and it out-
performed the original Espresso system (74.3/78.5 -
83.3/84.9). We plan to set thresholds in the Similar-
ity Ranker to get more accurate results. Our system
can be extended for extracting other binary relations.
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Abstract 

Yoon (2008, 2009) claimed that there are 
two distinct Subjects in Multiple Subject 
Constructions (MSCs) in Korean. The crux 
of his argument hangs on reinterpreting the 
traditionally proposed subject diagnostics as 
distinguishing between the Grammatical 
Subject (GS) and the Major Subject (MS) 
in MSCs. The claimed diagnostics for GS 
and MS were examined experimentally in 
MSCs and corresponding Single Subject 
Constructions (SSCs). We found that: (i) MS 
diagnostics and GS diagnostics were 
differentiated even in SSCs and (ii) there 
was no statistically significant difference 
between MS and GS diagnostics in MSCs. 
Implications of these findings are discussed. 

1 Introduction: MSCs and Subjecthood 
in Korean 

Sentences in Korean where more than one Subject-
like NP carries nominative case are known as 
Multiple Nominative Constructions (MNCs) or 
Multiple Subject Constructions (MSCs) (cf. 1 
below).   

(1) a. Cheli-ka nwun-i  khu-ta.
    Cheli-NOM eye-NOM big-DECL 
    ‘Cheli’s eyes are big.’ 
    Cheli-NOM father-NOM rich-DECL 

b. Cheli-ka       apeci-ka        hoysa-ka 
    Cheli-NOM father-NOM  compnay-NOM 
    pwuca-ta.
   rich.DECL 
    ‘It is Cheli whose father’s company is rich.’ 

A debate concerning MSCs is whether they 
possess more than one Subject, as the name MSC 
implies, or has a single Subject with multiple NPs 
carrying nominative case on the surface, as the 
name MNC implies. The latter position is defended 
in works such as Yoon 1986, Yoon 1989, Hong 
1991, Park 1995, Schütze 2001, etc., while the 
former position finds advocacy in works such as 
Park 1973, Teng 1974, Youn 1990, Cho 2000, Lee 
1997, Heycock 1993, Kang 2002, Yoon 2004, 
2007, 2008, 2009, 2015, etc.  

To make headway on this debate we need to first 
establish the properties that diagnose subjecthood. 
The following are some of the subjecthood 
diagnostics proposed in the literature (Yoon 1986, 
Hong 1991, 1994, Youn 1990, etc.) 

(2) Subject Diagnostics in Korean1

 a. Controller of optional plural-marking 
  (i.e., Plural Copying) 

b. Controller of subject honorification 
  (i.e., Honorific Agreement) 
 c. Controller of PRO in complement 
             (obligatory) control 

                                                           
 We thank Yong-hun Lee for statistical consultation. 

1 There are additional subject diagnostics proposed in the 
previous studies. However, we mention only 6 diagnostics 
tested in this study. For more discussion of comprehensive 
subject diagnostics, see Kim et al (2015)’s experimental study 
or Yoon (1986), Hong (1991, 1994) or Youn (1990).   
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 d. Antecedent of (subject-oriented) anaphors  
e. Controller of PRO in adjunct control 

 f. Controller of null coordinate subjects2

In sentences with a single Subject, or SSCs, the 
subject properties shown in (2) will be controlled 
by the unique Subject nominal. If MSCs are 
characterized by multiple Subjects, we expect the 
situation to be different. 

Under Yoon’s (2008, 2009) proposal, MSCs 
have two different types of Subjects. The nom-
marked NP immediately preceding the predicate 
(e.g., nwun-i in 1a) is the Grammatical Subject, 
while the initial NP that carries nom-marking (e.g., 
Cheli-ka in 1a) is the Major Subject. Yoon 
hypothesized that the subject properties controlled 
by the unique Subject NP in an SSC will be 
distributed between the Major Subject and the 
Grammatical Subject in MSCs. 

Specifically, Yoon proposes that among the list 
of subject properties in (2), (2a), (2b), (2c) and (2d) 
are properties controlled by the GS, whereas (2e) 
and (2f) are controlled by the MS in MSCs. The 
reason for this particular split is that the Major 
Subject is a Subject-qua-Pivot, while the 
Grammatical Subject is a Subject-qua-Prominent 
Argument, in the sense of Falk 2006. 

A significant shortcoming of previous studies on 
MSCs, including the studies by Yoon, is that the 
key claims are based on the intuition of researchers. 
Since MSCs are not common and require particular 
contexts to be felicitous, it is important to test these 
theoretical claims on a large scale with naïve 
speakers. However, we know of only a few 
experimental studies on MSCs. In addition, the 
previous experimental studies based on Yoon’s 
approach (Kim et al. 2015, Lee et al. 2015, and 
Kim et al., in progress) focused on testing the 
validity of one or two chosen subject diagnostics, 
but not that of the entire set of GS vs. MS 
diagnostics. This is what we propose to do in this 
paper. 

                                                           
2 This diagnostic was referred as Coordinated Null Subject 
Deletion (CD) in this study, following Kim et al (2015), to 
avoid confusion with what it refers to in the previous study. 

2 Research Method 

2.1 Research Questions and Hypotheses 

The research question of the current study is the 
following: Do native Korean speakers distinguish 
between GS and MS in MSCs in terms of subject 
properties as proposed in Yoon (2008, 2009)?  

Assuming Yoon’s proposals, we hypothesize the 
following: 

Hypothesis 1: In SSCs, all 6 diagnostics in (2) 
should be controlled by the unique Subject 
nominal. 
Hypothesis 2: In MSCs, the subject properties will 
be distributed between the GS (2a-d) and MS (2e,f). 

2.2 Participants 

Forty Korean native speakers (age range: 23~38) 
residing in and near Seoul, South Korea, who are 
either current university students or graduates, 
participated in the experiment.  

2.3 Task, Materials, and Procedure 

The main task was an acceptability judgment using 
Magnitude Estimation (ME), in which the 
participants were asked to draw different lengths of 
lines (range:0 to 150mm) to indicate the perceived 
degree of naturalness (acceptability) of a given 
sentence.3

The test materials consisted of 40 sentences: 20 
target sentences (4 conditions � 5 tokens) and 20 
filler sentences. Since we have six diagnostics, 240 
sentences were used in the experiments. 

The target sentence types had a 2�2 design, 
crossing sentence type (SSC vs. MSC) with the NP 
that is intended as the controller of a given 
subjecthood diagnostic (NP1 vs. NP2). In MSCs, 
NP1 is the Major Subject while NP2 is the 
Grammatical Subject. In SSCs that match MSCs, 
NP1 is the Possessor of NP2 which we take to be 
the unique Subject NP. 

 The 4 conditions are illustrated below in (3) 
with relevant examples, with respect to diagnostic 
of Honorific Agreement, a GS diagnostic. 

                                                           
3 See Kim et al (2015) for the rationale of using ME for 
acceptability judgment tasks. 
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(3) Target Sentences 
a. Type 1: [NP1]poss [NP2]nom Subj.Diag[controlled by 

NP2] (SSC+NP2) 
a’. Cheli-uy(NP1)  apenim-i(NP2)   
     C-GEN      father-NOM 

pwuca-i-si-ta 
rich-cop-HON-DECL 

b. Type 2: [NP1]poss [NP2]nom Subj.Diag[controlled by 

NP1] (SSC+NP1) 
b’. Apenim-uy(NP1)  ankyengthey-ka(NP2)  
     father-GEN            glass.frame-NOM 

kwuksan-i-si-ta 
Korean.made-cop-HON-DECL 

c. Type 3: [NP1]nom [NP2]nom Subj.Diag[controlled by 

NP2(GS)] (MSC+NP2) 
c’. Cheli-ka(NP1)  apenim-i(NP2)   
     C-NOM      father-NOM 

pwuca-i-si-ta 
rich-cop-HON-DECL 

d. Type 4: [NP1]nom [NP2]nom Subj.Diag[controlled by 

NP1(MS)]  (MSC+NP1) 
d’. Apenim-i(NP1)  ankyengthey-ka(NP2)  
     father-NOM        glass.frame-NOM 

kwuksan-i-si-ta 
Korean.made-cop-HON-DECL 

Specific predictions of our experiment are as 
follows: 

Prediction 1) Type 1 sentences should be 
acceptable while Type 2 sentences should be 
unacceptable for all subject diagnostics, because 
NP1 in SSCs is not a Subject. 

Prediction 2) Type 3 sentences should be 
acceptable and Type 4 should be unacceptable for 
GS diagnostics (i.e., 2a-2d). 

Prediction 3) Type 3 sentences should be 
unacceptable and Type 4 should be acceptable for 
MS diagnostics (i.e, 2e or 2f). 

2.4 Statistical Analysis 

After the experiment was conducted, all the scores 
were extracted for the target sentences. Then, three 
factors were encoded as follows for statistical 
analysis. 

Factor Value 
DIAGTYPE GS, MS 
CONSTTYPE SSC, MSC 

CONTROLLERTYPE
SSC: Possessor (NP1), Subject 
(NP2) 
MSCs: GS (NP1), MS (NP2) 

Table 1: Encoded Factors 

Since the data did not follow normal distribution 
with the normality tests, a non-parametric GLM 
analysis was adopted in order to examine how each 
factor affected the acceptability scores.4

For each combination of two factors in Table 1, a 
GLM was performed with Gaussian distributions. 
Also, a statistical analysis was performed to 
determine how CONTROLLERTYPE distinctions 
played a role in the acceptability scores in SSCs and 
MSCs. 

3 Results 

3.1 SSC: GS Diagnostics 

While analyzing the results, we found that GS vs. 
MS diagnostics behave differently not just in MSCs, 
but also in SSCs. Therefore, we will separate the 
diagnostics for both construction types.  

Figure 1 illustrates the distributions of 
acceptability scores in SSCs with 4 GS diagnostics.  
Here ‘Possessor’ is NP1, while ‘Subject’ is NP2. 
The y-axis represents the length of the lines (in 
mm) that participants drew for the target sentences 
(range: 0~150mm). 

                                                           
4 If the collected data follow the normal distribution, 
parametric tests such as t-test, ANOVA, or ordinary regression 
analysis can be applied; otherwise, non-parametric tests such 
as Mann-Whitney tests, Wilcoxon tests, Friedman tests, and/or 
Generalized Linear Model (GLM) should be applied (Gries 
2013,  Lee 2016). 
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Figure 1: Bar Plots for ‘GS diagnostics in SSC’ 

As you can see, the average acceptability score for 
‘Subject’ was slightly higher than that of 
‘Possessor.’ Though the differences between the 
two groups were not clear in Figure 1, which is 
descriptive statistics, the results of the GLM 
analysis in Table 2 below show that they were 
statistically significant (p<.001). 5

 Estimate Standard 
Error 

T P 

(Intercept) 48.2889 0.5341 90.413 .000 ***
AGREETYPE -2.1456 0.5341 -4.017 .000 ***

Table 2: Regression Analysis Results 

Similarly, the interaction plot in Figure 2 below 
shows that the acceptability score for ‘Subject’ was 
higher than those of ‘Possessor.’ The non-
overlapping 95% CIs as indicated in the interaction 
plot in Figure 2 shows that the difference is 
significant. The significantly higher acceptability 
scores for ‘Subject’ than those of ‘Possessor’ is 
consistent with Prediction 1. 

Figure 2: Interaction Plot 
                                                           
5 While the bar plots indicate the results of descriptive 
statistics, the GLM and the interaction effect plot provide 
results from inferential statistics.  

3.2 SSC: MS Diagnostics 

The distributions of acceptability scores in SSC 
with MS diagnostics are illustrated in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Bar Plots for ‘MS diagnostics in SSC’ 

The acceptability scores for ‘Possessor’ were 
higher than those of ‘Subject.’ The GLM analysis 
in Table 3 shows that the differences were 
statistically significant (p<.001). 

 Estimate Standard 
Error

t p 

(Intercept) 54.3246 0.6938 78.299 .000 ***
CONTROLLERTYPE 4.0989 0.6938 5.908 .000 ***

Table 3: Regression Analysis Results 

Similarly, the interaction plot in Figure 4 below 
shows that the 95% CIs of the ‘Possessor’ and the 
‘Subject’ did not overlap.  

Figure 4: Interaction Plot 
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3.3 MSC: GS Diagnostics 

The acceptability scores for MSCs were lower 
overall compared to that for SSCs.6 Perhaps because 
of the overall lower degree of acceptability, the 
difference between NP1 (Major Subject) and NP2 
(Grammatical Subject) was less pronounced than in 
SSCs. 

Figure 5 shows the acceptability scores for GS 
and MS with GS diagnostics. While the 
acceptability score for ‘GS’ (NP2) was slightly 
higher than those of ‘MS’ (NP1), the 95% CIs 
clearly overlapped. 

Figure 5: Bar Plots for ‘GS diagnostics in MSC’ 

The inferential statistics (the GLM analysis in 
Table 4 and the interaction plot in Figure 6) indeed 
suggest that there was no significant difference 
between the acceptability score for ‘GS’ and that 
for ‘MS’.  

 Estimat
e

Standard 
Error 

t p 

(Intercept) 32.0058 0.4162 76.897 .000 ***
CONTROLLERTYPE -0.3842 0.4162 -0.923 .356  

Table 4: Regression Analysis Results 

                                                           
6 While the mean score for grammatical SSCs was generally 
higher than 50 on a 0-145 scale, MSCs were mostly rated 
below 50 in the scale. This could reflect many factors, one 
being that MSCs are felicitous in particular contexts, unlike 
SSCs but no context was given in the task. Another is that 
MSCs are marked constructions that are not commonly used. 
     We do not think that the lower ratings mean that MSCs are 
ungrammatical but only that they may not sound as natural out 
of context to untrained subjects. Given the decades of 
attention paid to them in both traditional and contemporary 
linguistic research, they clearly inhabit the grammatical 
landscape of Korean.  

Figure 6: Interaction Plot 

3.4 MSC: MS Diagnostics 

Figure 7 shows the acceptability scores for GS and 
MS with MS diagnostics. As can be seen in the 
Figure, the acceptability scores for ‘MS’ (NP1) and 
those for ‘GS’ (NP2) were not very different.  

Figure 7: Bar Plots for ‘MS diagnostics in MSC’ 

The results of GLM analysis (Table 5) and the 
interaction plot (Figure 8) show that the difference 
between the two conditions was not statistically 
significant.  

 Estimate Standard 
Error 

t p 

(Intercept) 35.2086 0.6205 56.746 .000 ***
Fator1 0.4886 0.6205 0.787 .431  

Table 5: Regression Analysis Results 
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Figure 8: Interaction Plot 

4 Discussion 

We hypothesized that in SSCs, sentences where the 
Subject (NP2) controls the subject diagnostics 
would be acceptable while those where the 
Possessor (NP1) does should be unacceptable, 
regardless of the type of subject diagnostic 
(Prediction 1).  However, the results diverged 
from the prediction in two ways. First, SSCs where 
the Possessor (NP1) controls subject diagnostics 
were not judged unacceptable. The overall 
acceptability rating of such sentences was even 
higher than MSCs, for example. Secondly, SSCs 
where the Possessor controls a given diagnostic 
were judged to be better than those where the 
Subject (NP2) does so for certain subject 
diagnostics (i.e., Plural Copying (PC) and Adjunct 
Control (AC)). Thus, Prediction 1 was not fully 
supported by the results. 

For MSCs, Prediction 2 (that sentences where 
GS diagnostics are controlled by NP2 but not NP1 
would be acceptable) was not supported 
statistically. Likewise, Prediction 3 (that sentences 
where MS diagnostics are controlled by NP1 but 
not NP2 would be acceptable) was not supported 
statistically either. However, the overall numerical 
results were in the direction of the two predictions. 

Since the SSC condition constitutes the baseline 
against which the results of the MSC condition can 
be evaluated, we turn to SSCs first. We predicted 
that the Possessor (NP1) should not control any 
subject property, but it came close to the Subject 
(NP2) with respect to the GS subject properties and 
actually surpassed the latter with the MS subject 
properties. How could we understand these results?

One possibility is that the properties that Yoon 
and others picked as subject properties in Korean 
(in 2) are not valid, at least when considered as a 
group. Among them, it seems that the MS 
properties (as a group) are even less likely than the 
GS properties to be subject properties, since the 
Possessor, a non-Subject, outperformed the Subject 
in a statistically significant manner with these 
diagnostics. And while the Subject outperformed 
the Possessor (in a statistically significant manner, 
to boot) for GS properties, SSCs where the 
Possessor ‘wrongly’ controlled these properties 
were judged to be fairly well-formed. So, even the 
GS properties as a group may not be valid to 
diagnose all and only Subjects in Korean. We need 
to examine the validity of each diagnostic 
separately. Doing so may reveal that the set of true 
subject diagnostics is a much smaller subset of the 
GS diagnostics.7

A different way to understand the results is to 
try to make sense of them in light of the fact that 
the non-subject nominal in SSCs that was able to 
usurp some subject properties is the Possessor of 
the Subject. The reason this is important is the 
following. 

While we have been writing about Subjects as if 
they were theoretical primitives, in many syntactic 
traditions subjecthood is a derived notion. Subjects 
are defined in terms of structural prominence (i.e., 
Subject is the highest nominal in an A-position that 
asymmetrically c-commands other nominals). 
Understood this way, a surface Subject controls 
Subject Agreement in a language because the 
nominal is in the right configuration to be the 
minimal controller (via relations such as Agree) of 
the category that bears Subject Agreement.  

Now, it is well-known that the Possessor of a 
Subject can scope or bind out of the Subject in 
certain circumstances in certain languages, perhaps 
because Specifiers can optionally c-command out 
of the constituent they are in (Kayne 1994).  

What this means is that the behavior of the 
Possessor-of-Subject may not be representative of 
how non-Subject nominals behave in general 
because the Possessor-of-Subject can usurp certain 
properties of the Subject by virtue of being able to 
                                                           
7 Previous studies (Kim et al, 2015; Lee et al, 2015; Kim et al, 
forthcoming) found that individual diagnostics actually fared 
better. In particular, Obligatory Control (OC) and Reflexive 
Binding (RB) were fairly robust in being controlled by GS but 
not MS properties in both SSCs and MSCs.  
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c-command out of the Subject constituent. In an 
approach where subject behavior derives from a 
nominal having the highest structural prominence, 
the Possessor-of-Subject would actually have to be 
considered a Subject.  

Therefore, rather than coming to a hasty 
conclusion that the majority of the properties 
identified in the literature as diagnosing Subjects in 
Korean needs to be discarded because the 
Possessor-of-Subject can sometimes control them, 
we need to contrast Subjects with non-Subject 
nominals other than its Possessor. 

Nevertheless, it is disturbing to find that the 
Possessor-of-Subject outperforms the Subject with 
respect to the so-called MS subject properties 
(Adjunct Control (AC) and Coordinated Null 
Subject Control/Coordinate Null Subject Deletion 
(CD)). This possibly means that these are not valid 
in diagnosing Subjects in a given structure. 
Anything with enough contextual salience may be 
able to control these properties.  

Turning to MSCs, the surprising results with 
SSCs indicate that no reliable conclusion about the 
question of subjecthood can be made pending a full 
and comprehensive investigation of the necessary 
and sufficient conditions of subjecthood in SSCs 
where a variety of non-subject nominals are 
systematically compared with the unique Subject. 
Therefore, the fact that the pattern of results in 
MSCs tended in the direction of the claims made in 
Yoon (2008, 2009) cannot be interpreted as 
indicating anything definitive about whether MSCs 
are characterized by the presence of multiple 
Subjects, with relevant subject properties 
distributed between the two types of Subjects. 

A further problem with the current experiment is 
that since the subjects were presented with both 
SSC and MSC conditions, the ratings of MSCs 
could reflect judgments given in comparison with 
SSCs. And because of the lower ratings, any 
differences that emerged did not lend themselves 
to statistical significance. To fix this problem, we 
should test SSCs and MSCs separately in future 
experiments. Increasing the number of subjects 
might be able to give more robust results.   

5 Conclusion 

 The current study investigated how two different 
types of subjecthood diagnostics (GS diagnostics 

and MS diagnostics) behaved in SSCs and MSCs, 
respectively. Though additional experiments are 
needed, we can tentatively come to the following 
conclusions. 

 First, among the proposed subjecthood 
diagnostics, those we classified as MS diagnostics 
are probably not valid subjecthood diagnostics at 
all (cf. Hong 1991, 1994 for a similar position).  

Second, even among the remainder (that is, the 
set of GS diagnostics), there may be diagnostics 
that do not identify all and only Subjects. In 
particular, some of these diagnostics may be 
applicable to structural Subjects and Possessors 
contained within them.  

Third, because of the ability of the Possessor-
of-Subject to usurp the properties of the Subject 
(by optionally c-commanding out of the Subject, 
we assume), we need to investigate the question of 
subject diagnostics by contrasting Subjects with 
non-Subject nominals other than its Possessor.  

Finally, because the question of subjecthood 
diagnostics has not been settled for SSCs, we 
cannot have a definitive answer to the question of 
whether MSCs are characterized by the presence of 
multiple Subjects, with subject properties 
distributed between the different types of Subjects. 
The (dis)confirmation of the theoretical proposals 
put forth in Yoon (2008, 2009) cannot be achieved 
without first traversing these prior steps. 
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Abstract 

This corpus study of the distribution of 
Mandarin minimizer negative polarity 
items connects word order patterns and 
focal constructions. The OV word order 
pattern is claimed to be a focal construal. 
However, the corpus analysis shows the 
majority of them stay in VO. This 
distribution is constrained by the 
information structure of Mandarin word 
order patterns and negative constructions. 
The requirement of focal prominence is 
clearly reflected in the types of co-
occurring modifiers in VO and OV. This 
study of minimizers shows how emphatic 
pragmatic inferences are construed 
through the interaction between focal 
construction, negation, and numeral 
phrases.

Key words: minimizers, negation, focus, 
word order, Mandarin Chinese 

1 Introduction 

This paper investigates Mandarin information 
structure entailed in word order and various types 
of negation through analyzing the distribution of 
Mandarin minimizers. ‘One’-phases are the main 
source of minimizes in East Asian numeral 
classifier languages, which is the presence of 
numeral classifiers. As shown in (1), the ‘one’-

1 Abbreviations: 3.sg: 3rd person singular, ASP: aspect, 
CLF: classifier, EXT: existential predicate, FOC: focus, 
LOC: locative, MW: measure word, NEG: negation, 
negative, PASS: passive, PFV: perfective, POSS:
possessive, PRF: perfect, REL: relative.

phrase, a combination of a numeral, a classifier or 
measure word, and a noun, is used as a negative 
polarity item (NPI) for emphasizing negation, 
instead of being used for denoting the actual 
quantity. 

(1) [yí lì liángshí] dōu/ yě bú     làngfèi 
 one CLF1 food FOC/ FOC NEG waste 

‘(They) did not waste even a bit of food.’

Minimizers form a class of strong NPIs and 
induce strong scalar inferences (Giannakidou 

2011, Israel 2011). The minimizers behave 
different requirements in VO and OV, as 
discussed in Section 2.  

2 The Distribution of Minimizers in Two 
Word Order Patterns in Modern 
Mandarin 

The Modern Mandarin ‘one’-phrase data have 
been collected from Chinese Gigaword 2 . The 
combination of ‘one’-phrases and three types of 
negation are examined based on two types of word 
orders, OV and VO. The three types of negation 
include the generic/ stative negator bù, the negator 
for negating the instantiation of an event méi, and 
the existential negative predicate méiyǒu ‘there be 

not’ (Li and Thompson 1981). The three negators 

are used in different environments. Bù is the most 
general and neutral form of negation. It is used for 
simple denial of assertions and for refusal, as 
shown (2) and (3) Bù negator does not involve 

2 The Chinese Gigaword Corpus contains approximately 1.1 
billion Chinese characters. The data come from two main 
sources. One is from Taiwan’s Central News Agency 
(around 700 million characters) and the other is from 
China’s Xinhua News Agency (around 400 million 

characters).  
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completion regardless of the time frame, past or 
present.  

(2) tā bù cōngmíng

 he NEG smart 
‘He is not smart.’

(3) tā bù dúshū

 he NEG study 
‘He does/did not study.’

When instantiation of events is concerned, the 
negator méi is used. The form méi is used when 
the main verb of the sentence is yǒu. Yǒu has a 
number of different meanings, such as 
existential, possessive, perfective, presentational, 
and assertive (Cheng 1978, Huang 1987, Tsai 
2004). The existential verb yǒu can be optionally 
omitted when the negator méi appears. This 
study concerns two major functions of the 
negative predicate méi(yǒu). The first one is 
negating the instantiation of an event, as shown 
in (4). Méi in (4) negates the instantiation of the 
drinking event. This function is different from 
the generic/ stative negator bù. As shown in (5),
bù negates habituals or states. 

(4) tā méi hē jiǔ

he NEG drink wine 
‘He didn’t drink wine.’

(5) tā bù hē jiǔ

he NEG drink wine 
‘He doesn’t drink wine.’/ ‘He refused to 

drink wine.’

The other major function of the negator méi(yǒu) 
is the negation of the existential verb yǒu, which 
is the main focus in this study. As in (6), the 
negator méiyǒu includes both negation and an 
existential verb. The existential verb yǒu is 
optional when méi appears.  

(6) méi yǒu shuǐ le
NEG.EXT there be water PFV
‘There is no more water.’

 This section concerns the interaction between 
‘one’-phrases as minimizers and the three types of 
negation, stative or generic bù, event-non-
instantiation negator méi, and existential negative 
predicate méiyǒu. In terms of syntactic positions, 
bù and non-existential méi follow the subject and 
precede the verb, while existential negative 
predicate méiyǒu generally precedes the NP 
whose existence is being introduced. Its position 
is the same as its positive counterpart, existential 
predicate yǒu. The Mandarin existential 
construction is shown (7), where the existence of 

‘one person’ is introduced by existential predicate 

yǒu. It is also possible to have a locative NP 
preceding yǒu (Huang 1987), as in (8). Due to the 
specific arrangement of the existential verb and 
the unaccusative subject in the Mandarin 
existential construction, the NP in the position of 
the unaccusative subject patterns like the object in 
the canonical VO order. As in (7) and (8), the 
‘one’-phrases are preceded by an existential verb. 
Following Huang’s (1987) analysis of Mandarin 

existential sentences, this analysis include V
subject/ subject V in this broader definition of 
VO/ OV construction due to the shared properties 
between them. The combination of an existential 
verb followed by a postverbal NP is labeled as VO 
order for the purpose of comparing how word 
order influences the interpretation of minimizers 
under the scope of various negators. When the 
focus construction is involved, the NP whose 
existence is concerned precedes the existential 
predicate, as shown in (9). Analogously, the 
combination of a preverbal NP and the existential 
predicate is labeled as OV order. 

(7) yǒu   [yí ge   rén]     hěn tǎoyàn nǐ

EXT.V one CLF person very dislike  you 
‘There is a person who dislikes you very 

much.’

(8) zhuō   shàng yǒu      [yì    běn xiǎoshuō]

table   top EXT.V one CLF novel     
hěn yǒuqù

       very  interesting 
‘There is a novel on the table which is very   

        interesting.’

(9) zhuō shàng [yì   běn shū] yě     méi  yǒu
       desk   top     one  CLF  book FOC  NEG EXT.V

‘There is not even a book on the desk.’

The three types of negation have different 
influences on ‘one’-phrases as minimizers 
regarding their distribution in different word order 
patterns. The three types can be divided into two 
groups based on the principle of existentiality 
because minimizers have a particular relation with 
existential constructions. The following 
discussion will begin with non-existential 
negators bù and méi and continue to the existential 
negative predicate méiyǒu. 

2.1 ‘One’-phrases as minimizers under non-
existential negation 

 For each of the non-existential negators bù and 
méi, the two combinations of NEG-v…‘one’ and 
‘one’…NEG-v are collected from the corpus. The 
former targets ‘one’-phrases in VO, while the 
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latter targets ‘one’-phrases in OV. Mandarin OV 
has been regarded as a focal construction (Tsai 
2004, Zhang 2000). Thus it should be ideal for 
minimizers since they attract focal prominence for 
inducing inferences (Israel 2011). The distribution 
of the ‘one’-phrases as minimizers in the two 
word orders based on Chinese Gigaword are 
summarized in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: ‘One’-phrases as minimizers in VO 
and OV under non-existential negation 

Notably, the overall number of ‘one’-phrases as 
minimizers in OV outnumbers that in VO. It 
should be mentioned that the genres from Chinese 
Gigaword are restricted to newspaper and press 
releases. In other words, the ‘one’-phrases as 
minimizers here are collected from written 
Chinese, which is stylistically formal. SVO is 
normally preferred in a formal style. Even given 
the restriction of genres, however, there are still 
more tokens in OV than in VO, as indicated in 
Figure 1. The association between minimizers and 
OV in Modern Mandarin should be more 
prominent when the genres expand to include 
colloquial Mandarin.  

 The asymmetry of VO and OV orders in terms 
of accommodating ‘one’-phrases as minimizers is 
reflected in how the minimizers behave in the two 
orders. The ‘one’-phrases with negator bù or méi
in VO may be interpreted in various ways. The 
interpretation as minimizers is only one of these 
ways. In Modern Mandarin, the inclusion of a 
classifier in numeral phrases has become 
mandatory. Classifiers overtly specify the basic 
unit of the object since they denote some 
prominently perceived or imputed properties of 
the entity to which associated nouns refer, as 
defined in Allan (1977). They are compatible with 
the concept of a minimal unit and express the 
concept overtly. For example, the classifiers in 
(10) and (11) designate the smallest atomic unit, 
and the measure words in (12) and (13) refer to the 
smallest quantity. With the classifiers, the ‘one’-
phrases unambiguously profile the minimal unit 
of a scale, which is the foundation for inducing 
scalar inferences. 

(10) Kàn bú   dào [yì zhāng yǒushànd

see NEG ASP one CLF friendly 
miànkǒng]

      face 
‘did not see even one friendly face’

(11) méi liú guò [yì dī        lèi] 
NEG tear ASP one drop    tear 
‘hasn’t even shed a tear’

(12) bù hē [yì kǒu          shuǐ]

NEG drink one MW(mouth)   water 
‘did not drink even one mouthful of water’

(13) méi hē qúnzhòng [yì  zhōng jiǔ]

NEG drink people     one MW    wine 
‘hasn’t drunk a cup of wine from the people’

In addition to the function of minimizers, ‘one’-
phrases can also function as indefinite referential 
expressions under negation in VO, as in (14),
where the ‘one’-phrase is the object of the verb. 
The ‘one’-phrase emphasizes the indefiniteness 
instead of the quantity of the denotatum; this is 
reflected in the corresponding English translation 
‘a NP’. In the referential function, the numeral 

‘one’ cannot be substituted with other numerals 

because ‘one’ cannot contrast with other numerals. 

(14) wǒ bù [xiǎng chéngwéi]v      [yí 
I NEG want become      one 

 wèi zhèngzhì lǐngxiù]o

CLF political leader 
‘I don’t want to become a political leader.’

The ‘one’-phrase under negation in VO can 
also be a canonical numeral phrase denoting 
quantity, as in (15). In this case, the numeral ‘one’ 

can be used to contrast with other numerals. The 
numeral ‘one’ can be replaced with other 

numerals.   

(15) zhōngguó wending bù 
China  stability NEG
yīng xì yú [yì rén] 

 should tie at one person 
‘The stability of China should not be tied

               to one person.’

These different interpretations of ‘one’-phrases 
show that VO under negation can have various 
interpretations. A minimizer reading is not 
guaranteed. 

However, when ‘one’-phrases appear under 
negation in OV, they are unambiguously 
understood as minimizer NPIs, as in (16).  

(16) song le tā sì     běn shū tā [yì běn]

give   PRF he four  CLF book he  one CLF
dōu   méi kàn wán 

OV word order

VO word order

 pl1
 pl2
méi ‘NEG
bù ‘NEG

(tokens)

1304 1035

509 3804

Minimizers and Word Order
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FOC NEG read ASP
‘…gave him four books. He did not finish 

even one book.’

No tokens from the corpus show that ‘one’-
phrases in the preverbal object position are used 
as indefinite referential expressions or quantity-
denoting phrases. This is because the focus of the 
preverbal object position in OV forces ‘one’-
phrases to be interpreted as minimizers. Based on 
the data so far, asymmetry between VO and OV 
can be clearly observed. The following sections 
will discuss asymmetric requirements for 
Mandarin minimizers in VO and OV.  

2.1.1 Collocation of rènhé ‘any’ and 
minimizers in VO and OV 

The distribution of minimizers in Modern 
Mandarin clearly illustrates the asymmetry of OV 
and VO in terms of securing a minimizer NPI 
reading. Since VO is open to multiple 
interpretations, additional mechanisms, such as 
the occurrence of rènhé ‘any’, guarantee the 
minimizer reading. Mandarin rènhé is 
functionally similar to English NPI any. In VO, 
when rènhé ‘any’ is added to a ‘one’-phrase under 
negation, the ‘one’-phrase must be understood as 
a minimizer NPI, as shown in (17).  

(17) qùnián  méi mǎi rènhé [yì běn shū]

     last year NEG buy any     one CLF book 
‘last year did not buy any book’

Interestingly, both rènhé ‘any’ and minimizers 

are polarity items. Each of them can be used alone 
for scalar readings. When rènhé ‘any’ and the 

minimizer appear in VO, their associated NPs 
have prosodic prominence or emphatic stress. 
This indicates that they profile an extreme value 
in an ordered set of alternatives. Since both of 
them occur in a scalar construal, they induce 
similar scalar inferences. Although the subtle 
differences between the two types of polarity 
items are hard to distinguish in the VO, it is clear 
that the combination of two polarity items as in 
(17) has a stronger emphatic effect. Importantly, 
such a combination must be an NPI. It does not 
allow alternative interpretations. 

In contrast, the ‘one’-phrases under negation in 
OV are not ambiguous in nature. In this case, the 
addition of rènhé ‘any’ does not help much in 
terms of turning the ‘one’-phrases into minimizers. 
Following this logic, there should be fewer cases 
of rènhé ‘any’ modifying ‘one’-phrases in OV. 
The prediction turns out to be true, as reflected in 
the difference regarding the frequency of co-
occurrence of rènhé ‘any’ with ‘one’-phrases in 

VO and OV. As in Figure 2, rènhé ‘any’ appears 

mostly in VO, itis barely found in OV. 

Figure 2: Co-occurrence of rènhé ‘any’ and 

‘one’-phrases as minimizers in VO and OV 

The sharp contrast of the occurrences of rènhé
‘any’ in the two word orders again shows that the 
information structure of OV can ensure that ‘one’-
phrases under negation are understood as 
minimizers, while VO may need additional 
elements to make a minimizer reading 
unambiguous. The addition of the NPI rènhé ‘any’ 

to ‘one’-phrases can be viewed as a strategy to 
fully distinguish the minimizer function from 
other readings of ‘one’-phrases in VO.  

2.1.2 Requirement of focus particles for 
minimizers in OV 

In Modern Mandarin, the type of focus in OV 
becomes overtly specified. The ‘one’-phrases as 
minimizers in OV are now accompanied by the 
focus-sensitive scalar particles, yě and dōu. The 
involvement of scalar particles is the result of 
creating maximal distinction between various 
types of focus carried in the OV construction. The 
great majority of the ‘one’-phrases as minimizers 
in OV co-occur with the scalar particles, as shown 
in Figure 3.  

Figure 3: Involvement of the scalar particles in 
OV order containing ‘one’-phrases as minimizers  

The ‘one’-phrases which lack a scalar particle 
have two properties. First, this class of minimizers 
is more archaic, and may be viewed as vestiges 
from earlier periods of Chinese which 
characterize the formal style. Second, preverbal 
‘one’-phrases without scalar particles tend to 
appear in parallel clauses, as shown in (18). The 
parallel clauses are normally used in slogans for 
stylistic formal symmetry. This type of ‘one’-
phrases also sounds formal because they look as 
though they are imitations of archaic forms.  

(18) [yí   tàng bù bái zǒu]

mei

bu

 VO word order
 OV word order

méi ‘NEG’

bù ‘NEG’ 478
1

0
17

(tokens)

Co-occurrence of rènhé ‘any’ with ‘one’-phrases

mei

bu

 no particle
 with a particle

490
3430

374
19

(tokens)

Preverbal ‘one’-phrases and scalar particles

méi ‘NEG’

bù ‘NEG’
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    one  trip NEG in vain walk 

[yí   jù   bù bái wèn] 
one  sentence  NEG in vain ask

‘not have any trip for nothing and not ask a 

sentence for nothing’

The preverbal ‘one’-phrases without scalar 
particles thus have their own syntactic and 
pragmatic characteristics, departing from typical 
contemporary use. As indicated in Figure 3, the 
majority of the preverbal minimizers occur with 
the scalar particles. The canonical form of 
minimizers in OV is shown in (19) and (20),
where the occurrence of the particles clearly 
indicates scalar focus and reinforces the scalar 
nature of their associated ‘one’-phrases.  

(19) [yì píng] yě      bù  liú
 one bottle FOC NEG  keep 

‘Don’t keep even a single bottle.’

(20) jiālǐde        niú    yang    [yì zhī]

in the house cow  sheep  one CLF
dōu méi sǔnshī

FOC        NEG lose 
‘…did not lose even a single cow or sheep’

2.1.3 VO-OV asymmetry in acceptance of 
Double-object construction 

Although OV is apparently a more ideal place 
for minimizer ‘one’-phrases as minimizers, there 
are still a fair number of them in VO, as shown in 
Figure 3. This is partly due to the syntactic 
constraints of OV. VO allows the Mandarin 
double object construction. As shown in (21) and 
(22), the double object construction involves the 
form, Subj V Obj1 Obj2, where the ‘one’-phrase 
(Obj. 2) is the direct object of the verb. The focal 
stress of the two examples falls on the ‘one’-
phrase, which indicates that the ‘one’-phrase is 
used as an emphatic NPI. However, OV can 
accommodate only one object argument. In OV, 
the preposed object must be the direct object.  

(21) méi hē     women1 [yì kǒu shuǐ]2 què
NEG drink us          one mouth water but 
xiàng qīn xiōngdì yíyàng guānxīn

 alike close brother same care about 
‘(He) did not drink a mouthful of our water, 

but treated us like his close brothers’

(22) dàjiā         kǔ gàn wǔ    nián
everyone hard work five  year 

 méi  yào       guójiā1 [yì   fēn qián]2

NEG ask for  country one  cent money 
‘Everyone worked hard for five years and 

did not ask the country for even a cent.’

OV can only accommodate one preverbal 
object. In contrast, VO is relatively flexible to take 
‘one’-phrases as minimizers occurring in a variety 
of constructions, such as a double-object 
construction. 

This section has discussed the distribution of 
minimizers under non-existential negation, which 
reveals their tendency to occur in OV word order. 

3 ‘One’-phrases as minimizers with 
existential negation 

When ‘one’-phrases appear with the existential 
negative predicate of méiyǒu, the ‘one’-phrases as 
minimizers do not show a tendency toward OV. 
This distribution is unlike the distribution under 
non-existential negation. In the context of méiyǒu,
the majority of ‘one’-phrases as minimizers 
(13,650 tokens) appear in VO, while fewer than 
3,000 tokens are found in OV. Such a vast 
difference suggests that existential negation has a 
remarkable influence on the distribution of ‘one’-
phrases as minimizers in the two word order 
patterns. The distribution implies that Mandarin 
existential constructions should be able to provide 
informative conditions in semantics and 
pragmatics for ‘one’-phrases to be interpreted as 
minimizers. With respect to the syntactic 
properties, the existential constructions in VO are 
compatible with a variety of predicate 
constructions which cannot fit into OV. Due to the 
syntactic characteristics, the existential 
constructions in VO can accommodate a larger 
diversity of constructions involving minimizers as 
compared with those in OV.  

Mandarin existential sentences can occur in a 
more complicated structure involving more than 
one VP. For example, sentences (23) and (24)
contain two verbs, as a subtype of existential 
presentative sentences. This type of sentence is 
labeled as “realis descriptive clauses” by Li and 

Thompson (1981). It is analyzed as a serial verb 
construction and it has two properties. First, the 
direct object of the existential verb must be 
indefinite. Second, its discourse function is to 
present or introduce an NP to be further described. 
As in (23), the NP ‘one person’ is an indefinite 

referential expression, followed by a descriptive 
clause. The indefinite numeral phrase ‘one tree’ in 

(24) is provided with more details by its following 
adjectival predicate. 

(23) yǒu      [yí  ge rén]     qiāo    mén 
        EXT.V one CLF person knock  door 

‘There is someone knocking on the door.’
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(24) yuànzi        yǒu    [yì   kē    shù] hěn gāo

    court yard  EXT.V one CLF tree  very high 
‘There is a tree in the yard which is very tall.’

Huang (1987) further proposes a general form 
of Mandarin existential sentences as repeated in 
(25). Position II is reserved for existential 
predicates. The grammatical subject generally 
appears in Position I. Position III is for the NP 
whose existence is being asserted. Position IV is 
filled by an expression of predication, which is a 
descriptive clause or phrase. The expression in 
Position IV has to be semantically related to the 
NP in Position III.  

(25) …(NP)…EXT.V…NP…(XP)…

Position I II III IV

The general form not only applies to positive 
existential predicates, but also to existential 
negation méiyǒu. For instance, the ‘one’-phrase 
introduced by méiyǒu in (26) is followed by a verb 
phrase which provides relevant details. In 
sentence (27), the whole VP following the ‘one’-
phrase functions as a restrictive clause specifying 
the property concerned in the discussion. 

(26) méiyǒu [yí ge huànzhě    de 
EXT.V one CLF patient     POSS
jiǎnyàn    jiéguǒ] chéng    yángxìng 

      inspection  result     show     positive 
‘Not a single patient has positive results’

(27) jiānglái méiyǒu [yí ge guójiā]

   future EXT.V one CLF country 
 néng   bǎohù tā     de huánjìng 

can      protect  3.SG POSS environment 
‘There will not be a country that can protect 

its environment in the future.’

In the data from Chinese Gigaword, when 
‘one’-phrases as minimizers appear with 
existential negation méiyǒu, the majority of them 
are followed by a phrase of predication. However, 
the “complicated” existential construction 

involving more than one predicate can only 
appear in VO. According to the corpus data, the 
generalization is that in OV the NP as the 
preverbal object cannot be followed by any 
predicative phrases. If there is any modification 
for the denotatum of the preverbal ‘one’-phrase, it 
has to precede the noun of the ‘one’-phrase. As in 
(28), the adjective occurs between the classifier 
and the noun. 

(28) lián [yí wèi zhōngguó
 even one CLF Chinese 

liúxuéshēng]    dōu méiyǒu

 overseas student   FOC EXT.NEG
‘There is not even a single Chinese 

                overseas student.’

Examples (29) and (30) illustrate the different 
requirements regarding modification in the two 
word orders. Predicative clauses and relative 
clauses appear in different syntactic positions to 
modify ‘one’-phrases as minimizers. Predicative 
clauses have to immediately follow ‘one’-phrases, 
whereas relative clauses with the relative marker 
de precede ‘one’-phrases. In (29), the ‘one’-
phrase as minimizer in VO is followed by an 
expression of predication in boldface. If it is 
paraphrased using OV, the phrase of predication 
has to be expressed by a relative clause. In 
Modern Mandarin, a relative clause is marked by 
de at the end, as underlined in (30).  

(29) yóuqí          shì   liánhéguó méiyǒu     [yí  
     specifically FOC UN           EXT.NEG    one 
ge     huìyuán   guó] kěyǐ dàibiǎo   táiwān
CLF member  country can    represent Taiwan 
‘Specifically in the United Nations, there is no 

member country that can represent Taiwan.’

(30) yóuqí          shì    liánhéguó [yí ge
specifically  FOC United Nations   one  CLF
kěyǐ dàibiǎo táiwān de huìyuán guó] 
can   represent Taiwan REL member country 
yě /dōu méiyǒu  
FOC/FOC EXT.NEG

‘Specifically in the United Nations, there is 

not even a single member that can represent 
Taiwan.’

Relative clauses can also modify ‘one’-phrases 
as minimizers in VO, as shown in (31). However, 
in some cases the strategy of modification is not 
ideal in VO. For example, if (27) is paraphrased 
with a relative clause in VO, the grammatical 
acceptability becomes a problem, as in (32),
which is even rejected by some native speakers. 
The ungrammaticality of (33) shows that the 
position between the unit word and the noun in 
VO is not an ideal position for relative clauses 
modifying ‘one’-phases as minimizers.  

(31) yóuqí           shì liánhéguó méiyǒu

   specifically  FOC United Nations EXT.NEG
     [yí     ge kěyǐ dàibiǎo     táiwān de
      one  CLF can represent  Taiwan  REL
     huìyuán guó] 
     member country 
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‘Specifically in the United Nations, there is 

not a member country that can represent 
Taiwan.’

(32) ??jiānglái méiyǒu   [yí   ge    néng bǎohù

     future EXT.NEG one CLF can   protect 
tā de     huánjìng         de guójiā]

 3.SG POSS environment  REL country 
‘There will not be a country that can 

protect its environment in the future.’

(33) *jiānglái    méiyǒu [néng  bǎohù tā

     future   EXT.NEG can     protect  3.SG
      de     huánjìng       de yí ge  guójiā]

POSS environment  REL one CLF country 
Intended reading: ‘There will not be a 

country that can protect its environment in 
the future.’

The awkwardness of (32) can mainly be 
attributed to three reasons. First, it is difficult to 
trace the referent of the third person pronoun in 
the cases where the pronoun precedes its referent. 
Second, Mandarin sentences generally do not 
allow the phonological clash of multiple de, which 
have various functions such as a possessive or a 
relative clause marker. Third, existential 
constructions profile the NP introduced by the 
existential verbs in the information structure. This 
profiled NP is foregrounded with focal 
prominence. The intervention of a long relative 
clause may decrease the focal prominence 
assigned by the existential predicate. The 
preference of a predicative clause over a relative 
clause in VO is reflected in the corpus data, where 
up to 95% of the ‘one’-phrases as minimizers in 
VO are followed by an expression of predication. 
The use of relative clauses for modifying 
minimizers is relatively not productive. 

Relative clauses are rarely found in VO, and 
also seldom appear to modify ‘one’-phrases as 
minimizers in OV. As shown in (34)-(35), the 
‘one’-phrases normally do not have additional 
modification. The information relevant to the 
denotatum of ‘one’-phrases is normally provided 
in earlier contexts. For example, the numeral 
‘one’-classifier combination in (35) is associated 
with the ‘tent’ appearing in the previous clause. 

Notably, the majority of the ‘one’-phrases as 
minimizers in OV order have the noun omitted in 
the corpus data. Since the classifier alone is 
sufficient to delimit the basic unit of its associated 
noun, the noun which appears earlier in the 
context does not need to be repeated. The way the 
preverbal minimizers behave in the corpus data 
also reveals a special property of the OV 

construction. Since the preverbal object of the OV 
construction has focal prominence, the preverbal 
object with a focus stress tends to be a small unit, 
which can make the prosodic prominence more 
salient. In addition to the prosodic emphasis, the 
basic component of ‘one’-phrases without 
additional modification also increases the 
semantic prominence of the minimizer by 
narrowing the focus to the ‘one’-phrase only.   

(34) tā rúguǒ zuò zài jiā lǐ

he if sit at home in
 [yí piào] yě méiyǒu

 one vote FOC NEG.EXT
‘If he sits at home, there will not be even 

a single vote (for him).’

(35) yào shēnlǐng wǔ bǎi        ding zhàngpéng 
    want apply for five  hundred CLF tent 
      [yì dǐng] yě méiyǒu

       one tent CLF NEG.EXT
‘…plan to apply for five hundred tents, but 

there is not even a single one.’ 

Based on corpus data, the preverbal ‘one’-
phrases as minimizers are generally not newly 
introduced information in the discourse. As 
shown in (36), the first clause clearly conveys a 
negative proposition, but the preverbal ‘one’-
phrase in the second clause repeats the 
information for the sake of emphasis and 
reinforcement.  

(36) méiyǒu    rén       xià qù [yí ge]
NEG.EXT person  down go   one    CLF
yě méiyǒu

YE NEG.EXT
‘Nobody went down, not even a single one.’

 The discussion so far concerns how the 
information structure of OV and VO is reflected 
in the syntactic constraints of the méiyǒu
existential construction. The differences of ‘one’-
phrases with negation méiyǒu in VO and OV are 
summarized in (37). 

(37) ‘One’-phrases as minimizers in existential 
constructions 

VO OV 
‘one’-phrase followed 
by another expression 
of predication

√ x

‘one’-phrase modified 
by a relative clause (yi-
CLF RC N)

√ √

Although both predicative phrases and relative 
clauses can be used to provide further information 
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for ‘one’-phrases, relative clauses are preferred. 
The preference of one strategy over the other is 
relevant to the issue of profiling the element of 
which the existence is concerned. In OV, the 
‘one’-phrases have the tendency to remain as a 
basic numeral phrase without extra modifiers. 
This is for the purpose of foregrounding the ‘one’-
phrases as minimizers both phonologically and 
semantically. Even though the three strategies of 
providing further information of the ‘one’-phrases 
are all legitimate, the actual use in the corpus 
shows that the choice of the form for modification 
is determined by the principle of maximally 
foregrounding the focused elements. Among the 
three modification strategies, the existential 
construction with a predicative phrase in VO has 
most tokens. This type of modification satisfies 
the emphatic nature of minimizers because the NP 
immediately following the existential predicate is 
profiled in the information structure. The 
principle of profiling important information 
provides an answer as to why ‘one’-phrases as 
minimizers under existential negation do not show 
a tendency toward OV.   

4 Conclusion 
The semantics and pragmatics of OV support 

the minimizer reading of preverbal object phrases, 
so OV should be ideal for Mandarin ‘one’-phrases 
as minimizers. Following this line, it predicts that 
in Modern Mandarin the majority of ‘one’-phrases 
as minimizers should occur in OV. On the 
contrary, this turns out not to be the case because 
the majority of ‘one’-phrases as minimizers still 
stay in VO when under existential negation. This 
study solves the puzzle by showing that the 
distribution of ‘one’-phrases as minimizers in VO 
and OV is linked with their co-occurring negators. 
The property of existentiality of negation can 
divide Mandarin negation into two types. In the 
environment of non-existential negation, there are 
more ‘one’-phrases as minimizers appearing in 
OV than in VO. However, when they occur with 
existential negation, the vast majority of them stay 
in VO. The distribution in which VO outnumbers 
OV in the existential constructions has remained 
unchanged since Old Chinese. This phenomenon 
of ‘one’-phrases staying in VO is due to the 
semantic and syntactic characteristics of the 
existential constructions. The ‘one’-phrases under 
existential negation in VO can receive sufficient 
focal prominence, which is required for the 
interpretation of minimizers. In order to maximize 
the focal prominence, most of the ‘one’-phrases as 

minimizers remain in the basic form, leaving other 
information in the preceding context. 

In sum, this paper presents a corpus analysis on 
the distribution of Mandarin minimizers. The 
results not only show the crucial function of focal 
constructions in inducing emphatic inferences 
from negative polarity items, but also explain how 
information structure shapes the distribution and 
interpretation of numeral phrases. 
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Abstract

Various unsupervised and semi-supervised
methods have been proposed to tag and parse
an unseen language. We explore delexical-
ized parsing, proposed by (Zeman and Resnik,
2008), and delexicalized tagging, proposed
by (Yu et al., 2016). For both approaches
we provide a detailed evaluation on Univer-
sal Dependencies data (Nivre et al., 2016),
a de-facto standard for multi-lingual morpho-
syntactic processing (while the previous work
used other datasets). Our results confirm that
in separation, each of the two delexicalized
techniques has some limited potential when
no annotation of the target language is avail-
able. However, if used in combination, their
errors multiply beyond acceptable limits. We
demonstrate that even the tiniest bit of expert
annotation in the target language may con-
tain significant potential and should be used
if available.

1 Introduction

Dependency parsing is an important step in language
analysis, useful for downstream applications such as
machine translation or question answering. Unfortu-
nately, it is not an easy task. Successful parsers rely
on dependency treebanks annotated by language ex-
perts. While at least small treebanks are becoming
available for an increasing number of languages, the
world’s languages will not be covered any soon. The
number of languages for which at least a small tree-
bank is available lies probably somewhere between
50 and 100 (we are aware of treebanks for 56 lan-
guages). At the same time, the number of world’s

languages is usually estimated between 4,000 and
7,000; and 398 languages are reported to have more
than 1 million speakers (Lewis et al., 2016). In or-
der to parse the treebankless languages, several tech-
niques have been developed.

(Hwa et al., 2004) projected dependency trees
across bilingual word alignments in a parallel cor-
pus. They used a few target-language rules to im-
prove the target trees.

(Zeman and Resnik, 2008) proposed delexical-
ized parsing, a method that trains a parsing model
on part-of-speech tags only, ignoring lexical infor-
mation. The trained model is then used to parse
data in a related language for which POS tags are
available. It is assumed that POS-tagged data are
cheaper and easier to obtain for new languages than
treebanks are. Such claim is probably justified, yet it
does not provide any immediate solution in the case
that no annotated resources are available for the tar-
get language.

(McDonald et al., 2011) evaluated their multi-
source delexicalized transfer using POS tags pre-
dicted by the projected part-of-speech tagger of (Das
and Petrov, 2011). This tagger relies only on labeled
training data for English, and uses a parallel corpus
(Europarl) to project the tags across word alignment.
Both (Zeman and Resnik, 2008) and (McDonald et
al., 2011) notice that varying treebank annotation
styles are a major obstacle to meaningful evaluation
of any cross-linguistic transfer.

Projection across bitexts is the central approach
in many published experiments with POS tagging of
low-resource languages.

(Yarowsky and Ngai, 2001) project POS tags
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from English to French and Chinese via both auto-
matic and gold alignment, and report substantial im-
provement of accuracy after using de-noising post-
processing. (Fossum and Abney, 2005) extend this
approach by projecting multiple source languages
onto a target language.

(Das and Petrov, 2011) use graph-based label
propagation for cross-lingual knowledge transfer,
and estimate emission distributions in the target lan-
guage using a loglinear model. (Duong et al., 2013)
choose only automatically recognized “good” sen-
tences from the parallel data, and further apply self-
training.

(Agić et al., 2015) learn taggers for 100 lan-
guages using aligned Bible verses from The Bible
Corpus (Christodouloupoulos et al., 2010).

Besides approaches based on parallel data, there
are also experiments showing that reasonable POS
tagging accuracy (close to 90 %) can be reached us-
ing quick and efficient prototyping techniques, such
as (Cucerzan and Yarowsky, 2002). However, such
approaches rely on at least partial understanding of
the target language grammar, and on the availability
of a dictionary, hence they do not scale well when
it comes to tens or hundreds of languages (Cucerzan
and Yarowsky experiment with two languages only).

In contrast, (Yu et al., 2016) train a tagging
model on language-independent meta-features and
transfer it directly to a target language in a fash-
ion similar to the delexicalized parsing; they call
their approach delexicalized tagging. They use nei-
ther parallel corpora nor any target-language dictio-
nary, rules or other expert knowledge. They com-
pute meta-features on large raw corpora, and they
make tagged texts of 107 languages available for
download.1

2 Delexicalized Tagging

(Yu et al., 2016) describe 17 features they extract
for each word type in each source and target lan-
guage. The features describe statistical properties of
the word type in a large raw corpus. They are not di-
rectly tied to the lexicon of any particular language.

1Note that a pre-requisity of delexicalized tagging is that
word boundaries in the target text are easily detectable. Hence
the method is not suitable for languages that do not use inter-
word spacing, such as Chinese, Japanese or Thai.

Languages for which POS-tagged data is avail-
able can be used as source languages. A classifier is
trained to learn the correspondence between feature
vectors and POS tags. The classifier is then directly
applied to feature vectors of the target language, and
assigns a POS tag to each target word type.

(Yu et al., 2016) experiment with various classi-
fiers and report that support vector machines (SVM)
with radial kernel (Boser et al., 1992) gave the best
results on their data; therefore we use SVM in our
experiments, too.

A prerequisite to delexicalized tagging is a com-
mon tagset for both the source and the target lan-
guages. (Yu et al., 2016) use the Google Universal
POS (set of 12 tags) (Petrov et al., 2012). We use an
extended version of this tagset, used in the Univer-
sal Dependencies project2 (Nivre et al., 2016). With
17 tags it is still reasonably coarse-grained, which is
advantageous for such a resource-poor method.

The 17 tags are NOUN, PROPN (proper noun),
VERB, AUX (auxiliary verb), ADJ (adjective), ADV
(adverb), PRON (pronoun), DET (determiner), NUM
(numeral), ADP (adposition i.e. pre- or postpo-
sition), CONJ (coordinating conjunction), SCONJ
(subordinating conjunction), PART (particle), INTJ
(interjection), SYM, PUNCT and X (unknown).

2.1 Features
We use the same 17 features3 as (Yu et al., 2016),
which we describe below. Let C be a corpus and ci
the i-th token in the corpus. N = |C| = the number
of tokens in the corpus C. f(w) = |{i : ci = w}| =
the absolute word frequency, i.e. number of in-
stances of the word type w in the corpus C. Sim-
ilarly, f(x, y) is the absolute frequency of the word
bigram xy. Pre(w) = {x : ∃i (ci = w) ∧ (ci−1 =
x)} is the set of word types that occur at least once
in a position preceding an instance of w. Analo-
gously, Next(w) denotes the set of word types fol-
lowing w in the corpus. Context(w) = {x, y :
∃i (ci−1 = x) ∧ (ci = w) ∧ (ci+1 = y)} denotes
the set of contexts surrounding w, and Subst(w) =
{y : Context(y) ∩ Context(w) 
= ∅} is the set of
words that share a context with w.

1. word length – the number of characters in w

2http://universaldependencies.org/
3Software at github.com/ufal/deltacorpus.
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2. log frequency – logarithm of the relative fre-
quency of w in C

log
f(w)

N

3. is number – binary value based on the Unicode
character property digit

4. is punctuation – binary value based on the Uni-
code character property punctuation

5. relative frequency after number

log
|i : ci = w ∧ is number(ci−1)|

f(w)

6. relative frequency after punctuation

log
|i : ci = w ∧ is punctuation(ci−1)

f(w)

7. how many different words appear before w:
|Pre(w)|

8. how many different words appear after w:
|Next(w)|

9. how many different words in C share a context
with w: |Subst(w)|

10. preceding word entropy

PN =
∑

y∈Pre(w)

f(y)

∑
y∈Pre(w)

−f(y)

PN
log

f(y)

PN

11. following word entropy

NN =
∑

y∈Next(w)

f(y)

∑
y∈Next(w)

−f(y)

NN
log

f(y)

NN

12. substituting word entropy

SN =
∑

y∈Subst(w)

f(y)

∑
y∈Subst(w)

−f(y)

SN
log

f(y)

SN

13. weighted sum of pointwise mutual information
(PMI) of w with the preceding word – collect
all words y in C that precede w, then calcu-
late their PMI values with w and sum PMIs
weighted by the joint probability of the pair

∑
y∈Pre(w) f(w, y)× log N×f(w,y)

f(w)×f(y)

N

14. weighted sum of PMI of w with the following
word – fully analogous to the previous feature

15. pointwise mutual information between w and
the most frequent preceding word

MaxP = argmax
y∈Pre(w)

f(y)

log
N × f(w,MaxP )

f(w)× f(MaxP )

16. pointwise mutual information between w and
the most frequent following word – fully analo-
gous to the previous feature

17. entropy of suffixes following the root of
w – First we collect counts of suffixes
count(suffix) in C whose length range from
1 to 4 and counts of corresponding roots (words
without suffixes) count(root) in C. For each
word, we find the border between root and suf-
fix by maximization of the product f(root) ×
f(suffix). Then, we compute conditional en-
tropy over all suffixes given the root.4

3 Delexicalized Parsing

The idea of delexicalized parsing is that a given se-
quence of parts of speech has often the same pre-
ferred dependency structure regardless of language.
To illustrate this, consider the bilingual example in
Figure 1. The mapping between the words in the
two sentences is not 1-1. However, the words they
have in common have identical part-of-speech tags
and the dependency relations are also shared.

The POS tags are the key here. We can remove
the words from the training data and show only the

4The underlying intution is that some POSs tend to partici-
pate in derivation and inflection more often than others. Obvi-
ously, our root/suffix segmentation is only an approximation.
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She has never been to Seoul
PRON AUX ADV VERB ADP PROPN

Nikdy nebyla v Soulu

nsubj

aux

advmod

nmod

case

advmod

nmod

case

Figure 1: English and Czech sentence with equivalent
meaning and shared dependencies.

POS tags to the parser when training the parsing
model. Such model will be less accurate because it
will lack important lexical information such as verb
valency. However, at the same time it will be ap-
plicable to multiple languages. Obviously, the more
closely related the languages are to the source (train-
ing) language, the better.

While a common tagset is a prerequisite to
delexicalized tagging, for parsing we assume a com-
mon dependency style, i.e. the set of relation types
and guidelines for their attachment.5 Fortunately,
Universal Dependencies define a harmonized anno-
tation style for all languages and we do not have to
consider annotation differences, unlike (McDonald
et al., 2011) and other previous work.

4 Data and Experimental Setup

In order to increase comparability of our results to
(Yu et al., 2016), we use the same W2C corpus (Ma-
jliš and Žabokrtský, 2012) to extract feature vectors
(we use at most the first 20 million tokens from the
WEB section in each language).

Unlike (Yu et al., 2016), we take the POS-tagged
data for SVM training and evaluation from the Uni-
versal Dependencies collection (Nivre et al., 2016).
UD is also used to train and evaluate delexicalized
parsers. We work with the following 29 UD lan-
guages:6 Basque (eu), Bulgarian (bg), Croatian (hr),
Czech (cs), Danish (da), Dutch (nl), English (en),

5The common style is only required for evaluation of the
results using some labeled data. When the technique is applied
to a truly unknown language, the target annotation style will be
naturally inherited from the source language.

6We use the UD release 1.2 and exclude languages that are
not represented in W2C and also Arabic (because of vowel dia-
critics and tokenization in UD not matching W2C) and Japanese

Estonian (et), Finnish (fi), French (fr), German (de),
Greek (el), Hebrew (he), Hindi (hi), Hungarian (hu),
Indonesian (id), Irish (ga), Italian (it), Latin (la),
Norwegian (no), Persian (fa), Polish (pl), Portuguese
(pt), Romanian (ro), Slovenian (sl), Spanish (es),
Swedish (sv), Tamil (ta). For experiments that do
not involve delexicalized tagging we also report re-
sults on Ancient Greek (grc), Arabic (ar), Gothic
(got) and Old Church Slavonic (cu).7

The first 30,000 tokens of the training data of
each language were used to train the SVM classi-
fier for delexicalized tagging. Each token was con-
sidered one training instance (i.e., n occurrences of
a word w result in n identical instances). In ad-
dition we trained several mixed models based on
multiple source languages (N × 30, 000 tokens).
(Yu et al., 2016) observe that it is really signifi-
cant how much similar the source and the target
languages are. Hence we trained specialized mod-
els for several groups of Indo-European languages
(Germanic – ger, Romance – rom, and Slavic – sla),
one model of agglutinating languages (agl: Hungar-
ian, Finnish, Estonian, Basque), one general model
for Indo-European languages (ine) and one model
based on all languages. We always excluded the tar-
get language from the source mix. While the first
three groups are motivated by genetic relatedness,
the agl group is based on surface properties because
we have few related languages in the collection.

In the case of delexicalized parsing, we compare
several scenarios, depending on what is the source
of the part-of-speech tags used in parsing models:
gold-standard, predicted by a supervised tagger and
predicted by a delexicalized tagger. To speed up ex-
perimentation, the parser is trained only on the first
5,000 sentences of the training section of the given
language. In the case of multi-source transfer, all
the source languages are merged first (interlaced,
so that all languages can participate), then the first
5,000 sentences are taken. We use the Malt Parser
(Nivre and Hall, 2005) with the stacklazy algo-
rithm; it is reasonably fast to train and it allows for
non-projective dependencies.

(because of its non-trivial word segmentation).
7There are languages with more than one treebank and we

use numeric indices to distinguish the extra treebanks in our
results: fi1 for the FinnTreeBank, la1 and grc1 for the PROIEL
treebanks, and la2 for the Index Thomisticus Treebank.
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source
target base self all ine ger rom sla agl c7

bg 37 87 57 58 61 56 67 45 50
cs 42 82 60 59 52 46 63 45 54
da 30 83 63 67 70 58 48 42 55
de 30 83 58 60 63 58 46 39 51
el 36 88 62 62 51 54 51 40 55
en 30 81 56 58 62 54 49 48 52
es 31 89 69 72 72 79 56 40 61
et 49 73 51 48 47 37 47 51 45
eu 42 78 52 45 41 40 42 46 44
fa 48 89 47 39 34 27 47 42 42
fi 41 74 49 49 46 42 49 49 43
fi1 35 73 46 47 40 36 42 48 41
fr 33 89 73 73 63 78 52 41 65
ga 38 84 58 56 57 51 49 45 57
he 38 81 42 37 34 29 39 34 38
hi 30 85 51 45 50 43 46 35 48
hr 41 84 56 60 51 41 65 49 52
hu 37 79 51 49 55 51 43 37 46
id 42 82 50 47 42 41 47 42 44
it 34 86 58 51 56 74 53 38 55
la 30 74 49 39 34 26 40 43 43
la1 20 79 35 28 23 17 33 22 29
la2 37 89 50 47 44 39 52 53 50
nl 28 83 62 61 65 60 44 44 61
no 29 87 66 65 70 56 48 44 49
pl 45 80 60 59 48 47 64 46 53
pt 36 89 67 67 62 75 60 40 51
ro 36 75 58 56 47 55 50 39 51
sl 36 78 62 60 52 45 62 45 53
sv 30 80 65 68 71 53 53 46 59
ta 42 69 37 33 30 25 35 36 32

Table 1: POS tagging accuracy using the SVM classi-
fier, measured on UD 1.2 development data. The “base”
column shows baseline results. The “self” column con-
tains results of a classifier trained on the target language.
In the remaining columns the target language was al-
ways excluded from the source language set. Various
combinations of source languages were tested: all, Indo-
European, Germanic, Romance, Slavic, a mix of agglu-
tinating languages, and the “c7” combination from (Yu
et al., 2016) (but UD 1.2 does not contain Catalan and
Turkish, so our mix contains a maximum of 5 languages,
minus the source: bg, de, el, hi, hu).

5 Evaluation

Table 1 summarizes the results of delexicalized tag-
ging on UD 1.2 development data. The “base”
column presents results of a baseline tagger that
tags everything except punctuation and numbers as
NOUN. The general tendency is that Romance and

Germanic languages, with their higher proportion of
function words, have lower baseline accuracy than
Slavic and Uralic languages. At the same time, lan-
guages with low baseline score often (but not al-
ways) witness high accuracy of the SVM tagger. For
high-baseline languages the classifier brings only
moderate improvement, and in two cases (Persian
and Tamil) it does not beat the baseline at all.

The “self” column gives results of a classifier
trained on the target language (but training data is
still different from test data). It can be understood as
an estimate of the upper bound of achievable results.

The rest of the table shows classifiers trained
on various combinations of source languages. The
grouping is done the same way as for tagging, al-
though there are other options, e.g. the KLcpos3
metric proposed by (Rosa and Žabokrtský, 2015).
We have confirmed the hypothesis that if there are
multiple closely related source languages available,
the more distant languages are better left out. All
Slavic, Germanic and Romance languages (except
Romanian) achieve the best scores with classifiers
trained on their respective groups (the target lan-
guage always excluded from training). This can
be explained by different distribution of parts of
speech: Slavic languages do not have articles, hence
the ‘DET‘ tag is much less frequent than in Ger-
manic and Romance languages. The replacement
of case morphology by prepositions is even more
pervasive in Romance than in Germanic languages.
And so on.

For the other target languages, training on all
available source languages seems to be the best
recipe in most cases. For example Hindi, an Indo-
European language, is not so close to its relatives
(at least w.r.t. the features that we measure) that
we could base the classifier solely on Indo-European
languages from our collection. However, using the
labeled Hindi data to tag Urdu, Punjabi or Gujarati
is likely to be more successful.

Table 2 summarizes the unlabeled attachment
score (UAS) of delexicalized parsing based on POS
tags predicted by the supervised tagger from UD-
Pipe (Straka et al., 2016). There are three excep-
tions: the columns “gold”, “lex” and “l20” use lex-
icalized parsing models. In addition, “gold” uses
gold-standard POS tags.

For some languages the difference between us-
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self source
target gold lex delex l20 single best multi best

ar 80 80 70 58 he:50 got:49 pl:48 sla:45 rom:45
bg 84 88 84 51 sl:73 cs:72 hr:70 sla:76 ine:71
cs 81 80 73 55 hr:62 bg:60 sl:60 sla:61 ine:60
cu 87 83 77 60 got:73 grc1:69 la1:57 ger:68 ine:67
da 84 78 72 54 no:63 bg:61 sv:59 ger:66 ine:66
de 81 75 67 51 sv:54 sl:53 bg:53 sla:59 ger:57
el 80 80 73 60 hr:59 sl:59 ro:51 sla:63 ine:62
en 84 81 71 56 sv:55 de:54 fr:52 all:58 ger:58
es 76 81 72 59 it:68 fr:65 ro:54 rom:70 ine:69
et 88 82 78 53 fi:65 hu:64 pl:63 agl:75 all:64
eu 78 73 66 53 hu:45 hi:41 et:39 sla:44 ine:43
fa 83 80 68 55 grc1:47 he:46 sl:45 sla:49 all:44
fi 78 74 65 42 da:49 fi1:47 et:45 all:52 agl:51
fi1 73 69 65 45 fi:54 la:49 et:44 all:48 ine:47
fr 81 80 73 59 es:66 it:65 bg:57 rom:67 all:65
ga 78 73 70 58 he:57 id:53 ro:51 all:57 rom:56
got 82 77 73 58 cu:67 grc1:66 la1:54 sla:66 all:62
grc 72 68 59 45 grc1:50 got:49 la:47 all:47 ine:47
grc1 74 72 67 33 got:62 grc:52 la1:49 sla:57 ine:56
he 84 81 76 59 id:55 es:54 ro:51 rom:57 all:57
hi 91 89 82 60 ta:55 hu:53 et:43 agl:56 all:47
hr 83 77 72 51 sl:57 cs:55 bg:54 sla:61 ine:60
hu 79 74 70 62 sv:54 bg:53 et:47 sla:54 all:53
id 82 79 70 58 hr:57 he:54 bg:48 sla:57 rom:53
it 87 86 79 64 es:74 fr:72 ro:59 rom:76 all:73
la 62 55 47 31 grc1:54 cu:52 la1:51 all:53 sla:52
la1 72 69 58 43 grc1:56 got:56 cu:54 sla:50 all:49
la2 72 71 65 38 la:44 pl:44 hr:44 sla:47 ine:47
nl 73 71 68 53 de:52 pt:52 el:52 ine:54 all:53
no 87 84 72 42 sv:61 hr:61 bg:60 ine:66 ger:66
pl 87 83 78 62 sl:69 hr:67 bg:63 sla:73 all:69
pt 78 84 76 67 it:69 es:69 fr:66 all:68 rom:68
ro 76 66 62 53 it:59 id:58 es:56 rom:62 ine:61
sl 88 83 79 56 cs:70 hr:65 bg:62 sla:75 ine:69
sv 86 81 73 49 no:64 da:63 en:62 ger:69 ine:65
ta 80 66 63 50 hi:46 hu:44 eu:40 agl:50 all:48

Table 2: Unlabeled attachment score of delexicalized parsers on the UD 1.2 test data. Gold-standard tags were used
in the “gold” column, and tags predicted by UDPipe everywhere else. The “gold”, “lex” and “l20” columns are
lexicalized. Parsers in “l20” are trained on 20 labeled sentences; highlighted figures indicate languages where the
delexicalized parser did worse than “l20”.
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ing gold and predicted tags is not large (surprisingly,
in three cases the predicted tags even outperform the
gold standard). However, the UDPipe tagger was
trained only on UD data and thus we observe a much
larger drop in Romanian and Tamil—two tiny tree-
banks, too small to train a good tagger.

The “self/delex” column illustrates how much
we lose by removing the lexical values of the
words. Finally, we present scores of the three best-
performing source languages, and two source lan-
guage combinations. Again, genetically related lan-
guages tend to stick together and the scores could be
used as an interesting language-typological metric,
even if the correllation is less pronounced than with
tagging. Sometimes the type of text plays a more
important role. E.g. the treebanks from the PROIEL
project (cu, got, grc1 and la1) work well together
despite being from different language groups. They
contain similar texts (Bible) and their annotation is
harmonized to a greater extent than the rest of UD.

It is not surprising that the best possible source
is usually a mix of languages (note that this cannot
be attributed to larger training data, which is always
limited to 5,000 sentences). Some of the UAS val-
ues look promising and certainly outperform unsu-
pervised parsing. Yet there are two important factors
that hold back excessive optimism. First, the results
in Table 2 are based on a supervised tagger. Replac-
ing it by the delexicalized tagger does not work for
us. We do not show the scores in the table but they
are generally under 20% and effectively useless. The
number of tagging errors may not seem so disas-
trous, but their distribution is too random for the
downstream parsing model to build upon the tags.
Delexicalized tagging is reasonably good at distin-
guishing function words from content words but it
often fails to tell apart nouns and verbs—a distinc-
tion that affects the entire structure of a dependency
tree, whose root node is usually a verb.

The second factor lies in the “l20” column,
which shows scores of a lexicalized parser trained on
just 20 manually annotated sentences. (Zeman and
Resnik, 2008) were able to show that their delexical-
ized transfer in their setup (with quite different data
and parser from ours) was worth 1,546 manually an-
notated sentences. However, the learning curve of
Malt Parser on UD data is much steeper in the be-
ginning, making it harder for semi-supervised ap-

proaches to compete. Our results are rarely equiva-
lent to more than 200 sentences of lexicalized data.
In nine cases (highlighted red in the table) the delex-
icalized parser does not even outperform the “l20”
result. This is certainly not good news for the delex-
icalized techniques, but there is a positive message,
too: whenever some knowledge of the target lan-
guage is available, use it. If a native speaker is avail-
able, ask him for help—even if he does not know
anything about linguistics! The data you obtain may
look ridiculously small, but they will probably get
you further than expected.

6 Conclusion

We have investigated two techniques of cross-
linguistic model transfer, known as delexicalized
tagging and parsing. We evaluated them thoroughly
on a common dataset, Universal Dependencies v1.2.

We have confirmed that models are more eas-
ily transferred between phylogenetically related
languages—a hypothesis that is very natural, yet it
could not be confirmed in the previous work, work-
ing with treebanks whose annotation style was not
harmonized across languages (a famous finding of
(McDonald et al., 2011) was that Danish was in fact
the worst possible source language for Swedish).

We have also exposed the limits of the two meth-
ods. Each technique in isolation looks moderately
promising, especially if only the intrinsic scores are
considered. However, they fail terribly when used
in combination. Since the learning curve of mod-
ern dependency parsers is quite steep, we argue that
it is more advantageous to ask a native speaker to
annotate just a small dataset, rather than trying to
transfer models from other languages. We agree
with (Yu et al., 2016) that such an approach does
not scale well to tens or hundreds of languages, and
a native speaker may not always be available, but
it is a path that should not be ignored. Alternatively,
one may want to employ Wiktionary crawling-based
techniques such as (Sylak-Glassman et al., 2016) to
acquire lexical knowledge about new languages.
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Abstract

Comparable corpus is the most important re-
source in several NLP tasks. However, it is
very expensive to collect manually. Lexical
borrowing happened in almost all languages.
We can use the loanwords to detect useful
bilingual knowledge and expand the size of
donor-recipient / recipient-donor comparable
corpora. In this paper, we propose a recur-
rent neural network (RNN) based framework
to identify loanwords in Uyghur. Addition-
ally, we suggest two features: inverse lan-
guage model feature and collocation feature
to improve the performance of our model. Ex-
perimental results show that our approach out-
performs several sequence labeling baselines.

1 Introduction

Most natural language processing (NLP) tools rely
on large scale language resources, but many lan-
guages in the world are resource-poor. To make
these NLP tools widely used, some researchers
have focused on techniques that obtain resources
of resource-poor languages from resource-rich lan-
guages using parallel data for NLP applications such
as syntactic parsing, word sense tagging, machine
translation, semantic role labeling, and some cross-
lingual NLP tasks. However, high quality parallel
corpora are expensive and difficult to obtain, es-
pecially for resource-poor languages like Uyghur.

Lexical borrowing is very common between lan-
guages. It is a phenomenon of cross-linguistic in-
fluence (Tsvetkov et al., 2015a). If loanwords in
resource-poor languages (e.g. Uyghur) can be iden-
tified effectively, we can use the bilingual word pairs

as an important factor in comparable corpora build-
ing. And comparable corpora are vital resources in
parallel corpus detection (Munteanu et al., 2006).
Additionally, loanwords can be integrated into bilin-
gual dictionaries directly. Therefore, loanwords are
valuable to study in several NLP tasks such as ma-
chine translation, information extraction and infor-
mation retrieval.

In this paper, we design a novel model to iden-
tify loanwords (Chinese, Russian and Arabic) from
Uyghur texts. Our model based on a RNN Encoder-
Decoder framework (Cho et al., 2014). The En-
coder processes a variable length input (Uyghur sen-
tence) and builds a fixed-length vector representa-
tion. Based on the encoded representation, the de-
coder generates a variable-length sequence (Labeled
sequence). To optimize the output of decoder, we
also propose two important features: inverse lan-
guage model feature and collocation feature. We
conduct three groups of experiments; experimental
results show that, our model outperforms other ap-
proaches.

This paper makes the following contributions to
this area:

• We introduce a novel approach to loanwords
identification in Uyghur. This approach in-
creases F1 score by 12% relative to traditional
approach on the task of loanwords detection.

• We conduct experiments to evaluate the per-
formance of off-the-shelf loanwords detection
tools trained on news corpus when applied to
loanwords detection. By utilizing in-domain
and out-of-domain data.
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• For integrate these crucial information for bet-
ter loanwords prediction, we combine two fea-
tures into the loanwords identification model,
so that we can use more important information
to select the better loanword candidate.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the background of loanwords in
Uyghur; Section 3 interprets the framework used
in our model; Section 4 introduces our method in
detail. Section 5 describes the experimental setup
and the analysis of experimental results. Section 6
discusses the related work. Conclusion and future
work are presented in Section 7.

2 Background

Before we present our loanwords detection model,
we provide a brief introduction of Uyghur and loan-
words identification in this section. This will help
build relevant background knowledge.

2.1 Introduction of Loanwords
A loanword is a word adopted from one language
(the donor language) and incorporated into a differ-
ent, recipient language without translation. It can
be distinguished from a calque, or loan translation,
where a meaning or idiom from another language
is translated into existing words or roots of the host
language. When borrowing, the words may have
several changes to adopt the recipient language:

• Changes in meaning. Words are occasionally
improved with a different meaning than that in
the donor language

• Changes in spelling. Words taken into differ-
ent recipient languages are something spelled
as in the donor language. Sometimes borrowed
words retain original (or near-original) pronun-
ciation, but undergo a spelling change to repre-
sent the orthography of the recipient language.

• Changes in pronunciation. In cases where a
new loanword has a very unusual sound, the
pronunciation of the word is radically changed.

2.2 Loanwords in Uyghur
Uyghur is an official language of the Xinjiang
Uyghur Autonomous Region, and is widely used

in both social and official spheres, as well as in
print, radio and television, and is mostly used as a
lingua franca by other ethnic minorities in Xinjiang.
Uyghur belongs to the Turkic language family,
which also includes languages such as the more
distantly related Uzbek. In addition to influence
of other Turkic languages, Uyghur has historically
been influenced strongly by Person and Arabic and
more recently by Mandarin Chinese and Russian
(Table 1).

Loanwords in Uyghur not only include named
entities such as person and location names, but also
some daily used words.

2.3 Challenges in Loanwords Identification in
Uyghur

Spelling Change When Borrowed From Donor
Languages

To adopt the pronunciation and grammar in Uyghur,
spelling of words (loanwords) may change when
borrowed from donor languages. Changes of
spelling have a great impact on the loanwords
identification task.
Russian loanwords in Uyghur:
“radiyo”1-“radio”(“radio”)
Chinese loanwords in Uyghur:
“koi”-“�” (“kuai”)

Suffixes of Uyghur Words Affect the Loanwords
Identification

A Uygur word is composed of a stem and several
suffixes, which can be formally described as:

Word = stem+ suffix0 + suffix1 + ...+ suffixN (1)

If we just use the traditional approaches such
as edit distance, in some cases, these algorithms
cannot give us sure results, for example, the length
of suffixes equal even greater than the original
word’s length.

Data Sparsity Degrades the Performance of
Loanwords Identification Model

1In this paper, we use Uyghur Latin Alphabet.
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Chinese loan words in Uyghur [in English] Russian loan words in Uyghur [in English]
shinjang(��) [Xinjiang] tElEfon(telefon) [telephone]
laza(��) [hot pepper] uniwErsitEt(universitet) [university]
shuji(��) [secretary] radiyo(radio) [radio]
koi(�) [Yuan] pochta(poqta) [post office]
lengpung(��) [agar-agar jelly] wElsipit(velosiped) [bicycle]
dufu(��) [bean curd] oblast(oblast�) [region]

Table 1: Examples of Chinese and Russian Loanwords in Uyghur.

Loanwords detection can be reformulated as a se-
quence labeling problem. Most sequence labeling
tools (such as CRFs-based, HMM-based etc.) are
built on large scales labeled data, lack of available
labeled language resource makes decrease of perfor-
mance on loanwords identification in Uyghur using
above ”off-the-shelf” tools.

3 Methodology

Recent development of deep learning (representa-
tion learning) has a strong impact in the area of
NLP (natural language processing). According to
traditional approaches, extraction of features often
requires expensive human labor and often relies on
expert knowledge, and these features usually cannot
be expended in other situations. The most exciting
thing of deep learning is that features used in most
traditional machine learning models can be learned
automatically.

In this section, we first introduced the most popu-
lar deep learning models used in this paper, then, we
involved in the details of this model.

3.1 Recurrent Neural Network

RNNs (Recurrent Neural Networks) are artificial
neural network models where connections between
units form a directed cycle (Jaeger, 2002). This cre-
ates an internal state of the network which allows it
to exhibit dynamic temporal behavior. RNNs can
use their internal memory to process arbitrary se-
quences of inputs. This makes them show great
promise in many NLP tasks.

The most important feature of a RNN model is
that the network contains at least one feed-back con-
nection, so the activations can flow round in a loop.
That makes the networks very suited for tasks like
temporal processing and sequence labeling.

3.2 RNN Encoder-Decoder Framework

In this section, we give a brief introduction of the
RNN Encoder-Decoder framework, which was
proposed by (Cho et al., 2014a) and (Sutskever et
al., 2014). We build a novel architecture that learns
to identify loanwords in Uyghur texts based on this
framework.

 

 

 

Decode

Encode

Figure 1: The Encoder-Decoder Framework Used in
Loanword Identification Model.

U0, U1, U2, ..., Ul−1, Ul is a sequence of
Uyghur words, O0, O1, O2, ..., Ol−1, Ol is a
sequence of labels (loanword or not), and
Zv0, Zv1, Zv2, ..., Zv(l−1), Zvl is a sequence of
vector representation of Uyghur words. The bold
face ”Encode” and ”Decode” are two processes of
encoder and decoder in our loanword identification
model, respectively (Figure 1).

Encoder

In the RNN Encoder-Decoder framework, a
sentence is firstly transformed into a sequence of
vectors x = (x1, x2, ..., xl), then the encoder reads
x as a vector �c. The most common approach is to
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use an RNN such that

ht = f(xt, ht−1) (2)

And

c = q(h1, h2, ..., hl−1, hl) (3)

where ht ∈ γ is a hidden state at time t, and �c is a
vector generated from the sequence of the hidden
states. f and q are some nonlinear functions. For
instance, the Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) is
used as f , and q(h1, h2, ..., hl−1, hl) as ht.

Decoder

In RNN framework, the decoder is often used
to predict the next word yt given the context
vector �c and all the previously predicted words
y1, y2, ..., yt−1. In other words, the decoder de-
fines a probability over the identification yt by
decomposing the joint probability into the ordered
conditionals:

p(y) =
l∏

t=1

p(yt| {y1, y2, ..., yt−1} ,�c) (4)

4 Loanwords Identification

To make our loanwords identification model
stronger, we also proposed several features as the ad-
ditional knowledge of RNN. These features can be
derived from monolingual corpus. In this section,
we present two features firstly, then, we introduce
the decoding part of our model.

4.1 Features
Inverse Language Model Feature

A language model is a probability distribution
over sequences of words in NLP. Traditionally,
language models are widely used in applications
such as machine translation, speech recognition,
part-of-speech tagging, parsing, and information
retrieval. For example, in statistical machine
translation, language models are used to improve
the fluency of generated texts (Lembersky et al.,
2012)

p(e|f) ∝ p(f |e)p(e) (5)

p(e|f) indicates the translation model, which
means the probability that the source string e is
the translation of the target string f ; p(e) is the
language model, which indicates the probability
that the string e appeared in target language.

Usually, there are different pronunciation systems
between donor language and recipient language.
Different pronunciation rules can be represented by
different character-based language models. In our
paper, we propose an inverse language model (ILM)
to constraint the output of loanword identification
system.

N-gram Model

N-gram is a contiguous sequence of n items
from a given text. An n-gram model models natural
language sequences using the statistical properties
of n-grams. Practically, an n-gram model predicts xi
based on xi−(n−1), ..., xi−1. This can be indicated
by probability terms as

p(xi|xi−(n−1), ..., xi−1) (6)

When used in language modeling, independent
assumptions are made so that each item word
replies on its last n− 1 words.

Inverse Language Model

As mentioned above, we can use a character-
based language model to indicate a pronunciation
system. Although a loanword may adapt the pro-
nunciation of recipient language when borrowing,
there are still some differences exist, and these dif-
ferences usually reflect features of donor language
pronunciation system. Accordingly, we computed
the inverse language model feature as following

pilm = (1− λ1puyg) + λ2pdnr (7)

Where puyg is the language model probability of
a given character sequence in Uyghur, pdnr is the
language model probability of above sequence in
donor languages. λ1 and λ2 are weights which can
be obtained during model optimization. Language
model probabilities are all based on n-gram models.

Collocation Feature
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Unlike Chinese, some words (e.g. person names)
are written separately. For detect loanwords effec-
tively, we proposed a collocation feature, which
measures the co-occurrence probability of two
words.

The frequency of words is a simple but effective
metric in NLP. In this paper, we use a probability
of words co-occurrence to measure the composition
of several parts of a possible loanword. Similar to
language model, we also use smooth mechanism to
alleviate the data sparseness.

Another metric used in our collocation extraction
is the skip-gram language model (SGLM), which
has the ability to model semantic relations between
words, and capture a form of compositionality.
We represent words by distributed representation
encoded in the hidden layers of neural networks.
Given a word, the context can be learned by the
model. In our model, we can apply the SGLM to
predict a loanword (such as Chinese person names
in Uyghur texts) based on one part of it.

pclc1 = max

l∑

−k≤j−1,j≤k

log p(wt+j |wt) (8)

For example, if we indicate v as a function that maps
one part of a loanword w to its n-dimensional vector
representation, then

v(“jinping”)− v(“shi”) + v(“zEmin”)

≈ v(“jyang”)
(9)

The symbol ≈ means its right hand side must be the
nearest neighbor of the value of the left hand side.

4.2 Decoding
In this paper, we use a beam search decoder as the
basic framework, a neural network and two features
are also integrated into it. Two features used in this
model are as two re-rankers to filter out incorrect
outputs.

s(o|w) = log prnn(o|w)
+ μ1 log pilm(wc1...ck)

+ μ2 log pclc(w)

(10)

Where μ1 and μ2 are parameters which deter-
mine how much inverse language model and collo-
cation model are weighted. According to our model,

several characteristics are captured when loanwords
identification. prnn(o|w) is the most important part
in our framework, some information that difficult to
define by human can be learned automatically by
the RNN model. Different language has a differ-
ent pronunciation system. In our loanwords iden-
tification task, we use the inverse language model of
characters to highlight the probability of a loanword
pilm(wc1...ck). For loanwords such as person names
which have been separated by blank spaces, we pre-
dict their contexts according to themselves. In our
method, we integrated both inner word information
and information between words into the decoder.

5 Experiments and Results

We conduct experiments to evaluate our loanword
identification model. According to the tasks de-
fined in this paper, these experiments can be divided
into two types: 1) in-domain experiments; 2) cross-
domain experiments. We train the loanword identi-
fication model using a small set of training data, and
evaluate the performance of our model with three
held out test sets for each language.

5.1 Setup and Datasets
We evaluate our approach on three donor languages:
Chinese, Russian and Arabic. In our approach, loan-
word identification models are trained on Uyghur
news corpora. Test sets used in our experiments in-
clude in-domain test sets and cross-domain test sets.
Since we are very familiar with Chinese and Rus-
sian, we labeled several types of Chinese (Chn) and
Russian (Rus) loanwords in Uyghur test sets, such as
person names, locations, and other daily used words.
For Arabic loanwords (Arab), we labeled them in
test set manually. Because we have limited knowl-
edge about Arabic, we just labeled some person
names and locations. We collected some relatively
regular corpora from news websites in Chinese2 ,
Russian3 and Arabic4 to train the language models,
respectively.

We built the recurrent neural network which used
in our loanword identification model on the open
source deep learning software Deeplearning4j5. For

2http://www.people.com.cn/
3http://sputniknews.ru/
4http://arabic-media.com/arabicnews.htm
5http://deeplearning4j.org
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Languages TR-Set DE-Set TE-Set
Uyghur 10,000 * 3 1,000 * 3 1,000 * 3
Chinese \ 1,000 \
Russian \ 1,000 \
Arabic \ 1,000 \

Table 2: Statistic of Corpora.

the inverse language model, we used a java ver-
sion language model tool which was implemented
by ourselves. For the collocation extraction feature,
we trained a model based on the word2vec, which
was proposed by Tomas Mikolov, and a java ver-
sion is also implemented in Deeplearning4j toolkits.

To evaluate the performance of loanword identifi-
cation models, several metrics are used in our exper-
iments:

R =
A

A+ C
,P =

A

A+B
,F1 =

2 � R � P

P +R
(11)

P (Precision) indicates the percentage of loan-
words found that match exactly the spans found in
the evaluations data (test set);

R(Recall) means the percentage of loanwords
defined in the corpus that were found in the same
location;

F1 can be interpreted as the harmonic mean of P
and R.

5.2 Experiments and Analysis
For validate the effectiveness of our loanword
identification model, we first compare our model
(RNN-based model) with other loanword detection
models, including CRFs-based model (CRFs)
(Lafferty et al., 2001), the identification model
based on string similarity (SSIM) (Mi et al., 2013),
classification-based identification model (CBIM)
(Mi et al., 2014). We suggest two important features
in this paper to optimize the output of our loanword
identification model, affection of these features are
evaluated on identification performance. Loanwords
can exist in any domains in a language; therefore,
we also conduct experiments on texts in several
domains.

Evaluation on Loanword Identification Mod-
els

In this part, we introduce the experiment re-
sults on four models, then we analysis the reasons.

From the Table 3 we can found that the perfor-
mance of RNN based model outperforms other three
approaches, we summarized possible reasons as
follow: 1) CRFs model rely heavily on labeled data,
because we only have limited training examples, the
CRFs model achieved lowest performance among
four models; 2) SSIM model based on two string
similarity algorithms: edit distance and the common
substring, compare with the RNN model, SSIM
has a limited ability of generalization, and cannot
capture semantic information in Uyghur texts, so
the SSIM achieved a relative low performance;
3) Several information including above two algo-
rithms are integrated into the CIBM model, and
consider the loanwords identification as a classifi-
cation problem, the performance of CIBM model
outperforms the CRFs model and SSIM model.
However, like the SSIM model, there is almost no
semantic information and limited generalization
ability, therefore, the performance of CIBM model
cannot achieve or outperform the RNN based model.

Evaluation on Features Used in RNN-based
Model

Features used in our model optimized the out-
put of loanword identification. We show the
experimental results on combination of features:
RNN+f0 (no additional feature used), RNN+f1
(inverse language model feature used), RNN + f2
(collocation feature used) and RNN + f1 + f2
(both inverse language model feature and colloca-
tion feature are used).

In Table 4, RNN + f1 combines the in-
verse language model information into loanword
identification model, which apply the local feature
in our task, so the performance of RNN + f1
outperforms the basic RNN model and RNN + f2.
RNN + f2 integrated the collocation information
into the model, and the generation ability of the
model only rely on RNN, therefore, the performance
of RNN + f2 only outperform the basic RNN
model. The RNN + f1 + f2 not only combine
the generalization ability into the model, but also
the local feature (f1) and global feature (f2). So
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Languages P-Chn R-Chn F1-Chn P-Rus R-Rus F1-Rus P-Arab R-Arab F1-Arab
CRFs 69.78 62.33 66.35 71.64 63.25 67.18 72.50 65.32 68.72
SSIM 66.32 77.28 71.38 75.39 70.02 72.61 73.76 67.51 70.50
CIBM 78.82 68.30 73.18 81.03 73.22 76.93 75.22 70.71 72.90
RNNs 78.97 79.20 79.08 82.55 75.93 79.10 83.26 77.58 80.32

Table 3: Experimental Results on Loanword Identification Models.

Languages P-Chn R-Chn F1-Chn P-Rus R-Rus F1-Rus P-Arab R-Arab F1-Arab
RNN+f0 77.65 67.89 72.44 78.02 68.33 72.85 78.38 70.96 74.49
RNN+f1 78.86 70.32 74.35 81.94 70.65 75.88 81.12 71.52 76.02
CIRNN+f2 78.79 69.54 73.88 81.35 71.28 75.98 80.76 70.20 75.11
RNN+f1+f2 78.97 79.20 79.08 82.55 75.93 79.10 83.26 77.58 80.32

Table 4: Evaluation on Features Used in RNN-based Model.

the RNN + f1 + f2 model achieved the best
performance.

Evaluation on Cross-domain Corpora

We evaluate our model in two domains on dif-
ferent test sets: RNNLIS + NEWS and
RNNLIS +ORAL.

In Table 5, the experimental results on news
(RNNLIS + NEWS) which is similar with our
training examples are outperform the results on
oral test set (RNNLIS + ORAL). This may be
no doubt. Amazingly, we found that performance
of RNNLIS + ORAL is just a little worse
compared with RNNLIS + NEWS. A possible
reason is that our model can learn representation of
knowledge beyond given training examples.

5.3 Discussion

In our experiments, we try to identify Chinese, Rus-
sian and Arabic loanwords in Uyghur texts. We
found that results on Arabic loanwords identification
achieved the best performance. There are two possi-
ble reasons. First, most of loanwords labeled in the
training examples for Arabic loanwords identifica-
tion are person names; therefore, it is relatively easy
to find them out. Second, Persian has exerted some
influence on Arabic, and borrowing much vocabu-
lary from it. Meanwhile, Uyghur has historically
been influenced strongly by Persian, so Arabic loan-
words in Uyghur may have the similar pronunciation

system with Arabic. These two reasons contribute to
Arabic loanwords identification in Uyghur.

We have limited number of labeled corpus, so a
competitive identification result cannot be expected
if a traditional approach is used (such as the CRF).
Our proposed RNN Encoder-Decoder framework
can learn features automatically and use its inter-
nal memory to process arbitrary sequences of inputs.
Additionally, two features inverse language model
and collocation can constraint the output of identi-
fication model. Therefore, our model achieved the
best performance.

Loanword identification models are all trained on
news corpora, so in cross-domain (news and oral)
experiments, results in news are outperform results
in oral. We analysis the results, and found that sev-
eral errors including spelling error are exist in oral
corpora, and these errors may affect the performance
of our model.

6 Related work

There has been relatively few previous works on
loanwords identification in Uyghur. Our work is in-
spired by two lines of research: (1) recurrent neural
network; (2) loanwords detection.

6.1 Recurrent Neural Network

In recent years, the Recurrent Neural Network has
proven to be highly successful in capturing semantic
information in text and has improved the results of
several tasks in NLP area. (Socher et al., 2013) uses
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Languages P-Chn R-Chn F1-Chn P-Rus R-Rus F1-Rus P-Arab R-Arab F1-Arab
RNNLIS+NEWS 78.97 79.20 79.08 82.55 75.93 79.10 83.26 77.58 80.32
RNNLIS+ORAL 75.23 76.44 75.83 78.11 70.59 74.16 80.03 76.42 78.18

Table 5: Evaluation on Cross-Domain Corpora.

a recursive neural network to predict sentence senti-
ment. (Luong et al., 2013) generates better word rep-
resentation with recursive neural network. (Cho et
al., 2014a) proposed a RNN encoder-decoder model
to learn phrase representations in SMT. (Irsoy et
al., 2014) introduce a deep recursive neural network,
and evaluate this model on the task of fine-grained
sentiment classification. (Liu et al., 2014) propose a
recursive recurrent neural network to model the end-
to-end decoding process for SMT; experiments show
that this approach can outperform the state-of-the-
art baseline. (Yao et al., 2013) optimized the recur-
rent neural network language model to perform lan-
guage understanding. (Graves , 2012) apply a RNN
based system in probabilistic sequence transduction.

6.2 Loanwords Detection

In general, word borrowing is often concerned by
linguists (Chen, 2011; Chen et al., 2011a). There
are relatively few researches about loanwords in
NLP area. (Tsvetkov et al., 2015a) and (Tsvetkov et
al., 2016) proposed a morph-phonological transfor-
mation model, features used in this model are based
on optimality theory; experiment has been proved
that with a few training examples, this model can
obtain good performance at predicting donor forms
from borrowed forms. (Tsvetkov et al., 2015) sug-
gest an approach that uses the lexical borrowing as a
model in SMT framework to translate OOV words in
a low-resource language. For loanwords detection in
Uyghur, string similarity based methods were often
used at the early stage (Mi et al., 2013). (Mi et al.,
2014) propose a loanword detection method based
on the perceptron model, several features are used
in model training.

7 Conclusion

We have presented an approach to identify loan-
words (Chinese, Russian and Arabic loanwords)
in Uyghur texts, our model based on the RNN
Encoder-Decoder framework. We also suggested

two important features: inverse language model and
collocation feature to optimize the output of our
loanword identification model. Experimental results
show that our model achieves significant improve-
ments in loanwords detection tasks. In the future, we
plan to further validate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach on more languages, especially on languages
with rich morphology.
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.06/ θ� D λMNf.[M(λx.[N(λe.[f(e) ∧
�(x)(e)])])]
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.0A/
〈��1, θ�1〉...〈��n, θ�n〉〈�, P 〉 〈�1, Q〉
〈��2, θ�2〉...〈��n, θ�n〉〈�, (θ�1Q)P 〉
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�������
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.0C/
〈�, θ*��+��〉〈�, P*��+���〉 〈, Q�����,〉

〈�, (θ*��+��Q�����,)P*��+���〉
�����

θ*��+�� DλMNf.[M(λx.[N(λe.[f(e)∧
*��+��(x)(e)])])],

Q�����, Dλk.¬∃z.k z,
P*��+��� Dλf.∃e.f(e) ∧ *��+���(e),

�	 

(θ*��+��Q�����,)P*��+��� Dλf.¬∃z.∃e.f(e)∧
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s ::��φχ t�1�, α1...αm "�&#�1st :φχ, α1...αm

s :��φχ, α1...αm t�1�, β1...βn "�&#�2ts : φχ, α1...αmβ1...βn

s�1��φχ, α1...αm t�2�ψ, β1...βn "�&#�3 .����� ψ 
D ��/
s :φχ, α1...αm(t, ψ)β1...βn

s ::��φχ t�1� ��, α1...αm "�&#�4
st :φχ, (ε, ��)α1...αm

s :��φχ, α1...αm t�1� ��, β1...βn "�&#�5
ts :φχ, α1...αm(ε, ��)β1...βn

s :��φχ, α1...αi(t, ��)αiL1...αm
"�'�1ts :φχ, α1...αiαiL1...αm

s :��φχ, α1...αi(t, ��ψ)αiL1...αm
"�'�2

s :φχ, α1...αi(t, ψ)αiL1...αm

φ ∈ (B� ∪ F�)
∗8 χ ∈ (B × F ∗

� )8 ψ ∈ F L
� 8 αi, βi ∈ (V ∗ × F L

� ) ��� 0 ≤ i8 0 ≤ m,n
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� �::〈 ��, λky.k y〉
ε::〈��, λNf.N f〉〈
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ε::〈��, λNfW.(W N) f〉〈��, ∅〉〈��, λhky.(h y) ∧ (k y)〉〈�, λe.�〉
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Abstract

In Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs),
Vector Cosine is widely used to estimate sim-
ilarity between word vectors, although this
measure was noticed to suffer from several
shortcomings. The recent literature has pro-
posed other methods which attempt to miti-
gate such biases. In this paper, we intend to in-
vestigate APSyn, a measure that computes the
extent of the intersection between the most as-
sociated contexts of two target words, weight-
ing it by context relevance. We evaluated this
metric in a similarity estimation task on sev-
eral popular test sets, and our results show that
APSyn is in fact highly competitive, even with
respect to the results reported in the literature
for word embeddings. On top of it, APSyn
addresses some of the weaknesses of Vector
Cosine, performing well also on genuine sim-
ilarity estimation.

1 Introduction

Word similarity is one of the most important and
most studied problems in Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP), as it is fundamental for a wide
range of tasks, such as Word Sense Disambigua-
tion (WSD), Information Extraction (IE), Para-
phrase Generation (PG), as well as the automatic
creation of semantic resources. Most of the cur-
rent approaches to word similarity estimation rely
on some version of the Distributional Hypothesis
(DH), which claims that words occurring in the
same contexts tend to have similar meanings (Har-
ris, 1954; Firth, 1957; Sahlgren, 2008). Such hy-
pothesis provides the theoretical ground for Distri-

butional Semantic Models (DSMs), which represent
word meaning by means of high-dimensional vec-
tors encoding corpus-extracted co-occurrences be-
tween targets and their linguistic contexts (Turney
and Pantel, 2010).
Traditional DSMs initialize vectors with co-
occurrence frequencies. Statistical measures, such
as Positive Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI)
or its variants (Church and Hanks, 1990; Bulli-
naria and Levy, 2012; Levy et al., 2015), have been
adopted to normalize these values. Also, these mod-
els have exploited the power of dimensionality re-
duction techniques, such as Singular Value Decom-
position (SVD; Landauer and Dumais, 1997) and
Random Indexing (Sahlgren, 2005).
These first-generation models are currently referred
to as count-based, as distinguished from the context-
predicting ones, which have been recently proposed
in the literature (Bengio et al., 2006; Collobert
and Weston, 2008; Turian et al., 2010; Huang
et al., 2012; Mikolov et al., 2013). More com-
monly known as word embeddings, these second-
generation models learn meaning representations
through neural network training: the vectors dimen-
sions are set to maximize the probability for the con-
texts that typically occur with the target word.
Vector Cosine is generally adopted by both types of
models as a similarity measure. However, this met-
ric has been found to suffer from several problems
(Li and Han, 2013; Faruqui et al., 2016), such as
a bias towards features with higher values and the
inability of considering how many features are ac-
tually shared by the vectors. Finally, Cosine is af-
fected by the hubness effect (Dinu et al., 2014; Schn-
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abel et al., 2015), i.e. the fact that words with high
frequency tend to be universal neighbours. Even
though other measures have been proposed in the
literature (Deza and Deza, 2009), Vector Cosine is
still by far the most popular one (Turney and Pan-
tel, 2010). However, in a recent paper of Santus et
al. (2016b), the authors have claimed that Vector
Cosine is outperformed by APSyn (Average Preci-
sion for Synonymy), a metric based on the extent
of the intersection between the most salient con-
texts of two target words. The measure, tested on
a window-based DSM, outperformed Vector Cosine
on the ESL and on the TOEFL datasets.
In the present work, we perform a systematic eval-
uation of APSyn, testing it on the most popular test
sets for similarity estimation - namely WordSim-353
(Finkelstein et al., 2001), MEN (Bruni et al., 2014)
and SimLex-999 (Hill et al., 2015). For comparison,
Vector Cosine is also calculated on several count-
based DSMs. We implement a total of twenty-eight
models with different parameters settings, each of
which differs according to corpus size, context win-
dow width, weighting scheme and SVD application.
The new metric is shown to outperform Vector Co-
sine in most settings, except when the latter metric is
applied on a PPMI-SVD reduced matrix (Bullinaria
and Levy, 2012), against which APSyn still obtains
competitive performances. The results are also dis-
cussed in relation to the state-of-the-art DSMs, as
reported in Hill et al. (2015). In such comparison,
the best settings of our models outperform the word
embeddings in almost all datasets. A pilot study
was also carried out to investigate whether APSyn
is scalable. Results prove its high performance also
when calculated on large corpora, such as those used
by Baroni et al. (2014).
On top of the performance, APSyn seems not to be
subject to some of the biases that affect Vector Co-
sine. Finally, considering the debate about the abil-
ity of DSMs to calculate genuine similarity as op-
posed to word relatedness (Turney, 2001; Agirre et
al., 2009; Hill et al., 2015), we test the ability of the
models to quantify genuine semantic similarity.

2 Background

2.1 DSMs, Measures of Association and
Dimensionality Reduction

Count-based DSMs are built in an unsupervised
way. Starting from large preprocessed corpora, a
matrix M(m×n) is built, in which each row is a vec-
tor representing a target word in a vocabulary of size
m, and each column is one of the n potential contexts
(Turney and Pantel, 2010; Levy et al., 2015). The
vector dimensions are counters recording how many
times the contexts co-occur with the target words.
Since raw frequency is highly skewed, most DSMs
have adopted more sophisticated association mea-
sures, such as Positive PMI (PPMI; Church and
Hanks, 1990; Bullinaria and Levy, 2012; Levy et al.,
2015) and Local Mutual Information (LMI; Evert,
2005). PPMI compares the observed joint probabil-
ity of co-occurrence of w and c with their probability
of co-occurrence assuming statistical indipendence.
It is defined as:

PPMI(w, c) = max(PMI(w, c), 0) (1)

PMI(w, c) = log

(
P (w, c)

P (w)P (c)

)
= log

( |w, c|D
|w||c|

)
(2)

where w is the target word, c is the given context,
P(w,c) is the probability of co-occurrence, and D is
the collection of observed word-context pairs.
Unlike frequency, PPMI was found to have a bias
towards rare events. LMI could therefore be used
to reduce such bias and it consists in multiplying
the PPMI of the pair by its co-occurrence frequency.
Since target words may occur in hundreds of thou-
sands contexts, most of which are not informative,
methods for dimensionality reduction have been in-
vestigated, such as truncated SVD (Deerwester et
al., 1990; Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Turney and
Pantel, 2010; Levy et al., 2015). SVD has been re-
garded as a method for noise reduction and for the
discovery of latent dimensions of meaning, and it
has been shown to improve similarity measurements
when combined with PPMI (Bullinaria and Levy,
2012; Levy et al., 2015). As we will see in the
next section, APSyn applies another type of reduc-
tion, which consists in selecting only the top-ranked
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contexts in a relevance sorted context list for each
word vector. Such reduction complies with the prin-
ciple of cognitive economy (i.e. only the most rele-
vant contexts are elaborated; see Finton, 2002) and
with the results of behavioural studies, which sup-
ported feature saliency (Smith et al., 1974). Since
APSyn was defined for linguistic contexts (Santus
et al., 2016b), we did not test it on SVD-reduced
spaces, leaving such test to further studies.

2.2 Similarity Measures
Vector Cosine, by far the most common distribu-
tional similarity metric (Turney and Pantel, 2010;
Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Jarmasz and Szpakow-
icz, 2004; Mikolov et al., 2013; Levy et al., 2015),
looks at the normalized correlation between the di-
mensions of two word vectors, w1 and w2 and re-
turns a score between -1 and 1. It is described by the
following equation:

cos(w1, w2) =

∑n
i=1 f1i× f2i√∑n

i=1 f1i×
√∑n

i=1 f2i
(3)

where fix is the i-th dimension in the vector x.
Despite its extensive usage, Vector Cosine has been
recently criticized for its hyper sensibility to fea-
tures with high values and for the inability of iden-
tifying the actual feature intersection (Li and Han,
2013; Schnabel et al., 2015). Recalling an exam-
ple by Li and Han (2013), the Vector Cosine for
the toy-vectors a = [1, 2, 0] and b = [0, 1, 0] (i.e.
0.8944) is unexpectedly higher than the one for a
and c = [2, 1, 0] (i.e. 0.8000), and even higher
than the one for the toy-vectors a and d = [1, 2, 1]
(i.e. 0.6325), which instead share a larger feature
intersection. Since the Vector Cosine is a distance
measure, it is also subject to the hubness problem,
which was shown by Radovanovic et al. (2010) to
be an inherent property of data distributions in high-
dimensional vector space. The problem consists in
the fact that vectors with high frequency tend to get
high scores with a large number of other vectors,
thus becoming universal nearest neighbours (Dinu
et al., 2014; Schnabel et al., 2015; Faruqui et al.,
2016).
Another measure of word similarity named APSyn 1

1Scripts and information can be found at
https://github.com/esantus/APSyn

has been recently introduced in Santus et al. (2016a)
and Santus et al. (2016b), and it was shown to out-
perform the vector cosine on the TOEFL (Landauer
and Dumais, 1997) and on the ESL (Turney, 2001)
test sets. This measure is based on the hypothe-
sis that words carrying similar meanings share their
most relevant contexts in higher proportion com-
pared to less similar words. The authors define AP-
Syn as the extent of the weighted intersection be-
tween the top most salient contexts of the target
words, weighting it by the average rank of the in-
tersected features in the PPMI-sorted contexts lists
of the target words:

APSyn(w1, w2) =

∑
fεN(F1)∩N(F2)

1

(rank1(f) + rank2(f))/2

(4)

meaning: for every feature f included in the inter-
section between the top N features of w1 and the
top of w2 (i.e. N(f1) and N(f2)), add 1 divided by
the average rank of the feature in the PPMI-ranked
features of w1 (i.e. rank1) and w2 (i.e. rank2). Ac-
cording to the authors, N is a parameter, generally
ranging between 100 and 1000. Results are shown
to be relatively stable when N varies in this range,
while become worst if bigger N are used, as low
informative features are also introduced. Santus et
al. (2016a) have also used LMI instead of PPMI as
weighting function, but achieving lower results.
With respect to the limitations mentioned above for
the Vector Cosine, APSyn has some advantages.
First of all, it is by definition able to identify the
extent of the intersection. Second, its sensibility to
features with high values can be kept under control
by tuning the value of N. On top of it, feature values
(i.e. their weights) do not affect directly the similar-
ity score, as they are only used to build the feature
rank. With reference to the toy-vectors presented
above, APSyn would assign in fact completely dif-
ferent scores. The higher score would be assigned
to a and d, as they share two relevant features out of
three. The second higher score would be assigned
to a and c, for the same reason as above. The lower
score would be instead assigned to a and b, as they
only share one non-salient feature. In section 3.4,
we briefly discuss the hubness problem.
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2.3 Datasets

For our evaluation, we used three widely popular
datasets: WordSim-353 (Finkelstein et al., 2001),
MEN (Bruni et al., 2014), SimLex-999 (Hill et al.,
2015). These datasets have a different history, but
all of them consist in word pairs with an associ-
ated score, that should either represent word asso-
ciation or word similarity. WordSim-353 (Finkel-
stein et al., 2001) was proposed as a word similarity
dataset containing 353 pairs annotated with scores
between 0 and 10. However, Hill et al. (2015)
claimed that the instructions to the annotators were
ambiguous with respect to similarity and associa-
tion, so that the subjects assigned high similarity
scores to entities that are only related by virtue of
frequent association (e.g. coffee and cup; movie and
theater). On top of it, WordSim-353 does not pro-
vide the POS-tags for the 439 words that it contains,
forcing the users to decide which POS to assign to
the ambiguous words (e.g. [white, rabbit] and [run,
marathon]). An extension of this dataset resulted
from the subclassification carried out by Agirre et al.
(2009), which discriminated between similar and as-
sociated word pairs. Such discrimination was done
by asking annotators to classify all pairs according
to the semantic relation they hold (i.e. identical,
synonymy, antonymy, hypernymy, meronymy and
none-of-the-above). The annotation was then used
to group the pairs in three categories: similar pairs
(those classified as identical, synonyms, antonyms
and hypernyms), associated pairs (those classified
as meronyms and none-of-the-above, with an aver-
age similarity greater than 5), and non-associated
pairs (those classified as none-of-the-above, with an
average similarity below or equal to 5). Two gold
standard were finally produced: i) one for similarity,
containing 203 word pairs resulting from the union
of similar and non-associated pairs; ii) one for relat-
edness, containing 252 word pairs resulting from the
union of associated and non-associated pairs. Even
though such a classification made a clear distinc-
tion between the two types of relations (i.e. simi-
larity and association), Hill et al. (2015) argue that
these gold standards still carry the scores they had in
WordSim-353, which are known to be ambiguous in
this regard.
The MEN Test Collection (Bruni et al., 2014) in-

cludes 3,000 word pairs divided in two sets (one
for training and one for testing) together with hu-
man judgments, obtained through Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk. The construction was performed by ask-
ing subjects to rate which pair - among two of them -
was the more related one (i.e. the most associated).
Every pairs-couple was proposed only once, and a
final score out of 50 was attributed to each pair, ac-
cording to how many times it was rated as the most
related. According to Hill et al. (2015), the major
weakness of this dataset is that it does not encode
word similarity, but a more general notion of associ-
ation.
SimLex-999 is the dataset introduced by Hill et al.
(2015) to address the above mentioned criticisms of
confusion between similarity and association. The
dataset consists of 999 pairs containing 1,028 words,
which were also evaluated in terms of POS-tags and
concreteness. The pairs were annotated with a score
between 0 and 10, and the instructions were strictly
requiring the identification of word similarity, rather
than word association. Hill et al. (2015) claim that
differently from other datasets, SimLex-999 inter-
annotator agreement has not been surpassed by any
automatic approach.

2.4 State of the Art Vector Space Models

In order to compare our results with state-of-the-art
DSMs, we report the scores for the Vector Cosines
calculated on the neural language models (NLM) by
Hill et al. (2015), who used the code (or directly the
embeddings) shared by the original authors. As we
trained our models on almost the same corpora used
by Hill and colleagues, the results are perfectly com-
parable.
The three models we compare our results to are:
i) the convolutional neural network of Collobert
and Weston (2008), which was trained on 852 mil-
lion words of Wikipedia; ii) the neural network of
Huang et al. (2012), which was trained on 990 mil-
lion words of Wikipedia; and iii) the word2vec of
Mikolov et al. (2013), which was trained on 1000
million words of Wikipedia and on the RCV Vol. 1
Corpus (Lewis et al., 2004).
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Dataset SimLex-999 WordSim-353 MEN
Window 2 3 2 3 2 3
Cos Freq 0.149 0.133 0.172 0.148 0.089 0.096
Cos LMI 0.248 0.259 0.321 0.32 0.336 0.364

Cos PPMI 0.284 0.267 0.41 0.407 0.424 0.433
Cos SVD-Freq300 0.128 0.127 0.169 0.172 0.076 0.084
Cos SVD-LMI300 0.19 0.21 0.299 0.29 0.275 0.286

Cos SVD-PPMI300 0.386 0.382 0.485 0.47 0.509 0.538
APSynLMI-1000 0.18 0.163 0.254 0.237 0.205 0.196
APSynLMI-500 0.199 0.164 0.283 0.265 0.226 0.214
APSynLMI-100 0.206 0.182 0.304 0.265 0.23 0.209

APSynPPMI-1000 0.254 0.304 0.399 0.453 0.369 0.415
APSynPPMI-500 0.295 0.32 0.455 0.468 0.423 0.478
APSynPPMI-100 0.332 0.328 0.425 0.422 0.481 0.513

State of the Art
Mikolov et al. 0.282 0.442 0.433

Table 1: Spearman correlation scores for our eight models trained on RCV Vol. 1, in the three datasets
Simlex-999, WordSim-353 and MEN. In the bottom the performance of the state-of-the-art model of
Mikolov et al. (2013), as reported in Hill et al. (2015).

3 Experiments

In this section, we describe our experiments, starting
from the training corpora (Section 3.1), to move to
the implementation of twenty-eight DSMs (Section
3.2), following with the application and evaluation
of the measures (Section 3.3), up to the performance
analysis (Section 3.4) and the scalability test (Sec-
tion 3.5).

3.1 Corpora and Preprocessing
We used two different corpora for our experiments:
RCV vol. 1 (Lewis et al., 2004) and the Wikipedia
corpus (Baroni et al., 2009), respectively containing
150 and 820 million words. The RCV Vol. 1 and
Wikipedia were automatically tagged, respectively,
with the POS tagger described in Dell’Orletta (2009)
and with the TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994).

3.2 DSMs
For our experiments, we implemented twenty-eight
DSMs, but for reasons of space only sixteen of them
are reported in the tables. All of them include the
pos-tagged target words used in the three datasets
(i.e. MEN, WordSim-353 and SimLex-999) and the
pos-tagged contexts having frequency above 100
in the two corpora. We considered as contexts the

content words (i.e. nouns, verbs and adjectives)
within a window of 2, 3 and 5, even though the
latter was given up for its poor performances.
As for SVD factorization, we found out that the best
results were always achieved when the number of
latent dimensions was between 300 and 500. We
report here only the scores for k = 300, since 300 is
one of the most common choices for the dimension-
ality of SVD-reduced spaces and it is always close
to be an optimal value for the parameter.
Fourteen out of twenty-eight models were devel-
oped for RCV1, while the others were developed
for Wikipedia. For each corpus, the models differed
according to the window size (i.e. 2 and 3), to the
statistical association measure used as a weighting
scheme (i.e. none, PPMI and LMI) and to the
application of SVD to the previous combinations.

3.3 Measuring Word Similarity and
Relatedness

Given the twenty-eight DSMs, for each dataset we
have measured the Vector Cosine and APSyn be-
tween the words in the test pairs.
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Dataset SimLex-999 WordSim-353 MEN
Window 2 3 2 3 2 3
Cos Freq 0.148 0.159 0.199 0.207 0.178 0.197
Cos LMI 0.367 0.374 0.489 0.529 0.59 0.63

Cos PPMI 0.395 0.364 0.605 0.622 0.733 0.74
Cos SVD-Freq300 0.157 0.184 0.159 0.172 0.197 0.226
Cos SVD-LMI300 0.327 0.329 0.368 0.408 0.524 0.563

Cos SVD-PPMI300 0.477 0.464 0.533 0.562 0.769 0.779
APSynLMI-1000 0.343 0.344 0.449 0.477 0.586 0.597
APSynLMI-500 0.339 0.342 0.438 0.47 0.58 0.588
APSynLMI-100 0.303 0.31 0.392 0.428 0.48 0.498

APSynPPMI-1000 0.434 0.419 0.599 0.643 0.749 0.772
APSynPPMI-500 0.442 0.423 0.602 0.653 0.757 0.773
APSynPPMI-100 0.316 0.281 0.58 0.608 0.703 0.722

State of the Art
Huang et al. 0.098 0.3 0.433

Collobert & Weston 0.268 0.494 0.575
Mikolov et al. 0.414 0.655 0.699

Table 2: Spearman correlation scores for our eight models trained on Wikipedia, in the three datasets Simlex-
999, WordSim-353 and MEN. In the bottom the performance of the state-of-the-art models of Collobert and
Weston (2008), Huang et al. (2012), Mikolov et al. (2013), as reported in Hill et al. (2015).

The Spearman correlation between our scores and
the gold standard was then computed for every
model and it is reported in Table 1 and Table 2.
In particular, Table 1 describes the performances on
SimLex-999, WordSim-353 and MEN for the mea-
sures applied on RCV Vol. 1 models. Table 2, in-
stead, describes the performances of the measures
on the three datasets for the Wikipedia models. Con-
currently, Table 3 and Table 4 describe the perfor-
mances of the measures respectively on the RCV
Vol. 1 and Wikipedia models, tested on the subsets
of WordSim-353 extracted by Agirre et al. (2009).

3.4 Performance Analysis

Table 1 shows the Spearman correlation scores for
Vector Cosine and APSyn on the three datasets
for the eight most representative DSMs built using
RCV Vol. 1. Table 2 does the same for the DSMs
built using Wikipedia. For the sake of comparison,
we also report the results of the state-of-the-art
DSMs mentioned in Hill et al. (2015) (see Section
2.5).
With a glance at the tables, it can be easily
noticed that the measures perform particularly

well in two models: i) APSyn, when applied
on the PPMI-weighted DSM (henceforth, AP-
SynPPMI); ii) Vector Cosine, when applied on the
SVD-reduced PPMI-weighted matrix (henceforth,
CosSVDPPMI). These two models perform consis-
tently and in a comparable way across the datasets,
generally outperforming the state-of-the-art DSMs,
with an exception for the Wikipedia-trained models
in WordSim-353.
Some further observations are: i) corpus size
strongly affects the results; ii) PPMI strongly out-
performs LMI for both Vector Cosine and APSyn;
iii) SVD boosts the Vector Cosine, especially when
it is combined with PPMI; iv) N has some impact
on the performance of APSyn, which generally
achieves the best results for N=500. As a note about
iii), the results of using SVD jointly with LMI
spaces are less predictable than when combining it
with PPMI.
Also, we can notice that the smaller window
(i.e. 2) does not always perform better than the
larger one (i.e. 3). The former appears to perform
better on SimLex-999, while the latter seems to
have some advantages on the other datasets. This
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Dataset WSim (SIM) WSim (REL)
Window 2 3 2 3
Cos Freq 0.208 0.158 0.167 0.175
Cos LMI 0.416 0.395 0.251 0.269

Cos PPMI 0.52 0.496 0.378 0.396
Cos SVD-Freq300 0.240 0.214 0.051 0.084
Cos SVD-LMI300 0.418 0.393 0.141 0.151

Cos SVD-PPMI300 0.550 0.522 0.325 0.323
APSynLMI-1000 0.32 0.29 0.259 0.241
APSynLMI-500 0.355 0.319 0.261 0.284
APSynLMI-100 0.388 0.335 0.233 0.27

APSynPPMI-1000 0.519 0.525 0.337 0.397
APSynPPMI-500 0.564 0.546 0.361 0.382

PMI APSynPPMI-100 0.562 0.553 0.287 0.309

Table 3: Spearman correlation scores for our eight models trained on RCV1, in the two subsets of WordSim-
353.

might depend on the different type of similarity
encoded in SimLex-999 (i.e. genuine similarity).
On top of it, despite Hill et al. (2015)’s claim that
no evidence supports the hypothesis that smaller
context windows improve the ability of models to
capture similarity (Agirre et al., 2009; Kiela and
Clark, 2014), we need to mention that window 5
was abandoned because of its low performance.
With reference to the hubness effect, we have
conducted a pilot study inspired to the one carried
out by Schnabel et al. (2015), using the words of the
SimLex-999 dataset as query words and collecting
for each of them the top 1000 nearest neighbors.
Given all the neighbors at rank r, we have checked
their rank in the frequency list extracted from our
corpora. Figure 1 shows the relation between the
rank in the nearest neighbor list and the rank in
the frequency list. It can be easily noticed that
the highest ranked nearest neighbors tend to have
higher rank also in the frequency list, supporting
the idea that frequent words are more likely to be
nearest neighbors. APSyn does not seem to be able
to overcome such bias, which seems to be in fact
an inherent property of the DSMs (Radovanovic
et al., 2010). Further investigation is needed to
see whether variations of APSyn can tackle this
problem.

Figure 1: Rank in the corpus-derived frequency list
for the top 1000 nearest neighbors of the terms in
SimLex-999, computed with Cosine (red) and AP-
Syn (blue). The smoothing chart in the bottom uses
the Generalized Additive Model (GAM) from the
mgcv package in R.

Finally, few words need to be spent with regard
to the ability of calculating genuine similarity, as
distinguished from word relatedness (Turney, 2001;
Agirre et al., 2009; Hill et al., 2015). Table 3 and
Table 4 show the Spearman correlation scores for
the two measures calculated on the models respec-
tively trained on RCV1 and Wikipedia, tested on
the subsets of WordSim-353 extracted by Agirre et
al. (2009). It can be easily noticed that our best
models work better on the similarity subset. In par-
ticular, APSynPPMI performs about 20-30% bet-
ter for the similarity subset than for the relatedness
one (see Table 3), as well as both APSynPPMI and
CosSVDPPMI do in Wikipedia (see Table 4).
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Dataset WSim (SIM) WSim (REL)
Window 2 3 2 3
Cos Freq 0.335 0.334 0.03 0.05
Cos LMI 0.638 0.663 0.293 0.34

Cos PPMI 0.672 0.675 0.441 0.446
Cos SVD-Freq300 0.35 0.363 -0.013 0.001
Cos SVD-LMI300 0.604 0.626 0.222 0.286

Cos SVD-PPMI300 0.72 0.725 0.444 0.486
APSynLMI-1000 0.609 0.609 0.317 0.36
APSynLMI-500 0.599 0.601 0.289 0.344
APSynLMI-100 0.566 0.574 0.215 0.271

APSynPPMI-1000 0.692 0.726 0.507 0.568
APSynPPMI-500 0.699 0.742 0.508 0.571
APSynPPMI-100 0.66 0.692 0.482 0.516

Table 4: Spearman correlation results for our eight models trained on Wikipedia, in the subsets of WordSim-
353.

3.5 Scalability

In order to evaluate the scalability of APSyn, we
have performed a pilot test on WordSim-353 and
MEN with the same corpus used by Baroni et
al. (2014), which consists of about 2.8B words
(i.e. about 3 times Wikipedia and almost 20 times
RCV1). The best scores were obtained with APSyn,
N=1000, on a 2-window PPMI-weighted DSM. In
such setting, we obtain a Spearman correlation of
0.72 on WordSim and 0.77 on MEN. These results
are much higher than those reported by Baroni et
al. (2014) for the count-based models (i.e. 0.62 on
WordSim and 0.72 on MEN) and slightly lower than
those reported for the predicting ones (i.e. 0.75 on
WordSim and 0.80 on MEN).

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented the first systematic
evaluation of APSyn, comparing it to Vector Co-
sine in the task of word similarity identification. We
developed twenty-eight count-based DSMs, each
of which implementing different hyperparameters.
PPMI emerged as the most efficient association mea-
sure: it works particularly well with Vector Cosine,
when combined with SVD, and it boosts APSyn.
APSyn showed extremely promising results, despite
its conceptual simplicity. It outperforms the Vector
Cosine in almost all settings, except when the lat-

ter is used on a PPMI-weighed SVD-reduced DSM.
Even in this case, anyway, its performance is very
competitive. Interestingly, our best models achieve
results that are comparable to - or even better than
- those reported by Hill et al. (2015) for the state-
of-the-art word embeddings models. In Section 3.5
we show that APSyn is scalable, outperforming the
state-of-the-art count-based models reported in Ba-
roni et al. (2014). On top of it, APSyn does not suf-
fer from some of the problems reported for the Vec-
tor Cosine, such as the inability of identifying the
number of shared features. It still however seems to
be affected by the hubness issue, and more research
should be carried out to tackle it. Concerning the dis-
crimination between similarity and association, the
good performance of APSyn on SimLex-999 (which
was built with a specific attention to genuine similar-
ity) and the large difference in performance between
the two subsets of WordSim-353 described in Table
3 and Table 4 make us conclude that APSyn is in-
deed efficient in quantifying genuine similarity.
To conclude, being a linguistically and cognitively
grounded metric, APSyn offers the possibility for
further improvements, by simply combining it to
other properties that were not yet considered in its
definition. A natural extension would be to ver-
ify whether APSyn hypothesis and implementation
holds on SVD reduced matrices and word embed-
dings.
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Abstract

How can we describe the relations between
objects in a picture? As recent deep neu-
ral networks have exhibited impressive perfor-
mance in identifying individual entities in a
picture, in this study we turn our attention to
recognize inter-object relations. To recognize
open-domain relations, (a) we propose collect-
ing relational concepts automatically from an
image-text corpus. In addition, using collected
relational instances, (b) we train a classifier
to recognize inter-object relations. A relation
recognition experiment conducted in our study
suggests that relative information calculated
from objects improves relation recognition ef-
fectively.

1 Introduction

Generating image descriptions draws considerable
attention in the natural language processing and
computer vision communities. Recent studies have
addressed this task by using a Deep Neural Network
(DNN) (Kiros et al., 2014; Karpathy and Fei-Fei,
2015; Vinyals et al., 2015; Donahue et al., 2015;
Johnson et al., 2015). Even though these studies pro-
vide elegant end-to-end solutions, they essentially
extract visual features trained for an object recog-
nition task, and plug them into a (variant of) neural
language model. In other words, these studies essen-
tially utilize the language model to put the ‘pieces’
of recognized objects into a sentence.

∗This work was conducted while the author was in Tohoku
University.

PERSON

SKATEBOARD

(a) ride_on (b) hold

Figure 1: Different relations between a man and skate-
board.

One possible drawback of this approach is that
these studies do not necessarily recognize the struc-
ture of objects in an image, whereas a sentence typ-
ically exhibits a syntactic/semantic structure. More
specifically, they do not consider the spatial (posi-
tional, magnitude, tangent, etc.) or action relations
between objects in an image. Therefore, it may be
relatively easy to generate the description a man
rides on a skateboard for Figure 1 (a) because the
major relation between the person and skateboard is
ride on. In contrast, we need to focus on the posi-
tional relationship between the man and skateboard
in Figure 1 (b), and verbalize the relationship as hold
for generating the description a man holds a skate-
board.

Now that DNN models have reached the level of a
human’s ability for recognizing objects, as shown in
the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Chal-
lenge 2015 (ILSVRC2015) (He et al., 2015), we be-
lieve that the primary and important next step to-
ward image understanding is to recognize relations
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between objects in an image. Recognizing rela-
tions between objects also opens up new applica-
tions such as image retrieval using a subject-verb-
object (SVO) triplet (Farhadi et al., 2010), reason-
ing with relational knowledge grounded with both
the image and text (Sadeghi et al., 2015), and en-
richment of common-sense knowledge with visual
information.

However, only a few studies have addressed re-
lation recognition between objects. Elliott and de
Vries (2015), Kong et al. (2014), and Lin et al.
(2015) classified a pair of objects into a relation
from a small number of manually-defined relations,
but their types are restricted to positional ones (e.g.,
close to, on top of, and in front of), not including
other types of relations such as actions (e.g., ride,
throw, and eat).

In this paper, we present the first approach for
open-vocabulary relation recognition between ob-
jects in images. The contributions of this paper are
two fold.

(a) We propose to automatically extract relation
instances between objects in images, e.g.,
ride on(PERSON, SKATEBOARD), using the
IBM Model and the dependency information of
descriptions.

(b) We train a classifier that recognizes relations
between objects with novel features (e.g., po-
sitional or regional feature and more), and
demonstrate the effectiveness through the ex-
periments.

2 Related work

2.1 Relation recognition between objects

Elliott and de Vries (2015) proposed Visual De-
pendency Representation (VDR) to represent depen-
dency relations between objects in images. VDR
categorizes a relation of a pair of objects in five po-
sitional relations: beside, above, below, on, and sur-
rounds. They reported that the VDR-based method
could achieve a comparable performance to that us-
ing DNN. Although they did not evaluate the effec-
tiveness of VDR in relation recognition, the results
indicated the importance of identifying inter-object
relations for description generation.

Kong et al. (2014) proposed the use of a Markov
Random Field (MRF) for building a relational graph
representing inter-object relations. A node in the
graph denotes either an object in an image or a noun
in a caption describing the image. MRF trains the
mapping of objects to nouns. Their approach con-
siders two types of relations (close–to, on–top–of)
as the edge potential functions of MRF to capture
a spatial relation between the objects. Extending
the work of Kong et al. (2014), Lin et al. (2015)
addressed a task for generating multiple sentences
for indoor scenes, and built a scene graph from an
image. In addition, they incorporated attribute ex-
pressions (e.g., the color and size of an object) to
vertices of the graph in order to generate detailed
descriptions of the scene. In their work, a relation is
defined by eight labels (next–to, near, top–of, above,
in–front–of, behind, to–left–of, to–right–of).

Unlike the previous work (Elliott and de Vries,
2015; Kong et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2015), we do
not define relations in advance. Instead, we extract
the vocabulary of relations between objects that are
used frequently to describe the scenes of images in a
dataset. This approach can naturally include action
relations such as look at, throw, and eat, which have
never previously been explored.

The closest work to this paper is that by Aditya et
al. (2015), in that they do not pre-define a relation
vocabulary but instead extract relations from im-
age descriptions. Their approach associates object
categories (e.g., PERSON) with words (e.g., man)
by using the WordNet hierarchy1. They extracted
inter-object relation instances by applying a seman-
tic parser named the XYZ Parser (formally named
the K-parser)2 to image descriptions.

Our approach is different from that of Aditya et al.
(2015) in two aspects. Firstly, we bridge object cate-
gories and textual expressions by using an alignment
model for statistical machine translation. As we will
show in Section 5.3, our alignment model outper-
forms the method using the WordNet hierarchy. Sec-
ondly, they did not develop a relation recognizer be-
tween two image objects, but only extracted relation
instances for constructing a knowledge base. In con-

1It is trivial to map an object category to textual expressions
because category labels were originally defined in ImageNet
dataset and taken from the WordNet hierarchy.

2http://kparser.org
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Figure 2: An instance in the MS COCO dataset.

trast, we build a classifier that predicts a relation be-
tween a pair of objects.

2.2 Caption generation from images

Description generation is a fascinating application
of image understanding. A number of studies
applied DNNs for generating image descriptions
with the availability of a large amount of training
data (Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015; Vinyals et al.,
2015; Donahue et al., 2015; Johnson et al., 2015;
Kiros et al., 2014). A typical approach combines a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with a variant
of a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). We can view
this approach as an instance of an encoder-decoder
model, where an encoder (CNN) represents an input
image with abstract features, and a decoder (RNN)
realizes a sentence from the feature representation.

This architecture seemingly has the ability to rec-
ognize object categories as well as relations between
objects in an image. However, the end-to-end mod-
els adopted in these studies make an analysis of the
internal mechanism for generating image descrip-
tions intractable. Furthermore, these models do not
encode spatial relationships between image objects.
Thus, no one has demonstrated that these studies re-
ally recognize relations between objects.

3 Dataset for image and description

We explore relations between objects using the MS
COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014)3. MS COCO is
a large-scale collection of images depicting various
objects in the scene, with an emphasis on the con-
textual relationship between multiple objects. The

3http://mscoco.org/

dataset was originally designed for various tasks in-
cluding language generation, object segmentation,
and context understanding between multiple objects.
The dataset contains 328k images, distributed under
the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License4 and
Flickr Terms of Use5.

The dataset annotates objects with a single cat-
egory (out of 80 categories) and a bounding box
(e.g., the blue, green and yellow rectangles in Fig-
ure 2). A bounding box is represented by four val-
ues (x, y, w, h), where x and y represent the top-
left coordinates of the bounding box, and w and h
are the width and height, respectively, of the box.
Throughout this work, we use the object categories
and bounding boxes annotated in the dataset as the
ground truth.

In addition, MS COCO includes five manually
written descriptions (sentences) per image (see Fig-
ure 2). We utilize these image descriptions to dis-
cover relations between objects. For example, the
third sentence in Figure 2 expresses the ride on re-
lation between a man and a skateboard. If we could
ground the man with a yellow bounding box (PER-
SON) and a skateboard with a green box (SKATE-
BOARD), we could understand the meaning of
ride on(o1, o2) relation via the image: the object o1
has a contact with o2, and o1 is usually located above
o2. Unfortunately, because the MS COCO dataset
does not have alignments between images and words
in its descriptions, we estimate the alignments, as
will be explained in Section 5.1.

There are other publicly available datasets, such
as the VLT2K (Elliott and Keller, 2013), PASCAL
VOC (Everingham et al., 2014), Stanford 40 Ac-
tions (Yao et al., 2011), and HICO (Chao et al.,
2015). Those datasets contain relation informa-
tion, although the information restricts only posi-
tional or action ones: VLT2K has only positional
relations, PASCAL VOC and Stanford 40 Actions
contain action relations (e.g., walking and running),
and HICO has human-object relations (e.g., riding
a bike). We aim at a generic natural image under-
standing that might involve object-object relation-
ships other than people, and we consider the MS

4https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/4.0/legalcode

5https://info.yahoo.com/legal/us/yahoo/
utos/utos-173.html
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Figure 3: Our approach to open-vocabulary relation recognition between image objects: (a) automatic acquisition of
relation instances and (b) training of a classifier to recognize inter-object relations.

COCO dataset to be more appropriate for our pur-
pose of open-vocabulary recognition.

4 Our approach

Figure 3 illustrates our approach. We first asso-
ciate objects in an image with their corresponding
expressions in the description, adapting an align-
ment model for statistical machine translation (Sec-
tion 5.1). Using the alignments and dependency
parses of image descriptions, we extract relation in-
stances whose arguments are grounded to image ob-
jects, and whose relations include various expres-
sions that are commonly perceived and described for
two objects (Section 5.2). Unlike the previous rule-
based approaches (Elliott and Keller, 2013; Elliott
and de Vries, 2015; Kong et al., 2014; Lin et al.,
2015), our approach does not require hand-crafted
relation labels or manual annotations between ob-
jects.

Using the relation instances, we train a relation
recognizer that predicts a relation for a given pair
of unseen image objects (Section 6). The relation
recognizer is modeled by a three-layer neural net-
work, whose input provides various features for two
given objects: object categories, relative coordinates
and intersection areas, etc. The relation instances
include multiple relations between the same pair of
objects in the image because MS COCO involves
five independent descriptions. For example, the re-
lation between the PERSON and SKATEBOARD is
described by ride on and ride in Figure 2. Thus, we
design the recognizer such that it can also handle

multiple relations between a pair of objects rather
than force a single relation as the ground truth.

5 Extracting relation instances

5.1 Aligning image objects and text
Although the MS COCO dataset contains only 80
object categories (e.g., PERSON or CAR), each ob-
ject category is referred to by a number of expres-
sions. For example, the object category PERSON
can be described by man, person, skateboarder,
skate boarder, etc., as shown in Figure 2. Thus, we
need to identify the correspondences between ob-
jects in an image and their referring expressions in
the dataset.

In this study, we cast the problem of object-word
alignment as a translation task, where the input lan-
guage is a set of object categories and the output
language is a description. Here, we use the IBM
Model (Brown et al., 1993) to obtain the transla-
tion probability P (w|c), where c denotes an object
category in an image and w denotes a word in its
description. For instance, the IBM Model gives a
higher probability for P (w = man|c = PERSON)
after seeing the training instances:

PERSON, SKATEBOARD
a man is riding a skateboard

PERSON, DONUT
a man who is eating a donut

We use the GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) imple-
mentation6 to estimate the alignments.

6https://github.com/moses-smt/giza-pp
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Figure 4: An output from the Stanford CoreNLP. The up-
per part depicts a phrase-structure tree, and the lower part
shows a dependency tree. Phrases in blue represent noun
phrases.

5.2 Extracting relation instances
We extract object-relation instances from a descrip-
tion with the image objects aligned. Suppose that
we have a description that is aligned with the image
objects.

a man/PERSON riding
a skateboard/SKATEBOARD
on a picnic table/DINING TABLE

Here, we denote an object category in uppercase let-
ters followed by a word and a slash. We extract two
relation instances from the example:

ride(a man/PERSON,
a skateboard/SKATEBOARD),

on(a skateboard/SKATEBOARD,
a picnic table/DINING TABLE)

Because PERSON, SKATEBOARD, and DIN-
ING TABLE are associated with the objects in the
image, the two relation instances describe the re-
lations between PERSON and SKATEBOARD ob-
jects as ride and between SKATEBOARD and DIN-
ING TABLE objects as on.

We design a method for extracting relation in-
stances from dependency trees of image descrip-
tions, inspired by the methods for Open Informa-
tion Extraction (Schmitz et al., 2012; Nakashole
et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2013; Moro and Navigli,
2013). We first parse a description using the Stan-
ford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014)7. We find a
set of the longest noun phrases (NPs) whose phrase
structures are located at nodes of height no greater
than three from their leaves (in blue in Figure 4)8.

7We used Stanford CoreNLP 3.5.2.
http://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/

8This finds noun phrases with four words at most.

Table 1: Result of object-word alignment.

Precision Recall F1
IBM Model .880 .743 .806
WordNet .738 .565 .638

We extract inter-object relation instances using
the following templates.

1. v(o1, o2): o1
nsubj←−−− v

dobj−−−→ o2
e.g., ride(a man, a skateboard)

2. v p(o1, o2): o1
nsubj←−−− v

nmod−−−→ o2
case−−→ p

e.g., ride on(a man, a skateboard)

3. p(o1, o2): o1
nmod−−−→ o2

case−−→ p
e.g., on(a skateboard, a picnic table)

Templates 1 and 3 extract their example instances
from Figure 4. Template 2 is used to extract the
example from the sentence, “A man is riding on
a skateboard.” In Template 1, we attach a parti-
cle (compound:prt) if any to the verb for extract-
ing take off(a man, the hat) from the sentence, “A
man is taking off the hat.” In this way, we extracted
156,293 instances with 5,153 distinct relations from
the MS COCO dataset.

5.3 Experiments
Table 1 reports the quality of the object-word align-
ments in terms of precision, recall, and F1. The
performances were measured on a test set with
50 images that were sampled randomly from the
MS COCO dataset; we annotated the gold-standard
alignments for the 250 descriptions corresponding to
the 50 images.

The alignment method presented in this paper
achieved a reasonably high precision (0.880) despite
its simplicity. Because we use only aligned descrip-
tions as the source for relation extraction in Section
5.2, the precision is more important than the recall.

In contrast, the method using the WordNet hi-
erarchy, which has been commonly used in previ-
ous work (Elliott and de Vries, 2015; Aditya et
al., 2015), underperformed the presented alignment
method. The recall of the WordNet method was rel-
atively low because WordNet is prone to suffer from
textual variations. For example, WordNet includes
skateboarder as a descendant of the synset person,
but does not include skate border nor border. The
precision of the WordNet method was also lower
than the IBM Model because some object categories
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Table 2: The 10 most frequent relations extracted from
the MS COCO dataset.

Relation # of instances Relation # of instances
on 19,666 (12.58%) of 4,096 (2.62%)
in 14,300 (9.15%) next to 3,974 (2.54%)
with 13,047 (8.35%) ride 3,711 (2.37%)
hold 5,136 (3.29%) sit on 3,265 (2.09%)
at 4,345 (2.78%) on top of 2,393 (1.53%)

(e.g., PERSON, FOOD, VEHICLE) are general con-
cepts in WordNet and are mapped to general words
(e.g., building and group) inappropriately.

5.4 Collected relation instances

Table 2 lists the 10 most frequent relations extracted
from the MS COCO dataset. We can see from the ta-
ble that our approach extracts not only spacial rela-
tions consisting of prepositions (e.g., on and next to)
but also predicative relations representing actions
(e.g., hold, ride and sit on).

Figure 5 visualizes some interesting examples of
relations. A relation instance r(o1, o2) consists of
a relation expression r and objects o1 and o2 in
the image. Each object o has the bounding box
(o.x, o.y, o.w, o.h). Therefore, we can compute the
means and standard deviations of objects o1 and o2
that appear as the arguments of the relation r. In this
way, we can visualize a rough interpretation of spa-
tial relationships between objects referred to by the
relation r.

In Figure 5, we normalize the image coordinates
of all bounding boxes to the range of [0, 1], and
transform the position of o2 to a relative coordi-
nate with respect to o1. The center of the ellipse in
each visualization indicates the mean of the center
of the objects. A bright ellipse represents the mean
size of bounding boxes for the object, and a dark
ellipse indicates the standard deviation of the cen-
ter coordinates. For example, the visualization of
above(o1, o2) reflects the meaning of above that the
y-coordinate of o1 is greater than that of o2.

The previous work (Elliott and de Vries, 2015;
Kong et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2015) pre-defined rules
to represent relations. For example, the above rela-
tion holds if an object o1 has a greater y-coordinate
than that of o2 and if no overlap exists between the
two objects. We would like to stress here that we
could acquire similar rules automatically from the
statistics of a large-scale dataset with image anno-

Figure 5: Visualization of positional relations between
objects.

tations. In addition, it is non-trivial to define rules
manually for action verbs such as wear or eat. These
spatial relationships will be encoded as features for
the relation recognizer described in the next section.

6 Recognizing inter-object relations

6.1 Relation recognizer

Using the relation instances acquired in the previ-
ous section, we train a classifier to recognize rela-
tions between two objects in an unseen image. Let
R denote a set of relations extracted in Section 5.2.
We model P (r|o1, o2), the probability that two ob-
jects o1 and o2 have the relation r ∈ R in the im-
age. Note that multiple relations may hold true at
the same time (e.g., ride and ride on). Thus, we for-
malize the recognition task as a multi-label classifi-
cation problem. We design a three-layer neural net-
work9 whose top layer uses the sigmoid activation
function σ,

P (r|o1, o2) = σ(wr · ho1,o2 + br), (1)

ho1,o2 = ReLU(Hxo1,o2 + bh). (2)

Here, xo1,o2 ∈ R
d is a feature vector for the two

object o1 and o2. The matrix H ∈ R
d×h, vec-

tor wr ∈ R
d, and bias terms bh ∈ R

h, br ∈ R

are the model parameters. ReLU(.) represents the
leaky rectified linear unit function (Xu et al., 2015),
ReLU(x) = max(x, ax). We use the default slope

9We used Chainer (Tokui et al., 2015) to implement this net-
work. http://chainer.org/
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coefficient value a = 0.2. When predicting rela-
tions, we identify all relations r ∈ R satisfying
P (r|o1, o2) ≥ 0.5. We found empirically that a
hidden layer helps mitigate the difficulty of learning
specific relations.

We compute the input vector xo1,o2 for the objects
o1 and o2 by using the following features.

Category (160 dims) We encode a one-hot vector
representing 80 categories of an object. We concate-
nate two one-hot vectors corresponding to the two
objects (2× 80 = 160 dimensions in total).

Position (8 dims) Scaling the coordinates of every
image in the range of [0, 1], we encode the position
of the center of the bounding box for o1 and the rel-
ative position of o2 with respect to o1. In addition,
we encode the sizes of the two objects.

Area (5 dims) We encode the following values as
features: the areas of o1 and o2; the ratio of the area
of o1 to that of o2; the area of the union of o1 and o2;
and the ratio of the area of the intersection of o1 and
o2 to that of the union of o1 and o2.

Scene (205 dims) We take the fc8 layer of Place
CNN (Zhou et al., 2014) to incorporate the scene
of the image. We expect that this feature can cap-
ture a scene-specific relation, e.g., the look at rela-
tion between PERSON and GIRAFFE objects when
the scene of the image is in a zoo.

Action/Direction (20 dims) It may be difficult to
identify a relation for a PERSON object with only
the above features because there are high ambigu-
ities among relations between a PERSON and the
other object. For this reason, we made an attempt
to manually annotate action states (standing, walk-
ing, running, sitting/lying, unknown) and directions
(left, right, frontal, back, unknown) of a person. We
asked nine experts to annotate, and assigned one an-
notator per image. The experts discussed the criteria
of the annotation every time the need arose. We en-
code a one-hot vector representing the truths of 10
attributes per person (i.e., 20 features for two peo-
ple). Because these features currently require man-
ual annotations, we will explore the usefulness of
these features in the experiment.

Concatenating the above features, we form a 398-
dimensional vector xo1,o2 as the input for the neu-

Table 3: Performance of object relation prediction.

Precision Recall F1
Category only .385 .149 .205
All features .304 .255 .250
w/o Category .241 .217 .199
w/o Scene .393 .195 .241
w/o Action/Direction .336 .218 .239
w/o Area .302 .250 .243
w/o Position .296 .246 .245

ral network. A training instance consists of a tu-
ple (xo1,o2 ,y), where y represents a n-hot vector
for the gold relations {r1, r2, · · · rn} for the objects.
In order to remove infrequent relations, we employ
only the top 80% of the frequent relations in the ex-
tracted relation instances. In this way, we obtained
43,290 relation instances with 133 distinct relations
(|R| = 133) for the experiments.

We initialized the model parameters randomly ac-
cording to N (0,

√
1/d) or N (0,

√
1/h) (depend-

ing on the layer of the parameters). We deter-
mined the dimension of the hidden layer h ∈
{100, 200, 300, 400, 500} such that it yielded the
best performance on 10-fold cross validation. We
used the cross-entropy loss function and RMSProp
to train the model parameters.

6.2 Results
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first re-
search to evaluate open-vocabulary relation recog-
nition between image objects. Therefore, we built
a test set by sampling 1,000 images randomly from
those in the MS COCO dataset that were left un-
used in the training data. We annotate gold relations
manually to the object pairs mentioned in the de-
scriptions. The test set consists of 454 instances.

Table 3 shows the performance of relation recog-
nition and the results of ablation tests that remove
one of the five features types. The classifier that
was trained with all features in Section 6 (All fea-
tures) achieved a 0.250 F1 score whereas the one
trained with only the object category feature (Cate-
gory only) achieved a 0.205 F1 score. We can con-
sider Category only as a language model since it
uses only text information (i.e., object categories).
Although the ablation test for Category also reveals
the importance of the category information (a 0.051
reduction of F1 score), showing the largest con-
tribution among five features, the difference of F1
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Table 4: Top-1 result of object relation prediction.

Precision Recall F1
Majority baseline .282 .281 .281
Category only .467 .495 .480
All features .452 .474 .463
w/o Category .342 .352 .347
w/o Scene .479 .520 .499
w/o Action/Direction .449 .469 .459
w/o Area .441 .465 .453
w/o Position .420 .436 .428

scores (0.045) between All features and Category
only indicates the importance of spatial and visual
features for recognizing relations between objects.
We speculate the reason of the largest contribution
of the Category feature is that, compared to the spa-
tial or visual features, it can reduce relation candi-
dates given two objects. We might be able to specify
the relations if Category information (e.g., PERSON
and SKATEBOARD) rather than the spacial or vi-
sual information (e.g., ”o1 is upper of o2”) is given
when looking at a picture. The ablation test for Ac-
tion/Direction shows that understanding the state of
a person is also useful for recognizing relations.

We also evaluate the performance of relation
recognition in terms of top-1 predictions, as it is im-
portant practically for the application of description
generation to predict at least one true-positive rela-
tion. Defining a top-1 prediction as the relation r to
which the classifier yielded the highest probability
P (r|o1, o2) of all relations, we regard a prediction
as correct if the predicted relation r is included in
the set of gold relations.

Table 4 reports the performance of the top-1 eval-
uation. We added a Majority baseline that always
predicts the most frequent relation on in the train-
ing set. The full-feature model achieved a 0.463 F1
score. In contrast to our expectation, the best re-
sult of a 0.499 F1 score was obtained without the
scene features. This is probably because the rela-
tion recognizer overfitted to the training data with
the abstract features of the fc8 layer of Place CNN,
which may have the potential to discriminate against
individual images. Removing the scene features, the
relation recognizer could outperform the Category
only baseline.

However, we also encounter pairs of image ob-
jects for which the proposed method cannot predict
relations in principle. Figure 6 shows a typical ex-

Figure 6: An example of our inter-object relation classi-
fier. A green tick indicates that the relation is true (in-
cluded in the gold labels).

ample of these instances. In this image, the dog is
located around the center of the couch, but the spa-
tial relationship is insufficient to describe the scene.
Furthermore, we need to recognize the state of the
dog in order to differentiate sleep on, lie on, and
sit on. It may be necessary to recognize the fine-
grained properties about objects, e.g., whether or not
the animal has its eyes closed.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the first approach for
open-vocabulary relation recognition between ob-
jects in images. In order to extract expressions that
refer specifically to relations between objects, we
successfully adopted a word alignment model devel-
oped for statistical machine translation. Using the
relation instances whose arguments are grounded to
image objects, we could train a relation recognizer
that predicts a relation for a given pair of objects
in an image. The experimental results demonstrated
that the spatial features contributed to the task of re-
lation recognition.

An immediate future work would be further anal-
ysis to explore important features/attributes for rela-
tion recognition, e.g., features/attributes expressing
an object, two objects, or the whole scene of an im-
age. We plan to demonstrate the usefulness of re-
lation recognition between image objects in appli-
cations including image description generation, im-
age retrieval, and even image recognition with the
commonsense knowledge extracted from the image
descriptions.
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Abstract 

This paper discusses the implications of 
human word association norms on the 
modelling of word associations from large 
corpora and the relevance of different types 
of associations in the process of translation,
with a focus on adjectives. It is observed 
that the proportion of paradigmatic 
responses found in English norms tends to 
be higher, whereas a clear preference for 
syntagmatic associations is exhibited in 
Chinese norms.  Further comparison with 
corpus-based extracted associations, using 
various functions in the Sketch Engine, 
shows that collocational associations might 
be more effectively extracted, but there is 
also considerable individual variation for 
different words.  It is suggested that 
although free associations elicited in 
isolated context serve to reveal a wide 
range of potential lexical relations, their 
usefulness and relevance in real language 
applications should consider the actual task 
and its information demand.  A purpose-
based approach to construct cross-lingual 
word webs for computer-aided translation 
is thus proposed. 

1 Introduction 

Many online dictionaries, thesauri and other lexical 
resources are now capable of providing users with 
flexible modes of searching and displaying lexical 

information. In particular, access by meaning is 
recognised as even more important than access by 
form.  As Zock et al. (2010) remarked, word access 
in a dictionary is a search problem.  The storage of 
information does not guarantee successful access, 
and adequate navigational means have to be 
provided. In other words, while lexical databases 
tend to contain rich information about words, their 
usefulness (to humans or to computers) will 
actually depend on how readily the right 
information could be retrieved at the right time for 
the right purpose. 

The onomasiological approach for organising 
and retrieving lexical items starts with concepts 
and leads to forms, which is typically what thesauri 
are designed for.  Word finding in this way often 
assumes an extensive inter-connection of words, 
which is largely inspired by psychological models 
of the mental lexicon (e.g. Aitchison, 2003; De 
Deyne et al., 2016).  Enhancement of word access 
in electronic dictionaries thus focuses on 
identifying, capturing and making available a wide 
range of word associations to enable words to be 
searched via multiple routes. 

To this end, empirical evidence from 
psycholinguistic data, especially word association 
norms, offers valuable information about the 
variety of associative relations and their relative 
significance in the mental word web (e.g. Joyce 
and Srdanović, 2008; Kwong, 2013). At the same 
time, computational linguists and lexicographers 
have attempted to model such relations and even 
the corresponding associative strengths (e.g. 
Church and Hanks, 1990; Kilgarriff et al., 2004),
not necessarily as ambitious as to reconstruct the 
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human mental lexicon, but often aiming to enhance 
lexical access with a mechanism taking advantage 
of the organisation of the mental word repository.  
For instance, even when a user fails to name the 
target word, as in the tip-of-the-tongue situation, 
he or she should be enabled to access the word by 
means of other closely associated words that can 
be thought of (e.g. Sinopaknikova and Smrž, 2006; 

Rapp and Zock, 2014; Zock et al., 2010). 
A very wide range of associative relations have 

been revealed from word association norms, but as 
they are elicited in isolation, their readiness to be 
computationally modelled and their relevance in 
specific applications might vary.  In this study, we 
further explore the implications from word 
association norms especially with respect to 
bilingual dictionary access.  In Section 2, we first 
compare among several existing word association 
norms for the distribution of different associative 
types.  In Section 3, we then investigate how 
thoroughly such associations could be modelled by 
various means and tools.  In Section 4, we discuss 
the need and relevance of word associations in the 
context of a specific task, namely translation, and 
propose that word associations have to be flexibly 
utilised according to the nature of a task and thus 
its information demand.  The study is concluded 
with future directions in Section 5. 

The current investigation focuses on adjectives,
which are relatively less addressed than nouns and 
verbs in related studies.  In addition, the polysemy 
of adjectives bears significant implications on 
translation, and is worth studying for computer-
aided translation. 

2 Clues from Word Association Norms  

The following word association norms were used: 
the Birkbeck Association Norms (Moss and Older, 
1996) and the University of South Florida 
Association Norms (Nelson et al., 1998) for 
English, and the Hong Kong Chinese Association 
Norms (Kwong, 2013) for Chinese, labelled as
BBK, USF, and HKC respectively. 

Twenty adjectival stimuli found in both English 
datasets and with at least partial equivalents in the 
Chinese dataset were selected, as listed in the first 
column of Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. 

2.1 Intra-lingual Comparison 

In Table 1, the columns under BBK and USF show 
the number of responses appearing twice or more,
referred to as non-single responses hereafter (F2),
the number of responses appearing once only (F1), 
and the top response (Top 1) for individual stimuli 
in the two sets of norms. 

Among the 20 stimuli, only 8 have the same top 
response in the two datasets (easy – hard, empty –
full, good – bad, happy – sad, innocent – guilty, 
narrow – wide, obvious – clear, and strong – weak), 
all except one are antonym pairs.  For the 
remaining cases, the top responses are more often 
syntagmatic in BBK, mostly the nouns that are 
typically modified by the corresponding adjectives 
(e.g. brittle – bone, precious – stone).  In contrast, 
more paradigmatic top responses are found in USF, 
with many synonym pairs (e.g. broad – wide, 
calm – quiet, precious – valuable). 

Among the non-single responses, overlapping 
items range from 2 to 5, with the percentage of 
overlap (with respect to BBK) reaching as much as 
100% (Obvious) to 28.6% (Broad), averaging at 
51.3%.  There are also some unexpected 
observations.  First, despite the vast difference in 
the number of participants, it is nevertheless 
natural to expect the bigger set of norms should 
more or less cover the smaller set, especially for 
the frequent responses.  However, in 5 out of the 
20 cases, the top response in BBK is not even 
found among the non-single responses in USF.  
Second, the distributions of the association types 
are also not uniform.  As seen in Table 3, the 
proportions of adjectival and nominal responses in 
BBK are comparable, at 48.75% and 47.41% on 
average respectively.  But in USF, adjectival 
responses almost double nominal ones, amounting 
to 61.30% and 32.65% on average respectively.  
This point will be further discussed in Section 2.3. 

2.2 Cross-lingual Comparison 

As mentioned, the corresponding stimuli selected 
from HKC are partial equivalents of the English 
stimuli.  Hence the responses may only be 
associated with particular word senses possessed 
by the English words. As seen in Table 2, F2 and 
F1 for HKC stimuli are closer to BBK than USF, 
given the similar number of participants for the 
norming of individual stimuli in HKC and BBK. 
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English BBK USF Overlapping Responses
F2 F1 Top 1 F2 F1 Top 1 N Items

Active 5 22 Passive 21 40 Sports 2 Fit, Passive
Brittle 8 20 Bone 15 29 Peanut 4 Bone, Break, Fragile, Peanut
Broad 7 22 Bean 16 36 Wide 2 Shoulders, Wide
Calm 8 26 Water 14 38 Quiet 3 Peaceful, Quiet, Sea
Common 9 29 Land 23 40 Uncommon 3 Law, Place, Usual
Correct 4 21 Right 7 11 Wrong 2 Right, Wrong
Easy 5 18 Hard 8 23 Hard 4 Difficult, Hard, Rider, Simple
Empty 6 17 Full 11 22 Full 2 Box, Full
Good 3 24 Bad 8 17 Bad 2 Bad, Evil
Great 7 25 Weak 18 32 Big 2 Big, Good
Happy 6 22 Sad 8 19 Sad 2 Sad, Smile
Innocent 8 18 Guilty 16 9 Guilty 4 Bystander, Guilty, Man, Shy
Narrow 5 24 Wide 12 16 Wide 3 Mind, Thin, Wide
Obvious 5 24 Clear 19 45 Clear 5 Clear, Easy, Evident, Open, Obscure
Plain 7 53 Jane 20 45 Simple 3 Boring, Jane, Ordinary
Precious 6 19 Stone 23 32 Valuable 4 Gem, Jewel, Metal, Stone
Rare 7 33 Bird 27 37 Common 3 Extinct, Steak, Uncommon
Sharp 5 21 Knife 18 19 Point 4 Blunt, Edge, Knife, Point
Strong 5 25 Weak 11 20 Weak 3 Man, Muscle, Weak
Wise 7 16 Old 10 14 Smart 3 Knowledge, Old, Owl

Table 1  English Stimuli and Top Responses 

Chinese HKC
F2 F1 Top 1

ji1ji2 ‘active’ 8 29 jin4qu3 ‘aggressive’ 
cui4ruo4 ‘brittle’ 5 25 xin1ling2 ‘heart’
guang3fan4 ‘broad’ 11 33 xing4qu4 ‘interest’
ping2jing4 ‘calm’ 11 35 hai3 ‘sea’
pu3tong1 ‘common’ 9 28 ping2fan2 ‘plain’
zheng4que4 ‘correct’ 5 23 da2an4 ‘answer’
rong2yi4 ‘easy’ 12 24 kun4nan2 ‘hard’
kong1xu1 ‘empty’ 5 23 ji4mo4 ‘lonely’
liang2hao3 ‘good’ 12 26 biao3xian4 ‘performance’
wei3da4 ‘great’ 10 28 mu3qin1 ‘mother’
kuai4le4 ‘happy’ 8 35 kai1xin1 ‘joyful’
dan1cun2 ‘innocent’ 13 29 tian1zhen1 ‘childlike’
xia2zai2 ‘narrow’ 12 37 xiao3xiang4 ‘alley’
ming2xian3 ‘obvious’ 5 45 tu1chu1 ‘outstanding’
ping2fan2 ‘plain’ 12 32 ren2 ‘person’
bao3gui4 ‘precious’ 4 21 shi2jian1 ‘time’
han4jian4 ‘rare’ 9 42 zhi2bing4 ‘disease’
jian1rui4 ‘sharp’ 7 28 wen4ti2 ‘question’
qiang2lie4 ‘strong’ 7 23 gan3jue2 ‘feeling’
ming2zhi4 ‘wise’ 5 21 xuan3ze2 ‘choice’

Table 2 Chinese Stimuli and Top Responses 
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As reported in Kwong (2013), collocational 
responses are abundant in the Hong Kong Chinese 
Association Norms, especially for abstract nouns 
and verbs.  Also, there are quite a constant 
proportion of non-linguistic associations.  It was 
thus suggested that the top responses for individual 
stimulus words may serve to inform the design of 
semantic lexicons, but the majority and infrequent 
responses may not even be properly qualified as 
weak associations. Nominal responses also make 
up the majority of responses in general, even for 
adjectival stimuli, although they also elicited 
relatively more adjectival, and paradigmatic, 
responses than stimuli of other parts of speech. 

With respect to the selected stimuli in this study, 
Table 2 shows that the top responses are adjectives 
in only 7 out of the 20 cases ( active –
aggressive, common – plain, 
easy – hard, empty – lonely, 
happy – joyful, innocent –

childlike, obvious – outstanding).  All 
other top responses are nouns (e.g. great –

mother, narrow – alley).  This is an 
interesting distribution especially when compared 
with the English norms.

Table 3 shows the proportions of non-single 
responses in the various association norms by part 
of speech (POS), with N for noun, A for adjective, 
and V for verb. As reported in Section 2.1, USF 
has many more adjectival responses than nominal 
responses compared to BBK, although both 
English norms show the dominance of adjectival or 
paradigmatic responses.  For HKC, however, 
nominal responses dominate, followed by 
adjectives and verbs, with average proportion at
59.04%, 23.66% and 13.79% respectively. 

N (%) A (%) V (%)
BBK Avg 47.41 48.75 1.25

Max 88.89 100.00 25.00
Min 0.00 11.11 0.00

USF Avg 32.65 61.30 4.07
Max 63.64 100.00 13.33
Min 0.00 33.33 0.00

HKC Avg 59.04 23.66 13.79
Max 100.00 55.56 50.00
Min 25.00 0.00 0.00

Table 3  POS Distribution of Responses 

2.3 Word Associations across Languages 

It can be readily observed from the above 
comparisons that English and Chinese speakers 
exhibit different patterns in what one might 
consider “strong” associations in their mental 

lexicons.  Based on the selected adjectival samples, 
apparently English speakers tend to come up with 
more paradigmatic responses as the most strongly 
associated words, while syntagmatic responses 
(mostly nouns which are typically modified by the 
adjectives) are dominant among Chinese speakers.  
Considering all non-single responses, still more 
adjectival responses were elicited from English 
speakers than Chinese speakers.  The adjectival 
responses, corresponding to paradigmatic relations,
could be the relatively narrow synonymy or 
antonymy relations (e.g. good – bad), or broader 
conceptual semantic relations and contextual 
collocations (e.g. wise – old, innocent – shy).  The 
differences and characteristics revealed from the 
association norms can be attributed to polysemy to 
a certain extent.  It happens that the English stimuli 
are relatively more polysemous while the Chinese 
stimuli are often their partial equivalents only.  For 
instance, “innocent” may mean “not guilty” or 

“simple-minded”, while only covers the latter 
sense.  The morphological properties of the two 
languages may also make a difference. The 
disyllabic Chinese words are often formed with 
two individual morphemes.  When they are
combined to form a word, very often the resulting 
word will have more specific meanings.  With such 
additional constraints on the word sense, it may 
somehow limit the paradigmatic relations, making 
them less readily available than their syntagmatic 
or collocational counterparts. The grammatical 
system is apparently better defined in English 
where word classes or POS categories are 
relatively more clearly distinguished.  Given the
lack of morphology and various specific word 
formation mechanisms, categorial fluidity is more 
common in Chinese, and POS groups are less 
homogenous.  For instance, Chinese adjectives 
may often function like adverbs to modify verbs 
(e.g. broad – chuan2bo1 ‘communicate’, 

which actually means “widely spread” when used 

together).  This probably explains for the much 
higher proportion of verbal responses for the 
adjectival stimuli in the Chinese norms than the 
English norms.  The above comparison thus
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suggests that modelling of word associations has to 
consider language difference and weigh various 
associative types accordingly. 

3 Modelling of Word Associations 

It is generally realised that while word association 
norms are important resources not only for 
understanding the mental lexicon but also as 
linguistic resources for a variety of applications, 
they are expensive to obtain, especially in large 
scale with reliable sampling.  Computational 
modelling with large corpora is a natural way out.  
Most typically, Church and Hanks (1990) 
measured associative strength with mutual 
information.  Wettler and Rapp (1993) relied on 
co-occurrence frequencies to model word 
associations, which tend to be biased toward 
syntagmatic associations. Lin (1998) extracted 
paradigmatically related words based on contextual 
similarity. 

While human word association norms exhibit a 
wide range of associative relations, some of which 
are even non-linguistic and personal, we try to 
investigate the extent to which the linguistic ones 
can be effectively modelled.  In this study, we 
make use of the Word Sketch function and the 
Thesaurus function in the Sketch Engine for the 
comparison.  The Word Sketch function shows a
one-page summary of the grammatical and 
collocational behaviour of words (Kilgarriff et al., 
2004).  The Thesaurus function produces a list of 
words occurring in similar contexts as the query 
word (Rychlý and Kilgarriff, 2007). 

3.1 Corpus-based vs Human Associations 

Collocations fall between free combinations and 
idioms (McKeown and Radev, 2000).  Typically 
they refer to grammatically bound co-occurring 
words (e.g. modifier-head constructions).  A more 
inclusive view will also consider broader semantic 
relations or topical associations.  Thus collocations 
might involve words of the same or different word 
classes.  On the contrary, paradigmatic associations 
always involve words of the same POS. Human 
responses in free word association norms, as seen 
above, encompass a wide range of both linguistic 
and non-linguistic relations. 

In this comparison, we used the Word Sketch 
function and the Thesaurus function in the Sketch 
Engine (SkE), and compared the collocations and 

similar words extracted with the non-single 
responses for the selected stimuli in the various 
association norms.  For English, we tested with the 
British National Corpus (BNC) and the ukWaC 
corpus.  For Chinese, we used the 
ChineseTaiwanWaC (twWaC) corpus for the 
current purpose. The top 50 similar words 
returned by the Thesaurus function were 
considered, and all default gramrel relations in the 
corresponding Sketch Grammars were included for 
the Word Sketch function.  Other parameters were 
kept at the default settings. 

Table 4 shows the results for comparing the SkE 
extractions with the association norms. The first 
figure in each cell is the number of overlapping 
words, and the figure in brackets is the percentage 
of non-single responses in the association norms 
found in the SkE extraction results. 

In general, the Thesaurus function tends to 
generate fewer words matching the association 
norms.  For instance, with ukWaC, the Thesaurus 
function produces 3.55 words on average which 
are found among the association responses for a 
particular stimulus in USF, whereas the Word 
Sketch function produces 5.25 matching words on 
average.  It should be noted that the number and 
the percentage presented in Table 4 are not 
necessarily linked to the same stimulus.  Since the 
number of non-single responses is different across 
the stimuli, the one with most matching words are 
not always the one with the highest percentage of 
overlap.  The two figures are presented to give a 
different reference point only. 

Modelling with different corpora may make a 
difference, but with respect to the results in this 
study, the difference does not seem to be drastic.  
For instance, despite the considerable size 
difference between the two corpora, using BNC or 
ukWaC leads to similar overlapping with USF 
associations, although with slight variations. 

One interesting observation from Table 4 is that 
while the Word Sketch function is in general more 
effective than the Thesaurus function in extracting 
word matching the association norms, the 
difference is more pronounced in the Chinese data.  
As discussed earlier, syntagmatic associations are 
more abundant for the adjectival stimuli in the 
Chinese norms, whereas the English norms exhibit 
a relatively higher proportion of paradigmatic 
responses, which probably accounts for the better 
modelling results by Word Sketch for Chinese. 
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Thesaurus N(%) Word Sketch N(%)
BNC vs USF ukWaC vs USF ukWaC vs BBK twWaC vs HKC ukWaC vs USF twWaC vs HKC

Avg 3.40 (23.50) 3.55 (24.53) 1.15 (20.05) 1.65 (20.97) 5.25 (33.67) 3.35 (42.49)
Max 8.00 (50.00) 9.00 (50.00) 3.00 (60.00) 4.00 (50.00) 13.00 (60.00) 8.00 (85.71)
Min 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 2.00 (11.11) 1.00 (8.33)

Table 4  Comparing Corpus-based Associations and Human Responses 

3.2 Extracting Associations from Corpora 

One of the most closely related studies worked on 
Japanese.  Joyce and Srdanović (2008) compared 
the lexical relationships observed in word 
association norms and those in the collocational 
and thesaural data extracted with the Sketch 
Engine.  Six Japanese lexical items were selected, 
including two verbs, one adjective and three nouns.  
As expected, a rich variety of associative relations 
have been observed from the word association 
norms.  While there was considerable overlap 
between the two resources, attention was drawn to 
the relations which were only found in the 
association norms but absent from the associations 
extracted by the Sketch Engine.  More fine-grained 
sub-categories for typical associations, including 
even encyclopedic and cultural specific ones, were 
distinguished.  The value of word association 
norms as linguistic resources was highlighted and 
it was suggested that they be incorporated in 
electronic dictionaries for a more comprehensive 
coverage to enhance association-based lexical 
access as has often been aspired. 

In this study, we have focused on adjectives as 
the stimulus words.  Grammatically they are 
supposed to form a homogenous group sharing 
most distributional features.  However, when it 
comes to associations, individual variations are 
more than obvious.  On the one hand, the 
computational extraction of associations is not 
equally or comparably effective for all stimuli.  For 
instance, with Word Sketch on ukWaC and 
compared with USF, the number of matching 
words vary from 2 to 13.  In the best case, 60% of 
overlap was found (e.g. for “brittle”, matched 

associations include “peanut”, “hard”, “fragile”, 

“dry”, “crack”, “hair”, “stiff”, “weak” and “bone”),
whereas in the worst case, only 11.11% overlap 
could be achieved (e.g. for “great”, only “big” and 

“little” could be matched).  Similarly for the 
Chinese data, the overlapping ranges from 1 to 8, 

and in terms of percentage, it could be as poor as 
8.33% (e.g. quite unexpectedly, for ‘easy’, 

only ‘simple’ could be matched) to as good 
as 85.71% (e.g. the matched words for 
‘strong’ include fan3dui4 ‘oppose’,
yu4wang4 ‘desire’, yao1qiu2 ‘request’,
qi4wei4 ‘smell’, jian4yi4 ‘suggest’ and
gan3shou4 ‘feeling’).

Meanwhile, the relative association strengths 
found in the association norms and the extracted 
words are seldom in concord.  Sometimes the 
results could be quite counter-intuitive as the 
following example. 

If we try the Thesaurus function in the Sketch 
Engine, with “strong” as the query word, it turns 
out that “weak” is not a strongly associated item.  

With BNC, “weak” appears at the 34th position in 
the ordered list of similar words.  With ukWaC, 
“weak” even comes at the 67th position.  Hence 

larger corpora may not always produce the 
expected and desired results. Nevertheless, with 
both corpora, generating a thesaurus with “weak” 

as the query word unanimously gives “strong” as 

the foremost associated word. 

4 Purpose-based Word Webs 

Human word association norms contain many 
possible kinds of lexical relations.  Some can be 
conveniently defined by linguistic means, such as 
paradigmatic relations and some syntagmatic 
relations.  Broad conceptual relations need to be 
topically situated.  In addition, there is always a 
considerable amount of personal associations.  
These are often single responses, and although they 
cannot be analysed linguistically, they are still 
cognitively salient at least to some individuals. 

The last type of associations aside, the others 
can potentially be modelled from large corpora by 
various means.  However, as seen from the above 
discussion, the effectiveness of such modelling 
varies.  On the one hand, humans do not generate 
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similar types of responses even for similar types of 
stimuli, or the strength of a particular type of 
response could be different across stimuli.  On the 
other hand, associated words extracted from 
corpora do not always substantially match human 
responses, and even when there is overlap, the 
relative association strengths could find little 
correlation, if any at all. 

What does such discrepancy imply on the 
modelling of word associations?  Even norms with 
large samples and participants could only show the 
tip of an iceberg within the whole lexical 
repository.  The issue is therefore not whether one 
could model the responses found in association 
norms.  The more important question is what 
purpose the modelling is supposed to serve, and 
whether the results really serve the purpose. Free 
word association norms are elicited in isolation, 
but in real language applications one often works 
in a context.  Hence amidst a sea of free 
associations, according to the task purpose and 
information demand, some associations must be 
more relevant and useful than others, and it is this 
subset of associations that the modelling should 
settle on.  In other words, we need effective means 
to filter enormous word webs to allow flexible 
utilization of the word associations. 

4.1 Enhancement of Dictionary Access 

Studies in dictionary access have drawn on
association norms, which inspire many attempts to 
provide adequate navigational means for dictionary 
users to access what they want, especially when 
they could only start with some fuzzy query.  One 
such scenario is the tip-of-the-tongue problem, as 
Zock et al. (2010) suggested, in which case an 
extensively linked lexicon and making these links 
available is particularly essential. 

The salience and interest in this area of research 
is also evident from the series of workshops on 
Cognitive Aspects of the Lexicon (CogALex). In 
the most recent CogALex workshop, there was a 
shared task addressing the lexical access problem 
with a bag of associated words (Rapp and Zock, 
2014). Significant implications were drawn from 
word association norms, and systems were 
designed to model the intended word among an 
ordered list of candidates. Several applications 
were suggested, one of which is association-based 
machine translation, by translating meaning 
vectors into the target language and selecting the 

target language meaning vector and its 
corresponding linguistic phrase which is most 
similar to the source language meaning vector. 

Nevertheless, while the idea of having more 
entry points for dictionary access is plausible, it is 
not always clear what precise associative relations 
are to be included and how it is to be implemented.  
After all, dictionary usage in practice often carries 
a purpose.  We therefore propose a more user-
oriented and purpose-based approach to the design 
of features to facilitate dictionary access and thus 
the modelling and inclusion of word associations 
in the process.  We use translation as an example, 
and discuss how computer-aided translation may 
benefit from the comparison of word association 
data in this study. 

4.2 A Scenario in Translation 

In practical lexicography, the user profile is 
deemed particularly important in dictionary design 
(Atkins and Rundell, 2008). The content and 
presentation of a dictionary should be grounded on 
the purposes and proficiency, and thus the 
information demand, of the target users. During 
the 1980s, when computer-aided translation started 
to gain attention, the Translator’s Workstation was 

proposed (Melby, 1982), where translators can 
work in an integrated environment with different 
resources at hand, including automatic dictionary 
lookup and the use of translation memory among 
others.  By now most people will agree that word-
for-word lookup is not all satisfactory and will not 
be sufficient in a real translation setting. 

Let us consider a more realistic scenario, such as
when a translation student needs to look up a 
bilingual dictionary to decide on how the phrase 
“strong allegation” should be rendered in Chinese.  
The adjective “strong” can be used in a wide range 
of context, and will be expressed differently in 
Chinese for “strong coffee”, “strong man”, “strong 
economy” and “strong emotion”. Table 5 shows 
some more examples, which have not yet included 
cases where a disyllabic Chinese word 
encompassing the meaning of the adjective and the 
noun can be used, such as nong2cha2 ‘strong 

tea’ and qiang2feng1 ‘strong wind’. It 
happens that “strong allegation” is not listed in the 

monolingual Macmillan English Dictionary or the 
bilingual dictionary available in Cambridge 
Dictionaries Online.  The Word Sketch function 
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does not list “allegation” for “strong” either.  So is 

this a weak association, weak enough for it to be 
excluded from major lexical resources?  But if this 
collocation is repeatedly found in real text, then it 
must be relatively stronger in some context.  How 
can we enable the student to access the relevant 
lexical information then? 

Strong N
hong2liang4 sheng1xian4 ‘voice’
you3li4 zheng4ju4 ‘evidence’
qiang2jian4 ti3po4 ‘body’
shen1ke4 yin4xiang4 ‘impression’
ju4da4 ya1li4 ‘pressure’
nong2lie4 qi4wei4 ‘smell’

Table 5  Some Contexts for “Strong”

Two types of information demand thus arise 
from this scenario.  First, the student will need to 
find out that in a different collocation, the word 
“strong” or the phrase “strong+N” will have to be 

expressed differently in Chinese, and what may be 
similar collocations as “strong allegation”.  

Second, considering the register and context of the 
source text, the student will need to know what 
alternative expressions or (near-)synonyms might 
be available for his or her choice to render that 
group of collocations.  The first question thus 
involves mainly decoding usage, requiring mostly 
collocational information, and the second question 
involves mainly encoding usage, concerning 
mostly with paradigmatic associations. 

4.3 Bilingual vs Cross-lingual Associations 

In fact the Sketch Engine has recently developed 
the Bilingual Word Sketch function (Baisa et al., 
2014).  The function allows lexicographers to 
compare collocations across translation equivalents, 
but as the developers pointed out, they are not the 
source and target languages as understood by 
translators. Moreover, as remarked by McKeown 
and Radev (2000), a concept expressed by way of a 
collocation in one language may not have a 
corresponding collocation in another language.  
Hence instead of bilingual associations, we 
propose cross-lingual word webs.  Here we outline 
the steps needed for such word webs, illustrated 
with the “strong allegation” example, for which 

indirect means are needed to draw an association. 

The first question is which sense of “strong” is 

most relevant here.  Suppose we start with the 
adjective “strong”, among the clusters of nouns 

which are typically modified by it, can we group 
“allegation” into one of these clusters?  Using SkE 

to simulate the situation, we can get the nouns 
being modified with the Word Sketch function.  At 
the same time, we use the Thesaurus function to 
find a list of similar words for “allegation”.  

Comparing the two sets of words, “evidence” and 

“argument” are found in common.  The second 
question is how one should render the 
corresponding meaning of “strong” in the target 
language, in this case Chinese.  Based on the set of 
similar words (allegation, evidence, argument, and 
possibly others), a corresponding Chinese word 
web can be built in the reverse direction.  With the 
equivalents based on a bilingual dictionary, groups 
of similar words and collocated adjectives can then 
be extracted from a Chinese corpus (not 
necessarily parallel to the English one).  The 
resulting associations, which may include 
‘allegation’, ‘evidence’, ‘rationale’, 

‘sufficient’, ‘strong’ and many others,

could be of reference to the translator.  The word 
web is expected to offer assistance by presenting 
possibilities like ,
and especially in the absence of
“strong allegation” in dictionaries in the first place, 

and it is of course up to the translator to judge for 
their appropriateness in the specific context.

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

Our comparison among word association norms 
and associations extracted from corpora has 
revealed discrepancy between (1) types of free 
association responses across languages, (2) words 
deemed closely related by humans and by 
statistics, and (3) relative association strengths in 
human responses and corpus-based associations.  
These observations bear important implications on 
modelling word associations and using them to 
enhance dictionary access.  It is suggested that the 
usefulness and relevance of different associations 
depends on the actual task and its information 
demand, and purpose-based word webs are 
proposed.  Future work includes more comparison 
of association norms, refinement of the modelling 
steps for cross-lingual word webs and their 
implementation for computer-aided translation.  
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Abstract

Sentence alignment plays an essential role in
building bilingual corpora which are valuable
resources for many applications like statisti-
cal machine translation. In various approaches
of sentence alignment, length-and-word-based
methods which are based on sentence length
and word correspondences have been shown to
be the most effective. Nevertheless a drawback
of using bilingual dictionaries trained by IBM
Models in length-and-word-based methods is
the problem of out-of-vocabulary (OOV). We
propose using word similarity learned from
monolingual corpora to overcome the prob-
lem. Experimental results showed that our
method can reduce the OOV ratio and achieve
a better performance than some other length-
and-word-based methods. This implies that
using word similarity learned from monolin-
gual data may help to deal with OOV problem
in sentence alignment.

Keywords: sentence alignment, out-of-
vocabulary, word similarity, monolingual data

1 Introduction

Sentence alignment plays an important role in build-
ing bilingual corpora for statistical machine transla-
tion and many other tasks. Given documents from
two languages, the task is to align sentences which
are translations of each other. There are three main
methods in sentence alignment including length-
based, word-based, and the combination of the first
two methods. Length-based methods were proposed
in (Brown et al., 1991; Gale and Church, 1993).

(Wu, 1994) and (Melamed, 1996) introduced meth-
ods based on word correspondences. Length-based
and word-based methods were also combined to
make hybrid methods (Moore, 2002; Varga et al.,
2007).

Length-based methods which are only based on
the number of words or characters in sentence pairs
can run very fast but show a low accuracy. Mean-
while, word-based methods which use bilingual lex-
icon gain high accuracy, but heavily depend on avail-
able lexical resources. The length-and-word-based
methods which combine length-based and word-
based methods (Moore, 2002; Varga et al., 2007) do
not depend on lexical resources and overcome the
problem of low accuracy in length-based methods.
Nonetheless, a drawback of these length-and-word-
based methods which trained a bilingual dictionary
using IBM models is the OOV problem.

In this work, we propose an approach to deal with
the OOV problem in sentence alignment based on
word similarity learned from monolingual corpora.
Words that were not contained in the bilingual dic-
tionaries were replaced by their similar words from
the monolingual corpora. Experiments conducted on
English-Vietnamese sentence alignment showed that
using word similarity learned from monolingual cor-
pora can help to reduce the OOV ratio and lead to an
improvement in comparison with some other length-
and-word-based methods.

We describe phases used in our method in Section
2. Experimental results and discussions are analysed
in Section 3. An overview of related researches is
discussed in Section 4, and conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.
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Figure 1: Phases in our model; S: the text of source language, T: the text of target language; S1, T1: sentences aligned
by the length-based phase; S2, T2: sentences aligned by the length-and-word-based phase; S’, T’: monolingual corpora
of the source and target languages, respectively. The components of the length-and-word-based method (Moore, 2002)
are bounded by the dashed frame.

2 Method

In this section, we describe phases used in our
method, which include four phases: the length-based
phase, the training bilingual dictionaries, using word
similarity to deal with the OOV problem, and the
combination of length-based and word-based meth-
ods. The model is illustrated in Figure 1.

2.1 Length-based Phase

Let le and lv be the lengths of English and Viet-
namese sentences, respectively. Then, le and lv
varies according to Poisson distribution as follows:

P (lv|le) = exp−lvr (ler)
lv

lv!
(1)

Where r is the ratio of the mean length of Viet-
namese sentences to the mean length of English sen-
tences.

As shown in (Moore, 2002), the length-based
phase based on the Poisson distribution was slightly
better than the Gaussian distribution proposed by
(Brown et al., 1991).

P (lv|le) = αexp
−
log(

lv
le
)− μ)2

2σ2 (2)

Where μ and σ2 are the mean and variance of
the Gaussian distribution, respectively. The length-
based model based on the Poisson distribution was
shown to be simpler to estimate than the model
based on the Gaussian distribution which has to it-
eratively estimate the variance σ2 using the expecta-
tion maximization (EM) algorithm.

Our model was based on the length-based model
using the Poisson distribution.

2.2 Training IBM Model 1

Sentence pairs extracted from the length-based
phase are then used to train IBM Model 1 (Brown
et al., 1993) to build a bilingual dictionary.

Let e and v be English and Vietnamese sentences,
respectively. The procedure of generating sentence v
from a sentence e with the length of le is as follows:

1. Selecting a length lv for the sentence v

2. For each word position j in { 1..lv} of v:
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(a) Selecting a word ei in e

(b) For each pair (j, ei): choosing a word vj to
fill the position j

P (v|e) = ε

(le + 1)lv

lv∏

j=1

le∑

i=0

tr(vj |ei) (3)

Where ε is the uniform probability for all possible
lengths of v.

2.3 Using Word Similarity to Deal with OOV
In the sentence alignment task based on word cor-
respondences, bilingual dictionaries trained on IBM
models can help to produce highly accurate sentence
pairs when they contain reliable word pairs with a
high percentage of vocabulary coverage. The OOV
problem appears when the bilingual dictionary does
not contain word pairs which are necessary to pro-
duce a correct alignment of sentences. The higher
the OOV ratio, the lower the performance. The bilin-
gual dictionary can also be expanded by training
IBM models on available bilingual data. However,
such resources are very rare especially for low-
resource language pairs like English-Vietnamese.
Meanwhile, monolingual data is easy to acquire in
an abundant amount. We propose using word sim-
ilarity learned from monolingual corpora to over-
come the OOV problem.

Monolingual corpora of English and Vietnamese
were used to train two word similarity models sep-
arately using a continuous bag-of-word model. In
continuous bag-of-words models, words are pre-
dicted based on their context, and words that appear
in the same context tend to be clustered together as
similar words. We used word2vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013), a powerful continuous bag-of-words model to
train word similarity. The word2vec model can run
very fast and enables to train continuous vector rep-
resentations of words on large data sets.

The word similarity models were then used to en-
rich the bilingual dictionary.

1. Let (ei − vj) be a word pair in the dictionary
in which ei is the English word, and vj is the
Vietnamese word.

2. Let

(a) sim(ei) = {e′i1 , ..., e′im}
(b) sim(vj) = {v′j1 , ..., v′jn}

be sets of similar words of ei and vj , respec-
tively.

3. The dictionary can be expanded as follows:

(a) For e′ in sim(ei): add pairs (e′−vj) to the
dictionary

(b) For v′ in sim(vj): add pairs (ei−v′) to the
dictionary

(c) score(e′ − vj) = score(ei − vj) ∗
cosine(ei − e′)

(d) score(ei − v′) = score(ei − vj) ∗
cosine(vj − v′)

Where score(a, b) is the word translation proba-
bility of the word pair (a, b) by training IBM Model
1. cosine(a, b) is the cosine similarity between a
and b from word similarity models.

The expanded dictionary can help to cover a
higher ratio of vocabulary, which reduces the OOV
ratio and improves overall performance.

2.4 Length-based and Word-based
The expanded dictionary was then combined with
the length-based phase described in Section 2.1 to
produce final alignments, which are described as fol-
lows:

P (e, v) =
P1−1(le, lv)

(le + 1)lv
(

lv∏

j=1

le∑

i=0

tr(vj |ei))(
le∑

i=1

fu(ei))

(4)
Where fu is the observed relative unigram fre-

quency of the word in the text in the corresponding
language.

3 Experiments

3.1 Setup
We conducted experiments on the sentence align-
ment task for English-Vietnamese, a low-resource
language pair. We evaluated our method on the test
set collected from the website.1 After preprocessing
the collected data, we conducted sentence alignment
manually to achieve the reference data. We publish

1http://www.vietnamtourism.com/
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these data sets on the website.2 The statistics of these
data sets are shown in Table 1.

Statistics Test Data
Sentences (English) 1,705
Sentences (Vietnamese) 1,746
Average length (English) 22
Average length (Vietnamese) 22
Vocabulary Size (English) 6,144
Vocabulary Size (Vietnamese) 5,547
Reference Set 837

Table 1: Statistics of Test Corpus

In order to produce a more reliable bilingual
dictionary, we added an available bilingual corpus
to train IBM Model 1, which was collected from
the IWSLT2015 workshop.3 The dataset contains
subtitles of TED talks (Cettolo et al., 2012). The
IWSLT2015 training data is shown in Table 2.

Statistics iwslt15
Sentences (English) 129,327
Sentences (Vietnamese) 129,327
Average length (English) 19
Average length (Vietnamese) 18
Vocabulary Size (English) 46,669
Vocabulary Size (Vietnamese) 50,667

Table 2: Statistics of the IWSLT15 Corpus

In the preprocessing steps, we tokenized these
datasets using the tokenizer of Moses script4 for En-
glish and JVnTextpro5 for Vietnamese. The datasets
were then lowercased. For Vietnamese, we con-
ducted word segmentation using JVnTextpro.

For the sentence alignment algorithm, we reim-
plemented phases in the model (Moore, 2002) using
Java.

To evaluate performance we used common met-
rics: Precision, Recall, and F-measure (Véronis and
Langlais, 2000).

2https://github.com/nguyenlab/SentAlign-Similarity
3https://sites.google.com/site/iwsltevaluation2015/mt-track
4http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=moses.baseline
5http://jvntextpro.sourceforge.net/

3.2 Training Word Similarity

In order to train word similarity models, we used En-
glish and Vietnamese monolingual corpora. For En-
glish we used the one-billion-words6 dataset which
contains almost 1B words. To build a huge mono-
lingual corpus of Vietnamese, we extracted articles
from the web (www.baomoi.com)7. The data set was
then preprocessed to achieve 22 million Vietnamese
sentences.

We used word2vec from gensim python8 to train
two word-similarity models on the monolingual cor-
pora. We set the cbow model with configurations:
window size=5, vector size=100, min count = 10.
The word2vec trained model of Vietnamese is also
available on the website.2

3.3 Result and Discussion

We compared our model with the two other length-
and-word-based methods: M-align9 (Moore, 2002)
and Hun-align10 (Varga et al., 2007). We showed
how our method can deal with the OOV problem.

We setup the length-based phase’s threshold to
0.99 to extract highest sentence pairs. Then in the
length-and-word-based phase, we setup the thresh-
old to 0.9 to ensure a high confidence. Experimental
results are shown in Table 3.

Setup M-align Hun-align OurMethod
Reference 837 837 837
Results 580 1373 609
Correct 412 616 433
Precision 71.03% 44.87% 71.10%
Recall 49.22% 73.60% 51.73%
F-measure 58.15% 55.75% 59.89%

Table 3: Experimental results. (Reference, Results, Cor-
rect: number of sentence pairs in reference set, results
from systems, and correct sentences, respectively.)

Overall, the performance of our model slightly
improved the M-align in all scores of precision, re-
call, and f-measure. Our model also gained higher

6http://www.statmt.org/lm-benchmark/
7http://www.baomoi.com/
8https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html
9http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/downloads/aafd5dcf-

4dcc-49b2-8a22-f7055113e656/
10http://mokk.bme.hu/en/resources/hunalign/
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performance than Hun-align. Although Hun-align
can achieve the highest recall of 73.60% due to the
approach that Hun-align constructs dictionaries, the
method produced a number of error results, so this
caused the lowest precision.

A problem of using the IBM Model 1 as in
Moore’s method was the OOV. When the dictionary
cannot cover a high ratio of vocabulary, it decreases
the contribution of the word-based phase. The aver-
age OOV ratio is shown in Table 4. In comparison
with M-align, using word similarity in our model re-
duced the OOV ratio from 7.37% to 4.33% in En-
glish and from 7.74% to 6.80% in Vietnamese vo-
cabulary. By using word similarity models we over-
came the problem of OOV. The following discussion
will show how the word similarity models helped to
reduce the OOV ratio.

Setup Test M-align Our Model
#vocab. en 1,705 27,872 28,371
#vocab. vi 1,746 25,326 25,481
OOV en NA 7.37% 4.33%
OOV vi NA 7.74% 6.80%

Table 4: Average OOV ratio.

We describe word similarity models using
word2vec with examples. Tables 5 and 6 show ex-
amples of OOV words and their most similar words
extracted from the word similarity models. The word
similarity models can explore not only helpful sim-
ilar words in terms of variants in morphology but
also words that share the same meaning but differ-
ent morphemes. There are useful similar words that
can have the same meaning as the OOV words like
word pairs ("intends" and "aims") or ("honours" and
"awards"), ("quát", "mắng"), ("ghe", "đò"). How-
ever, because in the word2vec model words are pre-
dicted based on their context in terms of windows,
some word pairs may contain different meanings like
("bangkok", "jakarta"), or ("pagoda", "citadel"),
("phở", "cơm"). Therefore extracting suitable simi-
lar words is also needed to be further investigated.

We show an example of how our method deals
with the OOV problem in Table 7. The word
pairs (reunification-thống_nhất) and (impressively-
mạnh_mẽ) were not covered by the dictionary us-
ing IBM Model 1, and this became an example of

OOV Similar Cosine
Words Words Similarity
intends aims 0.74
intends refuses 0.74
intends plans 0.66

honours honors 0.71
honours prizes 0.65
honours awards 0.62

bangkok jerusalem 0.65
bangkok jakarta 0.61

pagoda temple 0.86
pagoda tower 0.76
pagoda citadel 0.73

Table 5: Examples of English Word Similarity Model

OOV Similar Cosine
Words Words Similarity
quát (to shout) mắng (to scold) 0.35
quát (to shout) nạt (to bully) 0.32

hủy (to destroy) hoại (to ruin) 0.50
hủy (to destroy) dỡ (to unload) 0.42
hủy (to destroy) phá (to demolish) 0.36

ghe (junk) thuyền (boat) 0.64
ghe (junk) xuồng (whaleboat) 0.61
ghe (junk) đò (ferry) 0.56

phở (noodle soup) cháo (rice gruel) 0.67
phở (noodle soup) cơm (rice) 0.65

Table 6: Examples of Vietnamese Word Similarity
Model. The italic words in brackets are corresponding
English meaning which were translated by the authors.
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Language Sentence

English since the reunification in 1975 , vietnam ’ s architecture has been impressively developing .

Vietnamese từ sau ngày đất_nước thống_nhất ( 1975 ) kiến_trúc việt_nam phát_triển khá mạnh_mẽ .

(Translation) After the country was unified (1975), vietnam’s architecture has been developing rather impressively.

Table 7: An example of English-Vietnamese OOV. The translations to English (italic) were conducted by the authors.

OOV Similar Cosine
Words Words Similarity
reunification independence 0.71
reunification unification 0.67
reunification peace 0.62

impressively amazingly 0.74
impressively impressive 0.74
impressively exquisitely 0.72
impressively brilliantly 0.71

Table 8: An example of similar word pairs trained on
monolingual corpus

OOV. Examples of similar word pairs are shown in
Table 8, and translation word pairs trained by IBM
Model 1 are shown in Table 9. Because (reunifica-
tion-unification) was a similar word pair, and the
translation word pair (unification-thống_nhất) was
contained in the dictionary, the new translation word
pair (reunification-thống_nhất) was then created.
Similarly, the new translation word pair (impres-
sively-mạnh_mẽ) was created via the similar word
pair (impressively-impressive) and the translation
word pair (impressive-mạnh_mẽ). Table 10 shows
induced translation word pairs. By using word sim-
ilarity learned from monolingual corpora, a num-
ber of OOV words can be replaced by their similar
words, which helped to reduce the OOV ratio and
improve performance in overall.

4 Related Work

Sentence alignment is an essential task in nat-
ural language processing, which builds bilingual
corpora, a valuable resource in many applications
like statistical machine translation, word sense dis-
ambiguation, information retrieval, etc. The task
can be solved based on the number of words or

Score English Vietnamese
0.597130 independence độc_lập (independent)
0.051708 independence sự_độc_lập (independence)

0.130447 unification thống_nhất (to unify)
0.130447 unification sự_thống_nhất (unification)
0.130446 unification sự_hợp_nhất (unify)

0.551291 impressive ấn_tượng (impression)
0.002927 impressive mạnh_mẽ (impressive)
0.002440 impressive kinh_ngạc (amazed)

Table 9: An example of bilingual dictionary trained by
IBM Model 1 (Score: translation probability); the trans-
lations to English (italic) were conducted by the authors.

Score English Vietnamese
0.215471 reunification thống_nhất (to unify)
0.369082 impressively mạnh_mẽ (impressive)

Table 10: Induced translation word pairs; the translations
to English (italic) were conducted by the authors.
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characters(Brown et al., 1991; Gale and Church,
1993). These methods are fast and effective in
some closed language pairs like English-French but
achieve low performance in language pairs like
English-Chinese. Word-based methods were pro-
posed in (Kay and Röscheisen, 1993; Chen, 1993;
Wu, 1994; Melamed, 1996; Ma, 2006), based on lex-
ical resources. These methods showed better perfor-
mance than length-based methods, but they depend
on available linguistic resources, which are rare and
expensive to achieve in almost all language pairs,
especially in low-resource languages like English-
Vietnamese. Hybrid methods which combine length-
based and word-based methods as shown in (Moore,
2002; Varga et al., 2007) can overcome the low ac-
curacy of length-based methods, and these methods
also do not depend on lexical resources.

(Varga et al., 2007) proposed building bilingual
corpora for medium-density languages. This can
overcome the problem of the unavailability of bilin-
gual resources of low-resource languages by build-
ing dictionaries and merge them to make a huge dic-
tionary to cover a high ratio of vocabulary. However,
because the method does not compute the score of
word pairs in dictionaries, this leads to a low preci-
sion. Moore’s method (Moore, 2002) can gain high
accuracy, but the method has to deal with the OOV
problem. Our model is similar to Moore’s method,
but we can overcome the OOV problem based on
word similarity learned from monolingual corpora
using a continuous bag-of-words model.

Continuous bag-of-words models were proposed
in (Mikolov et al., 2013), which can learn word sim-
ilarity on very monolingual data. The model also has
been applied to learn phrase similarity on monolin-
gual data to improve statistical machine translation
(Zhao et al., 2015).

In using monolingual data for alignment tasks,
(Trieu et al., 2014) proposed using word clustering
trained on monolingual data to improve the Moore’s
method (Moore, 2002). In our model, we also based
on word similarity learned from monolingual data,
but we used a strong technique of word vector
representation, word2vec, to learn word similarity.
(Songyot and Chiang, 2014) proposed a method us-
ing word similarity from monolingual corpora to im-
prove machine translation. In the work of (Songyot
and Chiang, 2014), the word similarity is trained

based on a word context model using a feedforward
neural network and then applied to improve statisti-
cal machine translation.

The idea of using the word similarity model
learned from monolingual data based on word2vec
in our work is closed to the research of (Li et
al., 2016). In (Li et al., 2016), the word similarity
model is used to substitute rare words in neural ma-
chine translation. In our work, we adopted the word
similarity model to overcome the out-of-vocabulary
problem in sentence alignment.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we propose using word similarity to
overcome the problem of OOV in sentence align-
ment. The word2vec model was trained on mono-
lingual corpora to produce word-similarity models.
These models were then combined with the bilingual
word dictionary trained on IBM Model 1, which
were integrated to length-and-word-based phase in
a sentence alignment algorithm. Our method can re-
duce the OOV ratio with similar words learned from
monolingual corpora, which leads to an improve-
ment in comparison with some other length-and-
word-based methods. Using word similarity trained
on monolingual corpora based on a distributed word
representation model like word2vec may help to re-
duce the OOV in sentence alignment. Some aspects
of this work need to be more investigated in fu-
ture work like: applying word similarity in sentence
alignment in a large scale data; exploring the contri-
bution of word2vec in this task like using both the
cbow and skip-gram models. We also plan to further
leverage monolingual corpora to sentence alignment
and then apply to statistical machine translation, es-
pecially for low-resource languages.
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Abstract

Entity linking (EL) is the task of connecting
mentions in texts to entities in a large-scale
knowledge base such as Wikipedia. In this pa-
per, we present a pipeline system for Japanese
EL which consists of two standard compo-
nents, namely candidate generation and can-
didate ranking. We investigate several tech-
niques for each component, using a recently
developed Japanese EL corpus. For candidate
generation, we find that a concept dictionary
using anchor texts of Wikipedia is more ef-
fective than methods based on surface simi-
larity. For candidate ranking, we verify that
a set of features used in English EL is effec-
tive in Japanese EL as well. In addition, by
using a corpus that links Japanese mentions
to Japanese Wikipedia entries, we are able
to get rich context information from Japanese
Wikipedia articles and benefit mention disam-
biguation. It was not directly possible with
previous EL corpora, which associate men-
tions to English Wikipedia entities. We take
this advantage by exploring several embed-
ding models that encode context information
of Wikipedia entities, and show that they im-
prove candidate ranking. As a whole, our sys-
tem achieves 82.27% accuracy, significantly
outperforming previous work.

1 Introduction

Entity Linking (EL), also known as wikification or
named entity disambiguation, is the task of linking
mentions in texts to entities in a large-scale knowl-
edge base such as Wikipedia1. EL is useful in many

1https://en.wikipedia.org

NLP tasks such as information retrieval (Blanco et
al., 2015), question answering (Khalid et al., 2008),
searching digital libraries (Han et al., 2005), se-
mantic search,2 coreference resolution (Durrett and
Klein, 2014; Hajishirzi et al., 2013), named entity
recognition (Durrett and Klein, 2014) and knowl-
edge base population (Suchanek and Weikum, 2013;
Dredze et al., 2010).

However, development of Japanese EL has been
slow, partly due to the lack of a publicly available
Japanese EL corpus. Most previous Japanese EL
systems link mentions to English Wikipedia (Fu-
rakawa et al., 2014; Nakamura et al., 2015; Hayashi
et al., 2014), which might be less informative
because there are about 0.44 million articles in
Japanese Wikipedia that do not have correspondence
in English. Recently, Jargalsaikhan et al. (2016) re-
leased a Japanese EL corpus in which mentions are
linked to Japanese Wikipedia entries. In this paper,
we investigate several techniques for developing a
Japanese EL system, and evaluate on this newly re-
leased corpus.

An EL system first performs Named Entity
Recognition to detect and classify spans of texts
which are mentions to certain types of entities.
Then, the system links the mentions to entries in
Wikipedia. A major challenge here is the mention
ambiguity; for example, given the sentence “The
I.B.M. is the world’s largest organization dedicated
to the art of magic.”, an EL system should asso-
ciate “I.B.M” with the organization “International
Brotherhood of Magicians”, rather than the Amer-
ican technology and consulting company. An or-

2https://stics.mpi-inf.mpg.de/
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Figure 1: An Entity Linking system generates and ranks
a list of candidate entities for the mention “IOC”.

thodox approach to address this issue is a pipeline
of two components, the candidate generation com-
ponent which generates a candidate list of possible
entities for each mention, and the candidate rank-
ing component which ranks candidates according to
multiple features (Figure 1). For candidate gener-
ation, another challenge is the variety of mentions.
For example, both “Big Blue” and “I.B.M.” could
refer to “International Business Machines Corpora-
tion”.

We investigate several techniques from each com-
ponent. For candidate generation, string matching
between mentions and entity titles has been the main
approach, but we find the recall of string matching
not satisfactory; instead, a cross-lingual dictionary
turns out to be effective in finding correct candi-
dates (Section 3.1, Section 5.3). For candidate rank-
ing, we explore a set of features used in English EL,
and find it effective in Japanese EL as well (Sec-
tion 3.2, Section 5.4). In addition, we apply sev-
eral embedding models to encode context informa-
tion of entities in Wikipedia articles, and show that
the embeddings are useful features for disambiguat-
ing mentions in texts (Section 4, Section 5.4). This
technique would not be directly possible in previ-
ous Japanese EL systems which link mentions in
Japanese texts to English Wikipedia entries, because
the embedding models should be trained on articles
written in the same language as texts. As a whole,
our system achieves 82.27% accuracy and signifi-

cantly outperforms previous work (Section 5.5).

2 Related Work

English EL is a widely studied topic. There are sev-
eral public corpora for English EL (Cucerzan, 2007;
Yosef et al., 2011), and the TAC-KBP workshop has
provided systematical evaluation on EL task in re-
cent years (Ji et al., 2014).

To address mention ambiguity, previous works
have explored advanced linguistic features (Bunescu
and Pasca, 2006; Dredze et al., 2010; Zhang et al.,
2011; Graus et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2014) and link-
based features (Milne and Witten, 2008; Han and
Zhao, 2009; Kulkarni et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2011;
Ratinov et al., 2011; Hoffart et al., 2011).

Embedding features have been actively used as
well. For example, He et al. (2013) use neural net-
works to compute representations for entities and
mentions directly from knowledge base; similarly,
Sun et al. (2015) propose to model an entity by com-
bining the sum of surface word vectors and the sum
of category word vectors; Blanco et al. (2015) pro-
pose mapping entities into word embeddings by us-
ing entity descriptions; Hu et al. (2015) build entity
hierarchy embedding by learning distance metric of
category nodes in Wikipedia; Yang et al. (2014) and
Lin et al. (2015) encode relational information by
low-dimensional representations.

To counter the variety of mentions, previous
English EL systems generate entity candidates by
search engine (Dredze et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2014;
Graus et al., 2012), and/or utilize various resources
such as Wikipedia disambiguation, Wikipedia redi-
rection, Geonames, etc. (Dredze et al., 2010; Zhou
et al., 2014).

On the other hand, research on Japanese EL has
received less attention. Furakawa et al. (2014) fo-
cus on entity linking in academic fields, and link
technical terms to English Wikipedia. Nakamura et
al. (2015) link keywords in twitter texts to English
Wikipedia, aiming at constructing a cross-language
topic recognition system. Hayashi et al. (2014)
study EL on both English and Japanese texts. In ad-
dition, there are several works on linking geopoliti-
cal entities in local news articles (Osada et al., 2015;
Inoue et al., 2016; Seiya et al., 2015). For candidate
generation, most previous Japanese EL systems sim-
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ply use surface string matching (Osada et al., 2015;
Inoue et al., 2016; Seiya et al., 2015).

3 System Architecture

In this section, we present our pipeline system
for Japanese EL. The system takes Named Entity
Recognition (NER) as input, and links the named
entity mentions to Wikipedia articles as output. For
NER, we simply use golden annotations in corpus.

Our system consists of two standard components:
candidate generation and candidate ranking (Fig-
ure 1). In the candidate generation phase, our system
generates a list of Wikipedia articles for each men-
tion in text. For example, given a mention “IOC”,
the candidates which the mention can be linked to
include Wikipedia articles titled “国際鳥類学会議
(International Ornithological Congress)”, “国際オ
リンピック委員会 (International Olympic Com-
mittee)”, etc. Then, in the candidate ranking phase,
each Wikipedia article in the candidate list obtains a
ranking score from a scoring function, which is con-
structed via supervised learning on a set of features.
We pick the top-1 candidate from the ranking result
as system output. For example, in Figure 1, “国際オ
リンピック委員会 (International Olympic Com-
mittee)” is output as the referent of “IOC”. Details
of the two components are described below.

3.1 Candidate Generation

If an EL system cannot include correct Wikipedia ar-
ticles on lists in candidate generation, the next can-
didate ranking process will be in vain. Previous En-
glish EL systems usually generate a candidate list as
long as possible. String matching between metion
and article titles is a common method for candidate
generation.

In this work, we use the simple and efficient
Simstring3 tool for calculating similarity and
searching similar strings. The tool implements two
similarity measures, the cosine similarity and over-
lap coefficient. We extract all Japanese Wikipedia
titles into a database, and use Simstring to find
all titles with similarity scores larger than a thresh-
old for each mention.

Another approach to candidate generation is the
concept dictionary (Spitkovsky and Chang, 2012).

3http://www.chokkan.org/software/simstring/

This approach gathers hyper-links that jump to each
Wikipedia article, and regard the surface texts of
hyper-links as possible mentions to the article. We
call the surface texts of hyper-links anchor texts.
For example, there are hyper-links in Wikipedia
with surface texts “IOC”, “I.O.C” and “the Olympic
Committee”, all jump to the article “国際オリン
ピック委員会 (International Olympic Commit-
tee)”. Thus, “I.O.C” is an anchor text of the article.
A concept dictionary is a collection of anchor texts.

3.2 Candidate Ranking

We formulate the candidate ranking problem simi-
lar to Bunescu and Pasca (2006) and McNamee et
al. (2009). Namely, we construct a scoring function
f(m, e) based on features extracted from mention m
and candidate Wikipedia article e. We select candi-
date from a candidate list E, according to the rank-
ing score:

ê = argmax
e∈E

f(m, e).

Therefore, the scoring function f(m, e) should be
trained such that the correct Wikipedia article ê
is linked to the mention m. We use SVMrank

(Joachims, 2006) with linear kernel for training.

3.2.1 Feature Sets
In this section, we describe the features we use to

construct the scoring function. These are powerful
features used by state-of-the-art English EL systems,
combined with several new embedding features. Ta-
ble 1 shows a complete list. As a running exam-
ple, we consider the following text snippet (trans-
lated from Japanese) surrounding a mention “IOC”:

ＩＩＩＯＯＯＣＣＣは新世紀初めに、中国市場と
いう不安定要素を抱えることにな
る。アジアの大国での五輪は、政治
的側面も無視できない。

The IOC is facing the elements of in-
stability from the market of China from
the beginning of this new century. The
Olympics at major Asian nations can
never ignore this kind of political aspects.

In which, underlined words are annotated named en-
tities.
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Feature Type Description Example
String Simi-
larity (S)

string similarity between
mention and entity title

the Levenshtein edit-distance between “IOC” and “Interna-
tional Olympic Committee” is 11

Entity Popu-
larity (P)

distribution of anchor
texts in Wikipedia

68% of mention “IOC” in Japanese Wikipedia is linked to
article “International Olympic Committee”

Bag-of-Word
(Bw)

BoW similarity between
text and Wikipedia article

words {“face”, “market”, . . .} from text and {“modern”,
“Olympic”, . . .} from Wikipedia article

Bag-of-Entity
(Be)

BoE similarity between
text and Wikipedia article

entities {“China”, “Olympic”, . . . } in text and {“Olympic
Games”, . . .} in Wikipedia article

Word Vector
(WV)

cosine similarity between
sums of word vectors

cosine similarity between vector wface + wmarket + . . . for
text and vector wmodern+wOlympic+. . . for Wikipedia article

Entity Vector
(EV)

cosine similarity between
sums of entity vectors

cosine similarity between eChina + eOlympic + . . . and
eOlympic Games + . . .

Paragraph
Vector (PV)

cosine similarity between
paragraph vectors

cosine similarity between paragraph vector for text and
paragraph vector for Wikipedia article

Entity Cate-
gory (Cate)

word in text is category of
Wikipedia article

Wikipedia article “International Olympic Committee” be-
longs to categories “Olympic movement”, “Committees”

Entity Class
(Class)

overlap of Sekine’s entity
class

mention “IOC” in text and Wikipedia entry “International
Olympic Committee” both labeled Organization

Table 1: Features for candidate ranking.

Correspondingly, we show a snippet of the
Wikipedia article “国際オリンピック委員会 (In-
ternational Olympic Committee)”:

国 際 オ リ ン ピ ッ ク 委 員 会
は 、近代オリンピックを 主 催 す る

団体であり、またオリンピックに参

加する各種国際スポーツ統括団体を
統括する組織である。2009年に国際
連合総会オブザーバー資格を得たた
め国際機関の一つと思われている。

International Olympic Committee
is an organization sponsored by the
modern Olympics, also is an organization
that oversees the various international
sports governing body to participate in
the Olympic Games. It is believed to
be one of the order to give the General
Assembly of the United Nations observer
status international organizations in 2009.

In which, underlined words are anchor texts
(i.e. hyper-links).

We consider the following features.

String Similarity This type of features measures
the string similarity between mentions and the ti-
tles of Wikipedia articles. We use several similarity
measures explored in previous work (Graus et al.,
2012; Dietz and Dalton, 2012), such as the Leven-
shtein edit distance and Jaccard coefficient score.

Entity Popularity This is the probability p(e|m)
of an anchor text m linking to a Wikipedia article e.
The probability is estimated as:

p(e|m) =
# times of m jumping to e

# occurrence of anchor text m
.

As discussed in Milne and Witten (2008), this prob-
ability reflects the “commonness” or “popularity” of
a Wikipedia article.

Bag-of-Word Similarity This feature measures
the similarity between texts surrounding the men-
tion and the contents of the Wikipedia article. For
example, we assess the similarity between the set of
words {“face”, “market”, . . .} taken from text, and
the set of words {“modern”, “Olympic”, . . .} taken
from Wikipedia article. We consider several simi-
larity measures such as cosine similarity of TF-IDF
weights (Zheng et al., 2010) and Jaccard coefficient
(Dietz and Dalton, 2012).
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Bag-of-Entity Similarity This is similar to Bag-
of-Word Similarity, except that we only take named
entities from text and anchor texts from Wikipedia
articles. For example, we assess the similarity
between the set of entities {“China”, “Olympic”,
. . .} taken from text, and the set of anchor texts
{“Olympic Games”, . . . } taken from Wikipedia ar-
ticle.

Embedding Similarity We construct vectors for
texts and Wikipedia articles, and assess cosine sim-
ilarity between the vectors. This feature also mea-
sures the similarity between texts and Wikipedia
contents. We consider three types of vectors, namely
the word vector (WV), entity vector (EV), and para-
graph vector (PV). Details of the embedding models
are described in Section 4.

Entity Category This feature counts how many
words in category names of a Wikipedia article also
appear in text. For example, the Wikipedia article
“International Olympic Committee” belongs to cat-
egories “Olympic movement”, “Committees”, etc.,
and some words in the category names, such as
“Olympic”, also appear in text. This feature reflects
such overlaps.

Entity Class The corpus (Jargalsaikhan et al.,
2016) we use in this work has annotated each named
entity with a fine-grained entity class label, called
Sekine’s entity class (Sekine et al., 2002). On the
other hand, Suzuki et al. (2016) released a sys-
tem which automatically label Wikipedia articles
with Sekine’s entity classes. We use this system
and assess overlap between the two entity class la-
bels. For example, the Wikipedia article “Interna-
tional Olympic Committee” is assigned the class la-
bel “Sports Organization Other”, whereas the men-
tion“IOC” is annotated as “International Organiza-
tion”; both of them are organizations. It has been
shown that finer-grained entity class is useful for En-
glish EL (Ling and Weld, 2012; Ling et al., 2015).

4 Embedding Models

In this section, we describe the embedding models
we use to construct vectors for texts and Wikipedia
articles.

Apple Inc. 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Apple Inc. is an American multinational 
technology company headquartered in 
Cupertino, California, that designs, develops, 
and sells consumer electronics, computer 
software, and online services. Apple was 
founded by Steve Jobs, Steve Wozniak, and 
Ronald Wayne on April 1, 1976, to develop 
and sell personal computers. 
…
Mac OS X, based on NeXT's OPENSTEP 
and BSD Unix, was released on March 24, 
2001 after several years of development. 
Aimed at consumers and professionals alike, 
Mac OS X aimed to combine the stability, 
reliability and security of Unix with the ease of 
use afforded by an overhauled user interface.
…
 

Apple Inc. 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

<<Apple Inc.>> is an American 
<<Multinational_corporation>><<Technology
_company>> headquartered in 
<<Cupertino,_California>>, <<California>>, 
that designs, develops, and sells 
<<consumer electronics>>, <<computer 
software>>, and online services. <<Apple 
Inc.>> was founded by <<Steve_Jobs>>, 
<<Steve_Wozniak>>, and <<Ronald_ 
Wayne>> on April 1, 1976, to develop and 
sell personal computers. 
…
<<OS_X>>, based on NeXT's 
<<OpenStep>> and 
<<Berkeley_Software_Distribution>>, was 
released on March 24, 2001 after several 
years of development. Aimed at consumers 
and professionals alike, <<OS_X>>aimed to 
combine the stability, reliability and security of 
Unix with the ease of use afforded by an 
overhauled user interface.
…
 

Original Wikipedia Article  Article for Training Entity Vectors  

Figure 2: Training entity vectors from anchor texts.

4.1 Word Vector

We apply the word2vec4 tool to Japanese
Wikipedia for training word vectors. Then, we take
sums of the word vectors to obtain document vec-
tors.

4.2 Entity Vector

The Skip-gram model (Mikolov et al., 2013b) im-
plemented by word2vec learns vectors by predict-
ing context words from targets. We use this model
to train vectors for Wikipedia articles, by regard-
ing each anchor text as a target of the referent ar-
ticle, and words surrounding the anchor text as con-
text. For example, in Figure 2 we replace all an-
chor texts with their referent articles (e.g. converting
the hyper-link “Mac OS X” to 〈〈OS X〉〉, representing
the Wikipedia article “OS X”), and train vectors for
the referent articles according to the converted doc-
ument.

4.3 Paragraph Vector

The paragraph vector (Le and Mikolov, 2014) is
a powerful unsupervised method of learning repre-
sentations of arbitrary lengths of texts and has the
advantages of simplicity and versatility. We use
the Distributed Memory Model of Paragraph Vec-
tors model to train paragraph vectors of texts and
Wikipedia articles. The model is an extension of the

4https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
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CBoW model (Mikolov et al., 2013a) implemented
in word2vec.

5 Experiments

In this section, we first introduce the evaluation data
set. Then we evaluate the performance of candi-
date generation and the performance of each feature
set on candidate ranking. Finally, we compare our
system with the previous work (Jargalsaikhan et al.,
2016).

5.1 Data set

We use a new released Japanese Wikification cor-
pus (Jargalsaikhan et al., 2016), which consists of
340 newspaper articles from Balanced Corpus of
Contemporary Written Japanese (BCCWJ).5 Men-
tions in each document are annotated with fine-
grained named entity class labels that are defined by
Sekine Extended Named Entity Hierarchy (Sekine
et al., 2002).6 In this corpus, 19,121 mentions are
linked to Wikipedia while 6,554 mentions do not ref-
erence Wikipedia articles. 7,118 distinct mentions
were linked to 6,008 distinct entities totally. Be-
cause the corpus was built with recognized named
entities, we omit the step of mention detection.

Since mentions are scattered in texts of the origi-
nal corpus, in order to facilitate the system process-
ing, we generate a single document that contains the
composite of all mentions. Our new data set con-
tains all information of mentions of which the for-
mat refers to the TAC-KBP data set. An example is
shown in Figure 3. We obtain the information of a
mention including mention ID, document ID, men-
tion name, begin offset, end offset, entity class, en-
tity linking mark, unique Wikipedia ID and unique
Wikipedia title.

5.2 Experimental Setup

We utilize 2016.3.5 Japanese Wikipedia dump as the
referent Knowledge base. We tokenize and remove
punctuations in documents by using a Japapense
part-of-speech and morphological analyzer, Mecab.7

We learn word embeddings, entity embeddings and
paragraph vectors on this processed corpus. The

5http://pj.ninjal.ac.jp/corpus center/bccwj
6https://sites.google.com/site/extendednamedentityhierarchy/
7http://taku910.github.io/mecab/
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Figure 3: A mention snippet in data set.

word and entity vectors are learned by setting the
dimensions d to 200, the size of context window c
to 10 and the negative samples to 5. Meanwhile, the
paragraph vectors are learned by setting the dimen-
sions d to 400, the size of context window c to 5 and
the negative samples to 5.

5.3 Evaluation of Candidate Generation

We evaluate our candidate generation methods on all
mentions in the corpus (Jargalsaikhan et al., 2016).
We normalize mention surfaces to eliminate the ef-
fect of half-width characters or full-width characters
in the preprocessing step.

We compare cosine similarity and overlap coeffi-
cient with threshold of 0.7 and 0.9 respectively. We
look up the concept dictionary with the mention and
we can obtain Wikipedia articles from the results of
entries. Table 2 shows the results of recall and av-
erage length of candidate lists. Here, recall means
the percentage of mentions that have the gold entity
in the candidate list. Moreover, we also compare
the candidate list length because the more counts of
candidates we have, the more time will be spend on
candidate ranking.

According to the results in Table 2, we find that
our concept dictionary based on anchor texts is
suitable for the need of high-recall (91.98%) and
short length (17.58). Moreover, we extend family
names or given names of person to full names be-
fore searching on the concept dictionary, which will
enhance the correct rate. After this extending step,
we achieved the recall of 94.14% and the average
number of candidates per list is 17.79.
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Methods Recall AveLen
cosine(Threshold=0.9) 74.49% 1.58
overlap(Threshold=0.9) 66.68% 736.4
cosine(Threshod=0.7) 87.47% 27.12
overlap(Threshold=0.7) 68.01% 1750
anchor texts 91.98% 17.58
anchor texts (+extended) 94.14% 17.79

Table 2: Performance of candidate generation approaches
on NonNIL mentions.

5.4 Feature Study

We conducted the feature study on each feature set
by a 5-fold cross validation. We applied experiments
on NonNILs, entities that exist in the Wikipedia. We
begin with the string similarity feature set, added
various features to it incrementally and reported
their impact on performance.

From the results of Table 3, we found that our sys-
tem obtained the performance with approximately 3
percents higher than previous work by only using
string similarity features. Adding popularity fea-
tures slightly further improved the performance.

We observed significant improvement when
adding Bag-of-words features. However, only
adding Bag-of-entities features led the performance
to drop by about 9 percents. Adding both Bag-of-
words and Bag-of-entities together, the system per-
formance is improved to 84.88%.

Moreover, adding the features of fine-grained en-
tity class is better than adding the category features.
Therefore, we remove the category feature in the re-
maining experiments.

In addition, our system had slightly improved by
adding entity embedding features. Here, features of
entity vectors (EV) is more effective than features of
word vectors (WV) by the accuracy of 0.64%. We
also found that only using features of entity vectors
(EV) is better using both word vectors (WV) and en-
tity vectors (EV). The best performance of our sys-
tem reached to 86.68% after adding features of para-
graph vectors (PV).

5.5 System Performance

We made a 5-fold cross validation and calculated the
average accuracy of each fold. Although we get the
top-1 Wikipedia article from the ranking results, we

need to determine that the mention in the text is a
NonNIL or a NIL. NonNILs are entities that exist in
the KB (Wikipedia) while NILs are entities that do
not exist in the KB (Wikipedia).

In NIL labeling, we use two rules to make deci-
sions. First, the mention will be labeled with NIL
when there is no Wikipedia article for it. Second, the
mention will be labeled with NIL when the ranking
score of the top 1 candidate of the mention is below
a threshold (heuristically set to 2.9).

Table 4 shows the accuracy of our system as
well as a unsupervised method (Jargalsaikhan et al.,
2016). Their method relies on the popularity of en-
tities in the anchor texts of the mention, which is the
same with our Entity Popularity feature. They also
estimate probability distributions conditioned on a
mention and its fine-grained semantic classes. We
compared system performance of NILs and Non-
NILs while there is no comparison in the previous
work (Jargalsaikhan et al., 2016). Our proposed sys-
tem achieved a 82.27% accuracy across the 5-folds
and outperform the previous unsupervised method
by significant margins.

5.6 Error Analysis
For our candidate generation method, we found
that some failure cases are caused by transliterat-
ing katakana from other languages. Since the ab-
breviation rules of Japanese are different from En-
glish, some failure cases are caused by lacking of re-
sources to obtain specific abbreviations of Japanese
characters.

Moreover, we found that exactly surface match-
ing and high popularity have strong bias effects on
incorrect entities. For example, a mention “Japan”
may refer to the entity “Japan Television Network
Corporation” in the sentence “There is a logo ‘Old
men can have beautiful life’ in Beauty 7 (Japan
10:00PM)”. However, the incorrect entity “Japan
(Country)” is linked because of the bias effects. Fur-
thermore, lacking of description words in Wikipedia
is also a problem for our context based method.

Finally, we utilized the simple rules for NIL la-
beling instead of learning the characters of NILs.
Talbe 4 shows our system performance on NILs is
far from that of NonNILs. The weak NILs per-
formance slightly affected the whole system perfor-
mance because the counts of NonNILs is three times
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Feature sets Accuracy
Jargalsaikhan et al. (2016) Popularity 53.31%
StringSim (S) 56.13%
S+Popularity (P) 61.87%
S+P+Bag-of-words (Bw) 84.48%
S+P+Bag-of-entities (Be) 75.26%
S+P+Bw+Be 84.88%
S+P+Bw+Be+Entity Category (Cate) 84.77%
S+P+Bw+Be+Entity Class (Class) 85.54%
S+P+Bw+Be+Cate+Class 85.37%
S+P+Bw+Be+Class+Word Vectors (WV) 85.58%
S+P+Bw+Be+Class+Entity Vectors (EV) 86.22%
S+P+Bw+Be+Class+WV+EV 85.79%
S+P+Bw+Be+Class+EV+Paragraph Vectors (PV) 86.68%

Table 3: Performance on NonNILs by incremental feature study.

Methods Acc(NonNILs) Acc(NILs) Acc(All)
Our system 86.95% 68.80% 82.27%
Jargalsaikhan et al. (2016) Popularity – – 53.31%
Jargalsaikhan et al. (2016) Popularity + Class – – 53.26%

Table 4: Comparing the system performance of the proposed method with an unsupervised method.

of NILs counts.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we constructed a pipeline Japanese
EL system that consists of two standard compo-
nents, candidate generation and candidate ranking.
We build a concept dictionary to generate referent
Wikipedia articles for Japanese mentions. Com-
paring with the methods based on surface similar-
ity, the concept dictionary extracted from Wikipedia
was verified more effective on generating candidate
lists with high-recall and short length.

Moreover, we verified that the effectiveness of
several feature sets on Japanese EL that have been
used in English EL . We jointly learned a new entity
representation model and improved the system per-
formance by adding features based on the learned
entity embeddings. We verified that word embed-
dings and paragraph vectors also effectively improve
the system performance. All in all, our system over-
come the previous work on the same data set with
significant margins.

In future work, we plan to use the cross-lingual in-

formation retrieval technology to solve the translit-
eration problems between Japanese and English.
We also consider developing methods to solve the
problems of matching abbreviation mentions to
Wikipedia articles on Japanese. Moreover, we in-
tend to improve our system by leveraging advanced
context embedding methods instead of using the
sum of vectors, such as CNN (Convolutional Neural
network), LTSM (Long Short Term Memory), etc.

In addition, we will connect mention detection
component to our current system and construct an
end-to-end Japanese EL system. Finally, we expect
the effectiveness of our Japanese EL system on other
NLP task, e.g. knowledge base population, question
answering, etc.
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Abstract

Knowledge of usable goods (e.g., tooth-
brush is used to clean the teeth and tread-
mill is used for exercise) is ubiquitous
and in constant demand. This study pro-
poses semantic labels to capture aspects
of knowledge of usable goods and builds a
benchmark corpus, Usable Goods Cor-

pus, to explore this new semantic labeling
task. Our human annotation experiment
shows that human annotators can gener-
ally identify pieces of information of usable
goods in text. Our first attempt toward
the automatic identification of such knowl-
edge shows that a model using conditional
random fields approaches the human an-
notation (F score 73.2%). These results
together suggest future directions to build
a large-scale corpus and improve the auto-
matic identification of knowledge of usable
goods.

1 Introduction

A rich body of information extraction techniques
focuses on acquiring knowledge from a huge
amount of text data (Nickel et al. 2016). This al-
lows large-scale knowledge bases to cover a broad
range of knowledge. However, an important sub-
field of knowledge is not fully addressed: knowl-
edge about use of objects such that hand sani-
tizer is used to kill bacteria and dental floss is
used to remove plaque. Every object that hu-
mans create has its own purpose and function.
We call these pieces of information knowledge
of usable goods. Knowledge of usable goods
is ubiquitous and in constant demand. People
use search engines to find information on effect

caused by using a new product, its proper way
to use, and so on.

Knowledge sources that contain such informa-
tion would also be beneficial for various kinds of
natural language processing tasks, such as ques-
tion answering systems and textual entailment.
However, knowledge of usable goods is not thor-
oughly covered by current knowledge bases be-
cause these resources focus on entities (e.g. per-
son or organization) and their relations (e.g. Is-
PresidentOf). Section 4.3 shows the gap be-
tween kinds of knowledge available in the cur-
rent knowledge bases and the ones that we aim
to acquire.

To fill in this gap, this study proposes a set
of semantic labels to capture knowledge of us-
able goods and builds a benchmark corpus, Us-

able Goods Corpus, to explore the automatic
extraction of such knowledge. This work be-
gins with focusing on information of health care
and household goods such as air freshener, rice
cooker, and nasal strip.

We assume that one of the most important
aspects of knowledge of usable goods is about
effects caused by using/consuming them as in
(1). 1

(1) a. Fish-oils ... are known to reduce
inflammation in the body, ... (fish
oil)

b. Alcohol-based hand sanitizers are more
effective at killing microorganisms than

1Throughout this paper, each typewriter word in a
round bracket (e.g. toothbrush) indicates a name of a
usable good that corresponds to the title of Wikipedia
article.
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soaps... (hand sanitizers)

c. BB cream and CC cream are both
tinted moisturizers ... (CC cream)

d. ... the American Dental Association re-
ports that up to 80% of plaque can be
eliminated with this method. (dental
floss)

Humans can easily understand what the ef-
fects of these goods are: fish-oils reduce inflam-
mation in the body (1a), hand sanitizers kill mi-
croorganisms (1b), BB cream tints and moistur-
izes skin (1c), and dental floss eliminate plaque
(1d). However, the automatic extraction of such
knowledge is challenging in that these effects
can be expressed in various ways such as a verb
phrase (1a), gerund (1b), noun phrase (1c), and
clause (1d). This poses a problem that superfi-
cial linguistic patterns would not help identifying
these kinds of expressions. To gauge difficulties
of the automatic acquisition of these pieces of in-
formation, we conduct human annotation (Sec-
tion 4) and automatic identification experiments
(Section 5).

The major contributions of this work are: (i)
We define a set of semantic labels to capture
knowledge of usable goods, suggesting a new
semantic labeling task. (ii) We experimentally
build a benchmark corpus (Usable Goods

Corpus) to explore the automatic extraction
of knowledge of usable goods. The corpus and
guidelines will be available when this paper is
presented. (iii) We present our initial attempts
toward the automatic extraction of such knowl-
edge using a sequence labeling method. The re-
sults in this experiment provide measures to es-
timate the complexity of this task and suggest
future directions to build a large-scale corpus.

2 Related work

To our knowledge, there is no resource that
focuses on knowledge of usable goods. There
are manually constructed and relatively accurate
lexical resources such as WordNet (Miller 1995)
and FrameNet (Baker et al. 1998), but their cov-
erage is inevitably limited and these ontologies

do not contain knowledge of our interest. Cur-
rent large-scale knowledge bases focus on knowl-
edge of entities and their relations, but the cover-
age of knowledge of usable goods is still sparse as
shown in Section 4.3. OpenIE systems (Etzioni
et al. 2011) such as TextRunner (Etzioni et al.
2008) and ReVerb (Fader et al. 2011) extract
a large number of relations such as 〈treadmill,
burns, more calories〉 using lexico-syntactic pat-
terns from massive corpora drawn from the Web.
Though these systems cover a wide variety of
relational expressions, they do not intend to ex-
tract information of usable goods.

As for extracting information of objects, there
is a body of research on the acquisition of telic
and agentive roles in the context of generative
lexicon theory (Pustejovsky 1991). Pustejovsky
proposes qualia structures that define prototypi-
cal aspects of word’s meaning (Pustejovsky et al.
1993). Of four semantic roles in the qualia struc-
tures, the telic role describes the purpose or
function of an object (e.g. read is a typical
telic role for book). Computational approaches
are suggested to automatically extract expres-
sions of this role from text (Yamada et al. 2007,
Cimiano and Wenderoth 2007), but these mod-
els tend to focus on taking paraphrases of “us-
ing X”, rather than the expressions of purpose or
function of objects. While the telic roles cover
a broader range of expressions (probably due to
the unspecified definition of telicity in the orig-
inal theory), our work focuses on effects caused
by using/consuming objects, standing as com-
plementary to these previous studies.

Information extraction research in biomedical
domains concerns effects caused by using drugs
such that drug X causes adverse effect Y (Gu-
rulingappa et al. 2012). This kind of information
may overlap with what we aim to acquire, but
ontologies in these studies are domain-specific
such as protein interactions and adverse effects,
contrary to our interest, which is more generic.

In summary, neither existing resources nor
methods focus on knowledge of usable goods. In
the next section, we propose a set of semantic la-
bels that captures aspects of knowledge of usable
goods.
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Figure 1: Assigned semantic labels for an excerpt
from Wikipedia article on fish oil 3.

3 Semantic labels for capturing
knowledge of usable goods

To capture aspects of knowledge of usable
goods, we define semantic labels as in Table 1
based on observation of 25 Wikipedia lead sec-
tions on health care and household goods. The
Wikipedia lead 4 is normally a summary of its
most important contents, and therefore it may
allow us to get rich information from relatively
small amount of data.

As shown in (1), we assume that one of the
most important aspects of knowledge of usable
goods is about effects caused by the use of goods.
We also observe that there are various kinds of
information that express degree/certainty of ef-
fects and conditions for the occurrence of effects.

3The phrase precursors of certain eicosanoids in Fig-
ure 1 is not Composed of for fish oil because this
phrase just denotes an explanation of the constituents
of fish oil, omega-3 fatty acids eicosapentaenoic acid
(EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) are constituents
of fish oil.

4It is also known as the introduction of a Wikipedia
article, the section before the table of contents and the
first heading.

Semantic labels in Table 1 are intended to cap-
ture these kinds of information. In addition to
these semantic labels, we define a label Target

for name and other expressions that refer to a us-
able good in the article. Names of usable goods
essentially correspond to titles of Wikipedia arti-
cles, which refer to the topic of the text. Figure 1
shows how these labels are assigned to pieces of
information about fish oil.

The annotation guidelines are designed to in-
crease consistency. We define rules for segmenta-
tion in the guidelines, along with definition and
examples of each label. To capture various lin-
guistic expressions as illustrated in (1), we do not
define a particular syntactic category for each
label. All labels can take any type of linguistic
constituent, but function words that do not con-
tribute to the meaning are not included in each
segment to avoid inconsistency. For example, we
ask annotators mark define the eyes in Eyeliner
is a cosmetic used to define the eyes as Effect

(i.e., to is not included).
The set of semantic labels in Table 1 proposes

a new semantic labeling task. To gauge the com-
plexity of this task, we conduct human annota-
tion experiment (Section 4) and automatic iden-
tification experiment (Section 5) as follows.

4 Annotation

We conduct a pilot annotation experiment to
measure the complexity of this task. Measures
of inter-annotator agreement and distributional
analysis of the annotated data provide indi-
cations to improve the annotation schema for
building a large-scale corpus in the future. This
pilot corpus is also used for the automatic iden-
tification in Section 5. The following describes
our annotation experiment in details.

4.1 Data: snippets from Wikipedia
leads

We collect 200 English Wikipedia articles for an-
notation. Each article is about a health care or
household goods such as toothpaste, tea cosy, and
dishwasher. We choose these items using Ama-
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Label Definition Example
Target expression referring to a target object,

including aliases and pronouns
BB cream stands for blemish balm,
blemish base (BB cream)

Effect effect caused by using Target to decorate and protect the nail plates (nail
polish)

Null Effect description that states there is no Ef-

fect

The myth of its effectiveness (bear’s grease)

Degree of Effect description that states a degree of Ef-

fect

poor substitute for protective clothing
(barrier cream)

Certainty of Effect description that states a cer-
tainty/reliability of Effect

a have not been proven to give lasting or ma-
jor positive effects (anti-aging cream)

Means of Use description of how Target is used is applied around the contours of the eye(s)
(eye liner)

Composed of material/ingredient that composes of
Target

consisting mainly of triglycerides (egg oil)

Part of material/object that Target is a part
of

Cinnamon is a spice obtained from the
inner bark (cinnamon)

Location description of where Target is used often used where sunlight can impair seeing
(eye black)

Time description of when Target is used soon after birth (kohl)
User description of who uses/receives Ef-

fect

mothers would apply kohl to their infants’ eyes
(kohl)

Version different version of Target It is distributed as a liquid or a soft solid (lip
gloss)

Table 1: Semantic labels to capture knowledge of usable goods

zon categories and products lists. 5 All of chosen
items are expressed as common nouns. We ex-
clude any company-specific product.

We extract the lead section of each Wikipedia
article for annotation. We use at most the first 5
sentences of the lead to even out the number of
sentences, ending up 792 sentences in total from
200 lead snippets.

Each annotator annotates same 100 snippets
using brat (Stenetorp et al. 2012). Figure 1
shows an example of annotation. In addition
to these 100 snippets, one of the two annotators
annotates another 100 snippets, resulting in 200
annotated snippets. We use this set of 200 an-
notated snippets as the gold standard dataset
in the following automatic identification experi-
ment.

4.2 Evaluation

Two annotators were given the guidelines and a
short training on texts not included in the cor-
pus. Their task is to annotate linguistic expres-
sions that correspond to the semantic labels in
Table 1.

Table 2 shows F scores for inter-annotator
5https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/

display.html

Type of match F-score (%)
lenient match (micro average) 77.2
lenient match (macro average) 52.5
strict match (micro average) 36.8
strict match (macro average) 27.1

Table 2: Inter-annotator agreement

agreement. We compute these scores in two
ways: (i) strict match: the starting and end-
ing of the segment to be the same, (ii) lenient
match: the starting and ending of the segment
do not have to be the same but they overlap. We
obtain Kappa coefficient of 0.57 in the lenient
match, suggesting moderate agreement (Landis
and Koch 1977). F score in the strict match
(micro average 36.8%) seems to be reasonable
because we give annotators unparsed raw text
to explore the range of linguistic expressions.
Most segmentation disagreements occur in de-
ciding whether to include function words (e.g.
to protect skin or protect skin).

In addition, there are label disagreements ac-
counting for 20% of segment pairs that either
partially or completely match. For example, one
annotator marks hair and skin care in (2) as Ef-

fect and the other does so as Means of Use,
where both labels seem to be appropriate.
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Label Annotator A Annotator B
Effect 195 (31.7%) 189 (32.8%)
Certainty of effect 32 (10.1%) 19 (3.3%)
Degree of effect 13 (2.1%) 13 (2.1%)
Null effect 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)
Means of use 115 (18.7%) 59 (9.6%)
Composed of 98 (15.9%) 112 (19.4%)
Part of 12 (1.9%) 14 (2.3%)
Location 16 (2.6%) 26 (4.2%)
Time 15 (2.4%) 16 (2.6%)
User 19 (3.1%) 25 (4.1%)
Version 100 (16.2%) 103 (16.7%)
Total 616 576

Table 3: Numbers of the annotated labels

(2) It is used for topical applications such as
hair and skin care. (egg oil)

This kind of disagreement may reflect differences
in annotators’ background knowledge. Hair and
skin care does not explicitly denote the effect,
but people usually have the relevant knowledge
such that skin care improves skin elasticity.

The following (3) shows an example of dis-
agreement between Version and Composed

of.

(3) A wet wipe ... is a small moistened piece of
paper or cloth ... (Wet wipe)

Paper and cloth in (3) could be Version of wet
wipe, but they are also materials that compose
of wet wipe. Both Version and ComposedOf

are valid in this example.
These examples of label disagreement suggest

that single-label annotation would not be able
to sufficiently capture the knowledge of usable
goods. Allowing multi-labeling would be one di-
rection for further improvement.

4.3 The distribution of the annotated
data

We conduct distributional analysis to examine
the extent to which the proposed semantic labels
capture information of usable goods. Table 3
breaks up numbers of the annotated instances by
two annotators. Effect results in the most fre-
quent one, suggesting its significance at least in
the domain of health care and household goods.

On the other hand, there are a few number of
instances for Certainty of Effect, Degree

of Effect, Null Effect, Part of, Loca-

tion, Time, and User. This may due to the
content of the Wikipedia leads. These kinds of
more precise information would usually appear
after the lead section. 6

We further examine the syntactic distribution
of Effect instances as in Table 4. The ma-
jority of Effect instances are represented as
verb phrases and there is a variation in those
instances such as darken the eyelids (kohl),
minimize shininess caused by oily skin (face
powder), tones the face (face powder), reflect
light at different angles (glitter) and so on, in
addition to typical causal expressions such as
causes anesthesia (anesthetic), prevent snor-
ing (nasal strip), and promote oral hygiene
(toothpaste). An example of noun phrase in
Table 4 suggests an interesting problem in that
lacquer itself is a usable good but also means ef-
fect caused by using a nail polish. This kind of
information structure has not been addressed in
previous work on information extraction.

Overall, we find that 81.8% of instances oc-
cur with Target in the same sentence. The
remaining cases involve long-distance dependen-
cies across the sentence. This distribution sug-
gests that we do not need to annotate the re-
lation between Target and each label and we
could exploit these inter-sentential relations in
the automatic identification task. The follow-
ing Section 5 shows our automatic identification
experiment using this distributional property.

4.4 Comparison with current knowledge
base

The above human annotation experiment shows
that Wikipedia leads contain a reasonable
amount of information on effects caused by us-

6Besides these semantic labels, there are other de-
scriptions on the manufacturing process and history of
usable goods as in (4).

(4) a. (herbal distillate) ... obtained by steam distilla-
tion or hydrodistillation (herbal distillate)

b. Modern perfumery began in late 19th century
with the commercial synthesis (perfume)
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Phrase type # of instances Example
Verb phrase transitive 121 (60.8%) ... that can be applied to decorate and protect the nail plates (nail polish)

intransitive 14 (7.0%) It generally stays on longer than lipstick (lip stain)
Noun phrase 44 (22.1%) Nail polish is a lacquer (nail polish)
Adjective phrase 19 (9.5%) Choline is a water-soluble nutrient (choline)
Sentence 1 (0.5%) ... reports that up to 80% of plaque can be eliminated (dental floss)
Total 199

Table 4: Syntactic distribution of Effect instances

ing goods. However, it is possible that exist-
ing knowledge bases might have already acquired
such knowledge. To examine the coverage of the
current knowledge base, we compare Concept-
Net (Speer and Havasi 2012) with our corpus.

For comparison, we use 100 usable goods in
our corpus such as ice pack, hand sanitizer and
perfume. We then manually select 4 out of 39
pre-defined relations in ConceptNet that could
be associated with effect expressions such as
Used For, Capable Of, Causes Desire,
and Causes. Of 100 usable goods, 27 usable
goods have pieces of knowledge that are ex-
pressed with the above relations such as 〈hand
sanitizer, Causes, clean hand〉 and 〈Toothpaste,
Capable Of, help remove plaque〉.

In short, though ConceptNet contains infor-
mation of our interest, the coverage is still not
sufficient (27/100 usable goods). The automatic
extraction of information of usable goods would
help populate this kind of knowledge base. The
next section shows our initial attempt toward
the automatic extraction of knowledge of usable
goods.

5 Sequence labeling model for
identifying information of usable
goods

This section presents our experiment for au-
tomatically identifying information of usable
goods. The results provide baseline measures
for this new semantic labeling task and suggest
potential directions for improvement.

Section 4.3 shows that almost all instances in
our corpus occur with Target in the same sen-
tence. We exploit this distributional property
by using Target words as a cue to find infor-
mation of usable goods and pose this task as a
sequence labeling problem. We use Conditional

Random Fields (CRFs), a popular approach to
solve sequence labeling problems (Lafferty et al.
2001). CRFsuite 7 is used as an implementation
of CRF for our purpose.

5.1 Experimental Settings

The training and test data consists of 792 sen-
tences from 200 Wikipedia snippets (see Section
4.1). We select the four most frequent labels
in the corpus, Effect, Means of use, Com-

posed of and Version, for evaluation.
For the data pre-processing, we first parse the

raw text and assign a part of speech tag and a
named entity tag to each word using Stanford
CoreNLP (Manning et al. 2014). Then we add
a semantic label to each word with BIO format
(Beginning, Inside and Outside).

5.2 Features

Features shown in Table 5 are used for training.
We use these features within a window of ±3
around the current word. Some of these features
are used in combination with another feature as
shown in Table 5.

In addition to standard features, we add three
features to exploit the characteristics of this cor-
pus: Target, Disease and Repeat. Target
feature is true when the current word is same
as the title of Wikipedia article. Disease fea-
ture is true when the current word is in a list
of disease names that we create using Freebase
(Bollacker et al. 2008). This feature is intended
to capture effect expressions that include dis-
ease names such as provoke allergy and asthma
symptoms (air freshener). Repeat feature is
true when the current word has already been ap-
peared in the sentence. This feature is intended
to capture a parallel structure that is often used

7http://www.chokkan.org/software/crfsuite/
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Feature Definition Example
Token current word Perfume
Lower lowercased current word perfume
POS POS tag of the current word NNS
NE named entity type of the current word O
Target whether the current word is Target True
Disease whether the current word is a disease name False
Repeat whether the current word has been appeared in the sentence False
Combination Definition Example
Token + Lower current word and lowercased current word (Perfume, perfume)
Token + POS current word and its POS tag (Perfume, NNS)
Lower + POS lowercased current word and its POS tag (perfume, NNS)
Disease + POS POS tag and whether the current word is a disease name (NNS, False)

Table 5: Features

to express Version and Composed of.

5.3 Evaluation

We compute precision, recall and F1 measure
using ten fold cross validation. We compute
these scores in two ways, lenient match and strict
match as in the human annotation experiment
(see Section 4.2). Table 6 shows results.

F score in the lenient match (73.2%) ap-
proaches the human annotation performance
(81.9%). This suggests that the model is able
to identify labels to some extent. For exam-
ple, the model recognizes typical lexico-syntactic
patterns such as be used to in (wallpaper) is used
to cover and decorate the interior walls and be
designed to in (rice cooker) is designed to boil
or steam rice. Furthermore, the model captures
various effect expressions such as an adjective
phrase (5a), verb phrase (5b), and gerund (5c).

(5) a. Chandeliers are often ornate, and nor-
mally use... (chandelier)

b. A diuretic is any substance that
promotes the production of urine.
(diuretic)

c. An espresso machine brews coffee by
forcing pressurized water near boiling
point... (espresso machine)

On the other hand, the segmentation prob-
lem as discussed in the human annotation exper-
iment influences the F score in the strict match
(13.7%).

In sum, though there is the segmentation
problem derived from the annotation, the results

in the lenient match suggest that the model can
identify information of usable goods to some ex-
tent. Improving the annotation schema and in-
creasing the size of the corpus would be promis-
ing directions for future work.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes semantic labels to capture
aspects of knowledge of usable goods. We de-
sign annotation schema and build the bench-
mark corpus, Usable Goods Corpus, based
on the proposed semantic labels. Our human an-
notation experiment shows that (i) while there
is the segmentation mismatch problem, human
annotators can generally identify pieces of in-
formation of usable goods, and (ii) Wikipedia
leads contain a reasonable amount of informa-
tion on effects caused by using goods in contrast
to the coverage of the current knowledge base.
The automatic identification experiment shows
that despite of the influence of the segmentation
problem in the human annotation, the model can
to some extent identify pieces of information of
usable goods.

Our next steps are to alleviate the segmenta-
tion problem and increase the corpus size. With
these goals in mind, we plan to revise the an-
notation schema as follows: (a) Some semantic
labels do not seem to be important as seen in
the statistics in Table 3. Reducing the varia-
tion of the semantic labels is a reasonable direc-
tion. (b) Defining a syntactic category for each
label and giving annotators/models parsed text
would increase consistency in the segmentation.
(c) These simplifications (a,b) would allow us to
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Label Precision (%) Recall (%) F score (%)
Effect 24.2 24.1 24.1
Means of Use 10.3 4.9 6.6

strict match Composed of 13.0 13.0 11.4
Version 15.9 8.5 11.1
micro average 16.0 12.21 13.7
macro average 20.2 15.4 17.4
Effect 79.4 71.8 74.1
Means of Use 75.0 58.1 60.2

lenient match Composed of 71.8 60.6 63.1
Version 75.9 64.6 66.5
micro average 72.7 73.6 73.2
macro average 51.9 39.2 41.7

Results in human annotation
lenient match micro average 81.9 81.9 81.9

macro average 71.2 65.7 66.9

Table 6: 10-fold cross-validation

try crowdsourcing annotation to increase the size
of the corpus.
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Abstract 

The main purpose of this paper is to pro-
vide a syntax-based analysis of the differ-
ences between the two Korean causal 
clauses, i.e. ese-clauses and nikka-clauses.  
Focusing on the various aspects of Mood 
distinction, we claim that nikka and ese-
clauses can be analyzed as indicatives and 
subjunctives, respectively. Such an analysis 
enables us to provide syntactic explana-
tions for issues—what we call the 1st per-
son restriction of ese-clauses and its obvia-
tion—which might be considered merely 
semantic/pragmatic issues. 

1 Main puzzle: The 1st person restriction 
of ese-clauses 

Korean has two causal connectives, -nikka and -ese
‘because’. In most cases, they can be used inter-
changeably without noticeable differences in their 
meanings: 
(1) Pi-ka      o-ase/nikka    ttang-i          cecnunta. 
       rain-Nom come-because ground-Nom        wet 

‘Because it rains, the ground is getting wet.’ 
The two connectives, however, exhibit different
distributions with respect to the main clause sub-
ject when they contain a Contrastive Topic (CT) 
marking: while ese-clauses display person re-
strictions on the main clause subject, nikka-clauses 
do not. In (2), for example, both –ese and –nikka
allow CT-marking when the main clause subject is 
1st person. In this case, the CT conveys the implied 

message that the speaker believes that Hoya cannot 
fulfill other conditions required for marriage, such 
as a full-time job position.  
(2) a. pro2  cip-un        sa-se,       na1-nun 
          pro   house-CT   buy-ese    I-Top   
          Hoya2-wa      kyeolhonha-yss-ta.

Hoya-with    marry-Past-Decl 
b. pro2  cip-un sa-ss-unikka,     na1-nun 

           pro   house-CT  buy-Past-nikka   I-Top 
  Hoya2-wa     kyeolhonha-yss-ta.
Hoya-with    marry-Past-Decl 

        ‘I married Hoya because he (at least) 
          bought a house.’
However, the two connectives behave differently 
when the main clause subject is not 1st person. As 
in (3a), an ese-clause does not allow CT-marking, 
when the main clause subject is 3rd person. We
name this constraint the 1st Person Restriction (PR).  
    Unlike ese-clauses, nikka-clauses allow CT-
marking regardless of whether the main clause 
subject is 1st person or not. In (3b), Yuna is the one 
who believes Hoya at least meets the minimum 
condition for marriage, but it is possible that he 
cannot fulfill any other conditions.1   
(3) a. #pro2  cip-un      sa-se,         Yuna1-nun 
            pro   house-CT  buy-because Yuna-Top 
            Hoya2-wa     kyeolhonha-yss-ta.

Hoya-with    marry-Past-Decl 
         ‘Yuna married Hoya because he (at least)  
            bought a house.’

1 As far as we know, this kind of difference doesn’t 
seem to be found in any other languages—even though 
some languages use two words for ‘because’ (e.g., 
German denn and weil).
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b. pro2 cip-un sa-ss-unikka,    Yuna1-nun 
           pro   house-CT buy-Past-nikka  Yuna-Top 
           Hoya2-wa    kyeolhonha-yss-ta.

Hoya-with   marry-Past-Decl 
         ‘Yuna married Hoya because he (at least) 
           bought a house.’
Note that an ese-clause displays this restriction 
only in cases where it contains a CT marker:
(4)  pro2   cip-ul         sa-se,      na1/Yuna1-nun 
       pro    house-Acc   buy-ese    I/Yuna-Top 
    Hoya2-wa     kyeolhonha-yss-ta.

Hoya-with    marry-Past-Decl
     ‘I/Yuna married Hoya because he bought a 

house’
More surprisingly, PR can be circumvented when 
even one of the arguments in the ese-clause is co-
indexed with the subject of the main clause. It is 
commonly claimed that as an applicative construc-
tion -e cwu- adds a goal argument of the benefi-
ciary relation (Jung 2014, etc.). PR can be obviated 
due to a co-indexation of the goal argument with 
the main clause subject, as in (5).  
(5)  pro2   cip-un        pro1   sa-cwu-ese,
       pro    house-CT   pro     buy-give-because    
    na1/Yuna1-nun  Hoya2-wa  kyeolhonha-yss-ta.
      I/Yuna-Top     Hoya-with  marry-Past-Decl 

‘Yuna married Hoya because he (at least)  
       bought a house for her.’  
Just like (3b), the implied massage in (5) is that 
Yuna believes it is possible that Hoya meets the 
minimum condition for marriage, but he cannot 
fulfill other conditions. Thus, (3b) and (5) show 
that the unacceptability of (3a) cannot be attributed 
to a semantic/pragmatic anomaly.  

2 Causal clauses and Contrastive mark-
ing 

To explain PR, it is necessary to understand the 
CT-marking in causal clauses. As widely pointed 
out in the previous literature, CT-marking is re-
stricted in embedded contexts: while it is allowed 
in a causal clause but not in a temporal/conditional 
clause: (e.g., Hara 2008, Tomioka 2015 for Japa-
nese, Park & Hoe 2015, etc.) 
(6) * Hangsang    aitul-un         cip-ey

 always         children-CT    house-to
 o-l      ttay,    kay-ka      cic-nun-ta. 

        come  when  dog-Nom    bark-Pres-Decl 

‘When (at least) children come to our house, 
         dogs always bark.’ (based on Hara 2008)
(7)  Sacangnim-un     John-i          ilpone-nun
       president-Top     John-Nom   Japanese-CT     
       hal  cul-a-nikka/al-ase    chayonghay-ss-ta.
       do   can-because             hire-Past-Decl 
       ‘Because John can speak (at least) Japanese, 
        the president hired him.’ (based on Hara 2008)
According to Hara (2008), a CT-marking conveys 
an implied message that some epistemic bearer 
(mostly the speaker of the ‘utterance context’ (CU,
hereafter)) entertains the possibility that the 
stronger scalar alternatives to the asserted proposi-
tion are false (e.g., it is possible that John cannot 
speak both Japanese and Korean in (7)). For such a 
scalar comparison, the use of CT requires some 
kind of epistemic bearer who has limited 
knowledge. Given this, Hara (2008) claims that 
CT-marking is licensed in causal clauses because 
causal clauses can fulfill the requirement about the 
epistemic bearer by introducing their own contexts.  
     The idea of introducing an additional context
can also be supported by Davidson’s (1963) prima-
ry reason. According to Davidson, doing some-
thing for a reason means doing something inten-
tionally. Thus, to accept a rationalization of an ac-
tion, we should be able to say what caused the 
agent to do the action (e.g., attractions, obligations, 
etc.). Davidson claims that when somebody does 
something for a reason, he must have a primary 
reason that consists of (i) a pro-attitude toward an 
action of a certain kind (e.g. desires come from 
moral believes, social conventions, etc.), and (ii) a 
belief that doing his action is of that kind, and (iii) 
this belief and desire cause him in the right way to 
do the action. In this way, the primary reason can 
be understood as a cause of the action. In order to 
accept only intentionally qualified causal relations, 
a kind of screening of the causal relation is added 
(expressed by “in the right way”). The relation be-
tween the reason/cause and its unintended out-
comes cannot be qualified as a “right” causal rela-
tion. As exemplified in Davidson (1963), if some-
one turned on the light and by doing so he hap-
pened to alert the burglar in the room, the relation 
between the two events cannot be qualified as a 
right causal relation if the pro-attitude is supposed 
to be an intention. Given this, we can say that the 
use of causal clauses adds some additional context 
corresponding to the qualifying process. We call 
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this additional context ‘reason context (CR, hereaf-
ter)’. 

If we accept Kaplanian context, a context can be 
construed as a tuple of indices identifying the con-
textual features such as an author, addressee, etc. 
In this way, CU and CR can be illustrated as in (8).  
(8) a. utterance context (CU) in main clauses:   
          <author (= speaker), addressee (=hearer),  
       tense (=utterance time), location, …..> 
       b. reason context (CR) in causal clauses:  
          <author (= subject of the main clauses),  
            addressee, tense (= tense information of the  
            main clauses), location, …..> 
As in (8), the CR is different from the CU in that its 
author feature is associated with the subject of the 
main clause (see also Hara 2008).

3 Indicative vs. Subjunctive Mood 

To explain PR, we claim that there’s a correspond-
ence between the two causal clauses and two dif-
ferent moods. In this section, we layout semantic 
and syntactic properties of mood distinction and 
provide some evidence. 

3.1 Semantic Aspect 
Anand & Hacquard (2009) (A&H, hereafter) show 
that only certain types of attitude verbs allow epis-
temic modals in their complement: 
(9) a. John [believes, argues, assumed] that the      

    Earth might be flat. 
b. #John [hopes, wishes, commanded] that the  

            Earth might be flat. (A&H 2009, (1))            
According to A&H, in the complement of ‘believe’
type verbs, doxastic attitudes of John (that is the 
attitude holder) can license the embedded epistem-
ic modal might. In contrast, in the complement of 
‘want’ type verbs, since doxastic attitudes of the 
attitude holder are not involved, the embedded ep-
istemic modal cannot be licensed. A&H argue that 
such a distinction is attributed to the mood distinc-
tion: while ‘believe’ type verbs select an indicative 
complement, ‘want’ type verbs select a subjunctive 
complement. 
    We assume that causal connectives introduce 
modal environments similar to attitude verbs. Re-
call Davidson’s (1963) claim that primary reasons 
in causal relation always consist of a pro-attitude 
and belief related in the right way. Given this, we
further claim that the two causal clauses are differ-

ent in their moods: nikka-clauses and ese-clauses 
correspond to indicative and subjunctive mood, 
respectively.2 3

    The supporting evidence for the current analysis 
can be found in the examples like (10). As in (10), 
while nikka-clauses allow epistemic modals, ese-
clauses do not.  
(10) The speaker came to know that a bomb went 

off at the park .... 
a. Mina-ka      cip-ey          iss-e ya ha-nikka,      
    Mina-Nom  home-Loc    stay-have to-nikka
    na-nun   ansim-i-ta. 

          I-Top     be.releived-Cop-Decl 
         ‘Because Mina must be home, I feel relieved.’
          (ok) Circumstantial, (ok) Epistemic  
     b.  Mina-ka      cip-ey          iss-e ya ha-ese,

           Mina-Nom  home-Loc   stay-have to-ese
           na-nun   ansim-i-ta. 
           I-Top     be.releived-Cop-Decl 

‘Because Mina must be home, I feel relieved.’
          (ok) Circumstantial, *Epistemic  
The modal -e ya ha- in (10a) can be interpreted as 
either circumstantially (i.e. ‘Mina is obligated to 
stay at home due to the curfew hour. Thus, I am 
not worried about her safety’) or epistemically (i.e. 
‘As far as I know, it is quite certain that Mina stays 
at home since she is very tired due to a long trip. 
Thus, I am not worried about her safety.’). In (10b), 
by contrast, -e ya ha- is interpreted only as a cir-
cumstantial modal. 

3.2 Syntactic Aspect 

On the syntactic side, various syntactic analyses 
have been proposed to explain the mood distinc-
tion concerning: finiteness, phi-feature agreements, 

2 Portner & Rubinstein (2012) show convincingly that 
despite a similar meaning, two relevant predicates can 
select a different complement with respect to moods 
(e.g. vouloir ‘want’-subjunctive vs. espérer ‘hope’-
indicative in French, etc.). We refer to Portner & Rubin-
stein (2012) for more detailed discussion.
3 Some might say that the subjunctive is not suitable for 
causal clauses since it has been discussed that its con-
tent cannot be regarded as a true statement (e.g. irrealis, 
non-veridicality, etc.). But this seems not always the 
case as evidenced by the cases like prin ‘before’-
subjunctive vs. afu ‘after’-indicative in Greek (Gianna-
kidou 2015) and so on. See also de Jonge (2001), A&H 
(2009) for alternatives regarding the semantic nature of
the subjunctive mood.
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temporal markers, designated verbal forms, special 
kinds of the complementizer, etc. However, Bian-
chi (2001, 2003) argues that many of them are just 
peripheral effects related to the finiteness, and that 
it is context anchoring that plays a crucial role to 
determine moods and finiteness (See also Am-
ritavalli 2014).4 In this regard, it can be said that 
the mood determination has to do with the context 
choice: which context can/should the materials in 
the complements be evaluated with? Based on 
Bianchi’s (2001, 2003) analysis, we suggest (11). 
(11) The taxonomy of (syntactic) Moods 

a. Indicative: All the context sensitive ele- 
    ments in the complements can be freely  
    evaluated with the embedded context  
    and/or CU.
b. Subjunctive 
  (i) Internally Centered logophoric  
       Subjunctive (ILS): In the C-T layer of  
       the complements, the logophoric ele- 
       ments should be used and evaluated 
       relative to the embedded context via 

internal Logophoric anchoring (iLa,  
       hereafter). 
(ii) Non-Internally anchored Subjunctive  
      (NIS): Compared to ILS, some regular  
      expressions can be employed instead of  
      the logophoric elements and they can be  
      associated with the outer perspective  
      sources. 

As for the indicatives, it is generally assumed that 
the elements in the embedded clause can be freely 
evaluated with the CU. In this regard, the Double 
Access Reading (DAR) of tense is well studied 
(Abusch 1997, Giorgi & Pianesi 1997, a. o). 
(12) Double Access Reading  

a. John believed that Mary is pregnant. 
b. #Two years ago, John believed that Mary    
   is pregnant. (Abusch 1997, a. o) 

It is well-known that in some languages (e.g. Eng-
lish, Italian, French, Spanish, and many other), the 
embedded indicative tense is evaluated twice: once 

4 Accordingly, we can say that as long as the finiteness 
is verified, the impoverishment of verbal forms does not 
necessarily mean the absence of the subjunctive mood. 
As for the finiteness and the subjunctive mood in Kore-
an, we refer to Lee (2009). See also Giannakidou (2009) 
and Yoon (2013) for more detailed discussions on the 
various patterns of the subjunctive mood. 

it is anchored to the CU and once it is anchored to 
the ‘attitude context (CA, hereafter)’. As seen in 
(12), even if John believed Mary’s pregnancy in 
the past, Mary should still be pregnant ‘now’. Usu-
ally, this is understood as (13) (see Giorgi & Pia-
nesi 1997 for more detailed discussion). 
(13) a. The indicative complement can specify the  

independent tense, which can be directly  
    evaluated with respect to CU.  
b. On the contrary, it has been argued that  

 DAR is not generally available in  
    subjunctive complements. 

Unfortunately, DAR is hard to test in our target 
sentences since it is not clear whether Korean be-
longs to the DAR language group or not (see Kim 
2013 for details). However, (13a) may still be rele-
vant since there is evidence to show that only niik-
ka-clauses allow the independent tense.  
(14) a. Pi-ka        o-ass-unikka,       ttang-i

     rain-Nom  come-Past-nikka  ground-Nom 
cec-ess-ta.  

     wet-Past-Decl  
b. Pi-ka         o-(*ass)-ese,          ttang-i 

      rain-Nom  come-(*Past)-ese   ground-Nom 
cec-ess-ta.  

      wet-Past-Decl 
       ‘The ground got wet, because it rained.’

Previous analyses point out that unlike ese-clauses, 
nikka-clauses are obligatorily marked with tense
(e.g., Lee S. 1978; Lee, E. 1990; etc.). Also, the 
main clause and the nikka-clause can be independ-
ent from each other with respect to their temporal 
interpretations. Unlike nikka, the tense of the ese-
clause relies on the temporal interpretation of the 
main clause (Park 2015: p.53). As many authors 
have proposed, if only the indicative clauses allow 
independent tense (Landau 2004, 2015; Giannaki-
dou 2009, etc.), the contrast in (14) can be easily 
accounted for. 

Unlike indicatives, Bianchi (2001, 2003) argues 
that subjunctives can be subdivided along the (un-
)obligatory use of the logophoric elements at the 
C-T layer depending on how much the C-T layer 
can reflect the independent phi-agreements.  

In this line, to support ILS, Bianchi discusses 
the Obligatory Control (OC, hereafter) originating 
from attitude verbs. It is widely assumed that some 
logophoric elements should be interpreted with 
respect to a certain perspectival relation regarding 
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SELF, PIVOT, SOURCE (Sells 1987) and so on.
Bianchi argues that PRO is one of them as evi-
denced by sentences like (15); PRO should be co-
indexed with the addressee of the CA in (15). 
(15) Object-oriented OC with an attitude verb
    Yuna1-ka     Yumi2-eykey    [PRO2/*1/*3     

 Yuna-Nom  Yumi-Dat      [PRO 
 aph-ey   ancu-la]-ko       myenglyengha-yss-ta. 
 front-in  sit-Imp]-comp   order-Past-Decl 
‘Yuna ordered Yumi to sit in the front row.’

In cases like (15), when the CA is constituted by a
‘want’ type verb like myenglyenghata ‘order’, its 
external argument (Yuna in 15) corresponds to the 
author of the CA, and its internal argument (Yumi 
in 15) corresponds to the addressee of the CA

(Bianchi 2003, Landau 2015, a. o.). Given this, 
Bianchi argues that if the denotation of PRO 
should be determined in terms of iLa, we can ex-
plain why PRO should be co-indexed with the ar-
gument(s) of the matrix attitude verbs. Further-
more, we can say that the semantic correlation dis-
cussed in section 3.1 still hold since the comple-
ment of ‘want’ type verbs should be subjunctive. 

Roughly summarizing, what Bianchi argues is 
that the distribution of PRO is (partly) attributed to 
the subjunctive mood allowing iLa (see also Lan-
dau 2015 for a similar analysis). In this regard, we 
can also easily find evidence for the existence of 
NIS: when a 3rd person pronominal subject is em-
ployed in a supposed OC complement, it comes to 
allow a Non-OC reading (though rather marginal). 
(16) Non-OC reading in NIS 
       a. Scenario (Seo & Hoe 2015)

Yumi, is a class leader, and her home  
           teacher, Yuna, transmits an order to
          another student, Hoya, through Yumi. 

   b.(?)Yuna-nun  Yumi-eykey [ku-ka     aph-ey
          Yuna-Top  Yumi-Dat     [he-Nom  front-in
          ancu-la]-ko        myenglyeng-ha-yss-ta. 
          sit-Imp]-Comp   order-Past-Decl 

Int. ‘A teacher ordered to Yumi that Hoya  
              should sit in the front row.’

Under the scenario in (16a), (16b) is much more 
acceptable than (15) weakening the OC reading. 
With this, we can easily draw a conclusion that iLa
is blocked in (16b) in the following way: as widely 
discussed, unlike PRO, regular pronominals cannot 
be licensed in ILS since a more articulated struc-
ture (regarding phi-agreement, for example) is re-

quired (Bianchi 2001, 2003, Landau 2004, 2015, 
etc.). But such a complement should still be sub-
junctive since it is selected by the ‘want’ type 
predicate. Thus, even though Korean lacks any 
other overt cues like phi-agreements, the use of an 
overt pronominal subject is enough to show that 
the complement in (16b) amounts to NIS rightly 
predicting the absence of iLa.

4 Ese vs. Nikka: Mood distinction  

Up to this point, we have discussed two aspects of 
the mood distinction and provide some evidence to 
show that ese-clauses are identified with subjunc-
tives while nikka-clauses are identified with indica-
tives. In this section, we further propose that such a 
distinction also holds in regard to iLa. 

4.1 More on the causal relation.

As we have seen in section 2, Davidson (1963) 
claims that the relation between the action and the 
reason for doing something can be accepted only in 
the case such that it is qualified in a right way, and 
this is why we add the independent CR. However, 
such a qualification is not freely given in relation 
to the CR. Instead, we suggest that there should be a 
type of doxastic information included in causal 
clauses, and it is necessary to judge whether this 
information is qualified from the evidential bear-
er’s perspective (cf. Hara 2008). We call this pro-
cess the judge requirement.5

This poses one interesting question. As widely 
discussed, when a speaker utters a declarative sen-
tence, the content in it should be regarded as true 
according to her doxastic information. If, then, the 
declarative sentence contains a causal clause, the 
following condition should hold, too. 
(17) Felicity condition of the causal relations: 

The speaker is certain about the judge re-
quirement.

Notice that (17) is not trivially satisfied. As dis-
cussed, the CR exists independently, and it plays a 
crucial role for the judge requirement. Thus, it is 

5 In propositional attitude environments related to CA, all 
the (specific) individuals should be identified by the 
attitude holder via a suitable acquaintance relation (e.g. 
de re/se/te) (Anand 2006, a. o.). Similar to this, we may 
say that the judge requirement can be regarded as a suit-
able acquaintance relation between the evidential holder 
and the causal relation in the CR. 
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possible to imagine situations where the speaker 
cannot be the proper Evidential Bearer (EB, here-
after) of the causal relation. 

4.2 Nikka vs Ese: Judge requirement

Following Speas (2004), Tenny (2006) and others, 
we assume that Evid(ential) Phrase constitutes a
perspectival relation in causal clauses (cf. eviden-
tial OP in Hara 2008). Based on this, we suggest 
that the Judge requirement is also provided through 
the EvidP. 

Given all this, suppose that the default structure 
of ese-clauses is ILS. Then, we can say that since 
EB is responsible for a perspective relation, such a 
logophoric element should be controlled by iLa in 
ese-clauses. 

To implement this idea, we assume that EvidP is 
located at the CP-peripheries and introduces EB. 
Additionally, to explain the obligatoriness of iLa, 
we adopt the OP-log binding (Anand 2006) in the 
following manner: Anand (2006) argues that logo-
phoric elements should be bound by a special kind 
of OP-log by assuming that (i) as a bound variable 
(BV), the former contains the uninterpretable log-
feature ([ulog], hereafter), and the latter can check 
and erase [ulog] in Chomsky’s (1995) sense via a
variable binding relation. 

Along these lines, we propose that in ILS struc-
tures, the perspective sensitive elements in the C-T
layer are just BVs which are born with [ulog]. This 
means that EBs in ILS should bear [ulog]. We fur-
ther argue that OP-log is introduced by the ILS 
SpeechAct phrase (SAP-ILS, hereafter), which 
should be anchored to the closest context.6

(18) Structure of ese-clauses: OP-log binding 

                                    SAP-ILS  (CR)
                          3     

                    OP-Evid   3       
                         EvidP    SA0

-ILS     
                                  3               

                             EB[ulog]   3                
                                   TP            Evid0                                                 

⁞                                       g   
                               ese

Since Anand (2006, 2009) argues that there are 
various kinds of OP-logs with respect to the nature 
of the perspectives (e.g. OP-SOURCE, OP-SELF, OP-

6 Notice that this does not mean that OP-log bindings are 
not allowed in NIS or indicative complements. 

PIVOT, etc), we assume the OP-Evid is introduced at 
spec, SAP-ILS in the causal clauses. 

In (18), the embedded context should be CR.
Then, since the author of the CR is picked out as the 
subject of the main clause (Hara 2008), we can 
predict that the EB should be identified with it. 

As for nikka-clauses, however, indicatives are 
not sensitive to OP-log binding. Instead, similar to
the tense interpretation in DAR cases, any ele-
ments in nikka-clauses can be evaluated with the 
CU directly. This implies, then, that EB in indica-
tive nikka clauses can be freely associated with the 
speaker of the CU.

5 Explanation of PR 

Now, we can explain PR as follows. First, recall 
the licensing of the CT in causal clauses. As dis-
cussed, for CT to be interpreted, an epistemic bear-
er is required. Regarding the nature of causal 
clauses, we suggest that the epistemic barer of CT 
is determined along with the EB. As the CT infor-
mation is one of the main sources for the judge 
requirement, it is fair to say that EB is responsible 
for the CT information. 

One immediate question now arises: regarding 
the Epistemic licensing, how can the Felicity con-
dition in (17) hold? We believe that this is the key 
property of PR. 

In our target sentence like (19), if Yuna is used 
as the subject of the main clause, the EB of the ese-
clause should be Yuna, the author of the CR.  
(19) # pro2  cip-un      sa-se,             Yuna1-nun     
           pro   house-CT  buy-because  Yuna-Top             
           Hoya2-wa     kyeolhon-ha-yss-ta. 
           Hoya-with    marry-Past-Decl. 
           ‘Yuna married Hoya because he (at least)   
            bought a house.’
As proposed, the epistemic bearer of CT is picked 
out as Yuna, and as a result, the CT information 
should be vested in Yuna’s personal CT scale. 
What this means is that Yuna becomes the only 
person who can fulfill the judge requirement. Since 
such CT information is unilateral, even if it could 
be accepted in general, and thus be easily accom-
modated, it cannot be regarded as a mutual belief 
for all the relevant people, including the speaker. 
Thus, when the speaker utters (19), there is no way 
for her to be convinced of whether the causal con-
nection is felicitous along with Yuna’s personal CT 
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scale. Therefore, the Felicity condition in (17) can-
not be met in (19).

On the other hand, in cases like (20), the Felicity 
condition in (17) can trivially hold, since the EB is 
the speaker of the CU.
(20)  pro2   cip-un sa-se,              na1-nun     
         pro    house-CT    buy-because   I-Top             
         Hoya2-wa      kyeolhonha-yss-ta. 
         Hoya-with    marry-Past-Decl 

‘I married Hoya because he (at least) bought  
a house.’

Thus, we can explain why CT can be properly used 
in ILS causal clauses only if the subject of the 
main clause is the speaker herself. 

As predicted, however, such a contrast is not 
found with nikka-clauses. Due to the lack of the 
iLa in indicative clauses, the EB of the nikka-
clause can be determined as either the author of the 
CR or the speaker of the CU.
(21)  pro2  cip-un sa-ss-unikka,        na1/
         pro  house-CT      buy-Past-because   I/   
         Yuna1-nun  Hoya2-wa   kyeolhonha-yss-ta. 
         Yuna-Top   Hoya-with  marry-Past-Decl 
        ‘I/Yuna married Hoya because he (at least)  
          bought a house.’
No matter who the subject of the main clause is, 
(17) does not pose any problem in (21).

6 The obviation of PR: NIS over ILS 

In the previous section, we tried to explain PR
based on the nature of the ILS structure. However, 
it brings one non-trivial question: as a subjunctive, 
should ese-clauses constitute ILS only? The an-
swer seems negative concerning the obviation as 
seen in (22).
(22)  pro2  cip-un        pro1    sa-cwu-ese, [=5]
         pro   house-CT   pro    buy-give-because       
     na1/Yuna1-nun Hoya2-wa  kyeolhonha-yss-ta. 
         I/Yuna-Top       Hoya-with marry-Past-Decl 
        ‘I/Yuna married Hoya because he (at least)  
         bought a house for her.’
If ese-clauses were confined to ILS, (22) cannot be 
accounted for. This indicates that the most plausi-
ble candidate for the grammaticality of (22) will be 
a NIS structure. To explain this, we propose (23).
(23) NIS over ILS in causal clauses 

   NIS can be selected only if ILS violates some  
structurally driven conditions. 

In fact, (23) is reminiscent of the OC over Non-OC
(Farkas 1992, Bianchi 2003; cf. Hornstein 2006;
McFadden & Sundaresan 2016). Briefly speaking, 
its basic premise is that the OC structure is a de-
fault one, thereby it is preferred to Non-OC coun-
terpart in general. 

For instance, (15) is an OC structure with PRO 
as discussed above. However, it has been argued 
that Korean has a regular null pronoun, namely pro,
too. Thus, given the existence of the structures like 
(16b), it is possible to say that (15) can be parsed 
as a Non-OC structure with pro; since there are no 
other distinctive markers as seen in (16b), the re-
sulting phonological string with pro would become 
exactly the same as the one with PRO. However, 
(15) does not allow Non-OC reading at all.  

OC over Non-OC is proposed to explain why 
OC structure is generally selected in cases like (15). 
In the relevant literature (e.g. Farkas 1992, Bianchi 
2003; cf. McFadden & Sundaresan 2016), its moti-
vation is usually tied to the assumption that OC 
structure has a less complex C-T layer than the
Non-OC counterpart in regard to phi-agreement 
and finiteness (but see Hornstein 2006 for an alter-
native based on ‘parsing preference’). In this re-
spect, the rationale behind OC over Non-OC can 
be understood in such a way that a more structural-
ly economical construction should be selected un-
less there are clear reasons to block it. 

Given the above-mentioned assumption that the 
OC-Non-OC pair is one instance of ILS-NIS pairs, 
we suggest that such a preference condition can be 
extended to all the ILS-NIS pairs as described in 
(23).  

However, this raises another question: Why 
cannot the failure of the Felicity condition in (17)
trigger the NIS over ILS? 

Fortunately, there is evidence to show that 
pragmatically driven problems cannot be involved 
with the OC over Non-OC cases. In general, it has 
been argued that PRO in object-oriented OC 
should be interpreted de te (Anand 2006, Landau 
2015, a. o.). In this regard, (15) should be con-
strued with de te attitude; if Yumi does not recog-
nize the fact that her conversational partner (that is 
the addressee of the reported speech context) is 
indeed Yumi, the sentence becomes unacceptable 
(Park 2011, Hoe 2014, etc.). However, in the Non-
OC structure with an overt pronominal subject like 
(16b), a de re reading is also available (Hoe 2014).
This can be interpreted as saying that pro in such a 
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position—if possible—should allow a de re read-
ing, as well (see also Sundaresan 2014). Then, if 
pragmatic factors like the unavailability of the de
te can trigger (23), pro can replace PRO allowing a
de re attitude. If this were the case, however, we 
would not be able to explain why (15) should be 
interpreted as de te, since the supposed Non-OC
structure and (15) have the exact same phonologi-
cal string as discussed above.  

If this is on the right track, we can conclude that 
a certain structurally driven condition is violated in 
(22). Regarding this, we suggest (24). 
(24) Anti-logophoricity (or Disjoint) Effects:  

Non-logophoric pronouns in the scope of the 
OP-log must be disjoint from the antecedent of 
a logophoric element. 

In order to more fully understand this, let us con-
sider (25) first. 
(25) a. Kofi     be   ye-dzo. 

        Kofi     say   Log-leave  
‘Kofi1 said Log1/*2 left.’  

b. Kofi     be   e-dzo. 
        Kofi     say   3rd-leave  

‘Kofi1 said 3rd
2/*1 left.’   (Clements 1975) 

As shown in (25), in environments where a logo-
phor can be licensed, if a run-of-the-mill 3rd person 
pronoun is employed, it cannot refer to the indi-
vidual that the logophor does (Koopman & Spor-
tiche 1989, Bianchi 2003, Anand 2006, a. o.).

Along these lines, (24) can easily explain the 
obviation of PR in (22): a potential ILS structure is 
blocked due to (24) since the added goal argument 
is eventually co-indexed with the EB as illustrated 
in (26).7 Thus, if an NIS structure is selected in 
(22), the Felicity condition in (17) can hold, thanks 
to the absence of iLa. 

7 We suspect that (24) in (26) has to do with Condition
C violation: If the EB in (26) is a sort of BV, it cannot 
c-command any co-indexed (referential) DPs. However, 
the exact motivation of (24) is not clear to us yet. In 
particular, it has been pointed out that (24) does not 
arise uniformly in all subjunctive clauses or logophor 
licensing environments (Bianchi 2001, 2003, Landau 
2015, a. o.). For example, in some languages (e.g. Ital-
ian, Hebrew, etc.), (24) is observed with an overt pro-
nominal subject in Non-OC complements. But it is not 
found in Korean as seen in (16b), and this remains as 
yet unsolved (see Landau 2015 for more detailed dis-
cussion). We leave this for future research. 

(26) Anti-logophoricity violation: ILS in (22) 
                    SAP-ILS (CR) 

3 

    OP-Evid   3

         EvidP          SA0
-ILS

                   3 

         EB2 [ulog]         3

             TP            Evid0               

            3   g  
    pro1(SUB) ⁞   ese
                     5

                           pro2 (GOAL) 

The example in (27) also buttresses this conclu-
sion.  
(27)  pro1/#2 chaekimkam-un     iss-ese, 

     pro       responsibility-CT  exist- because   
     Yuna1-nun   Hoya2-wa    kyeolhonha-yss-ta.    
     Yuna-Top   Hoya-with   marry-Past-Decl 

        ‘Yuna married Hoya because she/#he (at least) 
         has a sense of responsibility.’
                               (Park & Hoe 2015) 
Logically, pro can denote the subject or the comi-
tative argument of the main clause. However, PR is 
circumvented only when pro refers to the subject,
allowing to obtain the proper CT interpretation.

7 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have claimed that the differences 
between nikka and ese-clauses can be explained in 
terms of the mood distinction. To do so, we first 
assumed that causal clauses involve some epistem-
ic step to qualify their causal connections. We then 
provided novel observations to show that when the 
CT marking is involved, nikka and ese-clauses dif-
fer with respect to who is responsible for the epis-
temic step. Finally, we claimed that this can be 
explained with syntactic phenomena, namely logo-
phoric anchoring. 
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Abstract

In this paper I examine what have often been
considered the syntactic properties of Gapping
constructions (Ross, 1970) and show that they
are in fact discourse-pragmatic in nature. I of-
fer a novel analysis of Gapping constructions
by extending recent Question Under Discus-
sion (QUD)-based accounts in Head-Driven
Phrase Structure Grammar (Ginzburg and Sag,
2000; Ginzburg, 2012).

1 Introduction

Gapping constructions are characterized by an ini-
tial, sentential clause (the source clause) and one or
more non-initial gapped clauses in which a verb and,
optionally, other material are missing (the gapped
clauses). Some examples are given in (1).1

(1) a. Mary loves apples, and Tom, pears.
b. On Saturday, John bought a magazine, and

on Sunday, a newspaper.
c. Kim played the guitar, Ray, the piano, and

Sue, the bass.

The missing material in gapped clauses is inter-
preted as if it were there. In (1a), for example,
the gapped clause is interpreted as ‘Tom ate pears’,
receiving the interpretation of the missing material
from the source clause.

In this paper I provide a novel approach to Gap-
ping constructions that builds on recent QUD-based

1Commas are used to indicate a pause throughout this paper.

(Roberts, 1996/2012) accounts of non-sentential ut-
terances in HPSG. In Section 2, I review three previ-
ous proposals and discuss their problems. In Section
3, I examine some widely accepted assumptions that
have been used to characterize the syntax of Gap-
ping constructions and show that they are not fully
justified by empirical data. After discussing the rel-
evance of Gapping constructions to QUD, I present
a novel QUD-based analysis in Section 4. Section 5
concludes the paper.

2 Previous Research

Previous approaches to Gapping constructions can
be grouped into three types: deletion-based (Ross,
1970; Sag, 1976; Hartmann, 2000; Chaves, 2005),
movement-based (Johnson, 2009; Johnson, 2014),
and construction-based (Culicover and Jackendoff,
2005; Abeillé et al., 2013). A sample analysis is
given in (2).

(2) a. [S Mary ate apples] and [S Tom ate pears]
b. Maryx atey [VP tx ty apples] and [VP Tom

ty pears]
c. [S Mary ate apples] and [XP Tom pears]

In the deletion-based approach, shown in (2a),
gapped clauses have the same structure as their non-
gapped counterparts, hence the same meaning. The
missing material arises as the result of a deletion un-
der identity with the corresponding material in the
source clause. In the movement-based approach,
shown in (2b), Gapping constructions are assigned a
conjoined VP structure that yields the semantics of
complete sentences, and the missing material arises
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as the result of an ATB-style movement of the verb.
In the construction-based approach, shown in (2c),
gapped clauses are treated as instances of a non-
headed construction consisting of a set of phrasal
remnants linked to an open proposition that contains
the non-focused elements of the source clause.

Each of these approaches have their own prob-
lems, however. According to the deletion-based
approach, gapped clauses have the syntactic struc-
ture of a sentence that includes no missing mate-
rial. This predicts that gapped clauses would have
the same distribution with their alleged non-gapped
counterparts. As noted by Culicover and Jackend-
off (2005, p.280), however, there are instances of
gapped clauses that do not have grammatical non-
gapped counterparts:

(3) a. Paul saw Leslie, but not Leslie (*saw)
Paul.

b. You may have this cake, or him (*may
have) that ice cream.

Note that the gapped clauses in (3a) and (3b) have
the properties of non-finite categories: The gapped
clause in (3a) is selected by a constituent negation
that modifies non-sentential phrases, and the one in
(3b) has an accusative subject. This suggests that the
syntax of a given gapped clause is not equivalent to
the syntax of its non-gapped counterpart.

So-called wide-scope readings of scopal opera-
tors (Siegel, 1984; McCawley, 1993) present a prob-
lem to the deletion-based and construction-based ap-
proaches alike. The phenomenon is illustrated by
the example in (4), which has the two readings in
(a) and (b), dubbed as wide- and distributive-scope
readings, respectively.

(4) Ward can’t eat caviar, and Sue, beans.

a. Distributive-scope reading
Ward can’t eat caviar and Sue can’t eat
beans. (They have different allergies.)

b. Wide-scope reading
It can’t be the case that Ward eats caviar
and Sue eats beans. (That’s not fair!)

The first, distributive-scope reading arises if the
negation and modal are each interpreted twice, once
within the source clause and once within the gapped

clause; the second, wide-scope reading arises if the
negation and modal are interpreted only once, taking
the entire sentence within their scope.

In the deletion-based approach, gapped clauses
are predicted to be semantically equivalent to their
corresponding non-gapped clauses. This follows
from the alleged syntactic equivalence between a
gapped clause and the corresponding non-gapped
clause. In the construction-based approach, the
missing material is recovered from the non-focused
part of the source clause, and this predicts two pos-
sibilities: For example, (4) would be interpreted as
Ward can’t eat caviar and Sue can’t eat beans (if
can’t is not focused) or as Ward can’t eat caviar
and Sue eats beans (if can’t is focused), which is se-
mantically odd. Thus, the only acceptable readings
that these approaches predict are distributive-scope
readings; wide-scope readings remain entirely un-
explained.

The difficulty of explaining wide scope readings
is circumvented in the movement-based approach by
“lowering” the conjunction from where it appears to
be located. An example structure is given in (5).

(5) Wardx can’t eaty [VP [VP tx ty caviar] and [VP
Sue ty beans]]

But such an advantage comes at the cost of em-
pirical perspicuity: Some instances of Gapping con-
structions do involve a conjoined TP:2

(6) a. Yesterday we went to the movies, and
last Thursday, to the circus. (Sag, 1976,
p.265)

b. To Robin, Chris gave the book, and to
Leslie, the magazine. (Kubota and Levine,
2016)

The problem cannot be avoided by simply allow-
ing Gapping constructions to be of two varieties,
conjoined VPs or TPs. Consider the example in (7).

(7) She can’t eat caviar, and he/him, beans.

This sentence can be understood to have a wide-
scope reading (‘It can’t be the case that she eats
caviar and he eats beans’), suggesting that the sen-
tence is an instance of a conjoined VP. But the

2This type of data was first noted by Sag (1976).
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availability of the nominative subject in the gapped
clause suggests that a conjoined TP structure is in-
volved. Given this, the fact that (7) can simultane-
ously have a nominative subject and a wide-scope
reading creates a serious problem to the movement-
based approach because a single instance of an ex-
pression cannot simultaneously be assigned two dif-
ferent structures.

Besides, the acceptability of instances of Gapping
constructions does not always match that of their
corresponding wh-questions, as has previously been
noted (Culicover and Jackendoff, 2005, pp.274-
275). Between (8a) and (8b), for example, only the
latter incurs a violation of constraints on extraction.

(8) a. Robin believes that everyone pays atten-
tion to you when you speak French, and
Leslie, German. (Culicover and Jackend-
off, 2005, p.273)

b. #Which language does Robin believe that
everyone pays attention to you when you
speak?

The contrast in acceptability like the one shown here
suggests that the movement operation alleged to be
involved in Gapping constructions has little empiri-
cal support.

3 Problems of some Common Assumptions

There are some widely held assumptions often used
to characterize the syntax of Gapping constructions.
In this section I discuss their problems and provide
an alternative discourse-pragmatic account.

3.1 The Major Constituent Hypothesis
Since Hankamer (1973, p.18), it has been assumed
that the remnants that occur in gapped clauses are
syntactically constrained:

(9) The Major Constituent Hypothesis: A permis-
sible remnant is either immediately dominated
by the root clause or by some verbal head.

The Major Constituent Hypothesis is supported
by the contrast in acceptability like the one shown
by (10a) and (10b) (Examples and judgments are
due to McCawley (1988, p.287)). Under this hy-
pothesis, proud in (10a) does not qualify as a major
constituent while proud of it in (10b) does.

(10) a. ??George became ashamed of the Wash-
ington family’s past and Martha, proud. (=
Martha became proud of the Washington
family’s past)

b. George became ashamed of the Washing-
ton family’s past and Martha, proud of it.

But a more representative set of data invalidates
the Major Constituent Hypothesis. A first type of
counterexamples involves remnants that are comple-
ments of a preposition, such as (11a-c) (Hudson,
1989, pp.59-64). Since P-complements do not qual-
ify as major constituents, the acceptability of these
sentences is inconsistent with the predictions gener-
ated under the Major Constituent Hypothesis.

(11) a. John thought about Jane, and Bill, Betty.
b. Fred has been working on semantics, and

Bill, syntax.
c. Fred sat on a chair, Mary, a stool, and Bill,

a bench.

Undoubtedly, there is a tendency for speakers to
prefer major constituents as the remnants of Gap-
ping, and some speakers do not fully accept sen-
tences like (11a-c). This tendency is what Hankamer
and others have tried to capture under their respec-
tive syntactic hypotheses. But instead, there is rea-
son to seek an alternative, processing-oriented ac-
count. Steedman (1990) notes that the acceptabil-
ity of sentences like (11-c) is more readily apparent
when considered as an answer to questions such as
those in (12).

(12) a. Which boy thought about which girl?
b. Which student has been studying which

specialization?
c. Which person sat on where?

A second type of problematic data that has been
around since McCawley (1993) involves N’ rem-
nants. These are are known as determiner Gapping:

(13) a. No dog ate Whiskas, and cat, Alpo (= no
cat ate Alpo).

b. The duck is dry, and mussels, tough (= the
mussels are tough).

c. Bob has read many magazines, and
Mary, novels (= Mary has read many nov-
els). (Reeve, 2014, p.354)
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Other material within a noun phrase than a deter-
miner can additionally go missing, as shown by (14)
(Small caps indicates pitch accent).

(14) a. Many famous LINGUISTS have been
DUTCH, and HISTORIANS, GREEK. (=
many famous historians have been Greek)

b. Italian RED wines are OUTSTANDING,
and WHITE wines, EXCELLENT. (= Ital-
ian white wines are excellent) (McCaw-
ley, 1993, p. 246)3

Sentences like these are easier to understand if the
remnants and their correlates are marked by pitch
accent. Again, this suggests that remnants only tend
to be phrasal constituents and that there is no hard
syntactic constraint on their category.

3.2 Restriction to symmetric coordination

Many theories assume that Gapping constructions
are restricted to coordination (Jackendoff, 1971;
Johnson, 2009):

(15) a. Some had eaten mussels and others
shrimp.

b. *Some had eaten mussels because others
shrimp. (Johnson, 2009, his judgment)

In the movement-based approach (Johnson, 2009;
Johnson, 2014), where Gapping constructions are
stipulated as conjoined VPs, (15b) is ungrammati-
cal because coordination and subordination are in-
compatible. But Kehler (2002, Ch.4) considers
such sentences unacceptable, and provides an ex-
planation based on an independently motivated the-
ory of coherence (Hobbs, 1985). For Kehler, the
(un)acceptability of (15a) and (15b) are correlated
with the types of coherence relation involved: While
(15a) involves a Resemblance relation, (15b) in-
volves a Cause-Effect relation4. He argues that rea-
soning with Resemblance relations provides a nec-
essary means to recover the missing material. For
example, in (15a) inferring a Resemblance relation

3McCawley judges (14b) as ungrammatical, but many
speakers find it acceptable when there is contrastive pitch ac-
cent on the remnants and their correlates.

4Resemblance relations are a class of coherence relations
that hold between sentences in which contrasting entities and
properties are highlighted. (Kehler, 2002, pp.15-20)

between the source and gapped clauses amounts to
equating some with others, mussels with shrimp, and
had eaten with the missing material. In (15b), how-
ever, inferences leading to Resemblance relations
are unavailable because a Cause-Effect relation is
targeted.

Note, however, that there are instances in which
the predictions of these accounts are not observed.
Sentences in (16) are naturally occurring instances
of Gapping constructions that involve subordination
(drawn by a Google search).

(16) a. Truth is YOU will be in a position to hire
ME, before I, YOU.5

b. No doubt THEY will find US, before WE,
THEM.6

c. As for me all a little pup has to do is give
me one of those sad, entreating looks and I
am his prisoner, his pal, his confidant, and
slave... Maybe WE love THEM, because
THEY, US. (Statesville Daily Record from
Statesville, North Carolina)7

The speakers I consulted for the judgment of these
sentences reported that their acceptability is more
obvious if there are pauses as the commas indicate
and if the remnants and their correlates are marked
by pitch accent. Such improved acceptability in
the presence of prosodic cues is unexpected in the
movement-based approach, or any theory that relies
on any sort of a syntactic assumption. Kehler’s anal-
ysis is not successful, either. For example, since his
explanation for (15b) relies on the incompatibility
between a Resemblance relation and a Cause-Effect
relation to some degree, it is unclear how sentences
like those in (16) would be analyzed.8

Alternatively, the (un)acceptability of examples
considered so far in this section is expected if
one assumes (i) that the missing material in a
gapped clause is retrieved from the QUD (Roberts,
1996/2012) evoked by its source clause and (ii) that
the ease with which a QUD is evoked and recovered

5http://bit.ly/1TUTcx2
6http://bit.ly/1PUDHZA
7http://bit.ly/2bm6Ehi
8In fact, assuming Kehler’s definition of Resemblance re-

lations (Kehler, 2002, pp.15-20), nothing in principle prevents
understanding (15b) as an instance of a Resemblance relation.
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is a function of the ease with which contrastive top-
ics and foci are construed (Hendriks, 2004).

3.3 Wide scope interpretations as the
consequence of small coordination

In Section 2 it is noted that Gapping constructions
that include missing scopal operators are ambigu-
ous between wide- and distributive-scope readings
(Siegel, 1984; McCawley, 1993). Examples in (4)
and (13a) are repeated in (17a) and (17b), respec-
tively.

(17) a. Ward can’t eat caviar, and Sue, beans.
b. No dog ate Whiskas, and cat, Alpo.

These sentences can be understood to have the same
meaning as their respective counterparts in (18) (=
distributive-scope readings). But they can also have
a reading in which the negation and modal apply to
the entire conjunction (= wide-scope readings).

(18) a. Ward can’t eat caviar and Sue can’t eat
beans.

b. No boy ate Whiskas and no cat ate Alpo.

In recent studies (Johnson, 2009; Kubota and
Levine, 2016) wide-scope interpretations like those
of (17a-b) have been identified as a problem in static
compositional semantics: In this view, sentences
like (17a-b) are problematic because there is a mis-
match between the syntactic position of scopal op-
erators and the position in which they receive the
appropriate interpretation. For example, the nega-
tion and modal in (17a) are embedded within the first
conjunct but can nevertheless be interpreted to take
scope over the conjunction.

Johnson (2009) and Kubota and Levine (2016)
propose to explain wide-scope interpretations on the
basis of the observation that such interpretations
are the result of the structural asymmetry between
the source and gapped clauses, the latter containing
missing material.9 But the supposed generalization

9Johnson assumes that determiner Gapping like (18b) is de-
pendent on the presence of a verbal “gap”, but this is problem-
atic, as Kubota and Levine point out:

(i) No dog barked or donkey brayed last night. (Kubota and
Levine, 2016, (39b))

Kubota and Levine instead assume that determiner Gapping is
dependent on the presence of a determiner gap only, hence cor-
rectly predict the felicity of (i). But they cannot handle data like
(20a) as discussed below.

that the wide-scope phenomenon is bounded to co-
ordinate structures that contain missing material has
problems. Chaves (2007, p.89) provides examples
in which an adverb in the first conjunct outscopes
the entire coordination that does not contain missing
material:

(19) a. I usually open the window and the dog
starts barking.
usually(I open the window & the dog
starts barking)

b. Kim probably is playing Juliet and Fred is
playing Romeo.
probably(Kim is playing Juliet & Fred is
playing Romeo)

Whitman (2010) offers similar examples that have
other scopal operators:

(20) a. No one measures I.Q. when you apply for
a job and you are then paired with employ-
ees of your mental ability.
neg(someone measures I.Q. when you ap-
ply for a job & then you are paired with
employees of your mental ability)

b. They might have escaped and she didn’t
notice.
might(they have escaped & she didn’t no-
tice)

I argue, contra Johnson and Kubota-Levine, that
wide-scope interpretations are the consequence of
an asymmetry in the way subsequent conjuncts are
interpreted in the discourse they occur in: The first
conjunct updates the input context and yields a local
context for the second conjunct, but not vice versa.
In this dynamic view, it is predicted that the scope
of an operator embedded in the first conjunct can
reach into the second conjunct but the reverse would
not be possible. This prediction is borne out in ex-
amples like (21): The scope of the negation in the
second conjunct is conjunct-bound.

(21) Syntax is governed by rules of well-formedness
which specify [which combinations are permis-
sible and which not].

The examples considered so far show that conjunct-
bound scope-taking is a default case and that it
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can be overridden by context-dependent processes
(Chaves, 2007, p.89).

In order to allow scopal operators in a conjunct
to outscope subsequent conjuncts from where they
occur, one needs to adopt a dynamic semantic ap-
proach. To see this, consider the example in (22a)
and its translation in (22b).

(22) a. Some boyx went to the army and hisx girl-
friend, the navy.

c. ∃x (boy(x ) ∧ go-to(x , army))∧
∃y(girlfriend(y , x ) ∧ go-to(y ,navy))

In order for the pronoun in (22a) to be anaphorically
linked to Some boy in the first conjunct, the exis-
tential quantifier must be given a wide scope over
the conjunction. In Dynamic Predicate Logic (DPL)
(Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1991), the free variable x
in the second conjunct can be interpreted as bound
by the co-indexed antecedent in the first conjunct
without having to “raise” the antecedent.10 This can
be achieved by treating the existential and conjunc-
tion as dynamic operators, so that the value assigned
to x in the fist conjunct remains available for the
second conjunct.11 The approach proposed here, if
fully developed, would provide a simple, uniform
treatment for various wide-scope phenomena with-
out unnecessary complications.

4 A QUD-based analysis

In 3.1 and 3.2 of Section 3 it was observed that
acceptable instances of Gapping constructions are
those in which the connections between the rem-
nants and their correlates are easily recognizable.
Building on the insights from Levin and Prince
(1986), I argue that such connections provide nec-
essary information to recover a QUD evoked by the
source clause of Gapping constructions. I assume
that such a QUD is locally available in the pragmat-
ics of the gapped clause in the form of a proposi-
tional abstract.

I adopt a construction-based HPSG grammar pro-
posed by Ginzburg and Sag (2000) to model Gap-
ping constructions. Informally, the strategy I adopt

10Nothing hinges on the choice of DPL here, however. Any
other type of dynamic semantics would in principle suffice.

11See Poesio and Zucchi (1992) and Wang et al. (2006) for a
similar treatment for Telescoping and other similar phenomena.

for the licensing of gapped clauses is to think of
them as non-sentential utterances of underspecified
category that provide an answer to the QUD in-
troduced by their respective source clauses. To
model the discourse context of Gapping construc-
tions, I adopt Ginzburg’s (2012) Dialogue Game-
Board (DBG), an independently motivated feature
used to model discourse. DGB provides a structured
view of discourse by keeping track of which ques-
tion gets introduced at a given point in discourse
and which gets downdated. It is an object of type
dgb, which specifies information about Maximal
Question Under Discussion (MAX-QUD), which it-
self contains Focus Establishing Constituents (FEC)
and Question (Q).

(23)
⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

dgb

MAX-QUD

[
FEC set(SemObj)
Q Question

]

... ...

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

Roughly speaking, elements within the FEC set cor-
respond to focal utterances (defined as semantic ob-
jects), and the Q feature contains the question cur-
rently being discussed.12

The DGB of a source clause Mary loves Paul (as
in Mary loves Paul, and Sue, Bill) is shown in (24).

(24) Uttering(May loves Paul) �⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

dgb

MAX-QUD

⎡

⎢
⎣

FEC

{[
SEM m

]
,
[

SEM p
]}

Q λy.λx.love(x, y)

⎤

⎥
⎦

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

The AVM in (24) specifies the partial DGB of a dis-
course to which the sentence Mary loves Paul has
just entered. There are two focal elements in the set,
m and p introduced by Mary and Paul, respectively.
These are recorded as possible correlates that would
be matched with the focal elements of the incoming
sentence. The value of Q in (24) is an open propo-
sition which basically corresponds to the part of the
sentence that is not focused.

I assume that source clauses are partial answers,
and as such they allow a question to persist into

12Cf. FEC is defined as a set of Locutionary Propositions in
Ginzburg’s (2012, pp.234-237) original formulation.
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the upcoming discourse. This means that updating
a given discourse by introducing a potential source
clause to it would not result in downdating the rel-
evant question in Q. Rather, an incoming gapped
clause is entering into a context which has been cre-
ated by its source clause and is still ‘alive’.

Next, in (25) I introduce the constraints charac-
terizing gapped phrase. The key idea here is that
gapped clauses are resolved to the variables of the
open proposition introduced by the source clause.

(25) gapped phrase:
⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

SYN | HEAD H

MAX-QUD

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

FEC

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

[
SEM z1

]
,...,
[

SEM zn
]
,

[
SEM x1

]
,...,
[

SEM xn

]

⎫
⎪⎬

⎪⎭

Q Q = λyn...λy1.[Φ]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

SEM Q (xn, ..., x1)

DTRS

〈

⎡

⎣
SEM x1

FEC
{

[SEM x1]
}

⎤

⎦,...,

⎡

⎣
SEM xn

FEC
{

[SEM xn]
}

⎤

⎦

〉

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

(n ≥ 2)

The SYN(TAX) | HEAD value of the mother is under-
specified, and this allows gapped clauses to combine
with connectives selecting a non-finite category like
as well as and and/but not.

The constraints on MAX-QUD are partly from the
source clauses. The objects in the FEC set corre-
spond to the source clause’s focal elements as well
as the remnants of the gapped clauses that are also
focal elements. Q is an open proposition that cor-
responds to the unfocused part of the source clause
(Φ) and a set of lambda variables.

The constraints on SEM ensure that the semantics
of a given gapped clause is obtained on the basis
of the propositional abstract Q and the semantics of
the daughters by applying beta reduction: It is com-
puted by replacing the lambda variables λy1...λyn
in Q with the semantics of the daughters xn, ..., x1.

Lastly, the D(AUGH)T(E)RS list contains a list of
signs that correspond to the remnants. It is spec-
ified that the semantics of the daughters must be

structure-shared with the semantics of the objects
within FEC, which ensures that there are no remnants
are are not focal elements.

The structure in Figure 1 provides an analysis of
an instance of gapped phrase, Sue Bill, that is intro-
duced to the context updated by the source clause
Mary loves Paul.

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

MAX-QUD

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

FEC

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

[
SEM m

]
,
[

SEM p
]

[
SEM s

]
,
[

SEM b
]

⎫
⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭

Q λy.λx.love′(x, y)

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

SEM love(s, b)

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

NP
⎡

⎣
SEM s

FEC
{

[SEM s]
}

⎤

⎦

Sue

NP
⎡

⎣
SEM b

FEC
{

[SEM b]
}

⎤

⎦

Bill

Figure 1: Gapped clause Sue Bill

Here s and b represent the semantics of the daugh-
ters, Sue and Bill, respectively. The FEC set con-
tains the semantic objects introduced by the focal
elements in the source clause, Mary and Paul. The
semantics of the mother love(s, b) is obtained by ap-
plying the propositional abstract to the semantics of
the daughters.

The analysis I have proposed so far has a num-
ber of advantages. As is well-known, a given rem-
nant and its correlate must establish contrastive foci
(*Maryx loves apples and shex, pears). In my anal-
ysis, this is expected because the remnants and their
correlates are required to be members of their re-
spective FEC set (See (25)). Furthermore, the pre-
cise constraints on contrastive foci are motivated
independently by theories of focus (Rooth, 1985;
Büring, 2003), which allows us to have a simpler
theory of Gapping.

Second, the current analysis does not require that
a given remnant-correlate pair must satisfy some sort
of structural parallelism: In (25) the head values of
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the daughters are not required to be identical to the
head values of the respective focal elements. Thus,
case-mismatch between a remnant and its correlate
like the one in (26) is allowed.

(26) You may have this cake, or him, that ice cream.

Third, in the analysis I proposed, the semantics
of gapped clauses is computed by beta-reducing
a propositional abstract that contains lambda vari-
ables. Because lambda is order-sensitive, the impos-
sibility of case-mismatch like the one shown in (27)
is correctly predicted.

(27) #Casablanca was directed by Michael Curtiz,
and Roman Polanski, Chinatown. (= Roman
Polanski directed Chinatown)

One can think of the reason for the oddness of (27)
intuitively: The gapped and source clauses are an-
swers to two different questions, Which movie was
directed by which director? and Which director di-
rected which movie?, respectively. The proposed
QUD-based analysis captures this intuition directly
by requiring that the semantics of gapped clauses
make reference to the structure of the QUD intro-
duced by their respective source clauses.

5 Conclusion

In this work I proposed a QUD-based analysis of
Gapping constructions integrated in a more gen-
eral constraint on fragment utterances, following
Ginzburg and Sag (2000) and Ginzburg (2012). The
QUD-based constraint on Gapping constructions I
proposed enables the semantics of gapped clauses
to be constructed based on the semantics of the ex-
pressed information and the information retrieved
from a contextually provided question under discus-
sion. This QUD-based account correctly predicts the
availability of subordinators and sub-phrasal rem-
nants in certain cases of Gapping constructions, and
the possibility of wide scope operators in various
contexts, all of which pose serious challenges to pre-
vious accounts. Further research is required to in-
vestigate the precise effect of prosodic factors on ac-
ceptability.
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Abstract

This paper presents methods to predict re-
trieval terms from relevant/surrounding words
or descriptive texts in Japanese by using deep
learning methods, which are implemented
with stacked denoising autoencoders (SdA),
as well as deep belief networks (DBN). To
determine the effectiveness of using DBN
and SdA for this task, we compare them
with conventional machine learning methods,
i.e., multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and sup-
port vector machines (SVM). We also com-
pare their performance in case of using three
regularization methods, the weight decay (L2
regularization), sparsity (L1 regularization),
and dropout regularization. The experimen-
tal results show that (1) adding automatically
gathered unlabeled data to the labeled data for
unsupervised learning is an effective measure
for improving the prediction precision, and (2)
using DBN or SdA results in higher prediction
precision than using SVM or MLP, whether or
not regularization methods are used.

1 Introduction

Existing Web search engines have very high re-
trieval performance as long as the proper retrieval
terms are input. However, many people, particularly
children, seniors, and foreigners, have difficulty de-
ciding on the proper retrieval terms for represent-
ing the retrieval objects,1 especially in searches

1For example, according to a questionnaire admin-
istered by Microsoft in 2010, about 60% of users
had difficulty deciding on the proper retrieval terms.
(http://www.garbagenews.net/archives/1466626.html)
(http://news.mynavi.jp/news/2010/07/05/028/)

related to technical fields. Support systems are
in place for search engine users that show suit-
able retrieval term candidates when clues such as
their descriptive texts or relevant/surrounding words
are given by the users. For example, when the
relevant/surrounding words “computer”, “previous
state”, and “return” are given by users, “system re-
store” is predicted by the systems as a retrieval term
candidate. It is therefore necessary to develop var-
ious domain-specific information retrieval support
systems that can predict suitable retrieval terms from
relevant/surrounding words or descriptive texts in
Japanese.

In recent years, on the other hand, deep learn-
ing/neural network techniques have attracted a great
deal of attention in various fields and have been suc-
cessfully applied not only in speech recognition (Li
et al., 2013) and image recognition (Krizhevsky et
al., 2012) tasks but also in NLP tasks including mor-
phology & syntax (Billingsley and Curran, 2012;
Hermann and Blunsom, 2013; Luong et al., 2013;
Socher et al., 2013a), semantics (Hashimoto et al.,
2013; Srivastava et al., 2013; Tsubaki et al., 2013),
machine translation (Auli et al., 2013; Liu et al.,
2013; Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013; Zou et al.,
2013), text classification (Glorot et al., 2011), infor-
mation retrieval (Huang et al., 2013; Salakhutdinov
and Hinton, 2009), and others (Seide et al., 2011;
Socher et al., 2011; Socher et al., 2013b). Moreover,
a unified neural network architecture and learning
algorithm has also been proposed that can be ap-
plied to various NLP tasks including part-of-speech
tagging, chunking, named entity recognition, and se-
mantic role labeling (Collobert et al., 2011). How-
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ever, there have been no studies on applying deep
learning to information retrieval support tasks. It is
therefore necessary to confirm whether deep learn-
ing is more effective than other conventional ma-
chine learning methods in this task.

Two objectives were cited above. One was to
develop an effective method for predicting suit-
able retrieval terms and the other was to deter-
mine whether deep learning is more effective than
other conventional machine learning methods, i.e.,
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and support vector
machines (SVM), in such NLP tasks. On this ba-
sis, Ma et al. (2014) proposed a method to predict
retrieval terms in computer-related fields using ma-
chine learning methods with deep belief networks
(DBN) (Hinton et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2009; Ben-
gio et al., 2007; Bengio, 2009; Bengio et al., 2013).
In small-scale experiments they showed that using
DBN resulted in higher prediction precision than us-
ing either a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) or sup-
port vector machines (SVM). To evaluate their pro-
posed method more reliably, the first thing we must
do is scale up the experiments. In general, it is not
easy to obtain large training data, particularly la-
beled data for supervised learning. Fortunately, deep
learning consists of both unsupervised learning and
supervised learning, and unlabeled data can be col-
lected relatively easily. Second, since a number of
regularization methods (Srivastava et al., 2014) have
been adopted for improving the generalization per-
formance of neural networks, we also need to con-
duct evaluations when regularization is used.

This study is an enhanced version of the pre-
vious work of Ma et al. (2014), and the retrieval
terms were confined to computer-related fields as
before. We implemented deep learning not only with
the DBN as done in the previous work of Ma et
al. (2014), but also with stacked denoising autoen-
coders (SdA) (Bengio et al., 2007; Bengio, 2009;
Bengio et al., 2013; Vincent et al., 2008; Vincent
et al., 2010). We conducted extensive experiments
in which a large amount of unlabeled data was au-
tomatically collected from the Web (as a result, the
amount of data and the number of labels used in this
study were about ten times larger than those used in
the previous study (Ma et al., 2014)), and then we
compared the performance between DBN and SdA,
and between DBN/SdA and conventional machine

learning methods, in the respective cases of using or
not using regularization methods, i.e., weight decay
(L2 regularization), sparsity (L1 regularization), and
dropout regularization.

Experimental results show that using SdA
achieves the highest prediction precision among all
the methods and that using both DBN and SdA pro-
duces higher prediction precision than that achieved
using either MLP or SVM, when regularization
methods are not used. On the other hand, when reg-
ularization methods are used MLP and DBN per-
formance is improvement in some cases, whereas
no performance improvement can be found in SdA.
Whether or not regularization methods are used,
however, the order of superiority among SdA, DBN,
and MLP remains unchanged. The experimental re-
sults also show that adding automatically gathered
unlabeled data to the labeled data for unsupervised
learning is an effective measure for improving the
prediction precision.

2 Data

In this section, we describe how the training and test-
ing data were obtained and how the feature vectors
of the inputs were constructed from the data for ma-
chine learning.

2.1 Labeled Data
For supervised learning and testing, a labeled data
set consisting of pairs of inputs and their responses
(or correct answers) — in our case, pairs of the rel-
evant/surrounding words or descriptive texts and re-
trieval terms — is needed. The responses are typi-
cally called labels in supervised learning, so we call
the retrieval terms labels here. Table 1 gives exam-
ples of these pairs, where the “Relevant/surrounding
words” are those extracted from descriptive texts in
accordance with the steps described in Subsection
2.3.

A total of 1,234 pieces of data labeled with 100
different labels (i.e., 1,234 pairs of inputs and labels)
were manually collected from 22 computer termi-
nology Web sites.

2.2 Unlabeled Data
Unlabeled data can be used for unsupervised learn-
ing and are obtained from the Web in an automatic
manner. We respectively combine five words or
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Labels
(Retrieval
terms)

Inputs (Descriptive texts or relevant/surrounding words; translated from Japanese)

Graphics
board

Descriptive text Also known as: graphics card, graphics accelerator, GB, VGA. While
the screen outputs the picture actually seen by the eye, the screen only
displays as commanded and does not output anything if it does not receive
a command. The graphics board is the device that outputs the commands.
Two types of data exist that the graphics board needs to process on the
PC: 2D (planar data) and 3D (three-dimensional data).

Relevant/surrounding
words

screen, picture, eye, displays, as commanded, command, device, two
types exist, data, process, on the PC, 2D, planar data, 3D, three-
dimensional data.

Descriptive text A device that provides independent functions for outputting or inputting
video as signals on a PC or various other types of computers in the form
of an expansion card (expansion board). The drawing speed, resolution,
and 3D performance vary according to the chip and memory mounted on
the card.

Relevant/surrounding
words

independent, functions, outputting, inputting, video, signals, PC, various
other types, computer, expansion card, expansion board, drawing speed,
resolution, 3D performance, chip, memory, mounted, card

Main
memory

Descriptive text A device that stores data and programs on a computer. Also known as
the ‘primary memory device’. Since main memory uses semiconductor
elements to electrically record information, its operation is fast and it can
read and write directly to and from the central processing unit (CPU).
However, it has a high cost per unit volume and so cannot be used in
large quantities.

Relevant/surrounding
words

device, stores, data, programs, on a computer, primary memory device,
main memory, uses, semiconductor elements, electrically, record, opera-
tion, fast, read and write directly, central processing unit, CPU, cost, per
unit volume, used, in large quantities.

Descriptive text Main memory is a device that temporarily stores data on a PC. Increasing
the volume of the main memory is important in terms of increasing PC
performance.

Relevant/surrounding
words

main memory, device, temporarily, stores, data, PC, volume, perfor-
mance

Table 1: Examples of input-label pairs in the corpus.

parts of phrases (toha, “what is”), (ha, “is”),
(toiumonoha, “something like”),

(nitsuiteha, “about”), and (noim-
iha, “the meaning of”), on the labels to form the re-
trieval terms (e.g., if a label is

(gurafikku boudo, “graphics board”), then the
retrieval terms are (gu-
rafikku boudo toha, “what is graphics board”),

(gurafikku boudo ha, “graphics
board is”), etc.) and then use these terms to obtain
the relevant Web pages by a Google search. Be-
cause data gathered in this way might have incorrect
labels, i.e., labels that do not match the descriptive

texts, we use them as unlabeled data. We obtained
25,000 pieces of data (i.e., inputs) in total.

2.3 Word Extraction and Feature Vector
Construction

Relevant/surrounding words are extracted from de-
scriptive texts in steps (1)–(4) below, and the inputs
are represented by feature vectors in machine learn-
ing constructed in steps (1)–(6): (1) perform mor-
phological analysis on the labeled data that are used
for training and extract all nouns, including proper
nouns, verbal nouns (nouns forming verbs by adding
the word (suru, “do”)), and general nouns; (2)
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Figure 1: An example of deep neural networks consisting of DBN or SdA.

connect the nouns successively appearing as single
words; (3) extract the words whose appearance fre-
quency in each label is ranked in the top 30; (4) ex-
clude the words appearing in the descriptive texts of
more than 20 labels; (5) use the words obtained in
the above steps as the vector elements with binary
values, taking value 1 if a word appears and 0 if not;
and (6) morphologically analyze all data described
in Subsections 2.1 and 2.2, and construct the feature
vectors in accordance with step (5).

3 Deep Learning and Regularization

Deep learning consists of unsupervised learning for
pre-training to extract features and supervised learn-
ing for fine-tuning to output labels. Deep learning
can be implemented by two typical approaches: us-
ing deep belief networks (DBN) (Hinton et al., 2006;
Lee et al., 2009; Bengio et al., 2007; Bengio, 2009;
Bengio et al., 2013) and using stacked denoising
autoencoders (SdA) (Bengio et al., 2007; Bengio,
2009; Bengio et al., 2013; Vincent et al., 2008; Vin-
cent et al., 2010). The same supervised learning
method can be used with both of these approaches;
i.e., both approaches can be implemented with a
single-layer or multi-layer perceptron or other tech-
niques (linear regression, logistic regression, etc.),
while a different unsupervised learning method is
used; i.e., a DBN is formed by stacking restricted

Boltzmann machines (RBM), and an SdA is formed
by stacking denoising autoencoders (dA) using a
greedy layer-wise training algorithm. In this work,
we use SdA as well as DBN, both of which use lo-
gistic regression for supervised learning.

Figure 1 shows an example of deep neural net-
works composed of three RBM or dA for pre-
training and a supervised learning device for fine-
tuning. Naturally the number of RBM/dA is change-
able as needed. As shown in the figure, the hid-
den layers of the earlier RBM/dA become the visible
layers of the new RBM/dA.

A number of regularization methods have been
proposed to prevent overfitting and to improve the
generalization performance. Weight decay (L2 reg-
ularization) is a method to prevent the weights from
becoming too large by adding the sum of the squared
weights to an error function, and sparsity (L1 reg-
ularization) is a method to help select features in
sparse feature spaces by adding the sum of the ab-
solute values of weights to an error function, which
leads to many of the weights becoming zero. In con-
trast, dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) is a method
to train different models for each piece of a training
data set by randomly removing units with probabil-
ity p from input and hidden layers. At test time, all
units are then always present (not removed) and their
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Machine
learning
methods

Hyperparameters Values

DBN structure (hidden
layers)

662, 992-662, 1103-882-6622, 1985, 1985-1985, 1985-1985-
1985, 2646, 1985-2646, 1764-2205-2646

ε of pre-training 0.05, 0.1, 0.5
ε of fine-tuning 0.05, 0.1, 0.5
epoch of pre-
training

10, 50, 100

stop of fine-tuning when the training error (average of 0/1 loss) is below 0.03
SdA structure (hidden

layers)
662, 992-662, 1103-882-662, 1985, 1985-1985, 1985-1985-
1985, 2646, 1985-2646, 1764-2205-2646

ε of pre-training 0.05, 0.1, 0.5
ε of fine-tuning 0.05, 0.1, 0.5
epoch of pre-
training

10, 50, 100

stop of fine-tuning when the training error (average of 0/1 loss) is below 0.03
MLP structure (hidden

layers)
662, 992-662, 1103-882-662, 1985, 1985-1985, 1985-1985-
1985, 2646, 1985-2646, 1764-2205-2646

ε 27 divisions between 10−2-100 in a logarithmic scale
stop of training when the training error (average of 0/1 loss) is below 0.03

SVM (Lin-
ear)

C 243 divisions between 10−6-106 in a logarithmic scale

SVM
(RBF)

C 16 divisions between 10−4-104 in a logarithmic scale

γ 15 divisions between 10−4-104 in a logarithmic scale
Bernoulli
Naı̈ve
Bayes

additive smoothing 122 divisions between 10−6-100 in a logarithmic scale

learning of prior
probability

True, False

Table 2: Hyperparameters for grid search used in the comparative experiments of different training data sets and
different machine learning methods without regularization.

weights are multiplied by 1-p.

2As an example, the structure (hidden layers) 1103-882-662,
shown as bold in the table, refers to a DBN with a 1323-1103-
882-662-100 structure, where 1323 and 100 respectively refer to
dimensions of the input and output layers. These figures were
set not in an arbitrary manner. The first three structures are de-
creasing (pyramid-like) size and all hidden layers were set to
3/6, 4/6, 3/4, and 5/6 times smaller than that of the input layer,
i.e., 662 = 1323×3/6, 882 = 1323×4/6, 992 = 1323×3/4,
and 1103 = 1323 × 5/6. The last three structures are in-
creasing (upside down pyramid) size and all hidden layers were
set to 8/6, 9/6, 10/6, and 12/6 times larger than that of the in-
put layer, i.e., 1764 = 1323 × 8/6, 1985 = 1323 × 9/6,
2205 = 1323 × 10/6, and 2646 = 1323 × 12/6. The middle

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setup
We used three data sets with different amounts of
data (i.e., 1,134 labeled data; 1,134 labeled data
+ 13,000 unlabeled data; and 1,134 labeled data +
25,000 unlabeled data) for unsupervised learning,
the same 1,134 labeled data for supervised learning,
and the remaining 100 labeled data for testing. The
three structures were set in accordance with the recommenda-
tions of (Bengio, 2012) that using the same size works gener-
ally as well as or better than using a decreasing (pyramid-like)
or increasing (upside down pyramid) size.
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Figure 2: Average precision values obtained using different training data without regularization.

dimension of the feature vectors constructed from
the 1,134 labeled training data in accordance with
the steps in Subsection 2.3 was 1,323.

The optimal hyperparameters of the various ma-
chine learning methods used were determined by a
grid search using 5-fold cross-validation on train-
ing data. To avoid unfair bias toward DBN/SdA
during cross-validation due to DBN/SdA having
more hyperparameters than MLP/SVM, we divided
MLP/SVM hyperparameter grids more finely than
that of the DBN/SdA so that they had the same
hyperparameter combinations (hyperparameter sets)
as those of DBN/SdA. Also, to avoid unfair bias
toward DBN/SdA/MLP with regularization during
cross-validation due to they having more hyperpa-
rameters than those without regularization, we di-
vided DBN/SdA/MLP with no regularization hy-
perparameter grids more finely than those of the
DBN/SdA/MLP with regularization so that they had
the same hyperparameter combinations as those of
DBN/SdA/MLP with regularization.

Table 2 shows the hyperparameters for grid search
used in the comparative experiments of different
training data sets and different machine learning
methods without regularization. We therefore had
243 hyperparameter sets in total for these experi-
ments. On the other hand, hyperparameters for grid
search used in the comparative experiments with and
without regularization are not shown in a table be-
cause of space limitations. In these experiments, the
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Figure 3: Average precision values obtained using differ-
ent methods without regularization.

hyperparameters of DBN/SdA/MLP without regu-
larization differ from those in Table 2. The differ-
ences were due to the above-cited measure we took
to avoid unfair bias. As a result, we had 2,187 hy-
perparameter sets in total for these experiments.

4.2 Results
Figure 2 compares the testing data precision ob-
tained with DBN and SdA when using different
training data sets. The precision values are averages
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N=1 N=5 N=10
BNB 0.773 0.772 0.770
MLP 0.780 0.789 0.790
SVM (Linear) 0.807 0.807 0.804
SVM (RBF) 0.717 0.719 0.716
DBN 0.793 0.811 0.808
SdA 0.810 0.817 0.818

Table 3: Average precisions values obtained using different methods without regularization.
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Figure 4: Comparison of average precision values obtained with and without regularization.

when using the top N sets of the hyperparameters in
ascending order of the cross-validation errors, with
N varying from 1 to 30. As shown in the figure, the
precision of both DBN and SdA can be improved
by adding the unlabeled data to the labeled data as
training data, and both DBN and SdA have higher

precision when using a larger amount of unlabeled
data.

Figure 3 compares the testing data precision val-
ues obtained when using the largest data set (1,134
labeled data + 25,000 unlabeled data) for unsuper-
vised learning, when using different learning meth-
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N=1 N=5 N=10
BNB 0.773 0.773 0.773
MLP 0.787 0.791 0.791
MLP with L1 0.790 0.793 0.792
MLP with L2 0.787 0.795 0.794
MLP with Dropout 0.780 0.777 0.780
SVM (Linear) 0.807 0.809 0.807
SVM (RBF) 0.730 0.737 0.735
DBN 0.823 0.819 0.803
DBN with L1 0.800 0.803 0.803
DBN with L2 0.817 0.813 0.811
DBN with Dropout 0.817 0.815 0.810
SdA 0.803 0.811 0.813
SdA with L1 0.800 0.801 0.803
SdA with L2 0.803 0.805 0.803
SdA with Dropout 0.793 0.792 0.789

Table 4: Average precision values obtained using different methods with and without regularization.

ods and Bernoulli Naı̈ve Bayes (BNB), which is
used as a baseline. We can see at a glance from the
figure that the performance of SdA is superior to that
of DBN and that both DBN and SdA are generally
superior to BNB, MLP, and SVM. We should point
out that the results for SVM (RBF) are not indicated
in the figure because the precision values were lower
than 0.74. Table 3 lists the specific average preci-
sion values obtained using different learning meth-
ods when N=1, 5, and 10.

Figure 4 and Table 4 compare the testing data
precision values for MLP, DBN, and SdA with and
without regularization3. The figure and table show
that the performance of MLP and DBN improved in
some cases by using regularization, whereas no per-
formance improvement can be found for SdA. How-
ever, both DBN and SdA outperformed BNB, MLP
and SVM whether regularization was used or not.

5 Conclusion

We presented methods to predict retrieval terms
from relevant/surrounding words or descriptive texts
in Japanese by using deep belief networks (DBN)

3It should be noted that the precision values obtained with-
out regularization (shown in Figure 4 and Table 4) differ from
those shown in Figure 3 and Table 3. This is because different
numbers of hyperparameter sets were used for grid searching
between the two experiments as described in Subsection 4.1.

and stacked denoising autoencoders (SdA). Experi-
mental results based on a relatively large scale con-
firmed that (1) adding automatically gathered unla-
beled data to the labeled data for unsupervised learn-
ing was an effective measure for improving the pre-
diction precision, and (2) using either DBN or SdA
definitely achieved higher prediction precision than
that obtained using multi-layer perceptron (MLP),
whether weight decay (L2 regularization), sparsity
(L1 regularization), or dropout regularization was
used. Both DBN and SdA achieved higher preci-
sion than Bernoulli Naı̈ve Bayes (BNB) and support
vector machines (SVM).

In the future, we plan to start developing var-
ious practical domain-specific systems that can
predict suitable retrieval terms from the rele-
vant/surrounding words or descriptive texts.
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Abstract

The clusters of review sentences on the view-
points from the products’ evaluation can be
applied to various use. The topic models, for
example Unigram Mixture (UM), can be used
for this task. However, there are two prob-
lems. One problem is that topic models de-
pend on the randomly-initialized parameters
and computation results are not consistent.
The other is that the number of topics has to be
set as a preset parameter. To solve these prob-
lems, we introduce PageRank Topic Model
(PRTM), that approximately estimates multi-
nomial distributions over topics and words in
a vocabulary using network structure analy-
sis methods to Word Co-occurrence Graphs.
In PRTM, an appropriate number of topics
is estimated using the Newman method from
a Word Co-occurrence Graph. Also, PRTM
achieves consistent results because multino-
mial distributions over words in a vocabulary
are estimated using PageRank and a multino-
mial distribution over topics is estimated as a
convex quadratic programming problem. Us-
ing two review datasets about hotels and cars,
we show that PRTM achieves consistent re-
sults in sentence clustering and an appropriate
estimation of the number of topics for extract-
ing the viewpoints from the products’ evalua-
tion.

1 Introduction

Many people buy products through electronic com-
merce and Internet auction site. Consumers have
to use products’ detailed information for decision
making in purchasing because they cannot see the

real products. In particular, reviews from other con-
sumers give them useful information because re-
views contain consumers’ experience in practical
use. Also, reviews are useful for providers of prod-
ucts or services to measure the consumers’ satisfac-
tion.

In our research, we focus on generating clus-
ters of review sentences on the viewpoints from
the products’ evaluation. For example, reviews of
home electric appliance are usually written based on
the following the viewpoints: performance, design,
price, etc. If we generate clusters of the review sen-
tences on these viewpoints, the clusters can be ap-
plied to various uses. For example, if we extract rep-
resentative expressions from clusters of sentences,
we can summarize reviews briefly. This is useful be-
cause some products have thousands of reviews and
hard to be read and understood.

There are various methods to generate clusters of
sentences. Among several methods, we adopt prob-
abilistic generative models for sentence clustering
because the summarizations of clusters can be rep-
resented as word distributions. Probabilistic genera-
tive models are the methods that assume underlying
probabilistic distributions generating observed data,
and that estimate the probabilistic distributions from
the observed data. In language modeling, these are
called topic models.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al.,
2003) is a well-known topic model used in docu-
ment clustering. LDA represents each document as
a mixture of topics. A topic means a multinomial
distribution over words in a vocabulary.

Unigram Mixture (UM) (Nigam et al., 2000) as-
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sumes that each document is generated by a multino-
mial distribution over words in a vocabulary, φk =
(φk1, · · · , φkV ), where V denotes the size of vocab-
ulary and φkv denotes the appearance probability of
v-th term in the k-th topic. UM estimates a multi-
nomial distribution over topics, θ = (θ1, · · · , θK),
where θk denotes the appearance probability of k-
th topic. After all, K+1 multinomial distributions, θ
and φ = (φ1, · · · ,φK) are estimated from the ob-
served data, where K denotes the number of topics.

Using estimated θ and φ, the probability that a
document is generated from φk is calculated. This
probability determines the clusters of the sentences.

In UM, θ and φ can be estimated by iterative
computation. However, since θ and φ are initialized
randomly, computation results are not consistent. In
addition to this, the number of topics K has to be set
as a preset parameter.

To estimate the appropriate number of topics, the
average cosine distance (AveDis) of each pair of
topics can be used (Cao et al., 2009). This measure
is based on the assumption that better topic distri-
butions have fewer overlapping words. However, to
estimate the appropriate number of topics based on
this measure, we need to set several numbers of top-
ics and it takes much time to calculate.

In this paper, we introduce PageRank Topic
Model (PRTM) to consistently estimate φ and θ us-
ing Word Co-occurrence Graphs. PRTM consists of
4 steps as follows:

1. Convert corpus W into a Word Co-occurrence
Graph Gw.

2. Divide graph Gw into several communities.

3. Measure PageRank in each community and es-
timate multinomial distributions over words in
a vocabulary φ.

4. Estimate a multinomial distribution over topics
θ as a convex quadratic programming problem
assuming the linearity of φ.

Network structures have been applied to several
Natural Language Processing tasks (Ohsawa et al.,
1998) (Bollegala et al., 2008). For example, syn-
onyms can be identified using network community
detection method, e.g. the Newman method (Clauset
et al., 2004) (Sakaki et al., 2007). In this research,

we also apply the Newman method to detect com-
munities of co-occurrence words in step 2. In step
3, we calculate the appearance probability of nodes
using PageRank (Brin and Page, 1998). PageRank
is the appearance probability of nodes in a network.
In Word Co-occurrence Graph Gw, each node repre-
sents a word. Therefore, we regard a set of PageR-
ank of nodes as φ. After that, θ is estimated using
a convex quadratic programming problem based on
the assumption of the linearity of φ in step 4. From
these steps, reproducible φ, θ and clustering re-
sults can be obtained because the Newman method,
PageRank and the convex quadratic programming
problem are not depending on random initialization
of parameters.

There is another advantage to identify commu-
nities of co-occurrence words using the Newman
method. The Newman method yields an optimized
number of communities K in the sense it extracts
communities to maximize Modularity Q. Modular-
ity Q is one measure of the strength of division of a
network structure into several communities. When
modularity Q is maximized, the graph is expected to
be divided into an appropriate number of communi-
ties.

Our main contributions are summarized as fol-
lows:

• Using PRTM, we estimate consistent multino-
mial distributions over topics and words. It en-
ables us to get consistent computation results
of sentence clustering.

• PRTM yields an appropriate number of topics,
K, as well as the other parameters. It is more
suitable to estimate the number of viewpoints
from the products’ evaluation than the average
cosine distance measurement.

In this paper, we first explain our proposed
method, PRTM, in section 2. We show the experi-
mental results in section 3 and compare with related
works in section 4. At last, we discuss our conclu-
sions in section 5.

2 Proposed Method

In this section, we explain the Newman method and
PageRank in subsection 2.1, 2.2. After that, we
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show our proposed method, PageRank Topic Model,
in subsection 2.3.

2.1 Newman method
The Newman method is a method to detect several
communities from a network structure (Clauset et
al., 2004). The method puts together nodes to maxi-
mize Modularity Q. Modularity Q is defined as fol-
lows:

Q =

K∑
i=1

(eii − a2i ) (1)

where K is the number of communities, eii is the
ratio of the number of edges in the i-th community
to the total number of edges in the network, ai is
the ratio of the number of edges the i-th community
from the other communities to the total number of
edges in the network.

Modularity Q represents the density of connec-
tions between the nodes within communities. There-
fore, the higher the Modularity Q is, the more accu-
rately the network is divided into communities. In
the Newman method, communities are extracted by
the following steps:

1. Assign each node to a community.

2. Calculate the increment in Modularity ΔQ
when any two communities are merged into one
community.

3. Merge the two communities, that score the
highest ΔQ in the previous process, into one
community.

4. Repeat step 2 and step 3 as long as Q increases.

2.2 PageRank
PageRank (Brin and Page, 1998) is the algorithm
to measure the importance of each node in a net-
work structure. It has been applied to evaluating
the importance of websites in the World Wide Web.
In PageRank, the transition probability matrix H ∈
R
V×V
+ is generated from network structure, where

V denotes the number of nodes. Hij represents the
transition probability from node ni to node nj , a ra-
tio of the number of edges from node ni to node nj

to the total number of edges from node ni. However,
if node ni does not have outgoing edges (dangling

node), node ni does not have transition to any other
nodes. To solve this problem, matrix H is extended
to matrix G ∈ R

V×V
+ as follows:

G = dH + (1− d)
1

V
1T1 (2)

where d is a real number within [0, 1] and 1 ∈ {1}V .
PageRank of node ni, i.e. PR(ni), is calculated us-
ing matrix G as follows:

RT = RTG (3)

where R = (PR(ni), · · · , PR(nV ))
T . Equa-

tion (3) can be solved with the simultaneous linear
equations or the power method.

2.3 PageRank Topic Model
In this subsection, we explain our proposed method,
PageRank Topic Model (PRTM), to estimate a
multinomial distribution over topics θ and words in
a vocabulary φ using a Word Co-occurrence Graph.
PRTM consists of 4 steps as shown in section 1. We
explain them by following these steps.
Step 1: First, we convert a dataset into a bag of
words. Each bag represents a sentence in the dataset.
We define Word Co-occurrence Graph Gw(V,E) as
an undirected weighted graph where each vocabu-
lary vi is represented by a node ni ∈ V . An edge
eij ∈ E is created between node ni and node nj if
vi and vj co-occur in the bag of words.
Step 2: We apply the Newman method to graph
Gw to extract communities Com(k), where k =
1, · · · ,K and K denotes the number of communi-
ties. Com(k) is a set of nodes in Gw. From this
results, we generate Word Co-occurrence SubGraph
G

(k)
w (V (k), E(k)). Although V (k) is the same as V

of Gw, an edge e
(k)
ij ∈ E(k) is created if node ni or

nj exists in Com(k). Figure 1 shows the relationship
between Com(k) and G

(k)
w .

Step 3: We measure the importance of each node in
G

(k)
w with PageRank. Page et al. (1999) explained

PageRank by the random surfer model. A random
surfer is a person who opens a browser to any page
and starts following hyperlinks. PageRank can be
interpreted as the probability of a random surfer ex-
istence in nodes. In this case, a node n

(k)
i represents

vocabulary vi. Therefore PR(n
(k)
i ) represents the
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Figure 1: The relationship between Com(k) and G
(k)
w

appearance probability of word vi in G
(k)
w . We re-

gard G
(k)
w as k-th topic and define multinomial dis-

tributions over words in a vocabulary φk as follows:

φk = (φk1, · · · , φkV )

= (PR(n
(k)
1 ), · · · , PR(n

(k)
V ))

(4)

Step 4: We estimate a multinomial distribution over
topics θ using φ, that is estimated in Step 3. To
estimate θ, we assume the linearity of φ as follows:

φ·v =
K∑
k=1

φkvθk (5)

where φ·v denotes the appearance probability of v-th
term in graph Gw. However, it is impossible to esti-
mate a θk that satisfies Equation (5) in all of words
in a vocabulary because each φk is independently
estimated using PageRank.

Therefore, we estimate θk minimizing the follow-
ing equation:

argmin
θ

L

=argmin
θ

V∑
v

(φ·v −
K∑
k=1

φkvθk)
2

s.t. ‖θ‖ = 1,θ ≥ 0

(6)

By reformulating Equation (6), the following
equation can be obtained:

argmin
θ

L

=argmin
θ

1

2
θTQθ + cTθ

s.t. ‖θ‖ = 1,θ ≥ 0

(7)

where the (i, j)-th element of matrix Q ∈ R
K×K

denotes 2φi
Tφj and the i-th element of vector c de-

notes −2φ·
Tφi.

Equation (7) is formulated as a convex quadratic
programming problem, of which a global optimum
solution should be obtained.

The probability that document d is generated from
k-th topic, i.e. p(zd = k|wd), is calculated as fol-
lows:

p(zd = k|wd) =
p(wd|k)p(k)

∑K
k′=1 p(wd|k′)p(k′)

=
θk

∏V
v=1 φ

Ndv
kv∑K

k′=1 θk′
∏V

v=1 φ
Ndv
k′v

(8)

where Ndv denotes the number of v-th term in doc-
ument d.

3 Experiments

In this section, we show the evaluation results of
PRTM using real-world text data in comparison with
UM and LDA. In subsection 3.1, we explain our test
datasets and the measure used to evaluate sentence
clustering accuracy. Furthermore, we present the
conditions of UM and LDA in the same subsection.
We show topic examples estimated by PRTM, UM,
and LDA in subsection 3.2. In subsection 3.3, we
compare the sentence clustering accuracy of PRTM
with that of UM and LDA. In addition, we compare
the estimated number of topics of PRTM with that
of the average cosine distance measurement in sub-
section 3.4.

3.1 Preparation for Experiment

In the experiments, we used the following two
datasets:
Hotel Reviews: This is Rakuten Travel1 Japanese
review dataset and has been published by Rakuten,
Inc. In this dataset, there are 4309 sentences of 1000
reviews. We tokenized them using Japanese mor-
phological analyzer, mecab2, and selected nouns and
adjectives. It contains a vocabulary of 3780 words
and 19401 word tokens. During preprocessing, we
removed high-frequency words appearing more than
300 times and low frequency words appearing less

1http://travel.rakuten.co.jp/
2http://taku910.github.io/mecab/
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than two times. The sentences of this dataset were
classified by two annotators. The annotators (hu-
mans) were asked to classify each sentence into six
categories; “Service”, “Room”, “Location”, “Facil-
ity and Amenity”, “Bathroom”, and “Food”. We
adopted these six categories because Rakuten Travel
website scores hotels by these six evaluation view-
points. In evaluation of sentence clustering accu-
racy, we used 2000 sentences from the total sen-
tences which both the annotators classified into the
same category.
Car Reviews: This is Edmunds3 Car English re-
view dataset and has been published by the“ Opin-
ion Based Entity Ranking” project (Ganesan and
Zhai, 2011). In this dataset, there are 7947 re-
views in 2009, out of which we randomly selected
600 reviews consisting of 3933 sentences. We tok-
enized them using English morphological analyzer,
Stanford CoreNLP4, and selected nouns, adjectives
and verbs. It contains a vocabulary of 3975 words
and 27385 word tokens. During preprocessing,
we removed high-frequency words appearing more
than 300 times and low frequency words appear-
ing less than two times. All of the 3922 sentences
were classified into eight categories by two annota-
tors; “Fuel”, “Interior”, “Exterior”, “Build”, “Per-
formance”, “Comfort”, “Reliability” and “Fun”. We
adopted these eight categories for the same reason as
Hotel Review. There are 1148 sentences which both
annotators classified into the same category and we
used them in the evaluation of sentence clustering
accuracy.
Evaluation: We measured Purity, Inverse Purity
and their F1 score for sentence clustering evalua-
tion (Zhao and Karypis, 2001). Purity focuses on the
frequency of the most common category into each
cluster. Purity is calculated as follows:

Purity =
∑
i

|Ci|
n

max
j

Precision(Ci, Lj) (9)

where Ci is the set of i-th cluster, Lj is the set of j-
th given category and n denotes the number of sam-
ples. Precision(Ci, Lj) is defined as:

Precision(Ci, Lj) =
|Ci ∩ Lj |
|Ci|

(10)

3http://www.edmunds.com/
4http://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/

However, if we make one cluster per sample, we
reach a maximum purity value. Therefore we also
measured Inverse Purity. Inverse Purity focuses on
the cluster with maximum recall for each category
and is defined as follows:

InversePurity

=
∑
j

|Lj |
n

max
i

Precision(Lj , Ci)
(11)

In this experiment, we used the harmonic mean of
Purity and Inverse Purity, F1 score, as clustering ac-
curacy. F1 score is calculated as follows:

F1 =
2× Purity × InversePurity

Purity + InversePurity
(12)

Estimation of number of topics: To estimate the
appropriate number of topics, we used the average
cosine distance measurement (AveDis) (Cao et al.,
2009). AveDis is calculated using the multinomial
distributions φ as follows:

corre(φi,φj) =

∑V
v=0 φivφjv√∑V

v=0(φiv)2
√∑V

v=0(φjv)2

AveDis =

∑K
i=0

∑K
j=i+1 corre(φi,φj)

K × (K − 1)/2

(13)

where V denote the number of words in a vocabu-
lary and K denotes the number of topics.

If topic i and j are not similar, corre(φi,φj)
becomes smaller. Therefore, when the appropriate
number of topics K is preset, that is all the topics
have different word distributions, AveDis becomes
smaller.
Comparative Methods and Settings: We com-
pared PRTM with UM and LDA in the experiments.
UM can be calculated using several methods: EM
algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977), Collapsed Gibbs
sampling (Liu, 1994) (Yamamoto and Sadamitsu,
2005), or Collapsed Variational Baysian (Teh et al.,
2006). In our experiments, topic and word distri-
butions θ, φ were estimated using Collapsed Gibbs
sampling for both the UM and LDA models. The
hyper-parameter for all the Dirichlet distributions
were set at 0.01 and were updated at every iteration.
We stopped iterative computations when the dif-
ference of likelihood between steps got lower than
0.01.
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cluster1 cluster2
PRTM UM LDA PRTM UM LDA
breakfast breakfast breakfast bath bath breakfast
satisfaction meal satisfaction wide wide service
very satisfaction support care care absent
service delicious convenient comfortable good location
meal delicious absent big bath absent satisfaction

cluster3 cluster4
PRTM UM LDA PRTM UM LDA
good station breakfast support support breakfast
location convenient reception reception reception good
station close support feeling staff satisfaction
cheap location satisfaction reservation check-in very
fee convenience-

store
bath good kindness shame

cluster5 cluster6
PRTM UM LDA PRTM UM LDA
different reservation support absent satisfaction breakfast
bathing plan satisfaction other opportunity wide
bathroom non-smoking breakfast people wide station
difficult preparation reception preparation business-trip absent
illumination breakfast very voice very care

Table 1: Top 5th terms in each topic by PRTM, UM, and LDA. Each term has been translated from Japanese to English
using Google translation.

3.2 Topic Examples

We used Hotel Reviews dataset and estimated words
distributions φ by PRTM, UM, and LDA. All of the
PRTM, UM, and LDA were given the number of top-
ics K = 6.

In Table 1, we show the terms of top fifth ap-
pearance probabilities in each topic estimated. As
we can see, PRTM and UM contain similar terms
in cluster 1, 2, 3, and 4. For example, in cluster
1, both of PRTM and UM have terms, “breakfast”
and “meal”. Therefore its topic seems to be “Food.”
On the other hand, there are the same terms, “sup-
port” and “reception”, in cluster 4. This topic seems
to represent “Service.” However, in LDA, the esti-
mation seems to fail because all of the topics have
similar words (e.g. the word “breakfast” exists in
all the topics.) For these reasons, it is more suitable
to assume that each sentence has one topic than to
assume that it has multiple topics.

3.3 Sentence Clustering Accuracy

We evaluated sentence clustering accuracy compar-
ing PRTM with UM and LDA on Hotel Review and
Car Review datasets. By changing the number of
topics K from 3 to 20, we trained topics and word
distributions θ, φ with PRTM, UM, and LDA. We
generated clusters of sentences by Equation (8) in
PRTM and UM. In LDA, we decided the cluster of
sentence using topic distributions of each sentence.
The sentence clustering accuracy was evaluated by
F1 score on Purity and Inverse Purity. F1 scores of
UM and LDA were the mean values of the tests run-
ning ten times, because the computation results vary
depending on randomly initialized θ and φ.

We present sentence clustering accuracy for all
the PRTM, UM, and LDA in Figure 2. As shown in
Figure 2, PRTM outperformed UM when the num-
ber of topics is more than six in both the Hotel
and Car Review datasets. For UM, F1 score be-
came highest when K was small and gradually de-
creased when K became larger. On the other hand,
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Figure 2: F1 score comparison with different numbers of
topics. (a) Hotel Reviews. (b) Car Reviews.

with PRTM, F1 score did not decrease if K be-
came larger. The F1 scores of LDA were lower than
PRTM and UM because it is not suitable for review
sentence clustering as mentioned in subsection 3.2.

Table 2 shows the comparison of the appearance
probabilities θk with the number of topics K = 6
and K = 12. Similar θk was estimated by PRTM
and UM with K = 6. However, with K = 12,
PRTM had the larger deviation of the θk from 2.93×
10−6 to 2.52 × 10−1. On the other hand, UM with
K = 12 had the more uniform θk than PRTM. This
large deviation of θ of PRTM prevents sentences in
the same category from being divided into several
clusters. This is the reason why the F1 score of UM
gradually decreased and PRTM achieved invariant
sentence clustering accuracy.

3.4 Appropriate Number of Topics

PRTM yields an appropriate number of topics by
maximization of Modularity Q. On the other hand,
the appropriate number of topics in UM and LDA

Number of Topics K = 6

θk PRTM UM
θ1 2.58× 10−1 3.11× 10−1

θ2 2.54× 10−1 1.77× 10−1

θ3 2.24× 10−1 1.71× 10−1

θ4 1.68× 10−1 1.40× 10−1

θ5 7.04× 10−2 1.27× 10−1

θ6 2.70× 10−2 7.39× 10−2

Number of Topics K = 12

θk PRTM UM
θ1 2.52× 10−1 2.20× 10−1

θ2 2.50× 10−1 1.23× 10−1

θ3 2.17× 10−1 1.14× 10−1

θ4 1.65× 10−1 9.58× 10−2

θ5 6.94× 10−2 9.58× 10−2

θ6 2.13× 10−2 7.34× 10−2

θ7 1.79× 10−2 6.35× 10−2

θ8 7.62× 10−3 6.03× 10−2

θ9 2.28× 10−4 5.54× 10−2

θ10 1.58× 10−5 4.02× 10−2

θ11 1.28× 10−5 3.90× 10−2

θ12 2.93× 10−6 1.83× 10−2

Table 2: The appearance probabilities θk comparison
with K = 6 and K = 12. Sorted in descending order.

can be estimated using the average cosine dis-
tance (AveDis) measurement. Therefore, we com-
pared Modularity of PRTM with AveDis of UM
and LDA with different numbers of topics. We
trained topic and word distributions θ, φ, and es-
timated the optimal number of topics K with both
of Hotel Reviews and Car Reviews. The AveDis
scores of UM and LDA were the mean values of the
tests running three times for the same reason as sub-
section 3.3.

Figure 3 shows the experimental results. The
AveDis of UM got the smallest scores in K = 47
with Hotel Reviews and in K = 47 in Car Reviews.
Furthermore, AveDis of LDA decreased monoton-
ically in the range of K = 3 to K = 60. On the
other hand, the Modularity of PRTM got largest in
K = 7 with Hotel Reviews and in K = 6 with Car
Reviews. When we consider that Rakuten Travel
website scores hotels by six viewpoints and that
Edmunds website scores cars by eight viewpoints,
the Modularity of PRTM estimates more appropri-
ate number of topics than AveDis of UM in review
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Figure 3: Modularity and Ave-Dis comparison with dif-
ferent numbers of topics. (a) Hotel Reviews. (b) Car Re-
views.

datasets.

4 Related Work

There are several previous works of probabilis-
tic generative models. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) estimates topic distribu-
tions for each document and word distributions for
each topic. On the other hand, Unigram Mixtures
(UM) (Nigam et al., 2000) estimates a topic dis-
tribution for all the documents and word distribu-
tions for each topic. In both papers, their models are
tested at document classification task using WebKB
datasets which contain 4199 web sites and 23830
words in a vocabulary. Twitter-LDA (Zhao et al.,
2011) has been presented to estimate more coherent
topic from tweets which consist of less than 140 let-
ters. In Twitter-LDA model, it is hypothesized that
one tweet is regarded to be generated from one topic
such as UM. Twitter-LDA is tested using over 1 mil-
lion tweets which have over 20000 words in a vo-
cabulary.

There are several benefits of using probabilis-
tic generative models for sentence clustering as de-
scribed in section 1. However, these probabilistic
generative models need much amount of datasets to
get consistent computation results. In our exper-
iments, we used about 4000 sentences of reviews
which are the same number of documents as in
WebKB datasets. However, there are few words
in a vocabulary since a sentence of reviews has
fewer words than a website. Therefore, in UM and
LDA, the computation results seriously depended on
randomly-initialized parameters, and lower cluster-
ing accuracy was obtained than PRTM in our exper-
iment. To get consistent computation results from
short sentence corpus with probabilistic generative
models, over 1 million sentences are needed for like
the experiment in Twitter-LDA. However, our pro-
posed method, PageRank Topic Model (PRTM), can
get consistent multinomial distributions over topics
and words with few datasets because the network
structure analysis methods are not dependent on
randomly-initialized parameters. Therefore, PRTM
achieved higher sentence clustering accuracy than
UM and LDA with few review datasets.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented PageRank Topic
Model (PRTM) to estimate a multinomial distri-
bution over topics θ and words φ applying the
network structure analysis methods and the con-
vex quadratic programming problem to Word -Co-
occurrence Graphs. With PRTM, the consistent
computation results can be obtained because PRTM
is not denpendent on randomly-initialized θ and φ.
Furthermore, compared to other approaches at the
task of estimations of the appropriate number of top-
ics, PRTM estimated more appropriate number of
topics for extracting the viewpoints from reviews
datasets.
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Abstract

In this paper, the use of two modals (can and 

may) in four varieties of English (British, India, 

Philippines, and USA) was compared and the 

characteristics of each variety were statistically 

analyzed. After all the sample sentences were 

extracted from each component of the ICE 

corpus, a total of twenty linguistic factors were 

encoded. Then, the collected data were 

statistically analyzed with R. Through the 

analysis, the following facts were observed: (i) 

India and Philippine speakers used can more 

frequently than natives, (ii) Three linguistic 

factors interacted with CORPUS, and (iii) The 

distinctions between American and British were 

more influential than those of the Inner Circle 

vs. the Outer Circle. 

1 Introduction

As English has spread worldwide, new varieties of 

English have emerged and they got independent 

status accordingly. In order to systematically 

classify them, Kachru (1992) introduced the three 

concentric circles as way of conceptualizing this 

pluri-centricity. There should be a distinction 

between American English (AmE) and British 

English (BrE) as well. 

Out of the varieties of English, we chose four 

different ones and statistically analyzed their 

properties. To this end, we picked out four 

components of the International Corpus of English 

(ICE; Greenbaum, 1996), which are the varieties of 

British, India, Philippines, and USA. Then, all the 

sentences with two modal auxiliaries can and may 

were extracted. Then, a total of twenty linguistic 

factors were encoded to the extracted ones, and the 

encoded data were statistically analyzed with R, 

with the theoretical basis of Competition Model 

(Bates and MacWhinney, 1982, 1989). In addition, 

two statistical analysis methods were adopted. One 

was a logistic regression with which the properties 

of each component were closely investigated. The 

other was a Behavior Profile (BP) analysis where 

the four components were clustered by their 

similarity. 

In short, we selected two modal auxiliaries can 

and may for comparison for the following reasons. 

As several of the previous studies (Leech, 1969, 

Coates, 1983; Collins, 2009) pointed out, these two 

modal verbs have similar meanings, and the native 

speakers interchange them in similar contexts. 

However, the distributions of these two are 

systematic, even in native speakers’ writings. Then, 

what happens in non-native speakers’ counterparts 

and how can the phenomena be explained? We are 

to present one possible type of answer to these 

questions. 

2 Previous Studies

2.1 World Englishes

The term ‘World Englishes’, not ‘World English’, 

refers to emerging localized/indigenized varieties 

of English, especially the varieties which have 

developed in territories influenced by the United 

Kingdom (Great Britain) or the United States. The 

primary goals of World Englishes are (i) to identify 
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the varieties of English in diverse sociolinguistic 

contexts and (ii) to analyze how the sociolinguistic 

factors (histories, multi-cultural backgrounds and 

contexts of function) influence the use of English 

in different regions of the world. 

There are several theoretical models to explain 

the spread of English, but the three concentric 

circles model by Kachru is probably the most 

influential one. In this model, the spread of English 

is classified and grouped into three different 

categories of regional varieties of English. These 

three categories are called the Inner Circle, the 

Outer Circle, and the Expanding Circle (Kachru, 

1992:356). Figure 1 illustrates the three concentric 

circles. 

 

 
Figure 1: The Three Concentric Circles 

 

The English varieties in each circle have their own 

characteristics. 

The Inner Circle of English took shape first and 

spread across the world in the first diaspora. In this 

early spread of English, speakers from England 

carried the language to the colonies, such as 

Australia, New Zealand, North America, and so on. 

The English language in this circle represents the 

traditional historical and sociolinguistic bases in 

the regions where it is now used as English as the 

Native Language (ENL): the United Kingdom, the 

United States, Australia, New Zealand, Ireland, 

Canada, South Africa, and some of the Caribbean 

territories. In these countries, English is the native 

language or mother tongue for most people. The 

total number of English speakers in this circle is 

estimated to be as many as around 380 million. 

The Outer Circle of English was made during 

the second diaspora of English, which diffused the 

language through the expansion of Great Britain. 

In the areas such as Asia and Africa, English is not 

the native language, but it serves as a useful lingua 

franca between various ethnic and language groups. 

Some people with higher education, the legislature 

and judiciary, national commerce, and others may 

speak English for practical purposes. The countries 

in this circle include India, Nigeria, Bangladesh, 

Pakistan, Malaysia, Tanzania, Kenya, non-

Anglophone South Africa, the Philippines and 

others. The total number of English speakers is 

estimated to range from 150 million to 300 million. 

The Expanding Circle includes the countries in 

which English plays no historical or governmental 

role but is widely used as a medium of 

international communication. This includes much 

of the rest of the world's population not 

categorized as either of the other two circles: China, 

Russia, Japan, most of Europe, Korea, Egypt, 

Indonesia, etc. It is difficult to estimate the total 

number of people in the Expanding Circle, but the 

estimates range from 100 million to one billion. 

2.2 British English and American English

In addition to the three concentric circles in Kachru 

(1992), one of the most influential classifications 

of English is that of British English and American 

English. 

British English (BrE) refers to the form of 

English primarily used in the Great Britain, but it 

includes all the dialects used in other areas which 

were the former colonies of Great Britain. 

Likewise, American English (AmE) is the form of 

English mainly used in the United States, but it 

includes all the dialects used in other areas like the 

former colonies of the United States. 

As the Great Britain expanded its territories by 

colonization, the United States of America (USA) 

also established a few colonies in Asian countries. 

Accordingly, English in these countries was 

influenced by its superpower. Nowadays, as the 

influences of the USA increased in many other 

countries, the importance of AmE increased as 

well. 

English in Australia, Canada, Ireland and New 

Zealand belongs to BrE. In addition, most of 

Africa (including Egypt and South Africa), South 

Asia (Pakistan, India, and Bangladesh), Malta, 

some countries in Southeast Asia (Myanmar, 

Singapore, Malaysia, and Thailand), and Hong 

Kong still use BrE. On the other hand, most of 

Eastern Europe (including Russia), most East 
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Asian countries excluding Hong Kong (China, 

Japan, and Korea), Philippines, most American 

countries (except Canada, Jamaica and the 

Bahamas), and some African countries (Liberia 

and Namibia) still use AmE. 

There have been quite a few studies on the 

differences between BrE and AmE (McArthur, 

2002; Tottie, 2002; Crystal, 2003; Hargraves, 

2003; Peters, 2004; Algeo, 2006; Trudgill et al. 

2013). The differences between these two types of 

English cover various areas including phonetics, 

phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and so 

on. However, most of the previous studies were 

focused on lexical differences and did not adopt 

any statistical methods in their analyses. 

2.3 Competition Model

The Competition Model (CM), on which this paper 

is theoretically based, is a psycholinguistic theory 

of language acquisition and sentence processing. 

This model was developed by Elizabeth Bates and 

Brian MacWhinney. The most important idea of 

the CM is that the meaning of a language must be 

and can be interpreted by comparing a number of 

linguistic factors within a sentence. In addition, a 

language is acquired and/or learned through the 

competition of basic cognitive mechanisms with a 

rich linguistic environment. 

The CM claims that human beings understand 

the meaning of a sentence by taking into account 

various factors, such as word order, morphology, 

and semantic characteristics (e.g. animacy), and so 

on. Thus, when people articulate a sentence, they 

unconsciously calculate the probabilities of each 

meaning and choose the one with the highest value. 

We adopted this model as a theoretical basis 

because two modal auxiliaries can and may occur 

in similar linguistic environments and that they 

compete with each other. As a result of the 

competition, one of them is chosen as a winner in 

the given linguistic environments. The winner has 

more probability than the other in the given 

environments. Then, the question is which factor 

would decide the winner. We investigated the 

decision mechanisms with a statistical analysis. 

3 Research Method

3.1 Research Procedure

Our research proceeded as follows. First, four 

corpora were selected from the ICE: British, India, 

Philippines, and USA. Each corpus included about 

1 million of word tokens, and the composition of 

each corpus was nearly identical. They are listed as 

in Table 1. Next, all the sentences with the two 

modal auxiliaries were extracted from the four 

corpora, using NLPTools (Lee, 2007). 
 

 The Inner Circle The OuterCircle 

BrE Britain India 

AmE USA Philippines 

Table 1: Classification of Four Corpora 

 

Since there were so many sentences in each variety, 

we extracted 1,000 sentences per each corpus with 

random sampling. Then, twenty different linguistic 

factors were manually encoded into them, 

following Deshors (2010) and Deshors and Gries 

(2014). Lastly, a statistical analysis of the corpus 

data was done with the help of R (R Core Team, 

2016). 

3.2 Encoding Variables 

Table 2 illustrates the encoded factors, used in this 

paper. Following Atkins (1987), each linguistic 

factor and its level are called ID tag and ID tag 

levels. 

 
ID Tag Type ID Tag ID Tag Levels 

Data CORPUS 
Britain, India, Philippines, 
USA 

Morphological FORM can, may 

ELLIPTIC yes, no 

VOICE active, passive 

ASPECT simple, progressive, perfect 

MOOD indicative, subjunctive 

SUBJMORPH 

adj., adv., common noun, 

proper noun, relative pronoun, 

noun phrase, etc. 

SUBJPERSON 1, 2, 3 

SUBJNUMBER singular, plural 

SUBJREFNUMBER singular, plural 

Syntactic NEG affirmative, negated 

SENTTYPE declarative, interrogative 

CLTYPE main, coordinate, subordinate 

Semantic SENSE epistemic, deontic, dynamic 

SPEAKERPRESENCE weak, medium, strong 

VENDLER 
accomplishment, 

achievement, process, state 
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VERBSEMANTICS 

abstract, general action, action

incurring transformation, 

action incurring movement,
perception, etc. 

REFANIM animate, inanimate 

ANIMTYPE 
animate, floral, object,
place/time, mental/emotional,

etc. 

USE 
idiomatic, literal,

metaphorical 

Table 2: Encoded Factors and Predictors 

 

The variables were used in the statistical analysis.1

3.3 Statistical Analysis

 
 

We also carried out a multi-factorial analysis, in 

which not only the effects of each factor but also 

the interactions among the factors are statistically 

analyzed. The multi-factorial analyses of linguistic 

data are supported by many studies in cognitive 

linguistics. Langacker (2000:3) mentioned that “to 

conceive of [linguistic] entities in connection with 

one another (e.g., for the sake of comparison, or to 

assess their relative position), not just as separate, 

isolated experiences. This is linguistically important 

because relationships figure in the meaning of 

almost all expressions, many of which (e.g., verb, 

adjectives, prepositions) designate relationships.” 

Gries (2003) also conducted the multi-factorial 

analysis to analyze the distributions of particle 

placement in native speakers’ English. Deshors 

(2014:11) also mentioned that “The multi-factorial 

approach also helps the authors make a connection 

between degrees of grammatical complexity of 

speakers’ utterances and learners’ lexical choices 

during second language production. For instance, 

they observe that can rather than may is more 

frequently used by French English learners 

(compared to native speakers) in more complex 

grammatical environments such as negated or 

subordinated linguistic contexts.” 

As a multi-factorial approach, we used a 

Generalized Linear Model (GLM) with logistic 

regression, since it is one of the simplest and most 

widely-adopted analyses. For regression analysis, 

Deshors (2014:11) mentioned that “Binary logistic 

regression is a confirmatory statistical technique 

that allows the analyst to identify possible 

correlations between the dependent and the 

independent factors/variables. Ultimately, this 

1
 This process is called operationalization. 

statistical approach allows us to see what factors 

influence learners’ choices of may and can.” 

During the analysis process, a stepwise model 

selection procedure was adopted as follows. First, 

an initial model was constructed with all of the 

factors and their interactions. Second, a new model 

was constructed in which only one factor or one 

interaction was deleted from the previous model. 

Third, the newly constructed model was compared 

with the previous one with an ANalysis Of 

VAriance (ANOVA). Fourth, an optimal model 

was chosen according to some criteria such as 

significance testing or information ones: If a model 

m1 contained a factor f or an interaction i but a 

model m2 did not contain f or i, and (i) when the p-

value of the ANOVA test was significant (p<.05), 

it implied that the factor f or an interaction i must 

NOT be deleted from the model and the model m1 

was selected consequently, and (ii) when the p-

value of ANOVA was NOT significant (.05<p), it 

implied that the factor f or an interaction i can 

safely deleted from the model and the model m2 

was selected accordingly. The processes continued 

until all the factors and their interactions were 

scrutinized. 

We also adopted another multi-factorial analysis, 

a Behavioral Profile (BP) analysis. It was 

developed by Gries and Otami (2010) and Gries 

(2010a), and it is a statistical method to examine 

the behavioral properties of each linguistic factor. 

The analysis represents the similarity or 

dissimilarity of the components with a dendrogram 

(the hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis). It 

was originally used to analyze the synonymy 

and/or the antonymy in lexical semantics. However, 

the same method can also be used here, since the 

use of the modal constructions in the EFL learners’ 

writings can be classified on a basis of the 

behavioral properties of linguistic factors. 

4 Logistic Regression 

4.1 The Analysis

The first step for the (binary) logistic regression 

was to set up an initial model. Table 3 shows the 

initial model of our study. 

 

FORM~CORPUS+NEG+SENTTYPE+CLTYPE+SUBJ

MORPH+SUBJPERSON+SUBJNUMBER+VOICE+ASP

ECT+MOOD+SUBJREFNUMBER+SENSE+SPEAKER
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PRESENCE+USE+VERBSEMENATICS+REFANIM+A

NIMTYPE+CORPUS:NEG+CORPUS:SENTTYPE+COR

PUS:CLTYPE+CORPUS:SUBJMORPH+CORPUS:SUBJ

PERSON+CORPUS:SUBJNUMBER+CORPUS:VOICE+

CORPUS:ASPECT+CORPUS:MOOD+ 

CORPUS:SUBJREFNUMBER+CORPUS:SENSE+CORP

US:SPEAKERPRESENCE+CORPUS:USE+CORPUS:VE

RBSEMANTICS+CORPUS:REFANIM+CORPUS:ANIM

TYPE 

Table 3: Initial Model 

 

Then, model selection procedures were applied (cf. 

Section 3.3) and the final (optimal) model was 

selected. Table 4 shows the final model.  

 

FORM~CORPUS+SUBJMORPH+MOOD+SENTTYPE+

CLTYPE+VENDLER+CORPUS:SUBJMORPH+CORPU

S:SENTTYPE+CORPUS:VENDLER 

Table 4: Final Model 

 

As seen in Table 3 and Table 4, the six main 

factors and three interactions with CORPUS 

survived in the final model. 

4.2 Analysis Results

With the final model obtained, all the main factors 

and their interactions with CORPUS were 

statistically analyzed as in Table 5. Here, '×' (not 

significant) is used when 0.1<p; '.' (marginally 

significant) when p<0.1; '*' (significant) when 

p<0.05; '**' (very significant) when p<0.01; and 

'***' (highly significant) when p<0.001. 
 

df deviance AIC LRT p
<none> 29195 29575

CORPUS 3 1352.7 1470.7 40.15 9.926e-09 *** 

ELLIPTIC 1 1313.7 1435.7 1.16 0.2816880 

VOICE 1 1312.5 1434.5 0.00 0.9696053 

ASPECT 3 1316.6 1434.6 4.06 0.2549911 

MOOD 1 1323.9 1445.9 11.36 0.0007513 *** 

SUBJMORPH 8 1315.7 1423.7 3.21 0.9202972 

SUBJPERS 2 1313.9 1433.9 1.37 0.5034411 

SUBJNUM 1 1313.3 1435.3 0.83 0.3623101 

SUBJREFNUM 1 1312.8 1434.8 0.25 0.6186114 

NEG 1 1315.7 1437.7 3.14 0.0765925 . 

SENTTYPE 2 1324.7 1444.7 12.22 0.0022183 ** 

CLTYPE 2 1320.0 1440.0 7.53 0.0231573 * 

SENSE 2 1972.1 2092.1 659.55 <2.2e-16 

VENDLER 3 1324.8 1442.8 12.25 0.0065658 ** 

VERBSEM 8 1323.0 1431.0 10.50 0.2318564 

REFANIM 1 1313.1 1435.1 0.55 0.4579886 

ANIMTYPE 20 1332.1 1416.1 19.56 0.4854248 

USE 1 1312.5 1434.5 0.02 0.8965201 

CORPUS:ELLIPTIC 3 23068 23442 0.0 1 

CORPUS:VOICE 3 22852 23226 0.0 1 

CORPUS:ASPECT 6 24293 24661 0.0 1 

CORPUS:MOOD 2 23573 23949 0.0 1 

CORPUS:SUBJMORPH 13 40801 41155 11606.1 <2e-16 *** 

CORPUS:SUBJPERS 6 24438 24806 0.0 1 

CORPUS:SUBJNUM 3 26744 27118 0.0 1 

CORPUS:SUBJREFNUM 3 24726 25100 0.0 1 

CORPUS:NEG 3 23140 23514 0.0 1 

CORPUS:SENTTYPE 3 41594 41968 12399.0 <2e-16 *** 

CORPUS:CLTYPE 6 27321 27689 0.0 1 

CORPUS:SENSE 6 1156 1524 0.0 1 

CORPUS:VENDLER 8 37557 37921 8362.1 <2e-16 *** 

CORPUS:VERBSEM 19 25375 25717 0.0 1 

CORPUS:REFANIM 3 21554 21928 0.0 1 

CORPUS:ANIMTYPE 36 1169 1477 0.0 1 

CORPUS:USE 0 29195 29575 0.0 

Table 5: Analysis Results 

 

The table demonstrates that five main factors and 

three interactions with CORPUS were statistically 

significant in the model. It also shows that one 

factor (SUBJMORPH) survives in the final model 

because of its interactions with the factor CORPUS. 

Since we obtained the final model, it was 

possible to investigate how the speakers’ use of 

can and may was different in the four components 

of the ICE corpus, with graphic representations. 

Among the main factors, only one factor (i.e., 

CORPUS) was examined with a graphic tool. Figure 

2 illustrates the association plot for CORPUS. As 

shown in the figure, the effects of a factor are 

represented by the baseline (the dotted line) and 

rectangles above and below it. Here, the baseline 

refers to the expected frequency of each value for a 

given factor. The width of the rectangle is 

proportional to the square root of the expected 

frequency, and the width of the rectangle to the 

standardized residual. 

 

 
Figure 2: Association Plot for CORPUS 
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As this plot indicates, the ENL speakers (Britain 

and USA) use may more often and can less often 

than the ESL speakers (India and Philippines). In 

other words, the ESL speakers use may less 

frequently and can more frequently than the ENL 

speakers. 

Figure 3 illustrates the effect plot for CORPUS: 

SUBJMORPH. 

 

 
Figure 3: Effect Plot for CORPUS:SUBJMORPH 

 

This plot demonstrates several facts about the use 

of can and may by different groups of speakers. 

When the subject is an ‘adverb’ (i.e., here or there 

[existential constructions]), USA and India use 

may more frequently than can, while Britain and 

Philippines demonstrate the opposite tendency. 

When the subject contains a ‘common noun’, all 

the groups of speakers prefer to use can. When the 

subject includes an ‘NP’, the Philippines learners 

prefer to use may, while the other three groups of 

speakers prefer to use can. For the three types of 

pronouns (‘demon_pron (demonstrative pronoun)’, 

‘indef_pron (indefinite pronoun)’, and ‘inter_pron 

(interrogative pronoun)’), only the Indian ESL 

speakers used all of them, whereas all the other 

speakers employed only some of them. When the 

subject contains a ‘proper noun’, a ‘relative 

pronoun’, or a ‘subject (personal) pronoun’, all the 

groups of speakers prefer to use can. 

Figure 4 demonstrates the effect plot for 

CORPUS:SENTTYPE. As you can observe, in both 

types of sentences, the ENL speakers and the ESL 

speakers prefer to use can rather than may, but the 

probabilities of may increase when SENTTYPE is 

‘declarative’, in both groups of speakers. 

 

 
Figure 4: Effect Plot for CORPUS:SENTTYPE 

 

Figure 5 shows the effect plot for CORPUS: 

VENDLER. 

 

 
Figure 5: Effect Plot for CORPUS: VENDLER

This plot illustrates that all the groups of speakers 

prefer to use may more when the verbs represent 

‘accomplishment’ or ‘state’ but that they prefer to 
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use can when the verbs represent ‘achievement’ or 

‘process’. 

5 The BP Analysis 

As the analysis results in Section 4 show, four 

groups of speakers demonstrated different 

characteristics in using two modal auxiliaries can 

and may. Then, the question was whether the 

Inner/Outer distinctions influenced more or the 

AmE/BrE distinctions influenced more. To get the 

answer, a BP analysis was performed. 

Among the factors in Table 2, the combination 

of CORPUS and FORM were chosen as a dependent 

variable and the other factors as independent ones. 

Figure 6 illustrates the dendrogram resulting from 

the analysis (multiscale bootstrap resampling 

clustering). 

Here, the horizontal lines represent which 

component(s) is/are grouped with which 

component(s), and the vertical lines indicate the 

distance between these two groups. Two numeric 

values in the dendrogram refer to AU 

(approximately unbiased) p-value and BP 

(bootstrap probability) value for each cluster, 

respectively. 

 

 
Figure 6: BP Analysis Result 

 

This dendrogram represents which one is closer to 

which one. 

As you can see, Britain and India were grouped 

together first. Likewise, Philippines and USA were 

grouped together first. Then, the two groups were 

combined together, to be represented as {{Britain, 

India}, {Philippines, USA}}. Though more 

complicated statistical analysis is necessary, the 

analysis result shows us the fact that the AmE/ BrE 

distinctions were more powerful than those of the 

Inner/ Outer Circle. 

6 Discussion

In this paper, the use of two modal auxiliaries can 

and may was compared on a basis of the data 

extracted from the four components of the ICE 

corpus. Twenty linguistic factors were encoded to 

the sentences, and they were analyzed with a 

logistic regression and a BP analysis. 

The analysis results in Section 4 and Section 5 

reveal several facts about the use of two modal 

auxiliaries can and may in the four components. 

The association plot in Figure 2 demonstrates 

the fact that the ENL speakers (British and USA) 

use may more often and can less often than the 

ESL speakers (India and Philippines). Namely, the 

ESL speakers use may less frequently and can 

more frequently than the ENL speakers. It also 

illustrates the possibility that the Inner/Outer Circle 

distinctions might be sharper than those of the 

BrE/AmE. 

The analysis results in Figure 5 and the effect 

plots in Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5 indicate 

that each component of the ICE corpus had its own 

characteristics, and three interactions with CORPUS 

(i.e., CORPUS:SUBJMORPH, CORPUS:SENTTYPE, 

and CORPUS:VENDLER) made each component 

unique in the use of the two modal auxiliaries. 

The BP analysis in Figure 6 demonstrates that 

the AmE/BrE distinctions were more clear-cut than 

those of the Inner/Outer Circle. Note that the 

grouping of the components was made as {{Britain, 

India}, {Philippines, USA}}. If the Inner/Outer 

Circle distinctions were stronger than those of 

AmE/BrE, the grouping of the components would 

be made as {{Britain, USA}, {India, Philippines}}. 

The grouping of Figure 6 clearly shows that the 

AmE/BrE distinctions were more important than 

those of the Inner/Outer Circle in the four 

components of the ICE corpus. 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper, the sentences with two modal 

auxiliaries (can and may) were extracted from the 

four components of the ICE corpus (British, India, 

Philippines, and USA), and their uses were 

examined. After twenty linguistic factors were 

encoded to the sentences, the collected data were 

statistically analyzed with R. 

Two statistical methods were adopted in the 

analysis. One was a logistic regression by which 

the properties of each ICE component were closely 
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investigated. The other was a BP analysis where 

the four components were clustered with the 

similarity. 

Through the analysis, the following three facts 

were observed: (i) India and Philippine speakers 

used can more frequently than natives, (ii) Three 

linguistic factors interacted with CORPUS, and (iii) 

The AmE vs. BrE differences were more 

influential than those of the Inner vs. Outer Circle. 
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Abstract

This paper examines the English particle 

placements of EFL learners’ writings in 

three East Asian countries (Chinese, Japan, 

and Korea). Three parts of the TOEFL11 

corpus were chosen, and all the sentences 

with particles were extracted. The ICE-GB 

was chosen as a native speakers’ English. 

Then, eleven linguistic factors were manually 

encoded. The collected data were analyzed 

with R. Correlation tests and a hierarchical 

clustering analysis was adopted. Through 

the analysis, the following two facts were 

observed: (i) each linguistic factor affected 

differently in four varieties of English and 

(ii) Japanese English was similar to native 

speakers’ counterparts whereas Korean and 

Chinese formed another group. 

1 Introduction

Linguistic alternation has been one of the interesting 

research areas in linguistics. Particle placement is 

one of such syntactic alternations. It refers to the 

linguistic phenomenon where a particle is located 

before or after the direct object (DO) in the phrasal 

verb constructions. 1

1
 Gries (1999) used the term particle movement while 

Gries (2001) used the term particle placement. The 

former adopted Chomsky’s transformational-generative 

grammar approach (Chomsky, 1957, 1965) and thought 

that particle moved from one position to another. The 

latter did not presuppose such movement analysis. This 

 For example, let’s see the 

following sentence (Gries, 1999:1). 

(1) a. John picked up the book. 

 b. John picked the book up. 

 

As you can see, the word order in (1a) is ‘verb + 

particle + DO’, whereas the order of (1b) is ‘verb + 

DO + particle’. 

There have been a lot of studies on this topic in 

traditional grammar and Chomskyan syntax. They 

have primarily focused on what linguistic factors 

determine the choice of alternations. Nowadays, as 

computer technology and statistics develop, there 

have been a few corpus-based studies to explain 

these syntactic phenomena with authentic corpus 

data and statistical analysis. Gries (1999, 2001, 

2003) were such trials, and these studies adopted a 

multifactorial analysis to investigate the particle 

placement in the native speakers’ writings. These 

studies also proposed several linguistics factors 

and the factors were encoded in the corpus data. 

These studies demonstrated that various linguistic 

factors and their interactions with the main factors 

significantly influenced the choice of alternations 

This paper, however, adopted a monofactorial 

analysis to examine the particle placement in three 

Eat Asian EFL learners’ writings (Korean, Chinese, 

and Japanese). The TOEFL11 corpus was used for 

the EFL learners’ writings, and the ICE-GB corpus 

(the British component of the International Corpus 

of English; Nelson et al., 2002) was chosen for the 

native speakers’ counterparts. 

paper adopted Gries’ second approach and called the 

phenomena in (1) particle placement. That is, this paper 

did not presuppose the movement of particles. Instead, 

how various linguistic factors influenced the placement 

of particles was investigated with statistical tools. 
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From these four corpora (Chinese, Japanese, 

Korean, and ICE-GB), all the relevant sentences 

were extracted using the tag information. Then, 

eleven linguistic factors were manually encoded to 

these sentences. After the process, all the linguistic 

factors were statistically analyzed with R. Two 

different types of statistical analyses were adopted 

in the paper: correlation analysis and a hierarchical 

clustering. These statistical analyses demonstrated 

how each linguistic factor played a role in the 

choice of particle placement, in the four varieties 

of English. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 

three groups of previous studies are reviewed with 

a focus on corpus-based approaches. Section 3 is 

on the corpus data and research methods. Section 4 

contains the analysis results of correlation analyses, 

and Section 5 the analyses results of a hierarchical 

clustering. Section 6 is for discussions, and Section 

7 summarizes this paper. 

2 Previous Studies

2.1 Studies in Traditional Grammar 

There have been several studies on English particle 

placement in various linguistic fields: traditional 

grammar (Sweet, 1892; Jespersen, 1928; Kruisinga 

and Erades, 1953), Chomskyan transformational-

generative grammar (Fraser, 1974, 1976; Den 

Dikken, 1992, 1995; Rohrbacher, 1994), cognitive 

grammar (Yeagle, 1983), discourse-functional 

approaches (Chen, 1986), psycholinguistically-

oriented approaches (Hawkins, 1994), and so on. 

In the traditional grammar, there have been lots 

of studies on English particle placement (Sweet, 

1892; Jespersen, 1928; Kruisinga and Erades, 

1953). Gries (1999:33) closely investigated the 

claims in previous studies and summarized them as 

in Table 1. 

Here, construction0 refers to the sentences with 

the order of ‘verb + particle + DO’ as in (1a), 

while construction1 refers to the sentences with the 

order of ‘verb + DO + particle’ as in (1b). Table 1 

enumerated 18 different linguistic factors and this 

table demonstrated that several different types of 

factors, not a single factor, actually influenced the 

choice of alternations. 

 

 
Table 1: Variables That Govern the Alternation 

 

Let's examine how these factors can be related 

with the choice of particle placement. For example, 

LENGTHW (the first factor in Table 1) refers to the 

length of DO in words. If the DO is long, native 

speakers tend to choose construction0 rather than 

construction1. If the DO is short, however, the 

native speakers tend to use construction1 rather 

tahn construction0. The factor DET, the fifth factor, 

refers to the determiner of the DO. If the 

determiner of DO is indefinite (such as a or an), 

native speakers tend to choose construction0 rather 

than construction1. If the determiner of DO is 

definite (such as the), native speakers prefer to use 

construction1 rather than construction0. Table 1 

contains all the related factors which cover most of 

linguistic fields: phonology, syntax, semantics, 

pragmatics, and discourse analysis. 

2.2 Gries’ Corpus-based Approaches

Though it is fact that previous studies in traditional 

grammar surely contributed to the study of particle 

placement, their data exclusively relied on native 

speakers' intuition. Gries (2001, 2003) pointed out 

this problem and performed an analysis based on 

the corpus data. 

Gries (2001:36-37) pointed out the problems of 

these previous approaches, and Gries (2001, 2003) 

employed a corpus-based analysis. They adopted 

both monofactorial analyses and multifactorial 

analyses. 

In the monofactorial analyses, each linguistic 

factor was statistically analyzed. In these studies, 

the British National Corpus (BNC; Aston and 

Burnard, 1998) was taken, and all the sentences 
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with phrasal verbs were extracted. Then, several 

linguistic factors were manually annotated, and the 

data were statistically analyzed. Two types of 

statistical analyses were taken. The first one is 

correlation analysis, and each factor was analyzed 

as follows (Gries, 2001:42). 
 

Variable/Variable: Value Correlation Coefficient 

Complexity of the DO 4 =-0.85*** 

Idiomaticity of the VP 4 =-0.6*** 

Complex: simple NP 5=0.522*** (6=0.49) 

NP Type of the DO 5=0.492*** (6=0.366) 

Length of the direct object in 

syllables 
rpbis=-0.481 *** 

Type: lexical NP 5=0.47*** (6=0.366) 

Type: pronominal NP 5=0.468*** (6=0.32) 

Complex: intermediate NP 5=0.455*** (6=0.412) 

Distance to last mention of the 

DO 
rpbis=0.452 *** 

Cohesiveness of the DO to the

preceding discourse 
rpbis=0.429 *** 

Length of the DO in words rpbis=0.423 *** 

Times of preceding mention of 

the DO 
rpbis=0.414 *** 

Last mention of the DO 5=0.411*** (6=0.387) 

Overall mention of the DO rpbis=0.357 *** 

Concreteness of the DO 5=0.339*** (6=0.314) 

Idiomaticity: idiomatic VP 5=-0.328*** (6=0.253) 

Determiner of the DO 5=0.319*** (6=0.206) 

Idiomaticity: literal VP 5=0.314*** (6=0.268) 

Register 5=0.291*** (6=0.263) 

DET. indefinite determiner 5=-0.288*** (6=0.206) 

Directional adverbial following the DO 

DET. no determiner 5=0.232*** (6=0.191) 

Complex: complex NP 5=-0.193*** (6=0.077) 

Times of subsequent mention of 

the DO 
rpbis=0.191 *** 

Animacy of the DO 5=0.166*** (6=0.057) 

Cohesiveness of the DO to the

subsequent discourse 
rpbis=0.142 *** 

Next mention of the DO 5=0.104* (6=0.072) 

Distance to next mention of the

DO 
rpbis=0.1* 

Type: semi-pronominal NP 5=0.092*** (6=0) 

Idiomaticity: metaphorical NP 5==0.047 ns (6=0.016) 

Type: proper name 5=0.023 ns (6=0) 

DET: definite determiner 5=-0. 018 ns (6=0) 

Particle equals the preposition of 

the following PP 
5=0.003 ns (6=0) 

Table 2: Correlation Analysis in Gries (2001) 

 

As you can observe in this table, Gries (2001) 

calculated the correlation coefficients for both each 

linguistic factor and each value for the factor. In 

addition to the correlation analysis, Gries (2001) 

also took a linear discriminant analysis (LDA), 

where factor loading of each factor was calculated. 

Gries (2001, 2003) also employed multifactorial 

analyses, where all the linguistic factors in Table 1 

were taken into consideration simultaneously. The 

studies used a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) to 

statistically analyze how each linguistic factor 

played a role in the choice of alternation. These 

studies also took a classification and regression 

tree (CART) and calculated the importance of each 

factor. 

Gries (2001) and Gries (2003) were essentially 

different from the previous approaches, since (i) 

these studies were based on corpus data (naturally 

occurring data) and (ii) they statistically analyzed 

the collected data. 

2.3 Lee et al. (2015) and Lee et al. (2016) 

Following the analyses in Gries (2001, 2003), Lee 

et al. (2015) analyzed the particle placement in the 

Korean EFL learners’ writings. The studies used 

the Korean component of the TOEFL11 corpus 

(which was the same corpus that this paper used) 

to extracted all the sentences with phrasal verbs. 

Then, eight linguistic factors were encoded into 

each extracted sentence, and the annotated data 

were statistically analyzed with GLM. 

Through the analysis, it was demonstrated that 

Korean EFL learners employed a different strategy 

in the particle placement and that only some 

factors were used for the selection of constructions. 

Unlike native speakers, only four linguistic factors 

were significant in Korean EFL learners' writings 

(ANIMACY, PRONOMINALITY, CONCRETENESS, 

and LENGTH). It was also observed that there were 

some differences in the ratio of these two 

constructions (construction0 vs. construction1) as 

the level of proficiency went up. 

Lee et al. (2016) extended the scopes of study 

and statistically examined the particle placement of 

the EFL learners’ writings in three East Asian 

countries (Chinese, Japanese, and Korean). They 

manually encoded eleven linguistic factors (Table 

4) and statistically analyzed the data with R. The 

study also adopted a GLM analysis and statistically 

analyzed how each factor influenced the choice of 

alternation. The study also took the ICE-GB corpus 

as a reference corpus and compared the tendencies 

of the three EFL learners’ writings with those of 

native speakers. 
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3 Research Method

3.1 Corpus

This study employed two types of data. The first 

one was the TOEFL11 corpus for the EFL learners 

(LDC Catalo No.: LDC2014T06), and the second 

one was the data in ICE-GB for the native speakers 

(as reference data set). 

The TOEFL11 corpus was first released by the 

English Testing Service (ETS) in 2014. The corpus 

consists of essays written during the TOEFL iBT® 

tests in 2006-2007 (Blanchard et al., 2013). It 

contains 1,100 essays per each of the 11 native 

languages, totaling 12,100 essays. All of the essays 

were taken from the parts of TOEFL independent 

task, where test-takers were asked to write an essay 

in response to a brief writing topic. The essays 

were sampled as evenly as possible from eight 

different topics. The corpus also provides the score 

levels (Low/Medium/High) for each essay. 

From the TOEFL corpus, three components were 

chosen: Chinese, Japanese, and Korean. The sizes 

of each component were as follows. 

 

Level Chinese Japanese Korean 

High 102,293 67,404 95,066 

Medium 228,331 194,716 202,531 

Low 21,798 40,060 30,787 

Total 352,422 302,180 328,384 

Table 3: Corpus Size of Each Component 

 

These texts were the target of the investigations. 

The ICE-GB corpus contained both spoken and 

written components of native speakers in Great 

Britain. Its size was about 1 million (word) tokens. 

Among the corpus data in this corpus, only the 

written part was taken, since the data for three EFL 

corpora were written materials. 

3.2 Procedure

The analysis in this paper proceeded as follows. 

First, four corpora were chosen for the analysis: 

Chinese, Japanese, Korean and ICE-GB. 

Second, each text in the three EFL corpora was 

POS tagged with the C7 CLAWS taggers.
2

2
 You can easily use Free CLAWS WWW tagger in 

http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/claws/trial.html. For details of 

C7 tag sets, see Jurafsky and Martin (2009). 

 

Third, all the sentences with particles were 

extracted using NLPTools (Lee, 2007).
3

Fifth, eleven linguistic factors were encoded to 

each sentence.

 

Fourth, since the number of extracted sentences 

in three EFL learners’ corpora was about 1,000, 

exactly 1,000 sentences were randomly extracted 

from the ICE-GB corpus. 

4
 They are enumerated in Table 4.

5

Tag Type 

 

 
ID Tag ID Tag Level 

Length 
LENGTHS  

LENGTHW  

Synatx 

VOICE active, passive 

NPTYPE 

proper noun, lexical, 

semi-pronominal, 

pronominal 

DEFINITE 
definite, indefinite, no 

determiner 

COMPLEX 
simple, intermediate, 

complex 

PP yes, no 

PART=PP yes, no 

Semantics 

ANIMACY animate, inanimate 

IDIOMACITY 
literal, metaphorical, 

idiomatic 

CONCRETENESS abstract, concrete 

Table 4. Variables Used in the Analysis 

 

Following the study of Atkins (1987), each 

linguistic factor and its level were called ID tag 

and ID tag levels respectively. These variables 

were used in the statistical analysis. 

Finally, all the data were statistically analyzed 

using R. 

4 Correlation Analysis 

4.1 Preprocess

After all the sentences with the particles were 

extracted from each corpus and eleven linguistic 

factors were encoded to the extracted sentences, all 

the data were statistically analyzed using R (R 

3
 In the C7 tag sets, particles have a tag RP. The reason 

why NLPTools was used here is that the software had a 

function which could extract the whole sentences with 

the given tag(s) (i.e., *_RP). 
4
 This operation is called operationalization (Deshors, 

2010, Deshors and Gries, 2014). 
5
 As you can find in this table, all the factors which 

were related with the discourse properties were not 

included in the encoding process. 
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Core Team, 2016). Before the statistical analyses 

were performed based on Gries (2013) and Lee 

(2016), the sentences were classified into two 

groups, based on the transitive vs. intransitive use 

of phrasal verbs. This process was necessary since 

the particle placement occurred only in the 

transitive or ditransitive use of phrasal verbs. 

The first statistical analysis which was taken 

was the correlational analysis. This paper followed 

the correlation analysis in Gries (2001:41), and the 

coefficients in Table 5 were determined depending 

on the measurement scale of the variables. 

 
Variable Correlation Coefficient 

Categorical 5, Cramer’s V, and 6 

Ordinal 
4 (equaling Kendall’s 7 with correction for 

ties) 

Interval Pearson product-moment correlation 

Table 5: Coefficients for Each Measurement Scale 

 

These (monofactorial) correlation analyses were 

only taken in order to numerically examine how 

each linguistic factor influenced the choice of 

alternation. 

Though this paper followed the analysis in Gries 

(2001), there were three differences between the 

analysis in Gries (2001) and those of this paper. 

First, though Gries (2001) provided the correlation 

coefficients for both each linguistic factor and each 

value for each linguistic factor, this paper provided 

the correlation coefficients only for each linguistic 

factor (not each value for the factor). This strategy 

was chosen since we were primarily interest in 

how each linguistic factor influenced the choice of 

alternation, not how the value for each linguistic 

factor was.6

6
 You might investigate the value for each linguistic 

factor in the analysis of Lee et al. (2016). 

 Second, Gries (2001) used Crammer’s 

I, but this paper used Crammer’s V instead. This 

difference was originated from the above strategy. 

Since Gries (2001) provided the coefficients for 

both each linguistic factor and each value for each 

linguistic factor, nominal data prevailed. Since this 

paper provided the correlation coefficients only for 

each linguistic factor (not each value for the factor), 

categorical data were abundant. Thus, Crammer’s 

V was more appropriate in this paper. Third, the 

(correlation) coefficients for native speakers were 

provided for the data which were collected from 

the BNC corpus. However, this paper employed 

the ICE-GB corpus. In addition, as mentioned in 

Section 3.2, only 1,000 sentences were randomly 

extracted from the ICE-GB corpus. Accordingly, a 

comparison with Gries (2001) was impossible. 

The following four tables illustrated the analysis 

results in the ICE-GB corpus and those of three 

components in the TOEFL corpus. 

 

Variables Correlation Coefficient 

LENGTHS rpbis=0.587 *** 

LENGTHW rpbis=0.542 *** 

VOICE 5=0.244 * (6=0) 

NPTYPE 4=-0.819 *** 

DEFINITE V=0.215 *** 

COMPLEX 4=0.717 *** 

PP 5=0.1 * (6=0) 

PART=PP 5=0.021 ** (6=0) 

ANIMACY 5=0.3 *** (6=0) 

IDIOMACITY V=-0.03 *** 

CONCRETENESS 5=-0.36 *** (6=0.259) 

Table 6: Correlation Analysis (English) 

 

Variables Correlation Coefficient 

LENGTHS rpbis=0.684 *** 

LENGTHW rpbis=0.645 *** 

VOICE 5=0.12 * (6=0) 

NPTYPE 4=-0.912 *** 

DEFINITE V=0.169 *** 

COMPLEX 4=0.826 *** 

PP 5=0.07 * (6=0) 

PART=PP 5=0.28 ** (6=0) 

ANIMACY 5=0.017 *** (6=0) 

IDIOMACITY V=-0.09 *** 

CONCRETENESS 5=-0.33 *** (6=0.218) 

Table 7: Correlation Analysis (Chinese) 

 

Variables Correlation Coefficient 

LENGTHS rpbis=0.784 *** 

LENGTHW rpbis=0.713 *** 

VOICE 5=0.068 * (6=0) 

NPTYPE 4=-0.968 *** 

DEFINITE V=0.187 *** 

COMPLEX 4=0.933 *** 

PP 5=0.08 * (6=0) 

PART=PP 5=0.015 ** (6=0) 

ANIMACY 5=0.15 *** (6=0) 

IDIOMACITY V=-0.15 *** 

CONCRETENESS 5=-0.32 *** (6=0.174) 

Table 8: Correlation Analysis (Korean) 
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Variables Correlation Coefficient 

LENGTHS rpbis=0.636 *** 

LENGTHW rpbis=0.577 *** 

VOICE 5=0.066 * (6=0) 

NPTYPE 4=-0.938 *** 

DEFINITE V=0.066 *** 

COMPLEX 4=0.788 *** 

PP 5=0.12 * (6=0) 

PART=PP 5=0.013 ** (6=0) 

ANIMACY 5=0.28 *** (6=0) 

IDIOMACITY V=0.07 *** 

CONCRETENESS 5=-0.23 *** (6=0.126) 

Table 9: Correlation Analysis (Japanese) 

 

These tables demonstrated that each linguistic factor 

played a role differently in each variety of English. 

In these four tables, the following three facts 

were observed. First, the absolute values for the 

coefficients in two factors (NPTYPE and 

COMPLEX) were over 0.7. We usually say that the 

relationship is strong if the coefficient is over 0.7. 

Accordingly, we could say that the relationship 

was strong in these two factors. Second, the 

absolute values for the coefficients in two factors 

(LENGTHS and LENGTHW) were between 0.3 and 

0.7. We usually say that the relationship is 

moderate if the value is between 0.3 and 0.7. 

Consequently, we could say that the relationship 

was moderate in these two factors. Third, the 

values for the coefficients in the other factors were 

under 0.3. We usually say that the relationship is 

weak if the coefficient is under 0.3. Thus, we could 

say that the relationships were weak in the other 

factors. 

A close comparison of these tables revealed (i) 

that the values of native speakers (English) were 

similar to those of Japanese EFL learners and (ii) 

that the values of Chinese EFL learners were 

similar to those of Korean EFL learners. 

5 Agglomerative Clustering

In order to examine which one was close to which 

one, another statistical analysis was performed. 

The second statistical analysis was a hierarchical 

agglomerative clustering analysis. 

Usually, the cluster analyses have been used to 

determine the similarity among the group members 

or the degree of granularity exhibited by the group 

members. In this paper, the tables of correlation 

coefficients were submitted into a hierarchical 

agglomerative cluster analysis, resulting in the 

dendrogram in the following figure. 

 

 
Figure 1: Cluster Dendrogram 

 

Here, the horizontal lines indicate which one can 

be grouped with which one, and the vertical lines 

indicate the distance between the two groups. 

This figure graphically illustrated the following 

facts. First, the correlation relationships of native 

speakers (i.e., English) were similar to those of 

Japanese EFL learners, which can be represented 

as {English, Japanese}. Second, the relationships 

of Chinese EFL learners were similar to those of 

Korean EFL learners, which can be represented as 

{Chinese, Korean}. Third, these two groups were 

amalgamated together to form a cluster {{English, 

Japanese}, {Chinese, Korean}}. The dendrogram 

in Figure 1 demonstrated (i) that the tendency of 

particle placement of Japanese EFL learners was 

close to that of native speakers and (ii) that the 

tendencies of particle placement of Chinese and 

Korean EFL learners were slightly far from that of 

native speakers. 

6 Discussions

In this paper, the alternation of particle placement 

was closely examined in the native speakers’ 

writings and the three EFL learners' writings. 

From the three components of the TOEFL11 

corpus and the ICE-GB corpus, all the sentences 

with phrasal verbs were extracted and eleven 

factors were manually encoded into the extracted 

sentences. 

The correlation analyses between these eleven 

linguistic factors and the choice of alternation 

revealed the following facts. First, the coefficients 
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in two linguistic factors (NPTYPE and NPTYPE) 

were strong since the coefficient is over 0.7. This 

means that the data points for these two linguistic 

factors were closely distributed to the regression 

lines for these factors. Second, the coefficients in 

two linguistic factors (LENGTHS and LENGTHW) 

were moderate since the coefficient was between 

0.3 and 0.7. This means that the data points for 

these linguistic factors were moderately distributed 

to the regression lines for these factors. Of course, 

the coefficients of LENGTHS and LENGTHW were 

over 0.7 in Korean. This says that the relationship 

of these factors was strong in the Korean EFL 

learners’ writings. Third, the coefficients in the 

other linguistic factors were weak since the values 

were under 0.3. This means that the data points for 

these linguistic factors were sparsely distributed to 

the regression lines for these factors. 

Based on the results of correlation analysis, a 

hierarchical agglomerative clustering analysis was 

performed. This analysis was conducted in order to 

examine which one was close to which one. The 

analysis result was {{English, Japanese}, {Chinese, 

Korean}}, where the correlation relationships of 

native speakers (i.e., English) were similar to those 

of Japanese EFL learners and the relationships of 

Chinese EFL learners were similar to those of 

Korean EFL learners. 

If it had been supposed that the EFL learners 

were severely influenced by the L1, the correlation 

analysis results would have been different. That is, 

if it had been supposed that the L1 transfer effects 

had involved in the choice of particle placement in 

the three EFL learners’ writings (following the 

study of Oldin [1989, 2003]), the analysis result 

would have been {{English}, {Japanese, Chinese, 

Korean}}. The dendrogram in Figure 1 illustrated 

that more factors might be involved in the choice 

of particle placement constructions in the Japanese 

EFL learners, as Lee et al. (2016) mentioned. More 

study is necessary to investigate what linguistic or 

extra-linguistic factors influenced this kind of 

tendency. 

7 Conclusion 

This paper adopted a monofactorial analysis as in 

Gries (2001, 2003) to examine particle placement 

in three East Asian EFL learners’ writings. For the 

comparison, two different types of corpora were 

chosen. The components of the TOEFL11 corpus 

was used for the EFL learners’ parts (Chinese, 

Japanese, and Korean), and the ICE-GB corpus 

was chosen for the native speakers’ parts. Then, all 

the relevant sentences were extracted using the tag 

information. After that, the eleven relevant factors 

were encoded to these sentences, and each factor 

and their interactions were statistically analyzed 

with R. 

Through the correlation analysis, it was found 

that each linguistic factor influenced differently in 

four varieties of English. Through the hierarchical 

agglomerative clustering analysis, it was found that 

the correlation relationships of native speakers (i.e., 

English) were similar to those of Japanese EFL 

learners and the relationships of Chinese EFL 

learners were similar to those of Korean EFL 

learners. 

However, we do NOT say that these differences 

between the native speakers and the three East 

Asian EFL learners come from only the L1 transfer 

effects. Another kind of complicated statistical 

analysis (such as another regression analysis with 

the native data and/or the analysis in Gries and 

Deshors (2015)) is necessary to examine if the L1 

really influenced these factors and how much the 

L1 transfer effects are involved in these factors. 

Notwithstanding, this mentioning does not say that 

the analysis result in this paper is meaningless. The 

analysis results in this paper enumerate how much 

each linguistic factor influenced the choice of 

particle placement, and we can start our future 

research from this set of factors. 
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Abstract 

The given work is focused on the principal 
ways by which new words and expressions 
enter the Chinese Internet language, the sources 
of new meanings for old words and phrases; 
neologisms and chengyu with modified 
meaning and structure. Some new tendencies in 
developing of the Chinese Internet language, 
such as wide use of dialect-originated words, 
archaic characters and monosyllabic words, are 
introduced as well. 

1 Introduction 

The Internet brings some new ways of words 
formation in language. Apart from character-
written words, in the Chinese Internet language 
there also can be words written with English 
letters, pinyin, punctuation marks and even 
pictures. As a matter of fact, the Internet language 
is a kind of a social dialect. It is mainly spread in 
the Internet environment and differs from the 
language of the classical information channels and 
the real environment. Moreover, it has two 
characteristic features: virtuality and temporality 
(Yu, 2013). 

The relevance of the research topic is defined by 
the fact that the Internet as a means of spreading 
information and exchanging messages becomes 
increasingly important in the modern world. The 
Internet language is constantly developing: it is 
being enriched with completely new words and 
new meanings for already existing ones, as a 

consequence, there can be confusion in 
understanding and usage of them either by native 
or non-native speakers; therefore a thorough 
research into such vocabulary is necessary. In view 
of rapid development and spread of modern 
science and technologies, including the Internet 
technologies, and the growing influence of the 
Internet on different aspects of contemporary 
human’s life, the research on the Internet language 
seems to be more important, so the Internet lexicon 
is what has been chosen as the subject. 

The attempts to find out how new words and 
expressions penetrate into the Chinese Internet 
language and where they originate from, constitute 
a fresh study field in linguistics 

Elaboration on the ways in which the vocabulary 
is evolving in the modern Chinese makes the 
research theoretically valuable. 

It can also have a high practical value, as the 
results of the research introduced here could serve 
as valid materials for lectures and practical classes 
of Mandarin lexicology, and for working on 
Internet language dictionaries. 

The purpose of the research is to reveal the 
principal ways by which new words and 
expressions enter the Chinese Internet language. 
Apart from Chinese Internet language, the author 
also has done some research on words that 
emerged in English and Russian Internet language 
by the same ways as in Chinese Internet language. 

In the lexicon of the Internet language Chinese 
and non-Chinese, ancient and modern languages, 
Putonghua (Standard Chinese) and different 
dialects are exquisitely combined. It is like a 
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‘jigsaw’, different and numerous cuts of which 
have been put together by web-users, who had 
applied for it all power of their imagination and 
every piece of their knowledge (Zhang, 2014). 

So, the principal sources of new words and 
expressions in the Internet language are introduced 
as below. 

 

2 Dialect-originated words in the Chinese 
Internet language 

All Chinese dialects are divided into 10 groups: 
guanhua, min, jin, wu, hakka, yue, xiang, gan, hui, 
pinghua (Zavyalova, 2010). 

Nevertheless, the Internet has accelerated the 
process of integration: in the Internet language one 
can come across a great number of dialect-
originated words regardless of where they are 
spread. 

Dialects supplement the Standard Chinese and 
continually enrich the language on the whole. Each 
of the dialects in China is bound to a particular 
region, although web-users do not feel it when 
communicating online. Therefore many words 
from different dialects are widely used and 
becoming rather popular. For example,  fěn 
‘pink’ means  hěn ‘very’, as in the south min 
dialect hěn is consonant to fěn, plus, the 
colour of pink itself symbolizes romanticism, 
kindness, love, so fěn has replaced hěn rather 
quickly (Xu, 2013). 

However, not all dialect-originated words can 
enter the common language and steadily fix in it. 
According to Xu Chaohui’s point of view, to come 
into being in the common language a dialect-
originated word should meet the two following 
conditions: 1) it should be easy to understand, 
memorize and use in speech; 2) it should go 
beyond the limits of the dialect it belongs to, be 
perfectly usable in everyday life. So, only highly 
expressive words are likely to enter the common 
language (Xu, 2013). 

People from all over the country are 
permanently communicating with each other in the 
Internet space. As a result, a lot of dialect-
originated words have entered the basic vocabulary 
of the Internet language (Zhang, 2010). Although 
web-users to communicate with each other mainly 
use the Standard Chinese, to accelerate the process 
of communication and to express one’s region’s 

particularity, in some cases they use dialect-
originated words as well. Also web-users to show 
off their originality can deliberately use words 
from alien dialects. 

Many dialect-originated words are written in the 
same way as words in Putonghua, the only 
difference between them lies in their 
pronunciation. As this cannot be noticed in writing, 
web-users write characters which pronunciations 
are near to the pronunciation of the given word in 
dialect, and therefore make a sound effect. Because 
of the fact that Chinese is famous for its numerous 
homonyms, when a person types a word on 
keyboard, he encounters more than one variant of 
characters of the word, so web-users in order to 
accelerate the process of communication choose 
the first variant in the list without consideration, 
sometimes implying a hidden sense. For example, 
in (1) a user chose nǚ yín instead of  nǚ 
rén, because the latter is pronounced as the former 
in the north-east dialect, but the character  yín 
‘silver’ itself is related to money (the left radical 
means ‘money’), so the given word in the given 
context can imply two senses, one of which is 
‘mercantile girl’ (Tang, 2010). 

 
(1)  

Yǒu gè gē gē shuō zhèi yàng zǐ ài mù xū róng 
de nǚ yín bù shì hé de  

‘One lad said that such girls, boasting of their 
positive sides, were really not suitable’. 

  
Here are some more dialect-originated words 

that have entered the Internet language: zéi 
‘very’ – belongs to the dialect group guanhua (Xu, 
1999); ǒu ‘I, my’ – belongs to the dialect group 
wu (Xu 1999); àla ‘I, my’ – belongs to the 
Shanghai dialect of the dialect group wu (Xu, 
1999). 

Xinhua Internet Language Dictionary published 
in 2012 in Beijing contains 0.5% dialectisms 
(Wang, 2012). 

English Internet language also has number of 
dialect-originated words, for example: cum ‘ere – 
come here; o’er there – over there; ‘em – them.  
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3 Use of archaic characters in the 
Chinese Internet language 

Some characters, which were hardly ever used 
before, are becoming very popular in the Internet 
language today. The character  is an example. In 
the Internet language the given character has lost 
its original meaning ‘light (n/adj.)’ and gained a 
new one ‘sad, helpless, difficult’. The meaning is 
easy to work out, as the character’s picture 
resembles a face of a depressed man.  

Tang Lan once said that the three characteristics 
of each Chinese character are its spelling, meaning 
and pronunciation (Tang, 2005). But web-users in 
writing archaic characters save only their spelling 
and pronunciation but change their meaning. The 
new meaning is defined by meanings of radicals 
building the character. 

As the character  méi (original meaning is 
‘plum’) consists of two dāi ‘stupid’, it has 
acquired the meaning of the word  hěn dāi 
‘very stupid’ in the Internet language. It should be 
noted that with this meaning the word méi has 
been included in dictionaries of neologisms. 
(Wang, 2011) 

The basic meaning of the character  bìng is 
‘thunder’. The character consists of three   léi 
which in the Internet language means ‘shocking, 
stunning’. If three   léi are gathered together, it 
means that a particular event or subject is 
extremely shocking, that is what  bìng actually 
implies.  

The word xīng has replaced huǒ xīng 
‘Mars’ in the Internet language, and can be used 
instead of a sentence like (2) somewhere in a 
forum or chat as a reaction to an absurd saying or 
comment.  

 
(2)  

Nǐ huǒ xīng lái de ma   
 ‘Are you from Mars?’ 
 

The original meaning of the character tiān is 
the same as tiān ‘sky’. To work out the meaning 
of the former in the Internet language, one has to 
take out the upper and the lower parts of the 
character and put them together – wáng bā 
which means ‘bastard, scoundrel’. 

The original meaning of the character  bū (or 
pū) is  gōng zuò rén yuán ‘working 
stuff’. But after the success of 'Kong Fu Panda', the 
film became a frequent topic in Internet forums 
and chats, so the character  (it consists of 
gōng and  fú which combine as  ‘kong fu’ 
has got the meaning of  yǒu gōng fú de 
rén ‘a person who can do kong fu’ and come into 
wide use in the Internet. 

The character  lè is an onomatopoeia (imitates 
the sound of clashing of two rocks), and has 
acquired the meaning ‘joy, happy’ in the Internet 
language, because it sounds the same with  lè 
‘happy’ (Chinese General Political Propaganda 
Department, 2014).  

Archaic characters compose 0.2% of the words 
in the Xinhua Internet Language Dictionary (Wang, 
2012). 

4 Monosyllabic (one-morpheme) words in 
the Chinese Internet language 

The vocabulary of the modern Chinese in the 
process of development has gradually become 
disyllabic; most of monosyllabic words of the 
ancient Chinese have been replaced by their 
disyllabic variants; many polysyllabic words have 
been reduced to two syllables as well. But in the 
Internet language the situation is exactly opposite – 
more and more words are becoming monosyllabic 
(Lin, 2012). 

One of typological features of Chinese is mutual 
exchangeability of a monosyllabic and disyllabic 
variant of one word. In the Chinese Internet 
language, as a result of realization of the economy 
principle in language, there has been the tendency 
to use only monosyllabic variants. Some 
monosyllabic words have come into use instead of 
di- and polysyllabic words with the same meaning. 
For example, one can come across such 
monosyllabic words as yūn instead of  
gǎo bù dǒng ‘to get confused, to feel faint’; 
dǐng  instead of  zhī chí ‘to support’  zàn  
instead of zàn tong ‘to put a like on smth, to 
praise’; guà instead of shī bài ‘to fail’; 
cǎi  instead of fǎn duì ‘to oppose’; méng  
instead of hěn kě ài ‘nice, lovely’;  shài  
instead of fēn xiǎng ‘to share’;  xiù  instead 
of gōng kāi ‘open, public’, etc. (Fu, 2013). It 
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should be noted that the last three words are 
loaned: méng from Japanese (  moe), 
shài from English (share) and xiù from English 
too (show). 

Monosyllabic words written with archaic 
characters introduced above, and words like bǎ, 

léi, hàn, dào, cài, etc., introduced 
below, have obtained other meanings in the 
Internet language. 

Xinhua Internet Language Dictionary contains 
3.3% monosyllabic words (Wang, 2012). 

5 New meanings for words, phrases, 
expressions in the Chinese Internet 

The emergence of new things and new concepts 
results in emergence of new words and new 
meanings of the old words.  The arrival of the 
computer and the Internet furthered this process. 
Old words which gain new meanings in the 
Internet language, make 7.3% of all the new words 
(Cao, 2012). A word form can remain the same, 
but some changes can occur within a meaning. The 
words created this way are not completely new 
words as they remain their spelling and 
pronunciation, just get a new meaning.  

There are three basic ways of changing the word 
meaning: widening, narrowing and transfer of 
meaning (Sun, 2006). In the Internet language the 
most common way is the transfer of meaning. It is 
often based on comparison and association.   

A figurative meaning partly keeps an original 
meaning but at the same time the meaning partly 
changes, thus the new meaning of the word is 
created.   

kǒnglóng – a basic meaning is ‘a 
dinosaur’, but in the Internet language this word 
means ‘an ugly girl’. This new meaning has the 
following prehistory: lóng refers us to Zhuge 
Liang’s wife named Huang Yueying. She was one 
of the ugliest women in Jingzhou, prefecture-level 
city in Hubei province.  Zhuge Liang was called

kǒngmíng, thus people started respectfully call 
Huang Yueying kǒnglóng. Afterwards all the 
ugly women were called kǒnglóng, and 
because kǒng and kǒng morphemes are 
homonyms, the word kǒnglóng little by little 
replaced the word kǒnglóng (Internet 
“Dinosaur”, 2014).  

However, considerable number of words taking 
on new meanings in the Internet is common: 

dǎtiě ‘to forge’, being homonym of 
dǎtiē ‘to post, to leave a message’, in the Internet 
language gets a new meaning ‘to post, to leave a 
message’. 

guànshuǐ ‘to irrigate’ is a loan translation 
of the English word “flood” i.e. to leave lots of 
unimportant messages.  

zàozhuān ‘brick production’ – ‘to flame’, 
i.e. to give blunt statements, assault interlocutor, 
and if it causes arguments between forum guests, it 
calls pāizhuān ‘to advance an opinion’. 

gébì ‘through the wall’ – ‘another topic on 
this forum’. 

qiánshuǐ ‘underwater diving’ – ‘to visit 
forum without leaving messages’, which is similar 
to ‘surf the net’ in English. 

Internet users sometimes replace their names or 
other people’s names with food products names. 
For example, fans of a Chinese actress Li 
Yuchun’s ( ) are called yùmǐ ‘corn’, 
because yù sounds similar to  yǔ, and mǐ – 
to mí ‘fan’. Fans of a singer named Zhang 
Liangying ( ) are called liángfěn ‘cold 
mung bean noodles’, as liáng sounds similar to 

liàng, and fěn is a part of the word fěnsī 
‘fan’. Admirers of He Jie ( ), an actress and a 
singer, are called héfàn ‘food in container’, 
because hé sounds similar to hé, and fàn 
to fěn. About those who like all the three girls 
people say: 

zǎoshang chī yùmǐ, zhōngwǔ chīl liángfěn,  
wǎnshang chī héfàn ‘he/she has corn for breakfast, 
noodles for dinner and food in container for 
supper’. These three girls were born in Chengdu 
(Sichuan province) so their admirers are called

chéngdū xiǎochītuán ‘a group of 
Chengdu light refreshments lovers’ (Tang, 2010). 

The morpheme bǎ ‘to keep, to grab’ is used 
with meaning of ‘to court, to flirt’, e.g.: 
bǎmèimei or bǎměiméi ‘to court a girl’. 

dǎo ‘to fall’ is used with meaning of
yūndǎo ‘to faint away, to be shocked’, which is 
caused by something unexpected or surprising 
(Zhang, 2010).  
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tánzi ‘a jar’ means ‘forum’, is formed from 
the word lùntán ‘forum’ by omitting the 
morpheme lùn and adding the derivational 
suffix zi. The messages leaved top-down also 
have their own names – lóushàng ‘the 
previous post’ и lóuxià ‘the next post’. And a 
person who created a topic is called   lóuzhǔ 
‘a topic starter’. 

Some words, phrases and expressions used in 
popular movies, books, TV serials, advertisements, 
as well as said by famous figures, announcers, 
politicians etc., thanks to the resourcefulness of the 
Internet users get some new meanings in the 
Internet language.  Here are some examples: 

 
a) lǐlùn zhǔnbèi bùzú 
People's Liberation Army National University of 

Defense Science and Technology professor Gong 
Fangbin was mocked in the Internet because of his 
article where he said: 

 
Zhōngguó bùshì jùpà mínzhǔ, zhèngzhì gǎigé wúfǎ 
tuījìn shì yīnwèi “lǐlùn zhǔnbèi bùzú” ‘China is not 
afraid of democracy, but political reforms won’t 
turn into practice as we don’t have enough 
theoretical training»’. So Internet users found the 
reason of all their problems and failures, they 
started to describe them like that: 

Bùshì jùpà 
jiéhūn, érshì hěn dà chéngdù shàng yuányú lǐlùn 
zhǔnbèi bùzú ‘I’m not afraid of getting married, I 
just don’t have enough theoretical training’, a 
blogger wrote in his microblog. (The Top 10 
Chinese Internet Memes of 2012). 

 
b) kànxīngxīng 
A basic meaning is ‘to look at the stars’, but is 

the Internet this expression has a different 
meaning. The sources of this new meaning are the 
following: as in Chinese dormitories a student 
must come back strictly before certain time, those 
students who come late should write down the 
reason in a log book. So one of the students of 
Beijing Film Academy came late and to explain 
her delay wrote that ‘she was looking at the stars’. 
After a time log entries got into the Internet and 
attracted user’s attention. After that an expression 

kànxīngxīng in the Internet language 
means ‘a reason for evasion of business or a cause 

for being absent at school or at work ‘(Yu, 2013). 
For example, (3). 

 
(3) ? 

 Sheí hé wǒ jiébàn qù “kànxīngxīng” qù?  
‘Who will keep me company and go ‘looking 

at the stars’?’ 
 

c) duǒmāomāo 
A basic meaning is ‘to play hide-and-seek’. 28 

January 2009 citizen Li Qiaoming was imprisoned. 
His cellmates treated Li very unkindly and often 
beat him. During another assault co-prisoners 
blindfolded him, and Li didn’t survive. At the 
interrogation about the incident Li’s cellmate said 
they were just playing hide-and-seek, and Li 
Qiaoming accidentally stroke himself against the 
wall and therefore died.  After these events the 
expression  duǒmāomāo began to be used 
for labeling different wordings people use to evade 
legal accountability. (Yu, 2013). For example, (4), 
(5). 

 
(4)  

Jiǎnfāng diàochá nánzǐ kānshǒusuǒ shēnwáng, 
zhēnxiàng bù huì “duǒmāomāo”  

‘The Prosecutor’s Office opens an 
investigation into the circumstances of the death a 
man in a lock-up ward, and the true state of affairs 
won’t be  concealed’.  

 
(5) 

Zhèngfǔ bù yīnggāi hé méitǐ wán 
“duǒmāomāo”  

‘The government shouldn’t ‘play hide-and-
seek’ with  mass media’. 

 
d)  màishèn 
In 2012 a 17-year-old man decided to sell his 

own kidney to buy a new iPhone. This incident 
caused a surge of discussions in the Internet and 
now the word màishèn ‘to sell the kidney’ is 
used in the meaning ‘to sell something in order to 
use the gained money for buying a new thing’. For 
example, (6).  

 
(6) iPhone 6  

iPhone 6 yàochū le, yòu yào màishèn le 
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 ‘iPhone 6 is going on sale, I have to «sell my 
kidney» again’. 

 
There are some words in the English and 

Russian Internet language that gain new meanings, 
for example: ‘to freeze’ means ‘become 
temporarily locked because of system problems (of 
a computer screen)’. 

Original meaning of the Russian word ‘грузить’ 
gruzit’ is ‘load’, but in the Russian Internet 
language it means ‘download’ or ‘upload’.   

6 Chengyu with modified meaning and 
structure in the Chinese Internet 
language 

The chengyu  bù jiàn bù sàn ‘not to party 
before seeing’, having a positive connotation, with 
putting one comma obtains a different meaning in 
the Internet language:  bù jiàn, bù sàn   
‘not to see, not to party’; besides, the chengyu can 
be lexically altered, thus acquiring another sense: 

yī jiàn jiù sàn ‘to party immediately 
after seeing’ (Zhang, 2014). 

The chengyu jiāo shēng guàn yǎng 
‘spoiled, effete’ has a modified form in the Internet 
language – jiāo shēn guān yǎng ‘Jiao 
keeps Guan’ where ‘Jiao’ means ā jiāo ‘A 
Jiao’ (a stage name of a Chinese female singer) 
and guān means chén guānxī ‘Chen 
Guanxi’ (a name of a Chinese male singer). This 
‘new’ chengyu emerged after one scandalous photo 
of A Jiao and Chen Guanxi being together had 
released in the Internet (Cao, 2012). 

In the Internet language there are some 
examples of ‘new’ chengyu created by replacing 
one of their components, and thus frequently 
acquiring a meaning opposite to the original one. 
For example,  rú huā sì yù ‘to be like a 
flower and a jade’ (refers to a beautiful woman) 
transforms into rú huā sī yù ‘lit. to be 
like a flower tearing a jade’ (refers to smth ugly 
and disgusting) (Cao, 2012). 

The chengyu fèn fā tú qiáng ‘to work 
hard and enthusiastically in order to make (the 
country) powerful and flourishing’ transforms into 
a homonymic one  fěn fā tú qiáng 
‘[referring to] girls who are mad about make-up’ (

fěn – powder, rouge; tú – to paint (face), to 
smear). 

The chengyu  yī jiàn zhōng qíng 'to 
fall in love at the first click' originates from the 
chengyu  yī jiàn zhōng qíng 'to fall in 
love at the first sight' ( jiàn and  jiàn are 
homonyms), and is used in respect of people 
addicted to the Internet. 

The chengyu  měi lì dòng rén 
'beautiful and charming' refers to beautiful girls; a 
homonymic chengyu  měi lì dòng rén 'lit. 
beautiful and frozen' is used in respect of girls who 
try to dress beautifully but not according to the 
weather. 

Besides, there are some chengyu which can 
obtain new meanings without replacement of their 
lexical components. For example, the chengyu 

huǒ yǎn jīn qíng 'lit. fire eye, golden eye' 
is used when talking of a person who has a sharp 
eye and is capable to discriminate the truth from 
the lie. In modern Chinese the idiom is used in 
respect of a student whose perfect seeing enables 
him to successfully cheat on exams.  

The chengyu  hòu qǐ zhī xiù means 'a 
young talent' ( hòu qǐ means 'young 
generation, youngsters, young'), but it has acquired 
a new meaning which is 'a student who was the last 
to get up from bed' (refers to lovers of sleep). In 
the given context the word  hòu qǐ  should be 
read according to the basic meanings of the first 
and the second characters:  - 'last',  - 'to get up' 
(Xu, 2013). 

Xinhua Internet Language Dictionary contains 
1.6% different types of idioms (Wang, 2012). 

English spoken Internet users and Russian 
Internet users also create new idioms. For example, 
the idiom ‘to rock smb’s boat’ means ‘drive crazy’, 
‘to grind gears’ means ‘enrage’. 

Russian idioms ‘аффтар жжет’ afftar zhzhot 
means ‘the topic’s author wrote something 
interesting, absurd or shocked’. 

7 Conclusion  

Due to a great variety of ways by which new words 
enter the Internet language, the latter is 
dynamically developing. The Internet language is 
full of words originated from different dialect 
groups and used by web-users regardless of their 
own belonging to a particular dialect group. As a 
result, dialect-originated words are no longer 
regarded as such in the Internet language, and 
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become a part of the basic vocabulary of the whole 
language, thus making it more expressive. 

The other source of new words and expressions 
in the Internet language is new meanings for words 
written with archaic characters. To work out a new 
meaning, one has to read a character according to 
radicals building it from top to bottom (i.g., 
biáo) or from left to right (i.g., xīng), or 
sometimes by associating a character with a certain 
image (i.g., jiǒng). 

Words written with archaic characters as a rule 
are monosyllabic; use of monosyllabic words 
instead of di- and polysyllabic ones is one of 
tendencies in developing of the Internet language, 
and, besides, one of the sources of its lexical 
enrichment. Some monosyllabic words replace 
their synonymic variants with more than one 
morpheme; some constitute a part of a polysyllabic 
word. 

Some words, when entering the Internet 
language, are gaining new meanings derived from 
the original meaning of a word, or created by 
semantic transfer based on metaphorical, 
metonymical, functional and associative 
connection with the original meaning. 

The Internet language has its own chengyu 
which mostly are coined by replacing one of 
lexical components of existing chengyu. Some 
chengyu can obtain new meanings without any 
modifying in structure. 

The sources of new lexis in the Chinese Internet 
language are numerous and different. For example, 
they can be events causing a particular reaction 
among web-users, posts on forums, sayings of 
different people, etc.  
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Abstract

Sentiment analysis with features addition to
opinion words has been an appealing area in
recent studies. Some research has been con-
ducted for finding relationship between sen-
timents, topics and temporal sentiment anal-
ysis. Nevertheless, Email sentiment analy-
sis received relatively less attention due to
the complexity of its structure and indirect-
ness of its language. This paper introduces
a systematic framework for sentiment cluster-
ing using topic and temporal features for large
Email datasets. Interesting Email and senti-
ment distribution patterns are summarized and
discussed with empirical results.

1 Introduction

The generation of enormous diversified data
stream by social networking and communication
contributes to the rapid development of text mining
and its related area (Hao et al., 2013). Literature
indicates that product reviews, Twitter corpus and
news articles are common sources for conducting
sentiment analysis (Ravi and Ravi, 2015), whereas
Electronic mail (Email), as one of the most adapted
means of communication and networking, is a rare
option due to its complex structure and natural lan-
guage characteristics (Tang et al., 2014). However,
the efficiency, compatibility and ease of communi-
cation embed great business potential in Email mes-
sages (Tang et al., 2014), which is a promising and
meaningful sentiment analysis subject.

Sentiment analysis is one of the most appeal-
ing areas in text mining among researchers. In

the past few decades, sentiment analysis techniques,
both machine learning approaches and statistical ap-
proaches, have improved significantly and been ap-
plied to various industries, such as stock market pre-
diction, customer relationship management, and e-
learning (Feldman, 2013; Liu, 2015; Ortigosa et al.,
2014; Smailović et al., 2013). Herein, some re-
searchers extend their studies to enriching sentiment
analysis by adding additional features. For instance,
Mei et al. (2007) propose a novel topic-sentiment
mixture model using probabilistic testing for topic
and sentiment discovery; Saif et al. (2012) show that
adding semantic features results in more accurate
sentiment classification. Additionally, Fukuhara et
al. (2007) introduce the idea of generating time and
sentiment graph using Dice coefficient probabilistic
model. However, no qualitative and quantitative ex-
periments have been undertaken for the evaluation
of the proposed method.

This research paper develops a systematic scheme
of approach for discovering sentiment distribution
patterns from large Email corpus based on cluster-
ing results of topic and temporal information us-
ing bag-of-words model as distance matrix and DB-
SCAN (Ester et al., 1996) algorithm for clustering
and pattern analysis, addressing the following con-
tributions:

a) introducing a systematic scheme of approach
composed of bag-of-words term weighting
method and DBSCAN clustering algorithm for
Email sentiment pattern discovery using topic
and temporal information;

b) using Email corpus as data source for the ef-
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fectiveness and feasibility test of the proposed
framework;

c) discovering sentiment distribution and charac-
teristics discovery in temporal categories and
relationship between sentiment variance and
topic categories.

2 Related Work

Sentiment analysis, a study of extracting and an-
alyzing the implications of emotions, attitudes or
opinions from natural language, has attracted re-
searchers from diverse areas (Liu, 2015). Papers and
articles on sentiment analysis published in recent
years indicate a trend of more comprehensive view
of conducting sentiment analysis, including feature
enrichment, and sentiment visualization. Among
them, research on sentiment with temporal or topic
information is one of the most appealing targets.

As Liu (2015) illustrates in its definition of opin-
ion, time is considered as a crucial factor in sen-
timent analysis as identifying pattern of sentiment
changes from historical data assists in the trend pre-
diction of the future, as well as the topic. Though
some studies have been conducted on sentiment
analysis with topic or temporal features, problems,
such as limitations in the dataset options and no pat-
tern display, remain unsolved (Diakopoulos et al.,
2010; Fukuhara et al., 2007; Li and Liu, 2012; Mei
et al., 2007). For example, Fukuhara et al. (2007)
presented topic, timestamp and sentiment graph for
news articles using coefficient model, even if the
study was purely theoretical with insufficient exper-
iments. Additionally, Mei et al. (2007) undertook
experiments on discoverying relationship between
topic and sentiment using topic-sentiment mixture
model on webblogs; Diakopoulos et al. (2010) uti-
lized Vox Civitas, an automated visual analytic tool,
for extracting news from social media data stream,
displaying topic and keyword trend. To the best of
our knowledge, experiments using large Email data
have not been proposed yet.

As for Email mining applications, reviews on
previous articles reveal that information manage-
ment and spam detection are heated study topics
(Basavaraju and Prabhakar, 2010; Hangal et al.,
2011; Tang et al., 2014; Whittaker and Sidner,
1996). For instance, Whittaker and Sidner (1996)

highlighted the issue of Email overload and its neg-
ative influence on personal information manage-
ment; Basavaraju and Prabhakar (2010) proposed a
new approach for spam mail detection using semi-
supervised learning algorithm. However, research
on sentiment analysis using Email data is rare and
leaves enormous space for refinement and improve-
ment.

3 Framework

As illustrated in the previous section, a compre-
hensive and systematic framework is presented in
this section. Figure 1 outlines major components
and flow of the proposed scheme of approach. To
be specific, the framework consists of several proce-
dures, including data extraction, text preprocessing,
feature selection and sentiment clustering.

Text preprocessing step incorporates basic Natu-
ral Language Processing (NLP) techniques, such as
stop word removal and stemming. In feature selec-
tion process, topic, timestamp and opinion words are
the feature options, in which topic is generated us-
ing keyword search and opinion words are generated
using the English opinion lexicon (Liu et al., 2004).
Sentiment clustering is composed of two substeps
containing grouping data based on timestamp and
classifying sentiment based on topic. DBSCAN al-
gorithm is chosen to perform the clustering task for
its efficiency in speed and effectiveness in handling
noise (Ester et al., 1996).

3.1 Text Preprocessing

Text preprocessing aims at removing unnecessary
information, such as punctuations and articles, and
converting natural language into machine readable
content. Tang et al. (2014) highlight the indispens-
ability of Email data cleaning, whilst point out the
complexity and limitation of the process. Herein,
standard text preprocessing procedures for general
NLP tasks have been applied.

In this study, Apache Lucene, an open-source
NLP toolkit, is utilized for performing text nor-
malization and filtering (Hatcher and Gospodnetic,
2004). Details are described as follows:

• First step: duplication removal and noise filter-
ing. Assuming a dataset has been imported into
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Figure 1: Framework for Email sentiment clustering in topic and temporal categories.

database, a query statement is required for re-
trieving the data. The implementation of SQL
function DISTINCT and elimination of item
with empty “subject” assist in the achievement
of this process;

• Second step: tokenization. After retrieving the
entire dataset from database, tokenizing each
Email message through the implementation of
tokenize() function for further processing;

• Third step: stop word removal and stem-
ming. Filtering each Email message using
stopAnalyzer() embedded in Apache toolkit re-
moves common conjunctions, such as punctua-
tion marks and articles, while iterating for stop
word removal, simultaneously using stem()
function for restoring words’ original format,
especially for verb and plural.

3.2 Feature Selection
Since the main aim of this research is to identify

the sentiment distribution in accordance with topic
and temporal classification, feature selection process
is divided into three parts: topic word extraction,
timestamp transformation and opinion words gener-
ation. Details of each feature category are discussed
as follows.

Topic : feature extracted based on keyword search.
A list of keywords matching topic category defined
is generated manually. Querying column named
subject in database returns a string containing sub-
ject data of each Email message. A comparison be-
tween the string and each keyword list is conducted
for searching the corresponding category.

Timestamp : feature is generated through query-
ing column named data in the database. Func-
tions getTime() and getTimeZone() are implemented
for converting temporal data into milliseconds
with standard UTC timezone. For instance, date
value “2016-04-02 11:12:28” is transformed into
“1459559492612”.

Opinion words : features identified on the ba-
sis of a well-defined English opinion lexicon (Liu
et al., 2004) contain 2,046 positive words and
phases, and 4,833 negative words and phases. Let
OW be a collection of entire opinion lexicon,
containing word ow1, ow2, . . . , owi, then OW =
{ow1, ow2, · · · , owi} i ∈ (6, 879). Sample posi-
tive and negative words chosen from the lexicon are
shown in Table 1.

Positive Words Negative Words
good bad
thank disgrace

worthy overwhelm
flourishing incomplete

delight sick

Table 1: Positive and negative words representation from
the English opinion words list (Liu et al., 2004).

At this stage, a sequence of opinion words based
on its presence in each Email message is stored
for future study (i.e. the inner sentiment changes);
however, bag-of-words model is adopted as a term
weighting method for distance matrix for sentiment
clustering, which will be discussed in the following
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section. Each data item is transformed into feature
representation after this procedure. A sample Email
item is represented into:

< id, Topic, T imestamp, [ow1, ow2, ow3, ow4] >

3.3 Sentiment Clustering

Sentiment clustering is composed of two steps:
grouping data based on timestamp and clustering
sentiment based on topic. First step aims at cluster-
ing the entire dataset into different date categories
with day and week labels using personalized Email
temporal clustering algorithm. Second step clusters
sentiment using DBSCAN clustering algorithm with
bag-of-words term weighting method and Euclidean
distance matrix in accordance with topic.

3.3.1 Grouping Data based on Timestamp
To investigate the Email distribution, an Email

temporal clustering algorithm is applied to group
Email messages into days under week category. The
Calendar object embedded in Java is utilized for the
comparison of timestamp with calendar and clas-
sification into day of the week. The pseudo code
for EmailTC algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
Due to the characteristics of Calendar object, the
first day of week is defined as Sunday. Hence, the
classification results start with day 1 representing
Sunday and end with day 7 representing Saturday.

3.3.2 Clustering Sentiments based on Topic
Revised DBSCAN algorithm (Ester et al., 1996)

with bag-of-words term weighting scheme (see
Equation 1) and Euclidean distance (see Equation
2) as distance matrix are implemented for conduct-
ing the clustering process. Bag-of-words model and
Euclidean distance, though invented for decades, re-
main efficient and well-adopted in many studies.

BOW = freqeuncy ∗ owi, i ∈ OWp. (1)

Eu(d) =
√

(xs − xt)2 + (ys − yt)2s, t ∈ (1, n).
(2)

In Equation 1, supposing OWp represents a col-
lection of all positive opinion words, bag-of-words
approach computes the frequency of each positive
word owi appeared. Herein, Equation 2 calculates

Algorithm 1 EmailTC
1: for each Email message ei ∈ E do
2: Get timestamp T from ei
3: Get Calendar object;
4: Get week of year;
5: Get day of week;
6: Create group Gw for week of year;
7: Create group Gd for day of week;
8: if T /∈ Gw then
9: Create subgroup Gsubw;

10: Put ei in Gsubw;
11: Put ei in Gd;
12: else
13: Put ei in Gw;
14: if T ∈ Gd then
15: Put ei in Gd;
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for

the distance between positive words and negative
words contained in each Email message.

As for the option of DBSCAN, its ability of noise
handling and fast processing speed increases the uti-
lization of DBSCAN in various applications (Ester
et al., 1996). Furthermore, as DBSCAN follows the
rule of density-reachablility based on minPts and
epsilon parameters defined, it generates diversified
number of clusters in accordance with different sen-
timent scaling. The pseudo code for revised DB-
SCAN algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.

Note that as Ester et al. (1996)’s DBSCAN algo-
rithm served as the foundation of the revised version
in this paper, more details can be referred to (Ester
et al., 1996), especially for the expandCluster()
that has not been written out in the pseudo code due
to its complexity. By changing the two parameters
minPts and epsilon, clustering results are varied
accordingly (see Algorithm 2). Therefore, imple-
mentation of DBSCAN without accurate minPts
and epsilon normally involves trial and error test-
ing (Ester et al., 1996).

4 Empirical Results and Discussion

Experiments are conducted on a subcollection of
the large Enron Email corpus, which contains emails
exchanged from business operation, personal com-
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Algorithm 2 AlgoDBSCAN
1: Input: A collection of Email messages E ,

minPts, epsilon.
2: Output: A collection of sentiment clus-

ters C with a subset of Email messages
{E1, · · · , Ei} ∈ (T1, Tj).

3: /* Set E to UNCLASSIFIED*/
4: for each Email message ei ∈ E do
5: Mark ei as Cluster point ci;
6: Compute BOW1 for ei;
7: Compute Eu(d) between ei and other data
∈ E ;

8: Compare epsilon with Eu(d) to find N
neighbors;

9: if N is greater than minPts then
10: Form cluster ci;
11: Insert ei into ci;
12: Add all messages ∈ E reachable using

expandCluster function;
13: else
14: Assign ei to noise;
15: end if
16: Insert ci into C;
17: end for
18: return C

munication, commercial and advertising. Graphs on
the Email message distribution on temporal classi-
fication and sentiment distribution are topic classi-
fication are to be displayed for the visualization of
the sentiment patterns discovered. In addition, sen-
timent words frequency is illustrated using tag cloud
and frequency table.

4.1 Dataset

As Email data cleaning is an independent area re-
quiring deep learning and investigation (Tang et al.,
2014), a database version of the Enron Email cor-
pus generated by (Liu and Lee, 2015) (available at
http : //www.ahschulz.de/enron − Email −
data/enron−mysqldumpv5.sql.gz) has been uti-
lized. A collection of 32, 716 Email messages
exchanged between January to May in 2001 has
been extracted from the Enron corpus database
for conducting our experiments. MySQL database
and Eclipse IDE are incorporated for data extrac-

tion and feature selection. 15 topic phases, such
as BusinessDocument, GeneralOperation and
etc., are set up manually for grouping the dataset
into different categories. Among them, a special
topic named Other is defined for storing messages
with no subject keyword matching. As for tempo-
ral feature, the entire dataset is classified into 22
weeks with each subdivided into 7 days. All features
are extracted using method discussed in the previous
sections. The structure of data with feature represen-
tation is indicated in the following sample fragments
(see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Fragments of data with feature representations.

4.2 Email Distribution in Temporal Categories
Experiments on sentiment clustering are under-

taken using DBSCAN algorithm that requires two
parameters minPts and epsilon. With reason-
able assumption and several attempts, the results are
generated with minPts of 5 and epsilon of 0.15.
Therefore, the description of sentiment clusters is
assumed to be similar to a 5 likert scale includ-
ing strongly positive, positive, neutral, negative and
strongly negative. The graphs and tables of detailed
sentiment clustering results are to be displayed in
the following section. As a temporal clustering is
performed before sentiment clustering, Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 illustrate the distribution of Email messages
and clustering results in temporal categories.

In the two figures, 5 months are divided into 22
weeks with each week having 7 days. Based on the
results shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, more Emails ex-
change between weekdays with an average of 202
mails, than weekends with an average of 23 mails.
This result is coherent with common observation
that proves the authenticity of the dataset. Further-
more, in Fig. 4, more clusters are discovered during
weekdays that implies a variety of topic discussed
during business days. More detailed analysis on sen-
timent clustering results is to be discussed in the fol-
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Figure 3: The distribution of Email messages in temporal category.

Figure 4: The distribution of Email clusters in temporal category.

lowing section.

4.3 Sentiment and Topic Clustering Results

As discussed in the previous section, sentiments
are broadly categorized into five scales in accor-
dance with the ratio of positive words and negative
words. Since the research mainly focuses on find-
ing distribution and patterns among sentiment clus-
ters with topic and temporal information, accuracy

of clustering results is not evaluated. The following
two tables, Table 2 and Table 3, are generated using
part of clustering results in week 4.

Due to the limitation of paper length, the above
Table 2 summarizes some of the prominent cluster-
ing results with topic feature in each day. SP , P ,
Neutral, N , and SN represent for strongly posi-
tive, positive, neutral, negative and strongly nega-
tive, respectively. Individual cluster shows one topic
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Day Topic in sentiment clusters
Monday Other-SP

Private Issue-SP
Commercial/Advertising-SP
Company Strategy-SP
General Operation-P
Logistic Issue-NEUTRAL
Other-SN

Tuesday Private Issue-SP
Other-SP
Company Strategy-SP
Logistic Issue-SP
Other-P
General Operation-P
Logistic Issue-NEUTRAL
Other-SN

Wednesday Employee Training-SP
Business Investment-SP
Company Strategy-SP
Company Project-SP
Logistic Issue-SP
Other-P
General Operation-P
Other-SN

Thursday General Operation-SP
Other-SP
Employment Arrangement-SP
Other-N
Other-SN

Friday General Operation-SP
General Operation-P
News/Press/Media-NEUTRAL
Other-NEUTRAL
Other-SN

Table 2: Sentiment clustering results in topic category in
week 4.

with sentiments in that day. It appears that more pos-
itive clusters are discovered with various topics than
negative clusters. Interestingly, some topics have
both positive and negative clusters which indicates
people’s different views on the same topic that is co-
herent with human nature. Table 3 shows the corre-
sponding items in some of the cluster.

The combination of two tables assists in the fur-
ther justification of the option of DBSCAN input pa-

rameters and the sentiment result criteria. On one
hand, objects are relevant in the corresponding clus-
ter, while distinguished from others. For instance,
Emails with more positive features are categorized
into positive clusters, such as message id 73677 and
message id 54522; while Emails with more negative
features are categorized into negative clusters, such
as message id 141463 and message id 180199. On
the other hand, objects with different feature words
are categorized into one cluster indicating a reason-
able option of the minPts parameter.

As an auxiliary to view the sentiments in details
rather than a 5 likert scale, two tag cloud graphs (see
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) containing 100 positive and neg-
ative words and a table with 20 most frequently re-
ferred opinion words are displayed.

Positive Frequency Negative Frequency
work 6767 issue 6896

support 3634 problem 3011
master 2448 limited 2865
thank 2207 risk 2818
lead 1762 crisis 2250

important 1489 concerns 2204
privileged 1277 vice 1763

respect 1262 error 1761
recommend 1220 debt 1410

helpful 1083 critical 1273

Table 4: Top 10 frequent opinion words.

Figure 5: Tag cloud for positive opinion words.

As shown in Table 4, positive words commonly
used in Emails are work, support and master and
negative words are issue, problem and limited. An
applealing observation lies in the statistics that most
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Clusters Details
Cluster 1: 〈9948:Other-[like]〉
(Other-SP) 〈24718:Other-[clear]〉

〈34752:Other-[thank]〉
〈47679:Other-[free]〉
〈73677:Other-[available, good, significant]〉
〈80082:Other-[love]〉
〈103142:Other-[excel]〉
〈103148:Other-[diligence, soft]〉

Cluster 2: 〈24721:Employment Arrangement-[like, thank]〉
(Employment Arrangement-SP) 〈33181:Employment Arrangement-[well, happy]〉

〈54522:Employment Arrangement-[encouragement]〉
〈80114:Employment Arrangement-[well, good]〉
〈180206:Employment Arrangement-[works]〉

Cluster 3: 〈120803:Other-[-curt]〉
(Other-SN) 〈121264:Other-[-curt]〉

〈141463:Other-[-miss, -miss, -miss]〉
〈164561:Other-[-liars]〉
〈164563:Other-[-hells]〉
〈180199:Other-[-hedge, -issues, -hedge, -subjected]〉

Table 3: Objects in sentiment clusters on topic category in week 4.

Figure 6: Tag cloud for negative opinion words.

negative words are nouns, while most positive words
adjectives. Conclusion is to be summarized until
more findings are discovered. However, a potential
topic is developed for future study.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this research paper, we propose a robust and
comprehensive framework for sentiment clustering
with topic and temporal features using bag-of-words
model as term weighting approach and revised DB-
SCAN algorithm for clustering. Features composed

of topic, timestamp and opinion words are extracted
for performing two experiments, including grouping
Email messages into temporal categories and clus-
tering sentiments based on topic, for discovering
sentiment patterns.

Based on the summary of the clustering results,
major findings are categorized into three points.
First, the distribution of Email messages reveals
more intense communication during weekdays and
variety of topics. This pattern justifies the authen-
ticity and originality of the Email corpus. Second,
sentiment clustering results assist in the validation
of the parameters chosen for the implementation of
revised DBSCAN algorithm as clusters are distin-
guished from others as well as coherent within them-
selves. Also, feature words for generating senti-
ment clusters are with high similarity which implies
a proper choice of the epsilon value. And finally,
Table 4 lists the top 20 most commonly used opin-
ion words with most of them related to business and
management, which shows a linkage to the charac-
teristics of the dataset.
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��©°�ª�� ����ª������� ��� ���� �©��������� ©�������
��������� ���� ��©°�ª�� ����ª������� ��� ��ª�� �����
�����ª���� ®���� ©���� ��©°�ª�� ���� �©°�ª�� ª��� ©��
����������������ª������®��������¤�¤´��

��������� ������ ���� ª����� ®����� ���� ��©°�ª��
����ª�������������������������������¯�����������©��´�
��������±¹ �³�����±¹ ©³´�����®������������ª������
��ª�� ������� �½ª���� ����� ���� �©°�ª�� ���� ����������
�ª���©������������������´��
�
±¹ ³��´������¢¡��� ��\���]���Æ��
� � � � � � �´¢Å����� � Ê´¢¤ªª�
� � � � � � ���������¢�¡�¢�����
� � � � � � ª������¼®���¢®���¢����
� � � � � � ~���̂ �������^[����������]���´��
� � ��� � � � � � ������� � � �½������ª��¢¦��
� � � � � � Ç������®����ª�������®����Ê������®�����������
� � � � � � �������½������ª��´¶��� � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �Ì®��Ë�����¼�®��ËÊ����Æ�� �
��� � � ©´���Ê����¢���Æ������]^������� �
� � � � � � � Ê´¢¤ªª�� � ��´¢Å����� � � �
� � � � � � ���������¢�¡�¢�����
� � � � � � ª������¼®���¢®���¢����
� � � � � � ~���^�������̂ [����������]���´��
� � ��� � � � � � ������� � � �½������ª��¢¦��
� � � � � � Ç������®����ª�������®����Ê������®�����������
� � � � � � �������½������ª��´¶��
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �®��Ë�����¼�ÑÑ®��ËÊ����Æ�� � � �
�
Á����ª�����ª���£ÕÒ����������� ��� ±¹ �³�� ���� ��©°�ª��
����ª�������������������������������©��´�Á�����Õ£Ò�
��������������ª���©������������±¹ ©³����®����������
¤�¤� ��� ����� �������� ����ª������ ®���� ���� ��©°�ª�µ�
����©°�ª������ª������������ª���������������´����
ª�����������®�� ����� ������������ª��� ���ª����������
���� ������� ��� ���� ������ª������ ��������� ��� ¤�²¢
¦���´��

������ ���� ����� ª����� ®����� ���� ��©°�ª��
����ª������� ��� ���¯����� ������©��´� ��������� ����
�����®������������µ��
�
±¹Ä³�¤µ��®�¢¡��� � � Ê����¢�����
� � � � � � � ®��¢Å����Ê´¢¤ªª��� � �
� � � � � � � ���������¢�¡�¢��Ñ�
� � � � � � � ª������¼®���¢®���¢Ö���
� � � � � � � � ÇÍ���®����ª�������®����Ê����Ñ¶�

� � � � Éµ� ����]^���°�����������¢�¡�¢����� � � �
� � � � � � � �´¢Å����� � � ª������¼®���¢®���¢����
� � � � � � � ~����^�������^[����������]���´�
� � � � � � � � � � � ������� � � �½������ª��¢¦��
� � � � � � � Ç������®����ª�������®����Ê������®�������� �
� � � � � � � ����������½������ª��´¶�
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��®��Ë�����¼�Ì®��ËÊ����Æ��
�
\*����#�����±¹ÄÉ³�®������ª�������������������ª������
���ª������������������~�¢�������"}��Ç®��¶����±¹Ä¤³´�
��� �©°�ª�� ��� ±¹ÄÉ³� ��� ����������� ��� ��� ��� ������
�����������������±¹Ä¤³´�Á����ª����ª���������¤�¤����
����ª������ ®���� ���� ��©°�ª��� ©��� ���� ®���� ����
������������©°�ª�´������®���������©°�ª�������������
�����Â���� ���� �©°�ª�� ����ª������� �������� ��� �������
������©����������®�����±¹ÎÉ³�©���®µ�
�
±¹Î³�¤µ�±Ë¹Ä¤³��
� � � � Éµ� ����]^��Ê����¢�������������¢�¡�¢����
� � � � � � � �´¢Å����� Ê´¢¤ªª�� ª������¼®���¢®���¢���
� � � � � � � ~���^�������̂ [����������]���´�
� � � � � � � � � � ������� � � �½������ª��¢¦��
� � � � � � � Ç������®����ª�������®����Ê������®����������
� � � � � � � ������½������ª��´��
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �®��Ë�����¼�ÌÑ®��ËÊ����Æ��
�

�� ���� ���� ¬�¶�� ±·¸¹º�� ·¸¹ ³� �ªª����� ��� ����
������ª������ ����� ����¤�²¢¦��� �������� ��� ���������
�����������������¤�²¢¦��������¾¥����������������
��� ©�� ������ ����������� �������� ����� �����ª��ª�
������������� ©��®���� ���� �®�� ª������ª�����´� ���
��©°�ª�¢�©°�ª�� ���������� ��� �����ª����� ����� ����
������ ������ ������������ ��������ª� ������������
���ª��������� ¬�¶�� ±·¸¹º�� ·¸¹ ³� ����������� ��� ����
¤�²¢¦���������������ª��ª��������������������ª������
����������°��ª��������������®���©��������®���������
�������������´��

+� |�����[���
�������

Í��������������������©�������������ª������ª���������
���� ��������� ��ª�����Ñ� Á�� ®���� ©�� ���®�� ��� �����
��ª��������������������������½����������ª�����������
����ª�����������������ª���ª��������������������������
©�� ����ª������ ®���� ���� ¤�¤´� ¤������� ������ ��� ©��
���������������ª��������������������½����������ª�����
ª���©�������������©����ª��´��

¤�¤�����¤�²¢¦�������¡����©������ª������®����
���� ª������� �����©��� ��ª��� �������´� ���� ��� ������
ª�����������������������������ª������±Ã³��±º³������±¹ ©³��
���������©���®µ��
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±Ã³�� ±�������������¬��·¸¹ ������±Ä¹³³��������
� ����������������������������������

� � � � �����¢¡��\���]����������¢���¢���� �
� �´¢Å����Ê´¢¤ªª��� � � ����¢¾��¢���
� �¦������^��]^���^���������]��������]�´Æ�

� � � � � � � ���¢������ � � � ©����� � ���¢¤ªª��� ®���¢¦��
� Ç����������Ê������®���®�������©����������´¶�� �
� � � � � � � � � � � � �®��ËÊ����¼�Ì®��Ë�����Æ�

±º³�� ±�������� ����� ¬�� ·¸¹ �� ���� ±Ä·³³� �������
� ������������������!�"���������#�$�%*�����

� � � � �´������¢¡������]������ �����¢���¢���\���]�[��
� � � � � � �´¢Å����������¢¤ªª������¢¾��¢���Ê´¢¥���� �
� � � � � � Ç����������Ê����¶��������´¶��� � � � � � � � � �
� � � � ©´�Ì	���]^��� � �����¢����������¢���¢���
� � � � � � � ������¢Å����´¢¤ªª��� � ����¢¾��¢����
� � � � � � \���]�[��
� � � � � � Ê´¢¥���
� � � � � � ÇÊ����¶������������������´¶�
±¹ ³�©´���Ê����¢���Æ������]^������� �
� � � � � � � Ê´¢¤ªª�� � ��´¢Å����� � � �
� � � � � � ���������¢�¡�¢�����
� � � � � � ª������¼®���¢®���¢����
� � � � � � ~���^�������̂ [����������]���´��
� � ��� � � � � � ������� � � �½������ª��¢¦��
� � � � � � Ç������®����ª�������®����Ê������®�����������
� � � � � � �������½������ª��´¶��
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �®��Ë�����¼�ÑÑ®��ËÊ����Æ�
�
Á��±Ã³�����±º³�������©°�ª����������������ª�������������
¤�¤�� ����� ���� ��©°�ª��� ���´� Á�� ª��������� ��� ±¹ ©³��
®����� ���� �©°�ª�� ���� ���������� �ª���©������ ����
��©°�ª��©�ª�����ª�������������¤�¤´����¤�¤������
����ª������ ®���� ���� ª������ ��������� ��� ���� �����
ª�����´��������ª�������������¤�¤�®����������������
������������ª���������©��ª¡������������������������������
®���� �������� ���������� ����������� ©��®���� ����
����� ����� ���� ���� �����ª���´� ���� ���� ��©°�ª��
����ª������� �������� ��� ±Ã³� ���� ±º©³� ���� ���� �©°�ª��
����ª������� �������� ��� ±¹ ©³� ���� ��������©��� ���
������ª�������������´��
� � � Á��������������������������������������ª������������
�������ª������ª�����ª������������������������®����
����������������´�������������������®�����½������µ�
�

±¹À³������¢¡��Ê����¢����� @���]�[^�[���
� � � � �´¢Å����Ê´¢¤ªª��� � � £´¢����� �
� � � � ��¡����¢���¢����� �
� � � � �������ª�¢¾��¢���
� � � � ~�������^��]^���̂ ���������]��������]����
� � � � � � � ���¢������ � � � ©����� � ���¢¤ªª��� ®���¢¦��
� � � � Ç�������������ª���Ê��������£������®���®������
� � � � ��©����������´¶��®��Ë£����¼�Ñ®��ËÊ����Æ� � �
±¹¿³������¢¡��£����¢��¡����\���]����� �
� � � � �´¢Å����£´¢����� � � � � � Ê´¢¤ªª��� �
� � � � ��¡����¢���¢����� �
� � � � �������ª�¢¾��¢���
� � � � ~�������^��]^���̂ ���������]��������]����
� � � � � � � ���¢������ � � � ©����� � ���¢¤ªª��� ®���¢¦��
� � � � Ç�������������ª���Ê��������£������®���®������
� � � � ��©����������´¶��Ñ®��Ë£�����¼�®��ËÊ����Æ��
�
Á��±¹À³��®��ª����������ªª�������¢�������®����������
������������ª�����������¤�¤������������©������ª������
®���� ���� ������� ��������� ®��ª�� ��� ª������ ��� ��´� Á��
ª��������� ��� ±¹¿³�� ®����� ���� ������ ��� ���� ���������
���������� ��� ���������� ���� ¤�¤� �������� ��� ©��
����ª������®���������ªª�����������������ª����������
����������½����������ª����´��
� � � ¤�����©����������������©°�ª������ª���������������
���±Ã³�©�ª�����������������������®���������°��ª��
��������������������©°�ª���������®�����±·¸³�©���®µ�
�
±·¸³�ÌÑ������¢¡��� \���]�������¡¡��¢������
� � � � � � � �´¢Å����� Ê´¢¤ªª�� � � �ª����¢��� � � � �
� � � � �����¢���¢���
� � � � ����¢¾��¢���

� �¦������^��]^���^���������]��������]�´Æ�
� � � � � � � ���¢������ � � � ©����� � ���¢¤ªª��� ®���¢¦��

� Ç����������Ê���������ª������®���®�������©���
� �������´¶��� � � � � � � � � � � � � �

�
Í���� ���������� ��������� ±·¸³� ������� �����ª��� ���
�©°�ª�� ����ª������� �������´� ±¤�� ®���� ©�� ���ª������
����������������ª�������������������ª������������®����
��������������������������������������ª����������´³�
�����®��ªª����©���������±·¸³�ª���©�������©����������
���½���������������´�
� � � ���� ��� ��®� ª�������� ���� ª���� ®����� ����
���½����������ª����������������©����������������������
�½���������¡��±¹º³��±¹Ä³�����±¹Î³�����������©���®µ��
�
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±¹º³���[���]�[������X�]^���¡��������¢����� �
� � � � �����¢¥����� � � ������¢Å����� ����¼�����¢¤ªª��
� � � � ���¢���¢��������X�������X���[������]�[]���
� � � � ®��¢¾��¢����©�ª¡��¼��������� � � ����¢��¢�������
� � � � ���]^^]���Æ�

���¢©�����¢¾Å��
Ç¤���������������®���®������������������������©�ª¡���
��������®�����������������́ ¶�

±¹Ä³�¤µ��®�¢¡��� � � Ê����¢�����
� � � � � � � ®��¢Å����Ê´¢¤ªª��� � �
� � � � � � � ���������¢�¡�¢��Ñ�
� � � � � � � ª������¼®���¢®���¢Ö���
� � � � � � � ÇÍ���®����ª�������®����Ê����Ñ¶�
� � � � Éµ� ����]^���°�����������¢�¡�¢����� � � �
� � � � � � � �´¢Å����� � � ª������¼®���¢®���¢����
� � � � � � � ~����^�������^[����������]���´�
� � � � � � � � � � � ������� � � �½������ª��¢¦��
� � � � � � � Ç������®����ª�������®����Ê������®�������� �
� � � � � � � ����������½������ª��´¶�
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��®��Ë�����¼�Ì®��ËÊ����Æ��
±¹Î³�¤µ�±Ë¹Ä¤³��
� � � � Éµ� ����]^��Ê����¢�������������¢�¡�¢����
� � � � � � � �´¢Å����� Ê´¢¤ªª�� ª������¼®���¢®���¢���
� � � � � � � ~���^�������̂ [����������]���´�
� � � � � � � � � � ������� � � �½������ª��¢¦��
� � � � � � � Ç������®����ª�������®����Ê������®����������
� � � � � � � ������½������ª��´��
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �®��Ë�����¼�ÌÑ®��ËÊ����Æ�
�
Á�� ������ �½�������� ���� ¤�¤� �������� ��� ©��
����ª������®����������©°�ª���ª������������������©°�ª���
�����������������½����������ª����´��
� � � ��������¯�����������������������®�����������������
��� ���� ���½������ ����ª����� ��� ���������� ��� ��ª��
�½������´� Á�� ������ ��� ©�� ���� ª���� ����� ��ª���
���������� ���� ���½������ ����ª����´� Á�� ±¹ÄÉ³� ����
±¹ÎÉ³�� ���� ��©°�ª�� ©����� ��� ������������ ��ª���
���������®��ª�����ª�����������������ª������ª����½�����
�� ª������� ¯�������� ���� ���®��� ����´� ����� �� �����
����������������ª���©���ª�����©������ª������®��������
¤�¤��®���������ª��������ª��´�Á��������ª�����¡��±¹º³�
���®�������ª�����������������´��������������������ª�
���������� ���� �½������������� ��������� Ç�� ������Ô¶�
������������ª��������ª��´�Å���ª�������±¹º³�©�ª�����
���ªª����©��������ª���������ª�������������������©°�ª���
������®�����±·¹³��®��ª�����������ª������±¹º³���½ª����
����������©°�ª����ª�����������ª���ªª���������ª�����©��
������ª�����������µ�
�

±·¹³�ÌÑ��[���]�[������X�]^���¬�××�Ê¤�¢���
� � � � � � �����¢¥����� � � ������¢Å����� ����¼�����¢¤ªª��
� � � � ���¢���¢��������X�������X���[������]�[]���
� � � � ®��¢¾��¢����©�ª¡��¼��������� � � ����¢��¢�������
� � � � ���]^^]���Æ�

���¢©�����¢¾Å��
Ç¤���������������®���®������������������������©�ª¡���
��������®�����������������́ ¶�

�
��� ����ª������� ��� ���� ¤�¤� ®���� ���� ��©°�ª��
©�ª����� �������©��� ®���� ��ª�� �� ��ª��� ��������
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Abstract 

Type information is an important 
component of linked data. Unfortunately, 
many linked datasets lack of type 
information, which obstructs linked data 
applications such as question answering 
and recommendation. In this paper, we 
study how to automatically identify entity 
type information from Chinese linked data 
and present a novel approach by integrating 
classification and entity linking techniques.
In particular, entity type information is
inferred from internal clues such as entity’s
abstract, infobox and subject using 
classifiers. Moreover, external evidence is 
obtained from other knowledge bases using 
entity linking techniques. To evaluate the 
effectiveness of the approach, we conduct 
preliminary experiments on a real-world 
linked dataset from Zhishi.me 1 .
Experimental results indicate that our 
approach is effective in identifying entity 
types. 

1 Introduction 

An increasing number of linked datasets is 
published on the Web. At present, there have been 
more than 200 datasets in the LOD cloud. Among 
these datasets, DBpedia (Bizer, C. et al., 2009) and 

1 http://zhishi.me/

Yago (Suchanek, F.M. et al., 2007) serve as hubs 
in LOD cloud. As the first effort of Chinese LOD, 
Zhishi.me (Niu, X. et al., 2011) extracted RDF 
triples from three largest Chinese encyclopedia 
web sites i.e. Chinese Wikipedia, Baidu Baike2 and 
Hudong Baike 3 . However, type information is 
incomplete or missing in these linked datasets. For 
example, more than 36% of type information is 
missing in DBpedia (Kenza Kellou-Menouer and 
Zoubida Kedad, 2012). Zhishi.me only uses the 
SKOS vocabulary to represent the category system 
and does not strictly define the “rdf:type” relation 
between instances and classes.  
Type information is an important component of 
linked datasets. Knowing what a certain entity is, 
e.g., a person, organization, place, etc., is crucial 
for enabling a number of desirable applications 
such as query understanding (Tonon, A. et al.,
2013), question answering (Kalyanpur, A. et al.,
2011; Welty, C. et al., 2012), recommendation 
(Lee, T. et al., 2006; Hepp, M. 2008), and 
automatic linking (Aldo Gangemi et al., 2012).
Since it is often not feasible to manually assign 
types to all instances in a large linked data,
automatic identifying type information is desirable. 
Furthermore, since open and crowd-sourced 
encyclopedia often contain noisy data, filtering out 
the incorrect type information is crucial as well 
(Heiko Paulheim and Christian Bizer, 2013).  
Recently, more and more attention has been paid to 
extracting or mining type information from linked 

2 http://baike.baidu.com/
3 http://www.baike.com/
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data. However, most of current techniques on 
obtaining type information are either language-
dependent or inferring type information only from 
internal clues such as textual description of entity. 
Most existing work was mainly focused on mining 
entity type from internal clues, and missed out the 
point that the issue can be boosted by integrating 
external evidence. Our assumption is that given an 
entity e1 without type information, if we can find 
an equivalent entity e2 with type information, we 
can obtain the type information of e1 directly. 
In this paper, we investigate whether external 
evidence from other knowledge base could be 
helpful to entity type identification, and how to 
combine internal clues such as abstract, infobox 
and subject with external evidence. In particular, 
several learning features are extracted from entity 
abstract, infobox and subject, and then classifiers 
are trained to get entity type prediction models.
Meanwhile, entity linking tools are utilized to link 
entities with external knowledge base e.g. DBpedia,
where we can get type information. Finally, a 
voting mechanism is adopted to decide the final 
entity type. We have implemented our algorithms 
and present some experimental evaluation results 
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 
In the following section we review the existing 
literature on entity type identification. Then, we 
introduce the proposed approach in section 3. We 
conduct comparative experiments and present the 
results in section 4. At last, we conclude the paper 
with a summary of our work and give our future 
working directions. 

2 Related Work 

In the field of entity type inference, there are two 
dominant methods, namely, content-based (Aldo 
Gangemi et al., 2012; Tianxing Wu et al., 2014) 
and link-based methods (Andrea Giovanni 
Nuzzolese et al., 2012; Heiko Paulheim and 
Christian Bizer, 2013). Next we will introduce 
these methods respectively. 
Content-based methods usually utilize entity 
descriptions such as abstract, infobox and 
properties to identify entity types. Several learning 
features are extracted from textual data and 
classification or clustering models are trained to 
predict entity types. For example, Aldo Gangemi et 
al., first extracted definitions from Wikipedia 

pages, used a natural language deep parser FRED 
to produce a logical RDF representation of 
definition sentences, and then select types and 
type-relations from the RDF graph based on graph 
patterns. Finally, a word sense disambiguation 
engine is used to identify the types of an entity and 
their taxonomical relations (Aldo Gangemi et al., 
2012). Tianxing Wu et al., also mined type 
information from abstracts, infobox and categories 
of article pages in Chinese encyclopedia Web sites. 
They presented an attribute propagation algorithm 
to generate attributes for categories and a graph-
based random walk method to infer instance types 
from categories of entities (Tianxing Wu et al., 
2014). Man Zhu et al., transformed type assertion 
detection into multiclass classification of pairs of 
type assertions, and adopted Adaboost as the meta 
classifier with C4.5 as the base classifier (Man Zhu 
et. al., 2014). Kenza Kellou-Menouer and Zoubida 
Kedad utilized a density-based clustering 
algorithm to discovery types in RDF datasets. They 
first adopted Jaccard similarity to measure the 
closeness between two entities. In particular, they 
calculated the similarity between two given entities 
by considering their respective sets of both 
incoming and outgoing properties. Then entities 
are grouped according to their similarity (Kenza 
Kellou-Menouer and Zoubida Kedad, 2015).  
Link-based methods can also be used in entity type 
assignment. For example, Heiko Paulheim and 
Christian Bizer proposed a heuristic link-based 
type inference mechanism. They used each link 
from and to an instance as an indicator for the 
resource's type. For each link, they use the 
statistical distribution of types in the subject and 
object position of the property for predicting the 
instance's types (Heiko Paulheim and Christian 
Bizer, 2013). Andrea Giovanni Nuzzolese et al., 
utilized k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm for 
classifying DBpedia entities based on the wikilinks 
(Andrea Giovanni Nuzzolese et al., 2012).  
In this paper, we integrate content-based methods 
and external evidence to identify entity type. We 
views type identification as classification issue, 
and adopt classifiers to train type prediction 
models. Meanwhile, entity linking tools are 
adopted to link entities with external knowledge 
base, where we can get type information. Finally, 
we use a weighted voting approach to obtain the 
entity type. 
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3 The Approach  

In this section, we will introduce the architecture 
of the system as shown in figure 1. The inputs of 
the system are entity data as illustrated in figure 2,
the outputs are entity types. In particular the 
system consists of two parallel parts: (1) 
classification module; (2) entity linking module;

In classification module, we first extract entity
definition from its abstract. And then, we extract 
several learning features from its definition, 
infobox, and subject. We choose several
classification models to train the entity type 
prediction model. 

In entity linking module, we first construct 
profile for each entity, and then entity linking tool
(Qingliang Miao et al., 2015) is used as a bridge to 
get entity type information from other linked data 
i.e. DBpedia. Finally, a voting mechanism is used 
to get the final answer. In particular, if these two 
models’ results are different, we use entity linking 
based results as the final answer.

Entity Data

Final Answer

Voting 

Entity 
Profile 
Builder

Entity Linking

Entity Definition 
Extractor

Feature Extractor

Classification

Figure 1: The workflow of the approach. 

3.1 Classification based Model 

In this section, we mainly introduce learning 
features and feature selection method. 
In Linked Data, entities are usually descripted 
using Resource Description Framework (RDF) 4 .
Each entity in Linked Data space is identified by a 
unique HTTP dereferenceable Uniform Resource 
Identifier (URI) and the relations of resources are 
described with simple subject-predicate-object 

4 http://www.w3.org/RDF/ 

triples. Figure 2 shows an example of entity “
/Seoul”. The task of this research is to identify the 
type of the entity using existing information as 
illustrated in figure 2.

Figure 2: Linked Data example of entity “ /Seoul”

Pattern feature 

Typically, the definition of an entity is in the first k
sentences of its abstract. Inspired by (Aldo 
Gangemi et al., 2012), we use a set of heuristics 
based on lexico-syntactic patterns to extract entity 
definition. The pattern features are derived from 
entity definition text in the form of “[entity] 
is/belongs [ti] [word1…wordn]”, where ti is the type
keyword of entity type i and n is the distance 
between the key word ti and the sentence’s end.
Table 1 shows some examples of the patterns. 

Entity type Patterns
Insect < .+ >,<is.+insect>,

< .+ ><belongs to.+species>
University < .+ >,< .+ >

<is.+university/college>
Game < .+ >,<is.+game>
City < .+ >,< .+ >

<is.+city>
Scene < .+ >,< .+ >,

<is.+attraction/scenic>

Table 1: Example of pattern features 
Table 2 shows top 5 type keywords of each entity 
type. The type keyword set is obtained from 
encyclopedia and Chinese corpus and we will 
detail the process in next section. The type 
keywords are selected from keyword set manually.
The feature vector based on pattern is Qi, where       
N is the number of entity type.  If the first k
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sentences x in abstract contain the patterns in Table 
1, we set the value � , otherwise the value is 0. In 
our experiment, we set � =1.0 empirically. For 
example, the definition of “ /Seoul” we 
extracted from abstracts is “ Seoul

”. And the feature 
value for type “city” is � and 0 for the other types. 

�� ,   ( , ) 1;
 1,2,...

0,    ( , ) 0;
i

i
i

if f x t
Q i N

if f x t
� 	


	 �� 	

Keyword feature 

Besides pattern features described above, we use
keywords features as well. To ensure high 
coverage and quality of keywords for each type, 
we use rule base method and statistic based method 
to mine related keywords. For rule based method, 
we first collect entity description page with type 
information from three Chinese encyclopedia. 
Through analyzing description page, we extract 4 
types of contents to construct keyword set, “Title”, 
“Alias”, “Category”, and “Related Entity”. 

� Title: The titles in Chinese encyclopedia are 
used as labels for the corresponding entities 
directly.  

� Alias: The alias in Chinese encyclopedia is
used to represent the same entity. For 
example, [ | | ].

� Category: Categories describe the subjects 
of a given entity. 

� Related Entities: In Chinese encyclopedia 
there are related entities of a given entity. 
For example, related entities of “
(university)” are “ (Peking 
university)”, “ (Tsinghua 
University)

For statistic based method, we use word2vec 
model to obtain word vectors based on Chinese 
corpus and obtain similar word lists for each entity 
type. The final keyword list is obtained by a voting 
method. Table 2 shows the top 5 keywords for 
each type. 

Entity 
type

Keywords

Insect { , , , , }/{insect, 

species, predators, pets }
University { , , , ,

}/{university, college, campus,
branch}

Game { , , ,
, }/{games, computer 

games, web game, online games }
City { , , , ,

}/{capital, metropolis, cities,
provincial capital, urban}

Scene { , , , ,
}/{attractions, scenic, tourism,

scenic, scenery}
Politician { , , , ,

}/{ politician, activists, diplomats }
Song { , , , , }/{song,

lyrics, singing, song title, track }
Novel { , , ,

, }/{novel, short story, science 
fiction, martial arts novel, biography }

Cartoon { , , , ,
}/{attractions, scenic, tourism,

scenic, scenery}
Actor { , , , , }/{actor, 

director, screenwriter, starring,
drama}

Table 2: Top 5 keywords for each type 

Infobox features 

Since different entity types have different 
properties. For example, person has birthday and 
organization has locations. We extract property 
names from infobox and use them as infobox 
features. For example, in figure 1, property 
features of entity “ /Seoul” is “
/region”, “ /area”, “ /population”, “

/climatic condition”, “ /famous 
scenery”.

Subject features 

Besides infobox features, we collect entity subject 
information from zhishi.me. Subject information 
contains many domain-specific terms, which are 
indicator of entity types. Table 3 shows some 
example of subject features. In this study, all these 
above features are binary features. 
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Entity Subject features
/Summer 

Palace
{ , , }/{park, 
attraction, tourism}

/Shizuoka 
City

{ , }/{japan, city}

/Anpanman
{ , }/{cartoon, cute}

Table 3: Example of subject features 

Feature selection 

The learning features are all extracted empirically, 
therefore, effective feature selection is necessary.
We design a feature selection scheme as below: we 
take ‘maximum probability of a feature 
representing a category’ as the indicator of the 
effectiveness of features, and remove features 
whose effectiveness is smaller than a threshold T. 
In our experiment, we set T=0.85 empirically 
based on the development set. The changing curve 
of F-measure and threshold T is shown in figure 3. 

Figure 3: F-measure changes with threshold T. 

3.2 Entity linking based Model  

To use type information of DBpedia, we use entity 
linking tool to link entities with Chinese DBpedia. 
Since entities in Chinese DBpedia lack of 
“rdf:type” property, we use following steps to get 
type information. 

Using “sameAs” relation  

Since many entities in English DBpedia have 
“rdf:type” property, we can use   “owl:sameAs” 
relation to obtain type information of Chinese 
DBpedia entities. For example, <zhishi.me:

> is linked with <zh.dbpedia: > that is 
same as English DBpedia entity: 
<en.dbpedia:Islamabad>, and the type of 
<en.dbpedia:Islamabad> is <dbo:City>.

Therefore, the type of <zhishi.me: > is 
city. Figure 4 illustrates the process.

zhishi.me: zh.dbpedia:

owl sameAs

en.dbpedia:Islamabaddbpedia:City

owl sameAsrdf type

rdf type

Figure 4: Example of “sameAs” relation. 

Using redirect relation 
In some cases, we can use redirect relation to 
obtain the type. Figure 5 shows an example. 
<zhishi.me: > is same as <zh.dbpedia: >
and  <zh.dbpedia: >is redirected from 
<zh.dbpedia: >, and <zh.dbpedia: >
is same as <en.dbpedia:Qingdao> whose type is 
city.

zhishi.me: zh.dbpedia:

owl sameAs

en.dbpedia:Qingdaodbpedia:City
owl sameAs

rdf type

rdf type

zh.dbpedia:
dbo dbo:wikiPageRedirects

Figure 5. Example of “redirect” relation. 

Using category information 
Besides “sameAs” and “redirection” relation, we 
use entity category information to infer type 
information as well. Category information in 
DBPedia is usually a strong indicator for entity 
type. For example, person usually has category 
information “People_from_Beijing” or 
“People_born_1960s”. Therefore, we can infer an 
entity’s type from category. In particular, we use a 
simple method that match category information e.g. 
“People” with DBpedia ontology class. 

Type mapping 
Since the DBPedia Ontology (dbo) is different 
from type information in Zhishi.me, we have to 
map dbo with entity type in Zhishi.me. In
particular, given a dbo type, we use a type 
mapping table shown in table 4 to find the 
corresponding type in Zhishi.me. We use entity 
linking tools to link Zhishi.me training data with 
DBPedia, and obtain the type mapping relation. 
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For example, if entity e1 in Zhishi.me with type 
“Politician” is linked with e2 in DBPedia with type 
“Governor”, we can obtain a mapping relation 
between “Politician” and “Governor”.  

Type in 
Zhishi.me

Type in DBPedia

Insect dbo:Insect
University dbo:University
Game dbo:ViedoGame
Politician dbo:Politician;dbo:OfficeHolder

dbo:Governor;dbo:Ambassador
dbo:Chancellor

City dbo:City;dbo:Capital;dbo:Town
dbo:Settlement

Song dbo:Song
Novel dbo:Novel
Scene dbo:NaturalPlace;dbo:Mountain

dbo:Canal;dbo:Park 
Cartoon dbo:Cartoon;dbo:Comic

dbo:TelevisionShow;dbo:Film
Actor dbo:Actor;dbo:Artist

Table 4: Type mapping table 

4 Experiment 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
proposed approach, we conduct our experiments 
by using test data from JIST15 type identification 
challenge5. The data includes 1397 entities with 
type information and 500 unlabeled entities that 
are used as test data. There are 10 classes including 
insect, university, game, politician, city, song, 
novel, scene, cartoon and actor. The statistics of 
the data is shown in Table 5.

Entity Type # training data # testing data
Insect 124 41
University 157 42
Game 143 59
Politician 134 43
City 139 59
Song 139 59
Novel 150 51
Scene 130 60
Cartoon 134 38
Actor 147 48

5 ttp://www.jist2015.org/index.php?m=list&a=index&id=48&skip=50

Table 5: The statistics of the test data 
Precision, Recall and F-measure are used as the 
evaluation metric. All of them are defined as 
follows where ai is the number of URLs that are 
actually in label i and also predicted in label i, bi is 
the number of URLs that are predicted in label i, ci

is the number of URLs that are actually in label i. 
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In experiment, we first evaluate the performance 
using internal information only, namely 
classification based method. And then we evaluate 
whether external knowledge is useful to improve 
type identification performance. We also compare 
with our method with state of the art method 
(Tianxing Wu. et al., 2014). 
In this experiment, we have compared with four 
classification algorithms, Naïve Bayes, Bayes Net, 
Random Forest and Support Vector Machine. 
Figure 6 shows experiment results, from which we 
can see F-measure is relative high in classification 
method, and Random Forest algorithm performs 
best among four classifiers and F-measure is above 
0.98.This results indicate the learning features are 
very predictive for this task. 

0.962

0.964

0.966

0.968

0.97

0.972

0.974

0.976

0.978

0.98

0.982

Naïve Bayes Bayes Net SVM Random forest

Precision Recall F-measure

Figure 6: Experiment results on precision. 
To evaluate whether external evidence derived 
from other knowledge base is helpful, we have 
built and compared two kinds of type identification 
methods, one with utilizing entity linking 
techniques and the other without. 
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0.99

0.995

Naïve
Bayes

Naïve
Bayes+EL

Bayes Net Bayes
Net+EL

SVM SVM+EL Random
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Random
forest+EL

Figure 7: Experiment results of models with and 
without entity linking on f-measure. 
Figure 7 shows the comparing results of type 
identification models with and without entity 
linking. From Figure 7 we can see that when 
incorporating entity linking results, the average F-
measure can be improved by 1.5%. The 
improvement of F-measure is likely attributable to 
the external knowledge base. The improvement is 
not as much as expected. Through carefully 
analyze the results, we find two reasons. First,
entity linking tools only link 40% entity in testing 
data. Second, most derived type from external 
knowledge base is consistent with classification 
results
In order to validate whether the improvement is 
significant, we adopt pair-wise t-tests on F-
measure. For all t-tests, p-values are all less than 
0.01, therefore the improvement is significant. We 
confirm that the improvement of F-measure is due 
to incorporating external evidence and we believe
that it will achieve better results if we incorporate 
enough and high quality external evidence.
From the above analysis, it is evident that entity 
linking results can be incorporated as knowledge to 
improve the performance of entity type
identification.

0.9865

0.987

0.9875

0.988

0.9885

0.989

0.9895

0.99

0.9905

Naïve Bayes+EL Bayes Net+EL SVM+EL Random
forest+EL

Baseline

Figure 8: Experiment results of models with entity 
linking and baseline on f-measure 
We also use state of the art method (Tianxing Wu et 
al., 2014) as baseline and conduct experiment to 
compare our method with the baseline. Figure 8 
shows the experiment results. From figure 8 we 
can see our best performance (Random forest with 
entity linking) outperform state of the art method 
by 1.1%.  

5 Conclusion  

In this paper, we study entity type information 
identification from Chinese linked data and present 
a novel approach by integrating classification and 
entity linking techniques. In particular, entity type 
information is inferred from internal clues using 
classifiers. Moreover, external evidence is obtained 
from other knowledge bases through entity linking 
techniques. Experimental results on real-world 
datasets show the learning features we selected are 
predictive. Moreover, results indicate external 
evidence derived by entity linking techniques is 
helpful to type identification as well. We believe 
that this study is just the first step in type 
identification and much more work needs to be 
done to further explore the issue. In our ongoing 
work, we plan to improve entity tools to find more 
equivalent entities in external knowledge base. We 
also plan to reduce the amount of training data, 
which is time consuming to obtain, by using entity 
linking results. For example, type information 
obtained by entity linking techniques could be used 
as training data directly. Another direction is to 
harvest external evidence from broader resources, 
e.g. text or web tables, not just from linked data or 
knowledge base. For instance, in sentence 
“...including cities such as Birmingham, 
Montgomery, Huntsville...”, if we know the type 
information of “Birmingham”, we can infer other 
entities’ type as well. Similarly, if we know the 
type of an entity, the other entity types in the same 
column can also be obtained by reasoning. At last, 
we plan to study fine grained type identification. 
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Abstract

The field of Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) in the country has been continually 
developing. However, the transition between 
Tagalog to the progressing Filipino language 
left tools and resources behind. This paper 
introduces a Statistical Machine Translation 
Part-of-Speech (POS) Tagger for Filipino
(SMTPOST), with the purpose of reviving, 
updating and widening the scope of 
technologies in the POS` tagging domain, 
catering to the changes made by the Filipino 
language. Resources built are comprised 
mainly of a tagset (218 tags), parallel corpus 
(2,668 sentences), affix rules (59 rules) and 
word-tag dictionary (309 entries). SMTPOST 
was tested to different tagsets and domains, 
producing 84.75% as its highest accuracy 
score, at least 3.75% increase from the 
available Tagalog POS taggers. Despite 
SMTPOST’s utilization of Filipino resources 
and good performance, there are room for 
improvements and opportunities. 
Recommendations include a better feature
extractor (preferably a morphological 
analyzer), an increase in scope for all of the 
resources, implementation of pre- and/or post-
processing, and the utilization of SMTPOST
research to other NLP applications.

1 Introduction

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a field in 
computer science where it connects human 
language with technology. In the Philippines,
NLP applications and resources have been 
continually expanding. Specifically, a project 

1 The process of indicating the Part-of-Speech (i.e. Nouns, 
Pronouns, Verbs, Adjectives, etc.) of a given word. In this 
case, the tagging process is automated.

conducted by De La Salle University (DLSU),
Manila in the span of three years developed 
numerous NLP products: from language resources 
such as lexicons, word corpora, tagsets and 
grammar rules, to tools such as Morphological 
Analyzers, Part-of-Speech (POS) Taggers, 
Grammar Checkers and Machine Translators
(Chu, 2009). These outputs enabled DLSU to 
produce research papers and extended 
applications not only for the Filipino language, 
but also to English, marking these works as well-
established at that time.

Focusing on POS tagging1, Chu (2009) featured 
taggers from Miguel and Roxas’ (2007) 
comparative study. These POS taggers were
implemented on different approaches: 
PTPOST4.1 (Go, 2006) an extension from past 
PTPOST researches (Cortez et al., 2005; 
Flordeliza et al., 2005), is a probabilistic tagger 
implementing the Hidden Markov model, Viterbi 
algorithm, lexical and contextual probabilities; 
MBPOST (Raga and Trogo, 2006), a memory-
based tagger; Tag-Alog (Fontanilla and Wu, 
2006), a rule-based tagger; TPOST (Cheng and 
Rabo, 2004), a template-based tagger; and adding 
to the list, SVPOST (Reyes et al., 2011), a Support
Vector Machines tagger. Despite developments of 
POS taggers in the country, the Filipino 
language’s evolution requires constant updates on 
the tools and their resources. Without these 
updates, the products become outdated in the 
following factors: data contents, software 
usability, performance and availability. This 
paper addresses those issues through 
experimentation and creation of a new tagger 
using Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) for
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the Filipino language. This research is also 
intended to provide aid in the understanding of 
Filipino POS, establish a Filipino tagset and 
support NLP products or processes (i.e. grammar 
checker, language parsing, speech processing, 
information retrieval, etc.) in their tasks.

In choosing an approach, the use of Hidden 
Markov Models, Viterbi Algorithm, and Machine 
Learning (Support Vector Machines, Perceptron, 
and the likes) has been recurrent to foreign 
languages. As a challenge and motivation for this 
research, instead of implementing widely used 
approaches, it has been set to start up new 
ventures on a potential tagger – ending up with
selecting Statistical Machine Translation. SMT as 
a tagger is uncommon; as specified in its name, it
is mainly used in translating one language to 
another. However, it is not limited to be used that 
way. Oda et al.’s (2015) work, used SMT for 
generating English and Japanese pseudo-codes 
from a given source code, intended to aid code 
understanding. Other samples are from the work 
of Mizumoto et al.’s (2011) Japanese error 
correction and Nocon et al.’s (2014) Filipino 
shortcut words normalizer. These examples, 
provided results that proved using SMT in 
different areas is feasible by supplying two types 
of data labeled as source (to be transformed) and 
target (transformed into). 

As a data-driven approach, the method for this 
research leverages SMT by using pairs of word 
features (source) and POS tag counterparts
(target), and translated Filipino Wikipedia data as 
input for training; while for POS tagging, words
or sentences are accepted as input to be 
automatically transformed into features to match 
the generated model from training.

This paper mainly focuses on elaborating the 
creation of Statistical Machine Translation Part-
of-Speech Tagger (SMTPOST). It is outlined in 
the following order: first is the methodology
section in which the construction of SMTPOST is 
discussed; followed by test results and 
discussions, including analysis of SMTPOST’s 
performance against other existing taggers; next,
conclusion and recommendations; and finally, the 
list of references used.

2 Methodology

In order to create the Filipino Statistical Machine 
Translation Part-of-Speech Tagger (SMTPOST), 
the necessary resources and tools were built.

2 Can be accessed in http://goo.gl/dY0qFe

2.1 Language Resources

MGNN Tagset
From the Rabo Tagset (Cheng and Rabo, 2004),
tag codes were modified and POS sub-categories 
were added such as common noun abbreviation, 
preposition, semi-colon tag and compound 
(combination of two or more POS) tags. An 
example for a compound tag, given the word
bagong ‘new’, it has the frequency adverb (RBW)
bago ‘new’ and the ligature (CCP) -ng, resulting
to the compound RBW_CCP tag. The MGNN 
Tagset2 consists of 218 tags, with 69 basic and
149 (currently used) compound tags.

Corpora
The parallel corpus used was collected from 

Wikipedia, containing Filipino word and POS tag 
pairs, with a total of 2,668 sentences or 70,312 
(14,575 distinct) words. The parallel corpus was 
divided into two parts: training and testing data, 
following 80 (2,134 sentences/55,428 words) to 
20 (534 sentences/14,884 words) ratio, 
respectively.

Additional corpora were gathered from TPOST
(i.e. Biblical Text and Children Storybooks) for 
testing purposes. The numbers designated from 
their work’s training and testing were followed.

All of these data were collected in English and
then translated into Filipino by university students 
whom were supervised by a linguist in the 
specified language field. There were no specific 
rules in translating as long as they are consistent
(sentences may be in predicate-subject or subject-
predicate form), to apply Filipino conversational 
style and terminologies in the data. The POS 
counterpart was manually tagged using the 
MGNN Tagset for Wikipedia and Biblical Text
(1) corpora, and Rabo Tagset for Biblical Text (2) 
and Children Storybooks. Taken from TPOST, 
Biblical Text (1) and (2) have the same word 
entries but differ in their POS tag counterparts.

Affix Rules
59 affix rules from Bonus (2003) were used as 
basis for feature extraction. Rules per affix:
prefix, infix, and suffix are distributed in 42, 2 and 
15 rules, respectively.

Word-Tag Dictionary
A dictionary containing 309 word and POS tag 
pair entries (updated from TPOST’s predefined 
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words) include word samples from each category.
It acts as a database for determining words that 
have POS tags. TPOST used this resource in 
providing tags, but in this research, it was only 
used to mark words that are already in the 
dictionary as part of the feature extraction.

2.2 SMTPOST
SMTPOST’s processes follows the framework
shown at Figure 1. Processes with the ‘*’ mark 
were done beforehand and are excluded during the 
tagging process.

Figure 1. SMTPOST Framework

Feature Extractor (FEX)

FEX takes out word features (affixes) from a 
given text and inserts marker/s before the found 
affixes. Following TPOST’s structure for 
extracting and marking features (see Table 1) with
the addition of :A marker for abbreviations,
kumakain ‘eating’ will result into @um$ka or in 
English +ing.

Word Feature Structure
(

(
(#<PDW>)* [:<Capitalized>](~<Prefix>)*
(@<infix>)* (+<Suffix>)*
($<DuplicatedCharacters>)*

) [-] or *<word>
)

Feature Code Description
# Predefined Word
:F 1st letter Capitalized

:FS 1st word of Sentence
:A Abbreviations
~ Prefix
@ Infix
+ Suffix
$ Duplicated Characters
- Hyphen
* No Features, whole word

Table 1. FEX Structure and Markers

3 http://statmt.org/moses/

The algorithm for extracting features was based 
from Cheng and Rabo’s TPOST (2004), migrated
from 2004 Java Server Pages into 2016 Java –
intended to eliminate dependencies on other POS 
tagger programs. It utilizes the affix rules and 
word-tag dictionary to aid in the marking of word 
features. Using it on training and testing words 
passes the extracted affixes on as input for 
SMTPOST. Given this, the input data for 
SMTPOST is generalized instead of literal words. 

Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) 
SMT is a translation technique which uses 
statistical models as its heuristics. By setting a
parallel corpus as training input, it determines the 
patterns and matches of both words and phrases, 
together with their probabilities. The SMT tagger
was implemented using Moses 3 (including 
SRILM and GIZA++), a well-known and online 
available SMT tool. 

In Moses, there are two main components 
namely, training and decoding. For training, it 
requires a set of data to learn from the source and 
target data. In this research, a Wikipedia parallel 
corpus was used; but before feeding the data to 
Moses, it underwent cleaning. Unnecessary 
characters (e.g. Äì1916 � 1916) and duplicate 
entries were omitted. At the same time, cleaning
involves word correction (e.g. k0lumna �
kolumna) and fixing tagging errors such as 
typographical errors (e.g. JJCC � JJC), incorrect 
tags (e.g. ‘.’ = PMC � PMP) and tag casing (e.g. 
PRI_cCP � PRI_CCP). 

The cleaned data was originally a word-tag 
parallel corpus. To generalize the data, word 
features were generated by running FEX to the 
words counterpart, producing the feature-tag 
parallel corpus. This monolingual feature-tag 
parallel corpus serves as the main data for 
training, setting word features as source and POS 
tags as target data.

Following the training pipeline, feeding the 
data into Moses generated the phrase-model. It
contains phrase-table rules (features mapped with 
tags and their probabilities) with a total of 297,633 
lines to be used in POS tagging.

Decoder on the other hand is the tagging 
proper. It uses the output of training (phrase-
model) and sentence/s to be tagged. The accepted 
input for SMT are extracted features based from 
input sentence/s and by supplying them, SMT will 
be able to decode and determine the POS tag –
SMTPOST’s final output.
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3 Results and Discussion

SMTPOST was tested through the following 
domains and tagsets (see Table 2). Additional 
information on the table are results using TPOST 
(Cheng and Rabo, 2004), for it is the closest one 
to the system – in terms of data and process. Data
with at most 141 sentences or 2,658 (637 distinct)
words per domain were reflected from the same
reference in order to enable this research in 
showing the performance of SMTPOST based on 
TPOST’s testing using different types of corpora. 

On the first part of the table, results showed 
SMTPOST’s 84.75% tagging accuracy, where in 
a total of 14,869 words, the number of correctly 
tagged, incorrectly tagged and untagged instances 
are the following: 12,601, 1,577 and 691, 
respectively. Biblical Text (1) against (2) fell from 
the line of 8 to 7, with 7.43% difference. This 
score was the effect of tag specifics and variations 
using MGNN Tagset, which enhanced the detail 
in capturing how words are used in a sentence – a
deeper POS categorization for a certain word. To 
illustrate this point, given the words akin ‘mine’ 
and aking ‘my’, MGNN tags the two words as 
PRSP (possessive subject pronoun) and 
PRSP_CCP (possessive subject pronoun with the 
ligature -ng), respectively. On the other hand, 
Rabo Tagset will simply tag them both as PRSP. 
Based on the example above, it differentiates 
independent from dependent possessive pronouns 
through their single or combined POS tags than 
generalizing all that falls under a single POS sub-
category. With this statement, even if Biblical 
Text (2) is close to the highest, the use of MGNN 
Tagset was favored than of Rabo’s because of its 
well tag description for a word and was applied to 
the training of a modernized Filipino data. About 
the Children Storybooks domain, it performed 
poorly with 68.72%. The reason for this is that the 

4 Results taken from Cheng and Rabo (2004) reference.

data heavily contained proper and common nouns,
resulting into a large number of words without 
features; unlike Wikipedia, the preceded case 
together with its limited training data prevented
both the feature extractor and statistical heuristics 
from pulling up its accuracy score.

On the second part of the table, the Wikipedia 
corpus was tagged using TPOST and TPOST’s
testing results on Biblical Text and Children 
Storybooks were taken directly from the source 
for cross-referencing. Tagging the Wikipedia 
corpus produced 23.33% accuracy, exceedingly 
low as opposed to the other testing and domains. 
The testing revealed that similar to Children 
Storybooks, the Wikipedia corpus contains a
heavy amount of nouns and complex 
terminologies (multiple affixes) which makes it 
difficult to tag and TPOST was unable to handle 
its complexity; thus exhibiting SMTPOST’s 
exceptional tagging capabilities. 

Comparing results from the two taggers, SMT 
showed that its results between the same tagset 
and domain surpassed the template-based 
approach. It implies that even though both uses 
generalized data, the use of probabilities in 
tagging is superior than TPOST’s scoring 
heuristics. Furthermore, evaluation in terms of 
tagging speed was conducted to both taggers. On 
the same machine, TPOST tagged 534 sentences 
for 2 hours and 50 minutes while SMTPOST 
tagged them for only 26 seconds. Although 
TPOST’s computations are simpler than 
SMTPOST, TPOST’s scoring system were done 
during the tagging process; whereas, SMTPOST’s 
computations were done during the training 
process, making the tagging similar to a lookup. 
Taking an ambiguous word for instance, both 
taggers will gather the candidate phrases 
(neighboring words) that will help distinguish the 
correct tag. After collecting the candidates, 

Tagging using SMTPOST
Domain Tagset Training Sentences Testing Sentences Accuracy

Wikipedia MGNN 2,134 534 84.75%
Biblical Text (1) MGNN 107 34 77.20%
Biblical Text (2) Rabo 107 34 84.63%

Children Storybooks Rabo 68 34 68.72%
Tagging using TPOST (Cheng and Rabo, 2004)

Wikipedia MGNN 2,134 534 23.33%
Biblical Text4 Rabo 107 34 81.65%

Children Storybooks4 Rabo 68 34 61.00%
Table 2. Testing Summary and Results
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TPOST will compute how much each candidate
fit with the ambiguous word; in contrast, 
SMTPOST searches for the candidate with the 
highest probability. Hence, the testing results 
showed that SMTPOST performs well when it 
comes to the correctness of its tag while 
maintaining its decent tagging speed in the 
process.

Aside from TPOST, SMTPOST was compared 
to other POS taggers shown at Table 3.

POS Tagger Data Composition Accuracy
PTPOST4.1

120,000 words
(Miguel and 
Roxas, 2007)

78.30%
MBPOST 77.00%
Tag-Alog 72.50%
TPOST 70.00%

SVPOST 122,318 words
(Reyes et al., 2011) 81.00%

SMTPOST 70,312 words 84.75%
Table 3. Comparison of POS Taggers

From the given scores, with just 70,312 words,
SMTPOST’s score exceeded the other taggers by
at least 3.75%. The reason for this is other taggers
used words for their training, whereas SMTPOST 
used features which are words in their generalized 
forms. The effect of using generalized data mainly 
widens the scope of the tagger, lessening out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) words or words unrecognized 
by the system. For example, in SMTPOST’s 
training data, kumain ‘ate’, sumayaw ‘danced’ and 
tumalon ‘jumped’ all contains the infix -um-
(@um). SMTPOST then creates a rule that 
whenever an extracted feature is @um, it will tag 
VBTS or past tense verb. When FEX process a
word like tumakbo ‘ran’, it will output @um and 
through SMTPOST, it will be tagged as VBTS.
Note that SMTPOST considers the probabilities 
of neighboring features or tags, and features may 
match words more than the previous examples 
given, for which both improves the tagging 
output.

Given the presented results, gaining the highest 
score among the other taggers demonstrated the 
utilization of SMT for tagging, at the same time
the implementation of Filipino language, 
generation of word features and accurate 
generalizations as the basis for tagging were a
success. To produce such results, SMTPOST is 
found to have its own set of advantages and 
disadvantages. One of the advantages is related to
its tagging process, which makes use of 
generalized data instead of literal ones. Choosing 
this type of data extends the tagger’s scope and

lessens the instances of OOV words. Applying 
statistics as basis is equally as important, for it
uses frequency and probability to determine the 
correct tags, even for phrases and ambiguous 
words. Moreover, SMTPOST has been tested with 
different domains, so adaptability is not a problem 
when its training data is modified.

On the other hand, disadvantages include a 
weak feature extractor and the lack of training 
data, hindering SMTPOST to tag complex feature 
combinations. Common features such as ~mag ‘to 
…’ (future tense), ~nag ‘-d or -ed’ (past tense) and 
+ng (a word with the ligature -ng) are helpful 
triggers in determining tags for any given word as 
long as those features appear in it. However, when 
mixed with additional features, the word features 
become complicated, thus resulting into errors. 
An example word feature ~mag~ka~sing+an
from magkasingkahulugan ‘synonymous’; where 
the ~mag prefix feature is present, but joined by 
other features such as the prefixes ~ka, ~sing, and 
suffix +an. Its distinctness made it out-of-
vocabulary and as a result made SMTPOST 
unable to label a POS out of it. In relation to this, 
OOV features also appear on occurrences of 
nouns, foreign words, abbreviations and numbers 
(e.g. :F*osaka, *sweldo ‘salary’, *box, :A*ceo,
*2016) due to their empty word features – they are 
marked as “no features” or “whole word”. In this 
case, SMTPOST’s data failed to capture these 
types of words because they were already whole 
(or in their root) form and not affected by the 
generalized data. Nevertheless, these uncaptured 
words come with definite marker patterns which 
can be resolved through the use of pre- or post-
processing tools, hinting on the usage of regular 
expressions or increase in language resources 
(pointing out to the corpora and word-tag 
dictionary).

Overall, in spite of imperfectly extracting word 
features, the accuracy of the system is high. 
Acknowledging this, certain and common patterns 
of words in Filipino were captured by the tagger, 
making different word variations with the same 
features most likely fall into one POS category.

4 Conclusion and Recommendations

SMTPOST proved that an unconventional 
Statistical Machine Translation approach can be 
used as a Part-of-Speech tagger in Filipino; 
addressing the factors about existing taggers’ data 
contents, software usability, performance and 
availability. With 70,312 words from Wikipedia, 
its highest accuracy score produced 84.75%, at 
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least 3.75% higher than the other existing taggers. 
Despite SMTPOST’s high accuracy, there are 
some improvements needed. Recommended for 
future works are the following: use of a 
morphological analyzer for feature extraction; 
increase in scope for all of the resources, aiming 
at least 100,000 words for the parallel corpus and 
inclusion of other local and/or foreign languages; 
utilization of resources built by SMTPOST to 
other NLP applications; data checks for SMT, to 
make sure the correctness of the given word-tag 
pair data; software solutions for lessening 
complex feature and OOVs; implementation of 
additional techniques for pre- or post-processing; 
and finally, usability and availability extensions 
by using SMTPOST in a NLP software 
application or deploying it into the web as a 
service.
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Abstract

Using queries to explore corpora is to-
day routine practice not only among re-
searchers in various fields with an empirical
approach to discourse, but also among non-
specialists who use search engines or con-
cordancers for language learning purposes.
While keyword-based queries are quite com-
mon, non-specialists are less likely to explore
syntactic constructions. Syntax-based queries
usually require the use of regular expressions
with grammatical words combined with mor-
phosyntactic tags, meaning that users need to
master both the query language of the tool
and the tagset of the annotated corpus. How-
ever, non-specialists such as language learn-
ers may prefer to focus on the output rather
than spend time and efforts mastering a query
language. To address this shortcoming, we
propose a methodology including a syntactic
parser and using common similarity measures
to compare sequences of automatically pro-
duced morphosyntactic tags.

1 Introduction

A corpus, as a collection of texts used as a repre-
sentative sample of a given variety of a language or
genre, is often considered as a tool in itself. Whether
the investigator adopts a corpus-based approach,
testing preformed hypotheses against authentic data,
or a corpus-driven approach, inducing hypotheses
from observed regularities or exceptions, corpora are
an invaluable resource from which examples of real
language use can be extracted to support linguistic
arguments.

As soon as corpora could be stored electronically,
tools were built to make the most of them. Over
the years, corpus linguistics has thus equipped itself
with numerous tools to meet various needs. Concor-
dancers, for instance, are used to observe keywords
in context relying on keyword-based queries. How-
ever using tools does not only allow corpus exploita-
tion but also determines what observations can be
made from them: what can be inferred from corpora
strongly depends on the possibilities that the tool of-
fers (Anthony, 2013), and relying on keywords alone
are a drawback for those who are interested in com-
plex constructions and/or constructions which do not
have a specific lexical marker. We will consider the
case of relative clauses, as they are not marked by
one specific lexical item but by the whole grammat-
ical category of relative pronouns.

It is hardly possible today to search for complex
structures without knowing how they are analysed in
the annotated corpus, which implies that one mas-
ters at least both a query language and the tagset of
the annotated corpus. These skills are common in
the fields of Computational Linguistics and Natural
Language Processing (NLP) but require tremendous
effort from non-specialists such as language learners
or teachers to be grasped.

In this article, we will first account for the need
of the use of native corpora in language learning and
the tools currently available to explore them. We will
then present a processing chain which is based on
the notion of syntactic similarity and takes into con-
sideration the potential difficulties encountered by
non-specialists.
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2 Corpus Query

Language learners and teachers are generally not lin-
guists and are seldom familiar with methods from
the Computational Linguistics or NLP fields despite
their growing interest for corpora. Having explained
the whys and wherefores of the access to authen-
tic data in language learning, we will present current
tools used to interrogate corpora as well as their lim-
its, especially when the query focuses on a syntactic
construction.

2.1 The use of corpora in language learning
and teaching

Native corpora are interesting resources for lan-
guage learning as they represent for both teachers
and learners collections of authentic data in which
it is possible to observe what is considered as nat-
ural or usual in the target language (see Chambers
(2005; 2010) or Cavalla (2015) for examples of uses
of corpora to improve writing skills in French as a
foreign language). Exposure to authentic data can
be indirect (for instance through the study of con-
cordance print-outs carefully chosen by the teacher
beforehand) or it can be the outcome of a more direct
process. The latter is particularly exploited in what
Johns calls Data-Driven Learning, which considers
language learners as “research workers whose learn-
ing needs to be driven by access to linguistic data”
(Johns, 1991). Learners should therefore be active in
their learning process, being able not only to formu-
late hypotheses but also to observe and analyse lin-
guistic data to confirm or refute their hypotheses by
themselves, and eventually formulate new hypothe-
ses if necessary.

However, in practice, learners might consider that
the benefit gained from a direct confrontation with
authentic corpora is not worth either the time or
the effort put into learning how to use corpus ex-
ploration tools. Boulton (2012) conducted experi-
ments involving his university students using cor-
pora and mentioned that “causes of concern focused
on the complexity of the interface (the functions and
the query syntax) and the time it took to conduct
some queries.”. One of the students even expressed
the need to attend a course specifically dedicated to
the use of corpus exploration tools. Based on the
same conclusions, Falaise et al. (2011) proposed an

adapted exploration tool for treebanks displaying an
interface that is simple, minimalist (options are hid-
den) and user-friendly (using a graphical interface
rather than a textual one). This simplification does
not hinder the expression of elaborate and precise
queries but does not solve the problem either. Al-
though users spend less time mastering this kind of
tool, they still need to know how data are encoded in
the tagged corpus.

2.2 Current methods for corpus query

One of the most common methods in Corpus Lin-
guistics consists in using concordancers to look at
language as it is. These tools are increasingly used in
the context of language teaching and include at least
two main functions : on the one hand, concordancers
bring to light general statistical properties of a text or
corpus (displaying lists of words with their frequen-
cies, distributions, collocations etc.) and on the other
hand, they also allow more detailed analysis with
KWIC (KeyWord In Context) concordances, show-
ing the target word or sequence of words aligned in
their original context. It should be pointed out that
unlike queries used in search engines, the sequences
of words given as input to a concordancer are gener-
ally n-grams, in other words, sequences of n strictly
contiguous words with a fixed order. The implemen-
tation of skipgrams, or non-contiguous n-grams, in
concordance tools is quite rare but can be found
in tools that focus on the search for phraseological
units such as ConcGram or Lexicoscope for French.
Both systems take as inputs several words1 called
pivots, either directly input by the user or found
through iterative associations. In the latter case, the
tool takes a first pivot (or the first two for Conc-
Gram) and searches for words with which it has the
strongest co-occurrence rates; these words are then
used in turn as pivots (up to four additional pivots)
(Cheng et al., 2006; Kraif and Diwersy, 2012).

In all the above-mentioned cases, queries are
based on words. However, it is possible to go be-
yond words by resorting to morphosyntactic tags di-
rectly. The matching of two segments such as “the
person who is sleeping” and “the jury which was

1By words we are referring to inflected forms of a word, but
also to the corresponding lemma. It is therefore up to the user to
choose whether morphological variations should be considered
or not.
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locked up” which have no lexical units in common
but which share the same syntactic structure can
only be achieved with a pattern like “DET NOUN
WH-PRO AUX VERB”2. This type of query is com-
monly used in linguistics, but producing such pat-
terns requires users not only to know the tagset of
the corpus but also, and maybe more importantly,
to be able to associate a word with the right part-
of-speech. Regular expressions are a good means to
broaden the range of query possibilities but at the
cost of more advanced learning to attain that level of
abstraction. GrETEL, a tool developed by Augusti-
nus et al. (2012), partly solves the problem as it of-
fers the possibility to interrogate a treebank by au-
tomatically transforming an example of a syntactic
structure into a query, in the same manner as our pro-
posal. This process is designed to spare users from
learning a complex query syntax, but is still aimed
at linguists who know what they are looking for and
are capable of configuring the query to fulfill their
purpose.

While our methodology relies on the same idea as
GrETEL, we wish to go one step further in open-
ing corpus exploration tools to a broader public.
With this aim in view, our processing chain must
(1) reduce the complexity of the interface of the
query system and (2) reduce the depth and variety
of knowledge required from the user. Incidentally,
even though it might seem more relevant to work
with treebanks, our research problem only focuses
on the use of corpora annotated with morphosyntac-
tic tags. We chose not to make use of dependency or
constituency links yet for the sake of genericity, for
treebanks are still rare resources.

3 Methodology

3.1 Processing chain

As our main objective is to simplify the query for-
mulation as much as possible for non-specialists, we
propose a methodology which takes as input a sim-
ple example of a target syntactic construction writ-

2These part-of-speech tags do not belong to any specific
tagset. They are purposely generic and we decided to use the
tag VERB for the sake of illustrating the fact that the two seg-
ments are different in terms of grammatical categories (auxil-
iary and -ing verb on the one hand, verb and preposition on the
other hand) but are similar in the sense that they are both verbal
phrases.

ten in natural language and “directly” retrieves other
examples of that construction. Every step from the
transformation of the input into a query to the rank-
ing of relevant sentences is performed by automatic
processes and therefore does not require any more
knowledge than that necessary to validate (or invali-
date) the output.

The complete processing chain detailed in Figure
1 and illustrating a query on relative clauses with
“who” is divided into six steps:

1. the input of one or several segments by the
user3 and expressed in natural language;

2. the conversion of the initial input into an ac-
tual machine-interpretable query using an au-
tomatic (morpho)syntactic analyser or parser;

3. the syntactic similarity measure between the
query and sentences from the tagged corpus;

4. the proposition of relevant sentences grouped
by clusters according to the mode of research;

5. the selection by the user of the example which
seems to be the closest to his/her input or to
what he/she expected to see, thus refining the
initial query (selecting a relevant example nar-
rows the number of matches and increases pre-
cision as retrieved segments must be similar to
both the query and each newly appointed rele-
vant example4);

6. the output of segments belonging to the chosen
cluster (through the selection of its most repre-
sentative example in the previous step).

As this project is still being developed, we focus
on the first three steps of the process in this paper.

3.2 Similarity as a flexible search method
As we have seen with the example of relative
clauses, syntactic similarity cannot rely on se-
quences of lexical units only but should rather be
described with syntactic patterns in the form of se-
quences of syntactic tags possibly associated with

3Steps requiring an intervention by the user are represented
by shapes with thick dark contours and were reduced to the
strict minimum in compliance with our objective.

4Steps 4 and 5 are iterative, allowing the user to refine the
query until satisfaction.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the process proposed for the syntactic query system

lexical units. The idea is to match instances of a syn-
tactic construction while tolerating some variations
in the vocabulary but also variations in the structure
itself. Indeed, if we look at the propositions in step 4
of Figure 1, we notice that the first segment retrieved
by the tool does not strictly match the query. The
segment would be described by the sequence “D N
PRO V PREP V-ing” while the query does not
contain any preposition but the present progressive
form of an intransitive verb. Despite these differ-
ences, this proposition is still relevant as it does dis-
play a relative clause and is similar enough to the
initial query to be easily identified as such.

It is not self-evident for non-specialist users to
define an efficient pattern, with a sufficiently high
tolerance threshold to accept variations but low
enough to keep a decent precision. We thus propose
a method based on the similarity measure between
an automatically defined pattern extracted from the
input example(s) (the query) and examples from the
corpus.

This methodology has a two advantages: it is
more flexible than a query with regular expressions
and it makes it possible to stay closer to data as it re-
spects the bottom-up method supported by the Data-
Driven Learning approach5.

5As opposed to data-based, approaches called data-driven

This flexibility also allows users to choose be-
tween different pre-defined options:

1. searching for similar segments with the same
grammatical word(s), marked as relevant by
the user (see the first proposition in step 4 of
the flowchart);

2. searching for strongly similar segments but
which do not contain the same grammatical
word(s), marked as irrelevant by the user (see
the second proposition, where “which” appears
instead of “who”);

3. searching for the same grammatical word(s),
but in different contexts, in other words least
similar sequences of tags (see proposition 3);

4. if lexical resources are available, searching for
a semantically close lexical word could also be
a possibility.

The second option could typically be used to
search for structures such as relative clauses as they
are characterised in English by the grammatical cat-
egory of relative pronouns which have different sur-
face forms among a finite list of possibilities. The

follow an inductive reasoning and start from the observation of
regularities in data to formulate hypotheses or modify them.
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tool must therefore be capable of identifying the cat-
egory of relative pronouns but not necessarily try to
match the one in the query, and more importantly,
it must retrieve segments with variations in periph-
eral tags since the syntactic context could be quite
different depending on the function of the pronoun
(compare the constructions of whom and whose in “a
few hundred people whom she knew” and “students
whose interviews I discuss”).

The first option gives outputs close to what can
be retrieved through a concordancer, with the dif-
ference that the context also needs to be similar to
that of the input query. As for the third option, it en-
ables the user to search for other contexts of use of
a specific word (or sequence of words), thus find-
ing new functions for instance (see 4.3 for an exam-
ple of an interesting case). Finally, option 4 would
include the possibility to expand the query by us-
ing semantic similarity, as is commonly done in cer-
tain applications in information retrieval (search en-
gines, question-answering systems) where keywords
can be replaced by synonyms or hyperonyms.

Users can choose between these options from the
beginning if they are sufficiently aware of what they
are searching for and sufficiently competent to iden-
tify it. Otherwise, they can determine what suits
them better from observing the concrete examples
presented for each option (in the same manner as in
step 4 and from comparing to what they expected.

3.3 Similarity measures

We chose to use Jaccard and Dice coefficients,
widely used in NLP to measure similarity, in partic-
ular between two words or two strings. In our case,
these coefficients can be used to compare larger
units, such as sequences of syntactic tags (D N PRO
AUX V-ing) or sequences containing tags asso-
ciated with their lexical units (N who/PRO AUX
V-ing). We are also exploring the possibilities of-
fered by edit distance (or Levenshtein distance), a
metric which is not an actual similarity measure but
can evaluate indirectly the distance (dissimilarity)
between two objects: if the similarity is maximal, the
distance is zero. This alternative is particularly inter-
esting as the edit distance between two “words” (or
sequences of tags) M and N is defined by the min-
imal cost necessary to transform M into N through
specific operations, the insertion, the deletion or the

substitution of a unit (a character if it is a string or a
tag in a sequence of tags for instance).

Even more interesting is the possibility to weight
the cost of each operation and thus to adapt the dis-
tance to our data. With this method it would then be
possible to consider the removal of an adjective (or
all modifiers) as costing less than the removal of a
verb or a conjunction for instance.

4 Preliminary experiments

We are currently conducting experiments on Korean
as a foreign language, simulating queries that could
be made by a learner of Korean who has difficul-
ties apprehending a grammatical structure and un-
derstanding the contexts in which it is used (Wang,
2016).

4.1 Data

We considered that learners were likely to use our
tool when failing to fully understand sentences they
encountered. We thus decided to use as inputs for
our preliminary experiments sentences that are typ-
ically available to learners, that is to say those used
to illustrate grammatical points in grammar books
or language textbooks. Accordingly, sentences ex-
tracted from textbooks of levels 1, 2 and 3 (equiva-
lent to roughly three years of study of Korean) from
Yonsei University and Ewha Language Center were
gathered to make a corpus of potential inputs to our
tool. The structure of the sentences was compared to
those from the Sejong Corpus (Kim, 2007), the ref-
erence corpus for Korean language. Tests were made
on the monolingual morphosyntactically annotated
part of the Sejong Corpus (a total of around 13.5 mil-
lion tokens) and composed of samples from various
genres, including written essays to transcriptions of
spontaneous conversations.

4.2 Method

There are two essential prerequisites to enable a syn-
tactic comparison between an input query and sen-
tences from a corpus: firstly, an efficient automatic
morphosyntactic tagger or parser must be used on
the input, and secondly, the tagset used by the tag-
ger and the one that was applied on the corpus must
be identical (in the case of similar tagsets, adapta-
tions should be done beforehand). In our case, we
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used an implemented version of KKMA6, originally
developed by the Intelligent Data System (IDS) Lab-
oratory at Seoul National University and wrapped
in KoNLPy7 (Park and Cho, 2014). Among the five
morphosyntactic analysers available in KoNLPy,
KKMA was the slowest to run according to tests8

but this flaw is not critical as KKMA would here be
used to tag only one or a few sentences at most. Ad-
ditionally, KKMA was trained on the Sejong Cor-
pus, thus very few adaptations were needed to get
perfectly matching part-of-speech tagsets.

내일은맑을지도모릅니다.
nay-il-un malk-ul-ci-to mo-lup-ni-ta.

‘It is unsure if the weather is going to be clear
tomorrow.’

↓
내일/NNG은/JX맑/VA을지/EC도/JX

모르/VVㅂ니다/EF ./SF

Figure 2: Example of input sentence

A typical input for our tool would be a sentence
like the one in Figure 2: a sentence taken from
Ewha’s Korean Language textbook level 3-2, which
has been segmented (essential for an agglutinative
language like Korean) and annotated by KKMA. We
set the morphemes illustrating the grammar point
in bold. Likewise, users may eventually also have
the possibility to show what morphemes seem to be
their target, possibly in a simplified but similar man-
ner as the matrix Augustinus et al. (2012) proposed
for GrETEL, in which users are asked to choose if
a word from the input is relevant or not and to what
extent (relevant as POS, lemma or token). Sentences
from Sejong Corpus are initially formatted the same
way but would be output without tags so that users
would really only see natural language sentences
from input to output.

As for the technical aspect of our tool, different
parameters were tested in our preliminary experi-

6http://kkma.snu.ac.kr/
7Korean Natural Language Processing in Python, an open

source package supplying fundamental resources for Korean
NLP. Experiments were run with KoNLPy 0.4.3.

8Time analysis and performance tests conducted
by KoNLPy’s development team are described on:
http://konlpy.org/en/v0.4.4/morph/\#
comparison-between-pos-tagging-classes

ments:

– number of sentences as inputs: whether a single
sentence was sufficient or if a greater number of
sentences was more efficient;

– modes: whether the different options we de-
scribed in this paper were relevant and viable;

– use of lexical units: whether we should include
lexical units and take them into account in the
similarity measure, or keep their part-of-speech
tags only;

– similarity measure: whether a traditional simi-
larity measure (such as Jaccard or Dice coeffi-
cients) is better than weighted edit distance or
not;

– genres: whether all genres of texts or transcrip-
tion types were relevant for our task, and which
should be made default if any.

Current experiments focus on two differents types
of grammar points of the Korean language which
could be tricky to distant language learners: -(으)로
-(u)lo, the instrumental case particle which also ful-
fils different roles such as marking directions (학교
로 hakkyolo ‘in the direction of school’) or the essive
function (학생으로 haksayngulo ‘as a student’) and
-(으)ㄹ지도모르다 -(u)lcito moluta, a construction
relying on several morphemes to express an epis-
temic modality (strong uncertainty).

4.3 Preliminary results
Results from our preliminary experiments are still
too tentative to allow us to draw a clear conclusion
on the most efficient parameters to represent input
data or which measure should be applied and how.

However, we observed that:

– in most cases, one or two sentences given in in-
put were sufficient to determine the context tar-
geted. A greater number of sentences could be
relevant if they all shared the same pattern, oth-
erwise, it would only produce more confusion
for the similarity measure;

– preliminary results from experiments on
-(으)ㄹ지도 모르다 -(u)lcito moluta with
the second option (same context, different
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word(s)) confirm the ideas about why the
different options could be theoretically inter-
esting for the language learners we described
in 3.2. Indeed, searching for a similar structure
but a different morpheme retrieved sentences
with -ㄴ/는지도 모르다 -n/nuncito moluta
(see example (2a)), a structure absent from
the textbooks we are working with despite a
large number of occurrences in the Sejong
Corpus and which is used to express a strong
uncertainty as well, but without the prospective
aspect of -(으)ㄹ지도 모르다 -(u)lcito moluta.
This second option also retrieves allomorphs
and other close constructions, respectively ob-
served in examples (2b) and (2c). In contrast,
sentences such as (1) retrieved using the first
option (same context, same word(s)) simply
contain the exact same construction as the one
given in the input9, i.e -을지도모르(다) -ulcito
molu(ta);

(1) “다이아몬드가붙을지도모르지.”
taiamontuka puthulcito moluci

(2) a. 끝내망가뜨리고말는지도모른다
kkuthnay mangkattuliko malnuncito
molunta

b. 그럴지도모른다
kulelcito molunta

c. 기대만큼될지는모르겠지만
kitaymankhum toylcinun molu-
keyssciman

– deleting all lexical units could prevent our tool
from retrieving certain structures relying on a
lexical word, typically, -(으)ㄹ지도 모르다 -
(u)lcito moluta which uses the verb모르다mo-
luta ‘to ignore’. Examples (3a) and (3b) were
both retrieved using the second option but this
time without lexical units. Only the sequence of
POS (EC JX VV) has to be taken into account,
resulting in very different constructions from
the input. In the case of -(으)로 -(u)lo, deleting
verbs of movement such as가다 kata ‘to go’ or

9Sentences from examples (1) to (3) were all extracted from
Sejong’s journal samples and were all retrieved using the sen-
tence from Figure 2 as input and Levenshtein as the similarity
measure.

내려오다 naylyeota ‘to come down’ could pre-
vent our tool from discriminating between the
directional function of the particle, often asso-
ciated with such verbs, and other functions;

(3) a. 하긴그렇기도하겠네요
hakin kulehkito hakeyssneyyo
(POS-tagged form: 하긴/MAJ 그

렇/VA 기/EC 도/JX 하/VV 겠/EP
네요/EF ./SF)

b. 이제와서야깨닫는다
icey waseya kkaytatnunta
(이제/MAG오/VV아서/EC야/JX깨
닫/VV는다/EF ./SF)

– edit distance has the advantage of retrieving
sentences with similar length to the query, in
our case, relatively short sentences, more likely
to be of similar complexity as well. Other than
that, no similarity measure seems to work bet-
ter than another for now, but the weighting of
edit distance costs could be refined with further
experiments;

– experiments were only conducted on written
texts (i.e samples from books, journals and
newspapers). As searches focus on syntactic
similarity instead of lexical words, all gen-
res appear to be potentially relevant for lan-
guage learners and allowing a search through
all genres could raise awareness of extralin-
guistic factors such as the fact that newspapers
and journals tend to be factual and do not con-
tain as many occurrences of -(으)ㄹ지도 모르
다 -(u)lcito moluta as in books.

The performance of such a tool is difficult to eval-
uate in terms of information retrieval quantitative
measures since each retrieved sentence shares some
similarity with the input and could therefore be con-
sidered as relevant. If we choose to focus on the
quality of the system and the relevancy of the out-
put sentences for users, we should ensure that the
processing chain is working efficiently, which can
be jeopardised by errors such as wrong POS tags
in the very first step of our proposal. In order to be
less dependent on the performance of the tagger or
the parser, future experiments will include a non-
corrected version of the Sejong corpus. With this
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method, potential tagging errors on the input would
also be present in the corpus and match, while cor-
responding correctly tagged sentences from the gold
standard version would be used as outputs for ethical
reasons.

5 Conclusion and perspectives

We have seen that at the core of our study lies the
simplification of the access to rich resources such
as annotated corpora for a non-specialist public. Al-
though certain studies support the idea that the con-
frontation with authentic data is beneficial even at
an early stage of the learning process (Holec, 1990;
Boulton, 2009), the potential complexity of authen-
tic data raises the question of learners’ autonomy.
This tool is designed to be used by university stu-
dents as well as self-directed language learners but
the guidance of a teacher might be crucial for be-
ginners, especially as we chose to explore monolin-
gual corpora only. This work focuses on the design
of the tool but several extra options will be stud-
ied to tackle this problem, including the categorisa-
tion of each sample in terms of genre and readability
degree, a color-coded grammar so that learners can
easily distinguish and identify parts-of-speech (simi-
lar to what was proposed for FipsColor (Nebhi et al.,
2010)) or even an integrated monolingual or multi-
lingual dictionary so that unknown vocabulary does
not add another layer of cognitive difficulty to the
analysis of the output. These enhancements which
operate both at the very beginning and at the end
of the process are already implemented in numer-
ous tools (not necessarily built for educational pur-
poses).

A certain number of other treatments that we hope
to present in the near future are considered, includ-
ing steps 4 to 6 of our processing chain, notably the
clustering of relevant sentences. This particular step
is crucial in reducing the perceived complexity of
corpus exploration as it allows the user to glance
immediately at the type of output instead of being
submerged by an overwhelming number of unsorted
sentences (other than by alphabetical order of the
preceding or following word). Each cluster would be
represented by the example that seems to be the most
representative of all members of the cluster (the cen-
troid). We believe that this step could also discrimi-

nate the different uses of polysemous particles such
as -(으)로 -(u)lo based on the dissimilarity of con-
texts (only examples from the same context would
be in the same cluster).

We are not building a pedagogical tool in itself,
but we believe that this program could in the end
complement current pedagogical resources by offer-
ing an original focus on the grammatical construc-
tions of the target language.
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Abstract

Verb resultative complement (VC) is a 
common structure of Chinese language 
with abundant forms of collocation. It 
makes much sense for VC research to 
analyze the general rules of argument 
integration in light of diversities of 
predicate & complement and the 
complexity of argument integration in 
the forming of VC with predicate & 
complement. This article has analyzed 
and summarized the existing research 
outcome of VC, and then gives further 
analyses thereby on argument 
integration process and multi-valence
phenomena.

1 What’s a Verb Resultative 
Complement?

Concept of “Verb-Resultative Complement 
(VC)” was initially brought out by Lv Shuxiang 
in 1980, who has defined it as a phrase verb 
consisting of “a main verb plus a resultative 
adjective or verb”. Zhu Dexi has initiated later 
in 1982 that VC includes in a broader sense the 
structure of a predicate verb followed 
immediately by complements, i.e. either 
resultative complements as in “ (xué huì,
study and grasp) (ch o x ng, make noise 
and awake)” or tendential complements as in 
“ (z u l i, come up) (piāo jìn, float 
in)”. Therefore VC is in brief a structure of a
fore predicate (mostly a verb or an adjective) to 
indicate an action, plus a rear complement to 
indicate the result of such action.

2 Existing Studies of VC Valence

Verb valence is a hot theme in study of 
contemporary Chinese with popular academic 
concentrations, as VC is provided with not only 
distinct characteristics of verbs but also features 
of phrases, which has thus added more 
complexity in valence than normal verbs. 
Wherein, Huan Jinzhang in an early study (in 
1993) has examined the collocations of “mono 
valence predicate + mono valence complement” 
and “bi valence predicate + mono valence
complement”. Despite the restrained scope of 
study, his article has initiated multi feasible 
dimensions to the study of VC valence, for 
example, looking into with co referral relations
the valence alterations in predicate & 
supplement combination, or with argument’s 
sequence of entering into a perspective field the 
argument integration & disappearance during 
VC integration: these are well inspiring for the 
studies later on.
Then, Guo Rui (1995) and Wang Hongqi (1995) 
have each brought out an analyzing scheme of 
VC valence in the book of Study of Valence
Grammar in Contemporary Chinese, wherein 
Guo’s introduction of location argument is well 
worthy of concentration. According to Guo, 
certain predicates and complements in VC can 
be added with a location argument, e.g. bi 
valence verbs like “ (l i, come)/ (qù, go)
(z u, walk)/ (p o, run)” and tri valence verbs 
like “ (guà, hand) (fàng, lay)” can be all 
added with an argument of location or 
destination of the action. Introduction of the
location argument is perfect for the actual 
valence demand of predicate and complement, 
but however is skipped in most studies.
According to Wang Hongqi (in 1995) who has 
brought out multi new concepts of VC, the 
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complements’ argument is virtual rather than 
ostensive for a VC with complement of a verb like 
“ (h o) (jiàn) (zhù) (dòng) (dào)”;
and furthermore, the complement argument is just 
the predicate itself rather than a specific item or 
location for a VC with complement of verbs like 
“ (z o, early)/ (w n, late) (kuài, fast)/
(màn, slow)”, ---- this is a persuasive viewpoint 
with compliance of actual language usages. 
However, Wang’s article is imperfect for its over 
reliance on complement during classification, and 
its negligence in predicate’s impact on valence of 
entire VC, and in alteration of valence form for
one complement’s collocating with various 
predicates.
Yuan Yulin (in 2001) has also given detailed 
analyses on VC valence. He has made in-depth 
study on categories of VC argument collocation 
and on access rules in argument assignment. 
Also he has classified the variations of VC 
valence into merged, eliminated, and co 
valences, and the outcome of argument 

integration into equal, decreased and increased 
valences. Terms he has defined are instructive 
for future studies, however, the article also 
reveals insufficiency in precise VC studies since
it has focused on systems of argument 
integration.
Favored by plenteous outcome of previous 
studies, Shi Chunhong (in 2005) has initiated a 
more perfect new analysis plan, in which he has 
admitted Wang Hongqi’s viewpoint that 
complement argument can be virtual and could 
be the predicate, and also numbered up various 
arguments when the predicate is a tri valence
verb. His article has also specified a principle of 
boundary in argument integration, in addition to 
detailed functions of boundary principle during 
the process of argument integration &
promotion when predicate and complement 
arguments are co or disjoint referential.

3 A Scheme of Chinese VC Valence
Categories 

No. Predicate 
Valence

Complement 
Valence

VC
Valence

Predicate 
Arguments

x,y,z

Complement 
Arguments

a,b,c

VC 
Arguments

Relationship 
of Predicate & 
Complement 
Arguments

Instance

1 1 1 1 Subject Subject Subject co referential x
& a

lèi bìng
(get tired out, 
resulting in 

illness)
2 1 1 2 Subject Subject Subject, 

Object
disjoint 

referential x &
a

k zh ng
(cried badly 
and get eyes 

swollen)
3 1 1 1 Subject Predicate Subject None bìng ji

(stay in illness 
for a long time)

4 2 1 1 Subject, 
Object

Subject Subject co referential x
& a;

disappeared y

k n sh
(see and get 

shocked)
5 2 1 2 Subject, 

Object
Subject Subject, 

Object
co referential y

& a
di n li ng

(lighten)
6 2 1 2 Subject, 

Object
Subject Subject, 

Object, 
Causer

disjoint 
referential x, y,

a

k n d n
(chop to get the 

axe or blade 
blunt)

7 2 2 2 Subject, 
Object

Subject, 
Object

Subject, 
Object

co referential 
x& a; co 

referential y
&b

xué huì
(get learned)

8 2 2 2 Subject, 
Object

Subject, 
Object

Subject, 
Object

co referential x
& a;

wán wàng
(play a lot /
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disappeared y happily so that 
forget)

9 2 1 1 Subject, 
Object

Predicate Subject None ch z o
(eat early)

10 2 1 2 Subject, 
Object

Predicate Subject, 
Object

None zhuā zhù
(catch, grasp)

11 3 1 1 Subject, 
Participator, 

Object

Subject Subject co referential x
& a;

disappeared y
& z

jiāo lèi
(teach and get 

tired)

12 3 1 2 Subject, 
Participator, 

Object

Subject Subject, 
Object

co referential y
& a;

disappeared z

jiāo huài
(teach 

something bad)
13 3 2 3 Subject, 

Participator, 
Object

Subject, 
Object

Subject, 
Participator, 

Object

co referential y
& a; co 

referential z
&b

jiāo huì
(teach to get 

learned)

14 3 3 3 Subject, 
Participator, 

Object

Subject, 
Participator, 

Object

Subject, 
Participator, 

Object

co referential x
& a; co 

referential y
&b; co 

referential z &c

sòng gěi
(give to)

15 3 1 1 Subject, 
Participator, 

Object

Predicate Subject None jiāo w n
(teach late)

16 3 1 3 Subject, 
Participator, 

Object

Predicate Subject, 
Participator, 

Object

None jiāo wán
(done with 
teaching)

17 1 2 2 Subject Subject, 
Location

Subject, 
Location

co referential x 
& a

huó zài
(live in)

18 2 2 3 Subject, 
Object

Subject, 
Location

Subject, 
Location, 

Object

co referential y 
& a

tuō huí
(drag back)

19 2 1 1 Subject, 
Location

Subject Subject co referential x 
& a; 

disappeared y

z u l i
(walk and get 

tired)
20 2 1 1 Subject, 

Location
Subject Subject, 

Object
disjoint 

referential x &
a; disappeared 

y

zuò má
(sit and get 
body numb)

21 2 2 2 Subject, 
Location

Subject, 
Object

Subject, 
Object

co referential x 
& a; 

disappeared y

p o di
(run and get 

something lost)
22 2 2 2 Subject, 

Location
Subject, 
Location

Subject, 
Location

co referential x 
& a; co 

referential y 
&b

zhàn zài
(stand at)

23 2 1 1 Subject, 
Location

Predicate Subject None zh ji
(live long)

24 3 1 1 Subject,
Location, 

Object

Subject Subject co referential x 
& a; 

disappeared y
& z

guà l i
(hang and get 

tired)

25 3 1 2 Subject, 
Location, 

Object

Subject Subject, 
Object

co referential z 
& a; 

disappeared x

gu m n
(hang and get 

fully 
distributed)

26 3 1 2 Subject, 
Location, 

Object

Subject Subject, 
Object

co referential z
& a;

disappeared y

fàng wāi
(lay in the 
slanting 

direction)
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Viewpoints of each scholar share both 
coincidence and divarication in the study of 
Chinese VC categories. Here on basis of both 
existing and my personal induction and analyses, 
VC valences are categorized into 26 types as 
above1.
Firstly, I agree with Guo Rui that verbs like “
(l i, come)/ (qù, go) (z u, walk)/ (p o,
run)” etc. are of bi valence as predicates, and 
those like “ (guà, hang) (fàng, lay)” are of 
tri valence, because some of them are distinctly 
oriented and the target of action is indispensable 
for the verb valence, while others have to rely 
on specific space or fixed location to get itself 
done. Previously, most articles have neglected 
the collocable location argument for verb 
valence, and instead attribute them all to mono 
or bi valences, which is not rational.
Secondly, I agree partly with Wang Hongqi that 
argument of complement can be the predicate of 
VC, and complement shall mostly define if 
complement argument is the predicate. For 
example, “ ” (w n, late) as a complement 
means “later than specified or appropriate time”, 
and is thus usually not used for specific person 
or thing. In a VC, be the collocated predicate is 
“ ” (shuì, sleep) of mono valence, “ ” (l i,
come) of bi valence, or “ ” (jiāo, teach) of tri 
valence, the argument of “ ” is the predicate 
instead of anything else.
However, Wang’s article has indicated that 
given with complement of “

” etc., the argument of complement 
shall get virtual, which I won’t however agree. 
Let’s just take a look at their interpretations
according to Dictionary of Contemporary 
Chinese:
1. (h o): attached after a verb, indicating it 
has been done or is perfect.
2. (jiàn): see, catch sight of.
3. (zh o): attached after a verb, indicting the 
target or result has been achieved.
4. (diào): attached after certain verbs,

1 We use subject & object instead of agent & patient here 
because they can also be target, tool, location and some 
other arguments. 

indicating the result of an action.
5. (zhù)1: attached as a complement to a verb, 
indicating it is fixed or steady.
6. (zhù)2: attached as a complement to a verb, 
indicating it is stopped or at rest.
7. (dòng): changing the original location or 
appearance of things.
8. (dào): attached as a complement to a verb, 
indicating the action has got its result.2

According to the interpretations above, targets 
of “ 1 ” can be all viewed as 
the predicates of VCs, e.g. “

” ([certain action] gets something fixed). 
Despite its indistinct interpretation, “ ” as 
revealed by its roles in “ (kàn jiàn)
(tīng jiàn)” etc. can be deemed as getting certain 
actions with a result, so its valence argument is 
also the predicate. On the other hand, for “ 2” 
and “ ”, be it indicating being stopped, at rest 
or changing the location, its target argument 
should be a specific subject argument, which is 
also the subject argument of predicate.
Therefore, it is my opinion herein that argument 
of complement won’t get virtual.

4 Valence Integration Process of 
Chinese VC

Obviously, VC predicate and complement 
arguments are often co referential. As languages 
would avoid repetitions as much as possible, co 
referential arguments would be definitely 
combined when they are united to form a VC, 
which is defined as “argument integration” 
herein. Meanwhile, as argument of certain 
complement is predicate, the predicate has met
with valence demand of complement when 
forming the VC, and the complement is about 
provided with zero valence, the type of which is 
named as “complement of fake zero valence” 
herein.
In summary of the chart above, if complement’s 
fake zero valence is deemed as a real zero 
valence, argument variations can be classified 
into two categories in the forming of VC:

2 All these interpretations are quoted from Dictionary of 
Contemporary Chinese version 2002. 
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1. After argument integration, quantity of VC 
arguments (CVR) shall reduce no more in relative 
of quantities of predicate arguments (CV) and 
complement arguments (CR), i.e. CVR = CV + CR

- CV&R (CV&R is the quantity of co referential 
arguments of predicate and complement);
2. After argument integration, still quantity of
VC argument shall reduce in relative of
arguments of predicate and complement, i.e. 
CVR < CV + CR - CV&R.
In the first category, argument integration is a 
simpler and regulated process. If predicate and 
complement have no co referential arguments, 

subject argument of predicate shall be projected 
before the predicate, and argument of 
complement projected after the complement. If 
they have, arguments shall be integrated first, 
then the subject argument of predicate shall be 
projected before predicate, and the object 
argument of predicate and argument of 
complement projected after the complement. 
In the second category, occasions are sorted as 
following:

1. Predicate and complement have no location 
arguments:

Predicate 
Arguments x, y,

z

Complement 
Arguments a, b, c

VC 
Arguments

Relationship in Arguments 
of Predicate & 
Complement

Instance

Subject, Object Subject Subject co referential x & a, 
disappeared y

k n sh
(see and get 

shocked)
Subject, Object Subject, Object Subject, Object co referential x & a, 

disappeared y
wán wàng

(play a lot / 
happily so that 

forget)
Subject, Object Predicate Subject None ch z o

(eat early)
Subject, 

Participator, 
Object

Subject Subject co referential x & a, 
disappeared y & z

jiāo lèi
(teach and get 

tired)
Subject, 

Participator, 
Object

Subject Subject, Object co referential y & a, 
disappeared z

jiāo huài
(teach something 

bad)
Subject, 

Participator, 
Object

Predicate Subject None ji o w n
(teach late)

On normal occasions during VC integration, 
subject argument of predicate won’t 
disappear, because the predicate verb is 
highly motional and vitalized; and be it co 
referential with the subject argument of 
complement or not, the agent subject shall 
be usually the agent of the whole VC. 
Meanwhile, as there implies that the 
execution of predicate verb has brought in
the outcome of complement, complement 
object as receiver of resultative complement 
shall usually enjoy priority to be promoted 
as VC’s object. If the complement has no 
object, then its subject shall enjoy priority to 
be promoted accordingly. During the 
promotion, predicate object which is not co 

referential with the subject or object of 
complement may be often sifted out, for 
when CVR < CV + CR - CV&R, target 
concerned with predicate’s object isn’t a 
must for action provider and result receiver. 
For example in “ ” (wán wàng, play a lot 
/ happily so that forget), two actions “ ” 
(play) and “ ” (forget) are involved with 
VC, their object arguments are co referential, 
and the provider of VC action is promoted 
as subject of VC. Now there remains only 
one idle valence digit in VC, so the object 
argument of either “ ” or “ ” should be 
sifted out since they are disjoint referential. 
Target of “ ” is more critical since the 
whole VC is about a psychological process, 
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while that of “ ” isn’t directly involved 
with whole VC and is thus sifted out.
However sometimes even if the argument of 
VC isn’t fully occupied, the object argument 
of predicate may be also sifted out, because 
the causing even indicated by predicate verb 
may not only function on other items, --- it
may also function on itself. For example in 
“ ” (k n sh , see and get shocked), the 
whole VC indicates a provider of action 
“ ” (see) has received the result of “ ” 

(get shocked) from such process, which 
means the result of “ ” has functioned 
directly onto the provider of the action “ ”. 
Therefore, only the provider of such action 
is directly involved with status of “ ”, 
while content of “ ”, which is not direct 
participator of process “ ”, is sifted out 
during integration.

2. Predicate and complement have location 
arguments:

Predicate 
Arguments x, y, 

z

Complement 
Arguments a, b, c

VC 
Arguments

Relationship in Arguments 
of Predicate & 
Complement

Instance

Subject, Location Subject Subject co referential x & a, 
disappeared y

z u l i
(walk and get tired)

Subject, Location Subject Subject, Object disjoint referential x & a,
disappeared y

zuò má
(sit and get body 

numb)
Subject, Location Subject, Object Subject, Object co referential x & a, 

disappeared y
p o di

(run and get 
something lost)

Subject, Location Predicate Subject None zh ji
(live long)

Subject, 
Location, Object

Subject Subject co referential x & a, 
disappeared y & z

guà lèi
(hang and get tired)

Subject, 
Location, Object

Subject Subject, Object co referential z & a, 
disappeared x

gu m n
(hang and get fully 

distributed)
Subject, 

Location, Object
Subject Subject, Object co referential z & a, 

disappeared y
fàng wāi

(lay in the slanting 
direction)

Arguments in the chart are sifted out similarly 
with the foregoing. If the complement is not a
direction verb, the location or target location of 
predicate verb is less critical for the VC
signification when compared with the action 
provider and result receiver, and would be sifted 
out when idle valence digit is insufficient. 
However there is one single exception: if the 
complement is “ ” (m n, -ful), the predicate 
agent subject shall be sifted out instead during 
argument integration, and the location & object 
arguments of predicate shall be both preserved. 
This is because “ ” is highly stateful, would 
decrease the procedural property of collocated 
predicate, and tends to indicate an immobile 
rather than dynamic processes. And on such 
occasions, it is the location and object 
arguments of predicate as direct participators of 

status that serves as necessary elements for 
completion of VC.
In summary of above, we can conclude that VC 
valence integration follows about such 
priorities:
VC Subject: predicate subject >

predicate object
VC Object: complement object >

complement subject > predicate 
object
Wherein, VC subject comes only from the 
original arguments of predicate, and the object 
mostly from original arguments of complement. 
The reason lies in that the predicate is the trigger 
of VC, and its subject is more vitalized and 
causative than the object, while complement is a
result from predicate, and its object is less 
vitalized and more passive than the subject.
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5 Multi-Valence of VC

Section II has mentioned some potential 
relations between arguments of VC and of its 
predicate & complement, however, this is far 
more complicated in actual language 
circumstances. Common multi-valences of VC 
are summarized and classified as following:
1. Multi-valence resulted from semantic 
differences of predicate or complement, e.g. “

” (q s , get badly annoyed or annoyed to 
death), “ ” ( s , get badly starved or starve 
to death), and “ ” (p o di , run and get 
something lost) etc.
Such predicates have usually dual types of 
usages: active and passive. For example in the 
Dictionary of Contemporary Chinese version 
2002, “ (qì)” includes these two interpretations: 
“ 1 ” (get angry; lose temper) and 
“ 2 ” (get somebody annoyed). 
Wherein, we can recognize easily, “ 1” is a 
mono valence verb, while “ 2” is a bi valence
verb, thus resulting in the two sentence patterns 
of “ ” as following:
(1) a. 
(Zhou Yu gets angry badly.)
b.
(Zhuge Liang gets Zhou Yu annoyed rather 
badly till death.)
Complement on such occasions has also two 
potential valences. For example in “ (p o di
)”, “ ” can be of either bi valence, indicating 

get something lost, or mono valence, indicating 
get him/herself lost or dropped from teammates:
(2) a. 
(I run and get my shoes lost.)
b.
(I am dropped from my teammates.)
2. Some VCs gain more arguments via verb 
copy structures, e.g. “ ” (l i z o, come early) 
and “ ” (di n li ng, lighten) etc.
“ ” (l i, come) is a bi valence verb, while 
argument of “ ” (z o, early) is just “ ”. On 
normal occasions, the location argument of “ ” 
would be sifted out, but we may also get it into 

VC with a verb copy structure:
(3) a. 
(I come here early.)
b.
(I come to school early.)
“ (di n)” is a bi valence verb, and “ (liàng)” 
indicates the status and could be collocated with 
only one argument. On normal occasions, the 
object of “ ” and the subject of “ ” are co 
referential, however, if they are disjoint 
referential, a verb copy structure shall be relied 
on for signification:
(4) a. 
(I turn the light on.)
b.
(I lighten the dark sky with fireworks.)
3. Complement argument of VC may have 
various designatums, e.g. “ ” (liàn jiē shi,
exercise and get strong) , “ ” (chàng hóng,
sing songs and get popular) and “ ” (k x ng,
cry and get awaken).
It can be classified even further into two
categories.
In Category I, various designatums of 
complement have meronymy. For example in 
“ ”, “ ” (strong) can refer to either the 
object argument of predicate “ ”
( w de j r u, [my] muscles ), or generally the 
subject argument of predicate “ ” (w , me):
(5) a. 
(I do exercises and get strong.)
b.
(I do exercises and get my muscles strong.)
In Category II, various designatums of 
complement are disconnected. For example in 
“ ”(k x ng), both “ ” and “ ” are mono 
valence verbs, involve only one subject 
argument, and can be however either co or 
disjoint referential.
(7) a. 
(The baby cries and gets him/herself awaken.)
b.
(The baby cries and gets his/her mom awaken.)
4. Subject argument of VC may have various 
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designatums, e.g. “ ” (w n d o, beat with 
questions) and “ ” (qiàoduàn, prize and break).
On such occasions, the predicate is sometimes 
of tri valence, e.g. “ ”. When the VC has 
been formed, the subject of VC can be either the 
subject or the object of predicate:
(8) a. 
(I beat the children with questions.)
b.
(The question gets the children napping.)
On other occasions, arguments like methods or 
tools etc. may be involved, and such arguments
can be either subject or object of VC. For 
example in “ (qiào duàn)”, object argument 
of “ ” is the tool: if it acts as subject argument 
of VC, it shall be disjoint referential with 
subject argument of “ ”; if acts as object 
argument, it shall be co referential with subject 
argument of “ ”; and meanwhile, it may also 
disappear from VC:
(11) a.
(Bumper is prized and broken with an iron stick.)
b.
(He prizes something with an iron stick and gets 
the stick broken.)
c.
(He prizes and gets the bumper broken [with an 
iron stick].)
In light of the four occasions above, Tao 
Hongyin’s "Assumption of Dynamic Argument 
Structure” (in 2000) can be well demonstrated in 
VC.
Firstly, argument structure in a verb of high 
frequency is more tendential of unsteadiness: a
high frequency verb tends to have multi 
interpretations, so is easily open to 
multi-valence category I; it is more flexible and 
is used fairly repeatedly, so is easily open to 
multi-valence category II and IV.
Secondly, a verb is more often combined with 
typical arguments and less often with 
non-typical ones. The ones which enter into VC 
valence are mostly highly typical arguments like 
subject, object and participator etc.

Thirdly, variation of argument structure would 
involve first the argument most adjacent to the 
core: provided with multi-valence in adding of 
arguments, priority shall be usually the subject 
or object arguments (they are more adjacent to 
the core), and then the location or tool 
arguments which are farther to the core if 
subject & object arguments are both available or 
if the predicate or complement itself cannot 
share valence with either arguments.
Furthermore, expansion of argument structure 
tends to have particular marks of sentence 
pattern, and multi-valence category II has 
provided the best instance: expansion of such 
VC argument structure has to rely on verb 
copying, or is otherwise illegal.
Finally, variation of sentence pattern is often in 
parallel with that of semantics: for example, 
multi-valence category I itself is based on 
semantic deviations of predicate or complement, 
and in multi-valence category 3, “ ” 
(The baby cries and gets him/herself awaken.) 
indicates the status alteration of “ ” (baby) 
from “ ” (shuì, asleep) to “ ” (x ng, awaken), 
while “ ” (The baby cries and 
gets his/her mom awaken.) indicates status 
alteration of “ ” (mom) from “ ” to “ ”.
As we can see, forming of a VC is fairly flexible, 
but meanwhile, all these forming are carried out 
as per a unique principle of integration.

6 Significations in Analyses & Study of 
Chinese VC Valences

In summary, the VC valence-argument 
integration methods, though fairly abundant, 
they have also rules available. Classification of 
common predicates and complements and 
summarization of rules in VC argument 
integration would help verifying the legality of 
VC sentences with computer. On the other hand, 
predicate and complement which enter into VC 
are often verbs, however conjunction of two 
verbs would form very abundant new structures, 
e.g. successive predicate structure, parallel 
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structure, predicate-object structure, and 
adverbial-core structure etc. Classification and 
study of VC valence methods would help 
identifying the features of VC argument 
integration, and thus eliminating ambiguities
with computer.
Besides, since a series of predicate or 
complement with similar semantic fields are 
provided with relatively typical methods of 
argument integration, we may also generalize 
VC by calculating distances between words, and 
thus presume the property and semanteme of 
unregistered words, which would be also very 
helpful for auto analyses of these unregistered 
words.
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Abstract 

It has been observed that the relation of 
possession contributes to the formation of so-
called adversity causatives, whose subject is 
understood as a possessor of an object referent. 
This interpretation is reflected at face value in 
some studies, and it is assumed there that the 
subject argument is introduced as a possessor in 
syntax. This paper addresses the question of 
whether the observed relation should be directly 
encoded as such and argues that the subject 
argument is introduced as merely an event 
participant whose manner is underspecified. 
Moreover, it argues that the possessor 
interpretation arises from inference based on 
both linguistic and extralinguistic contexts, 
such as the presence of a possessum argument. 
This view is implemented as an analysis 
making use of a kind of applicative head 
(Pylkkänen, 2008) in conjunction with the post-
syntactic inferential strategy (Rivero, 2004).  

1 Introduction 

It is well known that in Japanese, some transitive 
subjects, in addition to the agentive reading, allow 
the reading where they do not instigate but rather 
undergo an event described by the verb phrase, 
thereby giving rise to an ambiguity, as in (1). 1 

                                                           
1 The following abbreviations are used: ACC = accusative, 
CAUS, C = causative, CL = classifier, COP = copula, DAT = dative, 
DV = dummy verb, GEN = genitive, INCH, I = inchoative, INST = 
instrumental, LOC = locative, NEG = negative, NML = 
nominalizer, NPST = nonpast, PASS = passive, pro = null 
pronoun, PST = past, TOP = topic, ñverb = verbal root. 

(1)  Taroo1-ga    { kare1-no/ zibun1-no/Ø1}   
         T.-NOM          he-GEN/   self-GEN/   pro  
         ude-o        or-Ø-ta  (>ot-ta)       
         arm-ACC   ñbreak-CAUS-PST      
         ‘Taroo broke his arm.’ 
 
That the ambiguity is real can be shown by the 
sentence in (2), where the second conjunct serves 
to ensure the subject is not an agent. 
 
(2)  Taroo1-ga    { kare1-no/ zibun1-no/Ø1}   
         T.-NOM          he-GEN/   self-GEN/   pro  
         ude-o        or-Ø-ta  (>ot-ta)      kedo,   
         arm-ACC   ñbreak-CAUS-PST   but     
         zibun1-de-wa    or-Ø-anak-at-ta 
         self-INST-TOP   break-CAUS-NEG-DV-PST 
 ‘Taroo broke his arm, but he didn’t break it 

himself.’ 
 
Moreover, direct passivization, which necessarily 
implies the presence of an agent, renders the non-
agentive reading of the subject in (1) unavailable, 
as shown in (3): 2 
 
(3) * Taroo1-niyotte   { kare1-no/  Ø1}    ude-ga  

T.-by                     he-GEN/    pro     arm-NOM 
or-Ø-are-ta                          kedo, 
ñbreak-CAUS-PASS-PST    but 

         kare.zisin1-de-wa     or-Ø-anak-at-ta 
         he.self-INST-TOP      break-CAUS-NEG-DV-PST 

‘Taroo’s arm was broken by him, but he 
didn’t break it himself.’ 

                                                           
2 In what follows, the “conjunction” test will be applied only 
when its application is crucial to prove the point.  
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Thus, these examples clearly demonstrate that the 
ambiguity is not illusionary and that the subject 
can have a reading significantly distinct from the 
agentive reading. 

Inoue (1976) has shown that there are two 
conditions to be met in order to obtain the non-
agentive—or, in her terms, experiential—reading 
of the subject: (i) the subject must appear with a 
verb that alternates in transitivity; (ii) there must be 
a “proximate” relation, typically that of inalienable 
possession, between the subject and an object. 3 
These are well-established generalizations in the 
literature, and I do not discuss them in detail. Yet, 
since this paper focuses on the possessor 
interpretation of non-agentive subjects, I will 
illustrate that the possession condition does hold 
and it affects another dimension of interpretation: 
distributive and collective readings. Specifically, 
when plural subjects are non-agentive, only the 
distributive reading is available because each of 
the subject referents possesses a referent of the 
object (i.e., the possession condition). On the other 
hand, the collective reading is unavailable with 
non-agentive subjects unless some unusual context 
is given (e.g., subject referents share an inalienably 
possessed entity). Thus, under normal contexts, 
forcing the collective reading renders the non-
agentive interpretation unavailable. Consider (4) 
and (5) below. 
 
(4)  Huta-ri-no   kodomo1-ga   [  Ø1    ude]-o           
         2-CL-GEN    child-NOM         pro   arm-ACC    
         or-Ø-ta  (>ot-ta) 
         ñbreak-CAUS-PST 
        ‘Two children broke their arms.’ 
         [distributive: agentive or non-agentive] 
         [collective: agentive] 
 
                                                           
3 Two terminological notes are in order: One is that Inoue 
(1976) calls the interpretation under discussion Experiencer, 
while other researchers call it different names such as Affectee, 
Possessor, Undergoer, etc. What we are concerned here is the 
fact that the argument bears the possessor interpretation. 
Moreover, although they involve lexical causatives and not 
syntactic causatives, the examples in the text should be 
regarded as cases of so-called adversity causative. This is 
because the causative morpheme -(s)ase- in adversity 
causatives, as in (i), can be regarded as the default realization 
of a lexical causative morpheme (Miyagawa, 1998).  
 
(i)   Taroo-ga   tamago-o    kusar-ase-ta   
       T.-NOM      egg-ACC     rot-CAUS-PST 
      ‘(His) eggs rotted on Taroo.’ 

(5)  Huta-ri-no   kodomo1-ga    hito-kumi-de 
         2-CL-GEN    child-NOM       1-group-COP 
         [  Ø1     ude]-o         or-Ø-ta  (>ot-ta) 
            pro    arm-ACC    ñbreak-CAUS-PST 
        ‘A pair of two children broke their arms.’ 
         [collective: agentive] 
 
Hence, despite the fact that the non-agentive 
subject in question has been called different names 
in the literature, it seems plausible to consider the 
property of being a possessor as its defining 
characteristic.  

However, although it is clear that the non-
agentive subject is understood as a possessor, the 
fact does not guarantee that the subject is 
linguistically encoded as such. Thus, this paper 
addresses the question of whether the relation of 
possession should be directly reflected in syntax 
when non-agentive subjects are available. 
Specifically, the paper argues against the view that 
the possessor interpretation is directly encoded in 
syntax by showing that approaches encoding the 
non-agentive subject as a possessor face 
insuperable difficulties. Instead, I argue that the 
subject is encoded as an event participant whose 
manner of participation is underspecified, and that 
the possessor interpretation results from inference 
based on linguistic and extralinguistic contexts, 
along with many interpretations that are possible 
with the subject in question.  

The organization of the paper is as follows: in 
the next section, we will discuss problems with 
two major approaches under the subject-as-
encoded-possessor view. In section 3, we will see 
how the subject-as-underspecified-argument view 
deals with the possessor interpretation and avoids 
the problems discussed in section 2. Section 4 
concludes the paper. 

2 Subject As Encoded Possessor 

Two approaches are immediately conceivable as to 
the way possession is encoded in syntax, namely, 
DP-internal possession, as in (6), and predicative 
possession, represented by a low applicative phrase 
(ApplLP; Pylkkänen, 2008), as in (7). 
 
(6)  DP-internal, nominal possession 

 
 
 

                DPPOSSESSUM 
���

  DPPOSSESSOR      ���

  D                NPPOSSESSUM 
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(7)  DP-external, predicative possession  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Both structures are inside the verbal domain, i.e., 
vP, and the possessor argument raises out of it into 
the subject position, i.e., SpecTP, as depicted in (8).  
 
(8)  [TP __    T   [vP    v    [ñP    ñ    [XP   DPPOSS’R    X  ]]]] 
                 

(where X is D or ApplL) 
 
Hence, in both cases, possession is syntactically 
encoded and the subject argument is introduced as 
a possessor. In what follows, we will see problems 
with these approaches. 
2.1 DP-internal Possession  

As has been discussed in Deal (2014) recently, 
possessor raising does exist in natural languages. 
However, it is a controversial issue whether the 
process is available in Japanese. For instance, to 
argue for a possessor-raising analysis of non-
agentive subjects, Hasegawa (2001) presents the 
following example. 
 
(9)  Hanako1-ga  {* kanozyo1-no/*? zibun1-no/Ø1} 

H.-NOM              her-GEN              self-GEN    pro 
ude-o          or-Ø-ta  (>ot-ta) 
arm-ACC    ñbreak-CAUS-PST 
‘Hanako broke her arm.’ 

(Hasegawa, 2001: 19; her judgments) 
 
In (9), pronouns or self-anaphors correferential 
with the subject cannot appear inside the 
possessum nominal. As she argues, this is parallel 
to the pattern observed in multiple nominative 
constructions, as given in (10), which are 
independently proposed to involve possessor 
raising (Ura, 2000). 
 
(10)  Hanako1-ga   {*kanozyo1-no/* zibun1-no Ø1}   

H.-NOM              her-GEN            self-GEN     pro 
asi-ga         naga-k-Ø (>naga-i) 
leg-NOM    long-COP-NPST 

        ‘Hanako, her legs are long.’ 
(Hasegawa, 2001: 19; with minor changes) 

If the non-agentive subject in (9) undergoes 
possessor raising, leaving a trace inside the 
possessum object, the unacceptable cases of (9) 
can be immediately explained.  

However, in Takehisa (2003) I argue against the 
possessor-raising approach based on the same logic 
as Hasegawa invokes. Specifically, it is pointed out 
that, once pragmatically controlled, a sentence like 
(9) becomes acceptable. 
 
(11)   Koohun-no            amari      Hanako1-wa    

 excitement-GEN    excess     H.-TOP             
 {kanozyo1-no / zibun1-no/  Ø1  }    asi-o  
   her-GEN           self-GEN     pro      leg-ACC 
or-Ø-ta   (>ot-ta)       koto-ni      
ñbreak-CAUS-PST     NML-DAT 
kizuk-anak-ar-ta   (>-at-ta) 
notice-NEG-COP-PST 
‘Due to too much excitement, Hanako didn’t 
notice that she broke her leg.’ 

     
Another problem concerns the relation of 

proximity. While nouns of inalienable possession, 
which are predicates in their own right (Barker, 
1995), are typical sources of possessor arguments, 
this is not always the case. Consider (12): 
 
(12)  Context: Taroo wore a long-sleeved shirt.  

 Taroo1-ga  Ø1sode-o     yabuk-Ø-ta (>yabui-ta) 
         T.-NOM      pro  sleeve-ACC    ñrip-CAUS-PST  
         ‘Taroo ripped his sleeve.’ 
 
For the non-agentive reading to be possible in (12), 
Taroo should be in a proximate relation with the 
shirt in such a way that he wore it at the time of 
ripping. Note that the shirt could be someone else’s.  

Even in cases where an inalienably possessed 
body-part is involved, an unusual context renders 
an unambiguous sentence acceptable with the non-
agentive reading as well. For example, the English 
sentence in (13) is possible with the non-agentive, 
possessor reading of the subject under the context 
where John has Bill’s arm transplanted. The same 
holds true for the Japanese counterpart. Again, the 
proximity condition must be satisfied and, as it 
seems, it can be satisfied extralinguistically.  
 
(13)   John broke Bill’s arm. 
 

Advocates for the possessor-raising approach 
might argue that it is still technically possible to 

                    ApplLP 
���

  DPPOSSESSOR       ���

                 DPPOSSESSUM            ApplL 
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assume the possessor argument generated inside 
the possessum nominal to account for (12) and (13). 
This is indeed true. However, if we entertain this 
possibility, the same analysis should be applicable 
to the sentence in (11) and any other example, and 
thus it would lose its predictive power in the end. 

Moreover, even though it is technically possible 
to maintain the possessor-raising approach by 
assuming “stacked” possessors inside the 
possessum DP, the analysis has nothing to say 
about why the proximity condition holds. In 
particular, consider again the sentence in (12), 
where the possessum nominal is not relational. In 
this case, the possession relation involved can be 
contextually determined (Barker, 1995). However, 
as we have seen above, the relation imposed on the 
subject and the object in (12) is more restricted 
than that: they should be proximate. 

2.2 DP-external Possession: Low Applicative  

The possessor and the possessum arguments are 
mediated by a predicative element in DP-external 
possession, as represented in (7) above. In this 
paper, I follow Pylkkänen (2008) and assume that 
a low applicative head (ApplL) is responsible for a 
relation between individuals. 

It is hard to distinguish between the possessor-
raising approach and the low-applicative approach 
on the empirical ground. This is because, when one 
is possible, the other is also possible, sometimes 
with fancy tricks to explain away counterexamples. 
To the best of my knowledge, no knockdown 
arguments have been provided in this debate.  

However, the example in (14) below, taken from 
Inoue (1976), cannot be accounted for under the 
low applicative approach. The verb involved is a 
change-of-location verb and it alternates in 
transitivity, as shown in (15) below.  
 
(14)  Hanako-ga    te-ni             toge-o     

H-NOM          hand-LOC    needle-ACC    
sas-Ø-ta (>sas-i-ta) 
ñstick-CAUS-PST 
‘Hanako had a needle stuck into her hand.’ 
 

(15)  Hanako-no    te-ni              toge-ga   
H-GEN            hand-LOC    needle-NOM   
sas-ar-ta (>sas-at-ta)  
ñstick-INCH-PAST 
‘A needle stuck into Hanako’s hand.’ 

(Inoue, 1976: 93ff., w/ minor changes) 

Note that ni in these examples is a locative 
postposition. This is supported by the fact that the 
ni-marked phrase in (14) resists passivization even 
under the agentive interpretation of the subject.  
 
(16)  *Hanako-niyotte    te-ga              toge-o   

   H.-by                    hand-NOM    needle-ACC  
   sas-Ø-are-ta 
   ñstick-CAUS-PASS-PST 
   ‘A hand got a needle stuck into by Hanako.’ 

 
This clearly shows that the possessum argument in 
(14) is inside a PP. While a possessor-raising 
analysis can deal with this case easily because DP 
can be a postpositional object, analyses under the 
low applicative approach have no way to deal with 
a possessor argument related to PP-internal DPs.4 

Another piece of evidence against the low 
applicative approach comes from interaction with 
resultative secondary predicates. Specifically, 
Pylkkänen (2008) discusses that a resultative 
predicate, which forms a small clause structure, 
serves to detect a low applicative structure. For 
instance, the verb paint can take double objects or 
form resultatives, as shown in (17)a and (17)b, 
respectively, but it cannot do both at the same time, 
as shown in (17)c.  
 
(17)   a.   He painted me this flower.  
         b.   He painted this flower blue. 
         c.* He painted me this flower blue. 
 
According to Pylkkänen (2008), “[w]hile 
resultatives fail to cooccur with low applicatives, 
they easily combine with high applicatives” 
(Pylkkänen, 2008: 40). To explain this observation, 
she attributes the incompatibility of resultatives 
with low applicatives to the aspectual mismatch 
between the selectional restrictions of ApplLP, 
which selects for events, and the stative nature of 
the resultative phrase.  

Applying this test to the English counterpart of 
adversity causatives yields (18) below, suggesting 
that non-agentive subjects are not introduced by 
ApplL.5 
                                                           
4 Pylkkänen (2008: 59ff.) points out this problem in relation to 
Hebrew possessor datives and concludes that possessors 
related to PP-internal DPs must be distinct from those that are 
introduced by ApplL. 
5 Pylkkänen (1999, 2008) claims that English has no adversity 
causatives. Yet, (18) is a case of adversity causative. 
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(18)  John broke his arm into two pieces, but he 
didn’t break it himself. 

 
When we turn to Japanese, we get the same 

result as in English. See (19).  
 
(19)    Taroo-ga   ziko-de               ude-o       
          T.-NOM      accident-LOC     arm-ACC           
          mapputatu-ni     or-Ø-ta  (>ot-ta) 
          two-COP               ñbreak-CAUS-PST 
         ‘Taroo broke his arm in two in the accident.’ 
 
Thus, it is safe to conclude that ApplL is not 
responsible for introducing non-agentive possessor 
subjects and they should receive a different 
treatment. 

Lastly, the low applicative approach has one 
drawback on the conceptual ground: in cases 
where inalienably possessed nouns are involved, 
possession is doubly encoded by means of an 
ApplL head, which introduces a possessor 
argument in syntax, and an inalienably possessed 
noun, which is relational and takes a possessor 
argument. It is unclear why such double encoding 
is necessary. As it stands, this treatment is simply 
redundant. 

Summarizing, the two approaches we have seen 
in this section face insuperable problems, and it 
can be concluded that neither possessor raising nor 
base generation by ApplL is involved in the 
possessor interpretation of non-agentive subjects. 

3 Subject As Underspecified Argument 

We have seen that approaches under the subject-
as-encoded-possessor view, i.e., possessor raising 
and base generation by ApplL, fail to account for 
the distribution of non-agentive subjects. Moreover, 
we know that these non-agentive subjects bear the 
possessor interpretation, as demonstrated in (4). 
Given these, it seems plausible to pursue the 
possibility that possession is not directly encoded 
and the possessor interpretation of non-agentive 
subjects is derived by some other means.  

Since non-agentive possessor subjects do not 
seem to bear any distinct interpretation other than 
that of possessor, I assume that they are mere event 
participant arguments, and also that they are 
introduced by the most underspecified version of 
argument-introducing head, which I take to be a 
version of high applicative (ApplH), as in (20).  

(20)   [[ApplH]] = ôx.ôe. Participant(e,x) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The high applicative head in (20) is different from 
those introducing arguments such as benefactives, 
malefactives, locatives, instrumentals, and the like, 
and its participant argument is underspecified with 
respect to the manner it participates in the event 
described by vP.  

The underspecified argument is subject to 
enrichment by means of the post-syntactic 
inferential procedure, which Rivero (2004) calls 
the Ethical Strategy, at the C-I interface. Given that 
the C-I systems are the concept/context/inference 
systems (Reinhart 2006), I assume that inferences 
are made based on linguistic and extralinguistic 
contexts and the conceptual knowledge of higher-
order generalizations about events.6  

I further assume that, given the proto-
agent/proto-patient dichotomy (Dowty, 1991), the 
underspecified event participant can be assumed to 
cause an event (i.e. a proto-agent property) or be 
affected in the event ( a proto-patient property) as a 
starting point for inference and further inference 
derives the argument’s readings. Thus, if the 
argument is assumed to cause the event, readings 
such as involuntary/accidental agent or (in)direct 
cause are derived depending on the context.7 On 
the other hand, if it is assumed to be affected in the 
event, then readings such as benefactive, 
malefactive, undergoer, and the like are derived. 

The possessor interpretation of non-agentive 
subjects, as in (2), can receive the same analysis. In 
this case, the presence of an inalienably possessed 
noun as an object argument contributes to the 
underspecified argument’s construal as a possessor, 
                                                           
6  The present analysis is in the same spirit of Ritter and 
Rosen’s (1993) analysis of have, but it is different from theirs 
in that it adopts Dowty’s (1990) proto-role theory in its 
implementation, instead of invoking complex predicate 
formation and its effect on the temporal dimension of the 
event. 
7 Note that the involuntary/accidental agent reading associated 
with an argument introduced by ApplH is distinct from the 
(volitional) agent reading, which is associated with an 
argument introduced by Voice (Kratzer, 1996).  

                    ApplHP 
���

  DPPARTICIPANT    ���

                       vP                   ApplH 
            ���� 
            DPPOSSESSUM   …  
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on the condition that the possession relation is 
encoded linguistically, through binding, as in (11), 
or understood under the sufficiently rich 
extralinguistic context, as in (13).  

Moreover, the underspecification approach in 
conjunction with the post-syntactic inferential 
strategy can give a natural account of the proximity 
condition as evidenced by (12), repeated below:  
 
(21)  Context: Taroo wore a long-sleeved shirt.  

 Taroo1-ga  Ø1sode-o     yabuk-Ø-ta (>yabui-ta) 
         T.-NOM      pro  sleeve-ACC    ñrip-CAUS-PST  
         ‘Taroo ripped his sleeve.’ 
 
Recall that, for the non-agentive reading to be 
possible in (21), Taroo should be in a proximate 
relation with the shirt in such a way that he wore it 
at the time of ripping, and moreover, that the shirt 
could be someone else’s.  

Under the present approach, the subject 
argument in (21) is asserted to be a participant of 
the event of ripping the shirt, and it can be 
assumed to cause the event or be affected in the 
event, as a starting point of inference. If the latter 
path is chosen, then the only way that the argument 
was affected is that it had some relation to another 
affected entity in the event. This is what explains 
the proximity condition.  

Furthermore, the problems with low applicatives 
pointed out in section 2.2 dissolve, once you 
recognize ApplH is responsible for introducing the 
non-agentive subjects in (14), (18) and (19).  

Therefore, the present approach solves all the 
problems reviewed in section 2, and hence it fares 
better than the possessor-raising approach and the 
low-applicative approach.  

Further evidence for the subject-as-
underspecified-argument view and against the 
subject-as-encoded-possessor view comes from the 
fact that the possessor interpretation is not 
restricted to examples like (2). It can be observed 
in examples as in (22). 
 
(22)  Indirect Cause and Possessor 

 Taroo1-ga   [ Ø1   kami]-o      kir-Ø-ta (>kit-ta)     
         T.-NOM         pro  hair-ACC   ñcut-C-PST 
       ( kedo  zibun-de-wa   kir-Ø-anak-ar-ta (>-at-ta)) 
         but     self-INST-TOP ñcut-C-NEG-DV-PST 
 ‘Taroo had his hair cut.’ 
 Lit.: ‘Taroo cut his hair, but he didn’t cut it 

himself.’ 

In (22), the subject argument is not an agent of the 
event, as evidenced by the second conjunct. 
Instead, it is construed as an indirect causer, or a 
higher cause in command of an unidentified direct 
cause of the event. More importantly, it is also a 
possessor.  

Note that sentences like (22) cannot be equated 
with those like (2) above. They behave differently 
with respect to the Japanese version of do so  
replacement test, which serves to single out verbs 
which select a volitional subject, as shown by the 
following examples.  

 
(23)   Taroo1-ga   [ Ø1   kami]-o     kir-Ø-ta (>kit-ta)     
         T.-NOM         pro  hair-ACC   ñcut-C-PST 
         Ziroo-mo     soo    si-ta    
         Z.-also         so      do-PST 
         ‘Taroo had his hair cut. Ziroo did so, too.’ 
         [Ziroo as Indirect Cause/Possessor] 
 
(24)   Taroo1-ga  [ Ø1    ude]-o        or-Ø-ta (>ot-ta).     

 T.-NOM       pro   arm-ACC    ñbreak-C-PST 
         Ziroo-mo     soo    si-ta. 
         Z.-also         so      do-PST 
         ‘Taroo broke his arm. Ziroo did so, too.’ 

[*Ziroo as Possessor] 
 
As shown above, the indirect cause/possessor 
subject can be volitional, while the pure possessor 
subject cannot.  

What (22) and (23) show is that non-agentive 
subjects can have readings such as indirect cause, 
possessor and volition at the same time. This in 
turn suggests that the subject-as-encoded-possessor 
view is hard to maintain. Specifically, it appears 
impossible to encode possession in syntax in the 
case of non-agentive subjects with the indirect 
cause reading without introducing unlikely 
assumptions about indirect cause.  

On the other hand, the underspecification 
approach, with the help of the post-syntactic 
inferential strategy, has a way to account for cases 
like (22), since it invokes the inferential procedure 
to derive various readings associated with the non-
agentive subjects, which are event participants 
underspecified with respect to their manner of 
participation. 8 

                                                           
8 See Takehisa (2014) for more details. 
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4 Summary 

This paper has compared the two views concerning 
the possessor interpretation of non-agentive 
subjects in Japanese lexical causatives: the subject-
as-encoded-possessor view and the subject-as-
underspecified-argument view. We have seen that 
the latter does not suffer from the problems the 
former does and hence is superior to the former. 
Specifically, the latter view is implemented as an 
analysis employing a particular type of high 
applicative (ApplH), which introduces an event 
participant whose manner is underspecified, in 
conjunction with the post-syntactic inferential 
strategy, originally proposed by Rivero (2004), 
which serves to enrich the interpretation of the 
underspecified argument.  
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Abstract 

In this paper, we present our collective 
effort to gather, annotate, and model 
various language resources for use in 
different research projects.  This includes 
those that are available online such as 
tweets, Wikipedia articles, game chat, 
online radio, and religious text.  The 
different applications, issues and 
directions are also discussed in the paper.  
Future works include developing a 
language web service.  A subset of the 
resources will be made temporarily 
available online at: 
http://bit.ly/1MpcFoT. 

1 Introduction 

The Philippines is a country in Southeast Asia 
composed of 7,107 islands and 187 listed 
individual languages.  Among these, 41 are listed 
as institutional, 73 are developing, 45 are 
vigorous, 13 are in trouble, 11 are dying, and 4 
are already extinct1.  These numbers highlight 
that there is a pressing need for a databank on 
Philippine languages.  As highlighted in 
literature (Dita et al., 2009; Oco and Roxas, 
2012), even those with high number of native 
speakers have limited available corpora.  
Towards addressing this scenario, we describe in 
this paper the collection, annotation, and 
modeling of various language resources. 

                                                           
1 Ethnologue Philippine language status profile for the 
Philippines: http://www.ethnologue.com/country/PH 

The paper’s structure is as follows:  section 2 
discusses initiatives in the country and the 
various language resources we collected; section 
3 discusses annotation and documentation 
efforts; section 4 discusses language modeling; 
and we conclude our work in section 5. 

2 Collection 

Research works in language studies in the 
Philippines – particularly in language 
documentation and in corpus building – often 
involve one or a combination of the following: 
“(1) residing in the place where the language is 
spoken, (2) working with a native speaker, or (3) 
using printed or published material” (Dita and 
Roxas, 2011).  Among these, working with 
resources available is the most feasible option 
given ordinary circumstances.  Following this 
consideration, the Philippines as a developing 
country is making its way towards a digital age, 
which highlights – as Jenkins (1998) would put it 
– a “technological culture of computers”. 
Organizations and educational institutions are 
making resources available in the Internet. 

In the Philippines, documenting languages and 
making the resources public had been realized 
even before the turn of the millennium.  For our 
collection initiatives, we derive inspiration from 
previous works.  One of the projects is IsaWika 
(Roxas and Borra, 2000).  It is an English-
Filipino machine translator developed in 1999 
that translates simple declarative sentences using 
the augmented transition network.  Years after, 
the development of the Philippine component of 
the International Corpus of English or ICE-PHI 
(Bautista, 2004) started.  It contains one million 
words of written and spoken Philippine English.   
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Source Language Number of 
Articles 

Inquirer English 547 
Manila Bulletin English 1,333 
Pang-Masa Filipino 576 
Pilipino Star Ngayon Filipino 1,013 
Rappler English 779 
The Philippine Star English 1,011 
Total 5,259 

Table 1. Number of news articles collected 
 
The written component contains non-printed 

texts such as non-professional writing and 
correspondence; and printed texts such as 
academic writing, reportage, instructional 
writing, persuasive and creative writing.  On the 
other hand, the transcribed texts contain 
dialogues and monologues.  One feature of the 
corpus is manual annotation – there are markup 
symbols to indicate the part-of-speech, the 
foreign and indigenous words, and paralinguistic 
devices. 

The advent of ICE-PHI inspired the 
development of PALITO (Dita et al., 2009).  An 
online corpus developed for purposes of pursuing 
various linguistic agendas, PALITO is a 
repository for religious and literary texts written 
in eight Philippine languages – Bikol, Cebuano, 
Hiligaynon, Ilocano, Kapampangan, 
Pangasinense, Tagalog, and Waray – and has a 
total word count of two million words.  Aside 
from written texts, another component is the 
Filipino sign language (FSL) videos.  The signs 
were illustrated in the form of actions and the 
videos cover the alphabet, number system, basic 
terms and expressions, and discourse.  The 118 
FSL videos have a combined file size of 224 
million bytes. 

The size of both ICE-PHI and PALITO 
highlights one limitation if collection was done 
manually – the low number of resources.  In our 
initiative, we address this through automatic 
means.  Current statistics put the number of 
Internet users to 44% 2 , which makes social 
media and other online forms as viable sources 
of data, and one popular form is Twitter, a social 
networking site. 

2.1 Tweets 

For the current work, we continued the automatic 
collection of tweets started in a previous project 
(Oco et al., 2014b).  A program was used to 
                                                           
2 https://telehealth.ph/2015/03/26/internet-social-media-and-
mobile-use-of-filipinos-in-2015/ 

collect these online.  A tweet is a short 140-
character message delivered in Twitter.  The 
program uses Twitter 4J3 Java library and stores 
the following information in a database: Tweet 
ID; the tweet; date and time the tweet was sent; 
and geolocation where the tweet was sent. 

The collection started last February 17, 2013 
and a total of approximately 50 million tweets 
have been collected as of this writing.  As tweets 
are considered an online chronicle of events and 
a repository of human opinion, they have been 
used to study Filipino voting behavior (Pablo et 
al., 2014) and analyze disasters such as the 
typhoon Haiyan (Soriano et al., 2016).  In 
tandem with classification techniques such as 
sentiment analysis, tweets can be used in 
prediction and to help policy makers make 
informed decisions.  It should be noted that we 
only collected those that are publicly available 
and those whose location is set, following ethical 
standards. 

2.2 News Articles 

Aside from tweets, we also collected news 
articles as they also represent actual language 
usage.  Also a continuation of a previous project 
(Oco et al., 2014b), we are collecting from four 
news agencies (shown in Table 1).  Calibre, an 
open source e-book management system 4  was 
used.  As of this writing, a total of 5,259 articles 
have been collected, which are in .txt, .epub, and 
.pdf formats. 

News articles provide a clear usage of the 
language.  In a culturomics study (Ilao et al., 
2011), cultural trends were studied using articles 
collected from more than ten Philippine tabloids 
and a computational model for language 
development was built. 

2.3 Game Chat 

An untapped source of valuable information is 
massively multiplayer online role-playing games 
(or MMORPG).  They provide a venue for 
people to interact virtually.  One of the popular 
MMORPG in the Philippines is Ragnarok.  Also 
a continuation of a previous project (Oco et al., 
2014b), we are collecting chat logs from this 
game using OpenKore 5  – a client and bot 
program made specifically for Ragnarok.  Chats 
are classified into four: (1) A private chat [PM], 
which is a message sent to the character and can 

                                                           
3 http://twitter4j.org/en/index.html 
4 http://calibre-ebook.com/ 
5 http://www.openkore.com/index.php/Main_Page 
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only be read by the recipient of the message; (2) 
a public chat [C], which is a message sent by 
nearby characters and can be read by other 
nearby players; and (3) a shout [GM] and [S], 
which are game-wide message and can be read 
by everyone. 

The chat logs can be used as training data in 
text normalization (Nocon et al., 2014b) and in 
cyber bullying detection (Cheng and Ng, 2016).  
The current log has 1,166,352 lines. 

2.4 Wikipedia 

Inspired by a previous study that collected 
English and Tagalog Wikipedia articles (Oco et 
al., 2014b), we also collected Wikipedia articles 
in other Philippine languages because of its 
popularity and availability.  Embodiment of 
majority of the society, it is a multilingual 
Internet encyclopedia that is collaboratively 
edited by volunteers.  Entire Wikipedias are 
publicly available through XML dumps and 
editions in Philippine languages exist.  As a form 
of cleaning, we used an XML to text converter6 
to extract entries from XML dumps of the 
following languages: Bikol, Chavacano 
Zamboangeño, Ilokano, Kapampangan, 
Pangasinense, and Tagalog.  Table 2 shows a 
sample text in the XML dump and its converted 
version, while Table 3 shows the word count of 
the converted text.  A total of 7,304,254 words 
were collected.  There is also an ongoing work to 
collect articles from the Cebuano, Hiligaynon, 
and Waray Wikipedias.  Earlier projects utilized 
the Tagalog Wikipedia for purposes of code-
switching point detection (Oco and Roxas, 
2012).  Another work (Syliongka and Oco, 2014) 
utilized Wikipedia articles as training data for 
named entity extraction. 

 
XML dump Extracted 

Text 
<text 
xml:space="preserve">{{year 
nav|{{PAGENAME}}}} 
Ang '''2005''' ay isang 
karaniwang taon na nagsisimula 
sa [[Sabado]] ayon sa 
[[Gregorian calendar]]. Ito ay 
hinirang na 

Ang 2005 ay 
isang 
karaniwang 
taon na 
nagsisimula sa 
Sabado ayon 
sa Gregorian 
calendar. Ito 
ay hinirang na 

Table 2. Sample XML dump 
 

                                                           
6 An XML to text converter by Evan Jones: 
http://www.evanjones.ca/software/wikipedia2text.html 

ISO Code Word Count 
bik 466,096 
cbk 283,798 
ilo 842,373 
pag 127,492 
pam 628,948 
tgl 4,955,547 
Total 7,304,254 

Table 3. Summary of Wikipedia articles 
 

ISO Code Corpus Size 
(Words) 

ceb 1,069,713 
hil 291,370 
ilo 1,003,392 
tgl 1,104,035 
Total 3,468,510 

Table 4. Corpus size of Bible editions 

2.5 Bible Editions 

A number of religious organizations have put 
efforts to translate the Bible and made them 
available online in an effort to promote biblical 
teachings.  One of these organizations is the 
Jehovah’s Witness, which has more than 100,000 
active members in the Philippines.  It provides 
ePub versions of several Bible editions in their 
website7.  To collect these, we used Calibre to 
convert the files to text files.  The size of each 
edition is detailed in Table 4.  The collection has 
a total size of 3,468,510 words.  Bible editions 
have been used as training data in translation 
studies, language identification (Oco et al., 
2013a; Oco et al., 2014a; Octaviano et al., 2015), 
and language clustering (Oco et al., 2013b). 

2.6 Online Radio 

Deviating from the usual text collection, we have 
also decided to start collecting audio files.  A 
number of radio stations in the Philippines are 
already airing online.  We used Screamer Radio8 
to record airings from radio stations.  Figure 1 
shows a sample screenshot of the program.  More 
than 5,400 hours of music, commercials, and 
commentaries have been recorded in stereo 
format from three radio stations.  The details are 
shown in Table 5.  Screamer radio provides 
direct MP3 audio stream saving at 31kbps.  
These audio files could be used as training data 
for speech synthesis and automatic speech 
recognition (ASR).  One study (Laguna and 

                                                           
7 http://www.jw.org/en/publications/bible/ 
8 http://www.screamer-radio.com/ 
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Guevara, 2014), developed an audio language 
identification system for different Philippine 
languages. 

3 Annotation and Documentation 

Another corpus being developed consists of 
lexicons, grammars, and texts that are translated 
by a natural language generator (NLG) called 
Linguist’s Assistant (LA) (Beale and Allman, 
2011).  LA is being used to build lexicons and 
grammars for many of the languages in the 
Philippines, and that data is being applied to 
thoroughly annotated semantic representations in 
order to generate initial draft translations of 
various educational, religious, and community 
development texts.  LA has successfully been 
used to document many languages from a variety 
of language families, and it has produced high 
quality initial draft translations of a variety of 
texts in those languages (Allman et al., 2014).  A 
new technique developed specifically for the 
Malayo-Polynesian languages of the Philippines 
was recently implemented (Allman, 2014), and 
an extensive Tagalog lexicon and grammar were 
developed.  LA is now able to produce initial 
draft translations of a variety of texts in Tagalog.  
Experiments indicate that mother-tongue 
translators are able to edit those drafts into 
publishable form in approximately one fourth the 
time required for manual translation.  The 
Tagalog grammar and lexicon are currently being 
expanded so that LA can produce initial draft 
translations of a wider variety of texts.  
Additionally, the Tagalog grammar and lexicon 
are being modified to accommodate another 
Malayo-Polynesian language named Ayta Mag-
Indi. Because Tagalog and Ayta Mag-Indi are 
structurally very similar, the process of 
modifying the Tagalog grammar to accommodate 
Ayta Mag-Indi is proceeding very quickly.  After 
only six meetings with an Ayta speaker, LA was 
able to produce an initial draft translation of a 
simple story in Ayta Mag-Indi.  That same story 
required approximately 38 meetings with the 
Tagalog mother-tongue speaker.  The work to 
expand the Ayta Mag-Indi grammar and lexicon 
will continue so that more texts can be translated. 
After the Ayta Mag-Indi work has been 
completed, the same process will be repeated 
with multiple Malayo-Polynesian languages.  
There are many potential uses for the resulting 
data and corpora.  A few of these usages are 
detailed in the following sections. 

 

 
Figure 1. A screenshot of Screamer Radio 

 
Description Love 

Radio 
Monster 
Radio 

Yes FM 

Frequency 90.7 
MHz 

93.1 
MHz 

101.1 
MHz 

Power 25 kW 25 kW 25 kW 
Total File 
Size 

19.7 GB 32.5 GB  

Total Length 
(hours) 

2,532 1,869 1,075 

Table 5. Details about the Radio Stations 

3.1 MTBMLE 

The Mother-Tongue Based Multilingual 
Education (MTBMLE) initiative mandates that 
many educational books and instructional 
documents be translated into all of the Philippine 
languages.  After a lexicon and grammar have 
been developed for a particular language, LA is 
able to generate a translation of any document 
that has been converted into a semantic 
representation. Therefore LA could potentially 
facilitate the implementation of MTBMLE. 

3.2 ASEAN-MT 

The ASEAN Machine Translation project or 
ASEAN-MT (Nocon et al., 2014a) uses standard 
English as its interlingua.  However, a problem 
will arise because English is impoverished in 
many areas (e.g., its pronominal system, its 
deictic and article systems, its tense system, etc.).  
The Tagalog texts produced by this project could 
be aligned with the associated semantic 
representations, and then the stochastic trainer 
for the Tagalog component of ASEAN-MT could 
be used to produce enriched English as the 
interlingua.  Using enriched English as the 
interlingua will significantly improve the quality 
of the translations produced in the other ASEAN 
languages. 
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3.3 Linguistic Research 

Having computational lexicons and grammars in 
a standardized format for many of the Philippine 
languages could prove invaluable to linguists, 
lexicographers, and translators throughout the 
country.  Additionally the data could be used to 
determine language affinities, supplement cross-
linguistic research, and bolster typological 
studies. 

A tool that can be used by linguists for 
describing morphology, syntax, and semantics is 
beneficial (Beale et al., 2005).  Anthropologists 
have noted that when a language is documented 
and texts are translated into the language, the 
speakers of the language are often motivated to 
preserve their language and expand its use. 

4 Modeling 

A number of the resources were modeled in 
terms of word n-grams and character n-grams.  A 
word n-gram is n-slices of a sentence while a 
character n-gram is n-slices of a word.  As an 
example, the list of 3-grams that can be 
generated from the word “language” are: {_la, 
lan, ang, ngu, gua, uag, age, ge_}.  These 
language models provide information on 
frequently occurring words and phrases.  The 
advent of data-centric computing made it 
possible for models to be used as training data in 
various tasks (Legaspi et al., 2008; Gavrila and 
Vertan, 2011).  A number of text documents 
written in various languages have been used as 
training data in language identification (Oco et 
al., 2013a) and language clustering (Oco et al., 
2013b). 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented our collective effort 
to collect, annotate, document, and model 
various language resources to address the 
pressing need for a databank on Philippine 
languages.  We also detailed the different 
applications, issues, and directions. 

The work can be extended by considering 
automatic annotation and making the resources 
available online as a language web service. 
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Abstract

In this work, we aim at identifying potential
problems of ambiguity, completeness, con-
formity, singularity and readability in sys-
tem and software requirements specifications.
Those problems arise particularly when they
are written in Natural Language. We de-
scribe them from linguistic point of view but
the business impacts of each potential error
will be considered in system engineering con-
text where our corpus come from. Several
standards give the criteria on writing good
requirements to guide requirement authors.
These properties are linguistically observable
because they appear as lexical, syntactic, se-
mantic and discursive problems in documents.
We investigate error patterns heavily used, by
analyzing manually the corpus. This analy-
sis is based on the requirements grammar that
we developed in this work. We then propose
an approach to identify them automatically by
applying the rules developed from the error
patterns to the POS tagged and parsed corpus.
By using error annotated corpus, we can train
the error model using CRFs and evaluate it.
We obtain overall 79.17% F1 score for the er-
ror label annotation task.

1 Introduction and Context

In order that a system is realized and become oper-
ational in real applications, it follows several stages
of conception, development, production, use, sup-
port and retirement (ISO/IEC TR 24748-1, 2010).
During the concept stage, we identify and docu-
ment the stakeholder’s needs in the system require-
ments specification (Hull et al., 2011). Writing

clearly all required elements without ambiguities
(Berry et al., 2003) in the specifications is an es-
sential task before passing to the development stage
(Galin, 2003; Bourque et al., 2004). According
to the 2015 Chaos report by the Standish Group1,
only 29% of projects was successful2. And 50%
of the challenged projects is related to the errors
from the Requirement Engineering and 70% of them
comes from the difficulties of understanding of im-
plicit requirements. All these errors do not lead to
the failure, but generate useless information. It is
well known that the costs to fix errors increase much
more after that the product is built than it would if
the requirements errors were discovered during the
requirements phase of a project (Glas, 2002; Steck-
lein et al., 2004).

However, when writing or revising a set of re-
quirements, or any technical document, it is particu-
larly challenging to make sure that texts read easily
and are unambiguous for any domain actor (Weiss,
1990; Grady, 2013). The previous experience shows
that even with several levels of proofreading and
validation, most texts still contain a large number
of language errors (lexical, grammatical, semantic,
style, etc.), and lack of overall cohesion and coher-
ence. Risks emerge from poorly written texts, and
from various forms of incoherence. For example,
Progressively heat the probe X27 relies too much on
the operators knowledge and practice: what temper-
ature should be reached and in how much time? A

1http://www.standishgroup.com
2They studied 50,000 projects around the world, ranging

from tiny enhancements to massive systems re-engineering im-
plementations.
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wrong interpretation may lead to accidents and dam-
ages.

Tools controlling the authoring quality of require-
ments have been developed in the past with the
use of templates or boilerplates meant to guide the
technical writer. This is most notably the case for
the RAT-RQA system3 and of the RUBRIC system
(Arora et al., 2013). Let us also cite two major CNL-
based prototypes which are of much interest for re-
quirement authoring: ACE (Fuchs, 2012), which
stands for Attempto Controlled English. This sys-
tem makes an in-depth language semantic analysis.
It was initially designed to control software spec-
ifications, and has been used more recently in the
semantic web. PENG (Processable English) (White
and Schwitter, 2009) is a computer-processable con-
trolled natural language system designed for writing
unambiguous and precise specifications. These sys-
tems make heavy use of syntactic analysis, which is
rather costly. A synthesis of CNL based systems is
developed in (Kuhn, 2013).

We also find the systems of requirements qual-
ity analysis based on the shallow parsing techniques.
First, SEMIOS system4 is relevant for requirements
where the language is complex and sometimes ill-
formed. It detects several types of errors, lexical,
syntactic and related to style. Error detection in this
system depends on the discourse structure analysis.
Second, (Berrocal Rojas and Barrantes Sliesarieva,
2010) proposes a software prototype for controlling
if a requirement satisfies the criteria of the high qual-
ity requirement defined in DO-178b. This work fo-
cuses on the detection of inaccurate, non-verifiable
and ambiguous elements in requirements by means
of lexical (using WordNet and VerbNet) and syntac-
tic analysis.

There are other interesting approaches and tools
developed for automatically analyzing the require-
ments specifications but we do not develop all of
them in this paper because of the lack of space. We
invite the readers to consult (Gnesi et al., 2005; Fab-
brini et al., 2001; Zapata Jaramillo, 2010).

The model that we propose identifies the potential
errors in natural language requirements by applying
error patterns rules to the POS tagged and syntac-

3http://www.reusecompany.com
4http://www.semiosapp.com

tically parsed sentences. It depends on the require-
ments grammar that we elaborate from the require-
ments authoring guidelines. In §2, we introduce the
essential constraints of authoring high quality re-
quirements with examples, and in §3, develop the
requirements grammar rules corresponding to each
constraint. Errors patterns are also described in this
section as they are induced by verifying if require-
ments are correctly written following the rules of the
requirements grammar. The §4 describes the meth-
ods and results of our experiments elaborated for
generating an adapted model of automatic error pat-
terns labeling to requirements documents. The main
contribution of the paper is as follows: (1) We define
requirements grammar and their error patterns. (2)
We create training and evaluation data for building
an error pattern model and assigning error labels. To
the best of the author’s knowledge, it is the first time
to achieve such results by using the automatically
learned model from the training data set. It would
be suitable for the general purpose error annotation
for requirements authoring quality.

2 Requirements Authoring and Quality

Among technical documents, requirements are a
central issue since they must comply with a high
number of constraints of e.g. readability, lack
of ambiguity and implicit data, feasibility, rele-
vance, traceability, conformity and overall cohe-
sion and coherence (Firesmith, 2003; Alred et
al., 2012). The principles of the authoring qual-
ity of requirements are defined in different stan-
dards like IEEE 830-1998 (IEEE Recommended
Practice for Software Requirements Specification),
ISO/IEC/IEEE29148:2011 (Systems and software
engineering – Life cycle processes – Require-
ments engineering), ARP4754A (Aerospace Rec-
ommended Practice) and also in the recommen-
dations of INCOSE (Guide for Writing Require-
ments), IREB (International Requirements Engi-
neering Board) and the controlled natural languages
(e.g. ASD-STE 1005). The authoring constraints
specify the syntax, the semantic along with the style
and the lexical items that the technical authors must
respect.

5Simplified Technical English, Aerospace and Defense, by
Industries Association of Europe, Issue 5, 2010
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In this paper, we focus on the five constraints (am-
biguity, conformity, completeness, singularity, read-
ability), considered as being the most critical by re-
quirements authors, with examples and descriptions.
All examples was extracted from our test corpus. It
contains technical requirements and some of them
are anonymized because of confidential problems.
But they remains meaningful enough to show real
problems in requirements texts.

We follow mainly the definitions of these con-
straints, proposed by the above mentioned standards
and guidelines of IEEE and INCOSE.

2.1 Non-Ambiguity
An ambiguous term can convey several information
which lead the requirement to different interpreta-
tions of what the system is expected to do. A re-
quirement must be interpreted in only one way with-
out ambiguities. The following examples contain a
lexical ambiguity in (Req1) with the fuzzy adjective
standard and a grammatical ambiguity in (Req2)
with the combinator or.

• (Req1) The maximum pressure loads at the
standard operating temperature shall be 6.

• (Req2) The CPU system shall set these signals
in output or shall send them directly to the plat-
form.

2.2 Conformity
A requirement must be written conforming to the
standard structure and style defined by a company
or a group of authors. Not respecting this standard
increases the problem of understanding and makes
difficult to identify the main requirements from the
other types of sentences having a similar structure
like procedures, instructions, recommendation, etc.
The use of should instead of shall in (Req3) makes
the requirement non mandatory.

• (Req3) Paint coatings should also assist in the
overall maintenance of the vehicle by providing
easy to clean surfaces.

2.3 Completeness
A requirement must contain complete information in
itself without needing extra elements to understand
correctly the requirement. In the example (Req4),

the requirement missed the agents who shall real-
ize the actions, and in (Req5), these and this refer
to some elements which can be identified with extra
contextual information.

• (Req4) In particular the received configura-
tions shall be used and the communication sig-
nal shall be isolated.

• (Req5) If these systems are required for safety
purpose, this requirement shall not prohibit the
use of the supply systems.

2.4 Singularity
A singular requirement must express a single idea
and characteristic concerning what the system has
to make. The (Req6) contains multiple actions shall
deliver and reload, introduced by the use of the com-
binator and. The (Req7) expresses the main action,
then justify why this action is required (in order
to...). This last is not a part of the requirement.

• (Req6) The system shall deliver data and
reload the configuration checks performed and
not performed.

• (Req7) Seats shall be selected at the discre-
tion of each customer in order to [accommo-
date differences in operations and passenger
preferences].

2.5 Readability
A complex requirement makes difficult the compre-
hension on given requirements and increase the cog-
nitive works of the reader. In (Req8), the quanti-
fier all needs to be specified by a list to be eas-
ily readable. In (Req9), the three acronyms should
be defined in a glossary and if not, the requirement
will not be understandable without specific domain
knowledge.

• (Req8) All exterior graphics shall be applied to
the vehicle in accordance with Customer spec-
ifications.

• (Req9) Static RAM or dynamic EPROM win-
dows shall be covered with labels that are
opaque at the UV erasing wavelengths.

The above requirements (Req1)∼(Req9) illustrate
the counterexamples of high quality requirements,
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which do not respect the non-ambiguity, conformity,
completeness, singularity and readability. Some of
them will be reconsidered in §3.1 to describe the Re-
quirements Grammar.

3 Requirements grammar and Errors
patterns

As shown in §2, the requirements texts need to be
qualified as unambiguous, conforming, complete,
readable and singular. Such constraint of a require-
ment written in Natural Language form a specific
linguistic genre that we call ”requirements gram-
mar”. We consider in this work the five previously
explained constraints for writing good requirements
and define the corresponding rules in our require-
ments grammar. We also elaborate the types of most
frequent language errors as errors patterns, and de-
scribe them in relation with the rules of requirements
grammar. Table 1 describes a list of error patterns
that we developed based on requirements grammar.

3.1 Ambiguity rules
Rule 1: A requirement should not contain ambigu-
ous adjectives, adverbs, verbs and nouns which can
lead it to several interpretations, such as significant,
flexible, sufficient, adequate, nearly, correctly, prop-
erly, minimize, optimize, malfunction, undesirable
effects, etc. All adverbs ending in -ly particularly
make requirements unverifiable. These terms can be
replaced or complemented by a value, a set of val-
ues or an interval. The example (Req1) shows the
case that prohibits this rule. If the standard operat-
ing temperature is not defined in the text, it should
be reformulated like the standard operating temper-
ature between 5◦C and 10◦C.
Rule 2: A requirement should avoid the use of the
combinator or and the combination of and and or.
The conjunctions or and and, which coordinate two
actions verbs and two subjects, are not acceptable as
it raises a critical ambiguity problem (if they appear
in a main clause, it is more critical than in a subor-
dinated clause). The example (Req2) shows the case
that the or is used between two main action verbs
shall set and shall send.

3.2 Conformity rules
Rule 3: A requirement expresses an obligation that
states what the system should realize. The modal

shall is mainly used for mandatory requirements.
Other modals verbs like must, should, could, would,
can, will, may, should are not allowed in writing the
main action of a requirement. The example (Req3)
uses the modal verb should which expresses a rec-
ommendation rather than an obligation. It means
that it is recommended that Paint coatings assist in
overall maintenance but not obligatorily. The im-
pact of not respecting this requirement can be criti-
cal for the system.
Rule 4: The negation markers should be avoided in
a main clause as they states what the system does
not do as we can see in The system shall not transfer
unauthorized data to the sub-systems. This require-
ment should be reformulated like The system shall
transfer only authorized data to the sub-system.

3.3 Completeness rules

Rule 5: A requirement should be written in the ac-
tive voice because the majority of passive sentences
do not include explicit agents to indicate exactly
who perform the action. For example, in the require-
ment It shall be tested in the following conditions:...,
we need extra information to identify what will be
tested and who will test. The example (Req4) shows
the same situation.
Rule 6: Referential ambiguities appear when the
demonstrative and possessive pronouns like it, they,
them, their... are used with unclear antecedents in
requirements. These terms can refer to more than
one element of the same sentence or of the previ-
ous sentence. In the example (Req5), the pronoun
these probably refers to some elements introduced
in the antecedent requirements. All elements that
these systems refer to should be clearly specified in
the given requirement.

3.4 Singularity rules

Rule 7: A requirement should express only one ac-
tion and one idea (one subject) in a requirement.
First, we find two types of erroneous structures in-
troducing multiple actions in a requirement: 1) more
than two action verbs enumerated in a list, 2) more
than two action verbs coordinated by more than one
and. Second, when the subject is expressed in us-
ing and like X and Y shall..., we consider the re-
quirement as having multiple subjects and multiple
thoughts.
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The example (Req6) describe the performance of
several actions and ideas in a requirement. In this
kind of case, when one of the actions is updated,
it can influence on the other action, consequently
makes difficult the maintenance and validation of the
requirement.
Rule 8: A requirement should contain appropriate
information, not including the solution and the pur-
pose of the given requirement. These extra informa-
tion should be presented separately in another docu-
ments.

In the example (Req7), in order to introduces
a new information: the reason why seats are se-
lected at the discretion of each customer. The au-
thor should not include the justification part in the
requirement. This problem often occurs using the
following structures: to, so as to, for the purpose of,
so that, in order that, etc.

3.5 Readability rules

Rule 9: The use of universal quantifiers like every,
all, each, several, a, some, etc. should be avoided
because they generates the scope ambiguity. For ex-
ample, in the requirement All sub-systems shall have
their fire alarm, the quantifier all does confuse read-
ers if the meaning is that all sub-systems share one
alarm or all sub-systems has its own alarm.
Rule 10: In principle, a requirement text should
have available a glossary where the acronyms and
abbreviations are defined in order to help the reader
to understand the concepts related to them. Oth-
erwise an acronym should have a definition inside
of the requirement like The APU (Auxiliary Power
Unit) system.

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Building training data

We build training data by using POS tagging and
syntactic parsing. We define five types of errors
as described in §2: ambiguity (AMBI), conformity
(CONF), completeness (COMP), singularity (SING),
and readability (READ) and we write heuristic rules
based on error patterns. We use the IOB format for
error labels, in which B- for ‘beginning’ of the label,
I- for ‘inside’, and O for ‘outside’: e.g. B-AMBI
and I-AMBI for the beginning and the inside of the
ambiguity label. Since we use the automatic method

to build our training data, we want to minimize the
error rate in our data. Therefore, we introduce the
filtering method by using two different algorithms
to filter out instances that we consider as errors for
POS tagging and syntactic analysis. To so do, we
simply use the consensus filtering method by the in-
tersection operation as follows:

D̂ = D(M1) ∩ D(M2) (1)

where D is raw text data, Mi is a learning algo-
rithm to annotate raw text data, and D̂ is filtered
annotated data. For POS tagging, we use a hid-
den Markov model (HMM) and conditional ran-
dom fields (CRFs) in which we trained with POS
information of English treebank data6. We use a
TnT tagger (Brants, 2000) and Wapiti described in
(Lavergne et al., 2010) for the HMM and CRF an-
notation, respectively. For syntactic parsing, we use
two pretrained dependency parsing models for Malt-
Parser (Nivre et al., 2006).7 We use syntactic pars-
ing results to detect the correct range of contamina-
tor errors described in §3.1, in which or and X’ are
dependent of X in X or X’ (for the AMBI error la-
bel). The length of X and X’ can vary in the sentence
and it would be difficult to detect them without syn-
tactic analysis. Otherwise, error annotation rules are
entirely based on POS tagging and lexical patterns
and these rules are described in detail throughout §2
and §3. For raw text data, we use ukWaC (the largest
English web-crawled resource), one of the WaCky
corpora presented in (Baroni et al., 2009). We be-
lieve that ukWaC contains large numbers of texts
written in technical English as it shows some lexical
and structural similarity to requirements texts: use
of the modal shall, action verbs, terms expressing
needs, etc. Finally, after consensus between POS
tagging and syntactic analysis, we obtain 82,847
sentences with 844,770 tokens for the training data
set. For the error annotation based on heuristic rules,
we give priorities for certain error patterns. There-
fore, when there are several possibilities to annotate
errors in the same word, we use the following error
precedence:

6https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC99T42
7http://www.maltparser.org/mco/english_

parser/engmalt.html
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Error patterns Description Impacts and rules

Combinators This error pattern related to the use of combinators or and
and concerns the rules 2 and 7, respectively.
• X or X’ where POSs (or phrase type) of X and X’ are

same.
• X and/or X’ where POSs (or phrase type) of X and

X’ are same.
• X and X’where POSs (or phrase type) of X and X’ are

same.
X= verb (infinitive form), verb phrase, noun, noun
phrase, adjective, value followed by a unit of measure-
ment

Ambiguity 2
Singularity 7

Pronouns This error pattern related to the use of possessive and
demonstrative pronouns concerns the rule 6.
• Pron(possessive), Noun: their application
• Pron(possessive), NP: their proper development
• Pron(demonstrative), modal(shall): this

shall, these shall

Completeness 6

Lexicals This lexical error pattern concerns the rules 1, 8, 9 and
10 of §3. Requirements containing one of the following
lexical items: ambiguous terms (Rule 1), purpose expres-
sions (Rule 8), quantifiers (Rule 9), acronyms (Rule 10),
raises the problem of ambiguity, singularity and readabil-
ity. Due to lack of space, we do not give its complete lists
but the main items are mentioned in each rule.

Ambiguity 1
Singularity 8
Readability 9, 10

Passive construction This error pattern related to the use of passive construc-
tion concerns the rule 5. We do not consider the passive
construction followed by the preposition by which intro-
duces the agent as being erroneous.
• modal(shall), be, AdvP, Verb(Action,
PP): shall be used, shall be properly used

Completeness 5

Negations This error pattern related to the negation marker concerns
the rule 4. modal is only the mandatory modal shall.
• modal, Neg: shall not

Conformity 4

Modals This error pattern related to the use of different types of
modal verbs concerns the rule 3. modal excepts the
mandatory modal shall.
• modal, AdvP, Verb(Action, Inf): would im-

plement, should correctly implement

Conformity 3

Table 1: Correspondence between errors patterns, impacts and rules
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The DT O
analytes NNS B-AMBI
or CC I-AMBI
investigations NNS I-AMBI
covered VBN O
by IN O
the DT O
Scheme NNP O
shall MD B-COMP
be VB I-COMP
selected VBN I-COMP
on IN O
the DT O
basis NN O
of IN O
their PRP$ B-COMP
clinical JJ I-COMP
relevance NN I-COMP
. . O

Figure 1: An example sentence from training data: an-
alytes or investigations represents the ambiguity error,
shall be selected is annotated as completeness error, and
their clinical relevance has the completeness error.

combinators > pronouns > lexical
> passive construction > negations > modals

(2)

Figure 1 shows an example sentence from our
training data. In this figure, first, analytes or investi-
gations represents the ambiguity error because of or
as explained in the Rule 2 of §3.1. Second, shall be
selected is annotated as completeness error because
the information about who realize the required ac-
tion is not specified as shown in the Rule 5 of §3.3.
Third, their clinical relevance also has the complete-
ness error because of the possessive pronoun their. It
probably refers to one of the following antecedents:
analystes, investigations, the Scheme but we need
extra information to correctly identify the reference
of their (see the Rule 6 of §3.3).

We use CRFs for training. Since we are heav-
ily based on lexical and POS information, we use a
simple feature set, in which ±2 word/POS window
context, and bi-gram word/POS models.

label number average length
AMBI 138 1.69
CONF 88 2.36
COMP 88 2.94
SING 59 3.27
READ 243 1

Table 2: Error labels in the evaluation data set.

4.2 Evaluation data
To evaluate our proposed method and the model
trained by automatically generated data, we build
evaluation data. Our evaluation data are composed
of 319 technical requirements (481 sentences with
10,324 tokens), extracted from 12 documents (over
200 pages) coming from four different companies,
kept anonymous at their request. The main features
considered to validate our data are as follows:

(1) requirements corresponding to various profes-
sional activities: product design, management,
finance, and safety

(2) requirements following various kinds of busi-
ness style and format guidelines imposed by
companies

(3) requirements coming from various industrial
areas: finance, telecommunications, trans-
portation, energy, computer science.

To build evaluation data, we annotate POS labels us-
ing an HMM model and we correct them. Then, we
manually assign error labels as defined in §3. Ta-
ble 2 shows the number and the average length of
error labels in the evaluation data set.

4.3 Results
Table 3 presents evaluation results based on the eval-
uation data that we described in §4.2. We also pro-
vide precision and recall for each error label. We
obtain overall 79.17% F1 score for our automatic er-
ror label annotation by using the CRF model learned
from which we build training data.

4.4 Error analysis and discussion
READ error labels are entirely based on lexical infor-
mation and we correctly annotate almost all of them
because we have enough lexical information in train-
ing data. CONF error labels show only about 26% of
precision because even though the expected modals
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label precision recall F1

AMBI 45.65 82.89 58.88
CONF 26.14 82.14 39.66
COMP 73.86 84.42 78.79
SING 79.66 65.28 71.76
READ 100.00 99.18 99.59

total 71.59 88.55 79.17

Table 3: Evaluation results: We learned our model from
the training data described in §4.1 and evaluated it using
CRFs.

as erroneous should have been detected exclusively
in the main clauses, many of them were identified in
the subordinated clauses where their use is allowed.
AMBI and SING error labels for the combinator er-
ror pattern are required parsing results, and we used
them for building training data. However, our CRF
model uses only lexical and POS information and
it was difficult to spot the correct range of argu-
ments of the combinators without syntactic infor-
mation. Actually, by using our program that we in-
troduced for building training data, which also used
syntactic analysis, we can obtain up to 82.47%. Re-
sults on AMBI and SING labels for combinators er-
ror patterns by our heuristic rule-based program are
especially better than by the CRF model. Note that
our heuristic rule-based program are overfitted to
our training/evaluation data and the proposed CRF
model is better for the general usage of the error an-
notation. However, dependency information is diffi-
cult to be integrated in the CRF model with depen-
dency distance. Moreover, dependency results are
not often correct for conjunction marks such as or
and and, which we use for the combinator error pat-
tern.

5 Conclusion and Future Perspectives

We have presented a linguistic model for the require-
ments quality analysis. A tool helping to improve
the requirements authoring quality allows to reduce
multiple proofreading steps which are time consum-
ing and costly but crucial in the whole life cycle of
the Requirement Engineering. The accuracy of this
kind of tools is obviously very important as techni-
cal authors (users) can reject to use them once they
generate false positives of more than 20%. To re-

duce the rate of false positives, the model that we
developed is based on the error patterns manually
identified in the linguistic framework of the require-
ments grammar.

The results of our first experiments on the model
developed in this paper show promising improve-
ments and some directions for the future work. First,
we need to improve the results of CONF and AMBI
error patterns by increasing the accuracy of the de-
pendency parsing results. For CONF, we can limit
the identification of modal shall followed by an in-
finitive verb to those only preceded by the subject
of the main clause. For AMBI, We are planning
to effectively integrate syntactic analysis results in
our learning model. Second, we can enrich the er-
ror patterns depending on the lexical information by
adding more lexical items into our model. Third,
the five constraints and the corresponding rules pre-
sented in the requirements grammar do not cover all
of the potential errors of the requirements author-
ing. It is necessary to revise and complete the rules
of the requirements grammar in order to detect an-
other error types: (1) detection of incomplete terms
(use of ”TBD”, ”TBC”, ”etc.”...) for the Complete-
ness, (2) detection of over-specified elements (de-
sign/solution parts (how the system realize the re-
quired action) included in the requirements) for the
Singularity, (3) detection of grammatical errors (e.g.
ditransitive verbs missing one of arguments like the
system shall send the received configuration) for the
Completeness. There are also another types of con-
straints more ambitious such as the problem of con-
sistency and of redundancy between requirements or
sets of the requirements. For those errors, we need to
consider contextual information over a requirement
sentence and to understand semantic meaning of the
requirements and the relation between them. Finally,
the current model are based on automatically anno-
tated training data. We can improve its quality by
adding another language processing models to get
the better result on error filtering method. We may
also add eventually manual verification and we leave
them as our future work.
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Abstract 

This paper adopts a comparable corpus-based 
approach to light verb variations in two varieties of 
Mandarin Chinese and proposes a transitivity 
(Hopper and Thompson 1980) based theoretical 
account. Light verbs are highly grammaticalized and 
lack strong collocation restrictions; hence it has been 
a challenge to empirical accounts. It is even more 
challenging to consider their variations between 
different varieties (e.g. Taiwan and Mainland 
Mandarin). This current study follows the research 
paradigm set up in Lin et al. (2014) for 
differentiating different light verbs and Huang et al.
(2014) for automatic discovery of light verb 
variations. In our study, a corpus-based statistical 
approach is adopted to show that both internal 
variety differences between light verbs and external 
differences between different variants can be 
detected effectively. The distributional differences 
between Mainland and Taiwan can also shed light on 
the re-classification of syntactic types of the taken 
complement. We further argue that the variations in 
selection of arguments of light verb in two Mandarin 
variants can in fact be accounted for in terms of their 
different degree of transitivity. Higher degree of 
transitivity in Taiwan Mandarin in fact show that 
light verbs are less grammaticalized and hence 
consistent with the generalization that varieties away 
from the main speaking community should be more 
conservative. 

1 Introduction 

In modern Chinese, there exists a kind of 
semantically bleached verbs which are called light 
verbs. They are similar to English light verbs (e.g., 
take rest, give advice) in the sense that the light 
verb does not contain any eventive information and 
the predicative content mainly comes from its 
taken complement (e.g., Jespersen, 1955; Zhu, 
1985) while the light verb itself may only 
contributes aspectual information. LVC in English 

has been comprehensively studied in both 
theoretical (e.g., Butt and Geuder 2001, Cattell, 
1984) and computational approaches (e.g., Tu and 
Dan, 2001), while in Chinese, the identification 
and differentiation of LVC especially the LVC 
variations between different language varieties 
may be more complicated. Due to the semantic 
versatility, Chinese light verbs usually do not have 
strong collocation restrictions, e.g., / / /

jinxng/jiayi yanjiu ‘do research’. However, 
collocation constraints are sometimes found with 
these light verbs, e.g., /*
jinxing/*jiayi huiyi ‘have a conference’; ? /

?jinxing/jiayikaolv ‘give considerarion’.
The challenge is even greater when we compare 
different variants of the Mandarin, i.e., Taiwan and 
Mainland Mandarin. Huang and Lin (2013) have 
found that even with the very limited collocation 
constraints, light verb variations still exist: Taiwan 
light verbs tend to take more types of NPs and 
even VPs as its complements, for instance, LVC
like jinxing/chuli/linshi/ti’an
‘to process the supplementary proposal’ can only 

be found in Taiwan corpus. We should also note 
that light verbs in Chinese can take both verbs, de-
verbal nouns, and eventive nouns, while the 
morphological status of these categories are 
typically unmarked (Lin et al., 2014), that may 
make the identification more complicated. For 
example, we have found several inconsistencies in 
the POS tagging for the taken complements. In“

” (CNcorpus), 
when either “ ” zhandou “battle” or “ ” 

douzheng “fight” is used individually, it is 
annotated as a Verb. But if they appear after the 
light verb, the annotation results are sometimes 
confusing, as shown below:

1. a. /nt /d /p /v /a
/u/ /a /u /v

meiri douzai jinxing juliede lianmiande zhandou 
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“Every day they are having fierce and continuous 
battles.”

b. /v /u /a /u /n
jinxing le jianjue de douzheng 
“had a resolute fight”

      In a&b, both “ ” zhandou “battle” and “

” douzheng “fight” are modified by the attribute 

in De construction, but with different tagging. The 
inconsistent annotation results may bring a variety 
of inconveniences for grammatical analyses.

Another difficulty for identifying and 
differentiating Chinese LVC is that in Chinese the 
difference between light verbs as well as variations 
are very subtle and complex to be observed, and 
also this kind of differences are more tend to be 
frequency or preference difference instead of 
grammaticality dichotomies which is unlikely to be 
studied by using the traditional approach. 
Therefore, in our study, to identify the subtle 
tendency difference between different light verbs 
as well as light verb variations, a statistical corpus-
based approach based on annotated comparable 
corpus is adopted, following the research paradigm 
set up in Lin et al. (2014) and Huang et al. (2014). 
Our current study further show that the variation 
differences can further imply the transitivity 
difference between different speaking communities 
and this result is also consistent with the 
generalization that a smaller speaking community 
away from the main speaking community tends to 
be more conservative. 

2 Methodology  

2.1 Data collection 

The data for this study is extracted from Annotated 
Chinese Gigaword corpus (Huang, 2009) which 
was collected and available from LDC and 
contains over 1.1 billion Chinese words, with 700 
million characters from Taiwan Central News 
Agency and 400 million characters from Mainland 
Xinhua News Agency. 

Basically, in our study we focus on two pairs 
of light verbs, jinxing “proceed” and 

jiayi “inflict”, zuo “do” and gao “do”. These 

four are among the most frequently used light 
verbs in Chinese (Diao, 2004) and previous studies
have conducted several studies on distinguishing 
these two pairs (e.g., Zhou, 1987; Diao, 2004)
while no clear conclusion has been drawn yet.

About 400 sentences are randomly selected 
for each light verb, half from the Mainland 
Gigaword sub-corpus and the other from the 
Taiwan Gigaword sub-corpus, which resulted in 
800 sentences in total.  

2.2 Feature annotation 

For each sentence, we manually annotated 13 
features which may help to distinguish different 
light verbs in each variant as well as the light verb 
variations among different variants (Zhu, 1985; 
Cai, 1982; Huang et al., 1995 among others). The 
features cover semantic (e.g., the semantic type of 
taken complements), syntactic (e.g., the syntactic 
type of taken complements) as well as discourse 
(e.g., the connotation of the context) levels. The 
detailed annotation schema and examples are 
shown in Appendix 1. To facilitate the annotation 
as well as statistical analyses, most of the factors 
have binary choices (yes or no). The annotator is a 
trained expert on Chinese linguistics. Any 
ambiguous cases were discussed with another two 
experts in order to reach an agreement. 

3 Data analysis  

In our study, we used Chi-square test to test for the 
significance of the co-occurrence of each factor 
with each individual light verb. The tool we used is 
SPSS v.21. All the results are transformed 
(Standardized pearson residuals eij> or < 1.9 
(Agresti 2011)) into signs. The results of Chi-
square test show that both differences among light 
verbs and variation difference can be detected by 
our statistical method and the features we selected 
are also effective in making the distinction. 
      Basically, two kinds of comparisons from 
different dimensions were conducted in our study. 
One is the variety internal comparison, and we are 
going to examine the subtle difference within the 
same pair (e.g., between jinxing “proceed” 

and jiayi “inflict”). Another comparison is 
the variety external comparison, in which we can 
investigate the variation differences of the same 
light verb in different varieties.

3.1 Difference between light verbs 

For the variety internal comparison within each 
light verb pairs, our results show that both pairs in 
both varieties can be differentiated by most of the 
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annotated factors (i.e., those where they have 
contrasting positive/negative tendencies to appear 
(P-value<0.05)). We can take the Mainland data as 
an example, the Chi-square test results are shown 
in table below (some features which do not show 
significant correlation would be omitted in the 
table). 

3.1.1 Differentiation between and 

Features 
Complement Types Event noun + -

De-verbal 
noun

- +

Event complement at subject 
position 

+ -

Take aspectual marker (le) + -
Take marker (guo) 0 0
Durative event + -
Formal event - +
Psychological event - +
Event involving interaction of the 
agent and patient 

+ -

Accomplishment event - +
Attributive of the complement + -
Connotation ofthe 
Complement 

Positive 0 0
Neutral + -
Negative - +

Table 1.comparison between ML and 

According to table 1, jinxing and 
jiayi in Mainland can be differentiated by most of 
the factors. For example, Mainland jinxing
“proceed” has a preference of taking Event Noun 

(e.g., / jinxing huiyi/saishi “have a 

conference/play a game) as the complement while 
prefers to take verbs (e.g., /

jiayi tigao/xiugai “to improve/revise”). 

differs from jiayi “inflict” in that it also has 

preference in taking aspectual marker le (
jinxing le jilie de zhandou /"have a 

fierce fight”), taking durative events (

jinxing huiyi “have a conference”), interactive 

events (e.g., jinxing cuoshang “have a 

negotiation”) and complements which have 
attributives ( jinxing 
changshijiande taolun “have a long-time 

discussion”), whereas jiayi “inflict” shows

dis-preference over these features. In contrast, 
jiayi prefers to take psychological event as the 

complement ( jiayi kaolv “give 

consideration”) while does not (??
jinxing kaolv “give consideration”).

3.1.2 Difference between and 

The light verbs zuo“do” and gao“do”can 
also be differentiated effectively by using the same 
method, as shown below:

Features 
Complement 
Types 

Event noun + -
De-verbal noun - +

VO complement 0 0
Take aspectual marker (le) + -
Take aspectual marker (guo) 0 0

Durative event 0 0
Attributive of the complement + -
Connotation of 
the 
Complement 

Positive - +
Neutral + -
Negative - +

Table 2.comparison between ML and 

zuo “do” and gao “do” are also differed 

in POS feature in the sense that zuo has the 
preference in taking Noun as the complement (e.g., 

/ / zuo gongzuo/shoushu/huodong
“do job/operation/activity”) while gao tends to 
take verbal complement ( / gao
pifa/gaige “do wholescale trade/make reform”). 

Moreover, do also significantly prefers the 
complements which have attributive (e.g., 

zuole henchang shijiande gongzuo
“have been working for a very long time”) while 

gao shows the opposite preference.

3.2 Difference between different varieties 

With respect to the external comparison of the 
same light verb in different varieties of Chinese, 
the result of statistical analyses can also present the 
tendency differences. As shown in the tables below, 
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3.2.1 in Taiwan and Mainland

Features ML TW
Complement 
Types 

Event noun 0 0
De-verbal noun 0 0

VP - +
VO complement - +
Take aspectual marker (le) + -
Take aspectual marker (guo) 0 0
Event involving interaction of the 
agent and patient 

+ -

Connotation of the 
Complement 

positive + -
neutral - +
negative - +

Table 3.comparisonbetween in ML and TW
As presented in table 3, the usage of 

jinxing in Mainland and Taiwan have differences 
at semantic, syntactic as well as discourse level. 
The most obvious difference is that the Taiwan 

jinxing can take VPs as the complement, as in 
chuli linshi ti’an “process the 

interim proposal”. This specific usage of Taiwan 
might shed light on the classification of light verb 
complements. It may indicate different status of 
taken complements in each variety is located in the 
process of de-verbalization. We will discuss this in 
detail in the following section.

Also, the result demonstrates that TW 
jinxing is more likely to take VO compounds, as in 

/ jinxing kaipiao/toupiao “ballot-
counting/voting”. With respect to the semantic 
property of the taken complement, jinxing in 
Mainland tends to co-occur more with interactive 
complements like / cuoshang/shangtao
“hold a negotiation”.

3.2.2 in Taiwan and Mainland 

jiayi shows the similar tendency as
jinxing between Mainland and Taiwan, as shown in 
table 4.
Features ML TW
Complement Types Event noun 0 0

De-verbal 
noun

+ -

VP - +
VO - +
Durative event - +

Formal event 0 0
Psychological event + -
Accomplishment event + -
Connotation of the 
Complement 

positive + -
neutral 0 0
negative 0 0

Table 4.comparisonbetween in ML and TW
Similar with jinxing, jiayi in two 

varieties also differ in that TW jiayi has 
preference in taking VP and VO complements 
while jiayi in Mainland shows the opposite 
preference. The examples like 
jiayitiaozhengshiyongxing “make adjustment to the 

practicability” can only be found in Taiwan data. 

And also, Mainland jiayi tends to co-occur 
more with psychological (e.g., jiayikaolv
“give consideration”) and accomplishment (e.g., 

jiayi chengqing “make clarification”) event 

while Taiwan jiayi prefers durative events 
(e.g., / jiayi xuexi/liaojie “to learn”).

3.2.3 zuo in Taiwan and Mainland

The variation difference of zuo mainly lies in 
the constraints of the taken complements. Taiwan 

zuo almost has no constraints in taking the 
complements while the complements of Mainland 

zuo are relatively limited in types. Examples 
show that Taiwan zuo can take a wide range of 
complements compared to Mainland . LVCs as

zuo renshengongji “make personal 
attack” zuo huanbao “protecting the 
environment”, zuo jingsai “have
competition” can only be found in Taiwan data.

Features ML TW
Complement 
Types 

Event noun + -
De-verbal 
noun

- +

Event complement at 
subject position 

+ -

Take aspectual marker (le) + -
Take aspectual marker (guo) 0 0
Durative event 0 0
Formal event - +
Accomplishment event - +

Table 5.comparison between in TW and ML
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The table suggests that the light verb zuo
in Taiwan has the similar preference of taking V as 
the objects (same with jinxing and jiayi,
e.g., / zuo biaoshi/kaoliang “make 

official statement/give consideration), while 
Mainland zuo is more likely to co-occur with 
event noun as / / gongzuo/ 
huodong/shoushu “do work/activity/operation”.

      TW is also likely to take formal event as the 
complement ( zhengfu dui 
shangshu shijian zuobiaoshi “the government 

made official statement for this affairs”) while 

more informal complements can be found in 
Mainland usages ( / zuo
xiaoshengyi/maimai “doing small business”).

3.2.4 gaoin Taiwan and Mainland 

The difference of  gao in two varieties show the 
opposite tendency compare to the light verb zuo
in the sense that gao in Mainland can take a 
quite wide range of objects while in Taiwan, 
gao can only appears in political context with the 
negative meaning. 
Features ML TW
Complement 
Types 

Event noun - +
De-verbal 
noun

+ -

Event complement at 
subject position 

+ -

Take aspectual marker (le) + -
Formal event - +
Event involving interaction 
of the agent and patient 

+ -

Accomplishment event 0 0
Attributive of the 
complement 

+ -

Connotation of 
the Complement 

positive + -
neutral + -

negative - +
Table 6.comparison between in TW and ML

As shown in table 6, the taken complement of 
Taiwan gao has significant correlation with the 
feature “negative context”.

      Examples like / / /
gao xingshizhuyi/hebingyanbian/fenlie/mohei

“take formalism approach/make peaceful 
evolution/cause state disruption/throw mud”are 
typical usages which are frequently appeared in 
Taiwan corpus. In contrast, Mainland gao can 
take a variety of complements, including both 
formal ( gao guoyouqiye jingying
“managing state-owned enterprises”) and informal 
event ( gao pifa “do wholescale trade”), 

interactive events ( gao bianlun “engage in 

debate”) and complements with attribute (

gaole henchang shijiande keji
chengbao “begin technology contract 

manufacturing for a very long time”). Also, the
polarity of the context for Mainland gao can be 
both positive ( gao xianjinxing
xuexi “learn about advanced nature”).

      In general, for zuo and gao in both 
Mainland and Taiwan, we can summarize as the 
usage of Taiwan zuo is semantically much 
lighter than its Mainland counterparts in the sense 
that it can take a much wider range of 
complements under different context, whereas in 
Mainland gao may be semantically more 
bleached than its Taiwan counterparts because 
Taiwan gao can barely be used in other context 
except for political context with the negative 
meaning.

4 The syntactic type of taken complement  

Agreement has been reached that only a small part 
of noun can be taken by light verbs (e.g., /

huiyi/saishi “conference/competition”) while 

most of the complements taken by jinxing are 
originally verbs (e.g., / jinxing 
yanjiu/gaige “do research/make reform”). But 

unlike common verb, these taken complements, 
being in the object position, has already possessed 
some properties of nominal phrase in terms of its 
syntactic behavior (e.g., Zhu, 1985). Evidence as 
shown below,
a. The eventive complement usually cannot take 

another object * jinxing
yanjiu zhefen wendang “conduct research on 
this document”

b. The eventive complement cannot be modified 
by adverbial directly *
jinxing za ihuiyizhong yanjiu “do research on 

the conference”
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c. The complement can be modified by the 
attribute jinxing 
changda shiniande yanjiu “conduct a long-
term research”

d. It can be questioned by shenme “what” 

instead of zenmeyang “how”:  

”What is being proceeded?” *

zai jinxing zenmeyang “*How is 

being proceeded?”

      Previous studies have numbers of debates on 
which syntactic type do these verbal-like 
complements belong to. Some studies consider the 
taken complement as a / “nominal 

verb” which has both nominal and verbal 

properties (e.g., Zhu, 1985; Chen, 1987) while 
others hold the opinion that the complement has 
already been transferred from the original verb to a 
typical noun through the process of nominalization 
(e.g., Xiao, 1955; Li, 1990).
      However, in our study based on large corpora, 
we find that the actual usages may be much more 
complex than what has been presented in the 
previous studies, especially when we take the 
variation differences into consideration. In Taiwan 
corpus, light verbs can be followed by a variety of 
NPs (e.g., / jinxing 
yicheng/junzizhizheng “to carry out the assembly's 

agenda/having a gentleman’s dispute”). Besides, 

although previous studies all claim that the light 
verb cannot take a Verb-Object phrase as the 
complement (e.g., Zhu, 1985; Hu and Fan, 1994; 
Qiu, 1994; Du, 2011 among others), in Taiwan 
corpora we have found examples like

jinxing chuli linshi ti’an “process the 

interim proposal” in which the complements taken 
by and can be a VO phrase. And the 
VO phrase can even by modified by adverbial (2):

2.
.

Zhengfu muqianzheng jinxing dui 
zhongfeigongheguo tigong yangyu yangxia 
de jishu 
“The government is now providing the 
technology of fish and shrimp farming for 
the Central Africa Republic.”

This may pose a challenge to the traditional 
classification. Therefore, in our annotation 

standard, we distinguish there types of taken 
complements in terms of their syntactic types: 
event noun, de-verbal noun and VP. And our 
comparative study show that there are also 
distributional variation differences between 
different varieties of Mandarin Chinese.  

Event noun refers to a subtype of noun which 
lexically encodes eventive information, including 
event structure and time (Wang et al, 2011). The 
proportion of taking a noun as the complement is 
relatively small (e.g., for , about 20.1% in 
Mainland). Taiwan can take more types of NPs 
(e.g., jinxing gananzhilv “have
thanksgiving trips”) with a little bit lower 

frequency (18.87%).  Since the definition of an 
event noun is clear, we mainly focus on 
differentiation of the other two types (de-verbal 
noun and VP).

In our proposal, we argue that “ ”  

yanjiu“research” in “ ” jinxing 
kexingxing yanjiu “do research on the practicability” 

and “ ” jinxing yanjiu kexingxing
“do research on the practicability” belong to 

different syntactic types. Generally speaking, the 
“ ” yanjiu “research” in the former one can be 
considered as a de-verbal noun which has 
undergone the process of de-verbalization. While 
in “ ” jinxing yanjiu kexingxing
“do research on the practicability”, “ ” yanjiu
“research” should still be considered as typical 

verbs. The whole phrase should be a VP. We will 
illustrate this issue in detail.

Shi (2011) differentiates two kinds of 
eventive phrases which can appear in the object 
position, by using a set of syntactic tests. 

3. a. 
Women xuyao zhuyi huanjing baohu 
“We need to pay attention to

b.
Women xuyao zhuyi baohu huanjing 
“We need to pay attention to 

environmental protection.”
He argues that due to its internal nominal structure 
and the typical nominal syntactic behavior, 
baohu “protect” in sentence 3a should be 
considered as a Noun (can be modified by 
attribute). But in sentence 3b, “ ” baohu
“protect” here still has syntactic behavior of verbs 

(e.g., can take object and complement). The whole 
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phrase “ ” baohu huanjing “protect the 

environment” still has the verbal internal structure 

(V-O structure) and can be used as predicate as in 
“ ” women yao baohu huanjing
“We need to protect the environment.” (Shi, 2011).

With respect to light verb constructions, the 
variation differences we have observed in our data 
can be well classified by this standard. For the 
usage of Mainland LVC, the patient can only 
appear before the eventive complement, either 
before the light verb (4a) or between light verb and 
the taken complement with DE (b), which shows 
the typical properties of a Noun. 

4. a. 
Dui fenpeizhidu  jinxing gaige 
“making reforms of distribution system”

 b. 
jinxing fenpeizhidu de gaige 
“having reformation of distribution system”

      But in Taiwan specific usage, the object “ ” 

gaige “reform” can be followed by the patient “

” fenpeizhidu “distribution system” (5a), 

which shows that “ ” gaige “reform” here still 

remains the property of a typical verb of taking 
another object. Moreover, “ ” gaige
fenpeizhidu “make reforms of distribution system” 

as a VO phrase is considered as a VP in the sense 
that it has the verbal internal structure (V-O
structure) and can be used as predicate (

zhengfu gaige fenpeizhidu “government 

is making reforms of the distribution system”). 

And also, the whole VO phrase as a VP can be 
modified by adverbial (5b). Hence, we use “VP” to 

distinguish it from a de-verbalized Nominal Phrase 
( fenpeizhidu de gaige “the 

reformation of distribution system”).

5. a. 
Jinxing gaige fenpeizhidu 
“to make reforms of distribution system”

b.
zhengfu muqian zheng jinxing dui 
youguanbumen gaige fenpeizhidu 
“The government now is making reforms 

of distribution system in all relevant 
departments.”

In this regard, we adopt Shi(2011)’s analysis 

and treat the gaige “reform” in mainland 

usage as a de-verbal noun which has been 
transferred from the verb through the process of 
de-verbalization. While in Taiwan specific usage, 
“ ” gaige “reform” keeps the verbal 

characteristic of taking another object (e.g., 
jinxing gaige fenpeizhidu

“make reforms of distribution system”). Moreover, 

we have also found examples are showing that in 
Taiwan usages, the when eventive complement is 
modified by a prepositional structure, de is not 
always necessary (6).

6. . .
Jinxing dui dalu xuanchuan 
“conduct propaganda to Mainland”

While in Mainland, in this context, “de” has to 

appear to license the sentence (e.g., 
jinxing dui dalu de xuanchuan “conduct 

propaganda to Mainland”). As prepositional 
structure cannot modify an NP directly without de 
(e.g., Huang and Liao, 2007), what we found in 
Taiwan data is another evidence to prove that the 
taken complement in Taiwan usage can be a real 
verb.

In our study, we clearly differentiate three 
types of taken complements: event noun, de-verbal 
noun and VP which can cover all the examples we 
have observed in the corpus. This may also help 
with the annotation standard for POS tagging in the 
corpus. Back to the problematic annotation result 
we have mentioned in 1a and 1b, it would be very 
clear according to our analysis. Both “ ” 

zhandou “battle” and “ ” douzheng “fight” 

here should be treated as a de-verbal noun. But if 
they are followed by another object, it should be 
treated as a verb.
     One thing should be addressed is that in 

Taiwan corpus, both constructions are commonly 
used, i.e., the patient can front the complement (

jinxing kexingxing yanjiu “conduct

research on the practicability”) as well as follow it
( ” jinxing yanjiu kexingxing
“conduct research on the practicability”) while in 

Mainland only the former construction is 
acceptable. This displays that Taiwan light verb 
has less constraints in taking the complements (can 
take both NP and VP, with and without de). There 
are more alternative patterns for LVC in Taiwan.
Also, for the examples which VPs are taken as the 
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complements, light verbs can be omitted without 
changing the grammatical acceptability of the 
sentences. The light verb itself can be totally 
redundant. As shown below: 

7. a. ( )

Xian (jinxing) tiaozheng guonei youguan 
falv yi peihe oumeng sifa hezuo anjian 
“make adjustment on relevant laws in 
order to cooperate with EU judicial 
cooperation cases”

In contrast, in Mainland usages, although light 
verb does not contribute to the eventive 
information, it is still compulsory in order to 
licenses the sentences structure. 

b.* ( )
Zhengfu zhengdui shaonianertong 

(jinxing) zhengque xiaofei jiaoyu 
“The government is educating the young 
children about consumption view.”

5 Transitivity in Light Verb Variations  

Based on their distributional differences in 
syntactic type of the taken complements between 
Taiwan and Mainland Mandarin, we further argue 
that the light verb itself may differ in its degree of 
transitivity between these two varieties. Taiwan 
light verbs may have a higher degree of transitivity 
compared to its Mainland counterparts. The most 
obvious evidence is that Taiwan light verbs have 
the tendency of taking more types of NP and VPs 
as the complements with less collocation 
constraints. It is ‘more transitive’ in the sense that 

it is more likely to be used transitively in different 
contexts.  
      Besides this, the semantic properties of the 
taken complements also demonstrate the higher 
transitivity of Taiwan light verbs. Hopper and 
Thompson (1980) have proposed 10 parameters to 
identify the degree of transitivity. According them, 
an action can be easier transfer to a patient which 
is individuated, Taiwan and Mainland light verbs 
do show variations in this property. Both previous 
study (Huang and Lin, 2013) and our data show 
that in Taiwan corpus, light verbs can be followed 
by more types of event nouns (e.g., /

jinxing yicheng/junzizhizheng “to carry out 

the assembly's agenda/having a gentleman’s 

dispute”), this may indicate that the complements 

of Taiwan light verbs tend to be more highly 
individuated. Since the event noun, compared to 
either de-verbal noun or VP, may have more 
‘nouny’ or ‘referential’ property, which may refer 

to higher degree of individuality. Also, as we have 
shown in section 3 and 4, Taiwan light verb has the 
preference of taking VP as the complements while 
the Mainland counterparts prefer de-verbal nouns. 
VP like “ ” compared to the de-
verbal noun “ ”, is obviously higher in 
individuality as the patient is overt. Also, as the 
patient is already there, the affectedness of the 
objects in Taiwan preference is also higher. These 
two both indicate the higher transitivity of Taiwan 
light verbs. 
      Another important issue we would like to 
address is that the higher degree of transitivity in 
Taiwan Mandarin in fact show that Taiwan light 
verbs are less grammaticalized, hence more 'verbal' 
and in fact more conservative in terms of bleaching 
of verbal properties. This is consistent with the 
generalization that varieties away from the main 
speaking community should be more conservative. 

6 Conclusion  

In the current study, we have showed that our 
comparable corpus-based statistical approach can 
identify comparative differences which are 
challenging for human analysis. Either internal 
comparison within one variety or external 
comparison between different varieties can be 
differentiated effectively. Furthermore, the 
semantic and syntactic feature set we used in our 
study could also be used for future studies on other 
light verbs as well as other lexical categories. 

Based on statistical result, we also argue that 
the variation difference in collocation may due to 
their variation in the degree of transitivity. , 
Moreover, the higher transitivity of Taiwan light 
verbs also indicates the conservatism of Mandarin 
in Taiwan which is consistent with the 
generalization that the languages in immigrant 
speaking communities tend to be more 
conservative.  
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Appendix A: Annotation schema for LVC 

Feature example
1. occur with other 
light verbs 

Yes or no

kaishi
jinxing taolun‘start to 

discuss’

2.  the complement of 
a light verb is in the 
V(erb)-O(bject) form

Yes or no

jinxing tou-piao
proceed cast-ticket ‘to vote’

3. take aspectual 
marker 

Zhe, le, guo or no

ASP.zhe/le/guo  ( / /
jinxing-

zhe/le/guozhandou ‘is 

fighting’/have fight/fight)

4. Event complement 
of a light verb is in 
subject position

Yes or no

bisaizaixuexiao jinxing game 
at school proceed ‘The game 

was held at the school’)

5. The part-of-speech 
of taken complement 
Event noun, deverbal 

noun or VP

Event Noun/de-verbal noun 
( / jinxing 
zhanzheng/ 
zhandou‘tofight’)

VP (
jinxing chulilinshiti’an
‘process interim proposal’

6.the complement is a 
Spontaneous/ 
controllable event

Yes or no

jin4xing2/tou2piao4 ‘to 

vote’

7. the complement is 
durative event 

Yes or no

jinxing zhandou
‘to fight’

8. the complement: is 
formal event

Yes or no

jinxing 
guoshifangwen ‘to pay a 

state visit’

9. the complement is 
psychological event

Yes or no

jiayifanxing‘to 

retrospect’)

10. the event denoted 
by the complement 
involves interaction 

Yes or no

jinxing taolun‘to 

discuss’

11. the complement is  
accomplishment event 

Yes or no

jinxing jiejue‘to 

solve’

12.  Connotation of the 
Complement
Negative, neutral or 

positive

(negative)
Jin4xing2/po4huai4 ‘do 

harm to’

(positive)
Jin4xing2/biaoyang2 ‘speak 

highly of’

13. Attributive of the 
complement 

Yes or no
jin4xing2/bi3sai4 ‘have 

an eight-hour competition’
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Abstract 

This paper proposes a new methodology in 
investigating the semantic and pragmatic 
properties of SFPs in Mandarin Chinese. A 
case study of the interaction and correlation 
between SFP-Ne and SpOAs--Shenzhi, Qishi, 
and Nanguai has been conducted. Two seman-
tic features of [+unexpectedness] and 
[+intersubjectivity] have been summarized on 
SFP-Ne. 

1 Introduction 

Research on Sentence Final Particles (SFPs hence-
forth) has been a long-held issue in the field of 
Chinese linguistics. A voluminous body of litera-
ture has been devoted to the study of structural 
properties, historical development as well as the 
semantic or pragmatic properties of SFPs. Zhu 
(1982: 208) accurately observes the hierarchical 
structure of SFPs and proposes a three layer classi-
fication on them, which include: 1) Tense and As-
pectual Information, e.g. Le, Laizhe, Ne1; 2) 
Sentence Type Marker, e.g. Ma, Ba, Ne2; 3) 
Speaker’s Attitude, e.g. Ou, A, Ne3. Three senses 
of Ne are listed in (1)-(3) and this paper concen-
trates on the outmost layer of Ne3.

1
 

 
(1)  Ta1 zai jia kan   dianshi  ne. 

He PROG home look television ne. 
He is watching television at home. 
 

                                                             
1 All the SFP-Ne below, if not specified, refers to Ne3. The 
abbreviations used in this paper are glossed as follows: PROG: 
progressive aspect marker; CL: classifier; NEG: negative 
morpheme; PERF: perfective aspect marker. BI: comparative 
morpheme. DE: prenominal modifier maker, post-verbal re-
sultative marker. 

(2) Ni mama  ne? 
     You  mum  ne 

Where is your mum? 
 

(3)Ta  chi le  shi wan mifan  
     He eat PERF 10 CL  rice  
     ne. 
     ne. 
     He has eaten ten bowls of rice.  
 

Previous research on SFPs focuses on Ne alone, 
seldom do they take other constituents within the 
sentence into consideration. Moreover, the authors 
only explain the few examples they listed on the 
papers, seldom do the corpora data are involved.      

According to our corpus investigation, we find 
the interaction and correlation between certain ad-
verbs, namely, Speaker-oriented Adverbs (SpOAs 
henceforth) and SFP-Ne are not random. The goal 
of this research is to gain a comprehensive picture 
of the actual use of Ne and to unveil the mecha-
nism of interaction between SpOAs and SFP-Ne. 

2 Background Literature  

2.1 Review on SFP-Ne 
Previous research on SFP-Ne can be summarized 
as following two opposite directions, as Wu (2005: 
48) put it, one is the “Meaning Maximalist” and 
the other is the “Meaning Minimalist”. The former 
(Chao, 1968; Chu 1985) would enumerate all  the 
possible meanings of SFP-Ne in the descriptive 
tradition, while the latter (Alleton, 1981; Li and 
Thompson,1981; King, 1986; Shao, 1996; Wu, 
2005; Constant, 2014) endeavors to extract a gen-
eral, unified core meaning or function of SFP-Ne. 
We take the basic stand of the latter and argue that 
the seemingly bewildering uses of SFP-Ne are in 
fact contextually derived.  
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2.2 Review on SpOAs  
The term of SpOAs, to the best of my knowledge, 
was firstly proposed by Jackendoff (1972: 56). He 
treats SpOAs as sentential adverbs, which express 
speaker’s attitude or evaluation towards the propo-
sitional content. Later on, scholars (Bellert, 1977; 
Nilsen, 2004; Ernst, 2008, 2009) unanimously 
agree that SpOAs are used by the speaker to ex-
press his/her attitude or evaluation towards the 
proposition, or to be more specific, they refer to 
speaker’s commitment to the truth of the proposi-
tion.  

Review on the SFP-Ne and SpOAs indicates that 
both of them, at the semantic level, are used by the 
speaker to express his/her attitude towards the 
propositional content. And at the syntactic level, 
they are situated at the higher, periphery positions 
above the clause. Therefore it’s reasonable and 
logical for us to investigate their correlation and 
interaction.   

3 Preliminary Observation on Ne 

3.1 Two Features 
To begin with, we start with the minimal pair com-
parison between sentences with SFP-Ne and with-
out SFP-Ne. 2 

 
(4)  a.  A: Zhe jian qunzi duo shao     qian? 
     This  CL dress more   little money 
     How much is this dress? 
 B: san wan 
    30,000 (RMB) 
 B: san wan ne. 
     30,000 ne.(RMB) 

 
b. A: Ta  jia  hen qiong,  ni  jiu

    He family  very poor, you then
    bu yao gen ta laiwang  

   NEG want with he contact.  
   His family is very poor, so you’d better     
               not have contact with him anymore. 
 B: Ta jia  you  ershi  tao  fang 
      He family have twenty CL house 
   His family owns twenty houses. 
 B: Ta  jia  you  ershi  tao  
 B: He family have twenty CL  

                                                             
2 All the examples, if not specified, come from the CCL or 
BCC corpus. 

     Fang  ne. 
       House ne. 
  His family owns twenty houses. (To your 
  surprise) 
 

In (4a), The first answer without Ne is just a 
statement of observation, of the fact that the cost of 
this dress is 30000 RMB. When Ne is added at the 
end, the speaker is informing or reminding the 
hearer of this unexpected or surprising cost of 
30000 RMB for a single dress;  

The same applies to (4b) as well, the first an-
swer without Ne indicates a basic fact that “twenty 
houses are owned by his family.” When Ne is ap-
pended at the end, the speaker reminds the hearer 
that the new information of owning twenty houses 
is unexpected to the hearer and the speaker to some 
extent is persuading the hearer to accept their rela-
tionship.  

We further test the unexpectedness triggered by 
Ne by observing the co-occurrence between certain 
Chinese idioms with Ne. 

 
(5) a.  Zhong-suo-zhou-zhi, diqiu wei
 As_everyone_knows, Earth surround  
 zhe taiyang zhuan (*ne) 
 ASP Sun revolve.(*ne). 
 As everyone knows, the Earth revolves 
 around the Sun. 

 
      b. Su hua  shuo, meiyou 
 General utterance speak, NEG  
 Guiju bu cheng fang yuan (*ne). 
 rule, NEG  become square circle (*ne) 
 As old saying goes, no rule, no proper 
 practices. 

 
The idioms of “zhong-suo-zhou-zhi (As every-

one knows)” and “su-hua-huo (As old sayings 
goes)” all indicate old information or the proposi-
tions follow it must be in line with the previous 
expectation, and hence the semantic clashes arises 
when Ne triggers the unexpected information, 
therefore it is infelicitous for Ne to appear at the 
end of the sentence.  

We may summarize here that Ne is used to trig-
ger unexpected information. It has the semantic 
feature of [+Unexpectedness].  

We also find that Ne in general is used in inter-
active context, when the speaker takes the hearer’s 
attention or attitude into consideration. This coin-
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cides with the notion of “Intersubjectivity” pro-
posed by Traugott and Dasher (2001).  

The Intersubjectivity encoded in Ne can be 
proved by the co-occurrence between degree modi-
fier “Ke (so/such)”, “Zhen (really/truly)” and “Tai 
(excessively/very)” and SFPs. We investigate the 
Chinese corpus created by center for Chinese Lin-
guistics at Peking University (CCL in abbreviation) 
and all the data is shown in the figures below.  
    

  
 
Figure1 Frequencies of the co-occurrence between 
      Degree Modifiers and SFPs in CCL 
 

Both corpora data indicate that Ke is in high fre-
quency of co-occurring with Ne, whereas Zhen and 
Tai co-occurs with A and Le respectively. Typical 
examples of each are illustrated in (6). 

 
(6) a.  Xianggang   xiatian ke re ne. 
 Hong Kong  summer      so  hot ne. 
 It is so hot in summer in Hong Kong. 

 
     b.  Xianggang xiatian zhen  re a  
 Hong Kong  summer really hot a. 
 It is really hot in summer in Hong Kong. 

 
     c.  Xianggang xiatian tai re le . 
 Hong Kong  summer very  hot le. 
 It is excessively hot in summer in Hong 
 Kong. 

 
With respect to the “Ke X Ne” construction, we 

find the “X” can be gradable adjectives, psycho-
logical verbs and measurable verb phrases, which 
are listed in (7)-(9). 

 
(7) “Jiaqian ke gui   ne.” ma wei  shuo. 

 Price     so expensive ne.   Ma Wei speak 
“It costs a lot.” said Ma Wei. 
 

(8) Women lingdao duiyu  jiashu  de    jiating  
      We        leader   for     subordinate   DE  family  

  wenti ke guanxin  ne.  
  problem so care   ne. 
  Our leader cares a lot about his subordinates’    
  family issues. 
 

(9) Nongchang jin wan zhe   ge   dianying 
Farm   today night this  CL  movie  
Ke kai yanjie  ne. 

     So open field of vision ne. 
You may watch this movie tonight in the farm.      
 It’s quite eye-opening.  
 

Ke here not only marks the degree of the predi-
cate, but more importantly, it triggers the speech 
participants’ expectation and assumption. This in-
teractional context and intersubjectivity infor-
mation need to be marked by SFP-Ne. 

To sum up, based on our discussion in section 3, 
two semantic features can be summarized on SFP-
Ne, one is the unexpectedness, the other is the in-
tersujectivity.  

The following co-occurrence data between cer-
tain SpOAs and SFP-Ne will further confirm our 
preliminary prediction.  

 
3.2 Co-occurrence data 
Chinese SpOAs forms a heterogeneous group. Due 
to the limit of space, we select twenty typical ex-
amples of disyllabic SpOAs from each category 
and investigate their interaction and correlation 
with SFP-Ne in the CCL and BCC3 corpus respec-
tively.   
 

 
 

SpOAs 

SFP-Ne 

CCL BCC 

Tokens % Tokens % 

1.Queshi  
(Truly)  

20 1.78 75 2.08 

                                                             
3 BCC corpus is constructed by Beijing Language and Cultural 
University. The corpus has approximately 15 billion  charac-
ters. See http://bcc.blcu.edu.cn   
# in the table  refers to the absent of relevant data 
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2.Genben  
(Thoroughly) 

4 0.35 6 0.17 

3. Jiujing  
(On earth)  

# # # # 

4.Nanguai  
(No wonder)  

74 6.61 716 19.83 

5. Benlai  
(Originally)  

3 0.26 10 0.28 

6. Yiding 
(Definitely) 

6 0.53 8 0.22 

7. Dagai 
(Probably)  

15 1.34 5 0.14 

8.Qishi 
(Actually)  

538 48.03 1781 49.32 

9. Fanzheng 
(In any case) 

10 0.90 3 0.08 

10.Mingming 
(Obviously) 

# # 4 0.11 

11. Yexu 
(Maybe) 

35 3.12 130 3.54 

12. Haoxiang 
(Seem) 

5 0.45 25 0.69 

13. Juran 
(Surprisingly) 

8 0.71 110 3.05 

14. Xingkui 
(Fortunately) 

2 0.18 5 0.14 

15. Shenzhi 
(Even) 

377 33.76 647 17.92 

16. Pianpian 
(Persistently) 

2 0.17 20 0.55 

17. Zhenghao 
(Just right) 

4 0.36 42 1.16 

18. Guoran 
(As expected)  

# # 12 0.33 

19. Jianzhi 
(Simply) 

16 1.43 10 0.28 

20. Qiahao 
(Just in time) 

1 0.09 2 0.05 

Total  1120  3611  

Table 1 Distribution of co-occurrence between  
  SpOAs and SFP-Ne 

 
Table 1 displays the distribution of the Chinese 

SpOAs along with SFP-Ne in both the CCL and 
BCC corpora. Corpus data clearly prove that co-
occurrence between SpOAs and SFP-Ne is not 
random, certain adverbs are in high frequency of 
co-occurring with Ne while others never co-occur 
with Ne. Among all these twenty SpOAs, the top 

three adverbs that are in high frequency of co-
occurrence are shenzhi, qishi and nanguai. Despite 
the seemingly disparate meanings and functions of 
these three SpOAs, we assume they are fundamen-
tally linked by certain common features, and this 
explains their co-occurrence with SFP-Ne.  

4 Co-occurrence between Shenzhi, Qishi, 
Nanguai and Ne. 

4.1 Shenzhi and Ne 
Shenzhi is a commonly-used adverb in Chinese, it 
in general triggers an additive ordering and desig-
nates the boundary information on the scale. Typi-
cal example of numeral ordering is illustrated 
below, 

 
(10) Yang haizi zhe ge     zeren , 

Raise child  this   CL    responsibility,  
Hui   peiban  ni dao ershi 
will   accompany  you reach twenty 

      sui, sanshi sui, shenzhi  sishi sui. 
age, thirty age, even      forty age. 
The responsibility of raising children will  
accompany you to 20,30 even 40. 
 

Shenzhi in (10) firstly triggers a scale along the 
dimension of age, and at the same time designates 
the constituent following it “forty-year-old” to be 
the endpoint on this scale. With respect to the co-
occurrence between Shenzhi and Ne, examples in 
(11) and (12) demonstrate their interaction. 

 
(11)Ta suiran   chuzhong  biye ,  

He although junior high school graduate,  
Danshi ta tudi  you 
but  he  apprentices have      
benkesheng, yanjiusheng, shenzhi boshi ne. 

     bachelor, master  even Ph.D. ne. 
Although he only graduates from junior high   
school, among his apprentices, there are  
bachelors, masters and even Ph.Ds. 
 

 (12) “Wo ye shoudao yaoqinghan  le.” 
            I  also receive   invitation    PERF 
          Ta jiaoao  de shuo, “ renjia  
          She proudly  DE speak,  They  
         Shenzhi   shang    men qing      wo       ne. 
          Even        up         door invite  I ne. 

“I got the invitation as well,” she said proudly,     
“They even invited me at my door.” 
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In (11), noun phrases form an additive scale 

along the dimension of degree titles. Shenzhi still 
designates the constituent following it “Ph.D. title” 
to be the endpoint information on the scale.   

Apart from this, this boundary information from 
the speaker’s view is unexpected or surprised the 
hearer. Therefore Ne is used by the speaker to in-
form or remind the hearer of this unexpected in-
formation; It’s more felicitous to use Ne than 
delete it in conversation as (12). The event of “in-
vite me by my door” is still unexpected or sur-
prised the hearer from the speaker’s viewpoint, 
therefore Ne is used by the speaker to remind to 
inform the hearer of this unexpected information. 

To sum up, Shenzhi designates the endpoint on a 
given scale and this boundary information is in 
general unexpected or surprised the hearer from 
the speaker’s view, therefore SFP-Ne is added to 
inform or remind the hearer of this unexpected in-
formation. 

 
4.2  Qishi and Ne 
Qishi is used fundamentally to trigger a contrastive 
relation among propositions. It can be a natural 
contrast encoded in predicates or an evaluative 
contrast triggered by the background knowledge 
and current proposition, as exemplified in (13) and 
(14). 

 
(13) Xianzai ting qi   lai     kexiao,  
        Now listen    up  come  ridiculous 
        qishi       dangshi hen xian  suan. 
        Actually then very      heart sour 
        Now it sounds like ridiculous, however it  
        actually was very heart-breaking at that time. 
 
(14) Shuo   shi  jia,  qishi      jia li  
        Speak  BE home, actually home inside 
         Jiu   wo     yi ge ren 
         only I  one  CL person. 
         (While you may say) I have a family, but  
        actually I am the only person in it. 

 
The contrastive relation in (13) is triggered by 

the predicates between “Kexiao (ridiculous)” and 
“Xinsuan (heart-breaking)” and in (14) the contras-
tive relation is generated between the general 
world knowledge that family members must ex-
ceed one and the current statement of only one 
family member. Typical examples of co-

occurrence between Qishi and Ne are extracted 
from the corpus data and illustrated in (15) and 
(16). 

 
(15) Kan     zhe  women   xiang getou yiyang 
       Look    ASP  we    like  height the same 
       Qishi    wo    bi    ta  ai    shier      limi   ne. 
       Actually  I    BI  she short twelve  cm    ne. 

It looks like that we are in the same height, but    
actually I am 12 cm shorter than her. 

 
(16) “Xiao yun, wo mei gaosu ni,  qishi      
         Little Yun, I NEG tell you. 
        Qishi     wo  you   wuwan duo  de  gupiao   ne. 
       Actually I     have 50000  more DE stock  ne. 

“Little Yun, I did not tell you this before, but I    
 actually have stocks worth more than      
 50000RMB 

 
The contrastive relation in (15) exists between 

the height in look and in reality, the speaker is in-
forming or reminding the hearer to pay attention to 
this unexpected, contrastive relation, and hence Ne 
is add by the end. The conversation in (16) is held 
between boyfriend and girlfriend, the boy is per-
suading his girlfriend to keep the baby by inform-
ing her that he actually possesses stock 
investments. Therefore Ne is used by the speak-
er/boyfriend to inform the hearer/girlfriend to pay 
attention to this unexpected, surprising possession 
of money.  

Therefore we may summarize that Ne is used in 
Qishi sentences to mark the unexpected contrastive 
relation among predicates or propositions.  

 
4.3  Nanguai and Ne 
Nanguai is used to introduce the effect part of the 
causality relation in Chinese. The speaker usually 
finds the observed event to be surprising or out of 
expectation. And it is not until the reason is dis-
covered that the speaker suddenly realizes this 
cause and effect relation.  

 
(17) Ta  zi      xiao shenghuo zai zhongguo,  

She from little live     in China,  
  Nanguai     shuo  yi   kou liuli     de hanyu. 
  no wonder speak one CL fluent  DE Chinese. 

   She has been living in China since childhood.      
   No wonder she speaks fluent Chinese. 
 

(18) Nanguai      ta mei shang ke,      
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        No wonder  he NEG up class,  
        yuanlai shi bing le. 
        originally BE sick PERF. 
        No wonder he did not attend the class, it turns     
         out that he is sick. 

 
The speaker in (17) finds her fluency in Chinese 

to be surprising, and it is not until the speaker dis-
covers that she actually lives in China since child-
hood that the speaker realizes this causality 
relation and no longer be surprised. In (18), the 
speaker finds his absent from the class to be ab-
normal, and it is not until the speaker knows his 
sickness that the speaker realizes this causality re-
lation and no longer be confused. Co-occurrences 
between Nanguai and Ne are displayed in (19) and 
(20). 

 
(19) Nanguai ta   turan yun dao ne,      
       No wonder he  suddenly      faint down ne, 
        zuijin yizhi zai jian fei 
        recently always PROG  minus  fat. 

 No wonder he fainted suddenly, he has been   
  on the diet recently.  

 
(20) A: Baobei,  duo   chi      huluobu     dui              
 Sweetie, more eat    carrot          for   

 Shili  hao. 
 Eyesight good. 

 A: Sweetie, eat more carrot, it’s good for 
 your eyesight. 
         B: o, nanguai tuzi bu  dai  

oh, no wonder rabbit NEG wear  
yangjing ne. 
glasses  ne. 

 B: Oh, I see. No wonder the rabbits do not 
 wear glasses.  

 
In (19), the speaker finds his faintness to be un-

expected or abnormal, the speaker is informing or 
reminding the hearer of this unexpected causality 
relation and when the speaker finds him to be sick 
recently, the speaker realizes the cause and effect. 
In a conversation between the mum and her daugh-
ter in (20), the mum is informing her daughter of 
eating more carrots, the daughter used to find rab-
bits not wearing glasses to be confused, upon hear-
ing her mum’s words, the speaker/daughter is 
reminding or informing her hearer/mum of this 
unexpected causality relation.  

From this we may conclude that Ne is used by 
the speaker in Nanguai sentences to remind or in-
form the hearer of this unexpected causality rela-
tion.  

5 Conclusion  

This paper starts with a preliminary observation on 
SFP-Ne and two semantic features of 
[+unexpectedness] and [+intersubjectivity] are 
summarized accordingly. Following this line of 
analysis, we investigate the interaction between 
SpOAs and SFP-Ne in corpora data and pick out 
the top three SpOAs that are in high frequency of 
co-occurring with SFP-Ne, which include Shenzhi, 
Qishi and Nanguai. Despite the disparate meanings 
of these adverbs, we find they are fundamentally 
linked by the properties of unexpectedness, be it an 
unexpected boundary point on the scale, a contras-
tive relation or a causality relation.  

Putting the pieces together, we conclude the se-
mantic properties of Ne and more importantly, our 
proposal could be further confirmed through analy-
sis upon the co-occurrence between SpOAs and 
SFPs. We hope the methodological innovation 
used in this paper may apply to future studies on 
SFPs both in other dialects across China and cross 
linguistically.  
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Abstract 

The goal of the current study is to suggest a 
novel paradigm of epistemic modal 
operator originated from the disjunction. 
Our main data is Korean disjunction 
operator nka which forms a non-factual 
question. Examining how the modal effect 
in question is induced by nka, I propose 
that the prerequisite of nka brings about 
non-homogenous nonveridical (i.e. modal) 
spaces partitioned in equipoised epistemic 
spaces, thus there is no bias between them. 
I furthermore show how the distinct 
notions of disjunction, question, and 
possibility modal can be captured under the 
theory of nonveridical equilibrium 
(Giannakidou 2013, Giannakidou and Mari 
2016).  

1 Introduction 

In the standard theories of question (Hamblin 1973; 
Karttunen 1977; Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984), 
the meaning of the question denotes a set of 
propositions (i.e. alternative possible answers to 
the question). The general purpose of information-
seeking questions is to receive a true answer from 
the addressee by posing such a set of alternatives 
for consideration. Surprisingly, however, the 
question marked by nka in Korean concerns 
speaker’s knowledge and issues, thus it reports on 
the speaker’s consideration of a set of alternatives. 
In (1a), for instance, based on the fact that John 
had a very subtle smile in the context, the speaker 
conjectures that ‘John is the winner’ has a good 
possibility while acknowledging the negative 

possibility at the same time. The statement is 
therefore marked by nka. It contrasts with the 
factual question marker ni in (1b) without such 
presumption by the speaker:   
 
(1) Context: Mary, a reporter, was waiting for 
John and Bill who were competing with each other 
for the win in the finals of the chess competition. 
After the match, John and Bill came out of the 
room. John had a very subtle smile and Bill had a 
poker face. Given their facial expressions, she 
raises the possibility that John might have won. 
Mary says: 
      a. Con-i   wusungca-i-nka?  
          John-Nom  winner-be-NKA   
          ‘Could John possibly be the winner?’ 
       b. Con-i  wusungca-i-ni?   
            John-Nom  winner-be-Q    
 ‘Is John the winner?’  
 
I treat the nka-question in (1a) as a non-factual 
question (Jang 1999; C. Kim 2010, a.o.): as 
indicated in the use of ‘possibly’ in the translation, 
it is a question about the possibility of the content 
of the proposition, i.e., the speaker is asking 
whether it is possible that John won the game, 
rather than whether he actually won the game. The 
use of nka indicates the speaker’s presumed 
awareness of asking a weaker question, and 
specifies the degree of certainty about the 
proposition in question, just like an epistemic 
modal. In this sense, I term the nka-question  
modalized question (MQ, henceforth). A MQ 
questions about the speaker’s belief and 
knowledge, thus it raises a weaker inquiry than the 
regular unmodalized question. 
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I argue that the epistemic modality of nka is 
initiated from its original function of disjunction 
operator. As shown below, nka coordinates two 
DPs in (2a) or two TPs in (2b): 
 
(2) a. Wusungca-nun Con-inka    Pil-i-ta.  
          winner-Top John-or       Bill-be-Decl 
          ‘The winner is possibly John or Bill. 
      b. Con-i   wusungca-i-nka?  
          John-Nom  winner-be-NKA   
         ‘Could John possibly be the winner?’ 
 
As indicated in the use of possibly in the 
translation, nka disjunctions are modalized (Choi 
2011, a.o.). I assume that inka-disjunction in (2a) is 
a disjunction without overt modals in the sense of 
Zimmermann (2001) and Geurts (2005), 
interpreted as a list of epistemic possibilities. It 
asserts that the winner might be John or the winner 
might be Bill in a world w if and only if the 
proposition contains at least one world that is 
permitted in w.  

In fact, MQs are pervasive in diverse languages, 
not genetically or geographically connected, and 
some light is shed on the topic from previous 
studies examining them under various labels. The 
common semantic denominator of these MQs is 
that the epistemic uncertainty is produced by the 
interaction of modal ingredients occurring in 
questions. To name a few, there are darou-ka 
‘MOD+Q’ in Japanese (self-addressing question; 
Hara and Davis 2013), as=há=k’a 
‘SBJN+YNQ+INFER’ in St’át’imcets (conjectural 
question; Littell et al. 2009, Matthewson 2010), 
and na ‘SBJN’ occurring in the interrogative in 
Greek (epistemic subjunctive question; 
Giannakidou, to appear). Above MQs have double-
layered epistemic modal because they are 
morphologically decomposed into overt question 
markers and modal ingredients which contribute to 
form modalized non-factual questions. In Salish 
and Japanese the modal component is a modal 
marker; in Greek it is a subjunctive marker; in 
English it is possibly, probably, might, etc. Unlike 
the above MQs, however, the Korean MQ is 
notable in that the double-layered modal is 
achieved by a single element, nka. Our discussion 
on nka crucially hinges on the question of (i) how 
the semantic categories of MQs can be 
distinguished within the traditional domain of 
modality, and how they can be defined, and (ii) 

how the seemingly distinct notions of disjunction, 
modal effect, and question are amalgamated in the 
single element nka. 

To capture the semantics of double-layered 
modal, I argue that the nka-disjunction is based on 
modal-concord structure, positing an implicit 
possibility modal. The existence of default implicit 
modal in nka-MQs is evidenced by the fact that, 
when nka co-occurs with other modal verbs, it 
withdraws the otherwise strong modality of these 
verbs. For example, nka combines with biased (i.e. 
strong) possibility modal verbs such as evidential 
modal suffix te ‘I saw that’ (J. Lee 2008, a.o.) and 
strong possibility modal auxiliary verb kes kath 
‘look like’ (Choi 1995, a.o), but no bias is 
indicated: 

 
(3) Con-i  wusungca-i-te-nka?  

  John-Nom   winner-be-INFER-NKA 
  ‘Did I possibly see that John was the winner?’ 

(4)  Con-i  wusungca-i-n-kes kath-un-nka? 
   John-Nom  winner-be-Rel-must-Rel-NKA 
   ‘Could John possibly look like the winner?’ 
 

I take this to argue that the function of nka is to 
constrain the modal base, just as modal adverbs do. 
The distinct feature of its restriction, however, lies 
in the fact that nka partitions the modal base into 
equal spaces, i.e. p ∨¬p (polarity partition), and 
nullifies the bias. 

I thus propose that three seemingly distinct 
notions of disjunction, question, and possibility 
modal can be unified under the framework of 
nonveridical equilibrium (Gianankidou 2013; 
Giannakidou and Mari (GM) 2016). The epistemic 
weakening in nka-MQs is obtained by the creation 
of non-homogenous nonveridical (i.e. modal) 
states partitioned in equipoised epistemic spaces. 

The paper proceeds as follows: In section 2, I 
provide a brief recapitulation of nonveridical 
equilibrium. Exploring the basic properties of nka 
in Korean in section 3, I show that its function is 
akin to the modal-verb modifier restricting modal 
base. In section 4, I offer the semantic analysis of 
MQs, showing how a more comprehensive picture 
of MQs that I provide fits into the framework of 
nonveridical equilibrium. In section 5, I conclude 
with theoretical implications. 
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2 Theoretical backgrounds 

Nonveridicality is placed at the heart of mood and 
modality (Giannakidou 1994 et seq.). Giannakidou 
assumes Kratzerian semantics for modals (Kratzer 
1981, 1991), where modals take modal bases and 
ordering sources, and add one ingredient, the 
Nonveridicality Axiom that all modal bases are 
nonveridical. From the epistemic domain, I can 
move to generalize veridicality and nonveridicality 
to all kinds of modal spaces (sets of worlds), 
involving various kinds of modal bases. All modal 
bases are nonveridical spaces in that they do not 
entail the truth of the prejacent proposition. The 
(non)veridicality can be defined in terms of the 
properties of modal spaces: 
 
(5) Veridical, nonveridical modal spaces  
        (sets of worlds) (Giannakidou 2014: (31)) 

(i) A set of worlds M is veridical with respect 
to a proposition p iff all worlds in M are p-
words (Homogeneity): ∀w’(w’ ∈ M → p(w’)) 
(ii) A set of worlds M is nonveridical with 
respect to a proposition p iff there is at least 
one world in M that is a non-p world. (Non-
homogeneity): 
∃w’, w’’ ∈ M (w’≠ w’’ ∧ (p(w’) ∧ ¬p(w’’)) 
(iii) A set of worlds M is antiveridical with 
respect to a proposition p iff M and p are 
disjoint: M ∩ p = ∅ 

 
Nonveridicality is a precondition on modalities, as 
shown below: 
 
(6) Nonveridicality Axiom of modals (GM 2016:     
       (27)) 
       MODAL(M)(p) can be defined only if the   
       modal base M is nonveridical, i.e. only if M   
       contains p and non-p worlds.  
  
This axiom guarantees that MODAL p will not 
entail p, since there are also ¬p worlds in M, and 
the actual world may be one of those. The modal 
base M intersects with p, but also contains non-p 
worlds. Following Portner 2009, she assumes the 
ordering sources and Best worlds (GM 2016 
(28)(29)): 
 
(7) a. Ordering of worlds – Portner 2009, p.65 
            For any set of propositions X and any       
            worlds w,v: w ≤X v iff (i) for all p ∈ X, if v   

            ∈ p, then w ∈ p 
        b. For any set of propositions X, Best worlds  
            as per X. BestX = {w’: ∀q ∈ X(w’ ∈ q)} 
 
Given an epistemic modal base M(i), Best is a 
function over M(i), in the sense of Portner: 
 
(8) For any set of propositions X, Best worlds is a  
        function over M(i) (GM 2016: (30)): 
        BestSM(i) = {w’ ∈ M(i): ∀q ∈ X(w’ ∈ q)} 
 
Best worlds consist of two basic parts: support and 
bias. Support is defined in (9). The Support 
function takes the modal base as its argument and 
returns a subset of it. The set of worlds returned is 
such that the propositions in the ordering source S 
are true.  
 
(9) Support function (GM 2016: (31)): 
        SupportS(M(i)) = X s.t. X ⊂ M(i) & ∀w’ ∈ X:  
         p(w’) 
 
The support set is the inner domain of the modal 
base, and the modal base is its outer domain. The 
support function delivers the positive set of the 
nonveridical modal base.  

The next is bias. Bias is defined in terms of a 
measure function μ, which takes sets as arguments 
and returns their sizes.  
 
(10) A modal is biased iff (GM 2016: (32)): 
        μ(SupportS(M(i))) > μ(M(i) \ SupportS(M(i))) 
 
This axiom guarantees that MODAL p will not 
entail p, since there are also ¬p worlds in M, and 
the actual world may be one of those. The modal 
base M intersects with p, but also contains non-p 
worlds.  

The nonveridical equilibrium is a state of fifty-
fifty, and p and ¬p are equal options. The 
nonveridical equilibrium can be generalized as 
follows: 
 
(11) Nonveridical equilibrium  
        (with ordering sources) (GM 2016: (33)) 
        A modal base M(i) is nonveridical    
        equilibrium iff: 
        μ(SupportS(M(i))) � μ(M(i) \ SupportS(M(i))) 
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Nonveridical equilibrium characterizes possibility 
modals. It holds the nonveridical modal spaces, 
partitioned in equipoise, that are compatible with 
the speaker’s belief, and indicates an equal 
possibility of its spaces given what the speaker’s 
doxastic (or belief) world is: it conveys that the 
speaker considers both p sets and non-p sets 
equally possible. Ordering sources add information 
restricting sets of possibilities and creating support 
sets, thus privileging one subset of the modal base 
over its complement (¬p). In the state of 
nonveridical equilibrium, however, there is no 
preference towards the p or non-p worlds, no best 
worlds, and no support of p.  

Thus far, I have overviewed relevant theoretical 
ingredients, showing how the theory of 
nonveridicality can incorporate the distinct notions 
of question, disjunction, and possibility modal. In 
what follows, I investigate the nature of nka-
disjunction and show how nonveridical 
equilibrium offers an elegant analysis to capture 
the meaning of nka-marked MQs. 

3 Core property of nka-disjunction 

Given the full range of phenomena that correlate 
with the occurrence of nka, I suggest the semantic 
properties of nka-disjunction and show how it 
forms a MQ in this section. The core property of 
nka-disjunction is double-layered, where nka is a 
modal-verb modifier restricting the modal base 
induced by an implicit modal operator. I examine 
each property in detail and show how the 
disjunction marker can function as a special 
subspecies of epistemic modal markers.  

I take the empirical evidence that nka-
disjunction involves double layers of modality to 
assume that nka-disjunction involves modal 
concord. Modal concord refers to the phenomenon 
that a sentence in which a modal verb and a modal 
adverb occur is interpreted as if it contained only 
one (Halliday 1970, Lyons 1977, Huitink 2012, 
Annad and Brasoveanu 2010, a.o.), as shown in 
(12). When a modal verb combines with a modal 
adverb, the modal adverb fortifies the meaning of 
the modal verb: 

 
(12) Possibly John may be the winner of the  
        competition. 
(13) Possibly John is the winner of the competition. 
(14) John may be the winner of the competition. 

If both possibly and may express modality, it is 
expected by compositionality that (12) makes a 
doubly modalized statement, whereas (13) and (14) 
involve only one layer of modality. In order to 
make iterated modalities entail a single modality, 
the relationship underlying the modal expressions 
in modal concord would have to be transitive and 
dense (Huitink 2012, (4)-(5)): 

 
(15) a. ◊◊p � ◊p  
        b. Transitivity: For all possible worlds w, v, u:  
             if wRv and vRu, then wRu  
        c. Density: For all possible worlds w, v, u:  
            if wRv, then there is a u, s.t. wRu and uRv. 

 
Modal adverbs are devices for domain restriction 
that come with selection restrictions concerning the 
modal force of the quantifier they combine with. 
They are not assuming modal concord as the result 
of certain modals being semantically vacuous 
(Anad and Brasoveanu 2010; Huitink 2012; 
Giannakidou and Mari 2016). 

Modal concord of nka can be captured by 
positing an underlying argument structure of 
modals. This structure is realized explicitly when 
nka is present. The existence of default implicit 
modal in MQs is evidenced by the fact that nka 
restricts the modality of co-occurring overt modal 
verbs, especially biased possibility modals 
including the evidential modal suffix te ‘I saw that’ 
(J. Lee 2008, a.o.) in (16) and the epistemic modal 
auxiliary kes kath ‘it looks like’ (S. Choi 1995, a.o.) 
in (17). These modals mark the speaker’s strong 
bias toward the content of prejacent proposition 
based on concrete evidence available in the context, 
which is revealed by their incompatibility with the 
low degree of commitment expressed by low 
probability adverbs such as ama ‘maybe’ or hoksi 
‘maybe/by any chance’: 

 
(16) Con-i   (*ama/*hoksi)   
        John-Nom  maybe    
        wusungca-i-te-la.     
        winner-be-INFER-Decl    
        ‘(I saw that) John was the winner.’ 
(17) Con-i   (*ama/*hoksi)        
        John-Nom  maybe 
        wusungca-i-n-kes kath-ta. 
        winner-be-Rel-may-Decl 
        ‘John may be the winner; John looks like the  
         winner.’ 
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Surprisingly, however, when nka combines with 
them, no such bias is detected: 

 
(18) Con-i  (ama/hoksi)   
       John-Nom  maybe  
       wusungca-i-te-nka? 
       winner-be-INFER-NKA 
       ‘Did I possibly see that John was the winner?’ 
(19) Con-i  (ama/hoksi)  
       John-Nom maybe  
        wusungca-i-n-kes kath-un-nka?  
        winner-be-Rel-may-Rel-NKA 
        ‘Could John possibly look like the winner?’ 

 
Nka is thus an integral component of modality 
indeed. Nullifying the bias to the prejacent 
proposition is expected in MQs, because the MQ 
presupposes equipoised partitioned epistemic space. 

4 Semantics of MQ 

Given what I have said about the properties of nka-
disjunction thus far, it is plausible to assume that 
the meaning of nka-MQ is best represented as a 
partitioned two possibilities of p and ¬p, 
containing epistemic modals.  
 
(20) [[NKA(p)]]w = {{that it is possible that p},  
       {that it is not possible that p}} 
 
The speaker considers p and non-p worlds equally 
possible, and no preference or bias is given 
between them. I can argue that having 50% 
certainty can naturally be explained if the core 
reanalysis of nka necessarily occurs in a statement 
whose meaning consists of both p and non-p. As 
shown below, an nka-MQ is infelicitous in 
contexts with high possibility and low possibility, 
while felicitous in contexts with medium 
possibility: 
 
(21) imsin-i-nka? 
        pregnancy-be-NKA 
        ‘Could it be possibly a pregnancy?’  
(22) MQ and Degree of Certainty 
a. High-possibility context (80-100%): It has been 
1 year since my sister got married. One day, I 
visited her. She wanted to tell me about the 
surprise news. She showed me her pregnancy test 
kit. There were two lines on it. I say:  continuation 
(21): # 

b. Medium-possibility context (50%): It has been 1 
year since my sister got married. One day, I visited 
her. She showed some symptoms that she was 
suffering from nausea and craved something sour. I 
say:  continuation by (21): o.k. 
c. Low-possibility context (0-20%): It has been 1 
year since my sister got married. One day, I visited 
her. She told me that she wants a baby.  I say: 
continuation by (21): # 

 
The example in (22) suggests that in order for nka 
to be felicitous, the speaker must believe that the 
realization of the propositional content has a 
medium possibility given what she knows. The 
context is set up such that the speaker is uncertain 
about the truth of the proposition expressed by the 
sentence: the speaker does not know which of p 
(she is pregnant) and non-p (she is not pregnant) is 
true. However, if the evidence points too strongly, 
as in (22a), or too weakly, as in (22c), in favor of 
the proposition being true, nka becomes 
infelicitous. The contribution of nka thus involves 
approximately medium certainty. The speaker’s 
presupposition on the medium possibility of the 
realization of the propositional content, I argue, is 
the reason why nka is used.  

Given that nka yields medium possibility in 
speaker’s epistemic states, I assume that the 
function of nka is a restrictor of modal base: there 
is an implicit modal which existentially quantifies 
over the set Bests (which is a subset of the modal 
base), and the modal base of MQs is partitioned 
into p and ¬p worlds with no ordering. Within the 
system of Giannakidou and Mari (GM 2016), the 
truth condition for nka will come out as follows: 

 
(23) [[∅epistemic(p)]]M,i will be defined iff 
        (i) the modal base M(i) is nonveridical; 
        (ii) ∃X ⊂ M(i) s.t. μ(X) � μ(M(i) \ X)  
              (nonveridical equilibrium) 
        if defined, [[∅epistemic(p)]]M,i = 1 iff  
        ∀w’ ∈ X s.t. X ⊂ M(i) p(w’) 

 
I thus suggest that an appropriate interpretation of 
nka is obtained by considering the epistemic status 
of the speaker. The nonveridical modal base of 
nka-Q holds the nonveridical modal space, p and 
¬p, which is compatible with the speaker’s belief, 
and indicates an equal possibility of its spaces 
given what the speaker’s doxastic (or belief) world 
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is. That is, the MQ conveys that the speaker 
considers both p and ¬p equally possible. Here, the 
modal base already forms a state of nonveridical 
equilibrium. 

I therefore assume that the function of nka is 
analogous to that of an epistemic modal adverb, 
and translated as ‘maybe’ or ‘possibly’ in English, 
maintaining the default of the existential modal 
(adapted from GM 2016: (63)): 

 
(24) [[NKA]]M,i, S-adv is defined iff 
        μ(NKAS-adv(M(i))) � μ(M(i) \NKAS-advM(i))) 

Maintaining the default of the existential 
modal: the Support set the modal base (p-
worlds) is approximately of the same size as 
the set of non-support worlds (¬p-worlds). 

 
Nka expresses the speaker’s perspective towards p 
by determining the size of equilibrium in the modal 
base, and has no effect on the equilibrium, since it 
returns a modal base equally partitioned between p 
worlds and non-p worlds. It is characterized as 
equipoised epistemic space, as follows (adapted 
from GM 2016: (64)): 
 
(25) [[NKA ∅epistemic(p)]]M,i will be defined iff  

(i) the modal base M(i) is nonveridical; 
(ii) there is a set X, X=SupportS(M(i)) and 
μ(X) � μ(M(i) \ X) if defined,  
[[NKA ∅epistemic(p)]]M,i,S-adv = 1 iff  
∀w’ ∈ SupportS-adv(M(i)): p(w’) 

 
 
NKAS-adv (M(i))     M(i) \NKAS-adv (M(i))
          p       ¬p   
 
 
 
Figure 1: Nonveridical equilibrium of MQ  

 
The speaker has reduced the truth commitment by 
creating a nonveridical modal space, i.e. one that 
contains p and non-p worlds. The domains of non-
veridical equilibrium are modal domains 
partitioned into p and non-p worlds. Unlike the 
typical partition, which is the result of an ordering 
(e.g. ordering sources with modals), the proposed 
semantics conveys that there is no best world in 
nka-questions, hence no ordering occurs.  

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, I identified a novel type of epistemic 
uncertainty on the proposition, i.e. MQs, and 
showed that the composite morpheme nka conveys 
a meaning more than just a possibility modal or a 
factual question marker: it is a modal-verb 
restrictor to maintain the default of the existential 
modal. I proposed that: (i) the epistemic constraints 
of MQs can be achieved by the presence of 
nonveridical modal space; and (ii) this modal space 
is partitioned in equipoised epistemic space. I 
furthermore showed how the challenge of 
capturing the precise semantics of such type of 
epistemic uncertainty can be met by capitalizing on 
the notion of nonveridical equilibrium. Korean 
facts importantly reveal that modalized questions 
do not form a uniform class with ordinary 
questions and that interrogative semantics alone 
cannot predict this epistemic uncertainty.  
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Abstract 

This paper investigates the non-gustatory 
uses of the gustatory word wei ‘taste’ in 
Chinese Buddhist texts, in particular, in the 
Āgamas. The non-gustatory uses of wei 
‘taste’ basically fall into two categories: the 
synaesthetic category and the metaphorical 
category. The former features the use of 
wei ‘taste’ as an umbrella sensory term 
which can collocate with all the other
sensory words, whereas the latter shows 
that wei ‘taste’ can modify  abstract and 
sublime Buddhist terms, such as fa
‘dhamma’ and jietuo ‘enlightenment’,
for the sake of concretization. These two 
categories of uses have one sense in 
common: the sense of “pleasure and joy”,
which can be interpreted in both mundane 
and supra-mundane levels, depending on 
the context. Moreover, we find that the 
versatile uses of wei ‘taste’ are most 
likely to be influenced by its equivalent in 
the Pāli Buddhist texts. This finding sheds 
light on the history of Chinese language 
development, specifically, how Chinese 
language has been influenced by Buddhist 
text translation.  

1 The gustatory word ‘taste’

In the Chinese Buddhist texts, wei taste is 
basically used as a gustatory word, referring to
‘taste , as shown in (1). 

(1) 

Wo yan jian se, wo      er wen
I eye see form I ear hear
sheng, wo bi xiu xiang, wo she
sound I nose smell smell I  tongue
chang wei, wo shen jue chu, 
taste taste I body feel tangible 
wo yi shi   fa. (Saṃyutta Nikāya)

I mind perceive object 
‘My eyes see the forms, my ears hear the sounds, 
my nose smells the smells, my tongue  tastes the 
taste, my body feels tangible things and my mind 
perceives objects.’

In the Chinese Buddhist texts, the gustatory and 
olfactory words are clearly distinguished, as 
represented by wei ‘taste’ and xiang ‘smell’,
respectively. Devoid of the convergence between 
gustatory and olfactory expressions, which is now
shown in Modern Chinese, Chinese Buddhist texts
feature some other special uses of wei ‘taste’, as 
follows: 

First, wei ‘taste’ is attested to be able to collocate 
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with all the sensory words, i.e. se ‘form’, sheng
‘sound’, xiang ‘smell’, wei ‘taste’, chu
‘touch’, to give rise to the Buddhist expressions such 
as sewei ‘form-taste’, shengwei ‘sound-
taste’, xiangwei ‘smell-taste’, weiwei
‘taste-taste’, chuwei ‘touch-taste’; Second, 
wei ‘taste’ can follow some abstract, as well as 
philosophically important, terms to concretize their 
philosophical meanings, such as yiwei
‘meaning-taste’, fawei ‘Dhamma-taste’ and

jietuowei ‘emancipation-taste’. In Section 2, we 
present the synaesthetic uses of wei ‘taste’. The 
origin of the synaesthetic uses is reported in Section 3. 
Subsequently in Section 4, we examine the implicit 
synaesthetic uses of wei ‘taste’ in collocation with 
Five Aggregates, which are apparently non-sensory 
but essentially sensory. Next, the metaphorical uses 
of wei ‘taste’ are presented and analyzed in 
Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper. 

2 Synaesthetic Uses of wei ‘taste’

In this section, we analyze the uses of wei
‘taste’ which transcend the gustatory sense per se
but extend to other non-gustatory sensory 
meanings. The data are grouped into two types, viz. 
nominal and verbal types, along the grammatical 
line.

2.1 The nominal use of synaesthetic wei ‘taste’

We go through the uses of wei ‘taste’ in 

Āgamas (CBETA 2015) and find out that wei 
‘taste’ is not limited to the TASTE use. Apart from 
being a gustatory word, it serves as an umbrella 
sensory word to collocate with all the sensory 
words. This is illustrated in (2). In this dialogue, a 
visiting Brahmin used the expression “tasteless” to 

refer to the Buddha’s lack of conventional 

hospitality. The Buddha, in reply, uttered a 
statement, which is an apparent consent to the 
Brahmin’s comment but a de facto refutation. 

(2) (Madhyama 
Āgama 157)
Fanzhi    fu bai:   qutan     wu       wei. 
Brahmin  reply say   Gotama  NEG   taste 
‘Master Gotama lacks taste.’

Shizun  gao yue: fanzhi!   You shi 
Buddha  reply say Brahmin have  thing 
ling wo wu wei, ran 
make me NEG taste however 
bu ru ru yan.  Ruo   you 
NEG like you say    if       have 
se-wei,  sheng-wei, xiang-wei,
form-taste sound-taste smell-taste 
chu-wei      zhe,  bi    rulai  duanzhi 
touch-taste  etc.   that  Tathagata        break 
juemie   bagen     zhong bu  fu 
destroy   disroot    finally NEG again 
sheng,  shi     wei      you    shi    ling wo
grow    be      call     have   thing  make me
wu     wei,   ran  bu ru ru      yan. 
NEG  taste  but  NEG like  you    say
‘The Buddha said: ‘Brahmin! There are indeed 

things that make me tasteless. Suppose that there 
are form-taste, sound-taste, smell-taste and touch-
taste, the Tathagata destroys them and makes them 
cease to be. Thus we say that there are things, 
different from what you said, that make me 
tasteless.’

According to the Brahmin, the Buddha’s lack of taste
is due to his observation that the Buddha does not 
follow the cultural convention to salute visitors. The 
Buddha, in order to eschew confrontation with the 
Brahmin, literally admits to the comment but 
reinterpretes it in a different way, i.e., the Buddha 
lacks taste with regard to forms, sounds, smells and
tangibles, indicating the Buddha’s disenchantment 
with sensory gratification. Crucially, in this passage, 
the gustatory word wei ‘taste’ is applied to all the 
other sensory words, transcends the gustatory sense 
and refers to sensory gratification. With regard to this 
use of wei ‘taste’, it functions as a noun.

2.2 The verbal use of synaesthetic wei ‘taste’

The example in (2) is not the single case of the non-
gustatory use of wei ‘taste’. In the Saṃyuttāgama,

wei ‘taste’, together with zhuo ‘attach’, is 
attested to function as a verb, meaning “attach to; 
attract”, as exemplified in (3). The verb weizhuo
‘attach to; attract’ connects the six internal organs, viz. 

yan ‘eye’, er ‘ear’, bi ‘nose’, she 
‘tongue’, shen ‘body’ and yi ‘mind’, and the six 
external objects, viz. se ‘form’, sheng ‘sound’,
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xiang ‘smell’, wei ‘taste’, chu ‘tangible’ and 
fa ‘(mind)-object’. This connection is enforced by 

means of “attaching to” or “attracting” each other. 
According to the Buddha, the action instantiated by 

weizhuo ‘attach to; attract’ leads to bondage. As
a result, the actor gets stuck by a magic hook. 

(3)

(Saṃyuttāgama 244)
Ershi, shizun gao zhu biqiu: you liu
then Buddha speak_to   PL    monk have   six
mogou. Yunhe wei liu? Yan
mara_hook why       be six eye
weizhuo se, shi ze      mogou,
attach_to    form    be then  mara_hook
er    weizhuo sheng, shi ze mogou,
ear   attach_to sound be then mara_hook
bi       weizhuo xiang, shi ze mogou,
nose   attach_to smell be then mara_hook
she weizhuo wei, shi    ze mogou, 
tongue attach_to   taste be    then  mara_hook
shen weizhuo chu, shi ze mogou,
tongue attach_to tangible be then mara_hook
yi        weizhuo fa, shi ze mogou.
mind   attach_to thing be then mara_hook
Ruo   shamen,   poluomen   yan   weizhuose  se
if       ascetic     Brahmin      eye   attach_to    form
zhe, dang zhi shi    shamen, poluomen
person should know this   ascetic Brahmin
mougou gou qi yan,          yu
mara_hook  catch its pharynx at
mo bu de    zizai.
Mara     NEG get   freedom
‘At that time, the Buddha told the monks: “There are 
six types of additive hooks. What are the six? The 
eye-taste, due to its attraction to forms, is reckoned as 
an additive hook; the ear-taste, due to its attraction to 
sounds, is reckoned as an additive hook; the nose-
taste, due to its attraction to smell, is reckoned as an 
additive hook; the tongue-taste, due to its attraction 
to taste, is reckoned as an additive hook; the body-
taste, due to its attraction to tangibles, is reckoned as 
an additive hook; the mind-taste, due to its attraction 
to objects, is reckoned as an additive hook. As for an 
ascetic or a Brahmin, if their eye is attached to forms, 
gets stuck by the additive hook, and then they cannot 
be away from freedom.’

The examples of (2) and (3) converge to a focal point 
regarding the non-gustatory use of wei ‘taste’, be 
it a noun or a verb. Crucially, wei ‘taste’

transcends the gustatory sense but retains its sensual 
meaning. Specifically, it refers to “sensual 
gratification” or “get sensually gratified”, depending 
on its part of speech. 

3 The synaesthetic uses of wei ‘taste’: inherent 
or induced? 

wei ‘taste’, according to its uses in the Āgamas,
can be semantically bleached, in the sense that the 
gustatory meaning recedes to give way to the general 
sensual meaning. Going beyond the gustatory 
meaning, wei ‘taste’ can thus collocate with all the 
sensory words. The question that naturally ensues is 
why wei ‘taste’, out of the inventory of sensory 
words, is selected as an umbrella term to signify 
“sensual gratification” or “get sensually gratified”.
Considering the fact that Chinese Buddhist scriptures 
were translated from South Asian languages, e.g., 
Sanskrit or Pāli, we need to figure out whether the 
choice of wei ‘taste’ as an umbrella sensory term 
happened in the original South Asian languages or in 
Chinese language during the process of translating. 
To answer this question, we checked the uses of 
wei ‘taste’ in Chinese Nikayas (CBETA 2015), which 
were translated from Pāli to Chinese via Japanese. 
Importantly, the original Pāli scriptures were 
translated independently to English in Modern time 
by Ven. Bhikkhu Bodhi. The availability of two 
versions from the same source enables us to compare 
the Chinese and the English versions to determine 
whether the use of TASTE for SENSUAL 
PLEASURE is induced by translation or inherent in
Chinese language.

The example shown in (4) is extracted from 
Anguttara Nikaya (CBETA 2015) and the free 
translation is cited from the English translation 
provided by Ven. Bhikkhu Bodhi (2012). It is 
interesting to note that, in both Chinese and English 
versions, the gustatory word TASTE is used in this 
context. 

(4) Anguttara Nikaya (2012: 
1125)

Zun qutan      nai wu se wei. 
Venerable Gotama indeed NEG form taste

Master Gotama lacks taste.
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Poluomen!   You  shiyou,  yi   ci    shiyou 
Brahmin       have  way      by_means_of this   way 
zhi    gu,          zheng shuo zhe  wei wo
DE    reason    rightly      speak person say me
‘Shamen    qutan         nai        wu      se       wei. 
ascetic      Gotama    indeed   NEG   form   taste 
Poluomen!   Se-wei,     sheng-wei,     xiang-wei, 
Brahmin      form-taste  sound-taste  smell-taste  
wei-wei,    chu-wei zhe,     ci    rulai
taste-taste  touch-taste these  this  Tathagata  
yi duan    qi       genben,  ru     wugen 
already abandon   their basis  like  root-less 
duoluoshu    ling     guimie         yu   wu, 
palm_stump make  annihilate at  nothingness 
er wei  weilai   bu      sheng   zhi   fa. 
then for   future   NEG   arise   DE   Dhamma 
Poluomen! You   ci     shiyou,  yi         ci 
Brahmin     have  this  way       by_means_of  this  
shiyou zhi     gu,        zheng     shuo     zhe 
way      DE    reason  Rightly  speak     person 
wei    wo: shamen    qutan      zhe      nai         wu 
say     me  ascetic    Gotama   person  indeed  NE  
se-wei. Anguttara Nikaya (2012: 1125)
form-taste 
‘There is, brahmin, a way in which one could rightly 
say of me: ‘The ascetic Gotama lacks taste.’ The 
Tathagata has abandoned his taste for forms, sounds, 
odors, tastes, and tactile  objects; he has cut it off at 
the root, made it like a palm stump, obliterated it so 
that it is no more subject to future arising. It is in this 
way that one could rightly say of me: ‘The ascetic
Gotama lacks taste.’’

Since the Chinese version and the English version are 
not supposed to be influenced by each other, we 
come to a conjecture that the use of TASTE as 
“sensual gratification” derives from the Pāli source. 
In order to corroborate this conjecture, we checked 
the original Pāli scripture for the corresponding 
expressions, as shown in (5). This conjecture is borne 
out, as the Pāli word rasā ‘taste’ is proven to 
collocate with other sensory words, as illustrated by 
rūparasā ‘taste of forms’, saddharasā ‘taste of 
sounds’, gandharasā ‘tatse of smells’ and 
phoṭṭhabbarasā ‘taste of tangibles’.

(5)
English Pāli

taste rasā

taste of forms rūparasā

taste of sounds saddharasā

taste of smells gandharasā

taste of tangibles phoṭṭhabbarasā

So far, we have established the fact that the gustatory 
TASTE in Pāli is versatile and capable of collocating
with all the other sensory words. This feature, 
through the process of translation of Buddhist 
scriptures, has been adopted in Chinese language.

4. More on wei ‘taste’ : synaesthetically-
motivated uses of wei ‘taste’ on Five Aggregates

To strengthen our understanding of wei ‘taste’ in 
the Āgamas, we take a close look at the data and 
figure out an extended context in which wei ‘taste’

occurs. Other than the sensory words, e.g., se
‘form’, sheng ‘sound’, xiang ‘smell’, wei
‘taste’, chu ‘tangibles’, the words for “five 

aggregates”, viz. se ‘form’, shou ‘feeling’, 

xiang ‘perception’, xing ‘preparation’, shi
‘consciousness’, can collocate with wei ‘taste’, 

when the five aggregates are understood in terms of 
the five sense faculties. As shown in (6), our 
understanding of the five aggregates relies on the six  
sense faculties, viz., yan ‘eye’, er ‘ear’, bi
‘nose’, she ‘tongue’, shen ‘body’ and yi
‘mind’. Dependent on our knowledge of the five 
aggregates gleaned from the sensory data, there arise 
pleasures, which are termed as the taste of the five 
aggregates.

(6)

…
 

Ershi, shizun gao zhu biqiu: wo
then Buddha speak_to      PL monk I
xi yu se-wei youqiu
in_the_past at     form-taste have_expectation
youxing,          ruo yu se-wei
have_preparation if at    form-taste
suishunjue            ze yu se-wei yi zhihu
follow_naturally then at form-taste  by wisdom
rushi jian. Rushi yu shou,     xiang,
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thus see thus at feeling perception
xing, shi-wei                  youqiu
preparations consciousness-taste have_expectation
youxing,           ruo yu shou xiang,
have_preparations if at feeling perception
xing, shi-wei suishunjue,
preparations consciousness-taste follow_naturally
ze yu shi-wei                      yi zhihui rushi
then at consciousness-taste by wisdom as_such
jian. Yunhe se-wei rushi zhi?            Wei
see why form-taste as_such understand such
se yinyuan er sheng xiyue, shi ming
form reason then arise pleasure thus call
se-wei, rushi se-wei rushi zhi.
form-taste thus form-taste thus understand
‘At that time, the Buddha spoke to the monks: I used

to have expectations and preparations with regard to 
the taste of forms; if I were in tune with the taste of 
forms without expectations, I see the taste of forms as 
it is with the help of wisdom. Likewise, with regard 
to feeling, perception, preparations, and 
consciousness, I used to have expectations and 
preparations; if I were in tune with the tastes of
feeling, perception, preparations, and consciousness 
without expectations, I were in tune with the tastes of 
feeling, perception, preparations and consciousness 
as they are, I see the taste of consciousness as it is 
with the help of wisdom…Why do we see the taste of 
form as it is? Dependent on forms, there arise 
pleasures. This is called the taste of forms. It is in this 
sense that we see the taste of forms as it is.’

 
Yunhe shou-wei rushi zhi? 
why      feeling-taste as_such  understand
Yuan liu shou sheng
dependent_on  six feeling arise
xiyue, shi       ming shou-wei,
pleasurebe        called feeling-taste
rushi shou-wei rushi         zhi.
as_such   feeling-taste     as_such    understsand
‘Why do we understand the taste of feelings as it is? 
Dependent on the six feelings, there arise pleasures. 
This is called the taste of feelings. It is in this sense 
that we see the taste of feelings as it is.’

…

 
Wei   yan chu sheng xiang,        er,
call   eye touch arise perception    ear

bi, she, shen,     yi chu sheng
nose    tongue   body     mind   touch   arise
xiang, shi    ming    xiang,            rushi
perception be     call       perception    as_such
xiang rushi zhi.               Yunhe
perception as_such understand    why
xiang-wei rushi zhi? Xiang
perception-taste  as_such  understand perception
yinyuan sheng xiyue, shi     ming
reason     arise    pleasure be       call
xiang-wei, rushi xiangwei-wei

feeling-taste  as_such  perception-taste
rushi zhi.
as_such understsand
‘Dependent on eye-touch, there arise perceptions. 
Dependent on ear-, nose-, tongue-, body- and 
mind-touch, there arise perceptions. They are 
called perceptions. It is in this sense that we 
understand perceptions as they are… Why do we 
understand the taste of perceptions as it is? 
Dependent on perceptions, there arise pleasures. 
This is called the taste of perceptions. It is in this 
sense that we see the taste of perceptions as it 
is.’

…

…

Yunhe xing rushi zhi?
Why       preparations   as_such understand
Yan-chu sheng si, er,
eye-touch arise mental_formation      ear
bi, she, shen, yi-chu sheng
nose   tongue body    mind-touch     arise
si, shi mingwei
mental_formation be call
xing,              rushi xing rushi
preparations  thus preparations as_such
zhi…         wei xing yinyuan
understand call preparation      reason
sheng     xiyue, shi     ming   
arise       pleasure be     call      
xing-wei, rushi xing-wei
preparation-taste thus preparation-taste
rushi       zhi.
as_such  understand
‘Why do we understand preparations as they are? 
Dependent on eye-touch, there arises mental 
formation. Likewise, mental formation can be 
derived by ear-touch, nose-touch, tongue-touch, 
body-touch and mind-touch. This mental 
formation is called preparation. It is in this sense 
that we understand preparation as it is. 
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Dependent on preparation, there arise pleasures. 
This is called preparation-taste. It is in this sense 
that we understand preparation-taste as it is.’

——

…

 (
)

Yunhe    shi rushi       zhi?
why       consciousness  as_such   understand
Wei    liu    shi shen,
call     six   consciousness substance
yan-shi              shen, er, bi,   
eye-consciousness substance  ear nose 
she       shen  yishi-shen
tongue body  consciousness-substance
shi mingwei  shi-shen, rushi
be call consciousness_substance  as_such
shi-shen rushi        zhi…
consciousness_substance as_such  understand
Yunhe shi-wei    rushi      zhi?
why     consciousness-taste as_such understand
Shi yinyuan  sheng     xiyue, shi
consciousness  reason      arise      pleasure be
ming shi-wei                      rushi
call consciousness-taste   thus
shi-wei rushi zhi.
consciousness-taste as_such   understand
‘Why do we understand consciousness as it is? It 
is called the substance of the six 
consciousnesses. The substance of eye 
consciousness, that of the ear consciousness, that 
of the nose consciousness, that of the tongue 
consciousness, that of the body consciousness, 
and that of the mind consciousness, are 
collectively called the substance of 
consciousnesses. It is in this way that we 
understand consciousness as it is. Why do we 
understand the taste of consciousness as it is? 
Dependent on consciousness, there arise 
pleasures. This is called the taste of 
consciousness. It is in this way that we 
understand the taste of consciousness as it is.’

In addition to the nominal use of wei ‘taste’ in 
collocation with the five aggregates, wei ‘taste’

can be used as a verb, meaning “be gratified by 
sensual pleasures”. This can be exemplified in (7) 
below.

(7)

Ershi, shizun gao zhu
at_that_time Buddha speak_to PL
biqiu: ruo     zhongsheng     yu se bu
monk    if        beings at form     NEG
wei zhe, ze       bu     ran yu se;
taste      person   then   NEG delude  at     form
yi zhongsheng   yu se      wei        gu,
by beings at form  taste       reason
ze you    ranzhuo. Rushi      zhongsheng
then have   delusion  thus         beings
yu shou,    xiang, xing,             shi
at feeling  perception preparation  consciousness
bu wei zhe, bi        zhongsheng
NEG be_gratified person those   beings
ze bu ran        yu shi,
then NEG     delude  at consciousness
yi zhongsheng   wei shou,
because beings taste         feeling
xiang, xing, shi
perception preparation  consciousness
gu, bi zhongsheng ranzhuo
reason those beings delude
yu shi.
at consciousness
‘At that time, the Buddha told the monks: “if beings
are not gratified with regard to forms, they don’t get
deluded by forms; if beings are gratified with regard
to forms, they are deluded by forms. With regard to
feeling, perception, preparation and consciousness, if
beings are not gratified, they don’t get deluded by
them. It is because beings are gratified with regard to
feeling, perception, preparation and consciousness,
they are deluded by them.”’

The discussion above points to the fact that the 
Chinese word wei ‘taste’ can transcend the 
gustatory meaning to refer to “sensual gratification”

as a noun or “be gratified by sensual input” as a verb. 
Despite of this grammatical difference, these two 
uses have one feature in common: they are related to 
sensory meaning. Crucially, we find that these two 
uses in Chinese are derived from Pāli language, by 
which the original texts were composed. 

5. The Metaphorical Uses of wei ‘taste’

Apart from the sensory uses of wei ‘taste’, we 
identify another usage of wei ‘taste’, which 
collocate with words of abstract meanings, such as 
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fa ‘dhamma’, yi ‘meaning’ and jietuo 
‘liberation’. Since these words are devoid of sensory 
meanings, wei ‘taste’ in this use is said to be 
further semantically bleached. 

(8) 
(

)
Ru    wo  jinri shuofa,                shang zhong
like   I today preach_dhamma up         middle
xia       yan,     jiexi  zhenzheng, yi-wei
down  speech  all     authentic meaning-taste
juzu, fanxing qingjing.
endowed holy_practice clean
‘As I am preaching Dhamma for now, the beginning, 
the middle and the end of the Dhamma is 
authentic and meaningful. And the holy practice is 
clean.’

(9) 
(

)
Biqiu! Xing ci shi nian zhe,
monk practice this ten thinking person
bian huo da guobao, de     ganlu
then gain big benefit gain  nectar
fa-wei.
dhamma-taste
‘Monks! If you practice the ten thinking patterns, you 
will reap great benefits and gain the nectar taste of 
Dhamma.’

(10) 
( )

Xing fa de le guo,
practice dhamma gain happiness fruit
jietuo-wei zhong shang, zhihui
liberation-taste in up wisdom
chu lao si, shi  wei
rid aging death be   as
shou zhong sheng.
life in superb
‘The fruit of happiness gained by one’s Dhamma 
practice is the upmost one in the taste of liberation; 
the elimination of aging and death by means of 
wisdom is the superb one in one’s life.’

(11)

(

Zheng ruci, neng de yi-wei,
right as_such  can       obtain   meaning-taste
fa-wei, jietuo-wei zhi   youqing
dhamma-taste liberation-taste DE   being
shao; xiangfan zhe,      bu     neng     de
few  opposite     case      NEG    can      obtain
yi-wei fa-wei        jietuo-wei
meaning-taste    dhamma-taste    liberation-taste
zhi youqing gengduo.  Zhu   biqiu
DE        being        more      PL    monk
shi    gu          jin ru deng  ying       rushi
thus  reason   now  you   PL     should    thus
xue,     wei: wo deng  yu           de
learn    call   I    PL     want      obtain  
yi-wei,              fa-wei, jiatuo-wei.
meaning-taste  dhammat-taste    liberation-taste
zhu   biqiu! Ru deng ying rushi
PL    monk  you PL        should     as_such
xue.
learn
‘… So too those beings are few who obtain the taste 

of the meaning, the taste of the Dhamma and the 
taste of liberation; more numerous are those who do 
not obtain the taste of the meaning, the taste of the 
Dhamma, the taste of liberation. Therefore, bhikkhus, 
you should train yourselves thus: ‘we will obtain the 

taste of the meaning, the taste of the Dhamma, the 
taste of liberation.’ It is in such a way that you should 
train yourselves.’

The above examples show that wei ‘taste’ could 
fully transcend the sensory meaning. Moreover, 
wei ‘taste’ of this use, unlike that in the sensory 
context, carries commendatory sense. As shown in 
(8)-(11), yiwei ‘meaning-taste’, fawei
‘dhamma-taste’, jietuowei ‘liberation-taste’

are positive qualities that Buddhist practitioners are 
encouraged to procure through diligent practice. 
Though “pleasure and joy” component of meaning is 
retained, this “pleasure and joy” are not derived from 
sensory input. As is well-known, sensual pleasures 
are something unwholesome in Buddhist teachings, 

wei ‘taste’ derived out of sensory data is naturally 
negative in the sense that practitioners should forgo 
this kind of sensory taste. By contrast, “pleasure and 
joy” gained through one’s knowledge of dhamma or 
one’s experience of liberation, at the supra-mundane 
level, is something wholesome and thus 
commendatory. 
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This polarity value can be well captured by two types 
of emotional evaluation: the spontaneous emotion 
and the evaluative emotion (Xiong and Huang 2015). 
The synaesthetic uses of wei ‘taste’ are usually 
associated with spontaneous or embodied emotion, as 
they are sense-related, whereas the metaphorical ones 
can be evaluative, as they are more abstract and less 
embodied. 

6. Concluding Remarks:

This paper investigates the non-gustatory uses of 
wei ‘taste’, which can be generally classified into two 
types: one is the synaesthetic usage and the other is 
the metaphorical usage. The former one features its 
collocation with all the other sensory words, directly 
or indirectly. The latter one is not sense-related but it 
inherits the “joy and pleasure” meaning, which is 
interpreted in the supra-mundane level and thus 
commendatory. 
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Abstract 

Korean has locative construction as other 
languages do such as English. Although L2 
acquisition of locative construction has been 
examined in L2 English research, few 
experimental investigations of Korean L2 
acquisition have been conducted. The 
current study focused on the syntactic 
alternation among Figure Framed sentence, 
Ground Framed sentence, Figure only 
sentence and Ground only sentence. Forced 
choice task on 72 locative construction have 
been conducted by 21 Native Korean 
speakers and 20 advanced L1 English 
learners of Korean. L2ers showed different
acceptability judgment on Korean locative 
construction which was distinct from their 
L1 argument structure. The results showed 
that these asymmetries were driven by L1 
effect when the learnability problem arises 
due to insufficient input.  

Introductions 

Locative construction in languages imposes 
intriguing phenomenon in terms of case marking1.
Locative verbs compose two different structures 
with a transitive verb. This phenomenon is known 

1 In researches of error Analysis on L2 Korean case marking, 
there have been reports on high frequency errors among L2ers 
of Korean regarding ‘ey’ and ‘ul/lul’ substitution. The locative 
structure has very structural (or systematic) substitution among 
these two types of case marking in the alternation phenomenon. 
There have been researches on semantic interpretation on 

as ‘figure/ground’ alternation or locative 
alternation.  Locative verbs denote a transfer of a 
substance or a set of objects (theme, content, or 
locatum) into or onto a container or surface (the 
goal, container, or location) as investigated in 
Pinker (1989). A substance or a set of objects are 
often referred as ‘figure’ and a container or surface 
is referred as ‘ground’ in the locative alternation 
studies. For example, English locative verb ‘load’ 
can have two structures of figure direct object 
[Figure Frame, henceforth FF] as in (1a) and ground 
direct object [Ground Frame, henceforth GF] as in 
(1b).  

(1) a. Irv loaded hay into the wagon.  
                                         [Figure Frame] 

             b. Irv loaded the wagon with hay.  
                                                     [Ground Frame]  

Semantically locative sentences which alternate 
between FF and GF have different interpretation,
often called as ‘holistic interpretation’ 2 .
Syntactically, FF locative constructions whose
figure NPs are denoted as objects are argued as 
unmarked compared to GF. Since FF has unmarked 
case marking, they have canonical/unmarked 

locative structures but since case marking and argument 
structures are quite important in Korean language as other 
agglutinative languages. It is worthy investigating what 
mechanism in L2 language of case marking alternation of 
Korean happens in the path.  
2 The holistic interpretation will be explained in chapter 2 of 
this research.  
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linking pattern (Larson 1988) 3 or canonical 
structural realization (Grimshaw, 1981).  
Regarding to the L2 acquisition of Korean locative 
construction which is not often focused as target 
grammar items in the classroom, a question arises 
whether L2ers will conform to the canonical linking 
pattern or be affected by their L1 or even L2. L2ers 
may have diverse acquisition paths available when 
L2 argument structure is not identical to their L1
and target input is insufficient enough to acquire 
target knowledge.   

Previous Studies   

There have been a series of studies of locative 
structure in L2 acquisition but they were mostly on 
L2 English cases (Juff, 1996a; Juff, 1996b; 
Brinkmann 1997; Inagake, 2007; Kim, 1999; Joo, 
2000; Bley-Vroman & Joo, 2001, Choi & 
Lakshmanan, 2002). In addition, the focus was not 
on the argument structure itself but on semantic 
interpretation, ‘holism effect’.  
Holism effect or holistic interpretation can be 
explained in (2). For example, verb ‘load’ can have 
two structures, FF and GF. 

(2) a. Irv loaded hay into the wagon.  
                                         [Figure Frame] 

             b. Irv loaded the wagon with hay.  
→ Holistic interpretation [Ground Frame]  

GF Sentence (2b) has holistic interpretation 
compared to FF sentence (2a) 4. The ground NP 
‘wagon’ in (2b) is interpreted as fully filled with hay 
compared to ‘wagon’ in (2a), which is in  adverb 
phrase. The holistic interpretation is that the ground 
NP as in (2b) has been fully affected by the action 
of locative verbs.   
There have been researches on L1 Korean 
acquisition research (Lee, 1997) and child bilingual 
(Kim et. al., 1999; Kim, 1999) for younger speakers. 
In this study, L2 Korean acquisition of English L1 

3 In the linking theories, Larson (1988:82) that Agent maps onto 
subject, Theme maps onto object, and Location maps onto 
oblique object. This syntactic and semantic hierarchies is called 
as Canonical linking pattern. 
4 Pinker (2013:92) explained that holistic interpretation is not 
confined to locative alternation. Holistic requirement on the 
ground framer, whereby the grammatical object must be 

young learners has been examined but these studies 
also focused on holistic interpretation not on 
syntactic alternation.  
Few studies in L2 adult Korean acquisition of 
locative structure by L1 English speakers can be 
found. Syntactic locative alternation is left for 
further investigation in L2 acquisition research.  

Cross-linguistic variation across Korean and 
English locative construction   

Many studies have investigated the cross-linguistic 
variation in the mapping of locative construction 
among Korean and English including Kim et al. 
(1999), Kim (1999), Bley-Vroman and Joo (2001), 
Choi and Lakshmanan (2002), and Joo (2003). 
One of the discrepancies is that the number of 
Korean locative verb classes is smaller than that of 
English. Also, the number of locative verbs that 
belongs to each category is not evenly distributed.  
The English locative verbs show 4 types of diversity 
in terms of syntactic alternation as in (3) ~ (6). 

(3) Non-alternating Figure verbs in English  
     (e.g., dribble, spill, slop, or ladle)

a. John poured water into the glass.    [FF]  
b. *Josh poured the glass with water. [GF] 

(4) Non-alternating Ground verbs in English          
(e.g., cover, decorate, or soak)

a. *John filled water with the glass.    [FF]  
b. Sarah filled the glass with water.    [GF] 

(5) Alternating Figure verbs in English 
(e.g., spray, load, or, sow)
a. John piled books on the table.          [FF] 
b. John piled the table with books.       [GF]        

(6) Alternating Ground verbs in English  
      (e.g., paint, wrap, or stuff)

a. John stuffed feather into the pillow.  [FF]  

completely affected (covered filled, etc.) by the action of the 
verb (see Andersen, 1971). Holistic effect is a characteristic of 
grammatical objects in general, not just of grammatical objects 
in the container-locative construction, which has been 
mentioned in Hopper and Thomson (1980) and Rappaport and 
Levin (1985). 
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b. John stuffed the pillow with feather. [GF]  

However, Korean has mostly two types of locative 
verbs as in (7) and (8). For ground verbs, there are 
arguments over the availability of alternation among 
researchers and it is displayed by ‘?’ mark in Table 
1 below.  

    (7) Non-alternating figure verbs 
        a. John-i           cengwen-ey  mwul-ul

       John-NOM     garden-LOC  water-ACC
wulyesseyo. 
sprayed.                                             [FF] 

‘John sprayed water on the garden.’                                        
        b. *John-i         mwul-lo     cengwen-ul

          John-NOM water-INS   garden-ACC     
pwulyesseyo. 
sprayed.          [GF] 
‘John sprayed the garden with water.’

(8) Alternating Ground verbs  
    a. John-i         cup-ey   mwul-ul  

John-NOM  cup-LOC    water-ACC
chaywuesseyo.           [FF]  
filled.  
‘*John filled water into the cup.’           

         b. John-i          mwul-lo  cup-ul
John-NOM water-INS cup-ACC
chaywuesseyo.          [GF] 
filled.  

5 These disagreements can be explained by two reasons. One is 
that the studies examined different group of locative verbs from 
each other. The other reason is that the grammaticality 
judgment task or researcher’s individual grammaticality 
judgment was not decisive enough to draw conclusion. 
6 Figure oriented means that the figure verbs allow 1 argument 
sentence with figure object only but not with ground object only 
in the sentence. Verb ‘pile’ is an alternating figure verb. The 
verb ‘pile’ allows figure only sentence in (1a) below but not 
ground only sentence (1b). Pinker (1989) argued that there
existed directionality from figure only object sentence (1a) to 
figure frame sentence (1c). (1d) is possible since ‘pile’ allows 
the ground frame, therefore verb ‘pile’ is a figure oriented 
alternator verb.   

(1) a. He piled the books.   [Figure only] 
b. * He piled the shelf.   [Ground only] 
c. He piled the books onto the shelf.   [FF] 
d. He piled the shelf with the books.  [GF]

‘John filled the cup with water.’   
  
The distribution of English and Korean locative 
verbs can be summarized as in Table 1 below.  

Table 1. English and Korean locative verbs 
English Korean
Alternating Non-

alternating
Alternating Non-

alternating
Figure 
oriented

√ √ √

Ground 
oriented

√ √ √ /? ? 5

As shown in table 1, English has figure oriented6

alternating, non-alternating, ground oriented 
alternating, and non-alternating verbs. In Korean,
however, has figure verbs which do not alternate 
and most of the ground verbs are alternating except 
a few ground verbs, which is marked by ‘?’.
Researchers have different judgments on the 
grammaticality of the structure of alternating 
ground verbs and non-alternating ones. Choi and 
Lakshmanan (2002) stated that Korean only has 
figure non-alternator verbs and ground alternator 
verbs. But Lee, H. (1997) reported that Korean has 
alternators (figure/ground), figure non-alternators,
but very little number of ground non-alternators7.
Since the defining the ground alternating and non-
alternating verbs is not agreed upon and Korean 
native speakers show diverse spectrum of 
grammaticality8, we will focus on the figure non-
alternating verbs in the current research.  

7 Only two verbs of ‘telephita (stain)’ and ‘cangsikhata 
(decorate)’ belong to ground non-alternating class in Korean. 
8 A norming test has been conducted on the 23 Korean native 
speakers’ grammaticality judgment over the sentences of the 
ground alternating and ground non-alternating verbs. The verbs 
tested in the norming test were 6 verbs including ‘chilhata 
(paint)’, ‘makta (block)’, ‘paluta (spread)’, ‘tephta (cover)’, 
‘cangsikhata (decorate)’, and ‘chaywuta (fill)’. For each verb, 
3 sentences in FF and GF were given to the participants. The 
table below shows that so called ground verbs in Korean do not 
have consistency in the grammaticality judgments performed 
by Korean native speakers.   
  

Grammaticality judgments (%)
Sentences type FF GF
Chilhata 21.7 (94.34%) 19.7 (85.65%)
Makta 6.67 (29%) 21.3 (92.6%)
Paluta 22.7 (98.7%) 8.33 (36.22%)
Tephta 20.3 (88.26%) 19.7 (85.65%)
cangsikhata 15 (65.22%) 20.3 (88.26%)
chaywuta 20.67 (89.87%) 18.33 (79.7%)
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Now let us turn to the other discrepancy. The 
discrepancy of grammaticality judgments of 
corresponding locative constructions between 
English and Korean. As we have seen in (7b), some 
Korean figure non-alternating verbs semantically 
correspond to alternating verbs in English. This may 
lead L2ers whose L1 is English to judge Korean 
sentence in GF to be grammatical, even though it is 
not grammatical in Korean.
The structural equivalence of the locative 
alternation in Korean and English may create a 
significant confusion/problem for language 
learners, since despite the affinity in their structural 
alternation (i.e. existence of alternation 
phenomenon between figure and ground argument 
structure), they are quite distinctive in their 
grammaticality of the semantically corresponding   
verbs. 
We are interested in cross-linguistic variation of 
locative structures. Therefore, we will specify the 
verbs that will be examined in the research as in 
Table 2.  

Table 2. Locative verbs classification in this research 
Korean

Grammaticality Figure non-alternator
Identical with 
English

Type 1a
hullita, ‘spill’
pwusta, ‘pour’
kelta, ‘hang’

Distinct from 
English

Type 1b
ppwulita, ‘spray’

ssahta, ‘stock’
sitta, ‘load’

For Type 1a in Table 2, grammaticality judgments 
over FF and GF in English and Korean are identical. 
FF is grammatical but GF is ungrammatical in Type 
1a. For Type 1b, grammaticality on the FF in 
English and Korean is ungrammatical. However, 
grammaticality on GF in Korean and English is 
distinct from each other. Korean GF is 
ungrammatical but English GF is grammatical.  
The linguistic knowledge required for L1-English 
learners of Korean to learn ground frame by figure 

9 White (2003:8) argued that learnability problem is constituted 
by the situation where there is a mismatch between the adult 

non-alternator verb (7b) is not easily accessible for 
them since it cannot come from their L1, nor is it 
easily induced from L2 Korean input alone, and it is 
not covered as target grammar in the Korean 
classroom. This (specifically figure non-alternator) 
causes learnability problem9 in L2 adult acquisition 
of Korean locative construction. Therefore, we will 
focus on the figure non-alternator construction in 
the study.  

1 The Study  

1.1 Research Questions and Hypothesis 

Research Question: Is there difference in 
acceptability judgment on Korean non-alternators 
among Native Korean speakers and L1 English 
learners of Korean (henceforth, L2ers)?

Hypothesis: The L2ers will show different 
acceptability judgments from Korean native 
speakers in the figure non-alternator construction, 
which is distinct from their L1 argument structure.   

L2ers of Korean may choose to conform to L2, L1,
or canonical linking pattern (or canonical structural 
realization) in acquisition of locative alternation. If 
figure non-alternating construction is easy to 
acquire without focused instruction, there will be no 
difference in grammaticality judgments of NKs and 
L2ers. However, Korean figure non-alternating 
verbs may cause learnability problem to the L1 
English learners of Korean. If L2ers conform to L1 
argument structure of figure non-alternator, they 
will show different acceptability judgments in GF 
from NKs when their L1 argument structure is 
distinct from L2 Korean. If L2ers follow canonical 
linking pattern, they will show preferences for FF 
and Figure only sentence (henceforth F) 
consistently in acceptability judgments.  

1.2 Participants  

The study participants consisted of two groups: 21 
Korean Native speakers (NKs, age range=25~38)
and 20 advanced L1 English learners of Korean 
(L2ers, age range=17-20). NKs were either current 
university students or graduates of universities in 

knowledge and the data that the child is exposed to. In other 
words, the input is insufficient to alert the learners to the 
relevant distinction, learnability problem arises. 
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Korea. L2ers were current high school students of 
foreign school near Seoul. The proficiency of L2ers 
corresponds to level 5-6 in TOPIK (Test of 
Proficiency in level Korean) which is advanced 
level.   

1.3 Task, Material & Procedures 

The main task used in the experiment was a forced 
choice task. The participants were asked to indicate 
acceptability for the given sentences by choosing all 
the acceptable sentences.  
The test material was composed of 72 Korean 
locative constructions along with 104 fillers of 
Korean causatives: There were 36 sentences of three 
non-alternating figure verbs (hullita, ‘spill’; pwusta, 
‘pour’; kelta, ‘hang’). All of them were identical 
with the grammaticality of corresponding English 
sentences: all of the alternatives are grammatical.
The other 36 sentences were composed of another 
three verbs (ppwulita, ‘spray’; ssahta, ‘stock’; sitta, 
‘load’) which have discrepancy in grammaticality 
between in English and in Korean: which is 
grammatical in English GF and Ground only 
sentences (henceforth G), but not grammatical in 
Korean.  
For each verb, four types of sentences which are FF, 
GF, figure only sentence, and Ground only sentence 
were given for participants’ choice.  

(9) a. John-i        khep-ey    mwul-ul
     John-NOM cup-LOC   waater-ACC  

pwuesseyo. 
poured.        [FF] 
‘John poured water into the cup.’        

b. *John-i      mwul-lo  khep-ul
     John-NOM water-INS  cup-ACC   

pwuesseyo.     [GF] 
poured.  
‘John poured the cup with water.’

c. John-i      mwul-ul   pwuesseyo. 
     John-NOM water-ACC    poured.    

‘John poured water.’             [Figure only] 
    d. *John-i        khep-ul  pwuesseyo.   

     John-NOM    cup-ACC   poured.  
‘John poured the cup.’             [Ground only]                         

In order to help the participants to understand the 
sentences, pictures were provided along the 
sentences of one verb as in Figure 1.  

Figure 1. Example of the experiment material 

1.4 Statistical Analysis 

The data collected were not applicable for 
parametric test such as t-test or MANOVA. In order 
to compare the scores of participants’ choice over 
the acceptable Korean locative, Mann-Whitney U 
test has been used. The dependent variable in the 
analysis was the total scores of the acceptability 
judgment for the sentences which share the same 
argument structure. The independent variable was 
the Korean proficiency group of NKs and L2ers.  

2 Results
In our data sets, there were two types of figure non-
alternators: the verbs that have identical argument 
structure with English and the verbs that have 
distinct argument structure from English. We first 
compared the total score of forced choice task on 
each FF, GF, F, and G for the both of identical and 
distinct categories.  

Table 2. Mann-Whitney U test of forced choice task 
scores of NKs and L2ers 

L1-L2 df z p
Identical FF 21.676 -1.361 .187

GF 21.676 -1.361 .187
F 29.117 -1.110 .276
G 27.262 -.473 .640

Distinct FF 28.637 -1.474 .151
GF 22.711 -3.099 .005*

F 28.637 -.783 .440
G 21.522 -2.635 .015*

* < .05 

Table 2 demonstrates that NKs and L2ers showed 
statistically significant difference only in GF and G 
sentences of distinct category.  
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The descriptive statistics in Table 3 shows that 
L2ers have chosen the unacceptable sentence more 
than NKs in GF sentences and G only sentences. 
The range of L2ers’ responses in GF and G of 
distinct context is marked by boxes in Table 3 
below.   

Table 3. Median and range of the forced-choice task 
scores on acceptable locative sentences 

L1-L2 median Range
(Min.~Max.)

Identical FF NKs (21) 9 1 (8~9)

L2ers (20) 9 1 (8~9)

GF NKs (21) 9 1 (8~9)

L2ers (20) 9 1 (8~9)

F NKs (21) 9 1 (8~9)

L2ers (20) 9 2 (7~9)

G NKs (21) 9 1 (8~9)

L2ers (20) 9 2 (7~9)

Distinct FF NKs (21) 9 1 (8~9)

L2ers (20) 9 1 (8~9)

GF NKs (21) 9 1 (8~9)

L2ers (20) 9 3 (6~9)
F NKs (21) 9 1 (8~9)

L2ers (20) 9 2 (7~9)

G NKs (21) 9 1 (8~9)

L2ers (20) 9 2 (7~9)

Discussion 

Korean figure non-alternating verbs may cause 
learnability problem in L1 English learners of 
Korean. They may choose to conform to L2, 
canonical linking pattern (or canonical structural 
realization), or L1.  
First, it is assumable that since L2 locative 
alternation is not focused as target grammar in the 
classroom, L2ers may not be able to know all the 
figure oriented verbs are non-alternators in L2. This 
may have L2ers file to conform to L2 argument 
structure of locatives. Secondly, L2ers can choose 
to follow the canonical pattern (or argument 
structure) or conform to their L2, in which L2ers 
may simply regard all the FF and F sentences as 
acceptable and deny all the GF and G sentence as 
unacceptable.  

However, the results showed that advanced L2ers 
did not conform to L2 argument structure nor did 
they to canonical linking pattern. They made the 
acceptability judgments based on their L1 argument 
structure by showing discrepancy over identical and 
distinct categories.  
L2ers of Korean might have seen that some of 
Korean ground verbs could alternate, assuming that 
the alternators in their L1 correspond to L2 locative 
construction even when all the Korean figure verbs 
are non-alternators. 

Conclusion  

The current study investigated how the 
interlanguage of L1 English learners of Korean is 
shown in Korean figure non-alternating verbs’ 
construction. 21 NKs and 20 advanced L2ers of 
Korean participated in the acceptability judgment 
tests which were composed of 4 types of locative 
construction (FF, GF, F, and G).  
The results showed that advanced L2ers failed to 
acquire syntactic distinction in figure non-
alternating constructions. They appeared to make 
their judgments in GF and G constructions in 
distinct argument structure category based on their 
L1. This may explain how L2ers depend on L1 
knowledge when learnability problem arises.  
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Abstract

This paper discusses predicative resultative 
constructions in Korean and argues that they 
are actually a kind of clausal resultative 
construction (see the two types of resultatives 
in Wechsler and Noh, 2001). In particular, I
propose the following hypotheses: (i) the 
resultative predicate, X-key, is morpho-
syntactically an adverb rather than an adjective, 
(ii) X-key forms a fully saturated clause (i.e., 
result clause) (sometimes with the predication 
subject omitted), and (iii) the result clause is a 
complement of the main verb in a resultative 
sentence. Based on these properties, a unified 
analysis of the resultative constructions is 
formalized in Head-driven Phrase Structure 
Grammar (HPSG) (Pollard and Sag, 1994; Sag 
et al., 2003).        

1 Introduction 

This paper discusses what is referred to as
predicative resultative constructions in Korean, 
exemplified in (1a), and argues that they are in fact
a kind of clausal resultative construction like (1b) 
(see the different types of resultatives in Wechsler 
and Noh, 2001). It is normally understood that in 
(1a) the resultative predicate ppalkah-key ‘red-
Key’ is predicated of the matrix object mwun-ul
‘door-Acc’ in a controlled structure. In (1b), 
however, the nominative NP sinpal-i ‘shoes-Nom’ 
and the resultative predicate talh-key ‘threadbare-
Key’ constitutes a fully saturated result clause
(Wechsler and Noh, 2001: 404). Despite some 
differences (e.g., (in)transitivity of the verb), these 
two sentences share the notion of resultative: as a 
result of the event denoted by the main verb, an 
argument undergoes a change of state denoted by 
the result predicate.    

(1) a. ku-ka      mwun-ul    ppalkah-key
he-Nom  door-Acc  red-Key
chilhay-ss-ta  
paint-Pst-Dec 
‘He painted the door red.’

b. ku-ka    [sinpal-i      talh-key]
he-Nom  shoes-Nom  threadbare-Key
talli-ess-ta.   
run-Pst-Dec       
‘He ran so that (his) shoes became
threadbare.’

There have been various clausal analyses of 
Korean resultative expressions such as that in (1a) 
in the literature (see Shim and den Dikken, 2007; 
Shibagaki, 2011 for TP adjunct analysis, Son, 2008 
for small clause complement analysis, and 
Nakazawa, 2008 for adverbial clause adjunct 
account of Japanese resultatives). While I agree 
with the general idea that the resultative predicate 
forms a clause, particularly I propose the following 
hypotheses in this paper: (i) the resultative 
predicate, X-key, is morpho-syntactically an adverb
rather than an adjective, (ii) X-key forms a fully 
saturated clause, result clause (sometimes with the 
predication subject omitted), and (iii) the result 
clause is a complement of the main verb. A unified 
analysis of the resultative constructions is then cast 
in the framework of Head-driven Phrase Structure 
Grammar (HPSG) (Pollard and Sag, 1994; Sag et 
al., 2003).    

2 Adverb vs. adjective 

It is generally assumed in the literature that at least 
some resultative predicates are adjective (see, e.g.,
Wechsler and Noh, 2001: 420). However, in this 
section I provide three pieces of evidence 
supporting the claim that resultative predicates in 
Korean are adverb, but not adjective.  
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2.1 Coordination 

Coordinated conjuncts are known to basically 
belong to the same syntactic category and the 
resultative predicate, Adj(ective)-key, 1 can be 
coordinated with a typical adverb modifying 
manner of action, as illustrated in (2) (cf. Wechsler 
and Noh, 2001). When the positions of the 
conjuncts in (2) are exchanged, the sentences are
also grammatical, as expected.      

(2) Tom-i         changmwun-ul  
Tom-Nom  window-Acc
[ppalkah-key kuliko    
red-Key         and 
chenchenhi / kupha-key]  chilhay-ss-ta.           
slowly /        urgent-Key  paint-Pst-Dec   
‘Tom slowly/urgently painted the window 
red.’

This coordination suggests that the resultative 
predicate is an adverb. Note, however, that
according to Wechsler and Noh (2001: 410) a
similar coordination like (3) sounds so weird that it 
is ungrammatical.    

(3) ?Tom-i   changmwun-ul [ppalkah-key
Tom-Nom  window-Acc       red-Key          
kuliko  wancenhi]  chilhay-ss-ta.   
and      completely paint-Pst-Dec
‘Tom completely painted the window red.’

I agree that the sentence in (3) sounds a little 
awkward, but it is at least marginally acceptable to 
some native speakers of Korean I consulted with.
Based on the minimal pairs between the sentences
in (2) and (3), we may hypothesize that the 
awkwardness of the coordination in (3) is derived 
from the degree adverb, wancenhi ‘completely’.
The sentence in (3) can have multiple meanings
depending on whether the scale related to the 
degree adverb is the area of the window or the 
redness: the whole window was painted completely 
or the window was painted completely red. I do not 
go into detail about what exactly causes the 

1 There is an issue about whether lexemes like ppalkah- ‘red’ 
are adjective or stative verb in Korean (see, e.g., Yeo, 2008). I 
just assume here that they are adjectives since it seems 
irrelevant for the problem discussed in this paper. What is 
important here is which syntactic category resultative 
predicates (i.e., X-key) belong to.

differences between (2) and (3). What is important 
here is the fact that generally coordinations of a
manner adverb and a resultative predicate, Adj-key, 
are permitted in Korean as in (2).  

Some people may say that since many 
languages allow coordination of unlike categories, 
the coordination in (2) does not necessarily support 
the claim that the Adj-key is adverb. In fact, as 
illustrated in (4a), the NP a Republican and the AP 
proud of it are coordinated in English even though 
they belong to different syntactic categories 
(Beavers and Sag, 2004: 54) and similarly for the 
Korean coordination in (4b).     

(4) a. Jan is [a Republican and proud of it].
b. ku-nun [ttokttokha-ko (kuliko)

he-Top   smart-and         and 
yakwusenswu-i-ta].  
baseball.player-Cop-Dec 
‘He is smart and a baseball player.’ 

However, it is important to keep in mind that not 
every unlike categories can be coordinated. Then, 
we must look into whether typical adverbs can be 
coordinated with any non-adverb. In (5) the 
conjuncts are wh-words and the coordinations of 
NP and AdvP are allowed in both English and 
Korean (see Whitman, 2004).      

(5) a. [What and how] did Tom eat?
b. Tom-i         [mwues-ul kuliko

Tom-Nom  what-Acc  and 
ettehkey] mek-ess-ni? 
how         eat-Pst-Que  
‘What and how did Tom eat?’

However, if the conjuncts are not wh-word, such a 
coordination is not permitted in both English and 
Korean, as illustrated in (6). 

(6) a. *Tom ate [the pie and quickly]. 
b. *Tom-i [phai-lul kuliko

Tom-Nom  pie-Acc  and  
chenchenhi] mek-ess-ta.    
slowly        eat-Pst-Dec 
(lit.) ‘Tom ate the pie and slowly.’

It appears that if adverbs are not wh-words, the 
adverbs can be coordinated only with adverbs.
Unless a counterexample to this generalization is 
found, the coordinations in (2) can be used as 
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evidence for the claim that the Adj-key is 
syntactically an adverb.    

2.2 Modification of degree adverb  

The Adj-key is parallel to clear adverbials with 
respect to degree adverb modification. The degree 
adverb acwu ‘very’ can appear either before or 
after a predicative adjective which it modifies: 

(7) a. soy-ka        [acwu  mwukep-ta].
metal-Nom  very   heavy-Dec 
‘The metal is very heavy.’

b. soy-ka    [mwukep-ta  acwu].
metal-Nom   heavy-Dec  very 
‘The metal is very heavy.

Although (7a) is more natural than (7b), (7b) can 
be also used in a colloquial context. By contrast,
when acwu ‘very’ modifies an adverb, it must
appear before the adverb:   

(8) a. ku-ka   [acwu chenchenhi] kel-ess-ta.  
he-Nom very  slowly              walk-Pst-Dec   
‘He walked very slowly.

b. *ku-ka  [chenchenhi acwu] kel-ess-ta.  
he-Nom very       slowly walk-Pst-Dec   
(int.) ‘He walked very slowly.

Based on this clear syntactic difference between 
adjective and adverb, we can now test whether the
Adj-key is really adverb or adjective as follows: 

(9) a. ku-ka  soy-lul [acwu
he-Nom metal-Acc  very
maykkunha-key] twutulki-ess-ta.    
smooth-Key hammer-Pst-Dec
‘Tom hammered the metal very smooth.’

b. *ku-ka  soy-lul [maykkunha-key
he-Nom metal-Acc  smooth-Key
acwu] twutulki-ess-ta.
very hammer-Pst-Dec
(int.) ‘Tom hammered the metal very 
smooth.’

In (9b) the degree adverb acwu ‘very’ cannot 
appear after the resultative predicate. This common 
property shared by manner adverb and Adj-key
supports the claim that the Adj-key of a resultative 
construction is syntactically an adverb rather than 
adjective. 

2.3 Morphological property  

The topic marker -(n)un and delimiters like -man
‘only’ cannot be attached to predicative adjectives, 
but to adverbs, as shown in the following: 

(10) a. ku cha-ka mwukep(*-un/*-man)-ta.
the car-Nom  heavy(-Top/-only)-Dec 
‘The car is heavy.’

b. ku-ka pwucilenhi(-nun/-man)
he-Nom diligently(-Top/-only) 
talli-ess-ta.  
run-Pst-Dec
‘He diligently ran.’

Just like adverbs, the Adj-key can have the topic 
marker or a delimiter:    

(11) ku-ka      mwun-ul   kem-key(-nun/-man)
he-Nom  door-Acc  black-Key(-Top/-only) 
chilhay-ss-ta.    
paint-Pst-Dec 
‘He painted the door black.’

These morphological properties also indicate that 
the Adj-key is morpho-syntactically an adverb.  

2.4 Participant-oriented adverb 

If the resultative predicates are adverb rather than 
adjective, we should also claim that some adverbs
take their predication subject to form a clause,
which looks unusual. However, this unusualness
does not constitute a convincing counter-argument 
to the adverbial analysis of resultative predicates.
The Adj-key seems to belong to what is known as
participant-oriented adverb (see Geuder, 2000; 
Himmelmann and Schultze-Brendt, 2005; 
Shibagaki, 2011). Unlike pure manner adverbs 
(slowly or quickly) describing how an action is 
performed, participant-oriented adverb (e.g., the 
‘resultative adverb’ heavily in They loaded the cart 
heavily from Geuder, 2000: 69) characterizes an 
argument participant. Consider the following 
contrast:   

(12) a. Tom loaded the cart heavily. So the cart 
became heavy. / #That is, the action of 
loading the cart was heavy.

b. Tom loaded the cart slowly. That is, the 
action of loading the cart was slow. /
#So the cart became slow. 
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In (12a) heavily does not modify the action of 
loading the cart, but it describes a result state of the 
cart. In (12b) slowly modifies the action of loading 
the cart, but it does not describe a result state of the 
cart. Just like the English participant-oriented 
adverbs, the Adj-key of a resultative construction 
adds more information to an argument rather than 
to an action. Summarizing, we can say that the 
Adj-key serves as a resultative predicate
characterizing a result state normally associated 
with the referent of the matrix object, albeit the 
Adj-key is morpho-syntactically an adverb like 
English resultative adverbs.

3 Pro-dropped clause vs. control 

In this section I support the view that the Adj-key
in (1a) forms a pro-dropped clause (a fully 
saturated clause), rather than a controlled structure 
(see, e.g., Shibagaki, 2011), with further evidence. 
In (13) the nominative NP pancwuk-i ‘dough-
Nom’ appears and this functions as the predication 
subject of the resultative predicate, napcakha-key 
‘flat-Key’ (cf. Wechsler and Noh, 2001).     

(13) ?Luke-ka  pancwuk-ul pancwuk-i
Luke-Nom  dough-Acc  dough-Nom
napcakha-key  twutulki-ess-ta.      
flat-Key           pound-Pst-Dec     
‘Luke pounded the dough so that it became 
flat.’

Although the sentence in (13) sounds a little 
awkward, this awkwardness can be ascribed to the 
two contiguous NPs referring to the same referent. 
When the two NPs are separated as in (14a), the 
sentence sounds much better. In addition, when the 
accusative object is omitted as in (14b), the 
sentence sounds fine (see similar examples in Shim 
and den Dikken, 2007; Shibagaki, 2011), although 
the sentence only with the accusative NP (Luke-ka 
pancwuk-ul napcakha-key twutulki-ess-ta) is the 
most natural. 

(14) a. pancwuk-i napcakha-key Luke-ka 
dough-Nom flat-Key Luke-Nom 
yelsimhi    pancwuk-ul  twutulki-ess-ta.     
diligently  dough-Acc   pound-Pst-Dec  
‘Luke diligently pounded the dough so 
that it became flat.’   

b. Luke-ka     pancwuk-i napcakha-key
Luke -Nom  dough-Nom flat-Key
twutulki-ess-ta.      
pound-Pst-Dec  
‘Luke pounded the dough so that it 
became flat.’

Furthermore, the honorification marker -si (which 
targets nominative subject, but not accusative 
object functioning as notional subject) can be 
attached to a resultative predicate as in (15) (cf. 
Son, 2008), supporting the view that the 
nominative predication subject of the resultative 
predicate is omitted in the sentence.    

(15) nochin-ul           pyenanha-si-key 
old.parents-Acc  comfortable-Hon-key
pongyang-to  mosha-ko...    
support-also  not.do-and 
‘I could not even support my old parents so 
that they were comfortable, and...’  
(Pioneer, a novel by Kwangswu Lee)

The omitted nominative NP of a resultative 
construciton is normally interpreted as if it refers to 
the same referent of the matrix object, as illustrated
in some examples above. However, it can also 
refer to the matrix subject as in (16a) or something 
not appearing in the sentence as in (16b). The 
referent of the omitted NP in (16b) is recoverable 
from the context in which the sentence is uttered. 

(16) a. Luke-ka      chelphan-ul     himtul-key  
Luke-Nom  iron.plate-Acc  tired-Key
twutulki-ess-ta.  
hammer-Pst-Dec  
‘Luke hammered the iron plate so that 
he was tired.’

b. Luke-ka chelphan-ul   sikkulep-key  
Luke-Nom  iron.plate-Acc  noisy-Key
twultulki-ess-ta.       
hammer-Pst-Dec    
‘Luke hammered the iron plate so that 
the whole house/the iron plate was 
noisy.’

In summary, the availability of the nominative 
predication subject of a resultative predicate 
supports the claim that the resultative predicate 
heads a result clause. 
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4 Complement vs. adjunct 

I show in this section that result clause headed by
Adj-key is a complement of the main verb (cf. Sells, 
1996; 1998; Shim and den Dikken, 2007; 
Shibagaki, 2011). In the following do-so test, the 
Adj-key must not appear in the second sentence, 
suggesting that the Adj-key in the first sentence is a 
complement of the main verb:    

(17) Tom-i         ppalkah-key changmwun-ul  
Tom-Nom  red-Key         window-Acc
chilhay-ss-ta.  kuliko Alice-to    
paint-Pst-Dec  and     Alice-also
(*ppalkah-key) kulay-ss-ta. 

red-Key        do.so-Pst-Dec 
‘Tom painted a window red. And Alice did 
so, too.’

Shim and den Dikken (2007) argue that since the 
Adj-key can be “stranded” in an example like (18), 
it should be an adjunct.   

(18) Bill-i         Sarah-lul   ttayli-ess-ko, na-nun
Bill-Nom  Sarah-Acc  hit-Pst-and     I-Top
ku-ka      aphu-key kulay-ss-ta-ko 
he-Nom  in.pain-Key  do.so-Pst-Comp 
sayngkakhay.   
think
‘Bill hit Sarah, and I think he did so (so that 
she is) in pain.’

However, since kulay- ‘do.so’ in (18) should 
correspond to the combination of the object and the 
verb in the first clause, the grammaticality of the 
following clause does not necessarily show that the 
Adj-key in the second clause is an adjunct.    

Shim and den Dikken (2007) also tries to 
support the adjunct status of the Adj-key with the 
fact that it can be “iterated” with an adverb as in 
(19).   

(19) Tom-i         changmwun-ul  chenchenhi  
Tom-Nom window-Acc     slowly
ppalkah-key  chilhay-ss-ta.   
red-Key        paint-Pst-Dec       
‘Tom slowly painted the window red.’

However, they did not discuss an alternative 
account: (i) it is possible in (19) that the adverb 
chenchenhi ‘slowly’ modifies the combination of 

the Adj-key (complement) and the verb (head); the
accusative object is also a complement of the verb, 
but in Korean binary branching (rather than ternary 
structure) seems to be more plausible due to 
scrambling (see Kim, 2004), or (ii) in Korean the 
coordination kuliko ‘and’ can be omitted and it 
may also be omitted in (19) (compare (19) to (2)). 
If the Adj-key is really adjunct and can be iterated, 
two Adj-key expressions should be able to occur 
around the verb of a sentence just like the 
adverbial adjuncts in (20a). But this is not the case 
as in (20b). This contrast can be accounted for if 
the Adj-key is complement: since the verb requires 
one Adj-key expression as a complement, the two 
Adj-key expressions is not permitted. Note that 
since the verb in (20b) appears in between the two 
Adj-key expressions, they cannot be coordinated.  

(20) a. Tom-i         changmwun-ul  chenchenhi  
Tom-Nom  window-Acc     slowly
takk-ass-ta cosimsulep-key.    
clean-Pst-Dec  careful-Key    
‘Tom slowly cleaned the window
carefully.’

b. *Tom-i       changmwun-ul  ppalkah-key
Tom-Nom  window-Acc   red-Key
chilhay-ss-ta   yeyppu-key.      
paint-Pst-Dec  beautiful-Key       
(int.) ‘Tom painted the window red and 
beautiful.’

Nakazawa (2008) argues that the Japanese 
resultative predicate would be adjunct, since it can 
be coordinated with an adverbial adjunct. That is, 
if the Japanese resultative predicate is assumed to 
be complement, the coordination of complement 
and adjunct would cause a theoretical burden.
However, we can find other cases where different 
syntactic functions (complement or adjunct) are 
coordinated like (21) in Korean (and in other 
languages such as English, e.g., How and what 
does John eat? from Whitman, 2004: 404).   

(21) Tom-i         [halwu-tongan  kuliko cal]
Tom-Nom   one.day-for      and      well
cinay-ss-ta.      
live-Pst-Dec  
(lit.) ‘Tom lived well for one day.’

In (21) the temporal adverbial halwu-tongan ‘for 
one day’ is adjunct, but cal ‘well’ is the 
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complement of the verb, cinay- ‘live’ (which can 
be verified by some tests like do-so test). 2 Thus 
this kind of coordination does not pose a serious 
challenge to the complement status of the Adj-key
expression, although how to account for such the 
coordination is an interesting question (see more in 
Whitman, 2004). Summarizing, the do-so test and 
some syntactic property lead us to conclude that 
the result clause headed by a resultative predicate
should be a complement of the main verb of a
resultative construction.     

5 Some consequences   

If the resultative constructions in Korean are like 
English clausal resultative constructions in terms 
of having a result clause, it is expected that they 
allow various kinds of resultative predicates like 
English clausal resultatives. In fact, both weak and 
strong resultatives (see Washio, 1997 for the
notions) are allowed in Korean (see also Wechsler 
and Noh, 2001: 411-412):      

(22) Hank-ka     ku   soy-lul       napcakha-/
Hank-Nom the  metal-Acc  flat-/ 
?yeyppu-/ kil-/    ccalp-/ yalh-/ tukkep-key  
beautiful-/ long-/ short-/ thin-/  thick-Key
twutulki-ess-ta.       
hammer-Pst-Dec  
(lit.) ‘Hank hammered the metal flat / 
beautiful / long / short / thin / thick.’

In (22) when the resultative predicate is, e.g., 
napcakha-key ‘flat-Key’, the sentence is called 
weak resultative since hammering the metal is 
closely related to the flatness of the metal. When 
the resultative predicate is, e.g., yeyppu-key
‘beautiful-Key’, the sentence is referred to as
strong resultative because hammering the metal is 
not closely related to the beauty of the mental.   

2 An anonymous reviewer pointed out that it is generally 
assumed that an adverb is not a complement of a verb. 
However, it is well-known that some adverbs are actually a 
complement of a verb: e.g., cal ‘well’ is required as the 
complement of the verb cinay- ‘live’ in Korean and consider
the following English sentences, He is staying *(in a hotel)
and He loves living *(in a city). I believe that the previous 
“popular” assumption itself does not really constitute a 
counter-argument to the view that Adj-key is a kind of 
adverbial complement, for which I explicitly provided several 
pieces of evidence in this paper. 

6 Eventive resultative constructions  

I show here that the so-called eventive resultatives 
(see Son, 2008) with V(erb)-key are parallel to the 
stative resultatives with Adj-key with respect to the 
three grammatical properties.      

6.1 Adverb

First, V-key can be coordinated with manner 
adverb as in (23). 

(23) ku-ka      Jane-ul     [nemeci-key kuliko 
he-Nom  Jane-Acc  fall-Key and 
ppalli] mil-ess-ta.         
quickly  push-Pst-Dec  
‘He quickly pushed Jane so that she fell.’

Second, when a degree adverb modifies V-key, the 
adverb cannot appear after it:   

(24) a. ku-ka      Jane-ul     [acwu nemeci-key]
he-Nom  Jane-Acc very fall-Key
mil-ess-ta.         
push-Pst-Dec  
‘He pushed Jane so that she completely 
fell.’

b. *ku-ka    Jane-ul     [nemeci-key acwu]
he-Nom  Jane-Acc  fall-Key very
mil-ess-ta.           
push-Pst-Dec  
(int.) ‘He pushed Jane so that she 
completely fell.’

Third, the topic marker or delimiters can be 
attached to V-key, as in the following example:

(25) ku-ka      Jane-ul     nemeci-key(-nun/-man)
he-Nom  Jane-Acc  fall-Key(-Top/-only) 
mil-ess-ta.         
push-Pst-Dec  
‘He pushed Jane so that she fell.’

These three properties suggest that the V-key also 
belong to adverb in terms of morpho-syntax just 
like the Adj-key.     

6.2 Pro-dropped clause

The nominative predication subject of V-key can 
explicitly occur in eventive resultative 
constructions as follows:  
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(26) a. Jane-i nemeci-key ku-ka 
Jane-Acc fall-Key      he-Nom
himkkes     Jane-ul    mil-ess-ta.          
forcefully  Jane-Acc  push-Pst-Dec 
‘He forcefully pushed Jane so that Jane 
fell.’

b. ku-ka Jane-i nemeci-key
he-Nom   Jane-Nom fall-Key
mil-ess-ta.          
push-Pst-Dec  
‘He pushed Jane so that Jane fell.’

The honorification marker si can be attached to the 
V-key in (27).     

(27) kunye-ka apeci-lul    ilese-si-key
she-Nom  father-Key  stand.up-Hon-key
tangki-ess-ta.          
pull-Pst-Dec  
‘She pulled his father so that he stood up.’

These grammatical features indicate that the V-key
heads the result clause of an eventive resultative 
construction.    

6.3 Complement 

In (28a) the V-key must not appear with kulay-ss-ta
‘do.so-Pst-Dec’ and in (28b) the two resultative 
predicates cannot occur around the verb at the 
same time.

(28) a. ku-ka Jane-ul ilese-key
he-Nom   Jane-Acc  stand.up-Key
tangki-ess-ta. kuliko  Sophia-to          
pull-Pst-Dec  and      Sophia-also
(*ilese-key) kulay-ss-ta.  
stand.up-Key  do.so-Pst-Dec 
‘He pulled Jane so that Jane stood up. 
And Sophia did so, too.’

b. *ku-ka Jane-ul ilese-key
he-Nom   Jane-Acc  stand.up-Key
tangki-ess-ta talli-key.   
pull-Pst-Dec run-Key  
(int.) ‘He pulled Jane so that Jane stood 
up and ran.’

If one of the two V-key expressions is removed 
from (28b), the sentence becomes grammatical. In 
short, the resultative predicates (Adj-key and V-
key) can be analyzed as the head of an adverbial 
complement clause.  

7 An HPSG Formalization 

I believe the adverbial complement clause analysis 
can be expressed in various frameworks. In this 
paper, HPSG is employed for generation of the 
Korean resultative constructions.    

7.1 Main verb 

The verbal lexeme chilha-2 ‘paint’ in (29) (which 
will be used in a resultative construction) can be 
licensed from the normal transitive verb, chilha-1
‘paint’, by a lexical rule through which a result 
clause whose FORM value is key is added to the 
ARG(UMENT)-ST(RUCTURE) list of chilha-1
‘paint’ (cf. Lee, 2012).   

(29) chilha-2 ‘paint’: 

� � � �, ,
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In (29) the INDEX value (s4) of the verb is 
identified with the INDEX value (s4) of the result 
clause, which guarantees that the INDEX value 
(s4) of the resultative predicate (the head of the 
result clause) is passed up to the VP of a resultative 
sentence. Also, the SIT(UATION) value (s3) of 
[paint_rel] is identical to the ARG1 value (s3) of 
[cause_result_rel]. This means that [paint_rel]
corresponds to the causing subevent of a causation 
denoted by [cause_result_rel]. I assume that the 
semantics ([paint_rel]) of chilha-2 ‘paint’ is the 
same as that of chilha-1 ‘paint’, since a resultative 
meaning obtains basically due to the addition of a 
resultative clause.        

7.2 Resultative predicate lexical rule 

The resultative predicate, Adj-key, can be 
systematically licensed from an adjective lexeme
by the lexical rule proposed in (30) below (cf. Lee, 
2012; 2014). Since the Adj-key (e.g., ppalkah-key
‘red-Key’) is an adverb, it has a verbal expression 
as its MOD value; this constraint can be inherited 
from the type, adv(erb). In addition, the verbal 
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expression requires an X-key expression (result 
clause) as a complement; this will prevent the Adj-
key expression from modifying verbs like chilha-
ta-1 ‘paint’. The Adj-key optionally selects a
nominative subject (tagged 2). In semantics, the 
meaning (tagged 3) of the adjective lexeme 
becomes the result state in the meaning of the Adj-
key. Since a transitive verb sentence becomes a 
resultative construction due to the addition of an 
Adj-key expression, the cause-result meaning (i.e., 
[cause_result_rel]) of the resultative sentence is 
posited to be in the semantics of the Adj-key.
Following the causation event structure (e.g.,
Dowty, 1979), [become_rel] is also added to the 
REL(ATION)S list of the Adj-key. I assume, 
however, that [cause_result_rel] is different from 
CAUSE of a causation event structure: CAUSE
represents a direct causation, but 
[cause_result_rel] does not necessarily do so (see 
the basic semantics of clausal resultatives in 
Wechsler and Noh, 2001: 402-403).

7.3 Generation of VP

The result clause in (31) below is licensed by the 
general rule, hd-subj-ph (see the grammar rule in 
Sag et al., 2003; Kim, 2004). The result clause has 
no value for the SUBJ list, which guarantees that 
the main verb of a resultative construction 
combines with the result clause. Note that in (29), 
chilha-2 ‘paint’ requires an expression whose 
FORM value is key and whose SUBJ list is empty.
When the SUBJ list of the resultative predicate is 
empty, it forms a pro-dropped clause and this 
clause can also combine with the main verb of a 
resultative construction.   

In (32) below the verb combines with the 
result clause via hd-comp-ph (see the Head-
Complement Rule in Sag et al., 2003; Kim, 2004). 
However, the MOD value of the resultative 
predicate is passed up to the result clause as in (31) 
due to the Valence Principle (Sag et al., 2003: 146) 
and so the result clause can combine with the verb 
via hd-mod-ph (see the Head-Modifier Rule in Sag 
et al., 2003; Kim, 2004). Then it is possible to 
overgenerate sentences like (33). 

(33) *ku-ka  [ppalkah-key [[mwun-i
he-Nom  red-Key         door-Nom  
ppalkah-key]  chilhay-ss-ta]].          
red-Key        paint-Pst-Dec           
(int.) ‘He painted the door red.’

In (33) the COMPS value (a result clause) of the 
verb is passed up to hd-mod-ph of the verb and the 
result clause, and then it combines with another 
result clause (which in this case is a pro-dropped 
clause) via hd-comp-ph. While there seem to be 
different ways to solve this problem (e.g., positing 
hd-comp-mod-ph using multiple inheritance), I 
assume here that hd-mod-ph is reformulated so as 
to block the application of hd-mod-ph to the 
combination of the verb and the result clause in 
(33). It can be formally stated in hd-mod-ph using 
a kind of subtraction operation that a modifier only 
modifies an expression whose COMPS list does 
not include an element which modifies that 
expression. This subtraction operation should be a
little different from the one defined in Sag et al.
(2003: 431); the subtraction here is defined even if 
an element to be subtracted from a list is not 
included in the list (like set complementation).  

If the VP in (32) combines with other required 
expressions (e.g., the matrix subject) at the higher 
level of the syntactic structure, a grammatical 
resultative sentence can be licensed. Intransitive 
resultatives like (1b) and eventive resultatives can
be generated in much the same way.

8 Conclusion 

I have argued that in Korean resultative 
constructions, (i) X-key is a resultative adverb, (ii) 
X-key forms a fully saturated clause, and (iii) the 
result clause is a complement of the main verb. 
This adverbial complement clause analysis of the 
resultatives may be applied to a range of other 
constructions with Adj-key or V-key expression
(e.g., unaccusative resultative constructions and 
causative constructions). The resultative predicate
in Korean can be X-tolok and this seems to have 
almost the same properties as X-key, examination 
of which is left to future research. In addition, this 
analysis would provide a basis for a cross-
linguistic study of resultative constructions in, for 
example, Korean, Japanese, and English.   
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(30) Resultative predicate lexical rule:
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(31) Generation of a result clause, mwun-i ppalkah-key ‘door-Nom red-Key’:   
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(32) Generation of a VP, mwun-i ppalkah-key chilhay-ss-ta ‘door-Nom red-Key painted’:
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Abstract

This article, examining the qualia roles re-
trieved from the metaphorical-
ly/metonymically used body part terms in 
news texts, addresses the similarities and dif-
ferences of such uses in Taiwan and China. 
Analyzing the behavior of xue ‘blood’ and 

‘bone’, two corporeal terms with relatively 
high visibilities compared with rou ‘flesh’ 
and mai ‘meridian’ (Duann and Huang 
2015) in the Chinese Gigaword Version 2 
(Huang 2009), this research have the follow-
ing findings: (1) For the use of xue ‘blood’, 
the agentive role predominates in both Taiwan 
and China, which is not in line with the argu-
ment in Duann and Huang (2015). (2) Regard-
ing the use of gu ‘bone’, the telic role 
predominates. However, China uses it in per-
sonification much more often than Taiwan
does. (3) The unique dimension of a place 
triggers the use exclusive to the place.  

1 Introduction

Embodiment, referring to ‘understanding the role 
of an agent’s own body in its everyday, situated 
cognition’ (Gibbs 2006: 1), is a manifestation of 
the significance of the human body in cognition. 
Embodiment, of which the tenet is that meaning 
stems out of ‘the organic activities of embodied 
creatures in interaction with their changing envi-
ronments’ (Johnson 2008: 11), has been drawing 
scholars’ attention for more than three decades.

While providing cognitive accounts for meaning 
generation and functioning as the foundation of 
conceptual metaphor understanding and interpreta-
tion (e.g. Yu 2003, 2007; Lakoff and Johnson 1980, 
1999; Johnson 2006), embodiment does not ad-
dress what triggers conceptual metaphors, or the 
constraints which motivate the selection of a cor-
poreal term to represent another concept. 

Incorporating the theories of embodiment and of 
generative lexicon (Pustejovsky 1991, 1995), 
Duann and Huang (2015) proposes a method to 
uncover what constrains the use of a body part in 
the stead of a comparatively abstract notion. They 
focus on the qualia structure of the corporeal terms 
as the source concept and testify their approach 
with authentic corpus data. Examining the behav-
ior of four atypical body parts, xue ‘blood’, 
rou ‘flesh’, gu ‘bone’ and mai ‘meridian’ in 
Sinica Corpus (Chen et al. 1996), they contend that 
the visibility of these body parts and the telic role 
from the qualia structure constrain the selection. In 
this current research, we explore the metaphori-
cal/metonymical uses of xue ‘blood’ and 
‘bone’, the two corporeal terms with relatively 
high visibilities compared with rou ‘flesh’ and 

mai ‘meridian’ (Duann and Huang 2015) in the 
Chinese Gigaword Version 2 (Gigaword2, Huang 
2009), and finds out: (1) Regarding the use of 
xue ‘blood’, the agentive role predominates in both 
Taiwan and China, which differs from the argu-
ment in Duann and Huang (2015). (2) Concerning 
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the use of gu ‘bone’, the telic role still predomi-
nates. However, China tends to use it in personifi-
cation much more often than Taiwan. (3) The 
political ecology of Taiwan motivates the use 
unique to Taiwan. For the first finding we would 
like to amend the argument in Duann and Huang 
(2015): instead of the telic role only, we think both 
the telic and agentive roles constrain the selection, 
as these two roles represent eventive dimensions 
which reveal the interaction between the ob-
ject/entity and human beings. For the second find-
ing, we claim that China tend to use certain body 
parts in a more holistic way, which is attributable 
to the genre of the corpus. For the third finding, we 
argue certain dimensions of a place lead to the use 
exclusive to the place.

2 Research Questions and Hypotheses

This research aims to answer the following ques-
tions: 
(1) What are the similarities and differences be-

tween the uses of identical body part terms in 
Taiwan and China?

(2) What qualia role dominates the use of the body 
part terms in the corpus at issue?

(3) Does a specific genre influence the metaphori-
cal/metonymical use of body part terms? 

(4) How do we explain the findings?  

This research is conducted based on the follow-
ing hypotheses: 
(1) As Mandarin Chinese is the major/official lan-

guage in both Taiwan and China, the meta-
phorical/metonymical uses of body part terms 
in Taiwan and China should be similar to a 
large extent. 

(2) Genre plays a role in the uses of an identical 
corporeal term in Taiwan and China. 

(3) There should be metaphorical/metonymical 
uses of a body part term exclusive to Taiwan 
or China. 

3  Data and Method

3.1 Data  

The corpus data comes from the Chinese Gigaword
Version 2.0 (henceforth Gigaword2), which is a 
part-of-speech tagged corpus created by scholars at 
Academia Sinica (Huang 2009). This corpus, con-

taining 831,748,000 Chinese words, is composed 
of news texts from three sources of news: Central 
News Agency (CNA, 501,456,000 words) in Tai-
wan, Xinhua News Agency (XIN, 311,660,000 
words) in China, and Lianhe Zaobao (ZBN, 
18,632,000 words) in Singapore. As we aim to 
compare the similarities and differences between 
Taiwan and China, we take the data from CNA and 
XIN. There are 4,670 occurrences of xie ‘blood’ 
in CNA and 3,760 in XIN. Regarding the occur-
rences of  gu ‘bone’, 1,006 hits are found in 
CNA and 1,198 in XIN. Table 1 below summarizes
the two sub-corpora: 

Sub-corpus CNA XIN

Total number of words 501,456,000 311,660,000

Total number of occur-
rences of xue ‘blood’

4,670 3,760

Total number of occur-
rences of gu ‘bone’

1,006 1,198

Table1. Basic information of CNA and XIN in Giga-
word2

3.2 Method 

We searched xue ‘blood’ and  gu ‘bone’ in 
the two sub-corpora of Gigaword2 respectively 
through the Word Sketch function at 
http://158.132.124.36/. We go through the follow-
ing four categories: 
(1) and/or, which shows the words occurring in 

parallel with the body part
(2) Subject_of, which displays the behavior of 

the words functioning as the subject in the 
syntactic structure

(3) Object_of, which shows the behavior of the 
words when functioning as the object in the 
syntactic structure

(4) Measure, which lists the classifiers of these 
body parts 

We manually examine all the hits of all the en-
tries in each category, in order to check whether 
the body part terms are used literally or metaphori-
cally/metonymically.  

We then apply the modified version (Duann and 
Huang 2015) of metaphor identification procedure 
(MIP, Pragglejaz 2007) to identify the metaphori-
cally/metonymically used words so as to better 
analyze Chinese data. The modified version focus-
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es not only on the basic contemporary meaning of 
a lexical unit as a whole, but also on the meaning 
of the parts in compounds. Examining how the 
body part terms behave in compounds is important, 
because a word usually undergoes metaphorical or 
metonymical extension when functioning as a part 
of a compound.  

For example, the contemporary meaning of 
tiegu in the online dictionary of the Ministry of 
Education (MOE), Taiwan, is 

1 ‘(Metaphorical) unyielding,
uncompromising’2

According to the MOE dictionary, the meaning 
of the morpheme in the compound 
deviates from its original definition: 

 ‘The frame in-
side the body of an animal which supports the 
body’   

In other words, the morpheme  gu ‘bone’ in the 
compound  has undergone meaning extension. 
Rather than the internal frame which supports the 
body, it represents where the specific personal trait 
resides. 

After identifying the metaphorical-
ly/metonymically used words, we proceed to re-
trieve the qualia roles of the body part terms under 
discussion.  

Following the steps described in Duann and 
Huang (2015), we retrieve the qualia roles of the 
corporeal terms:
(1) We first examine whether there is more than 

one sense of the body part at issue. E.g. in Gi-
gaword2, two senses are found in xie 
“blood”: 
Sense 1 refers to the liquid circulating natural-
ly inside human body, and sense 2 to the liq-
uid flowing inside/out of human body due to 
injury or effort making.

(2) We spell out the qualia structure, i.e. the four 
roles, of the body part at issue according to the 
sense(s) found in step (1). The qualia structures 

1 The other definition  ‘framework made of iron’ 
is discarded as it is not used on human being. 
2 The translation of the definition of all the entries in the MOE 
dictionary is done by the authors.

of the two senses of xie “blood” is shown 
below: 

Sense 1
Constitutive=…
Formal= liquid, red 
Telic= sustain life, carry ethnic tie, carry 
emotion and personal traits, etc. 
Agentive: Natural kind

Sense 2 
Constitutive=…
Formal=liquid, red, smell, coagulation 
Telic=…
Agentive=X which causes blood to flow out 
of body/body parts 

(3) We investigate the behavior of the body part 
term in a lexical form and see whether a spe-
cific role is highlighted. 

(4) We then go beyond the lexical level into the 
clausal level to find out the role(s) of the body 
part which is/are specified at the clausal level. 

In Example 1, no specific role is retrieved from
xie ‘blood’ at the lexical level. However, when 

the context, specifically  shou ‘hand’ and 
zhanman ‘stained/covered with’, is taken into con-
sideration, it is found that ‘blood’ here realizes 
Sense 2, i.e. the liquid flowing inside/out of human 
body due to injury or effort making. Specifically, 
‘blood’ here refers to blood flowing outside human 
bodies due to injury or killing (thus can stain/cover 
another’s hands), the agentive role is retrieved.
Moreover, the verb refers to liquid, which real-
izes the formal role. 

Example 1 

‘His hands are stained with Afghanistanis’ blood.’ 

We proceed to practice the steps and retrieve the 
qualia roles from all the metaphorical-
ly/metonymically used  xie ‘blood’ and gu
‘bone’ of the four categories in Gigaword2, and 
obtain the results discussed in the following sec-
tion. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Blood 

Tables 2 and 3 show the metaphorical-
ly/metonymically used  in the two sub-corpora:  

Sense 
(no. of hits) Target Qualia Role Personifi-

cation (%)

Sense 1 (25) Essence: 13
Ethnic tie: 12

Telic: 25
Formal: 11

10
(0.214%)3

Sense 2 (79) 

Wound: 32
Death: 38
Making effort: 
9

Agentive: 79
Formal: 45 Null

Table2. Metaphorically/metonymically used xue 
‘blood’, its qualia role and personification in CNA

Sense 
(no. of hits) Target Qualia Role Personifi-

cation (%)

Sense 1 (6)

Close connec-
tion: 1
Essence: 1
Ethnic tie: 2
Emotion: 2

Constitu-
tive : 1
Telic: 5
Formal: 2 

2 (0.053%)

Sense 2 (67) 

Wound:10
Death: 34
Making effort:
23

Agentive: 67
Formal: 58 9 (0.239%)

Table3. Metaphorically/metonymically used xue 
‘blood’, its qualia role and personification in XIN

According to Table 2, for Sense 1 of xie 
‘blood’ in CNA, there are 25 occurrences in total, 
among which 13 refers to the ESSENCE (Example 
2) and 12 to ETHNIC TIE (Example 3). Regarding 
the qualia structure, the telic role is retrieved from 
25 occurrences, and the formal role from 11 hits. 
(Please note that there is no one-on-one corre-
spondence between a figuratively used body part 
and the qualia roles, as more than one qualia role 
may be retrieved, which is exemplified by Exam-
ple 1 above.) Ten occurrences are personification. 
When it comes to Sense 2, there are 79 occurrences
of metaphorically/metonymically used xie 
‘blood’ in total, among which 32 occurrences stand 
for WOUND (Example 4), 38 for DEATH (Exam-
ple 5), and 9 for MAKING EFFORT (Example 6). 

3 We divide the frequency with the total number of hits of 
xie ‘blood’ in CNA so as to reveal whether personification is 
significant in this corpus. In this case, it is 10/4,670=0.214%. 
Same for the rest personifications.  

In terms of the qualia role, 79 occurrences are 
agentive and 45 are formal. There is no personifi-
cation of the metaphorically used  of Sense 2 in 
CNA.

Example 2 
ESSENCE IS BLOOD

‘All Buddhism, Confucianism and Taoism com-
pose the blood and flesh, bone and bone marrow 
[i.e. essence] of Chinese culture.’

xie ‘blood’ here refers to essence. First of all, 
Chinese culture is personified. Then the essential 
parts of the personified entity are pointed out in 
parallel: blood, flesh, bone and bone marrow. We 
thus consider blood stands for essence in this ex-
amples. 

Example 3  
ETHNIC TIE IS BLOOD

‘Chinese blood is flowing in our bodies [i.e. we are 
all Chinese], and we should help whoever is in 
need.’  

When blood collocates with liu ‘flow’ and an 
ethnic group modifies blood, blood stands for eth-
nic tie. 

Example 4 
BLOOD FOR WOUND (in CNA)

‘It makes me vomit blood when reading the gos-
sips’.   

Example 5 
DEATH IS BLOOD

  
‘Both hands of Gorbachev are stained/covered with 
Lithuanian’s blood.’  

Example 6 
MAKING EFFORT IS BLOOD

‘The prosperity which is seen everywhere is  
soaked with the blood and sweat of Chinese peo-
ple.' 
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Table 3 shows that, regarding Sense 1 of xie 
‘blood’ in XIN, there are 6 occurrences in total, 
among which 1 represents CLOSE 
CONNECTION (with something else), 1 
ESSENCE, 2 ETHNIC TIE, and 2 EMOTION. In 
terms of the qualia role, there are 1 constitutive 
role, 5 telic and 2 formal roles. For Sense 2, there 
are 10 occurrences of WOUND, 34 of DEATH,
and 23 of MAKING EFFORT. Regarding the qua-
lia role, 67 occurrences are agentive and 58 are 
formal. There are 2 occurrences and 9 occurrences 
of personification of Sense 1 and Sense 2 respec-
tively in XIN.  

What merits attention is the diverging uses of
 ‘to vomit blood’ in CNA and XIN. Originally a 

symptom caused by a serious wound or disease,
can be regarded as a metonym of serious 

wound/disease. However, the use of goes a 
step further to refer to a negative emotion, e.g. an-
ger, aversion, depression, of a person in CNA. On 
the other hand, in XIN, occurs to the personi-
fied corporate or group, as exemplified as Example 
7 below: 

Example 7 
BLOOD FOR WOUND in XIN

‘Who can create prosperity if corporates vomit 
blood because of the penalties?’

The difference between this use of in Sense 2 
in CNA and XIN discloses that, XIN, with its less 
embodied way which is applied to personified cor-
porates/groups, tends to take a more holistic man-
ner, while CNA still uses this symptom in a more 
embodied manner, referring to the ongoing emo-
tion of a human being. 

What also draws attention is that Tables 2 and 3 
reveal something which differs from the argument 
in Duann and Huang (2015): the agentive role pre-
dominates in the metaphorical/metonymical uses 
of xie ‘blood’ in both CNA and XIN. We thus 
need to broaden the argument in Duann and Huang 
to include both telic and agentive roles motivating
the figurative uses of body parts, as both involve 
the eventive dimension in which human beings 
interact with the entities/objects. 

4.2 Bone

Tables 4 and 5 summarize the metaphorical-
ly/metonymically used gu ‘bone’ in the two 
sub-corpora:  

Sense 
(no. of hits) Target Qualia Role Personifi-

cation (%)

Sense 1 (13)
Political orien-
tation: 7
Met of body: 6

Telic: 13 3 (0.298%)

Table 4. Metaphorically used gu ‘bone’, its qualia 
role and personification in CNA

Sense 
(no. of hits) Target Qualia 

Role
Personifica-
tion (%)

Sense 1 (80) Met of body: 78
Personal trait: 2

Telic: 80
Formal:
43

74 (6.177%)

Table 5. Metaphorically used gu ‘bone’, its qualia 
role and personification in XIN

According to Tables 4 and 5, only one sense is 
activated in both sub-corpora, and the telic role of 
this body part predominates in both sub-corpora. In 
CNA, there are 13 occurrences in total, among 
which 7 refer to the POLITICAL ORIENTATION
(Example 8), and 6 are used metonymically:
BONE FOR BODY (Example 9). Three occur-
rences are personification. In the XIN sub-corpus, 
there are 80 occurrences in total, among which 78 
are metonymically used and 2 refer to personal 
trait. Aside from the telic role, the formal role is 
also retrieved. Personification occurs extensively 
in the XIN.

The metaphorical/metonymical uses of bone 
present a more interesting case, though only Sense 
1 comes into play in these uses.  

First of all, elections in Taiwan triggers a use of 
gu ‘bone’ unique to Taiwan: it functions to rep-

resent one’s political orientation. Though it can be 
subsumed under ‘personal traits’, this use is not 
found at all in the XIN. 

gu ‘bone’ representing a person’s political 
orientation co-occurs with pi ‘skin’, and the 
typical structure is X Y , in which X and Y 
usually refer to candidates, as exemplified in Ex-
ample 8 below:  

Example 8 
POLITICAL ORIENTATION IS BONE (in CNA)
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A central standing committee member said, there 
are quite a few members who are covered with the 
skin of Lien but carry the bones of other people [i.e. 
in favor of Lien on the surface but actually support 
other candidates]. 

This use, arising due to the political ecology in 
Taiwan, describes one’s political orientation via 
the use of bone, which is inside the body and sup-
porting it, in contrast to what s/he pretends to vote 
for, via the use of skin, the outmost part covering 
the whole body. 

Another use is prominent: the metonymical use 
of gu ‘bone’, i.e. BONE FOR BODY, occurs in 
a less embodied manner; that is, it occurs in the 
personified industry, city, enterprise, etc, and this 
is significant in the XIN corpus (6.177%). Moreo-
ver, this specific use of gu ‘bone’ always co-
occurs with jin tendon/meridian, as in 
qiangjin zhuanggu ‘to strengthen the body’ as in 
Example 9 and shangjin donggu ‘to get 
seriously wounded’ as in Example 10. 

Example 9 
BONE FOR BODY

‘The electronic industry successfully strengthens 
his body.’ 

Example 9 presents several mappings. Firstly, the
electronic industry is personified, i.e. THE 
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY IS A PERSON. It is 
inferred from the context that the industry lacks 
competiveness, from which another mapping is 
retrieved: LACK OF COMPETITIVENESS IS 
WEAKNESS OF THE HUMAN BODY. Some-
thing needs to be done to boost the competiveness 
of the industry, which is regarded as strengthening 
the human body: REFORMATION OF THE 
INDUSTRY IS STRENGTHENING THE 
HUMAN BODY.

Example 10 
BONE FOR BODY

  
‘In the large-scaled/drastic reformation of Shang-
hai, around 300,000 citizens have to move out of 
their hometown.’ 

The mappings in Example 10 are more complicat-
ed than those of Example 9. Still, the city is per-
sonified: THE CITY IS A PERSON. There are 
problems in this city which need to be tackled, 
which is conceptualized as disease in a person: 
PROBLEM IN A CITY IS DISEASE IN A 
PERSON. The solution, or reformation in this case, 
will be drastic which will damage a bit to the city 
in the beginning. This is compared to a surgery, in 
which a person will be cut up at the first stage in 
order to settle the medical issue. The mapping thus 
emerges: SOLUTION TO PROBLEM
(REFORMATION) IS SURGERY TO A PERSON. 

In terms of the use of gu ‘bone’, the telic role 
still predominates. However, Taiwan and China 
present different pictures. Taiwan uses  to repre-
sent a person’s political orientation, which is not 
found in the XIN corpus. China uses in personi-
fied organization/industry/place much more often 
than Taiwan does. Overall, we argue that XIN 
takes a more holistic view, while CNA more ana-
lytical, in the use of gu ‘bone’.  

5 Conclusion 

We have analyzed and compared the metaphori-
cal/metonymical uses of two atypical body parts 
with comparatively high visibility,  xie ‘blood’ 
and gu ‘bone’, in Gigaword2, a corpus of news 
from Taiwan and China. We have found that the 
agentive role predominates the use of in both 
Taiwan and China. We thus broaden the argument 
in the that work: instead of the telic role only, we 
think both the telic role and the agentive role con-
strain the selection, as these two roles represent 
eventive dimensions which demonstrate embodi-
ment, i.e. the interaction between the object/entity 
and human beings. In terms of the use of gu 
‘bone’, the telic role still ranks the highest. How-
ever, Taiwan presents a use unique to its political
ecology, and China tends to employs it in a less 
embodied way than Taiwan does, which reveal 
Taiwan’s inclination to use certain body parts in a 
more analytical way while China in a more holistic 
way. Whether it is the unique use of in the CNA
sub-corpus, or it is the holistic use of in XIN, 
we argue it is attributable to the genre of this cor-
pus, and to the specific dimension of a country.
For the future studies, we aim to explore the rest 

categories of and , and all the categories of 
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rou ‘flesh’ and mai ‘meridian’, so as to get a 
complete picture of the constraints of the selection 
of the metaphorical/metonymical uses of these four 
body parts.  
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Abstract

In recent years, with the spread of the house-
hold robots, the necessity to enhance the com-
munication capabilities of those robot to peo-
ple has been increasing. The objective of this
study is to build a framework for a dialogue
system dealing with multimodal information
that a robot observes. We have applied par-
tially observable Markov Decision Process to
modeling multimodal interaction between a
human and a robot. Through the experiments,
we have confirmed that our proposed frame-
work functions properly and achieves effective
multimodal interaction with a robot.

1 Introduction

In recent years, with the spread of the household
robots, the necessity to enhance the communica-
tion capabilities of those robot to people has been
increasing. Furthermore, we expect those robots
which can observe information from multimodal re-
sources and perform proper actions based on the ob-
served information in interaction with people. In
this context, the objective of our study is to achieve
effective interaction with a robot using the multi-
modal information observed by the sensors of the
robot. As a concrete system, we have implemented
a dialogue system with the framework of partially
observable Markov decision process (POMDP) in a
humanoid robot called “Pepper” which can observe
various multimodal information by its own sensors.
Through several experiments, we aim to confirm that
our system can assist Pepper to achieve flexible mul-
timodal interaction with people.

2 Multimodal dialogue with a robot

2.1 Observation of multimodal information

In the experiments, we use a humanoid robot called
“Pepper”1 produced by SoftBank Co. Ltd. The fig-
ure of Pepper and its sensors are shown in Figure
1. We obtain multimodal information through the
sensors of Pepper and aim to achieve multimodal
interaction between Pepper and a user with those
observed information. As for the multimodal infor-
mation observed by the sensors equipped with Pep-
per, we obtain visual information from RGB camera,
voice from microphone, contact information from
touch sensor, and distance information from laser
and sonar sensor. Pepper has face recognition func-
tion and can estimate user’s age and identify five
kinds of user’s emotion: i.e., neutral, happy, sur-
prised, angry, and sad, from user’s facial expression.
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Figure 1: Pepper and its sensors

1http://www.softbank.jp/robot/
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2.2 POMDP
In this paper, we use a framework of partially ob-
servable Markov decision process (POMDP) to rep-
resent uncertain states of the Markov decision pro-
cess as stochastic states. The graphical model of
POMDP is illustrated in Figure2.
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Figure 2: Graphical model of POMDP

A POMDP can be represented in the form of
the following n-tuple:{S,A, T,O, Z,R, b0}, where
s ∈ S denotes the state of a user, a ∈ A is an action
of the agent, o ∈ O denotes an observation at state
s. T is the probability of transitioning from state s
to state s′: P (s′|s, a), Z is the probability of observ-
ing o′ from state s′ after taking action a: P (o′|s′, a),
and r(s, a) ∈ R is the reward signal received when
executing action a in state s.

The process of POMDP is as follows: at each
time-step, the target world is expressed as some un-
observed state s. Because s is not known exactly,
a distribution over states is maintained. This distri-
bution is called “belief state” expressed as b, and its
initial state is expressed as b0. We represent b(s) to
indicate the probability of being in a particular state
s. At each step, the belief state distribution b is up-
dated as shown in equation (1).

b′(s′) = k × P (o′|s′, a)
∑
s

P (s′|s, a)b(s) (1)

Here, k is regarded as a normalization constant to
satisfy

∑
s b

′(s′) = 1.

2.3 Expansion to multimodal states
In the interaction between a user and an agent, we
consider three states: se, sp and sl to represent user’s
emotional state, user’s physical state, and user’s in-
tention by words, respectively. Here, oe, op, ol are

the corresponding observations for those states, re-
spectively. Figure3 shows the graphical model of the
relation between states s and observations o.

�� � �������� � ���

�� � �������� � ���

��

Figure 3: Graphical model of the relation between states
and their observations

Here, a more detail about the multimodal states is
explained as follows:

• Emotional state： se

This factor indicates the state of user’s emotion.
We estimate this state based on the observation
oe observed by user’s facial expression through
an image recognition function equipped with
Pepper.

• Physical state： sp(sp−dis, sp−sense)
In our study, the physical state can be divided
into two states. One is the distance state sp−dis

which represents the state of how far a user is
from the agent, and the other is the state of
sensing sp−sense which represents whether or
not a user is touching the agent. We obtain ob-
servation op−dis from the laser sensor and the
sonar sensor and op−sense from the touch sen-
sor equipped with Pepper.

• Linguistic state：sl

This factor indicates the state of user’s inten-
tion provided by user’s utterances. We obtain
observation ol through voice recognition sys-
tem equipped with Pepper.

2.4 Stratified relation of states

In the case that it is difficult to obtain the optimal
policy due to the increase of the state space in re-
inforcement learning, as one of the solution for this
problem, the states are often reconstructed so as they
are stratified (Dietterich, 2000). In the reinforce-
ment learning employing stratified states in its de-
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cision process, a complex task is divided into sev-
eral subtasks which correspond to each strata of the
stratified interaction processes. The agent learns the
local policy at each strata and then learns the global
policy for the complex task by unifying those local
policies (Yamada et al., 2015).

���
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���

���

���	�

�
��
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��

����
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��
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Figure 4: Stratified state in POMDP

2.5 Obtaining optimal policy by Q-learning
A plan to choose action a in state s is defined as pol-
icy π. Besides, π∗ is defined as the optimal policy
to choose optimal action a∗ in state s. In POMDP,
the states are represented in continuous states and
therefore the number of states are monotonically in-
creasing as the process unfolds. Therefore, Pineau
et al. (2002) developed point-based value iteration
algorithm to reduce calculation cost by transform-
ing continuous values into discrete values at some
points. In this paper, however, we assume that states
s are regarded as being discrete for simplifying the
model and then optimal policy π∗ is obtained by
Q-learning. The Q-values are updated as shown in
equation (2). Here, α and γ indicate the learning rate
and the discount rate, respectively.

Q(s, a)← Q(s, a)+α(r′+γmax
a′

Q(s′, a′)−Q(s, a))

(2)
Figure 5 illustrates the introduction of Q-learning

in the framework of POMDP to estimate the value
of each state.

3 Experiments on multimodal iteraction

We conducted experiments employing a dialogue
scenario in which Pepper and a user interact with

��

��

��

��

����

�����������

����������
	����������

Figure 5: Q-learning in the framework of POMDP

multimodal information – the interaction is modeled
by means of POMDP extended so as to be able to
deal with multimodal information and to have strat-
ified organization to represent the interaction. In the
scenario, the task is stratified in accordance to the
priority of interaction – here, user’s location is the
first priority to start interaction.

To build an interaction system, we improved the
Python sample code2 which implements a demo sys-
tem for a spoken dialogue system with POMDP
by (Williams et al., 2007) in the framework of
PythonSDK3 which is the software developer kit for
Pepper.

3.1 The scenario of multimodal interaction

The scenario of multimodal interaction between
Pepper and a user is shown in Table1.

Table 1: The scenario of multimodal interaction
Speaker Interaction content Observation Action

User (Far) Distance
Pepper Come on, here! Call
User (Near) Distance

Pepper Let’s talk with me. Speak to
User Hello. Voice 　

Pepper Hello. 　 Greet
User (Sad face) Picture 　

Pepper You look so sad! 　 Cheer
　 I will encourage you! 　 　
　 (Pepper dancing) 　 　

User Thank you. Voice 　
　 (Patted head) Sensor 　

Pepper I am shy 　 Shy
User (None) Distance

Pepper (End of dialogue) End

2https://github.com/mbforbes/py-pomdp
3http://doc.aldebaran.com/1-14/dev/python/index.html
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3.2 Experimental settings
As for the interaction, in this study we represent the
whole interaction in two stratified structure. The first
strata represents the transition states of the physical
location between Pepper and a user, and the second
strata represents the dialogue interaction.

We show the detail settings of POMDP in the fol-
lowing – in this study, state transition probability,
observed probability, reward, and the initial belief
state are manually provided in advance.

• S：User’s states

Sp−dis : { None, Far, Near }
S : { Greet, Sad, Fun, Happy,

Unhappy }

• A：Actions

Ap−dis : {None, End, Call, Speak to}
A : { None, Greet, Cheer, Enjoy,

Shy, Get down}
Here, Ap−dis are the actions corresponding to
Sp−dis.

• T：State transition probability, P (s′|s, a)
The probabilities of transitioning from a state
s to the next state s′ for distance identification
task and interaction task are shown in Table2
and 3, respectively.

Table 2: State transition probability for distance
sp−dis／ sp−dis′ None Far Near

None 0.2 0.15 0.15
Far 0.2 0.15 0.15

Near 0.3 0.2 0.2

Table 3: State transition probability for dialogue
s／ s′ Greet Sad Fun Happy Unhappy
Greet 0.2 0.25 0.25 0.15 0.15
Sad 0.2 0.15 0.15 0.25 0.25
Fun 0.2 0.15 0.15 0.25 0.25

Happy 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.15 0.15
Unhappy 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.15 0.15

• O: Observation information

oe : Observation of user’s emo-
tion from the facial expres-
sion through image recogni-
tion.

op−dis : Observation of distance be-
tween Pepper and a user.

op−sense : Observation of the sensing
information of touch.

ol : Observation of user’s voice.

• Z: Observation probability
In accordance with the stratified relation of
states, we consider two observation probabili-
ties: P (o′|s′, a) and P (op−dis|sp−dis′, a).
In the experiments, we set the observation
probability of user’s voice as 0.8, and the other
observation probability as 0.7.

• R：reward, r(s, a)
The rewards given after every action for the
identification of the distance to a user from
Pepper and for the dialogue interaction are
shown Figure4 and 5, respectively.

Table 4: Rp−dis：reward for the identification of distance
sp−dis／ ap−dis None End Call Speak to

None -1 5 -10 -10
Far -1 -10 5 -10

Near -1 -10 -10 5

Table 5: R：reward
s／ a None Greet Cheer Enjoy Shy Get down
Greet -1 5 -10 -10 -10 -10
Sad -1 -10 5 -10 -10 -10
Fun -1 -10 -10 5 -10 -10

Happy -1 -10 -10 -10 5 -10
Unhappy -1 -10 -10 -10 -10 5

• b0
p−dis and b0: The initial belief states

b0
p−dis indicates the initial belief state of the

distance between Pepper and a user, and b0 in-
dicates the initial belief state of a user.

b0
p−dis = (None : 0.2, Far : 0.2, Near : 0.2)
b0 = (Greet : 0.3, Sad : 0.2, Fun :

0.2, Happy : 0.15, Unhappy : 0.15)
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Table 6: Experimental result
Agent Interaction Contents Observation b(s) Action reward
User (Far) op−dis[Far] �����

�����
���	


��� ��� ����Pepper (None) None -0.986
User (Far) op−dis[Far]

�����

��	
�

�����

��� ��� ����Pepper Come on, here! Call 1.100
User (Near) op−dis[Near]

���� �����
�����

	
�� �� 	���Pepper Let’s talk me. Speak to 0.819
User Hello. ol[Greet] ���

���� ���� ���� ����

����	 
�� �� ����� �������Pepper Hello. Greet 2.541
User (Sad face) oe[Sad]

�����

�����

����� ���	� ���	�


���� �� ��� ����� �������

Pepper How are you?
Cheer 1.539

I encourage you.
User Thank you. ol[Happy]

����� ���	� ���	�

�����

�����

�	

� �� ��� ���� ������

(Patted head) op−sense[Touch head]
Pepper I am shy Shy 1.965
User (None) op−dis[None] ����� ����� �����

�	
� �� ���Pepper (None) None -0.989
User (None) op−dis[None] �����

����� ���	


��� ��� ����Pepper (End of dialogue) None 1.964

• π∗: The optimal policy
The optimal policy π∗ shows the optimal action
a∗ in the belief state b(s). It is represented in
equation (3) by Q-value.

π∗(b(s)) = Q(b(s), a) (3)

To find the optimal policy, we use ε-greedy
method in Q-learning, and set the learning rate α as
0.2, and the discount rate γ as 0.9.

3.3 Experimental result
Table 6 shows an experimental result. Figure 6
shows the graphical model of POMDP for the sce-
nario.

3.4 Discussions
Through the experiment, we have confirmed that our
proposed multimodal interaction framework with a
humanoid robot Pepper works well to interact with
a user, and understood that the representation of the
states in the interactive system tends to depend on
the sensing functions and abilities of a robot. If each
sensing function and ability is poor, it should be dif-
ficult to establish the interaction.

Furthermore, in this study we have built an inter-
action system with two strata in the framework of
POMDP – we have set the first stratum so as it de-
cides to start interaction based on the physical dis-
tance between Pepper and a user, and set the second
stratum to control multimodal interaction. We have
confirmed that the stratification of the whole inter-
action works well to reduce the dimension of states
and then reduce calculation cost, and to make a good
organization of the interaction.

In the experiment, we obtained the optimal strat-
egy assuming that the states on the interaction are
observed as being definite in order to reduce calcu-
lation cost. As a result, because the size of the sce-
nario was short, there was not any problem in the
interaction. However, we will have to take care of
this problem, when we deal with a complicated and
long interaction.

4 Related studies

As for employing POMDP in dialogue management,
the essential features, e.g., how to model the inher-
ent uncertainty in spoken dialog systems, why ex-
act optimization is intractable, and how to describe
the hidden information state model which does scale
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Figure 6: Overview of POMDP for the scenario
　

and which can be used to build practical systems,
are studied in (Young, 2006; Young et al., 2007;
Williams, 2006; Williams et al., 2007) – Young et al.
(2007) partitioned the state space using a tree-based
representation of user goals so that only a small set
of partition beliefs needs to be updated at every turn
to achieve the efficient calculation and showed a
practical framework for POMDP-based spoken di-
alogue management system for the tourist informa-
tion domain (Young et al., 2010).

Jurcicek (2011) proposed a reinforcement algo-
rithm for learning parameters of dialogue systems
modeled as POMDPs. Lison (2010) represented
constraints on selecting actions with a small set of
general rules expressed as a Markov Logic network
in the framework of POMDP. He extended his idea
to dialogue management based on the use of multi-
ple, interconnected policies (Lison, 2010).

As for dealing with probabilistic states in a di-
alogue, a dialogue is modeled as Markov decision
processes (MDPs) (Lemon, 2008; Lemon, 2011;
Rieser, 2008; Rieser et al., 2009) and solved them by
means of reinforcement learning (Sutton and Barto,

1998).
As a new trend in POMDP-based dialogue man-

agement, Gaussian Processes is applied to reinforce-
ment learning Engel (2005) for optimal POMDP di-
alogue policies, in order to make the learning pro-
cess faster and to obtain an estimate of the uncer-
tainty of the approximation (Gasic et al., 2010; Ga-
sic et al., 2013).

5 Conclusion

In this study, we have proposed a multimodal inter-
action system with a humanoid robot, expanding the
framework of POMDP so as it can deal with mul-
timodal information observed by the robot. In the
system, we have achieved stratified interaction to re-
duce the increase of the user’s belief states to deal
with. Furthermore, we have also dealt with the es-
timated states as being definite so as to avoid the
explosion of calculation cost. Through an experi-
ment with a scenario, we have confirmed that our
proposed method works well to achieve multimodal
interaction between a user and a robot. As future
work, we will consider the effective way to deal with
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continuous states in the framework of POMDP em-
ploying multimodal information, and make a good
organization of stratified structure in the dialogue in-
teraction.
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The Cloud of Knowing:
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Abstract

We distinguished the two different uses of 
factive and NonFactive (NF) in the verb al-ta 
‘know’ in Korean and the distinction is 
crucially made by the different complement 
cases of factive –ul ACC and NF –uro 
Directional (oblique). The NF use is possible 
with nonveridical/negative contexts in  
English and other languages but it is possible 
with a positive sentence with the Directional 
case in Korean uniquely (Hungarian only is 
similar in this respect and Japanese has no NF 
‘know’). The NF –uro al-ta verb, however, is 
different from other weaker epistemic verbs 
meaning ‘believe’/‘think’ in that it strongly 
tends to show some piece of evidence for JTB 
but the evidential justification may turn out to 
fall short of knowledge. We conducted 
experiments to clearly show that the NF –uro 
al-ta has the relation of neg-raising between 
the high neg S and the low (complement) neg 
S, which are truthconditionally equivalent. It 
implies that this NF verb –uro al-ta is 
identical in neg-raisability with other weaker 
epistemic verbs meaning ‘believe’ and ‘think’ 
in Korean. An exerpt from Sejong Corpus 
indicates that the NF ‘know’ in Korean 
typically accompies some piece of evidence 
that led the speaker to hold a firmer belief 
than other epistemic verbs meaning 
‘believe’/‘think’ in Korean.

1  Credits

We thank Sebatian Löbner and others at an earlier 
KSLI 2016 presentation and anonymous SALT 26 
and PACLIC reviewers for their comments.    

University at Buffalo, SUNY
609 Baldy Hall, Buffalo, 
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2  Introduction

Horn (2014) cites Hintikka’s ambiguity of 
negating a know clause, as (1c) and its translations 
in contrast to its positive clause (1a). Here p is 
factive in (1c”) but not in (1c’). He agrees with 
Hintikka on the conjoined (1c”) reading being 
taken to be the appropriate one for “the most 
typical cases,” especially third person examples.
The third person condition is Horn’s addition. 

(1) a. a knows that p        a’. Kap  
b. a knows whether p b’. Kap Kap
c. a does not know that p c’. Kap 

c”. p & Kap
d. a does not know whether p
d’. (Kap Ka p)↔ Kap & Kap

Horn further cites Russell’s imagined reaction 
to rumours of Wittgenstein’s death, as in (2). He 
gives a simpler example in (3). 

(2) I don’t know that he is dead; the rumours may 
not be true, for all that I really know.

(3) I don’t know that I can make it there on time.

Horn (2014) questions how factive is know, 
taking all the interesting cases of know-
N(on)F(active) drawn from not know and 
questions (not know’s kin, i.e., nonveridical) such 
as ‘Do you know that he is reliable?’ He notes its 
correlate complementizer, near-obligatory in not-
know NF, as in I don’t know that I can, based on 
English. Other languages such as Greek and 
Bulgarian also require nonveridical elements like 
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subjunctive complements for the NF use of ‘know.’

In emotive factive predicates such as ‘regret’, 

however, their negation does not nullify their 
factivity. Observe (4). The complement ‘she 

married a foreigner’ is still true. The same holds in 

Korean. 

(4) Mary does not regret that she married a 
foreigner.

Korean is different in the negation of the 
epistemic factive verb al-ta ‘know’; the negation
cannot make the verb non-factive at all, if the 
complement form of the factive verb al-ta is intact 
with ACC in the negative al-ta sentence. Examine 
(5) (cf. (7)).

(5) Na-nun  chinkwu-ka   cwuk-un
I-TOP  friend-NOM   die-PreN
kes-ul al-ci mos hay-ss-ta 
COMP-ACC know-CI  NEG PST-DEC
‘I didn’t know that my friend died.’

A question sentence cannot make al-ta ‘know’ 

with ACC NF in Korean either, unlike in English. 
The Korean verb al-ta ‘know’ becomes non-

factive in a purely positive sentence unlike in 
other languages if it takes the directional (DIR) 
(oblique) complementizer case. We try to 
characterize this phenomenon epistemologically.

3 The Non-factive Positive verb al-ta in 
Korean  

This paper addresses the non-factive positive verb
al-ta ‘know,’ as opposed to the factive positive 
verb al-ta ‘know,’ rather unique in Korean (Lee 
1978), and shows how its negated complement 
clause can undergo neg-raising just like other non-
factive epistemic verbs such as ‘think’ and 

‘believe.’ It discusses how the distinction between 
the non-factive vs. factive uses of the verb al-ta 
occurs via difference in complementizer cases: 
DIR(ECTIONAL) vs. ACC. Consider the pairs.

3.1  Its form

(6) [non-factive]
Mina-nun   chinkwu-ka cwuk-un  
M-TOP  friend-NOM  die-PreN

kes-uro al-ass-ta
COMP-DIR know-PST-DEC
‘Mina knew toward (literally) it that her
friend died.’

(7) [factive]     
Mina-nun  chinkwu-ka cwuk-un
M-TOP  friend-NOM  die-PreN
kes-ul al-ass-ta
COMP-ACC know-PST-DEC

‘Mina knew that her friend died.’

Because the factive verb al-ta ‘know’ is a 
transitive verb, it is natural to expect the ACC 
complementizer case, as in (7). The so-called 
complementizer kes ‘thing’ involved is a 
dependent nominal traditionally and can take 
cases. The ACC complementizer case with a 
factive presupposition gives the sense of hitting 
the target even cognitively, whereas the oblique 
DIR case with no factive presupposition does not 
and rather gives the sense of going astray. In 
motion, ACC is telic, whereas DIR is atelic.

3.2  Its epistemic nature 

What would be the real difference in the epistemic 
states between the subject or the epistemic agent 
of (6) and that of (7)? How about between the 
speaker of (6) and that of (7)? For (7), at least the 
subject and the speaker must commonly know that 
P because it is factively presupposed. How about 
(6)? The speaker does not know that P but the 
subject = the epistemic agent of the verb in (6)
may know that P possibly false so it can turn out 
to be false or true. Just like ‘false belief,’ ‘false

knowledge’ may be involved, though like a 
contradiction in the traditional justified true belief
(JTB) definition in (8).

(8) S knows that p iff
a. p is true; (if false, you cannot know p)
b. S believes that p;
c. S is justified in believing that p.

The NF ‘know’ can be caused by the Gettier
Problem:

(9) --- the clock on campus (which keeps accurate 
time and is well maintained) stopped working at 
11:56 pm last night, and has yet to be repaired. 
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On my way to my noon class, exactly twelve 
hours later, I glance at the clock and form the 
belief that the time is 11:56., thinking that I 
know the time--- JTB can still involve luck and 
thus fall short of knowledge. -[Interenet 
Encyclopedia of Philosophy ---Peer-reviewed]

Our ‘false knowledge’ may involve inductive 
fallacy as in white swans with no black ones 
attested leading to ‘know’ that swans are white. 

Because of this fallibility, we use hedges like ‘As 
far as I know.’ Our experience is limited for 
justifying our true belief. Knowledge entails belief, 
but not vice versa, a la Hinttikka (1962). The non-
factive verb al-ta ‘know’ is used by its epistemic 

agent’s epistemic state of more justification with 

some solid evidence than other belief type 
epistemic verbs such as mit-ta ‘believe’ and
sayngkakha-ta ‘think’ by their epistemic agent’s 

epistemic state of justification.
Contexts for (6) above, NF, may be either a or 

b: a. Mina saw her friend’s name in the toll list 

(evidence), so (6), but later she got a call from 
him. So Mina’s initial justified belief (which led 

her to use al-ta ‘know’) that he died has been 

falsified. b. Mina rushed to her friend who 
collapsed with cardiac arrest beyond the critical 
point, so (6). Transport with desperate continuing 
CPR could not save him. Death was confirmed. 
For (6), the complement proposition can turn out 
to be either false or factual.  

3.3 Crosslinguistically scarce

The non-factivity of non-factive (NF) al-ta ‘know’ 

in Korean is not caused by nonveridicality or 
explicit negation of the epistemic verb ‘know’ as 

elsewhere. Japanese lacks any NF ‘know’ and has 
only factive siru, as in (10). Even if the negation 
of siru, sirana-i ‘not know’ replaces ‘know’ in 
(10a), the factive presupposition still holds. In 
(10b), ‘thinks’ cannot be replaced by ‘know’

because of the reportative complementizer ‘-to,’
assuring NF.

(10) a.Mia-wa tomodachi-ga sinda-koto-o sitte-iru
M-TOPfriend-NOM die-COMP-ACC know
‘Mia knows that her friend died.’

b. Mia-wa tomodachi-ga sinda-to omotte-iru 
M-TOP friend-NOM die-COMP think
‘Mia thinks that her friend died.’

In Greek and Bulgarian, subjunctive 
complementizers, which are nonveridical, make 
distinction. Hungarian tud ‘know’ with 

DELATIVE ‘about’ as NF and with Def ACC 
COMP as factive, alone behaves similarly to 
Korean (Kiefer 1978). NF al-ta takes an oblique 
DIRectional (atelic in space) case. It is opposed to 
factive al-ta (and emotive ‘regret’), with the ACC
marker (telic) attached to kes, event NOM/COMP.
NF al-ta, though neg-raising, is different from the 
‘think’/‘believe’ type neg-raisers and the ‘say’ 

type that takes a reportative complementizer as a 
non-neg-raiser; the speaker’s epistemic state of 
NF al-ta ‘know’ is justified with solider evidence
than for sayngkakha-ta ‘think’ type verbs. The 
Sejong Korean corpus data attest this. A clause 
with sayngkakha-ta/mit-ta may lack evidence.

4 NF Neg-Raising  

The high negation senence in (11) and the low 
negation sentence in (12), both NF, with the DIR 
COMP case, are in neg-raising relation. This 
synatactic relation semantically strengthens 
formal contradictory negation to contrariety 
(reading left to right) , i.e., ¬f(X) f¬(X), as shown 
by Zwarts (1986), as cited by Horn. Horn objects 
to stricit syntatic derivational relation, based on 
properties of non-factive “know.” (11) with high 
negation entails (12) with low negation. The high 
negation senence is argued to have the pragmatic 
effect of ‘toning down’ (Horn 2014).

(11) [NF]
Mina-nun   chinkwu-ka  cwuk-un  
M-TOP  friend-NOM  die –PreN
kes-uro alkoiss-ci- an-ess-ta
COMP-DIR know-CI-NEG-PST-DEC
‘Mina didn’t know toward (literally) it that her 
friend died.’ [high negation]

(12) [NF]
Mina-nun   chinkwu-ka an   cwukun  
M-TOP  friend-NOM  NEG  die
kes-uro alkoiss-ess-ta
COMP-DIR  know-PST-DEC
‘Mina knew toward (literally) that her friend 

didn’t die.’ [low negation]
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5 A Formal Treatment 

The factive presupposition and lack of it (NF)
may be represented as below. In (13), f is like 
‘fact’ in Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1970) (cf. 
Schueler (2016)).

5.1 Factive

(13) [[al-ta]] ‘know’ = λfλxλw. x knows f. 

(14) a. [[chikwu-ka cwuk-un kes-ul]] = λw. 

Mina’s friend died in w; where defined 
= the unique fact that Mina’s friend died 

in w. 
b. [[kes-ul F]] = λpλw. fact(p, w), where    

p(w) cannot be 0. (Kratzer: λpλe) 

[kes COMP -ul ACC]
(15) [[moru-ta]]= [[al-ta]]=λfλxλw. x knows f. 
(16) [[hwuhoyha-ta]] ‘regret’= λfλxλw. x feels 

remorseful about f. (Schueler (2016))

If (14) matches (15), then it attains factive 
presupposition, as in (14) and in its higher ‘not 

know’ as well.

In (15), the lexial negative verb moru-ta ‘not 
know’ is semantically the negation of the factive 
verb al-ta ‘know’ and retains its factive 
presupposition all the time, taking the COMP 
ACC constantly. By contrast, the long form 
negation –ci mos-ha-ta ‘do not know’ can take the 
DIR NF al-ta freely. The lexial negative verb 
moru-ta ‘not know’ is an interesting case of 
fossilization in conventionalization, blocking 
the NF use.

5.2  Non-factive

If the verb al-ta, with no λf, takes the following 

complementizer:

(17) [[kes-uro T]] = λp.p (a la Kratzer 2006)
[kes COMP -uro Directional]

Then, it becomes NF al-ta, as exemplified in (6)
with its context given. 

Overall, al-ta is identified as an epistemic 
factive or NF predicate, determined by its 
complement case marking. Its NF realization is 
not by nonverifical/negative contexts as in other 
languages. Its unique ‘part time’ (Beaver and 

Geurts 2011) or ‘soft’ predicate nature awaits 

further exploration. In English, In English, we see 
the following relation in the know---as 
construction (found in corpus). The as part here is 
not a full complement clause (as Larry Horn 
indicates, being against neg-raising, p.c.) needed 
for neg-raising and some view the negated one as 
marginal, although it is still a small clause and (18) 
and (19) are not truth-conditionally identical, as 
Ken Turner, Andrew Simpson, Bruce Wakdman
(biologist), and ten American grad students
confirmed. in contrast, the high neg S and the low 
neg S of the regard---as construction in (18’) and 
(19’) are in NR, being truth-conditionally identical.
It is interesting to see the high neg S of the know--
-as construction alone is NF at least, adding one 
more item to the ‘cloud’ of not knowing in 
English. The NR relation between the regard---as 
construction in (18’) and (19’) has not been 
treated so far either, as far as we know.

The item as appears to be similar to one 
meaning from the DIRECTIVE COMP case in 
Korean. DIR ‘toward’ seems to develop to QUA 

‘as’ (in Korean –uro is now lexically ambiguous 
between ‘toward’ and ‘as’). In Korean, DIR –uro
constitutes NF with a positive al-ta ‘know.’ 

(18) I don’t know him as being a good student.
---non-factive

(19) I know him as not being a good student.
---factive

(18’) I don't regard him as being a good student.
(19’) I regard him as not being a good student
:

6. Experiments

We show how native speakers react to the neg-
raisability of the NF al-ta ‘know’ along with 

belief type epsistemic predicates and to (no) 
factive presupposition. We conducted an
experiment with non-factive verb NF al-ta, factive 
verb al-ta, factive emotive verb hwuhoyha-ta
‘regret’, non-factive verb mit-ta ‘believe,’ and 
non-factive verb sayngkakha-ta ‘think.’ For 
Experiment 1, we constructed it with contexts 
given in (high negation) [-uro al-ta al-ta p~ ] (11) 
and asked a question in (low negation) [~-uro al-ta 
al-ta p] (12). 20 participants were asked to choose 
one of the three answers ‘yes,’ ‘no,’ and ‘don’t 
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know’ to indicate whether the two sentences had 
the same meaning or not.

(20) = (12) given in the context.   
Q: Mina-nun chinkwu-ka   an cwukun

Mina-NOM friend-NOM  NEG  die
kes-uro alkoiss-ess-supnikka?
COMP-DIR  know-PST-Q
‘Did Mina know toward (literally) it that 
her friend died?’

The results of all the verbs are shown in figure 
1. The results show that non-factive verb al-ta
‘know’ has the same patterns of non-factive verbs
mit-ta ‘believe’ and sayngkakha-ta ‘think’ since 
the percentages of the answer ‘yes (neg-raising, 
henceforth NR)’ are about 40~50% and ‘no (non-
neg-raising, henceforth NNR)’ are around 

50~60%. It seems that the answer ‘no (NNR)’ is 

Figure 1. The neg-raisability of factive and non-
factive verbs

quite high (50~60%). That is because some
subjects may have been sensitive to the pragmatic
meaning difference of 'toning down' by raising.
Therefore, non-factive verb al-ta ‘know’ is also a 

neg-raising verb along with mit-ta ‘believe’ and
sayngkakha-ta ‘think.’ Also, factive verb al-ta
‘know’ has the similar pattern of the (factive) 
emotive verb hwuhoyha-ta ‘regret.’ The 
percentages of the anwer ‘yes (NR)’ of these verbs 

are over 90%. We can conclude that the factive 
verb al-ta ‘know’ is a non-neg-raising verb like
emotive verb hwuhoyha-ta ‘regret.’ These results 
are indirectly supported by the experiments in Lee 
and Hong (2016) of reaction times of no 
significant difference between non-factive NR 
verbs and factive NNR verbs, implying the 

participants’ no difficulty deciding which verb is 
neg-raising and which not.

In this paper, another experiment was 
conducted to verify whether the non-factive verbs 
bear the presumption that can turn out to be false. 
The second experiment asked questions whether
the P is true or not. Consider (20).  

(20) = (6) given in the context. 
Mina-nun   chinkwu-ka   cwuk-un  
M-TOP  friend-NOM  die-PreN
kes-uro al-ass-ta
COMP-DIR know-PST-DEC
‘Mina knew toward (literally) it that her
friend died.’

Q: ku ttay  chinkwu-ka  cwuk-ess-supnikka?  
At that moment  friend-NOM   die-PST-Q 
‘At that moment, did her friend die?

Figure 2. Bearing possibly false knowledge of the 
non-factive verbs and factive verbs

Figure 2 clearly shows that the non-factive verbs 
involve a possible ‘false knowledge’ presumption 
while the factive verbs do not.

For the non-factive verbs al-ta ‘know,’ mit-ta
‘believe’ and sayngkakha-ta ‘think,’ the answers

are mostly ‘not known’ which means the 

presumption can be either true or false. For the 
factive verbs al-ta ‘know’ and the emotive verb
hwuhoyha-ta ‘regret,’ over 80~90% of the 
answers are ‘yes,’ which indicate that the factive 
verb al-ta and the emotive verb hwuhoyha-ta only 
bear the presupposition that is granted to be true. 
Especially, the emotive verb hwuhoyha-ta has a
stronger tendency of involving presupposition 
since its factive presupposition is far way from the 
at-issue assertion unlike epistemic verbs.
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The results of the two types of experiments
show that Korean al-ta ‘know’ bears two types of 
meanings, non-factive and factive, depending on 
the obligue/ACC cases. As a consequence, non-
factive al-ta is a neg-rasing verb unlike factive al-
ta.

A further expertiment will be conducted to 
verify that non-factive al-ta ‘know’ and mit-ta
‘believe’ can be contradicted if one of them 

negated in the same sentence. The experiment will 
be given contexts, asking about contradiction tests 
like “Mina-nun p-uro al-ass-una Mina-nun p-rako 
mit-ci ahn-ass-ta (‘Mina knew toward p but did 
not believe p’)”, a sheer contradiction, and vice 
versa, puzzling.

7 Corpus and Acquisition Support 

7.1 Corpus 
Our claims are also supported by contextual data 
collected from Sejong Korean Corpus for factive 
and NF al-ta. In the corpus data, as in (13), al-ta
with –uro is used to imply that the speaker has 
uncertainty or false belief about the complement 
content he/she is talking about but she has some 
piece of evidence for her belief unlike in the case 
of other neg-raising weaker epistemic verbs such 
as mit-ta ‘believe.’ Consider the following:   

(21) e~ malchalyey-ka congkyeltoyessum-ul 
Uh~ conversation turn-NOM finish-ACC

phyosihanun, malcharyey tanwi  phyoci-ka
represent conversation turn  unit sign-NOM
nathanaca, hyencay  hwaca-uy    palhwa-ka  
appear  present  speaker-POSS utterance-NOM
kkuthnan  kes-uro     alko    mal-ul  
finish     COMP-DIR know  utterance-ACC
sicakha-ciman  hyencay  hwaca-ka  
start-but        present   speaker-NOM
mal-ul kyeysokhayse  sayngkinun  
utterance-ACC continue       generate 
kyepchimul    malha-pnita. 
overlap       indicate-DEC 

‘Uh~ as soon as a conversation turn unit marker 
that indicates the utterance is finished appears, the 
next speaker is starting to talk ‘knowing towards’

it that the present speaker finished his/her 
utterance. Therefore, the utteraces of the present 
speaker and the next speaker overlap since the 

present speaker continues the utterances.’

In (21), al-ta with –uro is used to indicate that 
the next speaker misunderstood that the present 
speaker was finishing his/her utterance because of 
the unit marker, so the next speaker was starting 
his/her speech. Here, uro is used instead of –ul
because the verb al-ta ‘know’ with –uro has a 
distinctive implicational meaning that the 
information is not confirmed and may be falsified.
However, it must be noted that the speaker 
witnessed the piece of evidence i.e., turn unit 
completion marker. That’s why al-ta with –uro
has been employed rather than a weaker epistemic 
verb. 

On the other hand, if the ACC marker –ul had 
been used in this context, the sentence would not 
contribute to the coherence of the discourse. Since 
–ul is for confirming the truth of the complement 
information, the sentence becomes contradictory. 
This example clearly shows that al-ta with –uro
implies uncertainty of the complement
information, which can turn out to be false. The 
speaker often uses the NF verb –uro al-ta after
realizing she was mistaken. (21) is one such case.

In corpus, the occurrence rate of –uro al-ta NF 
DIR ‘know’ (90%, 18 out of 20) is far higher than 
that of –ul al-ta factive ACC ‘know’ (10%, 2 out 
of 20). The rarity of the latter should be this: when 
you know that p, you make an assertion that p. If 
you have some piece of evidence, you often use 
al-ta with –uro to justify your position often 
defensively. You also often use it out of politeness, 
even if you actually know, to mitigate the 
hardness of fact. For instance, if the hearer (often 
senior) firmly believes that Mia is too poor to be 
admitted to a college, and the speaker knows that 
she has been actually admitted, the speaker may 
use the following NF al-ta with –uro, avoiding the 
factive al-ta with ACC (or even the declarative 
assertion), not to stand against the hearer. 

(22) Mia-ka iphak-ha-n kes-uro al-ko iss-um-ni-ta    
M-NOM admitted-COMP-DIR know-DEC
‘(I) know toward it that Mia has been 
admitted.’

7.2  Acquisition 

Dudly et al (2015) reports the interesting 
experimental results, showing that some three-
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year-olds’ can distinguish between know as factive 
and think as NF, whereas the remaining three-
year-olds’ treat both know and think as NF. They,
therefore, suggest that early representations of 
know may be NF. 

When we consider the developmental stages, 
the divergence of NF al-ta with DIR and factive 
al-ta with ACC is not surprising, typologically.  

8. Concluding Remarks

In conclusion, we distinguished the two different 
uses of factive and NF in the verb al-ta ‘know’ in 
Korean and the distinction is crucially made by 
the different complement cases of factive –ul 
ACC and NF –uro Directional (oblique). The NF 
use is possible with nonveridical/negative contexts 
in  English and other languages but it is possible 
with a positive sentence with the Directional case 
in Korean uniquely (Hungarian only is similar in 
this respect and Japanese has no NF ‘know’). The 
NF –uro al-ta verb, however, is different from 
other weaker epistemic verbs meaning 
‘believe’/’think’ in that it strongly tends to show 
some piece of evidence for JTB but the  
evidential justification may turn out to fall short of 
knowledge.

We conducted experiments to clearly show that 
the NF –uro al-ta has the relation of neg-raising 
between the high neg S and the low (complement) 
neg S, which are truthconditionally equivalent. It 
implies that this NF verb –uro al-ta is identical in 
neg-raisability with other weaker epistemic verbs 
meaning ‘belive’ and ‘think’ in Korean. An exerpt
from Sejong Corpus indicates that the NF ‘know’

in Korean typically accompanies some piece of 
evidence that led the speaker to hold a firmer 
belief than other epistemic verbs meaning 
‘believe’/’think’ in Korean.

This research sheds new light to the issue of 
knowledge and evidential justification.  
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Abstract

This paper addresses the task of assigning fine-

grained NE type labels to Wikipedia articles.

To address the data sparseness problem, which

is salient particularly in fine-grained type clas-

sification, we introduce a multi-task learning

framework where type classifiers are all jointly

learned by a neural network with a hidden

layer. In addition, we also propose to learn

article vectors (i.e. entity embeddings) from

Wikipedia’s hypertext structure using a Skip-

gram model and incorporate them into the in-

put feature set. To conduct large-scale prac-

tical experiments, we created a new dataset

containing over 22,000 manually labeled in-

stances. The dataset is available. The results

of our experiments show that both ideas gained

their own statistically significant improvement

separately in classification accuracy.

1 Introduction

Recognizing named entities (NEs) in text is a crucial

component task of a broad range of NLP applica-

tions including information extraction and question

answering. Early work on named entity recognition

(NER) defined a small number of coarse-grained en-

tity types such as Person and Location and ex-

plored computational models for automatizing the

task. One recent direction of extending this research

field is to consider a larger set of fine-grained entity

types (Lee et al., 2006; Sekine et al., 2002; Yosef et

al., 2012; Corro et al., 2015). Recent studies report

that fine-grained NER makes improvements to such

applications as entity linking (Ling et al., 2015) and

question answering (Mann, 2002). Given this back-

ground, this paper addresses the issue of creating a

large gazetteer of NEs with fine-grained entity type

information, motivated by the previous observations

that a large-coverage gazetteer is a valuable resource

for NER (Kazama and Torisawa, 2008; Carlson et

al., 2009). Specifically, we consider building such a

gazetteer by automatically classifying the articles of

Wikipedia, one of the largest collection of NEs, into

a predefined set of fine-grained named entity types.

The task of classifying Wikipedia articles into

a predefined set of semantic classes has already

been addressed by many researchers (Chang et al.,

2009; Dakka and Cucerzan, 2008; Higashinaka et

al., 2012; Tardif et al., 2009; Toral and Muñoz,

2006; Watanabe et al., 2007). However, most of

these studies assume a coarse-grained NE type set

(3 to 15 types). Fine-grained classification is nat-

urally expected to be more difficult than coarse-

grained classification. One big challenge is how

to alleviate the problem of data sparseness when

applying supervised machine learning approaches.

For example, articles such as “Japan”, “Mt. Fuji”,

and “Tokyo dome”, may be classified as Country,
Mountain, and Sports_Facility respectively in a

fine-grained type set whereas all of them fall into the

same type Location in a common coarse-grained

type set. Given the same number of labeled train-

ing instances, one may obtain far fewer instances

for each fine-grained type. Another challenge is in

that fine-grained entity types may not be disjoint; for

example, “Banana” can be classified as Flora and

Food_Other simultaneously.

To address these issues, in this paper, we propose
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Multi-label and 
multi-task 

learning with 
neural networks

Swan Lake
Swan Lake, Op. 20, is a ballet 
composed by Pyotr Ilyich
Tchaikovsky in 1875–76. Despite its 
initial failure, it is now one of the 
most popular of all ballets.

Person No
Music Yes
Show Yes

...

... the first stage production 
of Tchaikovsky's ballet Swan 
Lake and ...nd ...

Tchaikovsky's ballet Swan 
Lake premiered at the theatre on 
4 March 1877.

Some examples of classical ballet 
are: Swan Lake, The Nutcracker, 
and Sleeping Beauty.

Tchaikovsky

Swan Lake

The Nutcracker

…

…

…

…
…

Texts from whole Wikipedia

Skip-gram
model

Input: a Wikipedia article Output:
Named entity label(s)Labeler

Categories: Ballets by Pyotr Ilyich
Tchaikovsky | 1877 ballet premieres | 
1876 compositions | ...

Baseline Features
�Morphs in title
�Nouns in the first sentence

etc.
Fb

Entity Vectors

�Learned in advanceFv

…

Input Features

Person
…

Country Book Mountain

Figure 1: Automatic assignment of NE labels to Wikipedia articles based on multi-task learning and vector

representation of articles

two methods (illustrated in Figure 1). First, we adopt

the notion of multi-task learning (Caruana, 1997)

and solve the whole task using a two-layered neu-

ral network. Our model learns all types of training

instances jointly, which enables the model to learn

combinations of input features commonly effective

for multiple NE types with the hidden layer. By

sharing effective feature combinations across differ-

ent NE types, the data scarcity in minority NE types

can be alleviated. Furthermore, this model can also

naturally realize multi-label classification.

Second, we extend the feature set by exploiting the

hyper-text structure of Wikipedia. The idea of using

hyperlinks for Wikipedia article classification was

first reported by Dakka and Cucerzan (2008). In this

work, they represented local context of anchor texts

of hyperlinks in Wikipedia as bag-of-words features.

However, since its feature space was too sparse, they

reported that the new context features had no effect on

improving classification performance. Our proposal

is to refine the context features using a distributed

representation. To do this, we give each article a vec-

tor learned from all context words around hyperlinks

(i.e. anchor texts) in Wikipedia using the Skip-gram

model (Mikolov et al., 2013b). In the Skip-gram

model, vector representations of words are learned

so that two words similar in contexts have vectors

with high similarity. In our intuition, articles in the

same NE types are likely to be mentioned in similar

contexts. Therefore, we adopt this model for learning

article vectors.

We test our ideas on Japanese Wikipedia articles

using the 200-NE type set proposed by Sekine et al.

(2002). The results of our experiments show that the

proposed methods achieve a 4.94-point improvement

in entity-based F1 score. Our methods are particu-

larly effective in labeling infrequent NE types.

Main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We propose to apply a neural network-based multi-

task learning method to the fine-grained multi-label

classification of Wikipedia articles.

• We also propose to encode the local context of hy-

perlinks as vectors using the Skip-gram model. We

make the obtained vectors publicly available1.

• We created a new dataset by manually annotating

over 22,000 Japanese Wikipedia articles with fine-

grained NE types. The dataset is available if one

contacts the authors.

• We tested our models on our new dataset and empir-

ically showed their positive impacts on the accuracy

of classification.

2 Related Work
The task of assigning labels of NE types to

Wikipedia articles has been addressed in the con-

text of automatic construction of an NE gazetteer

1http://www.cl.ecei.tohoku.ac.jp/~m-suzuki/
jawiki_vector/
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from Wikipedia articles. Toral and Muñoz (2006)

proposed a method to classify Wikipedia articles

into three NE types (Location, Organization,
Person) using words included in the body of the ar-

ticle. They used WordNet as an external knowledge

base for collecting hypernym information. They also

applied weighted voting heuristics to determine NE

types of articles. Dakka and Cucerzan (2008) clas-

sified articles into four NE types (PER, ORG, LOC,
MISC) defined in ACE (Doddington et al., 2004) us-

ing supervised machine learning algorithms based on

SVMs and naive Bayes. They used the bag-of-words

in the target article as well as context words from the

anchor text linking to the target article. Watanabe et

al. (2007) focused on the HTML tree/link structure in

Wikipedia articles. They formalized an NE catego-

rization problem as assigning of NE labels to anchor

texts in Wikipedia. They constructed graph-based

representations of articles and estimated assignments

of NE labels over the graphs using conditional ran-

dom fields. In addition to these studies, there have

been efforts toward automatic categorization, such

as (Tardif et al., 2009; Chang et al., 2009). However,

most of these studies assume a relatively small set of

coarse-grained NE types (up to only 15 types).

In recent years, several projects such as YAGO

(Suchanek et al., 2007) and DBpedia (Auer et al.,

2007) have been devoted to provide Wikipedia arti-

cles with ontology class labels by applying simple

heuristic or hand-crafted rules. However, these ap-

proaches heavily rely on metadata (e.g., infobox tem-

plates and category labels) and suffer from insuffi-

cient coverage of rules due to the lack of metadata,

as reported by Aprosio et al. (2013).

Another trend of research which may seem rel-

evant to our work can be found in efforts for au-

tomatically annotating entity mentions in text with

fine-grained NE type labels defined in an existing

type hierarchy such as Freebase (Ling and Weld,

2012; Nakashole et al., 2013; Shimaoka et al., 2016).

While these studies focus on the identification and

classification of individual mentions, our work aims

at the classification of Wikipedia articles. The two

tasks are related and may well benefit from each

other. However, they are not the same; techniques

proposed for mention classification cannot directly

apply to our task nor can be compared with our meth-

ods.

The work closest to our study is done by Hi-

gashinaka et al. (2012), who proposed a supervised

machine learning model for classifying Wikipedia

articles into the 200 fine-grained NE types defined

by Sekine et al. (2002). They conducted experiments

to determine effective features extracted from article

titles, body text, category labels, and infobox tem-

plates in Wikipedia. They train a logistic regression-

based binary classifier for each type individually and

the overall model chooses a single NE type receiv-

ing the highest score from the classifiers, ignoring

the possibility that a Wikipedia article may belong

to multiple NE categories. In contrast, our model

learns classifiers for different NE types jointly and

also addresses the issue of multi-label classification.

3 Data Preparation
3.1 Sekine et al.’s Fine-grained NE Type Set
In this study, we use the Extended Named Entity
Hierarchy2 proposed by Sekine et al. (2002) as our

fine-grained NE type set. This ontology consists of

200 types, structured in a three-layered hierarchy. In

this type hierarchy, a Wikipedia article may fall into

multiple categories. Consider the following exam-

ple:

Article title: Godzilla

Article body: Godzilla is a giant monster orig-

inating from a series of tokusatsu films of the

same name from Japan. ... (excerpted from the

English corresponding page of the same title)

It is reasonable to assume that the entity of this article

belong to both Character and Movie).

3.2 Manual Annotation
From Japanese Wikipedia as of Nov. 23, 2015, we

first extracted 22,667 articles that are hyperlinked at

least 100 times from other articles in Wikipedia. We

then manually annotated each of the 22,667 articles

with one or more NE type labels from Sekine et al’s

type set3.

Articles on abstract notions such as “Peace” and

“Sleep” do not fall into any NE category particularly.

2https://sites.google.com/site/
extendednamedentityhierarchy/

3The annotation was done by one annotator, supervised by

the curator of Sekine et al’s type set. Verification of the annota-

tion accuracy is left for future work.
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Table 1: 10 most frequent labels within the annotated dataset

Label name Frequency Example

Person 4,041 Isaac Asimov, Hillary Clinton, J. K. Rowling

Broadcast_Program 2,395 Sesame Street, Star Wars, Glee (TV series)

Company 1701 Sony, IBM, Apple Inc., Rakuten

City 975 New York, Tokyo, Melbourne

Product_Other 964 Microsoft Windows, Apple II,

Date 916 1977, January 3,

Book 909 Gutenberg Bible, The Lord of the Rings

Game 625 Lacrosse, Soccer, Table tennis

Pro_Sports_Organization 484 New York Yankees, Japan national baseball team

Position_Vocation 462 Physiotherapist, Prosecutor, Professor

Table 2: Infrequent labels within the annotated dataset

Frequency Number of labels Examples

0 55 URL, Temperature, Paintings
1 8 Ship, Star, Time

2-5 16 Canal, Market, Bridge
6-10 23 Earthquake, Treaty, School_Age
11-20 23 Public_Institution, Religious_Festival, Nationality

Table 3: Distribution of the number of labels per

article

Number of labels assigned Number of articles

1 21,624

2 850

3 187

4 14

6 2

We labeled such articles as CONCEPT. Wikipedia

also includes articles or pages specific to Wikipedia

like “List of characters in The Lion King” and

“Wikipedia: Index”. Those pages need to be dis-

carded as well. We therefore decided to label such

pages as IGNORED. Among our 22,667 articles, 2,660

articles are labeled as CONCEPT and 611 as IGNORED.
Overall, our task is to classify Wikipedia articles into

the 202 categories (Sekine et al.’s 200 types and the

two additional categories).

Table 1 lists 10 most frequent labels that appear in

the annotated articles and Table 2 shows examples

of infrequent labels. As shown in these tables, the

distribution of NE types in our data set is highly

skewed. This makes the data sparseness problem

salient particularly for the long tail of infrequent NE

types.

Table 3 shows the distribution of the number of

labels assigned to one article in the annotated data.

Most of the articles have only one label whereas 4.6%

of articles were assigned multiple labels. This figure

may seem not to be a big deal. However, given that

the error rate of our model is already below 20%

(see Section 5.2), considering the 4.6% is inevitable

to seek further improvements.

4 Proposed Methods

4.1 Joint Learning of Multi-Label Classifiers
As a baseline approach of multi-label classification,

we construct a classifier for each NE type; each

classifier independently decides whether an article

should be tagged with the corresponding NE type.

We model this setting using binary classifiers based

on logistic regression (Figure 2a). We call this model

Indep-Logistic.

While Indep-Logistic is a simple model, this

model may not work well for infrequent NE types

because of the sparseness of the training data. This

problem is crucial particularly in our task setting be-

cause the distribution of our NE types in Wikipedia

is highly skewed as reported above. To address this

problem, we propose a method based on multi-task

learning (Caruana, 1997) and jointly train classifiers

of all NE types. Concretely, we construct a neural

network with a hidden layer (Figure 2b) and train it

so that each node in the output layer yields the prob-
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(a) Indep-Logistic

…

Input Features

Person
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Country Book Mountain

(b) Joint-NN

Input Features

Person

…

Input Features

Country

…

Input Features

Mountain

…

Input Features

Book

…

(c) Indep-NN

Figure 2: The three models for labeling types of articles.

ability of assigning the label of an NE type. Note

that the activation function of the output layer is the

singmoid function, not the softmax function. This

means that this model can output mutiple labels of

NE types for each article. In this method, we aim to

learn effective combinations of input features which

can also be used for labeling of infrequent NE types.

We call this model Joint-NN.

Note that there are two changes from Indep-

Logistic to Joint-NN: incorporating of a hidden

layer and applying of joint learning. To examine the

effect of each individual method separately, we also

consider an intermediate model, Indep-NN (Figure

2c). Similarly to Indep-Logistic, this model trains a

classifier for each label, but has a hidden layer.

Formally, the Indep-Logistic model estimates the

conditional probability that a given Wikipedia article

represented by an n-dimensional feature vector x ∈
R
n belongs to NE type c:

pIndep-Logistic(yc = 1|x) = σ(wc · x + bc), (1)

where wc ∈ Rn and bc ∈ R denote a weight vector

and a bias term for NE type c, respectively. σ(x) =
1

1+e−x is a sigmoid function.

The Joint-NN model maps an input feature vector

to a hidden layer with a matrix W whose parameters

are shared across all the types:

pJoint-NN(yc = 1|x) = σ(wc ·σ(Wx+ b)+bc), (2)

where W ∈ Rn×k and b ∈ Rk denote a weight matrix

and a bias vector of the k-dimensional hidden layer,

wc ∈ Rk and bc ∈ R denote a weight vector and a

bias term, respectively, of the output layer, for each

NE type c.

In contrast, the Indep-NN model maps an input

feature vector to a hidden layer by using a matrix

Wc whose parameters are trained for each NE type

independently:

pIndep-NN(yc = 1|x) = σ(wc · σ(Wcx + bc) + bc),
(3)

where Wc ∈ Rn×k and bc ∈ Rk denote a weight

matrix and a bias vector, respectively, of the k-

dimensional hidden layer for each NE type c. wc ∈
R
k and bc ∈ R denote a weight vector and a bias term

of the output layer for the NE type c, respectively.

The training data with N articles and C NE types

is represented as {x (i), y (i) }N
i=1

, where x is a feature

vector of an article and y = {yc }Cc=1
is an array of

binary variables indicating if the article belongs to

an NE type c. With this data set, we minimize the

cross entropy loss L of each model by using Adam

gradient-based optimization algorithm (Kingma and

Ba, 2014):

L = −
∑

x,c

{yc log(p(yc = 1|x))

+ (1 − yc) log(1 − p(yc = 1|x))}
(4)

4.2 Input Features
We used two sets of features for building the mod-

els; one is a reproduction of the previous study (Hi-

gashinaka et al., 2012), and the other is our novel

proposal.

4.2.1 Baseline Features
As a baseline feature set, we reproduced the fea-

tures proposed by Higashinaka et al. (2012). Ta-

ble 4 lists all of the basic features.4 We were not

4Note that although the features of “Last n character(s) in the

title” are effective in labeling NE types of Japanese article titles,
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Table 4: List of features used for learning

Features

Word unigram of the title

Word bigram of the title

POS bigram of the title

Character bigram of the title

Last noun in the title

Last single character in the title

Last three characters in the title

Last character type in the title

Last noun in the first sentence

Headings of the article

Direct categories defined in Wikipedia

Upper categories defined in Wikipedia

able to reproduce features T8, T12, T14, and M22

described in the original paper (Higashinaka et al.,

2012) because those features require the authors’ in-

ternal resources to implement. For similar reasons,

we used MeCab (Kudo et al., 2004) as a morpho-

logical analyzer instead of JTAG (Fuchi and Takagi,

1998), which was unavailable to us. For extracting

text from Wikipedia dump, we used Wikipedia Ex-

tractor (http://medialab.di.unipi.it/wiki/
Wikipedia_Extractor). We denote this baseline

feature set as Fb.

4.2.2 Article Vectors
To extend the aforementioned basic feature set,

we hypothesize that the way how each article (i.e.

named entity) is mentioned in other articles can also

be a useful clue for classifying that article. To test this

hypothesis, we introduce distributed representations

of Wikipedia articles.

Consider an article “Mount Everest”. This article

is hyperlinked from other articles as follows:

(1) ... After his ascent of Everest on 29 May 1953 ...

(2) ... reached the summit of Everest for the twenty-first
time ...

(3) ... fatalities of the 2014 Mount Everest avalanche ...

In this example, words near the anchor text, such

as summit and avalanche, can be useful for esti-

mating the semantic category of “Mount Everest”

and assigning the label Mountain to the article

“Mount Everest”. While a number of approaches

Higashinaka et al. (2012) reports that “Last two characters in the

title” are not so useful in combinations with other features.

have been proposed for learning distributed repre-

sentations of words, we simply adopt the Skip-gram

model (Mikolov et al., 2013a) in this study.

Skip-gram trains a model so that it can predict

context words from a centered word in a document.

We apply this model to learn the embeddings of

Wikipedia articles. To this end we need to address

the following issues:

• An anchor text is not always identical to the article

title to which the anchor refers. For this reason, we

need to normalize an anchor text to the title of the

article linked by the anchor.

• Article titles often consist of multiple words such

as “White House”. Therefore, we need a special

treatment for tokenizing article titles.

• Not all of mentions to other articles are marked as

anchor text in the Wikipedia articles. Typically,

when an article mentions an entity multiple times, a

hyperlink is inserted only at the first appearance of

the mention to the entity5.

To address these problems, we designed the follow-

ing preprocessing steps. First, we replace every an-

chor text with the title of the article referred to by

the hyperlink of the anchor text. Next, we assume all

occurrences of the phrase identical to an anchor text

to have hyperlinks to the article linked by the anchor

text. This is based on the one-sense-per-discourse

assumption. In addition, all white spaces in article

titles are replaced with “_” to prevent article titles

from being separated into words. In this way, we

jointly learn vectors of words and articles. We use

word2vec6 to obtain 200 dimensional vectors.

We denote the 200-dimension article vector as Fv.

5 Experiments
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our models, we

conducted experiments for labeling NE types to

Japanese Wikipedia articles.

5.1 Settings
We tested the three classifier models (Indep-

Logistic, Indep-NN, and Joint-NN) with two dif-

ferent feature sets (Fb and Fb +Fv). For each combi-

5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:
Manual_of_Style/Linking

6https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
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Table 5: Entity-based precision, recall and F1 of the models with different settings.

Fb Fb + Fv

Model Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Indep-Logistic 83.59 83.57 83.34 85.79 86.76 85.84

Indep-NN 84.00 84.68 83.94 86.90 88.05 87.00

Joint-NN (our model) 86.32 86.54 86.14 88.48 88.63 88.28

Table 6: NE labels whose weight vectors in output layers in (Joint-NN, Fb) have high similarity to that of

the NE label (in the header line of the table), accompanied with improvements of the label-based F1 score

between (Indep-NN, Fb) and (Joint-NN, Fb). The number of articles assigned with an NE label is given in

brackets.

Label (# of articles) ΔF1 Label (# of articles) ΔF1 Label (# of articles) ΔF1

Book (909) 5.28 Country (282) 1.38 Food_Other (57) -0.13

Nearest
Labels

Broadcast_Program (2395) 2.08 Nationality (14) 32.73 Flora (80) 5.04

Movie (438) 3.64 County (126) 0.00 Dish (47) 10.36

Show (43) 5.18 Clothing (12) 10.83 Compound (51) 8.12

Name_Other (92) 0.53 River (58) 0.00 Mineral (12) 9.56

Printing_Other (24) 4.64 Island (56) 3.72 Religious_Festival (12) -5.92

nation of model and feature set, we evaluated classifi-

cation performance by measuring entity-based/type-

based precision, recall, and F1 value (Godbole and

Sarawagi, 2004; Tsoumakas et al., 2009) over 10-

fold cross validation. Entity-based precision, recall,

and F1 value are calculated as below:

Precision =
1

N

N∑

i=1

|Y (i) ∩ Z (i) |
|Z (i) | (5)

Recall =
1

N

N∑

i=1

|Y (i) ∩ Z (i) |
|Y (i) | (6)

F1 =
1

N

N∑

i=1

2|Y (i) ∩ Z (i) |
|Z (i) | + |Y (i) | (7)

Here, Y (i) and Z (i) denote the set of correct labels and

the set of predicted labels of article i, respectively．N
denotes the number of documents. For type-based

evaluation, we calculated precision, recall and F1

value of each named entity types.

For Indep-Logistic, we used scikit-learn (Pe-

dregosa et al., 2011) to train classifiers. We used

L2 penalty for regularization. For Indep-NN and

Joint-NN, we used Chainer (Tokui et al., 2015) to

implement neural networks. The dimension of the

hidden layer was set to k = 200. When training

the models, we used most frequent 10,000 baseline

features (Fb) and 200-dimension article vectors (Fv)

as input features of classifiers. For optimization,

we used Adam with a learning rate of 0.001 and a

mini-batch size of 10 and iterated over the training

data until the cross-entropy loss per document gets

smaller than 1.0 × 10−4.

Indep-Logistic was implemented as a baseline

model intended to reproduce the model proposed

by Higashinaka et al. (2012). Note, however, that

the results of our experiments cannot be compared

directly with those reported in their paper because

some of the features they used are not reproducible

and the training/test data sets are not identical.

5.2 Results
The overall results are summarized in Table 5. We

conducted binomial tests to determine statistical sig-

nificance of the results, confirming that the improve-

ment between any pair of settings is statistically sig-

nificant p < 0.01 except that the improvement from

(Indep-Logistic, Fb) to (Indep-NN, Fb) was signif-

icant at p < 0.05.

Comparing the results between the baseline

method (Indep-Logistic, Fb) and our full model

(Multi-NN, Fb + Fv), entity-based F1 score im-

proved by about 5 points (83.34% to 88.28%), which

is about 30% reduction of error rate. Table 5 also

indicates that both of our two proposed methods,

multi-task learning and article vector features, have
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Figure 3: Improvement in F1 score per type between (Indep-Logistic, Fb) and (Joint-NN, Fb + Fv). Only

types with more than 30 (numbers are shown in brackets) articles are shown.

a separate significant gain.

To see the improvement in labeling performance

per NE type, we compared label-based F1 score of

each NE type between (Indep-Logistic, Fb) and

(Joint-NN, Fb + Fv). Figure 3 shows the improve-

ment in F1 score for each NE type, where NE types

are sorted by the number of articles in descending

order. The figures indicate that our full model tends

to obtain a larger gain particularly for infrequent NE

types, which means our model addresses the data

sparseness problem for infrequent NE types.

We made a deeper analysis of how our full model

learns labeling of NE types. Our joint learning model

is designed to learn combinations of features effec-

tive for multiple NE types. If two NE types share

common combinations of features, they will have

similar weight vectors at the output layer. So we ob-

served clusters of the learned weight vectors at the

output layer of (Joint-NN, Fb) and discovered that

many clusters comprise NE types that are semanti-

cally related with each other. Some example clusters

are shown in Table 6. For example, the NE type

Book has such neighbors as Broadcast_Program,
Movie and Show. These NE types had similar weight

vectors and gained considerable improvements with

together. This demonstrates that our joint learning

model learned combinations of input features and uti-

lized them for multiple NE types effectively, which

lead to the improvements observed particularly for

infrequent NE types.

6 Conclusion

We have addressed the task of assigning fine-grained

NE type labels to Wikipedia articles. To address

the data sparseness problem, which is salient par-

ticularly in fine-grained type classification, we have

introduced multi-task learning in which all the type

classifiers are jointly learned by a neural network

with a hidden layer. Additionally, to extend the in-

put feature set, we have proposed to learn article

vectors (i.e. entity embeddings) from Wikipedia’s

hypertext structure using the Skip-gram model and

incorporate them into the input feature set. We cre-

ated a new dataset containing over 22,000 manually

labeled instances and conducted experiments on that

dataset to evaluate the practical impacts of our ideas.

The results show that both ideas gained their own sta-

tistically significant improvement separately in clas-

sification accuracy. The labeled dataset we created

is available if one contacts the authors.

For future work, we aim to incorporate the hierar-

chy structure of NE types into classification. Also,

each type in Sekine et al’s NE type set has attributes.
For example, Mountain has such attributes as Height
and People who reached the summit. We aim to ad-

dress a task of assigning correct attributes to each

entity using the results of named entity classifica-

tion.
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Abstract

Automatic detection and identifying emotions
in large call center calls are essential to spot
conversations that require further action. Most
often statistical models generated using an-
notated emotional speech are used to design
an emotion detection system. But annota-
tion requires substantial amount of human in-
tervention and cost; and may not be avail-
able for call center calls because of the in-
frastructure issues. Therefore detection sys-
tems use models that are generated form the
readily available annotated emotional (clean)
speech datasets and produce erroneous output
due to mismatch in training-testing datasets.
Here we propose a framework to automati-
cally identify the similar affective spoken ut-
terances in large number of call center calls by
using the emotion models that are trained with
the freely available acted emotional speech.
Further, to reliably detect the emotional con-
tent, we incorporate the available knowledge
associated with the call (time lapse of the
utterances in a call, the contextual informa-
tion derived from the linguistic contents, and
speaker information). For each audio utter-
ance, the emotion recognition system gener-
ates similarity measures (likelihood scores)
in arousal and valence dimension using pre-
trained emotional models, and further they are
combined with the scores from the contextual
knowledge-based systems, which are used to
reliably detect the similar affective contents in
large number of calls. Experiments demon-
strate that there is a significant improvement in
detection accuracy when the knowledge-based
framework is used.

Index Terms:Affective content analysis; mining
call center audio; spontaneous emotional speech;
knowledge-based systems; similar affective states

1 Introduction

Affective content 1 analysis of audio calls is im-
portant in recent days with the increasing number
of call centers (Pang and Lee, 2008), (Liu, 2012),
(Kopparapu, 2015). Perhaps, audio is the best pos-
sible modality that can be used to effectively ana-
lyze the call center conversations between customer
and agent. However, manual analysis of such calls
is cumbersome and may not be feasible because
large number of recordings take place on daily ba-
sis. Therefore only a small fraction of such conver-
sations are carefully heard by the human supervisors
and addressed, thus resulting many of those unat-
tended.

The difficulty of identifying the affective regions
(or emotionally rich) manually in large number of
calls is illustrated in Figure 1. The call duration
is plotted on the x-axis, while different calls are
shown along the y-axis. As represented in Figure
1, the calls are of different durations, and the gray
color represents the actual length of the calls. The
black color within the call shows the location of
a specific affective state (highly correlated to the
problematic regions in the calls). It is clear that
the locations of such problematic regions are arbi-
trary, and the durations are of variable length. In
spite of such challenges, automatic emotion analysis

1Affective content and Emotion will be used interchange-
ably in this paper
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Figure 1: Call center calls (dark portions indicate
problems)

of call center conversations has attracted the atten-
tion of researchers (for example (Petrushin, 1999),
(Vidrascu and Devillers, 2007), (Gupta and Rajput,
2007), (Mishra and Dimitriadis, 2013), (Kopparapu,
2015), (Pappas et al., 2015)).

Affective content analysis is a technique that ex-
tracts emotions from spoken utterance 2, and thus
useful to find the similar emotional utterances in
call center calls. In general, affective contents are
represented categorically in terms of the different
emotion classes (e.g (Petrushin, 1999; Vidrascu and
Devillers, 2007; Gupta and Rajput, 2007; Pappas et
al., 2015)). Mostly in call center calls, four emo-
tions (namely, anger, happy, neutral, sad) in the cat-
egorical space are addressed. Although in (Nicolaou
et al., 2011), authors proposed to capture the time
varying emotional information in the dimensional
space using audio-visual cues. And in (Mishra and
Dimitriadis, 2013), authors proposed an incremental
emotion recognition system that updates the recog-
nized emotion with each recognized word in the con-
versation. They make use of three features from two
modalities (i.e. cepstral and intonation form audio
and textual features from text), which are obtained
at the word level to estimate the emotion with bet-
ter accuracies. It has been observed that combining
linguistic information with the acoustic features im-
proves the performance of the system. As an exam-
ple, in (Lee and Narayanan, 2005), authors proposed
a combination of three information (i.e. acoustic,
lexical, and discourse) for emotion recognition in
spoken dialogue system and found improvements in
recognition performance. Similarly in (Planet and
Sanz, 2011), authors described an approach to im-
prove emotion recognition in spontaneous children’s

2The word utterance, turn, and spoken terms will be used
interchangeably from here on

speech by combining acoustic and linguistic fea-
tures.

In this paper, we propose a novel framework that
automatically extracts the affective content of the
call center spoken utterances in arousal and valence
dimensions. In addition, context-based knowledge
(e.g. time lapse of the utterances in the call, events
and affective context derived from linguistic content,
and speaker information) associated with the calls
are intelligently used to reliably detect the affective
content in speech. Unlike (Mishra and Dimitriadis,
2013), we do not fully rely on the use of word recog-
nition to determine the emotion. This makes our sys-
tem feasible even for resource deficient languages
that do not boast of a good automatic speech recog-
nition (ASR) engine. In addition to the linguistic
information like in (Lee and Narayanan, 2005), we
also incorporate more knowledge like the time lapse
of the utterance in calls, contextual information de-
rived from linguistic content, speaker information
etc. For each spoken utterance, the affective con-
tent extractor generates probability scores in arousal
and valence dimensions, which are then probabilis-
tically combined to label it with any of the prede-
fined affective classes. The framework is motivated
by the observation that there is significant disagree-
ment amongst human annotators when they annotate
call center speech; the disagreement largely reduces
when they are provided with additional knowledge
related to the conversation. Unlike (Mishra and
Dimitriadis, 2013), the proposed system extracts af-
fective information separately in dimensional space,
thus reduces the classification complexity. More-
over in our proposed framework, emotions are ex-
tracted at discrete levels of affective classes (i.e. pos-
itive, neutral, negative in arousal and valence dimen-
sions), instead of using affective information in con-
tinuous scale like in (Nicolaou et al., 2011), thus re-
ducing the complexities related to the difficulties in
annotation at continuous level of affective states, re-
sulting less number classes in each dimension. In
addition, detection of similar emotional content in
large number of audio calls are performed by using
the emotion models trained with the freely available
acted emotional speech. Therefore the system is able
to work even in a scenario if somebody does not
have an annotated call center calls. Extensive exper-
imentations on the acted dataset contaminated with 4
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Figure 2: Error in emotion estimation for
spontaneous call center calls

different types of noise (babble, F-16, machine-gun
and volvo) from Noisex-92 dataset at different SNR
levels has also been carried out. The main contribu-
tions of the paper are: (i) affective content extraction
from large call center calls and also finding similar
segments (ii) incorporation of the knowledge for re-
liable detection.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the motivation of this work. In Sec-
tion 3, we propose the framework for affective con-
tent extraction, using knowledge for reliable affec-
tive state identification and finding similar affective
states. Section 4 describes the dataset, experiments,
and results. We conclude in Section 5.

2 Motivation and challenges

Voice-based call center handle and record thousands
of calls on daily basis. It is a difficult task for some-
one to identify manually the emotional segments
from these large number of calls; and subsequently
decide which of these recorded calls are to be se-
lected for taking necessary actions regarding the is-
sues related to customers dissatisfaction. In general,
the calls are of variable duration, where time length
varying from few seconds to few minutes depend-
ing on several factors, like the type of the call cen-
ter, the type of the problems that the customers are
facing, the prior affective state of the customer, the
way agents handle the problem and behave etc. In

such scenario, super agent (or supervisors) manu-
ally select at random few calls from a large num-
ber of calls, then listen and check if there are some
abnormalities. In this way, very few calls are nor-
mally analyzed and addressed, thus resulting many
calls unattended, ends up with a increasing dissatis-
faction among the customers. Automatic detection
of the equivalent emotional segments in large set of
calls are useful to deal with such situation. Like in
other pattern classification problems, most often the
statistical models are generated using the annotated
data and then used to detect the affective states in the
audio calls.

It motivates us to think about a system that learns
the pattern of different affective states from freely
available acted emotional speech, and detect sim-
ilar affective parts in large number of call center
calls. Since, the classifiers trained and tested in
different environments, are expected to give erro-
neous output. The difference of similar emotions
in two different environments is elaborated in Fig-
ure 2 that represents the two affective dimensions
of emotion, namely, arousal (also referred as acti-
vation) and valence. A point in this 2D space can
be looked upon as a vector and is representative of
an emotion. The acted speech in the training dataset
exhibits higher degree of intensity, both in arousal
and valence dimensions resulting in a larger radii
emotion vector compared to the spontaneous speech.
On the other hand, call center spontaneous speech
has lesser intensity than the acted speech. For this
reason, it is easy to mis-recognize one emotion for
another in call center speech. Subsequently, if the
first quadrant (Figure 2) represents emotion E1 and
the fourth quadrant represents emotion E2, then the
mis-recognition error is small (Δr) for call center
speech but requires higher degree of error in judg-
ment (Δt) to mis-recognize emotion E1 as emotion
E2 and vice-versa for acted speech.

To handle such mismatch in train-test environ-
ments, the proposed system intelligently makes use
of several knowledge for the reliable extraction of
the affective content in call canter calls. For an au-
dio segment in a call, the idea is to generate a proba-
bility matrix, whose elements are a joint probability
estimate in the affective dimension of arousal and
valence . Then all the knowledge-based information
are used to modify the elements of the matrix. Simi-
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Figure 3: Call center call analysis framework

Figure 4: Audio segmentation based knowledge

larities are measured by calculating the distances be-
tween the modified matrix and the reference matri-
ces. In this way, similar segments are bucketed and
it becomes easier for the supervisors to analyze the
problematic calls depending on the labeled affective
contents.

3 Mining similar audio segments

The proposed framework for mining similar audio
segments consists of several blocks as shown in Fig-
ure 3. The blocks are (i) affective content extrac-
tor that gives scores for different affective states in
the two dimensional (arousal (A) and valence (V))
space, (ii) three knowledge-based systems (audio
segmentation, time lapse of the segment in the call,
and voice to text analytics) (iii) decision block for
deciding similar segments. As shown in Figure 3,
when an audio call is fed to the framework for the
analysis, it is passed through a speaker segmenta-
tion system which segments an audio call into differ-

Figure 5: Affective content extraction

ent segments of agent’s and user’s voice. Call cen-
ter calls consist of voice of the two speakers (agent
and customer). Knowledge regarding the speaker
(whether an agent or a customer) becomes useful
while analyzing a continuous audio call (see Fig-
ure 4). As an example, super-agent might be in-
terested to analyze of the customer’s voice, not the
agent’s speech, then there is no need to process the
agent’s speech. On the other way, if super-agent has
to check the performance of agents in terms of their
expressed emotions (normal or elicited) in handling
calls, the agent’s voice are required only for analy-
sis, not the customer’s voice. As depicted in the Fig-
ure 4, depending on the requirement, the framework
is able to pick up all the segments either from the
agents or from the customers by selecting appropri-
ate value to (wA,wc) pairs. The system choose (1,0)
for agent’s audio and (0,1) for customer’s audio.
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3.1 Affective content extraction
Let us assume that we have annotated data from a
large corpus in two dimensions, namely A and V .
Further, let there be three classes in each affective
dimension, namely EA =

{
A+, AN , A−} and

EV =
{
V +, V N , V −}. Let us further assume

that we have statistical models for A+,AN ,A−,
V +,V N , and V − such that we can compute for
an audio segment S the following, P (EA|S)
(namely, P (A+|S), P (AN |S), and P (A−|S))
and P (EV |S) (namely, P (V +|S), P (V N |S),
and P (V −|S)). Therefore, we represent an
audio segment S in the A-V space by a 3x3 ma-
trix at the output of each classifier (1 � k � C),{

P (A+|S)P (V +|S) P (A+|S)P (V N |S) P (A+|S)P (V −|S)
P (AN |S)P (V +|S) P (AN |S)P (V N |S) P (AN |S)P (V −|S)
P (A−|S)P (V +|S) P (A−|S)P (V N |S) P (A−|S)P (V −|S)

}

Affective content of a segment S is defined by

εkA,V = P (E|S) = P (EA, EV |S) (1)

where εkA,V = P (EA, EV |S) is the posterior score
associated with S being labeled as emotion EA and
EV , using a trained recognition system. The poste-
rior can be represented as,

P (EA, EV |S) =
P (S|EA, EV )P (EA)P (EV )

P (S)

where P (S|EA, EV ) is the likelihood, P (EA) and
P (EV ) are the priors. Assuming that affective con-
tents at the arousal and valence dimensions are in-
dependent, we can write,

P (S|EA, EV ) ≈ P (S|EA)P (S|EV )

Note that S is defined as χ(x(τ−Δτ), x(τ)), where
χ is the operator that extracts high level features
from the audio signal between the time interval
(τ − Δτ) and τ . High level features are the sta-
tistical functionals and are constructed from the low
level descriptors, which operates in the interval of
x(τ −Δτ) and x(τ) of the signal. From the output
of each classifier, we construct a 3x3 matrix, whose
elements are posterior probabilities (εkA,V ) (as shown
in Figure 5). According to the Equation 1, εkA,V can
have two set of elements, εkA and εkV respectively. As
an example, lets say for the first set of classifiers, we
have the scores ε1A+ , ε1

AN , and ε1A− for the emotions
in arousal scale. Similarly for the same (first) set of

Figure 6: Knowledge regarding the time lapse of
the segment in a call

classifier, we have the scores ε1V + , ε1
V N , and ε1V − for

the emotions in valence scale. Then εkA,V (3x3 ma-
trix) is obtained considering each pair from εkA and
εkV . Then the recognition system outputs a posterior
probability matrix for the utterance x(Δτ) by com-
bining the scores from all the classifiers, which is
given by

εER(x(Δτ)) =
C∑

k=1

εkA,V (2)

where εk ∈ EA,V is the estimated joint proba-
bility scores of the utterance (x(τ − Δτ),x(τ)).
This works well with acted speech where one
has the luxury of annotated training data (namely,
(x(Δτ), EAEV ) pairs) to build classifiers. How-
ever, with the spontaneous speech like call-center
calls, probability estimation may be erroneous.
However, the estimations can be improved by using
knowledge.

3.2 Knowledge about the time lapse of the
audio segment in the call

The output probability matrices that we get from
affective content extractor is passed through a
knowledge-based system, which modifies the prob-
ability scores depending upon the time lapse of the
segment in the audio call (as shown in Figure 6).
We observed through analysis that the duration of
the audio calls plays an important role in the induc-
tion (or change) in the user’s affective state. In such
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scenario, we hypothesize that intensity of some of
the affective states (namely, A+, V −) increases and
some (namely, A−, V +) decreases. This hypothe-
sis is valid only if no other events occur and change
the affective state suddenly. The output can be rep-
resented as,

εlapsei = wiε
ER (3)

where εlapse is the output matrix we get after mul-
tiplying weight matrix wi at the time index i. As
shown in the Figure 6 , it is expected that weight val-
ues for (A+,V −) affective content close to the end of
the call will be more in comparison to the beginning
of the call. We hypothesize these weight compo-
nents are expected to increase exponentially as time
index i increases for A+ and V −, and decrease ex-
ponentially as time index i increases for A− and V +

(see Figure 6).

3.3 Speech to text analytics

The modified matrices are then passed through the
last knowledge-based system (as shown in Figure
7), which converts the spoken utterances into the
text format (by using an ASR), followed by the text
analytics to generate a weight matrix wt that con-
sists of the probabilities of affective state given a
spoken word or phrase. To analyze the affective
state of customer’s voice at any instant of time,
just previous spoken words of the agent is consid-
ered. The same process is followed for analyzing
the agent’s voice. The hypothesis is that the spoken
words from one speaker at any instant of time in-
duce some specific affective state in the other user
during a call conversation. This knowledge-based
system consists of two sub-system, i) an ASR en-
gine, and ii) a voice analytics. The ASR engine con-
verts the spoken words in the textual format. And
the voice analytics system learns and spots emotion-
ally prominent words so as to improve the recog-
nition of emotions. We consider affectively promi-
nent word in audio segment with respect to an af-
fective state is one which appears more often in that
category than in other categories of affective states.
Like in (Lee and Narayanan, 2005), we also used
the prominence measure to find and associate words
that are related to affective states in the speech data.
With the affective prominence, we create the weight
matrix wt, where each element represent the affec-

Figure 7: Speech to text analytics

Figure 8: Kappa statistics in arousal dimension
with and without knowledge

tive prominence corresponds to each affective state.
For each utterance, we have the measure of the af-
fective prominence for each affective states, which
forms the weight matrix weight matrix wt to mod-
ify the output of second knowledge-based system (as
shown in Figure 7).

εvta = wtε
lapse (4)

3.4 Decision based on similarity measures
We get the output matrix εvta for each audio segment
and then find the distances from the reference matrix
(i.e. the template for each affective state) to calculate
the similarity measures. The distance d between εvta

and εA,V are calculated as,

d =‖ εvta − εA,V ‖ (5)

Then the affective state is hypothesized as the out-
put corresponds to the reference matrix that has the
minimum distance from the output matrix. It is also
possible to arrange the segments in the descending
order, i.e. from the highest to the lowest distance.
Therefore at the output, audio segment is labeled
with the affective class, and its distances from all
affective classes.

4 Experiments

4.1 Database
To validate our proposal, we considered call center
conversations between the agents and the customers.
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Table 1: Affective content detection accuracies for call center calls (%)

Description Classifiers
SVM ANN k-NN SVM + ANN + k-NN

Full Utterance 400ms Split Full Utterance 400ms Split Full Utterance 400ms Split Full Utterance 400ms Split
Affective Content Extractor 32.3 62.7 36.1 63.8 31.3 63.2 39.8 65.8

+Time Lapse 49.3 78.3 53.9 78.9 44.2 72.5 59.7 81.9
+ASR and text analytics 56.8 80.9 56.2 82.1 45.1 76.1 61.2 85.2

+Time Lapse + ASR and text analytics 65.3 87.6 61.2 88.9 47 85.6 72.1 89.6

However the agents are trained to behave (and talk)
normally in any given situation, how much adverse
that might be, mostly suppressing their emotions
while talking with the customers. On the other side,
customers generally express their emotions while
talking to the agents, which means that the customer
speech are non-acted (natural). We have considered
total 107 call center calls from three different sectors
(37 calls from finance, 34 calls from telecommuni-
cation sector, and 36 calls from insurance sector).
There are total 354 randomly selected audio utter-
ances of the customer which are considered for test-
ing our framework. Notice that each of the spoken
utterance has a reference in the form of when in the
call flow it was spoken, plus also the manual tran-
scription of speech (temporal sequence of words and
phrases transcribed along the duration of the calls).
We asked 7 human evaluators to annotate the emo-
tion expressed in each of the 354 utterances by as-
signing it an emotion label from the set of arousal
(positive, neutral, and negative) and valence (posi-
tive, neutral, and negative). In the first set of experi-
ments, we randomly sequenced the utterances (with
some utterances repeated) so that the evaluators had
no knowledge of the events preceding the audio and
we then asked the evaluators to label the utterances;
while in the second set of experiments, we provided
the utterances in the order in which they were spo-
ken along with the spoken words transcription. The
motivation is to include knowledge related to the
conversation because of our observation that there
is significant disagreement amongst human annota-
tors when they annotate call center speech; the dis-
agreement largely reduces when they are provided
with additional knowledge related to the conversa-
tion. We computed the Kappa score (Viera and Gar-
rett, 2005) on the annotations in arousal dimension
for each of the two settings. In the first set of ex-
periments (refer Figure 8), we obtained a score of
0.14 (i.e. without knowledge), suggesting a very

poor agreement between the evaluators. While in
the second set of experiments we obtained a Kappa
score of 0.76 (refer Figure 8) suggesting that there
was fair degree of agreement between the evaluators
(i.e. with the knowledge). This clearly demonstrates
that there was a better consistency in the evalua-
tor’s annotation when they were equipped with prior
information (knowledge) associated with the utter-
ance. This observation form the basis for the pro-
posed framework for reliable recognition of affec-
tive states in call center speech.

4.2 Experimental Results

We considered audio calls which are manually
speaker segmented so that the segmentation errors
do not propagate to the affective content extrac-
tor. Similarly for the speech to text conversion, in-
stead of taking the ASR output, we considered the
manual transcription of the audio calls. Affective
content extraction system is trained with the acted
speech utterances from EmoDB (Emo-DB, 2010).
Since the EmoDB dataset has annotations in cate-
gorical space, we converted the labels into the di-
mensional space. All the audio samples in our ex-
perimentations are sampled at 8 kHz, 16 bit, and
monaural. A low level descriptors (intensity, loud-
ness, 12 MFCC, pitch, voicing probability, F0 en-
velope, 8 Line Spectral Frequencies, zero-crossing)
followed by statistical functionals (maximum, mini-
mum values, range, arithmetic mean, 2 linear regres-
sion coefficients, linear and quadratic error, standard
deviation, skewness, kurtosis, quartile 1-3, and 3
inter-quartile ranges) are extracted as the meaning-
ful and informative feature sets from each of the seg-
ment using the OpenSmile feature extraction toolkit
(openSMILE, 2014).

Different classifiers SVM, artificial neural net-
work (ANN), and k-NN have been used in the exper-
iments. LibSVM toolkit is used for implementing
SVM classifier (LibSVM, 2015). For ANN, we have
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used feed-forward multilayer perceptron (WEKA-
Toolkit, 2015), and the network is trained with back-
propagation algorithm. All the results are presented
as an average detection accuracies over all classes.
Two different approaches were adopted for extract-
ing the features from the speech utterances, (1) con-
sidering the full utterances (2) splitting the audio
in 400 ms like in (Pandharipande and Kopparapu,
2015). In the second case, classifier scores are com-
bined to get the scores for the full utterance.

Table 1 represents the affective content detec-
tion accuracies for the segments using different clas-
sifiers (and their combination), and using differ-
ent knowledge-based system. It is observed that
combining classifier scores using add rule improves
the recognition accuracies (Kuncheva, 2004). The
recognition accuracies are improved by using only
the knowledge of the segment’s lapse in the audio
call. Similar trend is observed when only the voice
to text analytics knowledge is used, and the accura-
cies were better compared to the system when only
time lapse based knowledge is used. Moreover, the
better accuracies are obtained when all the knowl-
edge are incorporated, and the best accuracies are
obtained with the framework that segments the full
utterance into 400 ms smaller segments compared to
the system which uses full utterance for processing.
A significant absolute improvement in accuracy of
23.8% is achieved when all the knowledge are used
for the combined classifier, and full utterances were
segmented into 400 ms smaller segments. We found
an average SNR of 8.15 dB for call center calls.

Table 2 presents the affective content detection ac-
curacies for the acted speech samples (from EmoDB
dataset), which are contaminated by different levels
(SNR level of -5dB to 20dB) of 4 different types
of noise (babble, F-16, machine-gun, and volvo)
from Noisex-92 dataset. The noise were added us-
ing FaNT Toolkit (Filtering and Tool, 2015). Noise
contaminated acted speech samples (i.e utterances)
are segmented in 400 ms smaller segments like we
did in (Pandharipande and Kopparapu, 2015). As
expected, for lower SNRs the accuracies are quite
on the lower side, and improved with higher SNRs.
Combining classifier scores improves the accuracy.
Performance of the system degrades significantly
when the signal is affected by babble noise, and
comparatively lower degradation is observed with

Table 2: Detection accuracies for acted speech
(EmoDB) contaminated by noise (Noisex-92)

Classifiers
Noise type SNR (dB) SVM ANN k-NN SVM+ANN+k-NN

Babble

-5 21.05 22.3 32.6 33.2
0 22.1 22.8 32.9 33.9
5 24.8 25.6 34.6 35.5

10 28.9 30.1 35.2 37.2
20 42.3 45.6 47.3 53.3

F-16

-5 20.8 20.8 28.3 30.6
0 21.6 22.3 29.1 32.4
5 22.7 23.8 30.5 39.6

10 28.3 30.1 34.6 43.7
20 30.7 33.4 38.6 45.2

Machine
Gun

-5 22.8 34.6 41.1 47.1
0 45.6 61.4 61.4 73.3
5 70.8 71.2 63.2 75.4

10 71.9 73.2 64.9 77.2
20 72.3 76 68 80.2

Volvo

-5 20.3 22.8 32.9 37.3
0 40.3 42.7 40.3 52.9
5 49.1 49.8 42.1 57.6

10 54.3 54.8 57.3 71.3
20 66.7 66.9 72.7 77.3

the machine-gun noise. However comparing results
in Table 1 and 2, we can say that the knowledge-
based information significantly helps in improving
the performance of the system, even for spontaneous
call center calls in real-life noisy environment.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a framework that provides
an automatic way to extract the affective contents
in audio segments of large call center audio calls
in arousal and valence dimension. The system not
only relies on the classifier trained with the available
acted emotional speech samples, but also incorpo-
rates available knowledge related the speech utter-
ances for reliable detection of the affective content.
Thus the system provides the call center supervisors
an easier way to identify and subsequently address
the abnormal calls. Experimental validation sug-
gests that the incorporation of the associated knowl-
edge in terms of speaker information, time lapse of
the segment in the call, and linguistic content has
improved the performance of the system to reliably
identify the affective states and to tag the similar
emotional segments. This provides an efficient and
useful way for identifying the problematic calls from
a large set of recorded call center audio.
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